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Chapter 1 Introduction to Comments and 
Responses 

1.1 What is in this Document  

This Volume 3 of 3 accompanies the final environmental document (Volume 1 of 3 
and Volume 2 of 3). Volume 3 addresses the comments received on the draft 
environmental document during the public review period between May 9 and July 8, 
2014, and the public hearing on June 11, 2014. Copies of the draft environmental 
document were sent to the following libraries for the public review period:  

• Kern County Library 

• Beale Memorial Library 

• Eleanor Wilson Branch Library 

• Bryce C. Rathburn Branch Library 

• Southwest Branch Library 

All issues raised by the public were addressed through clarification of text in the final 
environmental document (see Volume 1 of 3 and Volume 2 of 3) or are responded to 
here in Volume 3 of 3. Minor project design changes have also been adopted. 

1.2 Summary of Public Input  

1.2.1 Summary of Comments on Draft Environmental Document  

A total of 83 comments were received on the draft environmental document. These 
comments were received via mail, e-mail and at the public hearing. Of the 83 
comments received, a total of 6 comments were taken by the court reporter during the 
public hearing. Note that some people submitted multiple letters and/or multiple 
copies of the same letter. Comments received on the draft environmental document 
during the public review period and at the public hearing consist of the following 
topics: 

• Project Design Modifications; 

• Property Values; 

• Air Quality; 

• Visual; 

• Noise; 

• Traffic; 

• Water/Water Quality; 

• Valley Fever and Other Health Risks; 

• Crime/Transients; 
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• Quality of Life and Community Cohesion; 

• Environmental Justice; 

• Pedestrian and Bicycle Access; 

• Cultural Resources; 

• Blight; and 

• Access to and from the Neighborhoods. 

Comments received during the public review period are summarized below. Note that 
some people submitted multiple letters and/or multiple copies of the same letter. All 
received copies are documented in each chapter of this Volume 3 document. 

Type of Comment 
Number 

Received 

Written comments from federal agencies 3 

Written comments from state agencies 4 

Written comments from regional agencies and organizations 2 

Written comments from local agencies and organizations 1 

Written comments from individuals (representing the general public) 64 

Oral comments received at the June 11, 2014, public hearing  6 

Written comments from Native American groups  1 

Written comments from elected officials of Bakersfield 2 

 

1.2.2 Responses to Comments 

Caltrans appreciates all comments and input on this important transportation project. 
The project team would like to thank everyone that took the time to inquire, provide 
input and comments, and express their concerns. All public comments were 
individually reviewed and addressed through a formal response, as documented in 
this Volume (Volume 3) and/or through revisions made to appropriate sections of the 
final environmental document. 
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Chapter 2 Responses to Comments 
from Federal Agencies 

This section provides comments received from Federal agencies on the draft 
environmental document. While Notices of Availability were sent to the following 
Federal agencies, few comment letters were received from the Federal agencies on 
the draft environmental document: 

• United States Fish and Wildlife Service 

• United States Environmental Protection Agency, Region IX 

• United States Department of Agriculture 

• United States Army Corps of Engineers 

• National Park Service, Pacific West Region 

• United States Department of the Interior 

A total of three comment letters were received as summarized below.  

Table 2.1  Summary of Comment Letters Received from  
Federal Agencies 

Comment 
Code 

Agency 
Commenter 

Name 
Date Letter 
Received 

Comment Topic 

F-1 
U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Jared Blumenfeld 7/8/2014 

Air quality, health 
effects, environmental 
justice, community 
impacts, noise 

F-2 

U.S. Department of 
the Interior, Office of 
the Secretary, Office 
of Environmental 
Policy and 
Compliance 

Patricia 
Sanderson Port 

7/8/2014 

Requested notification 
for any activities that 
may affect Reclamation 
facilities or right-of-way 

F-3 

U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers 
(Sacramento 
District) 

Leah M. Fisher 8/7/2014 Hydrological resources 
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Comment F-1 

 
  

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

REGION IX 

75 Hawthorne Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105·3901 

Shani Bender Ehlert, District Director 
California Department of Transportation, Disu·ict 6 
855 M ·Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, CA 93721 

F-1 

OFFlCE OF THE 
REGION.6.l AOMINIST ~ATO,_ 

Subject: Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Centennial Corridor Project, 
Kern County, Cali fornia (CEQ#20140140) 

Dear Ms. Ehle1t: 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
(DEIS) for the Centennial Corridor Project, a proposed new expressway extending approximately two 
miles from the existing Westside Parkway in Bakersfield to the State Route 58/State Route 99 
interchange, even tu ally connecting to Interstate 5 west of the Westside Parkway. EPA• s comments are 
directed to Caltrans per assumption of National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) responsibility as 
described in the Memorandum of Understanding Between the Federal Highway Administration ( FHWA) 
a11d Caltrans Concerning the State of California's Participation in the Surface Transportation Project 
Delivery Pilot Program. Our review and comments are provided pursuant to NEPA, the Council on 
Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), and our review authority under F·1·1 
Section 309 of the Clean Air Act (CAA). 

As described further below and in the enclosed detailed comments, based upon the anticipated potential 
localized air qual ity impacts and lack of irlformation impo1tant for analyzing and mitigating the project's 
potent!ally significant impacts on air quality, EPA has rated the Centennial Con-idor Draft EIS as 
"Envi,01111ie11tal Objections - Inadequate lnformatio11 , (E0-3)" (see the enclosure "Summary of Rating 
Definitions"). A more meaningful analysis of localized air quality impacts and commitments for 
measures to reduce those impacts are necessary. 

Californfa's San Joaquin Valley has among the woi:st air quality in the United States, especially for fine 
paiticulate matter (PM2.5). The proposed Centennial Con-idor Project is located in an area of Bakersfield 
that modeling shows will be the last part of the San Joaquin Valley to attain EPA's National Ambient 
Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) for PM2.5 . As a result, any localized increase in direct emissions in the 
area above those already accounted for in the state's air quality plan could adversely affect the ability of 
the area to meet the NAAQS by the Clean Air Act's deadline. It is therefore critically important that 
potential impacts to air quality be accurately analyzed, disclosed, and reduced as much as possible. The F• 1-2 
Draft EIS does not adequately evaluate the potential for increases in PM2.5 concentrations, in particulai·, 
within 1,000 feet of the proposed new and expanded freeway. Numerous studies have shown increased 
particulate matter concentrations in close proximity- within 500 to 1,000 feet - of major roadways. The 
Draft EIS also does not adequately quantify the potential for impacts due to construction emissions of 
PM2.5 within this localized area. Both facility operation and construction appear likely to increase 

Prinfed on ReC)'Cltd Paptr 
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local ized PM2.s emissions along the new freeway alignments, either due to an overall increase in 
emissions or a shift in location. To the extent that a localized increase in emissions occurs during the 
2015-2019 timeframe - when the area is predicted to continue to violate the PM2.s NAAQS-the F-1-2 
proposed project may both contribute to a localized NAAQS violation and delay timely attainment of 
the standard. EPA does not have adequate information to evaluate whether the project conforms to 
California's State Implementation Plan for PM2.s in this area. 

This environmental review process highlights the need for developing a robust strategy to offset the 
anticipated localized air quality and health impacts that would result from introducing a high volume 
freeway in a region with some of the worst air quality in the nation. EPA recommends that additional 
measures be identified to reduce these impacts, particularly to protect children's health and to ameliorate 
or eliminate impacts to other sensitive receptors. Further, EPA recommends a revised Environmental F-1-3 

Justice analysis, and mitigation to offset any impacts identified, with focused attention on the remaining 
population of residents that will be within close proximity to both the existing State Route 99 and the 
new Centennial Corridor. 

This additional analysis and information should be circulated publicly for comment prior to the 
publication of a Final EIS as either a Supplemental Draft EIS or as a revision to the relevant sections of 
the current EIS and associated technical material, in accordance with NEPA and Council on 
Environmental Quality's NEPA Implementation Regulations. In the attached detailed comments, we 
also provide recommendations regarding the assessment of impacts and other issues we recommend be 
addressed in the NEPA document. 

We appreciate the opportunity to rev iew this Draft EIS and look forward to working with Caltrans to 
address and resolve the issues outlined in this letter. If we are unable to resolve our concerns, this 
matter may be a candidate for referral to the Council on Environmental Quality for resolution. If you 
have any questions, please refer staff to Connell Dunning, Supervisor in our Environmental Review 
Section, at 415-947-4161. Please send a copy of the Final EIS to this office (mail code ENF 4-2) when 
it is electronically filed with our Washington, D.C. office. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosures: 
(1) Summary of EPA Rating Definitions 
(2) EPA's Detailed Comments on the Centennial Corridor DEIS 

cc via email: Jennifer Taylor, Caltrans 
Robert Pavlik, Caltrans 
Vincent Mammano, Federal Highway Administration 
Seyed Sadredin, San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District 
Mark McLoughlin, California High Speed Rail Authority 
Robert Ball, Kem Council of Governments 

2 
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SUMMARY OF EPA RATI G DEF(NITIONS* 

This rating system was developed· as a means to summarize the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) level 
of concern with a proposed action. The ratings are a combination of alphabetical categories for evaluation of the 
environmental impacts of the proposal and numerical categories for evaluation of the adequacy of the Environmental 
Impact Statement {EIS). 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE ACTION 

"LO" (Lack of Objections) 
The EPA review has not identified any potential environmental impacts requiring substantive changes to the proposal. 
The review may have disclosed opportunities for application of mitigation measures that could be accomplished wiU1 
no more than minor changes to the proposal. 

"EC" (Envirownental Concerns) 
The EPA review has identified environmental impacts that should be avoided in order to fully protect the environment. 
Corrective measures may require changes to the prefel'red alternative or application of mitigation measures that can 
reduce the environmental impact. EPA would like to work with the lead agency to reduce these impacts . 

"EO" (E11eiro11111e11/a/ Objectio11s) 
The EPA review has identified significant environmental impacts that should be avoided in order to provide adequate 
protection for the environment. Coneclive measures may require substantial changes to the preferred alternative or 
consideration of some other project alternative (including the no action alternative or a new alternative). EPA intends 
to work with the lead agency to reduce the,1e impacts. 

"EU" (E11eiroiu11ctt1ally Unsatisfactory) 
The EPA review has identified adverse environmental impacts that are of sufficient magni tude that they are 
unsatisfacto,·y from the standpoint of public health or welfare or environmental quality. EPA intends to work with the 
lead agency to reduce these impacts. If the potentially unsatisfactory impacts are not corrected at the final E IS stage, 
this proposal wil l be recommended for referral to the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ). 

ADEQUACY OF THE IMPACT STATEl'vffiNT 

"Category 1" (Adequate) 
EPA believes the draft EIS adequately sets forth the environmental impact(s) of the preferred alternative and those of the 
alternatives reasonably avai lable to the project or action. No further analysis or data collection is necessary, but the 
reviewer may suggest the addition of clarifying language or information. 

"Category 2" (l11sufficle11I l11formatio,z) 
The draft EIS does not contain sufficient information for EPA to fully assess environmental impacts that should be avoided 
in order to fully protect the environment, or the EPA reviewer has identified new reasonably available alternatives that 
are within the spectrum of alternatives analysed in the draft EIS, which could reduce the environmental impacts of the 
action. The identified additional information, data, analyses, or discussion should be included in the final EIS. 

"Category 3" (Inadequate) 
EPA doe~ not believe that the draft EIS adequately assesses potentially s ignificant environmental impacts of the action, 
or the EPA reviewer has identified new, reasonably available alternatives that are outside of the spectrum of alternatives 
analysed in the draft EIS, which should be analysed in order to reduce the potentially significant environmental impacts. 
EPA believes that lhe identified additional information, data, analyses, or discussions are of such a magnitude thnt they 
should have full public review at a draft stage. EPA does not believe that the draft EIS is adequate for the purposes of the 
NEPA and/or Section 309 review, and thus should be formally revised and made available for public comment in a 
supplemental or revised draft EIS. On the basis of the potential significant impacts involved , this proposal could be a 
candidate for rcfenal to the CEQ. 

*From EPA Manual I 640, Policy and Procedures for the Review of Federal.Actions Jmpactino the Environment. 
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U.S. EPA DETAILED COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT ENVIROl\'MENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE 
CENTENNIAL CORRIDOR PROJECT, KERN COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, JULY 8, 2014 

Air Quality Impacts 
The proposed Centennial Corridor Project is located in an area of Bakersfield that modeling shows will 
be the last part of the San Joaquin Valley to attain EPA's National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
(NAAQS) for fine particulate matter (PM2.s). Attainment in that area will take the maximum time 
allowed under the Clean Air Act (CAA) and depends on additional reductions in direct PM2s emissions 
in the Bakersfield area. The State is currently projecting attainment of the 2006 standard by the end of 
2019. Evaluation of whether the area has attained will be based on ambient data from 2017 through 
2019. Given that San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District's (APCD's) 2012 Air Quality Plan 
shows attainment with no margin, even slight local increases in ambient PM2.s concentrations dming 
the period 2017 to 2019 may make it difficu lt, if not impossible, for the area to show it has attained the 
standard. 

The Draft EIS does not adequately evaluate the potential for localized increases in PM2.s F-1-4 
concentrations from operations and construction. Construction of the Centennial Conidor Project will 
last from 2015 to 2018. These are key years for attainment of the 2006 PM2s standard in the San 
Joaquin Valley. 

Recommendations: 
Quantify construction emissions for criteria pollutants, especially PM2.s, and mobile source air 
toxics. To the extent that it is possible to identify specific locations of elevated construction 
emissions, these should be provided. 

Subsequent analysis should quantitatively evaluate the anticipated increase in PM2.s 
concentrations as a result of localized (segment-level) increases in emissions, especially for 
2018. In terms of significance, any predicted increase in PM2.s concentrations in the area 
during this time frame will likely contribute to a NAAQS violation and delay attainment of the 
NAAQS, and should be addressed in the context of NEPA. 

The Draft EIS analysis of environmental justice impacts resulting from localized increases in PM:u 
concentrations due to project operations and construction is similarly inadequate. Since segments of 
the proposed project alternatives will pass through areas of potential environmental justice concern, 
any localized increase in PM2.s emissions could lead to an increase in PM2.s exposure for 
environmental justice populations. 

Recommendations: 
To the extent that the revised PM2.s analysis in the subsequent analysis identifies geographic 
areas with potentially increased PM2.s concentrations from project operations and construction, 
it should also quantitatively evaluate the demographics of the populations living in areas pf 
potentially increased PM2.s exposure. The demographics (including statistics for minority and 
low income populations) in those areas should be compared to similar statistics for a suite of 
reference communities, including Kem County, the City of Bakersfield, the State of California, 
and the entire United States. 

Project air quality improvements are necessary to avoid contributing to localized NAAQS violations, 
to avoid a delay in timely attainment of the NAAQS, and to suppo1t the State and local air quality 

F-1-5 

I F-1-6 
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goals of bringing the area into timely attainment of the NAAQS. In addition to the construction and 
operational mitigation measures described in our detailed comments, Cal trans should work closely · 
with the San Joaquin Valley APCD and other local partners to pursue all practicable PM2.s mitigation 
within the project area. We note that the conformity analysis described in the Air Quality Study Report 
does not preclude the need for further air quality improvements in the context of NEPA. 

Recommendations: 
Caltrans should consider and commit to mitigation measures to reduce air quality impacts from 
both construction and operational emissions. 

Caltrans should consider the widest possible range of operational emissions reductions in the 
project area, including upgrades to local fleets (such as delivery trucks/warehouses, school and 
city buses, garbage trucks, and street sweepers) and support for alternative fuel infrastructure 
(e.g., Liquid Natural Gas/Compressed Natural Gas, hydrogen, Electric Vehicle charging). 

For construction, Caltrans should consider warm mix asphalt, deployment of Tier 4 or better 
nonroad engines, and electrification whenever possible. 

To.reduce exposure to mobile source-related emissions, Caltrans should pursue sound walls, 
vegetative barriers, and landscape corridors, as well as heating, ventilation, and air conditioning 
upgrades and indoor air filtration at schools, medical facilities, and other sensitive locations. 

To mitigate PM2.s increases due to project operations and construction, especially in the 2015-
2019 timefi:ame, Cal trans should work with partner agencies to pursue other localized PM2.s 
emissions reductions in the project area, including woodstove/fireplace changeouts; upgrades to 
chargrilling equipment, railway/rail yard equipment, and lawn and garden equipment; and 
paving unpaved roads/alleys 

To address the potential health impacts on the local comrntJnity, Caltrans should work with 
partners to support asthma programs. 

Caltrans should also work with EPA, the San Joaquin Valley APCD, and the California Air 
Resources Board to further identify local businesses where there would be opportunities to 
reduce PM2.s emissions. 

In addition to compliance with existing San Joaquin Valley APCD rules and regulations, 
mitigation should also pursue deployment of best available control technology (BACT, 
described below). The Standard Conditions (p. 355; SC-CI-20 and others) should be revised to 
reflect the following provisions in order to minimize the air quality impacts of project 
construction: 

o All project contractors must meet, or exceed the requirements of San Joaquin Valley 
APCD Rule 9510. 

o Implementation of the on-site mitigation should utilize construction equipment that 
meets, or exceeds equivalent emissions performance to that of the EPA Tier 4 exhaust 
emissions standards for nonroad compression ignition engines and model year 2010 
exhaust emissions standards for on-highway compression ignition heavy-duty vehicle 
engines. 

2 
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http://www.epa.gov/otaq/standards/heavy-duty/hdci-exhaust.htm 
http://www.epa.gov/otaq/standards/nonroad/nonroadci .htm 

o Use of cleaner fuels should also include electricity and hydrogen fuel as options. 

F-1 

o For truck idling, anything in excess of 5 minutes should be prohibited, in compliance 
with California ARB's Airborne Toxic Control Measure (ATCM) 2485 . 

http://www.arb.ca.gov/regact/idling/idling.htm 
http://www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/truck-idling/factsheet.pdf 

o Work with San Joaquin Valley APCD to specify the fo llowing: 
Seek to demonstrate and/or deploy heavy-duty technologies that exceed the latest 
EPA exhaust emission performance standards. For example, heavy-duty plug-in 
hybrid-electric vehicles-PHEVs, battery-electric vehicles-BEVs, fuel cell electric 
vehicles-FCEVs and/or advanced technology locomotives in partnership with the 
San Joaquin Valley APCD Technology Advancement Program. 

http://www.epa.gov/otaq/standards/heavy-duty/hdci-exbaust.htm 
http://www.epa.gov/otaq/standards/nonroad/nonroadci.htm 
http://www.epa.gov/otaq/standards/nonroad/locomotives.htm 
http://valleyair.org/grants/technologyadvancement.htm 

Consider the following additional Standard Conditions to ensure that best management 
practices for highway construction and operation are employed: 

o Deploy BACT during construction and operation, including but not limited to: 
a) Soliciting bids that include use of energy and fuel-efficient fleets; 
b) Soliciting preference for construction bids that use BACT, particularly those seeking 
to deploy zero emissions technologies; 
c) Employing the use of alternative fuel vehicles and fueling infrastructure (e.g., LNG, 
CNG, hydrogen and/or electric vehicle charging); 
d) Using lighting systems that are energy efficient, such as LED technology; 
e) Using the minimum feasible amount ofGHG-emitting construction materials that is 
feasib le; 
f) Using cement blended with the maximum feasible amount of flash or other materials 
that reduce GHG emissions from cement production; 
g) Using lighter-colored pavement where feasible; 
h) Recycling construction debris lo maximum extent feasible; 
i) Planting shade trees in or near construction projects where feasible; 
j) Utilize grid-based electricity and/or onsite renewable electricity generation rather than 
diesel and/or gasoline powered generators during construction; and 
k) Building sound walls and planting vegetative barriers along the corridor to minimize 
human exposure to near roadway emissions. 

Health Effects 
The proposed Centennial Corridor will place a high-volume roadway adjacent to hundreds of 
residences, several schools, and medical facilities . Although the Draft EIS did not analyze the number 
of residences remaining within a designated ''buffer of impact'' (i.e., within 500 feet of the centerline 

F-1-6 

or edge of the new highway alignment), the Draft EIS does state that the preferred alternative will F-1-7 
displace over 300 units, including over 900 residents. Because of the high number of displacements, 
there is likely a high number of remaining residences within close distance of the proposed new 
highway, raising the importance of fully assessing, disclosing, and identifying mitigation measures to 

3 
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address the potential health-related impacts, in addition to disclosing any increase in mobile source 
toxics, to the remaining adjacent residences. 

While the Draft EIS includes disclosure of mobile source air toxics, it does not include any conclusions 
about possible health effects to the community. The Draft EIS (p. ES-9) concludes that, for the study 
area as a whole, mobile source air toxics (MSAT) emissions will be higher for all Build Alternatives, 
but that emissions will decrease due to anticipated technological and fuel improvements. According to 
the Air Quality Study report, however, some locations, such as Real Road, will experience elevated 
MSA T emissions when compared to the No Build Alternative. This is particularly important because 
this area is already adjacent to the high-volume State Route 99 and is proximate to an identified 
environmental justice community as identified in the Community Impact Assessment. Also, regardless 
of overall emissions changes, concentrating vehicle traffic may cause nearby residences (i.e., within 
500 feet of the new highway) throughout \he project area to be exposed to higher MSAT 
concentrations than they would otherwise experience without the project. 

ln addition to disclosing potential areas where MSA T impacts are anticipated, Cal trans should describe 
possible associated health effects and discuss mitigation to reduce those effects. As many studies 
suggest, including the South coast Air Quality Management District study cited in the Draft EIS (p. 
236), increased exposure to MSA T emissions is problematic to health. EPA does not agree with the 
conclusions in the DEIS (p. 236) that uncertainties in the science surrounding the analysis of mobile 
source air toxics make the results of such assessments "not useful to decision-makers". Given the 
potential presence of a new highway adjacent to hundreds ofresidents not previously living next to a 
high volume roadway, information surrounding the potential health effects is useful to decision-makers 
in designing the roadway and identifying mitigation to lessen possible impacts. Further, there is a need 
to inform residents about the possible health effects and incorporate their input into identifying 
mitigation measures to address possible impacts. F-1-7 

Recommendations: 
Describe the "remaining" population of residents that will not be relocated and will be within.a 
500 foot "buffer" of the new corridor. 

Analyze and discuss the potential mobile source air toxic-related health impacts from the 
construction and operation at full build out of the corridor to possible receptors . 

Describe possible mitigation measures to reduce impacts, such as improved filtration in central 
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems for concentrated sensi tive receptors (Table 
4.2} near the selected Build Alternative, and a community health clinic for affected residents. 

Existing data, methodology, and guidance needed to assess health impacts and perform a risk 
characterization for air toxics are available on EPA 's web site and are provided below: 
• AERMOD may be used to model ambient concentrations of toxics at locations in the 

project area, given emissions from EMFAC. For guidance on how to conduct such analyses, 
consult the document, ''Transportation Conformity Guidance for Quantitative Hot-spot 
Analyses in PM2.s and PM10 Nonattainment and Maintenance Areas." 
(http://www.epa.gov/otag/stateresources/transconf/projectlevel-hotspot.html/-pm-hotspot) 

• Given ambient concentrations of air toxics, risk characterization can be done using EPA 
guidance and data: 

4 
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o EPA's Air Toxics Risk Assessment Reference Library 
(http://www.epa.gov/ttn/fera/risk atra main.html) describes how to conduct risk 
assessment "at the facility and community scale." Volume 1 of the library describes 
the process and basic technical tools for these analyses, and Volume 2 describes 
detailed procedures for source-specific or facility-specific risk assessment. 

o EPA's IRIS web site (http://www.epa.gov/lRlS/), referenced on page 4-69, includes 
the "individual unit risk estimates", also known as "potencies" or "slope factors," 
which may be employed in the process of cancer risk assessment, and reference 
concentrations for noncancer risk assessment. 

o EPA's Health Effects Notebook for Hazardous Air Pollutants also includes 
information on some of the MSA Ts, including benzene, 1,3-butadiene, 
formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, acrolein, and polycyclic organic matter (PO Ms) 
(http://www. epa. gov /ttn/atw /hi theflhaoindex .htm I). 

o Detailed cancer risk assessment guidance is available in the following EPA 
documents: 

• "Guidelines for Carcinogen Risk Assessment" (2005) 
(http://epa.gov/cancerguidelines/) 

• "Supplemental Guidance for Assessing Susceptibility from Early-Life 
Exposure to Carcinogens" (http://epa.gov/cancerguidelines/sup-guidance-· 
early-life-exp-carcinogens.htm) 

If necessary, exposure modeling can be performed using models available from EP A's web 
site: 

o The Air Pollutants Exposure Model (http://www.epa.gov/ttn/fera/human apex.hhnl) 
o The Hazardous Air Pollutant Exposure Model 

(http://www.epa.gov/ttn/fera/human hapem.html) 
o EPA's Exposure Factors Handbook 

Q1ttp://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/risk/recordisplay.cfrn?deid=236?52). 

Children's Environmental Health and Safetv 
Executive Order 13045 on Chi ldren's Health and Safety directs each federal agency, to the extent 
permitted by law, to make it a high priority to identify and assess environmental health and safety risks 
that may disproportionately affect children, and to ensure that its policies, programs, activities, and 
standards address these risks. Analysis and di sclosure of these potential effects under NEPA is . 
necessary because some physiological and behavioral traits of children render them more susceptible 
and vulnerable than adults to environmental health and safety risks. Although the Draft EIS identifies 
communities and public schools located near the proposed project area, the Draft EIS does not clearly 
describe the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts of the project on children's health. 

Recommendations: 
Evaluate the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative health impacts of the construction and 
operation of the various project alternatives on children' s health. 

Clearly identify the project alternatives that have the least impact to children, as well as those 
alternatives that have the least impact on areas already significantly impacted by existing air 
pollution, high disease rates, and indicators of social vulnerability. 
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Identify mitigation measures to reduce impa~ts from the proposed project's construction and 
operation to schools and child care centers near the proposed project area, including measures 
identified in the vo luntary EPA School Siting Guidelines 
(http://www.epa.gov/schools/siting/download.html), and voluntary EPA Guidelines for States: 
Development and Implementation of a School Environmental Health Program 
(http://www.epa.gov/schools/ehguidelines/index.html). Engage local school districts, child care 
providers, and others to identify mitigation measures. F-1-8 

Obtain and discuss relevant health data ( e.g., asthma data) for children living near the proposed 
project area, if available. The analysis should consider the following: 

o Potential respiratory impacts, including asthma, from air pollutant emissions and 
generation of fugitive dust; 

o Potential noise impacts (see below) to health and learning, especially in areas where the 
, project is located near homes, schools, childcare centers and parks; and 

o Potential impacts from the use of chemicals, such as dust suppressants, and hazardous 
materials to children living near the proposed project areas. 

The Draft EIS identifies schools and daycare centers near proposed build alternatives (Table 4-2) but 
does not fully discuss the noise impacts to them. Section 2 16 of the California Streets and Highways 
Code, cited in the Noise Study Report (p. 21 ), defines a noise impact when noise levels resulting from 
a proposed freeway project, exceed an equivalent sound level over one hour (Leg(h)) of 52 A-weighted 
decibels (dBA) in the interior or public or private elementary or secondary classrooms, libraries, 
multipurpose rooms, or spaces. The Draft EIS identifies some schools in the noise impacts analysis 
segments but does not provide the estimated indoor and outdoor noise levels for those schools. For 
example, the Draft EJS states that the closest school with an outdoor recreational area to any project 
alignment is Harris Elementary School, which is about 500 feet from the Alternative B alignment and 
800 feet from the Alternative C alignment, and Table 4-2 on p. 3-90 identifies other schools and 
daycare centers, one within 300 feet of Alternative B. We did not find the noise estimates for the 
interiors of the nearby schools in the Draft EIS or Noise Study Report. 

Recommendation: 
Identify the indoor and outdoor noise impacts at the nearby schools for the project alternatives. 
Compare these values with the State significance criteria identified in the Noise Report. 
Identify what mitigation measures would be appropriate. 

Environmental Justice Ana.lysis and Communities of Concern 
Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations 
and Low-Income Populations, directs each federal agency to make achieving environmental justice 
(EJ) part of its mission by identifying and addressing, as appropriate, disproportionately high and 
adverse human health or environmental effects of its programs, policies, and activities on minority 
populations and low-income populations. There is a growing body of evidence· that low-income and 
minority communities are more vulnerable to pollution impacts than other communities, including 
deficits ofbotb a physical and social nature that make the effects of environmental pollution more 
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burdensome. 1 Environmental justice concerns may arise from the potential human health, ecological, 
social, cultural, and economic impacts associated with a proposed project. 

EPA is concerned that the EJ analysis did not fully account for the impacts to the remaining 
community, including identified EJ neighborhoods (Table 3.11 ), after the proposed relocations 
proceed. The Draft EIS does not address visual impacts and community disruption during the 
potentially prolonged partial relocation phase, with demolition and construction possibly being and 
implemented over a long timeframe. Cal trans should confirm no environmental justice impacts are 
anticipated in the remaining population not being relocated or, if such a confirmation is not possible, 
identify mitigation measures to alleviate anticipated impacts. 

Also, the Draft EIS does not address the cumulative burden of a new highway facility for those 
communities of concern that may already be experiencing elevated environmental effects from their 
proximity to a major highway or arterial. In particular, the Preferred Alternative may create significant 
isolation for the community in Census Tract 18.01 Block Group I (Vol. 2, Figures 3-9b, 3-9c), 
between Real Road and State Route 99, as well as the "boxed in" area the DEIS (p. 91) identified west 
of South Real Road in Census Tract 28.12. 

Recommendations: 
Further discuss the impacts for the community in Census Tract 18.01/19.0l (Page 109), 
between Real Road and State Route 99, as well as the "boxed in" area the Draft EIS identified 
west of South Real Road in Census Tract 28.12. Identify how disproportionate impacts to these 
communities may be mitigated. 

Identify mitigation measures for any additional direct and cumulative impacts, particularly any 
measures identified through renewed and continuous community engagement. 

Analyze and disclose the impacts of the new corridor to the remaining population that will be 
adjacent to the new corridor, including visual impacts and limitation to connectivity via bicycle 
and pedestrian means. 

Community Impacts during Relocation, Construction, and Operation 

While EPA supports measures to minimize and mitigate impacts to communities of concern that are 
already provided in the Draft EIS, we believe further measures are also necessary to ensure that 
community cohesion is maintained and communities of concern are not disproportionately banned by 
this project. 

In particular, the Draft Relocation Impact Report and Community Impact Analysis both highlight 
Bakersfield's tight housing market~ and as a result relocations will be protracted, and will likely cost 
more than statutory payment limits which taken together may present disproportionate impact to 
lower-income residents in the project area. Further, the Draft EIS does not address or propose 
mitigation for the impacts to pending relocation of residents and businesses during the protracted 

l EPA Symposium on the Science ofDispropon.iona1e Environmencal Health lmpaclS, March 17 - 19, 2010. The fourteen 
scientific reviews commissioned by EPA and published in the American Journal of Public Health are listed on EPA's 
website: hup://epa.gov/ncer/events/news/20 I 1/10 25b 11 feature.html. The commissioned papers were published in the 
American Journal of Public Health in December 2011: ht1p;//ajph.aphapublications.org/1oc/ajph/l0I/S 1. See also EPA's 
Framework for Cumulative Risk Assessment: http://www.epa.gov/raf/publications/pdfs/fimwrk_cum_risk_assmnt.pdf 
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period between their neighbor's relocation, and their own, including what plan Caltrans has for 
managing property whose occupants have left the property, or what impacts may result from timely 
demolition of vacant properties. 

Regarding accessibility and cohesion, once a new highway is in place, community responses to surveys 
highlighted the value they place in their ability to access community resources by foot. However, the 
Draft EIS does not sufficiently address the additional impact of lost access to parks, churches, retailers, 
and neighbors from the Build Alternatives. Recently, more focus is being afforded the idea of 
integrating multimodal and pedestrian transportation solutions, including the Caltrans Complete Streets 
Program, the Kern COG Draft RTP/SCS, and S8375 Framework Core Actions, which identify goals 
promoting pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, including "more walkable communities," "creating 
walkable neighborhoods," and "enhancing biking and walking within established communities". In 
addition, the HUD-DOT-EPA Partnership for Sustainable Communities was fonned to help 
communities by providing more transportation choices, promoting equitable housing, supporting 
existing communities, and valuing communities and neighborhoods. 

Recommendations: 
Consider revising the housing stock analysis dated November 2011 to see what changes have 
happened to the market by 2014, and how that may change some of the relocation pressures 
identified in the Draft Relocation Impact Report. 

Commit to continuous community involvement, and provide infonnation on bow the public 
will be involved in the development of the mitigation relocation plan and how the plan will be 
implemented. The Draft EIS (p. 446) states that six years have elapsed since initial outreach to 
minority and low-income populations. Please update future environmental documents to 
identify coordination that has occurred since that time, as well as any community input since 
the Preferred Altemative was announced. 

Revise Mitigation Measure C-2 (Draft EIS p. 96) by providing a more robust strategy of the 
relocation/demolition/construction plan, with a goal of optimizing the maintenance of 
community character by limiting "piece-meal" pared-by-parcel demolition/abandonment of 
properties. Address strategies for avoiding environmental justice impacts from 
implementation/compensation associated with the Relocation process, including timely 
demolition and management of vacant properties. 

Review community cohesion concerns raised during previous public involvement to facilitate 
that identification of highest priority concerns and mitigation measures and use continuous 
community engagement to identify and mitigate likely visual/aesthetic and other community 
impacts during the protracted relocation, demolition, construction, and operation. · 

Include a comparison of walking distance and walking/bicycling access to parks, churches, 
retailers, school, and neighbor centers before and after1he introduction of the new corridor for 
each alternative. Clearly indicate alternative routes, and distances, that will be required to 
access these areas once new alternatives are operational. 

Consider additional bicycle/pedestrian connectivity measures, including vegetated and shaded 
recreational "decks" and overpasses to provide parkways and connections between 
communities that will be bisected and incorporate community input to identify access points for 
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maximum cohesiveness. EPA recommends Caltrans use the adopted National Association of 
City Transportation Officials (NACTO) Street Design Guide for effective shaded design to 
encourage continued community cohesion. 

Coordinate with the High Speed Rail Authority for common community involvement in those 
· areas that may experience impacts from both Centennial Corridor and High Speed Rail 

projects, especially as it pertains to relocation in similar markets. 

Disclosing 1 oise Impacts 

The Draft EIS contains extensive noise related impact analysis and associated conclusions regarding 
soundwall feasibility. While the DEIS acknowledges some unmitigated impacts, it does not fully 
disclose the noise levels that would not be mitigated where soundwalls were not found·lo be reasonable 
and feasible. The Preferred Alternative would leave some noise impacts unmitigated at levels well 
above the noise abatement criteria and possibly at levels that the Federal Interagency Committee on 
Urban Noise (FICUN) considers incompatible with residential land use. Examples of high noise levels 
include those represented by RB-16 (68 decibels (dB)), RB-46 (67 dB), RB-49 (69 dB), RB-69 (70 
dB), RB-65 (71 dB), R99-12 and 13 (74 dB). Receivers R99-25 and R99-43C would experience a 
noise level of 75 dB, which is a high noise level. EPA indicates that hearing loss "may begin to occur 
in sensitive individuals, depending on actual noise levels received at-ear" at Day-Night Average Sound 
Levels (DNL) of75 dB and has established a 75 dB level for an 8-hour exposure and 70 dB level for a 
24-hour exposure as the average noise level standard requisite to protect 96% of the population from a 
greater than 5 dB permanent threshold shift (decrease in the ear's sensitivity or acuity to perceive 
sound)2. 

F-1-11 

Recommendations_· F-1-12 

EPA recommends that Caltrans include a more robust characterization of noise impacts for 
those areas that would still receive high noise impacts, even with recommended soundwalls or 
where soundwalls were not found to be reasonable and feasib le. Estimate the population 
affected by utilizing census data and disclose the number of people who would experience 
significant outdoor noise levels under each alternative. 

For the residential receptors receiving significant noise levels as identified in the Draft EIS 
after mitigation, discuss indoor noise levels that would likely be experienced considering the 
Noise Level Reduction (NLR) typical of the homes in the area, both with windows open and 
closed. 

Identify the number of residences that would exceed the noise abatement criteria (Activity level 
D) for indoor environments (52 dB) and those exceeding EPA's recommended noise level of~ 
45 dB for indoor residential areas. For those residences that would still experience significant 
noise levels, consider identifying mjtigation measures to achieve an outdoor to indoor NLR 
equivalent to 25 dB (for noise from 65-70 dB) and 30 dB (for noise from 70c 75 dB). 

2 Information on Levels o[Environmen/a/ Noise Requisite.to Protect Public Health and Welfare with a11 Adequate Margin 
of Safety (EPA, 1974), p. 20. Available: http://www.nonoise.org/library/levels74/levels74.htm 
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Identify possible health effects that could be associated with the noise levels identified for the I f.1.12 
project after mitigation and consider committing to additional mitigation in light of potential 
health effects. 

In addition to the Detailed Comments provided above, please consider the following recommendations 
regarding the accuracy and characterization of the air quality analysis in the Drafl EIS and the Air 
Quality Study Report (A QSR): 

Characterization of No Build Alternative 
Table S. I of the Draft EIS (p viii) states that the No Build Alternative is "Inconsistent with the long
term air quality plans (Regional Transportation Plan)". Page 33 of the Air Quality Study Report 
further states, 

"The No-Build Alternative would not implement the proposed project 
improvements; thereby, it would not result in any operational air quality impacts 
including the beneficial impact of congestion management which would result from 
the build alternatives. The No-Build Alternative is not consistent with regional goals 
and policies for improvement of air quality within the Basin and would not be 
consistent with the projected regional growth and the local government goals and 
policies for reduction of air quality emissions within its respective jurisdiction." 

These statements are not substantiated and are misleading. The conclusion that the No-Build 
Alternative would not be consistent with local government goals and policies for reduction of air 
quality emissions in air quality plans assumes that no other options arc available for reduction of 
emissions under the No-Bui ld Alternative. In addition, the Regional Transportation Plan may show 
regional conformity with the No Build Alternative. Further, while congestion management may result 
in short term reduction of emissions, increased freeway capacity has also been shown to lead to longer 
term vehicle miles traveled (VMT) increases, which ultimately runs counter to regional goals for air 
quality improvement. 

• Address the mischaracterization of the No Build Alternative, particularly with respect to air 
quality impacts. 

General NAAQS comments 
Table S. I (p. viii) states that "predicted concentrations of24-hour average" PM10 and PM2.s would be 
within applicable standards. This statement is misleading because concentrations of PM10 and Plvl.2.5 

were not directly estimated in the Draft EIS or the supporting Air Quality Study Report. 
• Please revise the reports to indicate that only total emissions of PM10 and Plvl.2.s were estimated 

in the reports. 

In several places, the Draft ETS (p. 221 and elsewhere) and the AQSR states that the federal I-hour 
ozone standard is not applicable. While the federal I-hour ozone standard has been revoked, the San 
Joaquin Valley remains in nonattainment for the 1-hour standard and Clean Air Act anti -backsliding 
provisions still require that the area develop an implementation plan for the I-hour standard. 

• Evaluate all possible contributions to I-hour ozone NAAQS violations or delayed attainment 
for that standard. 
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The document states that "A qualitative analysis was done for particulate matter with a diameter less 
than l O microns (PM 10) and fine particulate matter (PM2.s). The modeling predicted concentrations of 
these air pollutants using a modeling protocol reviewed and approved by the Interagency Coordination 
Group (p. 116)" This statement suggests that a modeling protocol was approved and air quality 
dispersion modeling was conducted and results reported. A modeling protocol is typically done when 
quantitative air quality dispersion modeling is used to predict an actual ambient air quality 
concentration of PM10 or PM1.s. However, as stated later in the DEIS and in the AQSR, only a 
qualitative analysis, displaying relative total regional emissions, was conducted for this project. No 
modeling protocol was approved and no predicted concentrations of air pollutants are included in the 
Draft EIS. 

• Remove a conclusion that a modeling protocol was approved. 

The document further states (p. 116) that "Results of the qualitative particulate matter and conformity 
analysis indicated that 24-hour average concentrations of particulate matter (PM10) along the study 
area corridor would be less than the currently established applicable National Ambient Air Quality 
Standard. Concentrations of fine particulate matter (PM2.s) along the study area corridor would not 
exceed no-build concentrations .... " Without quantitative modeling results, the document cannot 
explicitly reference modeling concentrations for different project alternatives. 

• Please remove reference to modeling concentrations for different project alternatives in 
subsequent environmental analysis. 

Under Federal 8-hour ozone standards, there is a very limited discussion of ozone impac;ts and ozone 
plans. The San Joaquin Valley Air Basin was classified as a "serious" nonattainment area for the 
federal 8-hour ozone standard on April 14, 2004, and was given an attainment deadline of June IS, 
2013. On June 4, 2010, EPA approved the Basin's reclassification to "extreme" nonattainment. The 
San Joaquin Valley APCD has implemented an Ozone Attainment Demonstration Plan since 2004. The 
2004 Ozone Plan, which addressed the 1-hour ozone standard was withdrawn by California in late 
2012. In 2013, the State adopted a revised I-hour ozone plan that demonstrates that the area will attain 
the I-hour ozone standard by 2017. The currently approved 8-hour ozone plan is the 2007 plan which 
was adopted by the District Governing Board on April 30, 2007, and was approved by CARB on June 
14, 2007. 

• Revise the conclusions (p. 23) regarding the changes in ozone standards and applicability of 
different deadlines for plans and attainment. 

The document should include more data on air quality trends (six years is preferable) and include more 
recent data than is shown on page 231 of the Draft EIS. Both 2012 and 2013 ambient air monitoring 
data are quality assured, certified, and readily available. 

• Address the need for more recent and complete data on air quality trends. 

Localized CO modeling was perfonned in conjunction with emission factors from the CARB emission 
factor model EMFAC2007 (p. 240). 

• Use EMF AC201 l for future revisions to the CO hot spot analysis. 

Re-entrained road dust 
The Draft EIS indicates that re-entrained PM10 road dust was estimated using the emission factor 
equations provided in the Fifth Edition, Volume I of the EPA's AP-42 document, dated November I, 
2006 (p. 247). The equations in AP-42 were updated in January of2011. 
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• Update the re-entrained road dust emissions using the 2011 version of AP-42. 

It is not clear if re-entrained road dust, shown in Table 3.29 (p. 247), was based on the VMT for all 
330 road segments and their associated VMT used to estimate the EMFAC201 I tailpipe, brake wear 
and tire wear PM10 emissions (presented in AQSR Table 4-5). The re-entrained road dust emissions in 
the document are less than 0.5% of the EMF AC emissions. This ratio is significantly smaller than the F.1•15 
ratio of paved road dust to EMF AC emissions in the regional conformity analysis for Kem County. 
Even when rural roads are removed from the regional totals, paved road emissions are typically 40% of 
EMFAC emissions for freeway and arterial roadways. These emissions also increase with VMT. 

• Include estimates of total VMT for each alternative used to estimate the emissions in AQSR 
Tables 4-5 and 4-6 and the corresponding parts of the Final EIS. 

Characterization of Regional and Localized Emissions 
The Draft EIS (p. 247) indicates that overall regional emissions decrease between the no- build and the 
alternatives in the year of 2038 and concludes that due to these decreases, "the project will not cause 
any new particulate matter violations or worsen existing particulate matter violations in the project 
area." However, the Draft EIS states that all build alternatives would result in an "overall increase in 
the truck and total volumes along the Centeno.ial Corridor within the project limits (p. 247)." As with 
any project that results in increased truck traffic, local increases in emissions could contribute to 
localized elevated ambient concentrations, even with decreases in regional emissions. 

• Clarify that the regional decreases and their impact on regional concentrations may not 
completely offset localized increases in particulate emissions. 

As mentioned previously, construction of the Centennial project will be ending in 2018 . Evaluation of 
whether the area has attained will be based on ambient data from 2017, 2018, and 2019. Given that the 
San Joaquin Valley APCD 2012 Plan shows attainment with no margin, even slight increases in 
ambient PM2.s concentrations around the Bakersfield-California Avenue monitor during the period 
2017 to 2019 may make it difficult, if not impossible, for the area to show it has attained the standard. 
Potential increases in emissions in a year within this timeframe should also be evaluated. 

• Revise subsequent environmental documents to ensure that they appropriately characterize the 
attainment challenges for the project area. 
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F-1-1 The project conducted a qualitative analysis per U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
guidelines and showed that the project would not cause or contribute to National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards violations in the project area. The Air Quality Study 
Report (February 2014) followed current air quality study protocol and indicated that 
the project as a whole would reduce emissions within the project area. To address 
localized emissions, Caltrans will implement minimization measures during 
construction of the project and betterments to reduce localized particulate matter 
emissions for the Preferred Alternative B alignment. Caltrans has entered into a 
Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement with the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution 
Control District to implement air quality improvement projects. As part of this 
agreement between San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District and Caltrans, $1.5 
million would be provided by Caltrans to execute emission reduction projects. These 
emission reduction projects include targeted improvements such as retrofitting diesel 
school buses, replacement of wood-burning stoves and provide heating, ventilation and 
air conditioning upgrades to qualified schools. In addition, trees would be planted within 
500 feet of each side of the Preferred Alternative B alignment to control localized 
particulate matter emissions. Air quality improvements to be implemented as part of the 
Centennial Corridor Project are discussed in detail in Response F-1-6. Revisions to the 
final environmental document have been made in Section 3.2.6, Air Quality, and in 
Appendix F, Environmental Commitments Record.  

F-1-2 Caltrans acknowledges that the Centennial Corridor Project is located in an area in 
Bakersfield that is nonattainment for fine particulate matter (PM2.5). The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency commented that there is a lack of adequate 
information to evaluate whether the project’s localized increases in fine particulate 
matter (PM2.5) would affect the ability of the last part within the San Joaquin Valley 
(Bakersfield area) to attain the National Ambient Air Quality Standards and meet 
California’s State Implementation Plan. 

The State Implementation Plan is a statewide plan for achieving the goals of the 
Federal Clean Air Act and how the National Ambient Air Quality Standards will be met. 
The Federal Clean Air Act also requires transportation improvement programs to 
conform to applicable portions of the State Implementation Plan for air quality. Air 
quality is given priority in the transportation program implementation, as discussed in 
the Kern Council of Governments 2014 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable 
Communities Strategy. This Regional Transportation Plan, developed by Kern County 
Council of Governments, including participation from the San Joaquin Valley Air 
Pollution Control District and California Air Resources Board, provides a framework for 
transportation projects to conform to the State Implementation Plan. The Federal 
Transportation Improvement Program is a plan for the incremental implementation of 
the long-range Regional Transportation Plan. Transportation projects listed in the 
Federal Transportation Improvement Program are designed to be consistent with, and 
implement, the Regional Transportation Plan. Both of these transportation plans were 
developed in accordance with the State Implementation Plan, which is the adopted 
strategy for the San Joaquin Valley to meet National Ambient Air Quality Standards for 
fine particulate matter (PM2.5). In nonattainment areas, the Federal Highway 
Administration must provide a determination that the Federal Transportation 
Improvement Program conforms to the adopted State Implementation Plan and that the 
projects in this plan should not further exacerbate the existing air quality problems.  

The Centennial Corridor Project is included in the Federal Transportation Improvement 
Program (identified as KER050104) and the Regional Transportation Plan (identified as 
KER08RTP020) and has accounted for the project’s emissions (including particulate 
matter) to conform to the State Implementation Plan. According to the Kern Council of 
Governments 2014 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy, 
the Centennial Corridor Project provides regional air quality benefits and aids in the 
attainment for particulate matter standards by constructing “’missing links’ (streets) to 
roadway network that reduce out-of-direction travel: Centennial Connector will provide 
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a major free-flow traffic connector that will improve air quality by reducing stop-and-go 
truck travel on local arterials.”  

Because both of these transportation plans conform with California’s State 
Implementation Plan and the Centennial Corridor Project is included in these transportation 
plans, the project would not delay the timely attainment of regional fine particulate matter 
(PM2.5) standards or hinder the National Ambient Air Quality Standards to be met by the 
Clean Air Act’s deadline in 2019, as commented by the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency. In August 2014, the Federal Highway Administration provided a project-level 
conformity determination that the “project will not create any new violations of the 
standards nor increase the severity or number of existing violations,” and that the project 
“conforms to the State Implementation Plan.” 

Implementation of the project would result in an overall reduction of particulate matter 
(PM2.5 and PM10) emissions within the project limits compared to the no-build scenario 
because of the reduction in vehicle idling and out-of-direction travel. Total particulate 
matter emissions for horizon year 2038 for the Preferred Alternative B have been 
calculated to be approximately 8 tons. Construction of the Preferred Alternative B 
alignment would shift traffic towards the new alignment and would result in a decrease 
in particulate matter at local arterials within this same segment area, including major 
arterials such as Rosedale Highway (decrease of 2.2 tons annually), Stockdale 
Highway (decrease of 2.7 tons annually), and Truxtun Avenue (decrease of 1.5 tons 
annually). Local minor roads will also experience a decrease in particulate matter 
emissions due to traffic shifting to the new freeway alignment. The result of the traffic 
shift from local arterials and minor roads would result in a shift of particulate matter 
concentrations. Residents located along the new alignment portion of State Route 58 
(Preferred Alternative B segment) would be exposed to greater concentrations of 
particulate matter emissions due to their proximity to the new freeway; however, 
minimization measures during construction and air quality improvement projects would 
be implemented by Caltrans to offset increases in particulate matter emissions. 
Construction measures and proposed operational improvements are discussed in detail 
in F-1-6. 

To address localized increases in particulate matter along the Preferred Alternative B 
alignment, Caltrans has entered into a Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement with 
the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District to provide funding for 
improvements to local air quality within the project area. This agreement would provide 
additional localized particulate matter reductions. See Appendix L of the final 
environmental document for more details on the Voluntary Emission Reduction 
Agreement. 

Utilizing the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District’s highly successful grant 
administration program, the funds generated pursuant to this Voluntary Emission 
Reduction Agreement will be awarded to businesses, residents, and municipalities to 
generate real and quantifiable reductions in emissions for the Bakersfield area and the 
Central Valley. The following are some examples of how these funds may be utilized to 
reduce air pollution:  

• Grants to residents to purchase cleaner vehicles through the San Joaquin 
Valley Air Pollution Control District’s Drive Clean Rebate Program. 

• Grants to residents through the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control 
District’s Tune-In Tune-Up program to repair older high-polluting vehicles. 

• Grants to residents to replace fireplaces and noncertified wood-burning stoves 
with clean-burning U.S. Environmental Protection Agency-certified units 
through the District’s Burn Cleaner Incentive Program. 

• Grants to convert electricity or replace existing diesel-powered off-road equipment 
through the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District’s Heavy-Duty 
Engine Program. 

• Grants to replace old trucks with new low-emissions trucks through the San 
Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District’s Truck Voucher Program. 
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• Grants to replace older and high-polluting school buses through the San 
Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District’s School Bus Replacement 
Program. 

The emissions reductions secured through Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreements 
are supplementary to existing regulations, achieving reductions earlier or beyond those 
required by regulations. Over the years, the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control 
District has built a reputation for excellence in the implementation of these programs, 
as highlighted in multiple audits by state agencies that lauded the San Joaquin Valley 
Air Pollution Control District’s incentive programs for their efficiency and effectiveness. 
The San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District’s incentive programs have 
invested over $1 billion in public and private funding for clean air projects by reducing 
more than 100,000 tons of emissions. With implementation of the programs listed 
above, the project area would experience construction emission reductions of: 

• Year 1 – 1.9 tons of reactive organic gas/33.6 tons of nitrogen oxide/7.6 tons 
of coarse particulate matter (PM10) 

• Year 2 – 1.45 tons of reactive organic gas/16.5 tons of nitrogen oxide/7.3 tons 
of coarse particulate matter (PM10) 

• Year 3 – 0.4 ton of reactive organic gas/2.55 tons of nitrogen oxide/0.7 tons of 
coarse particulate matter (PM10) 

It should be noted that the reductions mentioned above would be implemented mainly 
within the Year 1 timeframe, and the reductions will carry over to future years, well 
beyond the construction years.  

With implementation of the Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement programs listed 
above, the project area will experience operational emission reductions of: 

• 5 tons of reactive organic gas 

• 73 tons of nitrogen oxide 

• 5 tons of coarse particulate matter (PM10) 

These emission reductions will be achieved throughout the 20-year design life of the 
project. The Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement is provided in Appendix L of the 
final environmental document. 

In addition to implementing the Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement, Caltrans 
and/or the construction contractor would implement and adhere to San Joaquin Valley 
Air Pollution Control District’s Rule 9510. The purpose of this rule is to fulfill the 
District’s emission reduction commitments in the particulate matter (PM10) and ozone 
attainment plans, achieve emission reductions from the construction and use of 
development projects through design features and on-site measures, and provide a 
mechanism for reducing emissions from the construction of and use of development 
projects through off-site measures1. These measures would minimize construction-
related emissions to residents living within 1,000 feet of the Preferred Alternative B 
alignment. Further discussion on Rule 9510 is also provided in Section 3.6 (Volume 1) 
and identified as SC-CI-20 (Appendix F in Volume 2). 

Caltrans recognizes the positive effects of nonmotorized transportation, such as 
bicycles, on the environment. By providing elements for a bicycle connection within the 
Centennial Corridor Project area, it is possible that an improved bicycle connection to 
an existing Class I and Class II bicycle facility could increase bicycle usage and reduce 
vehicle trips within the area. Based on comments received from the public, Caltrans will 
incorporate bicycle path connection elements to the Centennial Corridor over the 
Carrier Canal. In addition, the sidewalk connection from Joseph Drive to La Mirada 
Drive would link two parts of Westpark that currently have no direct access. This 
improvement would enhance bicycle/pedestrian connectivity and would result in 
minimal effects to the environment during construction. These features would be 
consistent with the city-wide plan for multi-use paths within the city of Bakersfield.  

                                                 
1  https://www.valleyair.org/rules/currntrules/r9510.pdf 
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F-1-3 Summaries of particulate matter (PM2.5 and PM10) emissions indicate that 
implementation of the project would result in reductions of particulate matter (PM2.5 and 
PM10) emissions compared to the no-build scenario. It should be noted that reductions 
in emissions within the project area are anticipated despite the overall increase in truck 
and total traffic volumes along all three alternatives. Additionally, traffic data did not 
include increased idling times on local streets that would occur without the project. 
Idling times would dramatically increase the particulate matter quantities for the No 
Build Alternative, with most of the concentrations added along Rosedale and Stockdale 
highways. The project as a whole will improve particulate matter emissions within the 
project limits, as shown in the particulate matter qualitative analysis. Please refer to 
Section 3.2.6 for further discussion regarding the particulate matter qualitative analysis. 

Despite the project-wide decrease in particulate matter emissions, increases in 
localized fine particulate matter (PM2.5) concentrations due to project operations and 
project construction would occur and could affect residents living adjacent to the 
corridor. Betterments proposed as part of the Voluntary Emission Reduction 
Agreement with the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District would reduce 
localized fine particulate matter (PM2.5) emissions and provide additional benefits to 
residents living in the immediate vicinity (i.e., 1,000-foot zone) from the corridor.  

Specifically with regard to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s comment for 
quantitative data of the community demographics to understand increases in fine 
particulate matter (PM2.5) for purposes of analyzing impacts to environmental justice 
populations, Table 4.1 in the final environmental document, and as shown below, 
identifies the number of residents living within 500 feet of each of the build alternatives 
broken down by Census block group data. This table used a bold face print to readily 
indicate to readers which of the block groups in the community are comprised of greater 
environmental justice populations. The demographic breakdown of the block groups is 
compared with the city of Bakersfield and Kern County percentages. Following the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency’s suggestion, we have added to the table the overall 
California State and U.S. population demographic percentages for comparison 
purposes, as provided in Table 3.11 in the final environmental document and as shown 
below. As indicated in the final environmental document, only 3 of the Census Tract 
groups (out of 16) for the Preferred Alternative B alignment contain a higher percentage 
of minority populations compared to city and county averages (Census Tracts 20.00, 
26.00, and 27.00). As discussed, the Centennial Corridor Project would not result in 
disproportionately high and adverse effects on environmental justice communities because 
of the equivalent distribution of the effects on all communities through which the 
Alternative B alignment passes; the other eight non-environmental justice Census 
Tracts would experience similar effects as the three environmental justice Census 
Tracts. Hence, there would be no impacts borne disproportionately by low-income and/or 
minority populations. Volume 2 of the environmental document provides the pertinent 
census tract maps (Figures 3-9a through 3-9c) for each of the three build alternatives. As 
the environmental document reflects in Table 4.2 and shown below, numerous sensitive 
receptors to air pollutants, such as schools, hospitals, medical facilities, and childcare 
centers, are located adjacent to the proposed alignments, and the table indicates the 
distance of the community facilities from each project alignment.   
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 Table 4.1  Number of Residents  
within 500 Feet of Project Alignments 

Tract Block Alternative A 
Alternative B 

(Preferred Alternative) Alternative C 

5.07 1 0 0 0 

18.01 1 N/A N/A 250 

18.01 2 N/A 313 N/A 

18.01 3 92 372 N/A 

18.02 1 330 0 0 

18.02 3 75 N/A N/A 

19.01 2 28 28 30 

19.01 3 17 17 75 

19.02 3 46 46 46 

20.00 3 116 116 116 

26.00 3 46 46 46 

27.00 1 52 52 52 

27.00 4 165 165 165 

27.00 5 150 150 150 

28.12 1 273 271 80 

28.12 2 210 210 N/A 

28.12 3 40 N/A N/A 

28.13 1 95 95 95 

 Total 1,735 1,881 1,105 

N/A: not applicable. 
Note: The bold face signifies block groups with an environmental justice population. 
Source: Developed from the right-of-way maps, 2012. 

 

  

Table 3.11  Race and Ethnic Composition  
of the Project Area Population By Block Group 

Geographic 
Area White 

Black or 
African 

American 

American 
Indian and 

Alaska 
Native Asian 

Native 
Hawaiian 
and Other 

Pacific 
Islander 

Other 
Race/Two 
or More 
Races 

Hispanic or 
Latino of Any 

Race 

City of 
Bakersfield 

131,311 26,677 2,265 20,496 357 8,172 158,205 

38% 8% 1% 6% 0% 2% 46% 

Kern 
County 

323,794 45,377 5,893 33,100 995 17,439 413,033 

39% 5% 1% 4% 0% 2% 49% 

California 
21,453, 394 2,299,072 362,801 4,861,007 144,386 1,054,283 14,013,719 

58% 6% 1% 13% <1% 3% 38% 

U.S. 
196,817,552 38,929,319 2,932,248 14,674,252 540,013 9,009,073 50,477,594 

64% 13% <1% 5% <1% 3% 16% 
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 Table 4.2  Schools and Medical Facilities  
within Vicinity of Project Alignments 

Community Facility 

Approximate Distance (feet) from Alignment 

Alternative A 

Alternative B 
(Preferred  

Alternative) Alternative C 

Schools and Daycare 

Van Horn (Wayne) Elementary School 1,000 N/A N/A 

Roosevelt Elementary School 1,200 1,200 1,200 

Little Red School House N/A 0 1,900 

Harris (Caroline) Elementary School N/A 800 1,900 

Stockdale Christian School 1,700 375 N/A 

Sunshine Center 1,100 1,100 1,100 

First United Methodist Church/First Experiences 
Preschool Assembly Manor 

700 700 N/A 

Millie Munsey Elementary School 1,400 1,400 1,400 

Noah’s Ark Pre-School  1,400 1,400 1,400 

Vista High School  1,800 1,800 1,800 

Claude Richardson Child Development Center  900 900 900 

Sequoia Middle School  1,700 1,700 1,700 

Stine Headstart  800 1,000 N/A 

Day Care Center at Central California Economic 
Development  

1,000 1,000 N/A 

Child Haven Preschool  640 600 1,100 

Five Star Day Care 140 140 110 

Caring Corner Day Care Center  300 300 300 

Medical Facilities 

Stockdale Podiatry 200 150 N/A 

Kaiser Permanente - Stockdale Medical Offices 0 105 550 

Brundage Medical Center 550 550 550 

Houchin Blood Bank 800 N/A N/A 

DaVita Dialysis 1,980 1,000 1,980 

Kern Radiology N/A N/A 1,320 

Bakersfield Veteran’s Affairs Community Clinic N/A N/A 1,980 

Arthritis Association/Adaptive Aquatic Center  N/A N/A 1,980 

Lifehouse Parkview Healthcare Center N/A 1,800 930 

Truxtun Surgery Center  N/A N/A 1,000 

Healthsouth Bakersfield Rehabilitation Center  N/A 500 1,400 

Bakersfield Family Medical  N/A 500 1,900 

Kaiser Permanente Medical Care  900 1,400 N/A 

First Choice Medical 800 650 1,800 

Child and Adolescent Psychology Center 600 N/A N/A 

Note: Facilities sitting beyond 2,000 feet of the build alternatives are listed as not applicable (N/A). Facilities 
directly affected by a build alternative are identified with the number 0. 

Source: Community Impact Assessment, 2015. 
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 The community facilities are also graphically displayed on a map figure included within 
Figure 4-5 of the Community Impact Assessment. Based on the analysis documented 
in the final environmental document, there is no indication that either construction or 
operation of the proposed Centennial Corridor Project would result in disproportionately 
high and adverse impacts to minority or low-income populations. Hence, the 
environmental justice analysis provided in this final environmental document and the 
supporting Community Impact Assessment (2015) adequately analyzes potential 
impacts to low-income and minority populations. No further environmental justice 
analysis is needed. For more information on air quality please refer to Section 3.2.6, 
Volume 1, Air Quality of the final environmental document.  

Finally, under the California Environmental Quality Act, recirculation of this 
environmental document for public review is not required because new information 
added to the environmental impact report merely clarifies, amplifies or makes 
insignificant modifications in an adequate environmental impact report. Similarly under 
the National Environmental Policy Act, releasing of a supplemental environmental 
impact statement is not required for this project since there have been no substantial 
changes in the proposed action relevant to environmental concerns, nor have 
significant new circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns been 
identified. Additionally, the information provided in the final environmental document 
provides all of the relevant information and clarification regarding the project including 
alternative evaluations and mitigation measures. 

F-1-4 As noted in Response to Comment F-1-3, the project would result in lower particulate 
matter (PM10 and PM2.5) emissions compared to the no-build scenario. This decrease 
in particulate matter emissions is the result of an increase in vehicle speeds and a 
reduction of congestion anticipated with implementation of the project. As previously 
mentioned in Response to Comment F-1-2, the project will not cause any new 
particulate matter violations or worsen existing particulate matter violations in the 
project area. The Centennial Corridor Project would not delay attainment for particulate 
matter (PM2.5). Activities related to this project are consistent with the State 
Implementation Plan, and it has been determined that this project conforms to the 
requirements of the Clean Air Act. 

The project as a whole will improve particulate matter emissions within the project 
limits. Total particulate matter emissions for horizon year 2038 for the Preferred 
Alternative B have been calculated to be approximately eight tons annually. 
Construction of the Preferred Alternative B alignment would shift traffic towards the 
new alignment and would result in a decrease in particulate matter at local arterials 
within this same segment area, including major arterials such as Rosedale Highway 
(decrease of 2.2 tons annually), Stockdale Highway (decrease of 2.7 tons annually), 
and Truxtun Avenue (decrease of 1.5 tons annually). In addition to reductions of 
particulate matter at these local arterials within the Preferred Alternative B alignment, 
targeted air quality improvement projects would be implemented by Caltrans and the 
city of Bakersfield to offset localized emissions.   

Caltrans has entered into a Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement with the San 
Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District to provide improvements to local air quality 
within the project area. Caltrans shall provide $1.5 million in funding to the San Joaquin 
Valley Air Pollution Control District for administration of the air quality emission 
reduction programs. This agreement would offset any localized particulate matter 
emissions to the greatest extent practicable. The San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution 
Control District believes that the total $1.5 million total air quality funds available for the 
Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement  would be used to execute “…Emission 
Reduction Projects through the District’s Incentive Programs to achieve a betterment of 
air quality in the vicinity of the project” and will “…provide betterment of air quality in the 
area, by offsetting construction and operation emissions occurring in the vicinity of the 
new highway segment and existing highway segments that will be adding capacity.”   

Construction emissions for particulate matter (PM2.5) would be addressed through 
implementing minimization measures, compliance with the San Joaquin Valley Air 
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Pollution Control District’s Rule 403, and provisions stated in the Voluntary Emission 
Reduction Agreement.  

F-1-5 Despite the project-wide decrease in particulate matter outlined in Response F-1-3, 
increases in localized fine particulate matter (PM2.5) concentrations due to project 
operations and construction would occur and could affect residents living adjacent to 
the corridor. Mitigation measures proposed as part of the Voluntary Emission 
Reduction Agreement with the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District would 
offset the increase in localized fine particulate matter (PM2.5) emissions and would 
mitigate impacts to residents living in the immediate vicinity (i.e., 1,000-foot zone) of 
the corridor. 

As mentioned in Response F-1-3, in regard to the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency’s comment for additional demographic data to understand increases in fine 
particulate matter (PM2.5) for purposes of analyzing impacts to environmental justice 
populations, please refer to Table 4.1 from the final environmental document, which 
identifies the number of residents living within 500 feet of each of the build alternatives 
broken down by Census block group data. By using a bold face print, this table allows 
readers to readily see which of the block groups in the community are comprised of the 
greater environmental justice populations. The demographic breakdown of the block 
groups is compared with the city of Bakersfield and Kern county percentages. Per U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency’s suggestion, the overall California State and U.S. 
population demographic percentages have been added to the table for comparison 
purposes. Also please note, as the final environmental document indicates, only 3 of 
the block groups (out of 16) for the Alternative B alignment contain a higher percentage 
of minority populations than do city and county averages. As discussed, the Centennial 
Corridor Project would not result in disproportionately high and adverse effects on 
environmental justice communities because of the equivalent distribution of the effects 
on all communities through which the Alternative B alignment passes. There would be 
no impacts borne disproportionately by low-income and/or minority populations. 
Volume 2 of the environmental document provides the pertinent Census tract maps 
(Figures 3-9a through 3-9c) for each of the three build alternatives. As the 
environmental document reflects in Table 4.2, numerous sensitive receptors to air 
pollutants, such as schools, hospitals, medical facilities, and childcare centers, are 
located adjacent to the proposed alignments, and the table indicates the distance of the 
community facilities from each project alignment. The community facilities are also 
graphically displayed on a map figure included within Figure 4-4 of the Community 
Impact Assessment. Based on the analysis documented in the final environmental 
document, there is no indication that either construction or operation of the proposed 
Centennial Corridor Project would result in disproportionately high and adverse impacts 
to minority or low-income populations. 

F-1-6 Caltrans has considered the U.S Environmental Protection Agency’s recommendations 
in reducing emissions during the operations and construction of the project. Some of 
the recommended measures are currently proposed to be part of the project. These 
include the construction of sound walls. As currently designed, the Preferred 
Alternative B alignment would construct 25 sound walls along the project area, ranging 
from 8 to 16 feet in height. These sound walls would be constructed to cover most of 
the project limits on either side of the Preferred Alternative B alignment, portions of 
State Route 99, and along State Route 58. As mentioned by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, these sound walls could reduce exposure to mobile source-related 
emissions. In addition to sound walls to reduce mobile source-related emissions, 
Caltrans will also provide landscaping and vegetation in disturbed areas as part of the 
project.  

Caltrans is also providing funding for additional air quality improvements to further 
reduce particulate matter emissions. Caltrans has completed a Voluntary Emission 
Reduction Agreement with the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District to 
address construction and operational emissions. As part of the Voluntary Emission 
Reduction Agreement, Caltrans will provide funds to the San Joaquin Valley Air 
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Pollution Control District, who will administer the programs. The Voluntary Emission 
Reduction Agreement will reduce localized particulate matter emissions by providing 
grants to businesses, residents, and municipalities; these grants would provide funding 
to implement targeted improvements along the Preferred Alternative B alignment. The 
$1.5 million dollars provided by Caltrans to San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control 
District to fund this Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement will be used to awards 
fund to programs, businesses, residents, and municipalities to generate real and 
quantifiable reductions in emissions for the Bakersfield area and the Central Valley. As 
the name suggests, participation by Bakersfield residents is voluntary and is available 
to residents living within a certain distance of the project alignment. Historically, the 
San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District’s incentive programs have invested 
over $1 billion in public and private funding for clean air projects reducing more than 
100,000 tons of emissions. 

Air Quality Improvements to Address Localized Operational Emissions 
Several improvements were considered to provide particulate matter emission 
reductions along the Alternative B alignment. The project team made a determination 
to conduct further research and analysis on the improvements that will provide the 
most benefit at a reasonable cost. These targeted improvements under consideration 
include: (1) retrofitting school buses with diesel engines; (2) wood-burning stove 
replacement; (3) heating, ventilation, and air conditioning upgrade and (4) tree planting. 
These improvements were assessed based on their potential to reduce localized 
emissions and feasibility of implementation.  Caltrans, in cooperation with the San 
Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District and the city of Bakersfield, will implement a 
combination or all four of the abovementioned improvements. The proposed school bus 
diesel engine retrofit, wood-burning stove replacement and heating grants, ventilation 
and air-conditioning upgrade improvements would be part of the  Voluntary Emission 
Reduction Agreement, funded by Caltrans to  the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution 
Control District, who in turn, will administer the abovementioned programs. These air 
quality improvement programs will provide  particulate matter reductions and help 
address air quality related health issues. In addition, the Centennial Corridor Project 
will fund a voluntary tree-planting program within the city of Bakersfield to be 
administered by a non-profit organization, at a cost of $200,000. Environmental justice 
communities near the Preferred Alternative B alignment would receive priority in 
obtaining improvements. A description of each improvement and prioritization are 
described below.  

School Bus Diesel Engine Retrofit  

School bus retrofit is considered as an air quality improvement measure due to the 
current bus travel patterns within and adjacent to the Alternative B alignment. Most of 
the city’s school buses are currently diesel-powered. There are 24 bus routes serving 
schools near or along the Centennial Corridor Alternative B alignment. With morning 
and afternoon routes combined, these buses cover an estimated 123.7 miles each day. 
Diesel bus emissions for 123.7 daily miles traveled over a school year (200 days) are 
estimated to be 8,026 grams (17.7 pounds) of particulate matter, 425,528 grams (938.1 
pounds) of nitrogen oxide, and 9,574 grams (21.1 pounds) of hydrocarbons.2  

The importance of reducing school bus emissions will also have a benefit to the health 
of children who ride these diesel-fueled buses. “A child riding inside of a diesel school 
bus may be exposed to as much as four times the level of toxic diesel exhaust as 
someone riding in a car ahead of it. Under Federal law, these exposures translate into 
a significant risk of cancer to children.”3 Children are at more risk than adults for the 

                                                 
2  Calculated emissions data from U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2008 for diesel emissions; 

calculated emissions for natural gas from Solomon, et al., 1998. Emissions estimate does not include 
idling times. 

3  Solomon, Gina M., Todd R. Campbell, Gail Ruderman Feur, Julie Masters, Artineh Samkian, and 
Kavita Ann Paul. 2001. No Breathing in the Aisles: Diesel Exhaust inside School Buses. Natural 
Resource Defense Council, Coalition for Clean Air. 
http://www.nrdc.org/air/transportation/schoolbus/schoolbus.pdf. 
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harmful effects of air pollution because their lungs are still developing and their 
breathing is more rapid. Replacement of the diesel engines of school buses will benefit 
the communities by the project area and school-age children that ride these bus routes.  

There are several alternatives for fuel sources that could be used for diesel-run school 
buses. The most salient fuel alternative is compressed natural gas, which is a gasoline 
alternative that burns cleaner than diesel and gasoline alternatives.4 The cost to 
replace one diesel-powered bus with a compressed natural gas bus is $460,000, with a 
total cost of $11,040,000 to replace 24 buses currently operating within the Alternative 
B alignment. The cost to replace diesel-powered buses with compressed natural gas-
powered buses is too high, considering a more cost-effective measure is available that 
would yield nearly the same results in terms of particulate matter reductions.  

A cost-effective mitigation measure to achieve the same, or better, emissions of a 
compressed natural gas bus, without replacing the diesel bus, would be to install a 
diesel retrofit device. The installation of one or a combination of available retrofit 
devices could result in maximum emission reductions as high as 95 percent for 
particulate matter, 75 percent for nitrogen oxide, 95 percent for hydrocarbons, and 90 
percent for carbon monoxide. 

Available retrofit devices include diesel particulate filter closed crankcase ventilation, 
selective catalytic reduction, lean nitrogen oxide catalyst, or exhaust gas recirculation. 
Please note that no single device is able to reduce all four emission types; therefore, a 
combination of one or more retrofit devices should be considered depending on the 
targeted emission reductions objective. Depending on the devices chosen, the cost 
could range from $583.33 to $70,000 per retrofitted bus. The proposed school bus 
retrofit would be a funded improvement through the Voluntary Emission Reduction 
Agreement. Caltrans and the city would coordinate with the San Joaquin Valley Air 
Pollution Control District to provide details in its implementation.  

Wood-Burning Stove Replacement  

Wood-burning fires are known to emit smoke containing a range of microscopic 
particles that contribute to air pollution. The gases and particles emitted by wood-
burning fires not only worsen overall  air quality, but they can also lead to severe health 
problems such as bronchitis and chronic heart or lung disease (EPA Frequently Asked 
Questions).5 Particulate matter emissions from burning traditional wood ranges from 41 
to 79 grams per hour. Carbon emissions from traditional wood burning are also high, 
and they can range from 211 to 271 grams per hour.6 Hydrocarbons released from 
wood-burning fires are found to range from 460 to 1,030 milligrams per hour.  

One feasible option to reduce emissions from wood-burning stoves and fireplaces is to 
install a gas fireplace. These fireplaces can be installed into an existing fireplace and 
are a self-contained unit within the home. These fireplaces can burn 35 to 40 percent 
cleaner than wood-burning fireplaces, and they can give the appearance of a traditional 
fireplace, as well as produce heat, without actually burning any wood. Gas logs are 
placed into the fireplace and are hooked up to the existing gas safety pilot valve. A 
wood stove replacement grant program has been implemented by the San Joaquin 
Valley Air Pollution Control District and garnered overwhelming participation from the 
public in the past; however, the proposed wood-burning stove replacement program 
would be a targeted measure for residents living adjacent to the Alternative B 
alignment.  Implementation of the wood-burning stove replacement would prioritize 
environmental justice communities near the Preferred Alternative B alignment to obtain 
this improvement. The proposed wood-burning stove replacement would be a funded 
improvement through the Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement. Caltrans and the 

                                                 
4  U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 2008. “Average In-Use Emissions from Urban Buses 

and School Buses”. Online at http://www.epa.gov/otaq/consumer/420f08026.pdf.  
5  U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). No date. “Frequently Asked Questions: Available 

Online at: http://www.epa.gov/burnwise/faqconsumer.html#aregasstovescleaner. 
6  Firelogs vs. Wood Fires - What's the Right Choice for a Cozy Winter Fire?"Science 2.0. N.p., n.d. Web. 

18 Mar. 2015. 
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city of Bakersfield would coordinate with the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control 
District to provide details in its implementation.  

Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning Upgrades 

To the greatest extent practicable, Caltrans and the city of Bakersfield would provide 
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning upgrades to daycare centers, pre-schools, and 
schools within 1500 feet within the Preferred Alternative B alignment. Each of the 
school’s existing heating, ventilation, air conditioning system will be separately 
evaluated for efficiency and practicability of an upgrade to reduce indoor particles 
related to health effects such as exacerbating symptoms of asthma. The complete 
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning unit may not necessarily require upgrades, but 
the existing air filtration component of the system is central in reducing indoor 
particulates and enhancing children’s health. One criterion that would be utilized to 
determine the need for an upgrade is the minimum efficiency reporting values of the 
existing air filtration system based on a scale of 1 to 20, where 1 is low and 20 is high. 

According to the Environmental Protection Agency, minimum efficiency reporting 
values between 7 and 13 are likely to be almost as effective as true High-Efficiency 
Particulate Air filters in reducing the concentrations of most indoor particles linked to 
health effects.7 Available data indicate that even for very small particles, High-
Efficiency Particulate Air filters are not necessarily the preferred option. For these small 
particles, relatively large decreases in indoor concentrations (around 80 percent) are 
attainable with medium filter efficiency. The proposed minimum filter efficiency for the 
air filtration upgrade would be a value of 8, which would trap 70% of the air-borne 
particulates that are 3 to 10 microns in size. Increasing filter efficiency above a 
minimum efficiency reporting values greater than 13 results in only modest predicted 
decreases in indoor concentrations of these particles. 

Daycare centers, pre-schools, and schools with an air filtration rating of less than a 
minimum efficiency reporting value of 8 may be eligible for this upgrade as part of the 
Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement. The heating, ventilation, and air conditioning 
units of schools along the new alignment would be upgraded to a minimum efficiency 
reporting value of 8 or greater and would remove particulate matter of at least 2.5 to 10 
microns. This targeted air quality improvement would enhance the respiratory health 
and well-being of children. A complete replacement of the heating, ventilation, and air 
conditioning system would only be required if the air filtration component of an existing 
system cannot feasibly be upgraded to obtain the minimum efficiency value of 8.  

The proposed heating, ventilation, and air conditioning system would be a funded 
improvement through the Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement. Caltrans and the 
city of Bakersfield would coordinate with the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control 
District to provide details in its implementation. 

Tree Plantings 

Planting trees adjacent to the Preferred Alternative B alignment provides several 
benefits to the immediate area. Not only do trees provide aesthetic benefits, planting 
one large tree can absorb 10 pounds of air pollutants, including 4 pounds of ozone and 
3 pounds of particulate matter each year. Studies indicate that a reduction of 30 to 80 
percent of fine particulate matter at low wind speeds can be achieved, depending on 
the plant species.  

Tree plantings would be administered by a nonprofit organization(s) in Bakersfield. The 
Centennial Corridor Project will provide funds of $200,000 to a nonprofit organization, 
who will administer the voluntary tree planting program in order to plant as many trees 
as possible within 1,500 feet of the project until funds have been exhausted. 

The voluntary tree-planting program would allow property owners to have this air 
quality mitigation on their property if they are willing to take responsibility of watering 
and care for the tree(s). The estimate of $200,000 is based on the commercial-nursery 

                                                 
7  U.S Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 18 June 2015. “Residential Air Cleaners” Available 

Online at: http://www.epa.gov/iaq/pubs/residair.html#Air-Filters_Available-Evidence-of-Their-
Usefulness 
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cost of providing one 24-inch boxed tree for each property within 500 feet of the 
freeway.  

Trees would be planted within private properties on a voluntary basis, with the highest 
priority of tree plantings to environmental justice communities within 1,000 feet of the 
Preferred Alternative B alignment, and secondly, properties within 500 feet of each side 
of the Alternative B alignment. If trees are available after the primary and secondary 
targeted areas, property owners within 1,500 feet of each side of the alignment would 
be given an opportunity for tree plantings. If trees are still available, they may be 
planted at other locations in consultation with and approved by the city of Bakersfield.  

Sound walls 

Sound walls are primarily implemented to abate noise impacts. According to the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, research suggests that they can also serve as a 
barrier to reduce concentrations of traffic-related air pollutants immediately downwind 
of a roadway, depending on wall height, length and distance from the road.  Pollutant 
concentrations also are generally lower for roads below grade with steep walls than 
near at-grade roads.8 Along both sides of the Preferred Alternative B alignment, sound 
walls would be constructed and the roadway would be depressed from La Mirada Drive 
to Stine Road; the depressed roadway in conjunction of the construction of the sound 
wall would minimize pollutant concentrations. Preferred Alternative B would include the 
construction of a total of 25 sound walls that could directly minimize air quality impacts 
to residences behind the barriers. In conjunction with the proposed tree plantings for 
residences behind the proposed sound walls, research conducted by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency believes that the “presence of sound walls, buildings 
and vegetation also has an impact on pollutant dispersion.”7    

Air Quality Improvements to Reduce Construction-Related Emissions 
The Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement will follow Rule 9510 set forth by the 
San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District that will minimize any increases in 
particulate matter due to construction equipment. In addition, Caltrans would impose 
the following conditions to the construction contractor during construction of the 
Centennial Corridor Project: 

1. Contractors must meet or exceed requirements of San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution 
Control District Rule 9510. 

2. Construction equipment must meet or exceed U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Tier 4 exhaust emissions standards for non-road compression ignition engines and 
model year 2010 standards for on-highway compression ignition heavy-duty vehicle 
engines. 

3. Use of cleaner fuels, such as electricity and hydrogen fuel options, if feasible. 

4. Prohibited truck idling in excess of 5 minutes. 

5. Work with San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District to demonstrate and/or 
deploy heavy-duty technologies, such as heavy-duty plug-in hybrid-electric 
vehicles, battery-electric vehicles, fuel cell electric vehicles, and/or advanced 
technology locomotives. 

6. Soliciting bids that include energy- and fuel-efficient fleets. 

7. Soliciting preference for construction bids that use Best Available Control 
Technology, particularly those seeking to deploy zero emissions technologies. 

8. Use of alternative fuel vehicles and fueling infrastructure, if feasible. 

9. Use energy-efficient lighting systems, such as light-emitting diode. 

10. Cement blended with maximum feasible amount of flash  

11. Use lighter-colored pavement where feasible. 

12. Recycle construction debris to maximum extent feasible. 

13. Plant shade trees in or near construction projects where feasible. 

                                                 
8  http://epa.gov/otaq/documents/nearroadway/420f14044.pdf 
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14. Use grid-based electricity and/or onsite renewable electricity generation rather than 
diesel and/or gasoline-powered generators during construction. 

The project as a whole will improve particulate matter emissions within the project 
limits, as shown in the particulate matter qualitative analysis shown in Table 3.28. 
Although the Centennial Corridor Project is not anticipated to worsen air quality within 
the general area of the alignment, Caltrans is providing improvements and minimization 
measures to reduce both operational and construction-related emissions. 

F-1-7 In Comment F-1-7, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency acknowledged that the 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement includes disclosure of mobile source air toxics, 
but notes that there were no conclusions about the potential health risk to the 
community. The following response amplifies the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement that the study of mobile source air toxics, dose-response effects, and 
modeling tools is currently in a state where accurate information is incomplete or 
unavailable. 

Per the Federal Highway Administration’s Interim Guidance Update on Mobile Source 
Air Toxic Analysis in NEPA (December 6, 2012), information is incomplete or 
unavailable to credibly predict the project-specific health impacts due to changes in 
mobile source air toxics emissions associated with a proposed set of highway 
alternatives. The outcome of such an assessment, adverse or not, would be influenced 
more by the uncertainty introduced into the process through assumption and 
speculation rather than any genuine insight into the actual health impacts directly 
attributable to mobile source air toxics exposure associated with a proposed action. 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is responsible for protecting the public 
health and welfare from any known or anticipated effect of an air pollutant. They are the 
lead authority for administering the Clean Air Act and its amendments, and they have 
specific statutory obligations with respect to hazardous air pollutants and mobile source 
air toxics. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is in the continual process of 
assessing human health effects, exposures, and risks posed by air pollutants. They 
maintain the Integrated Risk Information System, which is "a compilation of electronic 
reports on specific substances found in the environment and their potential to cause 
human health effects."9 Each report contains assessments of noncancerous and 
cancerous effects for individual compounds and quantitative estimates of risk levels 
from lifetime oral and inhalation exposures with uncertainty spanning perhaps an order 
of magnitude.  

Other organizations are also active in the research and analyses of the human health 
effects of mobile source air toxics, including the Health Effects Institute. Two Health 
Effects Institute studies are summarized in Appendix D of the Federal Highway 
Administration’s Interim Guidance Update on Mobile source Air Toxic Analysis in NEPA 
Documents. Among the adverse health effects linked to mobile source air toxic 
compounds at high exposures are cancer in humans in occupational settings; cancer in 
animals; and irritation to the respiratory tract, including the exacerbation of asthma. 
Less obvious is the adverse human health effects of mobile source air toxic 
compounds at current environmental concentrations10 or in the future as vehicle 
emissions substantially decrease11. 

The methodologies for forecasting health impacts include emissions modeling; 
dispersion modeling; exposure modeling; and then final determination of health impacts 
– each step in the process building on the model predictions obtained in the previous 
step. All are encumbered by technical shortcomings or uncertain science that prevents 
a more complete differentiation of the mobile source air toxics health impacts among a 
set of project alternatives. These difficulties are magnified for lifetime (i.e., 70-year) 
assessments, particularly because unsupportable assumptions would have to be made 

                                                 
9 EPA, http://www.epa.gov/iris/ 
10 HEI, http://pubs.healtheffects.org/view.php?id=282 
11 HEI, http://pubs.healtheffects.org/view.php?id=306 
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regarding changes in travel patterns and vehicle technology, which affects emissions 
rates, over that time frame, because such information is unavailable. 

It is particularly difficult to reliably forecast 70-year lifetime mobile source air toxic 
concentrations and exposure near roadways, determine the portion of time that people 
are actually exposed at a specific location, and establish the extent attributable to a 
proposed action, especially given that some of the information needed is unavailable. 

There are considerable uncertainties associated with the existing estimates of toxicity 
of the various mobile source air toxics because of factors such as low-dose 
extrapolation and translation of occupational exposure data to the general population, 
which is a concern expressed by HEI.12 As a result, there is no national consensus on 
air dose-response values assumed to protect the public health and welfare for mobile 
source air toxic compounds and, in particular, for diesel particulate matter. The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency13 and the Health Effects Institute14 have not 
established a basis for quantitative risk assessment of diesel particulate matter in 
ambient settings. 

There is also the lack of a national consensus on an acceptable level of risk. The 
current context is the process used by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency as 
provided by the Clean Air Act to determine whether more stringent controls are 
required to provide an ample margin of safety to protect public health or to prevent an 
adverse environmental effect for industrial sources subject to the maximum achievable 
control technology standards, such as benzene emissions from refineries. The decision 
framework is a two-step process. The first step requires the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency to determine an "acceptable" level of risk due to emissions from a 
source, which is generally no greater than approximately 100 in 1 million. Additional 
factors are considered in the second step, the goal of which is to maximize the number 
of people with risks less than 1 in 1 million due to emissions from a source. The results 
of this statutory two-step process do not guarantee that cancer risks from exposure to 
air toxics are less than 1 in 1 million; in some cases, the residual risk determination 
could result in maximum individual cancer risks that are as high as approximately 100 
in 1 million. In a June 2008 decision, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia Circuit upheld the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s approach to 
addressing risk in its two-step decision framework. Information is incomplete or 
unavailable to establish that even the largest of highway projects would result in levels 
of risk greater than deemed acceptable. 

Because of the limitations in the methodologies for forecasting the health impacts 
described, any predicted difference in health impacts between alternatives is likely to 
be much smaller than the uncertainties associated with predicting the impacts. 
Consequently, the results of such assessments would not be useful to decision 
makers, who would need to weigh this information against project benefits, such as 
reducing traffic congestion, accident rates, and fatalities plus improved access for 
emergency response, that are better suited for quantitative analysis. 

To further illustrate the points made above, the Federal Highway Administration 
reviewed health risk assessments for a hypothetical roadway under a National 
Cooperative Highway Research Program research project and three major roadway 
projects (FHWA-AZ-EIS-14-01-F): 

The Federal Highway Administration’s review focused on the methodologies used in 
the studies and the findings related to the incremental health risk attributable to the 
projects. All four of the health risk assessments involved very conservative 
assumptions regarding emissions and exposure. For example, each of the studies 
assumes constant near-term emissions rates, even though national projections by the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the emissions analysis for this project [the 
same is true for the Centennial Corridor Project] show that there will be a large decline 
in emissions over the lifetime of the project. Likewise, all 4 of the modeling studies 

                                                 
12 HEI, http://pubs.healtheffects.org/view.php?id=282  
13 EPA, http://www.epa.gov/risk/basicinformation.htm#g  
14 HEI, http://pubs.healtheffects.org/getfile.php?u=395 
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assume constant breathing of outdoor air at a fixed location for either 30 years (1 
study) or 70 years (3 studies). They assume that people will not change residence 
(which occurs every 8 years on average in the United States), change jobs (which 
occurs every 3 years on average), or travel to different parts of a metropolitan area 
over the course of a given day (even though people travel 26 miles per day on 
average). The studies even assume that students will remain at elementary schools 24 
hours per day for 30 or 70 years. These assumptions are not realistic and introduce a 
considerable amount of uncertainty into the results. Even with these conservative 
assumptions, the 4 studies all report very low risk. Estimated incremental cancer risk 
from vehicle traffic at the worst-case location in each study ranged from 0.08 case of 
cancer per million people to 2 cases per million people. As a point of reference, the risk 
management framework in the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Air Toxics Risk 
Assessment Reference Library defines risk levels between 1 in 1 million and 100 in 1 
million as “acceptable.” (A risk level of “1 in 1 million” is frequently mentioned in 
discussions of cancer risk, but under U.S. Environmental Protection Agency risk 
assessment guidelines, this represents a level below which risk is considered 
“negligible” and is not a standard or other type of pass/fail threshold.) For noncancer 
health risks, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency uses a metric known as the 
“hazard quotient,” where the estimated risks for each pollutant are added together, and 
a total of less than 1 is considered acceptable. Each of the locations modeled in 3 of 
the studies had hazard quotients from vehicle emissions of less than 1, in most cases 
much less; the remaining study did not calculate a hazard quotient. In short, none of 
these health risk assessments for major roadway projects (including the 2 examples 
provided by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency) identified health risks in excess 
of the “acceptable” thresholds in the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s risk 
management framework. 

To help put these low health risks from roadway emissions into perspective, the 
Federal Highway Administration compared them with health risks from traffic fatalities. In 
2010, there were 2.47 million deaths in the United States, and 32,728 of these were 
due to traffic fatalities, meaning that the risk of dying in a traffic accident in 2010 was 
0.0106 percent. Converted to terms of risk per million people, this represents a risk of 
106 in 1 million per year, or 7,420 in 1 million as a 70-year lifetime risk, consistent with 
cancer risk estimation. While this risk is very high, and while the Federal Highway 
Administration is actively working to improve highway safety, most people seem to 
consider this risk “acceptable” in the sense that they do not avoid vehicle trips to 
reduce it. In addition, if the mobile source air toxics risk estimates in the studies 
summarized above are correct, it means that the incremental risk of cancer from 
breathing air near a major roadway is several hundred times lower than the risk of a 
fatal accident from using a major roadway. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
must make decisions regarding acceptable risk when it develops regulations to control 
hazardous air pollutants (air toxics) under Titles II and III of the Clean Air Act. The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency’s National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air 
Pollutants for benzene emissions is based on attaining a risk level of no more than 100 
cases of cancer per 1 million people. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s 
2007 mobile source air toxics rule, covering vehicles, fuels, and fuel containers, is 
designed to result in a remaining risk of approximately 5 in 1 million. Both of these risk 
levels, considered acceptable by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency as an 
outcome of its rulemaking processes, are much higher than the estimated risk from the 
highway projects that the Federal Highway Administration reviewed. 

Caltrans will monitor mobile source air toxic emissions between opening year (2018) 
and horizon year (2038) conditions and provide the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency relevant air quality data upon request. Caltrans will utilize data from an existing 
air quality monitoring station located 0.6-mile from the Alternative B alignment at 5558 
California Avenue in the city of Bakersfield. Caltrans will request the San Joaquin 
Valley Air Pollution Control District to provide an additional air quality monitoring station 
adjacent the Preferred Alternative B alignment. Through advancement in vehicle and 
fuel composition technology, mobile source air toxic emissions would likely decrease 
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within the general area of the Preferred Alternative B alignment by horizon year (2038) 
conditions. 

F-1-8 Executive Order 13045 provides, in part, that Federal agencies make it a high priority 
to identify and assess environmental health risks and safety risks that may 
disproportionately affect children and to ensure that their policies, programs, activities, 
and standards address disproportionate risks to children that result from environmental 
health risks or safety risks. It further directs Federal agencies to protect children from 
environmental health and safety risks in carrying out their missions. For each “covered 
regulatory action” (e.g., any substantive action in rule making that is likely to result in a 
rule that is economically significant [Executive Order 12866] or rule making an agency 
has reason to believe may disproportionately affect children) submitted to the Office of 
Management and Budget Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs pursuant to 
Executive Order 12866, Federal agencies should include an evaluation of the effects of 
the planned regulation on children and why it is preferable. Caltrans does not believe 
the proposed alternatives would disproportionately affect children, nor are the proposed 
alternatives described in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement regulatory in 
nature.  

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement incorporates an assessment of the potential 
impacts of the proposed project on all populations, including children.  

As shown in Table 3.4, Effects on Parks by Alternatives, in the Final Environmental 
Impact Statement, the Preferred Alternative would have no impacts to parks within the 
project area. Additionally, community character and cohesion is analyzed in the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement in Section 3.1.4.1, Volume 1.This analysis identifies 
neighborhood schools and community facilities. 

Sensitive receivers for air are already included in the air quality analyses in accordance 
with state and Federal guidance. The Air Quality section in the Final Environmental 
Impact Statement, Section 3.2.6 in Volume 1, has addressed requirements under the 
National Environmental Policy Act. The National Ambient Air Quality Standards. Clean 
Air Act § 109(b)(1) requires the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to promulgate 
primary National Ambient Air Quality Standards at levels that allow an adequate margin 
of safety and are requisite to protect the public health. As noted by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency in its 2013 rulemaking for particulate matter, Clean 
Air Act § 109’s legislative history demonstrates that the primary standards are “to be 
set at the maximum permissible ambient air level … which will protect the health of any 
[sensitive] group of the population” (78 Federal Register 3086 and 3090) (quoting S. 
Rep. No. 91-1196, 91st Cong., 2 Sess. 10 [1970]) (alterations in original). Accordingly, 
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
based evaluation of criteria air pollutants included a health-based review of sensitive 
populations, including children, given the National Ambient Air Quality Standards’ 
inherent consideration of those factors. Furthermore, the National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards-based assessment ensures adequate consideration of health based issues 
as “[t]he requirement that primary standards provide an adequate margin of safety was 
intended to address uncertainties associated with inconclusive scientific and technical 
information … and to protect against hazards that research has not yet identified” (78 
Federal Register 3090). Likewise, as noted in Table 3.25, Volume 1, of the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement, 10 intersections were modeled for carbon monoxide 
concentrations. Receptor placement met the criteria for selecting modeling locations as 
specified in 40 Code of Federal Regulations § 93.123(a). (See also the responses to 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency comments above, which address particulate 
matter, air quality conformity, and mobile source air toxics.) 

As mentioned in the response to comment F-1-6, Caltrans would provide funds to the 
San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District for administering improvement 
programs to enhance children’s health and safety. These improvements include 
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) upgrades to daycare centers, pre-
schools, and schools within 1500 feet of the Preferred Alternative B. In addition, high-
polluting diesel school buses would be retrofitted with a diesel filter to reduce bus 
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particulate matter emissions comparable to a compressed natural gas bus. These 
improvements would be funded through the Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement. 

As part of the environmental commitments for this project, Caltrans will require that the 
construction contractor implement all applicable control measures included in the San 
Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District’s Guide for Assessing and Mitigating Air 
Quality Impacts.  Chemical stabilizers/ suppressants and other best available control 
and standard control measures will be used in construction areas to mitigate potential 
respiratory impacts, including asthma, from air pollutant emissions and the generation 
of fugitive dust.  As indicated in minimization measure SC-CI-21 in Appendix F, 
construction areas near sensitive receptors are required to adhere to conditions to 
minimize exposure to construction-related hazardous materials and chemicals. 

Caltrans will also incorporate requirements into the contract specifications requiring 
that the construction contractor comply with the provisions of the National Emissions 
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants regulations as listed in the Code of Federal 
Regulations requiring notification and inspection for construction activities, thereby 
minimizing potential impacts from the use of chemicals and hazardous materials to 
children living near the project construction areas. Implementing the aforementioned 
minimization measures is anticipated to result in less than significant impacts to 
children living near project construction areas.  

Noise  

As stated in Section 3.2.7, Noise, in Volume 1 of the Final Environmental Impact 
Statement, more than 532 sensitive receivers were evaluated at exterior locations from 
a traffic noise perspective. All of the receivers represent noise-sensitive land uses in 
proximity to the proposed project, including homes, schools, and parks, and these 
receivers would have higher noise levels than similar facilities more distant from the 
proposed action. In response to comments by the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, each modeled school was re-examined to determine whether noise impacts 
would result from the proposed freeway and whether appropriate mitigation of these 
impacts was provided (see Response to Comment F-1-9). 

Through this analysis, Caltrans has determined that the proposed project would not 
produce disproportionate impacts to children’s environmental health and safety.  

F-1-9 The frequent outdoor use areas along the proposed alignment were identified in the 
Noise Study Report and feasible and reasonable sound walls were considered for 
areas that would be impacted by the traffic noise. Harris School is approximately 800 
feet from the roadway alignment and there are several rows of houses between the 
school and the roadway. Therefore the school would not be considered impacted in 
accordance to the Caltrans/Federal Highway Administration guidelines. A sound wall is 
considered for this area that will reduce traffic noise at the areas close to the roadway 
but it would not have any effect on the school due to the distance. Stockdale Christian 
School is located 375 feet from the edge of roadway and the predicted exterior noise 
levels would be 58 decibels for Alternative B. A 20- to 25-decibel drop in interior noise 
levels is normally expected when compared to exterior noise levels, which would put 
the interior noise level around 33 to 38 decibels, which is well below the 
Caltrans/Federal Highway Administration 52-decibel classroom noise limit.  

The final environmental document has identified schools or day care centers within the 
project area for potential noise impacts to schools and day care centers for all build 
alternatives within the project area. A map showing the location of the schools and day 
care centers are identified in Figure 3-3, and listed in Section 3.1.4.3, Environmental 
Justice, in Volume 1 of this final environmental document. Thorough research has been 
conducted to identify schools or day care centers within the project area. The noise 
study indicates that there are no schools within the Alternative A alignment, west of 
State Route 99 that would be impacted by traffic noise. Under Alternative C, there are 
no schools or day care centers close to the existing State Route 99, north of State 
Route 58, that would be impacted by traffic noise. For all analyzed build alternatives, 
there are no schools or day care centers near the existing State Route 58 that would 
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be impacted by traffic noise. Within the Preferred Alternative B project area, one school 
and two day care centers may be affected as a result of the project, as discussed 
below. 

Five Star Day Care Center  
Five Star Day Care Center is a day care center located west of State Route 99 and 
north of Bell Terrace, which is approximately 200 feet from the nearest future traffic 
lane for Alternative A and Preferred Alternative B. This day care center is identified as 
Receiver R99-40. This day care center will be demolished under Alternative C. The 
predicted exterior future traffic noise level at this receiver is 71 decibels. Assuming a 
25-decibel noise reduction, the interior noise level would be 46 decibels at Receiver 
R99-40, which is below the interior noise abatement criteria of 52 decibels.  

Stockdale Christian School  
Stockdale Christian School is located 375 feet south of Alternative B west of State 
Route 99. This school is identified by Receiver RB-38. The predicted future exterior 
traffic noise level at the closest point of this school to the alignment is 58 decibels, 
which is below the noise abatement criteria of 67 decibels. The recommended sound 
wall at this area would reduce traffic noise to 57 decibels, which means the future 
interior noise level would be 31 decibels if building noise reduction of 32 decibels is 
assumed. 

Caring Corner Day Care Center 
Caring Corner Day Care Center, which is located east of State Route 99, south of State 
Route 58, is 300 feet from the right-of-way line. There is an existing 10-foot-high sound 
wall at this location that may be replaced a few feet closer to Wible Road due to the 
additional space requirements of the project. The future traffic noise level was not 
predicted at this location, but it was at the swimming pool area of the Ramada Inn next 
to this day care building. The swimming pool area, which is identified as Receiver R99-
14 and is located 110 feet from the right-of-way line, would have a future exterior noise 
level of 73 decibels. The future noise level at the day care center would be at least 4 
decibels less due to the distance attenuation; therefore, the anticipated exterior noise 
level would be 69 decibels. Assuming a noise reduction of 25 decibels, the future 
interior noise level would be 44 decibels, which is below the noise abatement criteria of 
52 decibels. 

Based on the summary of the noise analysis provided above, interior noise levels at 
Five Star Day Care Center, Stockdale Christian School, and Caring Corner Day Care 
Center are not anticipated to exceed 52 decibels. To abate for exterior noise, the 
project will construct sound walls within the general area of Stockdale Christian School 
and Caring Corner Day Care.  

F-1-10 Caltrans understands and acknowledges that there has been a growing recognition 
that minority and low-income populations are more vulnerable to pollution impacts and 
other factors deleterious to health and quality of life. While this was a major 
underpinning of Executive Order 12898 when issued in 1994, even stronger evidence 
has emerged since then owing to scholarly studies and scientific literature that have 
looked closer at the linkage between health and communities of color and other under-
represented communities. In fact, the Caltrans Director issued a statewide Director’s 
Policy (DP-#21) policy to ensure that minority and low-income populations are not 
discriminated against, treated unfairly, or made to suffer disproportionately from 
transportation decisions that benefit the whole. The environmental justice analysis 
included in the final environmental document (Section 3.1.4.3) has demonstrated that 
there is not a disproportionate adverse impact to minority or low-income populations 
associated with implementation of the Preferred Alternative.  

Census Tract 19.01 (Block Group 3) is not considered an environmental justice 
community. However, Census Tract 18.01 (Block Group 1), directly west of State Route 
99 (shown in Figure 3-9c in Volume 2) is considered an environmental justice 
community. Neither of these Census tract block groups would be directly impacted by 
implementation of the Preferred Alternative B. The completion of Build Alternative C 
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would cut through both these Census Tracts. Neither of these Census tract block 
groups, which are not considered environmental justice communities, would be directly 
impacted by implementation of the Preferred Alternative B. Additional discussion has 
been included in the final environmental document in Section 3.1.4.1, Community 
Character and Cohesion,  on the sense of enclosure that those residing within those 
homes located in a portion of Census Tract 28.12, west of South Real Road, may 
potentially experience. It should be noted, however, the sense of enclosure would 
actually apply to very few single family residences located west of Real Road, south of 
Stockdale Highway and north of the Preferred Alternative B alignment because of the 
presence of a new aerial freeway structure adjacent to the residences. The sense of 
enclosure would only apply to very few properties once the Preferred Alternative B is 
implemented due to the houses in the alignment footprint being acquired for the project 
while keeping the remaining Census Tract 28.12 whole.    

Surveys were completed in 2009 for the community within southwest Bakersfield, 
which includes Census Tract 28.12 and all of its Block Groups. Many respondents 
commented on the good freeway access (State Route 99 and State Route 58) offered 
by the neighborhood. At the same time, many respondents commented on noise from 
these highways as an existing problem and requested sound walls. Provision of noise 
walls to address existing sound from State Route 99 and State Route 58, addressing 
speeding traffic on local streets, improving street lighting, and sidewalks and street 
pavement conditions were listed many times as potential issues the Centennial 
Corridor Project could address. Multiple respondents commented that, in looking at the 
map, the project does not appear to affect their neighborhood. Many respondents 
expressed general support for the project and complained about congestion on State 
Route 58 (West) (Rosedale Highway). Sound walls, landscaping with trees, speed 
bumps, and stop signs as traffic-calming measures were listed as potential project 
features to help make the project more compatible with the neighborhood. Several 
respondents expressed interest in an elevated highway being built. 

As discussed in the environmental document in Section 3.1.7, Visual/Aesthetics, the 
Preferred Alternative B would have adverse effects on the visual character of the 
project area. Many residential properties would be relocated to build the new freeway, 
and the new freeway structures and sound walls would change the residential 
landscape and visual character of the bisected community. Though a lengthy segment 
of the new State Route 58 freeway will be depressed as it traverses the Westpark 
community, the presence of State Route 99 and existing State Route 58 requires that 
an elevated freeway and sound walls be built in those general areas located southeast 
of Westpark. Mitigation and minimization measures for softening the visual impacts of 
the new freeway include incorporating an overall design theme in keeping with the 
overall Westside Parkway design theme, including aesthetic concrete sound walls and 
bridge treatments with textural façades, and decorative lighting fixtures, to provide 
contrast and avoid a monolithic appearance. Furthermore, Caltrans, in an executed 
Memorandum of Agreement, as part of its National Historic Preservation Act Section 
106 responsibilities, has agreed to incorporate hardscape and landscape features, 
including color and texture treatments that are compatible with the character of the 
Rancho Vista Historic District, which is located south of Stockdale Highway, in an 
executed Memorandum of Agreement. 

In addition, Caltrans will preserve as many mature trees as practical and has prepared 
a landscape plan that incorporates tree replacement at a 1:1 ratio (i.e., for every tree 
removed, a tree will be planted). In addition, as a compatibility feature and betterment, 
a $200,000 grant by the Centennial Corridor Project will be provided to a nonprofit 
organization(s) in Bakersfield to administer the voluntary tree planting program which 
will provide trees at no cost to willing homeowners located within 1,500 feet of the new 
freeway. Trees would be planted within private properties on a voluntary basis, with the 
highest priority of tree plantings to environmental justice communities within 1,000 feet 
of the Preferred Alternative B alignment, and secondly, properties within 500 feet of 
each side of the Alternative B alignment. If trees are available after the primary and 
secondary targeted areas, property owners within 1,500 feet of each side of the 
alignment would be given an opportunity for tree plantings. If trees are still available, 
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they may be planted at other locations in consultation with and approved by the city of 
Bakersfield. 

A positive impact would result from a new project feature consisting of construction of a 
sidewalk connection within the project right-of-way and a link of La Mirada Drive to the 
area of Westpark located near Joseph Drive, east of McDonald Way. This feature will 
be consistent with the overall city-wide plan for multiuse paths. This would allow a 
greater number of resident’s potential means of nonmotorized modes of travel to 
access Centennial Park and have closer reach to other nearby community facilities, 
such as Harris Elementary School or Barnes and Noble Books/Starbucks. This 
eliminates what would have otherwise become a more circuitous pathway for residents 
of those houses located in the area of Joseph Drive and the surrounding neighborhood. 
The new sidewalk connection to be used by pedestrians and bicyclists will help correct 
an oversight that has existed since the early 1970s, which, intentional or not, allowed 
for the separation of community facilities based on the socioeconomic or demographic 
characteristics of its users, which we explore further below beginning with some 
background history and providing some demographic analysis.  

Most of the land that makes up today’s Westpark was originally owned by the Kern 
County Land Company, but there are in some ways two Westpark neighborhoods. 
Whereas the houses on Joseph Drive and immediate streets south and east were built 
in the middle 1950s, those houses located on La Mirada Drive and streets north and 
west date their construction to the early to middle 1970s. The evolution of land use is 
visible by looking and comparing photographs available online through 
historicaerials.com. 

This lack of connectivity has deep historical roots. As part of its master-plan 
development for Westpark, the Stockdale Development Corporation, which owned the 
Kern County Land Company, saw the newer area it was developing with houses as 
more exclusive, beginning with its donation of 9 acres to the city of Bakersfield in 1969 
for the creation of Centennial Park, which was highly touted in real estate ads as a 
community resource. The newer portion of the Westpark neighborhood was developed 
with more of a curvilinear street design approach, partially in reaction to the traditional 
postwar housing tract of the 1950s, which was being more widely criticized for its 
“sameness.” The houses in the newer portion of Westpark were designed by a 
prominent local builder and designer of custom homes, John Deeter, whose name was 
featured as a selling point in local advertising. Not surprisingly perhaps, the older 
Westpark neighborhood (e.g., Joseph Drive), though shoulder-to-shoulder with and 
backing up to La Mirada Drive, was not connected with Centennial Park, and its street 
access orientation was more closely aligned with Stockdale Highway. This lack of 
connectivity had long-term implications for the community, which might be examined by 
some other means.  

Unfortunately, because of the way the U.S. Census Bureau collects and releases 
demographic and income data, we cannot get down to a street-by-street measurement 
of residency location of environmental justice populations because of the suppression 
of data and the need to protect the confidentiality of households; however, in that 
Census Tract 18.01 at La Mirada/Mira Loma Drive and Joseph Drive is broken down 
into two separate Block Groups, some comparative analysis is possible. Block Group 2, 
which includes Joseph Drive, had 12 percent higher Latino/Hispanic population as a 
total percentage compared to Block Group 3, which includes La Mirada Drive (44 
versus 32 percent); Block Group 3 had a greater percentage of whites than Block 
Group 2 (50 versus 43 percent).  

In addition, while the U.S. Census Bureau does not provide income data at a Block 
Group level, we have other tools we can use as a proxy measuring stick. For example, 
our recent analysis found that the average house value for single-family residences 
located on Joseph Drive is perhaps 33 to 40 percent less than those houses on La 
Mirada Drive (Zillow.com data accessed in April 2015). Rents are also substantially 
less by several hundred dollars for houses located in the older section of Westpark 
compared to the newer section, as represented by these same two adjacent city 
streets. Even those houses with backyard swimming pools, as viewed in aerial 
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photographs, are in remarkable contrast between the two streets, which might offer still 
one more indication of the existing gap in the economic status between the two 
neighborhood areas.  

In summary, in improving connectivity for nonmotorized modes, the pedestrian and 
bike path at La Mirada Drive will help provide a linkage of the neighborhoods and 
provide greater opportunity for all segments of society to have access to Centennial 
Park. 

F-1-11 The Uniform Relocation Act includes a relocation assistance program that provides for 
an advisory service and monetary benefit program for individuals and businesses being 
displaced as a result of a public project. At this stage it is expected that Alternative B 
would displace a total of 310 residential parcels and 121 industrial and commercial 
business parcels. Alternative B would relocate about 38 utility lines or facilities as well. 
The Final Relocation Impact Report (February 2015) identified that there may be about 
500 to 600 available residential properties for rent or for sale in any particular month 
within the replacement area (a 15-mile radius from the State Route 58/State Route 99 
interchange in the city of Bakersfield), and would supply adequate comparable housing 
replacements. As assessed in January 2015, 341 available commercial and/or 
industrial properties were identified for rent or purchase in the commercial sectors of 
Bakersfield and adjacent areas. It is evident that many replacement housing options for 
renters and buyers affected by the project are available in the immediate project area 
as well as the larger replacement area region. Please see the Final Relocation Impact 
Report prepared for this project for more information about relocation opportunities. All 
benefits and services will be provided equitably to all residential and business 
displacees without regard to race, color, religion, age, national origins, and disability as 
specified under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The advisory assistance 
program for individuals and businesses will assist in the relocation by discussing needs 
and preferences regarding the details of a move, explaining the rights and benefits 
available, and providing help in obtaining the monetary benefits for which individuals 
and businesses are eligible. Additionally, advisory assistance includes providing 
information on available replacement sites, including purchase and rental costs, and 
coordinating and educating landlords, property managers, and other real estate 
professionals to help secure replacement properties. 

The monetary benefits of the program for residential occupants include three types of 
payments available to eligible individuals being displaced from their primary place of 
residence: (1) a Replacement Housing Payment to assist with the cost of either 
purchasing or renting a replacement dwelling, (2) payment of closing or incidental costs 
associated with purchasing a replacement home, and (3) a moving payment to assist 
with the relocation of personal property. 

Research indicates that approximately 11.5 percent of Bakersfield’s total households 
are considered extremely low income (defined as households with income below 30 
percent of Area Median Income), and approximately 13 percent are very low income 
(defined as households with income between 31 percent and 50 percent Area Median 
Income). The 2010 U.S. Census showed that 20.6 percent were below the poverty line; 
a family of four is considered impoverished if its earnings are less than $22,050 
annually. Therefore, it is likely that low-income displacees will be encountered in this 
project. Prior relocation experience with low-income individuals has revealed that 
individuals with low income typically require higher relocation payments of Last Resort 
(a mandatory allowance of the Uniform Relocation Act), and greater assistance in 
finding replacement housing because of their financial limitations. 

The city of Bakersfield, who is responsible for the right-of-way acquisition, will address 
this concern by developing a deep understanding of lower income relocation housing 
options, exploring thoughtful approaches to dealing with complicated credit issues, and 
performing due diligence to ensure the displacees’ financial situation is well 
understood. The city of Bakersfield is considering various options for addressing issues 
with displacee’s financial situations, including special loan programs, incentive 
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programs for landlords, and other financial assistance to allow all displacees to obtain 
housing in a timely manner and on a case-by-case basis.  
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development conducted a comprehensive 
analysis of the Bakersfield-Delano housing market area in 2013. They found that the 
housing market was still somewhat soft but improving. The expanding housing supply 
is expected to offset some of the housing that will be removed from the local market as 
a result of the right-of-way acquisition needs of the Centennial Corridor Project, but the 
effects on the overall housing market are not substantially different than was reported 
in 2011. The draft environmental document reported the total housing stock available 
for replacement was about 547 units, which includes single- and multi-family units. An 
updated review of the housing stock was completed in January 2015, and it was 
included in the Final Relocation Impact Report and the final environmental document. 
Based on the review, approximately 496 units were available for potential replacement 
housing. The 9 percent reduction within 4 years shows housing resources have 
remained relatively stable. Based on the project’s needs of 310 residential 
displacements, the current housing stock and options that the city of Bakersfield is 
considering for low-income and other special circumstances (e.g., elderly, minorities) 
will be adequate in addressing relocation needs of displacees.  

As described in Chapter 5, Comments and Coordination, of the final environmental 
document, Caltrans staff has attended meetings; conducted surveys; provided 
handouts and mailers; given presentations; and received input at local neighborhood 
meetings, city of Bakersfield/County of Kern-sponsored meetings, and numerous public 
meetings to update interested parties and the public on the project as it evolved over 
time. Outreach efforts to update interested parties and the public on the project also 
included organizations, such as local communities and planning groups, homeowners 
associations, Chambers of Commerce, City Council meetings, and local politician-
sponsored meetings. These efforts began as early as 2001 and became more intensive 
in 2004. 

Efforts will continue to be made by Caltrans to ensure meaningful opportunities for 
public participation during the entire project planning and delivery process. These may 
include, but are not limited to, additional community meetings, informational mailings, a 
project Web site, and news releases to local media. The community outreach and 
public involvement programs for the project will continue to actively seek and effectively 
engage the affected communities. The final environmental document has been updated 
to reflect a public hearing held in 2014. Note that the city of Bakersfield, through the 
Thomas Roads Improvement Program office, has been proactive in its outreach for the 
right-of-way program. Two community meetings with a right-of-way focus have been 
conducted – one on December 6, 2012, and one on June 11, 2014 – to keep the 
affected property owners informed about the relocation claims process and benefits, as 
well as to provide the opportunity for the displacees to express their concerns about 
relocation issues. In addition, the city of Bakersfield, through the Thomas Roads 
Improvement Program office, has hired a right-of-way consultant, Overland, Pacific, 
and Cutler, to implement and manage the Centennial Corridor Project’s right-of-way 
program.  

As recommended, additional measures beyond those originally outlined in Measure C-
2 are being implemented and include an early acquisition program. This program will 
allow the affected property owners to engage in the right-of-way process early to 
mitigate hardship and environmental concerns, as well as to resolve the challenge 
relocate more than 300 businesses/residences required for the project in a short period 
of time. 

Following acquisition of required right-of-way, there is a possibility that acquired 
properties may sit vacant until construction activities begin. As a result, vacant 
properties may be undesirable for adjacent property owners whose property was not 
acquired for the Centennial Corridor Project. However, demolition of vacant structures 
on acquired right-of-way would be the first order of work once project construction 
begins; therefore, vacant structures subject to demolition would be demolished prior to 
other scheduled construction activities such as grading and paving. If a home or 
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building has been acquired for the project, Caltrans and the city of Bakersfield have 
developed a strategy to minimize vacant properties. To enhance safety and to minimize 
graffiti, and vagrancy problems associated with vacant buildings, Caltrans and the city 
of Bakersfield would reduce the amount of vacancy by implementing the following 
options for acquired properties: (1) rent the homes and businesses on a month-to-
month basis to keep them occupied as long as possible in advance of demolition; or (2) 
demolish each building as soon as feasible after acquisition. This latter option would 
result in vacant lots interspersed in business areas and neighborhoods. With either 
option, proper management of acquired property is a key consideration. Caltrans has 
committed to mitigation providing all relevant materials related to relocation services to 
displacees in a nontechnical manner in Spanish and English. One or more of the 
relocation specialists assigned to the Centennial Corridor Project will be fluent in 
Spanish. Another mitigation measure agreed upon is to work with the Kern County 
Department of Human Services to develop and widely distribute a booklet that will 
include information in such areas as employment opportunities and workforce 
development; legal services; financial and tax consequences of relocation; possible 
homeowner credit-repair counseling; first-time buyer counseling; and other services for 
special needs populations, including disabled, low income, and senior citizens. 

The city of Bakersfield conducted a walkability analysis through Walk Score to address 
nonmotorized circulation through Westpark. Walk Score is a private company that 
provides community walkability information for any given address in its neighborhood 
through a database that is accessible on their Web site and some mobile applications. 
For each property address, a Walk Score is given (from 1 to 100; the higher the 
number the more “walkable” it is) based on the number of typical consumer 
destinations and amenities (e.g., grocery stores, restaurants, banks, dry cleaners, 
medical services, parks, schools) available within a 0.25-mile walking distance and the 
ease to which they are reached. The core philosophy for users of Walk Score is that 
“walkable neighborhoods with access to public transit, better commutes, and proximity 
to the people and places you love are the key to a happier, healthier, and more 
sustainable lifestyle.” 

While the city of Bakersfield has an average Walk Score of 34 (out of 100), Westpark 
properties have Walk Scores as high as 69. The community is served by a wide variety 
of restaurants, coffee shops, medical service facilities, and public transit along 
California Avenue and Stockdale Highway. The only homes in the community with 
Walk Scores lower than the city average are located farthest from major arterials on N. 
Stine Road, Joseph Drive, and La Mirada Drive. With the proposed multipurpose trail 
and overcrossings at Marella Way and La Mirada Drive, the State Route 58 freeway 
segment is not expected to adversely impact walking distances or Walk Scores for any 
properties in the neighborhood. The Centennial Corridor Project includes many 
mitigation measures designed to address project-related community concerns. 
Specifically, these include replacement tree landscaping to provide visual screening 
and to blend with adjacent landscaping; use of retaining walls in applicable locations to 
reduce grading requirements; and incorporation of textural façades on retaining walls 
and sound walls to provide contrast and character and to help avoid a monolithic 
appearance. New architectural features will reflect context-sensitive solution principles, 
including structures, retaining walls, sound walls, lighting fixtures, and other freeway 
appurtenances, that are congruent with the neighborhoods that they are passing 
through.  

Preserving the essential character of the affected communities is vital to minimizing the 
impacts that a new highway would create. This will be accomplished by promoting the 
planting of trees and vegetation alongside the highway and sound walls to help screen 
and soften the overall presence of the infrastructure. 

Maintaining bicycle and pedestrian access within the Westpark community is an 
important aspect of community cohesiveness. The project will be designed to retain 
existing pedestrian and bicycle travel ways to the extent feasible. The existing Class II 
bike lanes on Stockdale Highway and California Street will not be impacted by the 
project. Caltrans will also minimize operational and construction impacts to existing and 
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planned bike routes and trails potentially affected by the project construction, to the 
extent feasible.  

The city of Bakersfield currently has a Master Bikeway Plan as part of its Metropolitan 
Bakersfield General Plan. The Bikeway Plan provides an overall goal to ensure 
connectivity between bike lanes and trails through the city. One of the goals of the 
Bikeway Plan is the ability of all communities in Bakersfield to easily access the Kern 
River Parkway Trail. Pedestrian and bicycle access across the freeway would be 
maintained at several key spots (i.e., California Street, Stockdale Highway, La Mirada 
Drive, Ford Street, and Marella Way) to help circulation from neighborhood sections 
that would otherwise be cut off. Bicycle-friendly design elements would be incorporated 
into the final design, whenever feasible; these elements would include marked outside 
shoulders, bicycle-friendly drainage system planning, and bike lanes at signalized 
intersections. Directional signs indicating how to access the Kern River Bicycle Trail will 
be placed in key locations are identified as part of the Bikeway Plan. Other bicycle and 
pedestrian access and connectivity points are not precluded and would continue to be 
evaluated during final design. Within the project, a bicycle/pedestrian trail will be placed 
parallel to the project across the Carrier Canal to connect California Avenue to 
Commerce Drive to maintain connectivity for the bike trail/lane network within the city.  

Please note that the option of removing the La Mirada Drive overcrossing from the 
Preferred Alternative B was also considered; however, after circulation of the draft 
environmental document, Caltrans decided to construct all of the proposed crossings, 
including maintaining the existing La Mirada Drive overcrossing to preserve 
connectivity. Accordingly, proposed overcrossings at La Mirada Drive and Marella Way, 
as well as the proposed undercrossing at Ford Avenue, would provide three local street 
connections between California Avenue and Stockdale Highway.  

The city and Caltrans have committed to a dedicated new pedestrian sidewalk for the 
benefit of residents in homes located on the south side of La Mirada Drive on the west 
and south of Joseph Drive on the east to better connect newly divided areas and 
shorten the route for pedestrians to access popular community facilities located on 
either side of the freeway, including Centennial Park, Harris Elementary School, and 
other neighborhood destinations. This proposed feature would upgrade bicyclist and 
pedestrian access via La Mirada Drive. 

In addition, the city currently has a Capital Improvement Program project to improve 
operations at the signalized intersection of Truxtun Avenue and Commercial Way. This 
project includes the installation of a north/south pedestrian crosswalk across Truxtun 
Avenue, which will encourage nonmotorized circulation south of Stockdale Highway 
and north of California Avenue.  

Caltrans staff has been coordinating with the California High-Speed Rail Authority since 
January 2009. Current coordination efforts include assessing relocation impacts related 
to the proposed high-speed rail alignment in Bakersfield. This coordination will continue 
as both projects evolve. 

F-1-12 In identifying noise impacts, primary consideration is given to exterior areas of frequent 
human use. In situations where there are no exterior activity areas, or where the 
exterior activities occur far from the roadway are physically shielded in a manner that 
prevents an impact or exterior activities, the interior criterion is used as the basis for 
determining noise impacts. Evaluation location for the interior impacts (Category D) 
consists of auditoriums, day care centers, hospitals, libraries, medical facilities, places 
of worship, public meeting rooms, public or nonprofit institutional structures, radio 
studios, recording studios, schools, and television studios. Land uses that meet these 
standards along the Centennial Corridor Project are: Bakersfield fire station, Stockdale 
Christian School, Central Bakersfield Community Center/Clinica Sierra Vista, and 
Montessori Children’s Center.  

Average noise reduction for open windows is 5 decibels, partially opened windows is 
10 decibels and for closed windows is between 20 to 25 decibels.  These findings were 
discussed in a research paper published by Napier University entitled “Open/Closed 
Window Research: Sound Insulation through Ventilated Domestic Windows.” For 
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buildings with air conditioning units and interior circulation a noise reduction of 20 to 25 
decibels is assumed. Therefore, exterior noise levels of 75 decibels would be reduced 
to an interior noise level of 50 to 55 decibels.  Additionally, as stated previously, when 
the predicted peak-hour traffic noise is 75 decibels at a location, the daily exposure 
would be much less than 75 decibels because traffic noise subsides drastically during 
late night or early morning hours. As a result there is no possibility for hearing loss 
because people would not be continually exposed to such noise levels throughout the 
entire day. The Caltrans Technical Noise Supplement discusses the rate at which 
hearing damage is caused. The maximum allowable noise exposure over an 8 hours 
period is a level of 90 decibels. For each halving of the exposure time, the maximum 
noise level is allowed to increase 5 dBA. Therefore, the maximum allowable noise 
exposure (100%) is 90 decibels for 8 hours, 95 decibels for 4 hours, 100 decibels for 2 
hours, 105 decibels for 1 hour, 110 decibels for 30 minutes, and 115 decibels for 15 
minutes. 

Preparation of the Noise Study Report (March2014) for the Centennial Corridor Project 
follows the Traffic Noise Protocol for New Highway Construction, Reconstruction, and 
Retrofit Barrier Projects (May 2011), which was prepared by the Federal Highway 
Administration and Caltrans to comply with Title 23, Part 772 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations, “Procedures for Abatement of Highway Traffic Noise and Construction 
Noise.” This guidance for highway traffic noise outlines the procedures for noise 
studies that are required for approvals that are required by the Federal Highway 
Administration and/or Federal –aid highway projects.  

The Noise Study Report (January 2013) for the Centennial Corridor Project was 
conducted in accordance with the Federal Highway Administration and Caltrans 
regulations and guidelines. In accordance with Federal Highway Administration 
requirements, achieving at least a 5-decibel noise reduction is considered providing the 
required abatement measure for the impacted outdoor frequent use areas. Because 
the Centennial Corridor Project requires approval from the Federal Highway 
Administration, the Noise Study Report was prepared in accordance with Traffic Noise 
Protocol for New Highway Construction, Reconstruction, and Retrofit Barrier Projects 
(May 2011). 

Based on the guidelines prepared by Federal Highway Administration and Caltrans, 
traffic noise impacts are determined using the peak noise hour of a day and not daily 
noise levels as it is done by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency or Federal 
Interagency Committee on Urban Noise. Therefore, when the predicted peak-hour 
traffic noise is 75 decibels at a location, the daily exposure would be much less than 75 
decibels because traffic noise subsides drastically during late night or early morning 
hours. As a result there is no possibility for hearing loss because people would not be 
continually exposed to 8 hours of such noise levels. 

Traffic noise impacts and possible abatement measures are described to the extent 
that is required by the Federal Highway Administration and Caltrans requirements. As 
mentioned previously, the Centennial Corridor Project’s noise study must adhere to 
Traffic Noise Protocol for New Highway Construction, Reconstruction, and Retrofit 
Barrier Projects (May 2011) because the project requires Federal Highway 
Administration approval. Estimating the number of people that would be exposed to 
certain interior or exterior traffic noise levels is not required in accordance with the 
Federal Highway Administration and Caltrans regulations. However, the following are 
specific descriptions of the receiver points that were identified by U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency’s comment as examples of high noise levels: 

• RB-16 – Future traffic noise level in the area represented by this receiver 
would be reduced by 4 decibels to 64 decibels as a result of constructing 
Sound wall S518. Further reduction cannot be achieved due to the opening in 
the sound wall for the Marella Way crossing. 

• RB-46 and RB-49 – Future traffic noise level in the area represented by these 
receivers would be reduced by Sound wall S529. It was determined that this 
sound wall would be feasible but not reasonable; however, Caltrans decided 
to recommend constructing the sound wall as a gap closure measure. This is 
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explained in the Noise Study Report and in the final environmental document. 
As a result of including Sound wall S529, a 5-decibel traffic noise reduction 
would be achieved at two houses represented by RB-49. This area would be 
considered fully abated according to the Federal Highway Administration 
regulations. A noise reduction of 1 decibel would be achieved at RB-46 
(representing the nearest park location to the project alignment), and further 
reduction cannot be achieved due to the opening in the sound wall for the 
Marella Way crossing. 

• RB-65 and RB-69 – Full noise abatement cannot be provided for areas 
represented by these two receivers because they are exposed to traffic noise 
from Stockdale Highway in addition to the traffic noise from the elevated 
freeway for the Preferred Alternative B alignment. However, RB-65 and RB-69 
would experience a 3-decibel and a 4-decibel noise reduction, respectively, 
from the proposed sound wall at the edge of structure as it is shown in the 
Noise Study Report. Further noise reduction at areas represented by these 
two receivers is not possible due to the noise from traffic on Stockdale 
Highway.  

• R99-12 and R99-13 – Feasible noise abatement of 5 decibels is possible at 
areas represented by Receivers R99-12 and R99-13 by installing Sound wall 
S656. However, it was not possible to meet Caltrans’ Design Goal of at least a 
7-decibel noise reduction at one impacted location due to traffic noise on 
Wible Road; therefore, a sound wall was not recommended for this area. 
These areas are presently exposed to the peak hourly noise levels of 68 to 69 
decibels, and future traffic noise would reach 74 decibels. Assuming noise 
reduction of 25 decibels, the interior noise levels in the motel and two single-
family houses would be 49 decibels, which is below the interior noise 
abatement criteria of 52 decibels. 

• R99-25 – Receiver R99-25 represents an outdoor use area that would 
experience a noise reduction of 6 decibels with the construction of Sound wall 
S661. Construction of this sound wall would fully abate the future traffic noise 
impacts in accordance with the Federal Highway Administration and Caltrans 
requirements. However, it was determined that this sound wall was not 
reasonable (cost effective); therefore, it was not recommended for 
construction.  

• R99-43C – Receiver R99-43C represents an outdoor use area that would 
experience a noise reduction of 7 decibels with the construction of Sound wall 
S669. Construction of this sound wall would fully abate the future traffic noise 
impacts in accordance with the Federal Highway Administration and Caltrans 
requirements. However, it was determined that this sound wall was not 
reasonable (cost effective); therefore, it was not recommended.  
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F-1-13 The characterization of the No-Build alternative as being inconsistent with long-term Air 
Quality Plans (Regional Transportation Plans) can be substantiated with the decades 
long planning efforts between the city of Bakersfield, Caltrans, Federal Highway 
Administration, and the public. These iterative efforts began in the early 70s and 
included visioning in comprehensive planning, alternatives analysis in Major Investment 
Studies/Tier 1 Environmental Impact Statements, to detailed environmental analysis in 
this final environment document. The following planning studies have been completed 
for the Bakersfield area to address land use, transportation needs, and alternatives 
analyses: 

• 1990 Transportation Plan and Program, 1973 
• Rosedale General Plan, 1980 
• Analysis of the Westside Highway/State Highway 99 Interchange, 1982 
• Preliminary Route Adoption Analysis for Route 58 from Interstate 5 to Route 

99, 1985 
• Route 178 Corridor Study 
• Final Environmental Impact Report for the Proposed General Plan 

Amendment to the Circulation Elements of the Kern County and Rosedale 
General Plans (Westside Thoroughfare), 1986 

• Westside Corridor Study,  1988 
• Metropolitan Bakersfield 2010 General Plan, 1990 
• Metropolitan Bakersfield Major Transportation Investment Strategy, 1997 
• Metropolitan Bakersfield Transportation Systems Study, 2001 
• Tier 1 Route Adoption Project EIR/EIS, 2002 
• Metropolitan Bakersfield General Plan (Updated), 2002 
• Westside Parkway Environmental Assessment/Environmental Impact Report, 

2006 

In each phase of planning during the last 50 years, impacts to air quality was 
considered and evaluated with each alternative, with extensive modeling efforts and 
public input. Air quality can worsen with idling vehicles in congestion and increases in 
vehicle miles traveled.  As a result of subsequent passing of regulations to improve air 
quality, which will be described further in this response, transportation plans and 
projects must meet Air Quality Conformity before implementation. The No-Build 
alternative may have some improvement in local circulation, but will result in continued 
congestion with increased traffic volumes as described in Section 3.16 (Traffic and 
Transportation) and may result in increased vehicle miles traveled with out-of-direction 
travel. In addition, implementation of the No-Build alternative, without congestion relief, 
may not meet transportation conformity and result in additional air quality mitigation or 
betterments to reduce idling vehicle emissions within the San Joaquin Valley Air 
Pollution Control District.  

As background, California’s transportation planning process by its nature is designed to 
be responsive to the public’s current needs and future concerns about their 
communities, including air quality impacts. Projects advance from the early formative 
visioning stages as part of the long-range transportation planning process 
encapsulated in a Regional Transportation Plan, which have a minimum of a 20-year 
time horizon. The planning regulations and processes demonstrate connections 
between land use, transportation, and air quality as established in Federal regulations 
and California statutes, which themselves are interrelated. The applicable regulations 
and statues are listed and summarized below:  

23 United States Code 134-135, 49 United States Code 5303-5304, and through 
implementing regulations at 23 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 450, which created 
the Statewide and Nonmetropolitan Transportation Planning and the Transportation 
Planning program. A Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO), such as Kern Council 
of Governments, establishes the investment priorities for a 20-year horizon of its 
Federal transportation funds for its region with a financially constrained project list, 
while addressing transportation from a regional perspective. 
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 • Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act (2005): A 
Legacy for Users provides the framework for Federal regulations on statewide 
and metropolitan transportation planning, and the linking of planning and 
National Environmental Policy Act processes.  

• Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act reaffirms SAFETEA-LU 
elements including,  Planning and Environment Linkages underscores the 
nexus between systems-level long-range planning and project-level decision 
making in which the data, analyses, plans, studies, decisions, and 
commitments from earlier in the planning cycle horizon serve as a foundation 
for later transportation decisions and considerations, which are then carried 
into subsequent stages of project development and delivery.  

• California’s General Planning Law (52 Cal 3d 531, 533 1990) is the 
“Constitution of General Planning” and requires cities and counties to regulate 
land use through means of a general plan containing “a circulation (i.e., 
transportation) element which is correlated with the land use element.” These 
local plans, which undergo review as any other projects under the California 
Environmental Quality Act, are designed to identify and provide long-range 
protection for sensitive environmental resources, and focus development in a 
planned and orderly manner.  

• Senate Bill 375 (Chapter 728, Statutes of 2008), requires Metropolitan 
Planning Organizations to develop a Sustainable Communities Strategy as 
part of their long-range Regional Transportation Plan. Kern Council of 
Governments developed its first Sustainable Communities Strategy in March 
2014. The Sustainable Communities Strategy presents land use, housing, and 
transportation strategies that are expected to support the region in meeting its 
Green Gas Emission reduction targets as established by the California Air 
Resources Board. The Metropolitan Planning Organization must submit its 
strategy with the California Air Resources Board in advance and must submit 
to the same agency its technical methodology for estimating the effects of its 
strategy on target reductions. 

Transportation planning data developed for long-range plans is a primary source of 
information used to assist in establishing the purpose and need of a project. 
Transportation data are drawn from corridor plans, regional models, and other sources 
that help identify corridors and facilities where transportation improvements will be 
needed in the long-range future. This information is summarized in the Regional 
Transportation Plans, Transportation Improvement Programs, and State Transportation 
Improvement Program. The goal is to complete certain activities while there is still 
maximum flexibility in the planning process, to make the entire life cycle of a 
transportation project more sensitive to the preservation and protection of significant 
environmental resources, and take into account other factors. While understanding 
some of the limitations, the planning regulations described above recognizes the 
importance of going beyond the preparation of National Environmental Policy Act 
documents for major transportation infrastructure projects as a starting point. 

There is a clear linkage between the decisions made in planning, as described above, 
and those to be made in the National Environmental Policy Act phase. The purpose 
and need sets the stage for the eventual consideration of the development of a 
reasonable range of alternatives to be studied. The purpose of the Centennial Corridor 
project is to ensure route continuity and relieve congestion between Route 58 and 
Interstate 5 within the city of Bakersfield. The need for this project originated from the 
projected and realized growth of this region, the delays that are being experienced on 
local roads and the absence of a major transportation corridor between these two 
regional highways. The No-Build option would not meet the need and purpose of this 
project, even with options such as multi-modal features and shared ride programs. 

Stakeholders, including residents and public officials from the regional agencies, such 
as the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District, have had numerous 
opportunities over the years to provide input on the various transportation plans, which 
have been discussed and debated in an open and transparent process through local, 
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regional and state government agency-sponsored public meetings, open houses, and 
formal public hearings. Public and agency input continue into the project development 
phase with environmental reviews on specific transportation projects. In addition, 
Regional Transportation Plans are subject to review under the California Environmental 
Quality Act, and the Kern Council of Governments has prepared Environmental Impact 
Reports for the periodic RTPs (and addendums), with input solicited from the public.  

As summarized in Section 3.2.6, the air quality analysis conducted for the Centennial 
Corridor Project indicated that the build alternatives resulted in lower regional 
emissions in the 20-year horizon compared to the No Build Alternative. Although 
vehicle miles traveled increased in the 20-year traffic volumes for the Preferred 
Alternative B, congestion relief and increased vehicle speeds resulted in lower 
emissions compared to the No Build Alternative. In addition, the Preferred Alternative B 
received an Air Quality Conformity Determination from the Federal Highway 
Administration in August 2014, indicating that the “project will not create any new 
violations of the standards nor increase the severity or number of existing violations,” and 
that the project “conforms to the State Implementation Plan.” 

Caltrans with the Project Development Team believes the selection of a No Build 
Alternative (i.e., by not providing the transportation infrastructure that the local and 
regional governmental planning process has long envisioned and prepared for) does 
not facilitate or support a smart mobility framework and provide for the growth for which 
the region and local government have strategically planned; instead there may be 
increased leapfrog development, urban sprawl and other unintended planning 
consequences. Considering the planning efforts completed to date, public/agency 
input, and project level air quality study analysis, the No-Build alternative will not meet 
local government goals and policies, including long-term air quality goals.  

F-1-14 Per U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s comment and recommendations, Caltrans 
has incorporated the following changes to the final environmental document: 

• The reports have been revised to indicate that only total emissions of 
particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) were estimated in the reports. See Table 
3.28 of the final environmental document. 

• Caltrans has evaluated all possible contributions to 1-hour ozone National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards violations or delayed attainment for that 
standard (Federal 1-hour ozone). See Attainment Status subsection under 
Affected Environment section of Section 3.2.6 of the final environmental 
document. 

• The conclusion that a modeling protocol was approved has been removed. 
See Project-Level Conformity subsection under Environmental Consequences 
section of Section 3.2.6 of the final environmental document. 

• References to modeling concentrations for different project alternatives have 
been removed. See Project-Level Conformity subsection under Environmental 
Consequences section of Section 3.2.6 of the final environmental document. 

• The conclusions regarding the changes in ozone standards and applicability 
of different deadlines for plans and attainment have been revised. See 
Attainment Status subsection under Section 3.2.6, Affected Environment, of 
the final environmental document. 

• Caltrans has addressed the need for more recent and complete data on air 
quality trends. See Table 3.24 of the final environmental document. 

• Caltrans will not use EMFAC2011 because the carbon monoxide hot spot 
analysis will not be revised. 
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Comment 
Code 

Response 

F-1-15 Caltrans has updated the final environmental document to include re-entrained road 
dust emissions using the 2011 version of U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s AP-
42 document. See Table 3.29 from the final environmental document. 

Table 3.29  PM10 Re-entrained Road Dust by Project Alternatives 
(Year 2038)  

Alternative Total VMT 
Re-entrained Dust 

(lb/day) 

No-Build 3,986,596 0.57 

Alternative A 3,557,527 0.51 

Alternative B (Preferred Alternative) 4,154,021 0.59 

Alternative C 3,866,240 0.55 

Source: Air Quality Study Report, 2014. 

 

Caltrans has updated Tables 3.28 and Table 3.29, shown above and below, from 
Section 3.2.6 in the final environmental document to include estimates of total vehicle 
miles traveled for each alternative used to estimate the emissions in the Air Quality 
Study Report. 

Table 3.28  Future Particulate Matter (PM10 and PM2.5) 
Emission Reductions by Project Alternatives 

Alternative 

Total 
VMT 

(2038) 
Existing 
(Lb/day) 

Year 2018 
(Lb/day) 

Year 2018 
% Emission 
Reduction 

when 
compared to 

No Build 
Year 2038 
(Lb/day) 

Year 2038 
% Emission 
Reduction 

when 
compared 

to No Build 

Particulate Matter (PM10) 

No-Build 3,986,596 782.4 409.1  534.5  

Alternative A 3,557,527 -- 
Not 

calculated 
 467.1 -12.6% 

Alternative B 
(Preferred 
Alternative) 

4,154,021 -- 407.6 -0.37% 534.3 -0.04% 

Alternative C 3,866,240 -- 
Not 

calculated 
 503.0 -5.9% 

Fine Particulate Matter (PM2.5) 

No-Build  480.3 196.3  250.4  

Alternative A  -- 
Not 

calculated 
 217.4 -13.2% 

Alternative B 
(Preferred 
Alternative) 

 -- 195.5 -0.41% 246.1 -1.7% 

Alternative C  -- 
Not 

calculated 
 233.7 -6.7% 

Source: Air Quality Study Report, 2014. 
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Response 

F-1-16 As previously stated, the project as a whole will improve particulate matter emissions 
within the project limits; however, residents located along the new alignment portion of 
State Route 58 will experience an increase in traffic within the vicinity of their 
neighborhood. Construction of the Preferred Alternative B alignment would shift traffic 
towards the new alignment and would result in a decrease in particulate matter along 
local arterials within this same segment area. There are also local minor roads that will 
experience a decrease in particulate matter emissions due to traffic shifting to the new 
freeway alignment.  

Caltrans has entered into a Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement with the San 
Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District to provide improvements to local air quality 
within the project area. This agreement is anticipated to offset any localized particulate 
matter impacts due to project emissions. Please refer to Appendix L for the complete 
Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement (see also Responses F-1-6, F-1-14, and F-1-
15 above that discuss construction and operation improvements). The San Joaquin 
Valley Air Pollution Control District believes that the $1.5 million air quality funds 
available for the Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement  would be used to execute 
“…Emission Reduction Projects through the District’s Incentive Programs to achieve a 
betterment of air quality in the vicinity of the project” and will “…provide betterment of 
air quality in the area, by offsetting construction and operation emissions occurring in 
the vicinity of the new highway segment and existing highway segments that will be 
adding capacity.”   

The evaluation years for conformity were reviewed by the San Joaquin Valley 
Interagency Consultation Group, comprised of, in addition to the Air District, 
representatives from each of the eight Valley Metropolitan Planning Organizations, 
Federal Highway Administration, Federal Transit Administration, U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, California Air Resources Board, and Caltrans (Headquarters, 
District 6, and District 10), with a conformity determination issued by Federal Highway 
Administration. Evaluation years are adequate and have followed the current San 
Joaquin Valley Interagency Consultation Group protocol. The fine particulate matter 
(PM2.5) impacts were shown to be the greatest at future year 2038 due to substantial 
growth in vehicle miles traveled and brake and tire wear. 
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Comment F-2 

 
  

I:,.! P.EPLY 1l6F6R 
(tR 1,/ 0295) 

Filed Elecrronically 

R July 20 14 

Jennifer H. Taylor 

United States Department of the Interior 
O mcE or THE SECRET RY 

Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance 
Pacific Southwest Region 

333 Bush Street, Suite SIS 
San Francisco, CA 94104 

Office Chief. Central Region 
Environmental Southern San Joaquin Valley 
Cal ifornia Department of Transportation, District 6 
855 M Street, Suite 200, Fresno, CA 93 721 

F-2 

Subject Draft Envi ronmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement and Section 4(1) 
Evaluation for the Centennial Corridor Project, Kern County, CA 

Dear Ms. Taylor, 

Thank you for the opportunity lo comment on the Draft Environmental Impact Report/Environmental 
Impact Statement and Section 4(1) Evaluation for the Centennial Corridor Project. Kem County, CA. 

We have the following comments to offer regarding this project: 

The Bureau of Reclamation is looking at this DEi /DEIR as ii pertains 10 potent ial impacts to BOR 
facilities and/or ROW. Within this project area any activity that impinges on Reclamation's facilities or F-2-1 
ROW requires coordination, consultation, and approval from Reclamation's South-Central California Area 
Office prior to the action taking place. 

For further infom1ation, please contact Da id E. Hyatt Resource anagement Di vision Chief (Acting) at 
559-487-5 139. QHvatJ@ysbr goy. or at telephone 800-735-2929 for the hearing impaired. 

Sincerely. 

fo~~~-£ 
Patricia Sanderson Port 
Regional Environmental Officer 
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F-2 

cc: 
OE Staff Contact: Dave Sire, (202) 208-6661 ; David Sire@ios do j i:ov 

SBR ntact: Theresa Taylor, !lay lo a us hr.gov 
S13R ntact : David E. Hyatt, DHyatt@usbr eov 

2 
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Response to Comment F-2 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

F-2-1 As currently designed, the Preferred Alternative B alignment will not affect Bureau of 
Reclamation property. Caltrans will contact the Bureau of Reclamation if 
construction activities could potentially impact Bureau of Reclamation facilities 
and/or right-of-way. It is acknowledged that any action that may potentially impact 
Bureau of Reclamation facilities would require coordination, consultation, and 
approval from the Bureau of Reclamation’s South-Central California Area Office. 
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Comment F-3 

 

REPLY TO 
ATTENTION OF 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

U.S. ARMY ENGINEER DISTRICT, SACRAMENTO 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

1325 J STREET 

SACRAMENTO CA 95814-2922 

August 7, 2014 

Regulatory Division SPK-2008-01813 

State of California 
Department of Transportation, District 6 
Attn: Ms. Jennifer H. Taylor 
855 M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, California 93721 -2716 

Dear Ms. Taylor: 

F-3 

We are responding to your May 7, 2014, request for comments on the Draft Environmental 
Impacts Report/Environmental Impact Statement (EIRIEIS)(CEQ#20140140) for the Centennial 
Corridor Project (KER - 58 - PM T31 .7 to PM R55.6, KER - 99 - PM 21 .2 to PM 26.2), dated 
May 2014. 

Our jurisdiction within the study area is under the authority of Section 404 of the Clean 
Water Act (CWA) for the discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States 
(WoUS). WoUS include, but are not limited to, rivers , perennial or intermittent streams, lakes, 
ponds, wetlands, vernal pools, marshes, wet meadows, and seeps. 

Based on our regulations and policies, the Corps places high degrees of importance on the 
functional losses either directly or indirectly caused by the discharge of dredged or fill material 
into waters of the U.S., including wetlands. Therefore, to the extent practicable, the EIS should 
quantitatively and/or qualitatively address the anticipated direct and indirect effects to aquatic 
ecosystems in terms of sedimentation (e.g., sediment transport, accretion, aggradation, 
degradation, erosion, hydrologic regime, water quality, floodplain encroachment, and habitat 
integrity) . As a matter of efficacy, the EIS should include a summary of the major impacts to 
water resources with accompanying aerial or topographic maps of sufficient scale that geo
spatially illustrate the potential direct and indirect effects associated with the discharge of 
dredged or fill material into waters of the U.S. 

Table S.1, Summary of Major Potential Impacts from Alternatives, identifies the amount of 
permanent and temporary impacts to "jurisdictional" WoUS; however, the jurisdictional status of 
these aquatic features has not been verified by this office. To date, our records indicate that 
Caltrans has not requested a jurisdictional determination for the study area; therefore, the 
location and quantity of WoUS within the study area is unknown. To ascertain the extent of 
WoUS within the study area, Caltrans should prepare a wetland delineation, in accordance with 
the "Minimum Standards for Acceptance of Preliminary Wetlands Delineations" and "Final Map 
and Drawing Standards for the South Pacific Division Regulatory Program", and submit it to this 
office for verification. 

F-3-1 

F-3-2 
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F-3 

-2-

Caltrans has preliminarily identified Alternative B as the preferred alternative; however, we 
cannot concur with this determination. It would be pre-decisional to assume that Alternative B 
would likely yield the Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative (LEDPA) until we 
have verified the extent of WoUS within the study area and have evaluated the alternatives for 
compliance with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's CWA § 404(b)(1) Guidelines (40 
C.F.R. Part 230). 

Lastly, we strongly encourage Caltrans to make the most of timely mitigation planning 
opportunities by leveraging the resources of local, State, Federal , and non-profit entities to help 
with watershed wide identification of areas suitable for wetlands enhancement, restoration , 
creation and/or preservation in-perpetuity. To that end, the EIS should propose a meaningful 
suite of mitigation strategies that would avoid and minimize impacts and/or compensate for any 
unavoidable adverse impacts to aquatic resources. A draft mitigation plan and location of 
mitigation should be disclosed in the Final EIS and be submitted as part of the permit 
application. A final mitigation plan , approved by the Corps, is required if an Individual Permit is 
requ ired for the proposed project. Any proposed mitigation should be in compliance with 33 
C.F.R. Part 332 and 40 C.F.R. Part 230. 

We appreciate your coordination efforts and the opportunity to submit comments. Please 
refer to identification number SPK-2008-01813 in any correspondence concerning this project. 
If you have any questions, please contact me at our California North Branch Office, Regulatory 
Division, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1325 J Street, Room 1350, Sacramento, California 
95814-2922, by email at Leah.M.Fisher@usace.army.mil, or telephone at 916-557-6639. For 
more information regarding our program, please visit our website at 
www.spk.us ace. army. mil/Missions/Regulatory. aspx. 

cc: 

Sincerely, 

LL~ -~ 
Leah M. Fisher 
Sr. Project Manager, CA North Branch 
Regulatory Division 

Zac Appleton, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 9, Appleton .Zac@epa.gov 
Paul Amato, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 9, Amato.Paul@epa.gov 
Thomas Leeman, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Thomas.Leeman@fws.gov 
Matt Scroggins, CA Regional Water Quality Control Board, mscroggins@waterboards.ca.qov 
Robert Pavlik, State of California, Department of Transportation, bob.pavlik@dot.ca.gov 
CA Department of Fish and Wildlife, Central Region , req4sec@wildlife.ca.qov 

F-3-3 

F-3-4 
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Response to Comment F-3 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

F-3-1 Direct and indirect effects to aquatic ecosystems caused by the Centennial Corridor 
Project are discussed both quantitatively and qualitatively in Section 3.2.1, 
Hydrology and Floodplain; Section 3.2.2, Water Quality and Stormwater Runoff; and 
Section 3.3.1, Natural Communities. Based on preliminary design, adverse effects to 
aquatic resources are not anticipated; for this reason, aerial or topographic maps to 
geo-spatially illustrate potential impacts were not prepared as part of the 
environmental document. 

F-3-2 The impacts provided in this final environmental document are based on estimates 
of the jurisdictional boundaries using the most up-to-date regulations, written 
policies, and guidance from the regulatory agencies. It is acknowledged that only the 
regulatory agencies can make a final determination on jurisdictional boundaries. 
Prior to public review of the draft environmental document, verification of 
jurisdictional waters and review of the Jurisdictional Delineation Report prepared for 
the Centennial Corridor Project were not provided to the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers. 

The Jurisdictional Delineation Report (March 2013) for the Centennial Corridor 
Project was completed prior to construction of the Westside Parkway and did not 
take into account the modifications/realignment of the canals that occurred as part of 
construction of the Westside Parkway. Subsequent field verification was conducted 
on August 2014 to ensure jurisdictional waters are accurately identified in this final 
environmental document. Section 3.3.2 has been updated to reflect jurisdictional 
waters within the area, and Figures 3-52 through 3-53 in Volume 2 have been 
revised to incorporate the latest jurisdictional delineation information. Based on the 
latest field review of Waters of the U.S. within the project area, it was determined 
that jurisdictional waters previously identified in the draft environmental document 
have been reduced due to construction of the Westside Parkway. 

As such, pursuant to Regulatory Guidance Letter 08-02, the latest Jurisdictional 
Delineation Report and request for a Jurisdictional Determination were submitted to 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers on February 2015. If required, Caltrans and U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers staff will conduct a field verification of jurisdictional waters 
within the project area. A concurrence letter from U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is 
anticipated to confirm the presence of Waters of the U.S. as presented in the revised 
Section 3.3.2 of this final environmental document.  

On March 24, 2015, a preliminary jurisdictional determination was received from the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for the Centennial Corridor Project site. The U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers concurred with the amount and location of wetlands and 
other water bodies for the Centennial Corridor Project. The Preliminary Jurisdictional 
Delineation Report is provided in Appendix M. 

F-3-3 The draft environmental document identified permanent impacts of 1.01 acres. It is 
acknowledged that impacts to Waters of the U.S. greater than 0.5 acre require an 
Individual Permit and the preparation of a compulsory Least Environmentally 
Damaging Practicable Alternative; however, project design refinements and updated 
jurisdictional delineation resulted in significant reduction in impacts to Waters of the 
U.S.  

The Project Development Team further analyzed the preliminary design presented in 
the draft environmental document to determine if impacts to jurisdictional waters 
could be reduced. After the end of public review of the draft environmental 
document, minor design modifications to bridge structures spanning across the Kern 
River and project features near non-wetland areas resulted in reduced permanent 
and temporary impacts to jurisdictional waters. Based on the latest preliminary 
design, permanent impacts to construct the Preferred Alternative B would result in 
0.009 acre of permanent impact to Waters of the U.S. within the project area. 
Temporary impacts are estimated to be 4.423 acres. 
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Comment 
Code 

Response 

Based on the jurisdictional delineation update and the design refinements, 
permanent impacts to Waters of the U.S. as a result of project implementation will 
be about 0.009 acre compared to 1.01 acres identified in the Draft Environmental 
Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement. A Nationwide Permit -14 is required 
if a project would discharge dredged or fill material into Waters of the U.S. for 
permanent impacts less than 0.5 acre; however, if impacts are less than 0.10 acre, 
the Centennial Corridor Project qualifies for a non-notifying permit. Based on the 
latest preliminary design plans, the Preferred Alternative B alignment will affect 
0.009 acre of Waters of the U.S. and would qualify under the non-notifying provision. 
If project impacts to Waters of the U.S. are increased during the final design phase 
of the project and greater than 0.10 acre (but less than 0.5 acre), the project will 
obtain a Nationwide Permit -14. 

The Centennial Corridor Project would not result in permanent impacts to wetlands; 
hence, a Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative analysis and U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers input and review on the selection of least damaging 
alternative does not apply. A Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable 
Alternative analysis was not prepared as part of this final environmental document, 
and the decision to select Alternative B as the Preferred Alternative does not require 
concurrence from U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 

F-3-4 Avoidance strategies were applied after the conclusion of the public review of the 
draft environmental document to reduce impacts to Waters of the U.S. Caltrans and 
the Project Development Team examined impacts at the canals within the project 
area and the Kern River due to the proposed bridge and crossing structures. The 
project’s design team found opportunities for design refinements by reducing the 
number of bridge footings and the size of the structures within jurisdictional areas; 
these design refinements are incorporated in the preliminary design included in the 
final environmental document.  

To prevent inadvertent disturbance of jurisdictional areas during construction of the 
project, the project would implement minimization measures prior to construction 
activities. Within 50 feet of jurisdictional areas, the construction contractor would 
install fencing, flagging, lath, and rope or other devices to delineate jurisdictional 
areas.  

As mentioned in Response to Comment F-3-3, impacts to jurisdictional waters are 
0.009 acre, which does not require a Section 404 Nationwide Permit -14. If final 
design plans result in permanent impacts to Waters of the U.S. greater than 0.10 
acre, the project will obtain a Section 404 Nationwide Permit - 14 through U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, in which case Caltrans would provide mitigation measures 
and/or a mitigation plan to the Corps for permanent impacts. 

Caltrans has identified an In-Lieu Fee program opportunity for offsite restoration. If 
the Centennial Corridor Project is required to mitigate for impacts to jurisdictional 
waters, mitigation credits will be purchased from the Kern Water Authority's 
Conservation Bank or a similar entity. Final details for compensatory mitigation will 
be coordinated between Caltrans and the resource agencies during the final design 
phase of the project. Prior to beginning construction, a mitigation plan will be 
developed in coordination with U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, California Department 
of Fish and Wildlife, and Regional Water Quality Control Board. 

Caltrans will reference the identification number SPK-2008-01813 in any 
correspondence concerning this project. Caltrans would continue to coordinate with 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers during the final design phase of the project if the 
impacts to Waters of the U.S. have changed. 
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Chapter 3 Responses to Comments 
from State Agencies 

This section provides comments received from California state agencies on the draft 
environmental document. A copy of the draft environmental document was sent to the 
following state agencies: 

• California Department of Fish & Wildlife (Sacramento) 

• California Transportation Commission 

• California Department of Parks and Recreation 

• California Emergency Management Agency 

• California Department of Conservation 

• Department of Water Resources 

• California State Lands Commission 

• California State Water Resources Control Board 

• Central Valley Flood Protection Board 

• Native American Heritage Commission 

• California Natural Resources Agency 

• California Highway Patrol 

• Office of Historic Preservation 

• California Air Resources Board 

A total of four comment letters were received, as summarized below. 
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Table 3.1  Summary of Comment Letters Received from State Agencies  

Comment 
Code 

Agency 
Commenter 

Name 
Date Letter 
Received 

Comment Topic 

S-1 

California Natural 
Resources Agency, 
Department of 
Conservation, Division of 
Oil, Gas, and 
Geothermal Resources 

Michael Toland 6/13/2014 Safety (oil wells) 

S-2 
California Transportation 
Commission 

Andre Boutros 6/26/2014 General comments 

S-3 
Central Valley Flood 
Protection Board 

Scott Morgan 

Len Marino 
6/24/2014 

General comments, 
biological resources, 
hydrology 

S-4 
Department of California 
Highway Patrol 

Scott Morgan 

T.S. Roberts 
6/27/2014 Transportation, traffic 
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Comment S-1 

 
  

NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY 
S-1 

EDMUND G. BROWN JR •• GOVERNOR 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVA TION 

Ma-na,g,vn,g- ca,U{t:,-,-,,,,;a,'s, lVo-rJ;,,;,ng, lwnd,s, 

Division of O il , Gas, and Geothe rmal Resou rces 

•BOO STOCK.DALE HIGHWAY • SUITE 100 • SAl<ERSFlELD. CAllfORNIA 93J09 

PHONE (661}322-4031 • FAX (661) 86 1-0279 • WEB SITE coo,e,voiloo.co,gov/dog 

June 13, 2014 

Jennifer H. Taylor 
Californ ia Dept. of Transportation , District 6 
855 M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, California 93721 

Subject: Centennial Corridor, Alternative Routes A, B, and C in the 
Fruitvale Oil Field , Bakersfield 

Dear Ms. Taylor, 

The Department of Conservation's Division of Oil , Gas, and Geothermal Resources (Division) 
has reviewed the above-referenced project. The Division supervises the drill ing, maintenance, 
and plugging and abandonment of oi l, gas, and geothermal wells in California. The Division 
offers the following comments for your consideration. 

Alternative routes A, B, and C (Alternatives) are situated inside the administrative boundaries 
of the Fruitvale Oil Field. A total of 14 plugged-and-abandoned wells {surface plugs) and 17 
active wells (oil wells currently on production and waste-water injectors) have been identified 
as being situated within or just outside the approximated perimeters of the Alternatives. 
Please refer to attached Well Location Maps A, B, and C. Location coordinates for each 
surface plug and active well are listed in Table 1, comprising three pages. 

Prior to the construction of any of the Alternatives, the Division suggests the California 
Department of Transportation submit a plan to the Division that addresses the following issues: 

1. Acknowledgement of the locations of buried surface plugs of previously abandoned 
wells as mapped by the Division. 

2. Dependent on the Division's evaluation, the requirement by the Division to leak-test any 
previously abandoned wel l. 

3. Dependent on the Division's evaluation, the requirement by the Division to reabandon 
any improperly abandoned wells to current Division regulations. 

4. The recognition of the requirement to abandon to current Division regulations any active 
or id le wells located within the route of the chosen Alternative. 

Tire Department 0JC011se11101ion 's mission is 10 balance loday 's needs with tomorrow's chc,/lenges tmdfoster intelligent, su.stainable, 
and ejficiem use of California's energy, land, and mineral resources. 

S-1-1 
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Ms. Jennifer H. Taylor 
Centennial Corridor Alternatives in the Fruitvale Oil Field 
June 13, 2014 

S-1 

5. To interpret well abandonment requirements, the construction of well casing diagrams 
of all wells located within the route of the selected Alternative. 

6. Identification and removal of oil-and-gas production pipelines, including any unknown, 
abandoned pipelines encountered during construction of the selected Alternative. 

7. The recognition of a possible requirement to reroute existing active pipelines. 

In order to address the above technical issues, the Division recommends that an oil well 
service company or consultant experienced in abandonments, reabandonments, and removal 
of oil-and-gas facil ities be contracted to undertake and coordinate the work. A Notice of Intent 
to Abandon or Reabandon a well is required to be filed with the Division by the Operator-of
Record for each affected well. The Division does not issue permits for the removal of 
pipelines; however, existing regulations and safe practices shall apply. 

Contact information for agents representing the current operators of active wells is as follows: 

Michael Kranyak 
San Joaquin Facil ities Management, Inc. 
5400 Rosedale Highway 
Bakersfield, Cal ifornia 93308 
(661) 631 -8713 

Jeffrey A. Blesener 

Stephen J. Griffin 
Griffin Resources 
1695 Mesa Verde Avenue, Suite 210 
Ventura, California 93003 
(805) 644-1013 

E & B Natural Resources Management Corporation 
1600 Norris Road 
Bakersfield, California 93308 
(661) 679-1700 

Thank you for the opportun ity to comment on this project. Should any questions arise 
regarding technical issues described in this letter, please call Associate Oil and Gas Engineer 
Dayne L. Frary in the Bakersfield district office at (661) 334-4601 . 

~~~,/ 
Michael Toland 
Acting Senior Oil and Gas Engineer 
Environmental Unit 

2 

S-1-1 
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0 Only Well Located Within 
AltemaUve C Property 
Acquisition Boundaries 

Well Location Map C 
Centennial Corridor - Alternative C 

Fruitvale Oil Field, Main Area 
In Sections 26 and 35, T.29S., R.27E. 
Source: CA DOGGR Online Well Finder 

June 2014 DLF '{I _. 
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Field and 
Alternative Operator of Record 

Corridor 

Section 26 
T29S, R27E 

Alternative B 
E & B Natural 

Fruitvale Resources Mgmt. 
Corp. (E & B) 

Fruitvale E&B 

Fruitvale Chevron U.S.A. Inc. 

Fruitvale 
San Joaquin Facilities 

Mgmt. Inc. (SJFM) 

Alternative C 

Fruitvale Chevron U.S.A. Inc. 

Section 27 
T29S, R27E 

Alternative B 

Fruitvale SJFM 

Fruitvale SJFM 

Fruitvale SJFM 

Section 34 
T29S, R27E 

Alternative A 

Fruitvale 
Griffin Resources, 

LLC (Griffin) 

Fruitvale 
ARCO Western 
Energy (ARCO) 

Fruitvale Griffin 

Fruitvale ARCO 

Table 1 
O il Wells Located With in Centennial Corridor 

A lternative Routes A, B, and C 

Well 
Well API Number Location In Feet 

Status 

"Kemland" 1 029-06761 P&A Fr SW cor 330N 330E 

"Kemland"2 029-06762 Active Fr SW cor 310N 345E 

"KCL-O" 1 029-06983 P&A Fr SW cor 330N 395E 

"Nickel Fee· 1 029-08461 Active Fr SW cor 1464N 102E 

"KCL-A2"8 029-06982 P&A Fr SW cor 992N 330E 

"Red Ribbon Ranch" 
029-08127 P&A Fr SE cor 395N 330W 

31 
"Red Ribbon Ranch" 

029-08149 P&A Fr SE cor 650N 150W 
51 

"Red Ribbon Ranch" 
029-08150 P&A Fr SE cor 650N 185W 

51-A 

"K.C.L."O77 029-00741 Active Fr NE cor 4290S 990W 

"K.C.L." 55-34 029-06738 P&A Fr SE cor 2310N 2310W 

"K.C.L." B43 029-06739 Active Fr ctr 990N 330W 

"Stockdale" 57-34 029-06741 P&A Fr SE cor 1090N 2150W 

Provided by the Califo rnia DOGGR - BakorsHold 
June 2014 DLF 

Elevation Latitude Longitude 
In Feet NAD83 NAD83 

404 KB 35.369542 -119.055402 

404 KB 35.369493 -119.055473 

404 KB 35.369754 -119.055265 

403 KB 35.372733 -119.056264 

405KB 35.371409 -119.055486 

404 KB 35.369753 -1 19.057752 

402 KB 35.370469 -119.057096 

404 KB 35.370469 -119.057216 

407 KB 35.356939 -119.059995 

397KB 35.360621 -119.064211 

400KB 35.364098 -119.06662 

394 KB 35.357343 -119.063893 

'{I _. 
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Field and 
Alternative Operator of Record 

Corridor 

Section 34 
T29S,R27E 

Alternative A 

Fruitvale ARCO 

Fruitvale Griffin 

Fruitvale Griffi n 

Fruitvale Griffin 

Fruitvale Griffin 

Fruitvale Griffin 

Fruitvale Griffin 

Fruitvale Griffin 

Fruitvale 
Morton, Doiley, 

Campbell & Shell 

Fruitvale 
Morton, Dolley, 

Campbell & Shell 

Alternative B 

Fruitvale Chevron U.S.A. Inc. 

E & B Natural 
Fruitvale Resources Mgmt. 

Corp. (E & B) 

Fruitvale E&B 

Table 1 
011 Wells Located Within Centennial Corridor 

Alternative Routes A, B , and C 

Well 
Well API Number Location In Feet 

Status 

"K.C.L."56-C 029-08248 P&A Fr S/4 cor 1653N 331 E 

"K.C.L." D65 029-08249 Active Fr S/4 cor 2317N 990E 

"K.C.L." D66 029-08250 Active Fr ctr 990S 990E 

"K.C.L." D67 029-08251 Active Fr SE cor 990N 1650W 

"K.C.L." D76 029-08253 Active Fr NE cor 3630S 990W 

"K.C.L." D87 029-08257 Active Fr NE cor 4060S 150W 

"K.C .L." D88X 029-08258 AcUve Fr NE cor 4460S 250W 

"K.C.L." D78-6 029-08260 Active Fr NE cor 3870S 600W 

"Kernco· X-1 029-08312 P&A Fr ctr 707N 707W 

"Kemco" 33 029-08313 P&A Fr ctr 707N 737W 

"KCL-Bellevue• 2 029-08180 P&A Fr NE cor 3305 330W 

"Kemland" 5 029-06765 Active Fr NW cor 990S 330E 

"Kemland" 8 029-06768 Active Fr NW cor 330S 330 E 

Provided by the California OOGGR - Bakersfield 
June 2014 DLF 

Elevation Latitude Longitude 
In Feet NAD83 NAD83 

385 GL 35.358772 -1 19.064319 

396 KB 35.36053 -119.062269 

411 KB 35.358682 -119.062259 

421 KB 35.356923 -11 9.062131 

404 KB 35.358741 -119.059918 

404 KB 35.357538 -1 19.057183 

407 KB 35.356356 -119.057395 

400 KB 35.35815 -119.058744 

402 KB 35.363571 -119 ,067774 

397 GL 35.363555 -119,0679 

402 DF 35.367769 - 11 9.057706 

407 KB 35.365922 -119.055541 

403 KB 35.367716 -119.055519 

'{I _. 
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Field and 
Alternative 0 perator of Record 

Corridor 
Section 35 
T295, R27E 

Alternative 8 

Fruitvale 

Fruitvale 

Fruitvale 

Secllon 2 
T305, R27E 

Alternative A 

Fruitvale 

Section 3 
T305, R27E 

Alternative A 

Fruitvale 

Fruitvale 

Key 
DF Derrick Floor 
DH Dry Hole 
GL Ground Level 
KB Kelly Bushing 

E&B 

E&B 

Oryx Energy Co. 

ARCO 

ARCO 

ARCO 

P&A Plugged and Abandoned 

Table 1 
Oi l Wells Located W ithin Centennial Corridor 

Alternative Routes A, B, and C 

Well 
Well API Number 

Status 
Location in Feet 

"Kemland" 9 029-06769 Active Fr NW cor 1300S 350E 

"Kemland" 10 029-06770 P&A Fr NW cor 1250S 420E 

"K.C.L." 1 029-08435 P&A Fr SW cor 2070N 1990E 

"Stockdale" 3-3 029-06745 P&A Fr NW cor 4805 10E 

"Stockdale" 1-3 029-06746 P&A Fr NE cor 330S 330W 

"Stockdale" 10-3 029-06750 P&A Fr NE cor 200S 200W 

Provided by the California DOGGR • Bakersfield 
June 2014 DLF 

Elevation Latitude Longitude 
In Feet NADB3 NAD83 

408 KB 35 .365043 -119.055542 

407 KB 35.36512 -119.055183 

396 KB 35.359717 -1 19.049673 

398 KB 35.352897 -119.05641 

403KB 35.353322 -119.057735 

404 KB 35.353659 ·119.057258 

'{' .... 
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Response to Comment S-1 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

S-1-1 A plan will be submitted to the Department of Conservation’s Division of Oil, Gas 
and Geothermal Resources during final design. Additionally, coordination with oil 
companies will occur during the utility relocation process of final design. 
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Comment S-2 

 
 

S-2 

CAAL ~NO, Chlli' 
LUCETTA OUNU. Vacn,il' 
808ALVAAAOO 

STATE Of CAI..FORHtA EOMUNO G. BROWN Jr., Governor 

DAAIUS ASSEMI 
YVONNE 8. DURKE 
JAMES EARP 
DARIO FROMMER 
JAMES C. GHJELMETII 
FRAN INMAN 
JAMES MADAFFER 
JOSEPH TAVAGUOUE 

SENATOR MARK OE SAUL.HIER, Ex Oflldo 
ASSEMDt. Y MEM6J;R UOHNIE. LOWENTHAL, Ex Officio 

Anch Soulroa, l:Jcacuilv• Dlradct 

CALIFORNIA TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION 

June 26, 2014 

1120 N STREET. MS-52 
SACRAMENTO. CA 95814 

P. 0 . BOX 942873 
SACRAMENTO, CA "4273.0001 

FAX (910) 053-2134 
(916) 85.4-42415 

nnp:l1www.ea1c.ca.gov 

Ms. Jennifer H. Taylor, Office Chief, Central Region 
Environmental Southern San Joaquin Valley 
Caltrans District 6 
855 M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, CA 93721 

RE: Draft Envi romnental Impact Report/Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DETR/DEIS} 
for the State Route (SR} 58 Centennial CoITidor Project 
06-KER-58, PM T3 1.7/R55.6, 06-KER-99, PM 21.2/26.2 (PPNO 3705} 

Dear Ms. Taylor, 

The California Transportation Commission (Commission}, as a Responsible Agency, received 
the DEIR/DEIS prepared by the California Department of Transportation (Department) for the 
SR-58 Centennial Corridor Project in Kern County. This project will I .} construct an 
approximately 8 mile long new section of freeway connecting the existing SR 58/SR 99 
interchange with the eastern edge of Westside Parkway, 2.) construct operational improvements 
to the existing SR 58 east aligmnent and SR 99 to accommodate the new connection ramps, 3 .} 
widen Westside Parkway to provide an auxil iary lane in each direction, and 4.) constrnct a series 
of improvements at the intersection of SR 43 and Stockdale Highway. 

The Commission considered the DEIR/DEIS at its June 25, 2014 meeting. The Commission 
has no comments with respect to the project purpose and need, the alternatives studied, the 
impacts evaluated, and the evaluation methods used. However, the Commission 
recommends that the Department and its partners identify and secure the necessary funding 
to complete the project. 

As this project is programmed in the 2014 Statewide Transportation Improvement Program 
(STIP} and it is anticipated that the Commission will be asked to approve a new route 
adoption for SR 58, the Commission should be notified as soon as the envi ronmental process 
is complete. The Commission cannot allocate funds to a project for design, right of way or 
construction, or approve a new public road connection or route adoption, until the final 

S-2-1 
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environmental document is complete and the Commission has considered the environmental 
impacts of the project and approved the environmentally cleared project for future 
consideration of fund ing. 

Upon completion of the CEQA process, prior to the Commission' s action to approve the 
project for future consideration of funding, the Commission expects the lead and/or 
implementing agency to provide written assurance whether the selected alternative identified 
in the final environmental document is or is not consistent with the project programmed by 
the Commission and included in the Regional Transportation Plan. In the absence of such 
assurance of consistency, it may be assumed that the project is not consistent and 
Commission staff will base its recommendations to the Commission on that fact. The 
Commission may deny funding to a project which is no longer eligible for fund ing due to 
scope modifications or other reasons. 

S-2 

If you have any questions, please contact Carrie Pourvahidi, Deputy Director, at (916) 653-3148. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Executive Director 

c: Katrina Pierce, Chief, Caltrans Division of Environmental Analysis 
Ahron Hakimi, Executive Director, Kem Council of Governments 

S-2-1 
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Response to Comment S-2 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

S-2-1 Caltrans will coordinate with the California Transportation Commission after 
completion of the environmental process for funding allocation and route adoption 
for the Centennial Corridor Project.  

The formal process of securing the funding for construction and implementation will 
be advanced during the final design phase. As discussed in Section 1.1 of the final 
environmental document, funding for the project comes from multiple sources, 
including the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A 
Legacy for Users, which is Federal legislation that was signed into law on August 10, 
2005. The following funding sources have been identified: 

• Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy 
for Users Section 1301 = $90.44 million 

• Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy 
for Users Section 1302 = $289.2 million 

• Other Federal sources = $12.97 million 

• State = $53 million 

• Kern County bond = $57.5 million 

• City of Bakersfield = $206.89 million 

As identified in the funding sources above, Caltrans will secure funding from these 
sources to construct the Preferred Alternative B. The escalated 2016/17 fiscal year 
cost of the Preferred Alternative B is estimated at $570 million. The California 
Transportation Commission will be notified once the environmental process is 
complete and when the final environmental document is available for review so that 
it may consider the project for future funding. Additionally, the California 
Transportation Commission will be provided written assurance upon completion of 
the environmental process that the selected alternative identified in the final 
environmental document is consistent with the project programmed by the California 
Transportation Commission and included in the Regional Transportation Plan. 
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Comment S-3 

 
 

S TAT E OF C A L I F O R N I A 

Governor·s Office of Planning and Research 

State Clearinghouse and Planning Unit 

5-3 

Edmund G. Brown Jr. 
Governor 

June 24, 2014 

Jennifer H. Taylor 
California Department ofTransponation, District 6 
855 M Street, Sui te 200 
Fresno, CA 93721 

Subject: Centennial Conidor 
SCH#: 2008091102 

Dea r Jennifer H. Taylor: 

The State Clearinghouse submitted the above named Draft EIR to selected state agencies fo r review. On 
the enclosed Document Details Report please note U1at the Clearinghouse has listed the state agencies that 
reviewed your document. The review period closed on June 23, 2014, and the comments from the 
responding agency (ies) is (are) enclosed. If this comment package is not in order, please notify the Stale 
Clearinghouse immediately. Please refer to the project 's ten-digit State Clearinghouse number in future 
correspondence so that we may respond promptly. 

Please note that Section 21104(c) ofU1e California Publi,· Resou, ces C,,ue stales that: 

"A responsible or other public agency shall only make substantive comments regarding those 
activities involved in a project which are within .111 area o f expe•t ise of the agency or which are 
required to be catTied out or approved by the agency. Those comments shall be supported by 
specific documentation." 

These comments are forwarded for use in preparing your fina l environmental document. Should you need 
more in format ion or clarification of the enclosed comments, we reconunend that you contact the 
commenting agency directly. 

n11 :.; l'! lter ack.nowkogcs that y0 u h& vl. complieo w11h tlv: .:>tale Cie~rin: mse re,· ..:w 1:.::.:1.1utrc1 .. ;;n, .. ruf 
draft environmental documents, pursuant to the Ca lifon11 0 Environment..! Quali1, <\ct. Please contact the 
State Clearinghouse al (916) 445 -0613 if you have any qu ,·stions regard11,g the ePv1ronmenlal review 
process. 

Si ncerely,~ /7 .. 
~ ,1r~,{,/4v•~ 

Scali Morgan 
Director, Stale Clearinghouse 

Enclosures 
cc: Resources Agency 

1400 TENTH STREET P.O. J30X 3044 SACRAMENTO CALIFORNIA 95812-3044 
TEL (916) 4-4 5-0613 FAX (916) 323-3018 ww,\·.opr.ca.gov 
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SCH# 
Project Ti tle 

Lead Agency 

200809 11 02 
Centennial Corridor 
Caltrans #6 

Type EIR Draft EIR 

Document Details Report 
State Clearinghouse Data Base 

5-3 

Description The proposed project entails a new al ignment for SR 58 to provide a continuous route along SR 58 

from Cottonwood Road (post mile R55.6) on existing SR 58 East, east of SR 99 to 1-5 (post mile 

T31.7). Improvements to State Route 99 from Wil son Road (post mile 21 .2) to Gi lmore Avenue (post 

mile 26.2) would also be required for the connection with SR 58. The action also includes: 1) route 

adoption/transfer for a continuous route from the existing freeway portion of SR 58 east of SR 99 to 1-5 

with the western portion on existing Stockdale Highway from Health Road to 1-5; and 2) approval for 

construction of Segment 1, improvements within Segment 2, and intersection improvements at the 

Stockdale Highway and SR 43 intersection. 

Lead Agency Contact 
Nam e 

Agency 
Phon e 

email 

Jennifer H. Taylor 
California Department of Transportation, District 6 
888 404 6375 

Address 855 M Street, Suite 200 
City Fresno 

Project Location 
County Kem 

City Bakersfield 
Region 

Lat / Long 35"21'9"N/119"2'35"W 

Fax 

State CA Zip 93721 

Cross Streets Various: Cottonwood Rd/ SR-58, Coffee/Brimhall Rds, and Stockdale Hwy/ 1-5 
Parcel No. Various 
Township 30S Range 27E Section 2 Base 

Proximity to: 
Highways SR 99, 58, 204, 178, 43 & 1-5 

Airports 
Railways 

Waterways 
Schools 

Land Use 

Project Issues 

Bakersfield and Joe Gottieb 
BNSF, UPRR 
Kern River, Friant-Kem, Stine, Carrier & Cross Vly canals 
9 Elementary, 2 High School, 4 Jr. High Schools 
Residential , Commercial, Industrial, Agriculture 

Agricultural Land; Air Quality; Archaeologic-Historic; Biological Resources; Drainage/Absorption; 

Economics/Jobs; Fiscal Impacts; Flood Plain/Flooding; Geologic/Seismic; Noise; Population/Housing 

Balance; Public Services; Recrea tion/Parks; Schools/Universities; Soil Erosion/Compaction/Grading; 

Traffic/Circulation; Toxic/Hazardous; Vegetation; Wa ter Quality; Wetland/Riparian; Wildlife; Growth 

Inducing; Landuse; Cumulative Effects; AestheticNisual 

Reviewing Resources Agency; Department of Conservation; Department of Fish and Wildlife, Region 4: Offi ce of 

Agencies Historic Preservation; Department of Parks and Recreation; Department of Water Resources ; Cal trans, 

Division of Aeronautics; California Highway Patrol; Air Resources Board ; Air Resources Board , 

Transportation Projecls; Regional Wa ter Quality Control Bd., Region 5 (Fresno); Department of Toxic 

_____ Substances Control; Native..AmeiiQ.an Heritage Commission; F'_ubJjc UtilitieJ,_C_q_mmiss.!Qn;_Cen!@j__ 

Valley Flood Protection Board 

Date Received 05/08/2014 Start of Review 05/08/2014 End of Review 06/23/2014 
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5-3 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA -CALIFORNIA NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY EDMUND G. BROWN JR., GOVERNOR 

CENTRAL VALLEY FLOOD PROTECTION BOARD 
3310 El Camino Ave .. Rm . 151 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95821 
(916) 574-0609 FAX · (91 6) 574-0682 
PERMITS: (916) 574-2380 FAX: (91 6) 574-0682 

May 28, 2014 

Ms. Jennifer H. Taylor 

C IJ>[I\? 
0~ r-'7 ::->/ 11 

-c.. 

California Department of Transportation, District 6 
855 M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, California 93721 

Subject: 

Location: 

CEQA Comments: Centennial Corridor, Draft Environmental Impact Report, 
SCH No. 2008091102 

Kern County 

Dear Ms. Taylor: 

Central Valley Flood Protection Board (Board) staff has reviewed the subject document and 
provides the following comments: 

The proposed project is located within the Kern River which is under Board jurisdiction . 
The Board enforces its Title 23, Cal ifornia Code of Regulations (23 CCR) for the construction, 
maintenance, and protection of adopted plans of flood control that protect public lands from 
floods. Adopted plans of flood control include federal-State facilities of the State Plan of Flood 
Control , regu lated streams, and designated floodways. The geographic extent of Board 
jurisdiction includes the Central Valley, and all tributaries and distributaries of the Sacramento 
and San Joaquin Rivers, and the Tulare and Buena Vista basins (23 CCR, Section 2). 

Pursuant to 23 CCR a Board permit is required prior to working in the Board's jurisdiction for 
the following: S-3-1 

• Placement, construction , reconstruction, removal , or abandonment of any landscapir:c, , 
culvert , bridge, conduit, fence, projection, fi ll, embankment, bu ilding, structure , 
obstruction, encroachment, excavation, the planting, or removal of vegetation , and any 
repair or maintenance that involves cutting into the levee (23 CCR Section 6); 

• Existing structures that predate permitting, or where it is necessary to establish the 
conditions normally imposed by permitting. The circumstances include those where 
responsibility for the encroachment has not been clearly established or ownership and 
use have been revised (23 CCR Section 6); 

• Vegetation plantings require submission of detailed design drawings; identification of ~ 
vegetation type; plant and tree names (both common and scientific); quantities of each 
type of plant and tree; spacing and irrigation method; a vegetative management plan for 
maintenance to prevent the interference with flood control operations, levee-- - - - -
maintenance, inspection , and flood fight procedures (23 CCR Section 131) . 
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Ms. Jennifer H. Taylor 
May 28, 2014 
Page 2 of 2 

5-3 

Other local , federal and State agency permits may be required and are the responsibility of the 
applicant to obtain. 

Board permit application forms and our complete 23 CCR regulations can be found on our S-3-2 
website at http://www.cvfpb.ca.gov/. Maps of the Board's jurisdiction including all tributaries 
and distributaries of the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers, and Board designated floodways 
are also available on a Department of Water Resources website at 
http://qis.bam.water.ca .gov/bam/. 

Additional Considerations Related to Potential Impacts of Vegetation and Hydraulics 

Accumulation and establishment of woody vegetation that is not managed may have negative 
impacts on channel capacity and may increase the potential for levee over-topping or other 
fai lure. When vegetation develops and becomes habitat for wildlife, maintenance to initial 
baseline conditions typically becomes more difficult as the removal of vegetative growth may 
be subject to federal and State resource agency requirements for on-site mitigation. The 
proposed project should include mitigation measures to avoid decreasing floodway channel 
capacity. 

Adverse hydraulic impacts of proposed encroachments cou ld impede flood flows, reroute flood 
flows , and/or increase sed iment accumulation. The proposed project should includ_e mitigation 
measures for channel and levee improvements and maintenance to prevent and/or reduce 
hydraulic impacts. If possible off-site mitigation outside of the Board's jurisdiction should be 
used when mitigating for vegetation removed at the project location. 

If you have any questions please contact James Herota at (916) 574-0651 , or via email·at 
james. herota@water.ca. gov. 

Sincerely, 

o0m~ 
Len Marino, P.E. 
Chief Engineer 

cc: Governor's Office of Planning and Research 
State Clearinghouse 
1400 Tenth Street, Room 121 
Sacramento, California 95814 

S-3-3 
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Response to Comment S-3 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

S-3-1 Caltrans thanks the Central Valley Flood Protection Board for participating in the 
environmental process for the Centennial Corridor Project. Caltrans acknowledges 
the Boards’ jurisdiction over the Kern River under Title 23 California Code of 
Regulations, Section 2. The Centennial Corridor Project is proposing to construct a 
bridge structure and associated footings within and adjacent to the Kern River, 
which is subject to Title 23 California Code of Regulations, Section 6. The project’s 
final design plans would ensure that any improvements within the Kern River would 
maintain the existing capacity of the river.  

Coordination with the Central Valley Flood Protection Board would begin during the 
design phase of the project, and an Encroachment Permit from the Central Valley 
Flood Protection Board would be obtained prior to construction per Title 23 
California Code of Regulations, Section 6, due to construction within the Kern River. 

S-3-2 Vegetation plantings within the Kern River will not be conducted by the Centennial 
Corridor Project; therefore, Title 23 California Code of Regulations, Section 131 
does not apply to the project. 

The appropriate regulatory permits from Federal and other State agencies (if 
applicable) would be obtained prior to construction. Caltrans acknowledges that 
work in the Kern River requires approvals from Central Valley Flood Protection 
Board, California Department of Fish and Wildlife, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
and the Regional Water Quality Control Board. Regulatory permitting requirements 
are summarized in Table 2.4 of the final environmental document (Volume 1). 

S-3-3 There will be no plantings or other vegetation within the Kern River associated with 
the project; therefore, accumulation and establishment of woody vegetation within 
the Kern River is not anticipated. There are no impacts to channel capacity. If 
vegetation removal is necessary within the channel, such activities would be 
conducted in accordance with applicable resource agency permit conditions. 
Therefore, mitigation measures to remove woody vegetation from the Kern River 
channel after the project is constructed are not required. 

As discussed in Section 3.2.1, Hydrology and Floodplain, of the final environmental 
document (Volume 1), mitigation measures would be implemented to minimize 
floodplain impacts and preserve the beneficial floodplain values of the project area. 
The proposed drainage system would keep the existing drainage patterns and direct 
onsite runoff to existing and proposed infiltration basins through the onsite drainage 
system. Because all runoff would be retained within these basins, there would be no 
changes in offsite flow rate or quantity as a result of the project. Direct runoff into the 
Kern River and canals would be avoided through roadway design and with 
infiltration basins located along the roadway. Stormwater on pavements would 
generally drain as surface flow to the outside edge of the freeway/roadway travel 
lanes or toward the median. Storm drain inlets would then collect the stormwater 
and direct it into infiltration basins. Several existing drainage facilities would be 
improved or rerouted to new infiltration/retention basins as a result of the project. 
Because bridge abutments and piers would be built within the Kern River floodplain, 
there would be a small decrease in storage capacity of the floodplain; however, the 
decrease in storage capacity due to the increase in impervious surface area would 
be minor compared to the size of the Kern River watershed. With conveyance of 
increased runoff to infiltration basins instead of the river, risks to the river’s 
floodplain due to the added impervious surfaces would be eliminated. Given these 
considerations, impacts would be minimal and would not result in a significant risk to 
the floodplain or its beneficial use. As such, Standard Condition SC-FP-1 will be 
incorporated into the project design to minimize flood flow impacts on the Kern 
River. These design components are intended to minimize potentially adverse 
hydraulic impacts. Based on the results of the hydraulic analysis in Section 3.2.1, 
hydraulic impacts to the Kern River and flood control facilities are not anticipated. 
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Comment S-4

 

S-4-1 

l:..dmund G. Hrown J1 
Govemor 

S T A T E OF C A L I F O R N I A 

Go vernor·. Office of Plannin and Re .ean.:h 

tate Cleariuahoust' and Planning mt 

June 27, 2014 

Jennifer 1-J . Taylor 
Califo1111a Department ofTransportauon, District 6 
855 M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, CA 9372 1 

Subject: Centennial om dor 
SCH# : 200809 1102 

Dear Jeru1ifcr H. Taylor: 

The enc losed comment (s) on your Drafl EIR was (were) received by the late Clearinghouse after the end 
of the state review period, which c losed on June 23, 2014. We are forwarding the e comments to you 
because they provide info11nation or raise issues that should be addressed m you, final environmenta l 
document. 

The C alifornia Environmental Quality Acl docs not require Lead •\ genci~. to respond to late ccmu11en1s. 
HO\\.ever, we encourage you to incorporate these additional conun .. nt.s intn your final environmental 
doc,, lent and to consider them prior to taking final action on the p rnposc.-J proje~t. 

Ple.i,e contact the Staie Clearinghouse al (916) 445-0613 if you hc,vc an) q 1esUu;1s concc.-ning the 
e1w a on111ental review process. Tfyou have a question regarding the abo,~-na,111;.; proj ect. picas~ refer to 
the ten -digit State Clearinghouse number (200809 1102) when contacting this office. 

Sinc,.,-cly, 

~~~/.'t--
1/ / 

Seo! • g 
Di r• , . S tirn: '2ic:ur-~1ghoust 

Enclosures 
cc: Resource& Agency 

1400 TEN'fH STREET P.O. ROX 304 4 SACRA.llf f.:NTO, CAl,Tr.JRN IA %8 J2.:;u•• 
TEL (91G) H5-0GJJ FAX (9IG) 323-301 8 \\'WW.op ca.gov 
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State of C~llfomia-TransponaUon Agency 

DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL 
4040 Buck Owens Boulevard 
Bakersfield, CA 93308 
(661) 864-4444 
(800) 735-2929 (TT/TOO) 
(800) 735-2922 (Voice) 

Jtme 19. 2014 

Pile No.: 420. 12269.12904 

State Clearinghouse 
1400 Tenth Street. Room 121 
acramento, CA 95814 

To whom it may concern: 

EDMUND G, BROWN Jr., Governor 

Rf.=r.EIVED 
JUN 2 6 2014 

STATE CLEARING HOUSE 

The Bakersfield Area of the California Highway Patrol (CHP) received a ' ·Notice of 
Completi on" of the environmental document for the proposed Centennia l orridor Project. 
State Clearinghouse #2008091 I 02. The proposal concerns construction of new freeway on
ramps and off-ramps, new traffic lanes, and freeway interchanges on State Route (SR) 58, R 99. 
and Lhe R-99 interchange with Wilson Road. The project site is entirely within the limits of the 
City of Bakersfield and the jurisdiction of the Cl-IP Bakersfield Area. 

Upon review, Bakersfield Area has deterinined that during the constrnction phase, this projec1 
wil l significantly impact the flow of traffic for both the north and southbound lanes on SR-58 
and R-99, thus increasing traffic incidents. Accordingly, additional resomces will be needed to 
mitigate traffic congestion as wel l as restore order in th event of a significant occurrence. Upon 
project complet ion, response limes to emergency incidents will improve. 

Any question regarding this response can be directed lo Sergeant Blaine Haight at 
BHaighl/ai,chp.ca.gov or by telephone at (66 1) 864-4444. 

Sincerely, 

T. , ROBERT . CAptain 
ommancler 

Bakersfield /\rea 

cc: Centrnl Divi sion 
Special Projects cction 

Safety, Sen •ice, rr11d Sec111·i~;' A II flltem11/ilm11//1· Accr edited A,!/l'lfC_I' 

S-4 

S-4-2 
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S-4 

~ lll l t' ofC..11llloru ia 

Mt'inur· H11d11rn 

June 16.2014 

To: Bukr.:rnficld Arca (420) 

From: I) ~PAlffMENT OF CAL!l•O l{NI A I IIGH WA V l'ATl<OI. 
Spcci:tl Prnjc~IS ScctiOll 

Fi le f o.: 06J.A0747 I .A 14985.Noc.Doc 

Subject: ENVIKONMENTAI. DOCUMENT REV IEW AND IU:SPONSE 
SCll1/200~0° I l 02 

Special Projects 'cction (SI'S) re.cenlly reccivccl u "Nolice of Completi on" env,ronrnental 
dur.:u rncnl from tht Stale Clcnri nghousc Outlining the infonnution commned in the altar.:hcc.l prnfilr.:. 

Arter a pri.,lirninMr~ re view. we bdievc th is proj~cl will not h11vc a signifi cant impact on s1atcwrdc 
dcpartmenlal operntrons. However, be:au:;c c r)o_ur g,•,,:rn"'hical wx1,1,ity Le• •111: silc you we in a 
better positi,,n to provrd~ a more uccurnle assessme11 l of an) Lrntli -1·c l.11cil moue,· Lhm m 1y u!Tccl 
your local An::, op~ratinns. lnfomrntion atJd procedures outlined in the 1i'cmspur101"m l'lc111nil!,: 
Mumwl, I !PM 41 .1, Chopter 6, "F.nvi ro nmental lmpucl Docrnm:nls," should serve as a gt1idelinc 
when reviewing Lrn11sport111 ion-rela1ed dncumcnls. 

If you de1e11n i11c dcpurtmcntul input is ad1•isnble, please providl yulll 1Hi1ten c,1mmcn1s relerc11ci11g 
11,t nl,ove SCI I number 10 1he S1att Cleuri11ghm1se, 1400 Tenth Sln:cl , Room 121. Sacramcnlu, CA 
95814. Your comments mu~t b•: received no lmcr 1lum June~, . :!O 14 l'lc:tsc furw1ml 11 ,·up} <>f 
your wriltcn comments 10 SI'S, 

IJ'yuu 1.rvt- dll)' ,,.,c,11011,, pl~"~" ca ll A1mlys1 Su7.mm lkcud1i m (9 16) o :.,-3374. 

,'::.1 _;,, .. ( j.-
1{ M NANNINI, SSM Ill 
Commander 

/\ Lt ,tdUllClll 

cc: Cc111rnl Division 
k;sisl,llt l (1Jm111i~si,111~1·. l' icld 

S11fety, Ser,,ic:e, 1111// Sel'11ri1y 
C-J•••' 1h- (l:l,11,tv,iC,7L 

A n /11/l!r11utim111lly /lc('rt .. •1/1/{'f/ . lgc·ncy 

S-4-3 
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Response to Comment S-4 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

S-4-1 Caltrans thanks the State Clearinghouse for circulating the Draft Environmental 
Document and for forwarding comments to us.  

S-4-2 Caltrans thanks the California Highway Patrol for providing input on the Centennial 
Corridor Project. During construction of the Centennial Corridor Project, less than 
significant temporary traffic impacts are anticipated due to traffic disruptions from 
lane and road closures. Please refer to Section 3.6 of the final environmental 
document (Volume 1) regarding construction-related traffic impacts. To minimize 
potential impacts to traffic and circulation on State Route 58, State Route 99, and 
interchanges within the project area, a Traffic Management Plan would be 
developed prior to construction to reduce the impacts of traffic congestion and 
detours during construction. The Traffic Management Plan would be prepared in 
consultation with the city of Bakersfield and all emergency service providers within 
the project study area, including the Bakersfield area California Highway Patrol, to 
address potential construction-related impacts to service providers. Based on the 
temporary nature of the roadway closures, implementation of a Traffic Management 
Plan and public outreach program (Standard Conditions SC-CI-8 and SC-CI-9, 
respectively) would minimize impacts related to increased travel time and distance. 

S-4-3 Caltrans thanks the California Highway Patrol Special Projects Section for providing 
input on the Centennial Corridor Project. If Caltrans determines that input from the 
California Highway Patrol Special Projects Section is required, a written 
correspondence will be sent to the contact person provided in your comment letter.  
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Chapter 4 Responses to Comments 
from Regional Agencies and 
Organizations 

This section provides comments received on the draft environmental document from 
local/regional agencies and organizations. A copy of the draft environmental 
document was sent to the following regional agencies and organizations: 

• Kern Regional Transit 

• Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control, Region 5 (Fresno) 

• Kern County Council of Governments 

• San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District 

• Kern County Planning Department 

• Kern County Fire Department 

• Kern County Roads Department 

• Eastern Kern County Air Pollution Control District 

• Kern County Sheriff’s Department 

• Kern County Parks and Recreation 

• Kern Delta Water District 

A total of two comment letters were received as summarized below.  

Table 4.1  Summary of Comment Letters Received from Regional Agencies  

Comment 
Code 

Agency 
Commenter 

Name 
Date Letter 
Received 

Comment Topic 

R-1 
Kern Council of 
Governments 

Ahron Hakimi, 
Executive 
Director 

5/23/2014 
Nonmotorized 
transportation (bicycle) 

R-2 

San Joaquin 
Valley Air 
Pollution Control 
District 

Arnaud Marjollet, 
Director of Permit 
Services 

7/7/2014 Air quality, permits 
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Comment R-1

 

Kern Council 
of Governments May 23, 2014 

Jennifer H. Taylor, Office Chief 
Central Region, Environmental, Southern San Joaquin Valley 
855 M Street, Sufo 200 
Fresno California 93721 

Ms. Taylor: 

R-1 

Kern Council of Governments formally requests that the Centennial Corridor project include a bicycle crossing 
from Easton Drive to Commerce Drive over the canal. This improvement would improve the bicycle network in 
Bakersfield and help reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

The Centennial Corridor presents the opportunity to continue bicycle infrastructure on smaller streets by 
crossing California Avenue at Easton Drive and then crossing the canal to Commerce Drive and Commercial 
Way. The City of Bakersfield is improving the traffic signa l at Commercia l Way and Truxtun Avenue to add a 
pedestrian crossing and bicycle access across Truxtun to the Class 1 bike path. When the project is complete, 
a fa mily-friendly bicycle route would be provided from southeast Bakersfield all the way to Southwest 
Bakersfie ld . 

The Centennia l Corridor provides an opportunity to greatly improve bicycle access to the existing Class 1 bike 
path on the Kern River Parkway. By improving that access, the project will help reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. Improving bicycle access is also consistent with Ca ltrans' Complete Streets Policy and FHWA's 
pedestrian and bicycle guidance. 

The City of Bakersfield adopted a Bicycle Transportation Plan in November of 2013. The plan proposed more 
than 100 miles of family-friendly bikeways and routes that avoid high-traffic and high-speed arteria ls. 

Centennial presents another opportunity to provide bike-.vays that would not be available without the project. 
The existing route extends from the Palm Avenue crossing at State Route 99 without any on- or off-ramps, 
then proceeds through the Westpark neighborhood to California Aveune. Bicycl ists have to ride on arteria l 
streets like California Avenue and Mohawk to reach the Class 1 bike path and the numerous destinations that 
can be accessed from it, such as California State University Bakersfield. 

Kern COG believes that adding a bicycle crossing from Easton Drive to Commerce Drive over the canal is an 
efficient use of taxpayer dollars that will help reduce vehicle mi les traveled and greenhouse gas emissions 
while improving our quality of life. 

Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Ahron Hakimi 
Executive Director 

Kern Council of Governments 
1401 19"' Slreets, &lite 300 Baker,field CA 93301 66H!61-2191 Facsimile 661-324-8215 TTY 661-832-7433 www.kemcog.org 

R-1-1 
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Response to Comment R-1 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

R-1-1 Caltrans recognizes the positive effects of nonmotorized transportation, such as 
bicycles, on the environment. Preferred Alternative B is the only alternative that 
incorporates a bicycle connection within the Centennial Corridor Project area. It is 
possible that an improved bicycle connection to an existing Class I and Class II 
bicycle facility could increase bicycle usage Caltrans has decided to include a 
bicycle and pedestrian connection between California Avenue and Commerce Drive 
as part of the project. This decision was made in response to public requests for a 
bicycle connection spanning over the Carrier Canal. This improvement would 
enhance bicycle and pedestrian connectivity and support the goals outlined in the 
city’s 2013 Bicycle Transportation Plan. 
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Comment R-2

 

R-2 

~ ■ San Joaquin Valley 
- AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT HEALTHY Al R LIVING-

July 7, 2014 

Jennifer H. Taylor 
California Department of Transportation 
Central Region, Environmental Southern San Joaquin Valley 
855 M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, CA 93721 

Project: Draft Environmental Impact Report/Statement for the Centennial 
Corridor Project 

District CEQA Reference No: 20140316 

Dear Ms. Taylor: 

The San Joaquin Valley Unified Air Pollution Control District (District) has reviewed the 
project referenced above consisting of a proposal to construct a new al ignment for State 
Route 58 from Cottonwood Road (post mile R55.6) on existing State Route 58 East to 
Interstate 5 (post mile T31 .7). The project will also include improvements to State Route 
99 from Wilson Road (post mile 21.2) to Gilmore Avenue (post mile 26.2). The project is 
located within metropolitan Bakersfield and Kern County, CA. The District offers the 
following comments: 

1. In Table 3.23 of the Draft Environmental Impact ReporVStatement (Draft EIR/EIS), 
the District recommends amending the project area attainment status as follows: 

a. Hydrogen Sulfide (State): unclassified 
b. Visibility Reducing Particles (State): unclassified 
c. Vinyl Chloride (State): attainment 

In addition, the State carbon monoxide attainment status listed in Table 2-2 of the Air 
Quality Study Report should be revised to state, "attainment/unclassified." 

More information on the San Joaquin Valley Air Basin 's attainment status can be 
found on the Dist.rict's website at the following link: 
http://www.valleyair.org/aqinfo/attainment.htm 

R-2-1 

2. The Federal and State sulfur dioxide (SO2) standards listed on page 15 of the Air I R-2_2 
Quality Study Report should be revised as follows: 

ort!l1r111 R .. lan 
4800 Enttfp•rM Wt-t 

Modesto, CA 95358-8718 
Tot. 12091557 6400 FAX: 12091557 6475 

Soyeel S6dtoc&n 
tm 111m DIWI•IAlhirt-.CDldnllO!IICa 

C■nt11J R.tfl11fMJJn Ofrittl 

1890 E U.111""9 •f,..,., CA 9372&0244 
Tel:155912306000 FAX: 155912306061 

www,o111y,. orv www heolthy,.li,r11com 

S0111hcu11 Rqian 
34~ A,owe, Courl 

Balt<1foeld. CA 93308-9) 25 
T~: 661 3925500 FAX: 861392 5585 
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R-2 
District CEQA Reference No: 2014/J316 Page2 

a. 1-Hour SO2 (State) : 0.25 ppm 
b. 1-Hour SO2 (Federal) : 0.D75 ppm (75 ppb) R-2-2 
c. 3-Hour SO2 (Federal) : 0.5 ppm 

3. Pages xiv and 47 of the Draft EIR/EIS state that District Rule 8210 limits fugitive 
particulate matter emissions during construction activities. The District does not 
have a Rule 8210 ; this sentence should be revised to state District Rule 8021 
(Construction , Demolition, Excavation, Extraction, and Other Earthmoving Activities). 

4. Page 14 of the Air Quality Study Report states that the Federal 1-hour ozone 
standard does not apply in California. This sentence should be revised and clarify 
that the Federal 1-hour ozone standard was revoked on April 30, 2004, effective 
June 15, 2005 (http ://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2004-04-30/pdf/04-9153.pdf) . As a 
result, most of the requirements, including the transportation conformity 
requirements, under this standard were revoked ; however, EPA upheld some of the 
other requirements and the District in turn submitted the 2013 Plan for the Revoked 
1-Hour Ozone Standard to EPA in 2013 to fulfill the remaining Clean Air Act 
requirements. Please see the District's Ozone Plans webpage for additional 
information: http ://www.valleyair.org/Air Quality Plans/Ozone Plans.him 

5. In Section 2.2.1 (Attainment Status) of the Air Quality Study Report, it states that 
"EPA has proposed to approve the District's 2007 PM10 Maintenance Plan and 
Request for Redesignation in the Federal Register on April 18, 2008. On September 
25, 2008, EPA approved the request for Redesignation to attainment/maintenance 
for the SJVAB." The following dates should be revised as follows: 

"EPA has proposed to approve the District's 2007 PM10 Maintenance Plan and 
Request for Redesignation in the Federal Register on April 25, 2008 (73 FR 
22307). On November 12, 2008 (73 FR 66759) , EPA approved the request for 
Redesignation to attainment/maintenance for the SJVAB." 

6. Section 2.5 (Local Regulations) of the Air Quality Study Report should be revised as 
follows : 

a. Page 23 under Federal 8-hour standards should be revised to state that the 

R-2-3 

R-2-4 

R-2-5 

Valley was classified as a serious nonattainment area on April 30. 2004 (69 R-2-6 
FR 23951) and that EPA approved the Valley's reclassification to extreme 
nonattainment on May 5. 201 0 (75 FR 24409). 
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District CEQA Reference No: 2014/J316 
R-2 

Page 3 

b. Page 24 under PM10 should be revised to state that EPA redesignated the 
Valley to attainment of the PM10 NAAQS on November 12 2008 (73 FR 
66759). 

c. Page 24 under PM2.5 should also mention that the District held workshops 
for the 2012 PM2.5 Plan on June 27, 2012 and October 9, 2012, in addition to 
the April 27, 2012 date already listed. 

7. In Section 4.2.1 (Criteria Pollutants) of the Air Quality Study Report, the project 
related construction criteria pollutant emissions are presented and evaluated against 
District Rule 9510 (Indirect Source Review) applicability thresholds and the District's 
thresholds of significance. 

a. The information shows that the construction emissions are expected to 
exceed the 2 tons per year of NOx or 2 tons per year of PM10 applicability 
threshold of District Rule 9510. Therefore, the District agrees with the 
conclusion that the project is subject to District Rule 9510. The rule is 
intended to reduce a project's impact on air quality through project design 
elements or mitigation by payments of applicable off-site mitigation fees . 
Compliance with the rule will reduce the project construction exhaust NOx 
and PM 10 emissions by 20 percent and 45 percent respectively. It should be 
noted that although compliance with District Rule 9510 reduces project 
specific impacts on air quality, it may not be sufficient to reduce project 
specific emissions to less than significant levels. 

Any applicant subject to District Rule 951 O is required to submit an Air Impact 
Assessment (AJA) application to the District no later than applying for final 

R-2-6 

discretionary approval , and to pay any applicable off-site mitigation fees R-2-7 
before issuance of the first building permit. If approval of the subject project 
constitutes the last discretionary approval by your agency, the District 
recommends that demonstration of compliance with District Ru le 9510, 
including payment of all applicable fees before issuance of the first building 
permit, be made a condition of project approval. Information about how to 
comply with District Rule 9510 can be found online at: 
http://www.valleyai r.org/lSR/ISRHome.htm. 

Based on a review of District records, the District has not received an AIA 
application for this project 

b. Additionally, the project would be determined to have a significant impact on 
air quality if the criteria pollutant emissions exceed 10 tons per year NOx, 10 
tons per year ROG, and 15 tons per year PM10. As presented in Table 4-9 
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Estimate of Construction Emissions, the project related criteria pollutant 
emissions exceed the District's threshold of significance for NOx and is 
determined to have a significant impact on air quality. Therefore , the District 
recommends implementing al l feasible mitigation measures to reduce air 
quality impacts to less than significant. 

c. Recommended Mitigation: A feasible mitigation measure is the mitigation of 
project emissions through a Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement 
(VERA). The District believes that mitigation through a VERA is feasible in 
many cases, and recommends the environmental document be revised to 
include a discussion of the feasibility of implementing a VERA to mitigate 
project specific impacts to less than significant levels. 

A VERA is a mitigation measure by which the project proponent provides 
pound-for-pound mitigation of emissions increases through a process that 
develops , funds, and implements emission reduction projects, with the District 
serving a role of administrator of the emissions reduction projects and verifier 
of the successful mitigation effort. To implement a VERA, the project 
proponent and the District enter into a contractual agreement in which the R-2_7 
project proponent agrees to mitigate project specific emissions by providing 
funds to the District. The funds are disbursed in the form of grants for 
projects that achieve emission reductions. Thus, project specific impacts on 
air quality can be fully mitigated. Types of emission reduction projects that 
have been funded in the past include electrification of stationary internal 
combustion engines (such as agricultural irrigation pumps). replacing old 
heavy-duty trucks with new, cleaner, more efficient heavy-duty trucks, and 
replacement of old farm tractors. 

In implementing a VERA, the District verifies the actual emission reductions 
that have been achieved as a result of completed grant contracts, monitors 
the emission reduction projects, and ensures the enforceability of achieved 
reductions . The initial agreement is generally based on the projected 
maximum emissions increases as calculated by a District approved air quality 
impact assessment, and contains the corresponding maximum fiscal 
obligation. However, because the goal is to mitigate actual emissions, the 
District has designed flexibi lity into the VERA such that the final mitigation is 
based on actual emissions related to the project as determined by actual 
equipment used, hours of operation, etc., and as calculated by the District. 
After the project is mitigated, the District certifies to the lead agency that the 
mitigation is completed, providing the lead agency with an enforceable 
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mitigation measure demonstrating that project specific emissions have been 
mitigated to less than significant. 

The District has been developing and implementing VERA contracts with 
project developers to mitigate project specific emissions since 2005. It is the R-2-7 
District's experience that implementation of a VERA is a feasible mitigation 
measure, and effectively achieves the emission reductions required by a lead 
agency, by mitigating project related impacts on air quality to a net zero level 
by supplying real and contemporaneous emissions reductions. 

Additional information on implementing a VERA can be obtained by 
contacting District CEQA staff at (559) 230-6000. 

8. The Draft EIR/EIS did not perform a health risk assessment (HRA) for the 
construction and operational phases; however, it includes a qualitative assessment 
on the air toxics impacts for the operational phase of the project and compares the 
emissions under each of the alternatives to show that the total toxics emissions 
under all three alternatives will be less than under the No-Build Alternative . 

The project will traverse the middle of the Westpark neighborhood of Bakersfield. 
The population of this neighborhood that will remain after construction of this project 
will be exposed to higher levels of toxic air contaminants than before the 
construction and operation of this new freeway segment. It is likely that the health 
impact of the operation of the segment will be significant because of the diesel 
particulate emissions from heavy trucks on the new freeway and emissions of other 
toxics from gasoline-powered vehicles. The proponents have not provided any 
technical basis for the assertion in this Draft EIR/EIS that the exposure of sensitive 
receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations will be less than significant. 
Therefore , the District recommends that an HRA be performed for both the 
construction and operational phases of the project. If found to be significant, all 
available mitigation measures should be identified and considered. 

More information on TACs, prioritizations and HRAs can be obtained by: 

• E-mailing inquiries to : hramodeler@vallevair.org; or 

• Visiting the District's website at 
http ://www.valleyair.org/busind/pto/Tox Resources/AirQualityMonitoring .htm 

9. The proposed project may be subject to District Rules and Regulations, including : 
Regulation VIII (Fugitive PM10 Prohibitions), Rule 4102 (Nuisance), Rule 4601 
(Architectural Coatings), and Rule 4641 (Cutback, Slow Cure, and Emulsified 

R-2-8 

R-2-9 
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Asphalt. Paving and Maintenance Operations). In the event an existing building will 
be renovated, partial ly demolished or removed, the project may be subject to District 
Rule 4002 (National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants). The above 
list of rules is neither exhaustive nor exclusive. To identify other District rules or R-2-9 
regu lations that apply to this project or to obtain information about District permit 
requirements, the applicant is strongly encouraged to contact the District's Small 
Business Assistance Office at (559) 230-5888. Current District rules can be found 
on line at: www.valleyair.org/rules/1 ruleslist.htm. 

10. The District recommends that a copy of the District's comments be provided to the I R-2_10 
project proponent. I 

If you have any questions or require further information , please call Angel Lor, 
at (559) 230- 5808. 

Sincerely, 

Arnaud Marjollet 
Director of Permit Services 

1f£ 
For: Chay Thao 
Program Manager 

AM: al 
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Response to Comment R-2 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

R-2-1 Caltrans agrees with the requested revisions. The project area attainment status has 
been revised for hydrogen sulfide (State), visibility-reducing particles (State), and 
vinyl chloride (State) in Table 3.23 of the final environmental document. In addition, 
the State carbon monoxide attainment status listed in Table 2.2 of the Air Quality 
Study Report has been revised to state “attainment/unclassified.” 

R-2-2 The Federal and State sulfur dioxide standards listed on page 15 of the Air Quality 
Study Report have been revised.  

R-2-3 The final environmental document has been revised to state District Rule 8021 
(Construction, Demolition, Excavation, Extraction, and Other Earthmoving Activities) 
instead of Rule 8021. Please refer to Section 2.2, Permits and Approvals Needed. 

R-2-4 The Air Quality Study Report has been revised to state and clarify that the Federal 
1-hour ozone standard was revoked on April 30, 2004, but that the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency upheld other requirements to fulfill remaining 
requirements of the Clean Air Act.  

R-2-5 The dates of “request for redesignation” and “U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
approval” for the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District’s 2007 Particulate 
Matter (PM10) Maintenance Plan have been revised in the Air Quality Study Report. 
The revised Air Quality Study Report indicates the request for redesignation 
occurred on April 25, 2008 and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency approved of 
the request on November 12, 2008.  

R-2-6 Section 2.5 of the Air Quality Study Report has been revised to state that the:  

• The Central Valley was classified as a serious nonattainment area on April 
30, 2004;  

• The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency approved the Central Valley’s 
reclassification to extreme nonattainment on May 5, 2010; 

• The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency redesignated the Central Valley 
to attainment of the Particulate Matter (PM10) National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards on November 12, 2008;  

• The San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District held workshops for the 
2012 Particulate Matter (PM2.5) Plan on June 27 and October 9, 2012, in 
addition to the April 27, 2012, date already listed. 

R-2-7 Caltrans acknowledges that the Centennial Corridor Project is subject to San 
Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District’s Rule 9510 (Indirect Source Review). 
Per Rule 9510, a completed Air Impact Assessment application is required prior to 
the construction of the proposed project to minimize construction related emissions 
for nitrous oxides (NOx) and particulate matter (PM10). Caltrans and the construction 
contractor will work with the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District to 
obtain approval of the Air Impact Assessment and remit any applicable off-site 
mitigation fees.  

Caltrans has completed a Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement with the San 
Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District to address construction and operational 
emissions. The Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement will offset any localized 
particulate matter impacts due to project emissions. The project as a whole will 
improve particulate matter emissions within the project limits as shown in the 
particulate matter qualitative analysis. Information about the Voluntary Emission 
Reduction Agreement can be found in Section 3.2.6 of the final environmental 
document. 
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Comment 
Code 

Response 

R-2-8 Caltrans will not conduct a health risk assessment because the project was 
considered less than significant with regard to air impacts. Based on the results of 
the mobile source air toxics emissions within the studied roadway, a significant 
decrease (50 percent) in mobile source air toxic emissions can be expected for the 
project alternatives as compared with the base year (2008) levels through future 
year levels.  The decrease is expected to occur for all priority mobile source air 
toxics.  This is directly due to the improved pollution emission performance of a 
modernizing fleet, including diesel-fueled vehicles, which is a trend that is expected 
to continue throughout the planning horizon.  This finding is consistent with the 
Federal Highway Administration-projected trend.  For more information regarding 
project air impacts, please refer to Section 3.2.6, Volume 1, of the final 
environmental document. 

The air study concluded that the project would reduce emissions within the project 
limits and that all localized air impacts would be offset by improved traffic circulation 
and by implementing a Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement with the San 
Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District to further reduce emissions above and 
beyond what was anticipated from the project during construction and operation. 
Implementation of targeted air quality improvements would further reduce emissions 
and minimize potential health impacts to residents and sensitive receptors. These air 
quality improvements under consideration include: (1) retrofitting school buses 
diesel engines to reduce emissions; (2) wood-burning stove replacement; (3) 
heating, ventilation, air conditioning upgrades to qualified schools and (4) tree 
planting. These improvements were assessed based on their potential to reduce 
localized emissions and feasibility of implementation.  Caltrans, in cooperation with 
the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District and the city of Bakersfield, will 
implement a combination or all four of the abovementioned improvements. 

R-2-9 Caltrans agrees that the project may be subject to San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution 
Control District Rules and Regulations, including: Regulation VIII, Rule 4102, Rule 
4601, Rule 4641, and Rule 4002.  

R-2-10 Caltrans has included the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District’s 
comments on the project in the final environmental document. Comments on air 
quality have also been forwarded to the city of Bakersfield and Kern Council of 
Governments for their input. The final environmental document has been revised to 
address the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District’s comments.  
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Chapter 5 Responses to Comments 
from Local Agencies and 
Organizations  

This section provides comments received from local agencies and organizations on 
the draft environmental assessment. A copy of the draft environmental document was 
sent to the following regional agencies and organizations: 

• Greater Bakersfield Chamber of Commerce 

• Sierra Club, Kern-Keweah Chapter 

• Kern County Historical Society 

• Kern County Engineering, Surveying and Permit Services, Floodplain 

Management Section 

• Stockdale Christian School 

• Hall Ambulance 

• Kern Economic Development Corporation 

• Kern County Superintendent of Schools 

• Bakersfield City School District 

• Kern County Black Chamber of Commerce 

• Kern County Hispanic Chamber of Commerce 

• City of Bakersfield Public Works 

• Bakersfield Police Department 

• Historic Preservation Commission City of Bakersfield 

• City of Bakersfield Planning Division 

• City of Bakersfield Water Resources Department 

• City of Bakersfield, Parks and Recreation 

• Bakersfield Fire Department 

• Golden Empire Transit District 

• Kern High School District 

One comment letter was received from local agencies and organizations as 
summarized below. 
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Table 5.1  Summary of Comment Letters Received from Local Agencies 

Comment 
Code 

Agency 
Commenter 

Name 
Date Letter 
Received 

Comment Topic 

LA-1 

Kern County- 
Engineering, 
Surveying and 
Permit Services, 
Floodplain 
Management 
Section 

Jason Scheer 5/15/2014 General 
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Comment LA-1

 
  

Office Memorandum 
KER.t"i' CO TY 

To: CalTrans 

Jennifer Taylor 

From: Engineering, Surveying and Permit Services 

Floodplain Management Section 

Aaron Leicht, by Jason Scheer 

Subject: Draft Environmental Impact Report 

Centennial Corridor Project 

LA-1 

Date: May 15, 2014 

Phone : (661) 862-5083 

Email: ScheerJ@co.kern.ca.us 

From the information supplied, we have no comments or recommendations regarding the I 
above project. LA-1-1 
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Response to Comment LA-1 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

LA-1-1 Caltrans thanks you for your participation in the public review process for the 
Centennial Corridor Project. Your response is acknowledged.  
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Chapter 6 Responses to Comments 
from the General Public 

Throughout the 61-day comment period, a total of 64 members of the public 

submitted written comments related to the project. A copy of each written comment 

and the response to each question/comment are presented in this chapter. Multiple 

letters submitted by the same individual are grouped together and treated as one set of 

written comments. When the comment letters from the same individual are duplicated 

(sent in more than one copy), only one letter is responded to. 

Table 6.1  Summary of Comment Letters Received from the General 
Public 

Comment 
Code 

Commenter Name 
Date Letter 
Received 

GP-1 Wayne Clausen 7/7/2014 

GP-2 Joe D. Rose 7/3/2014 

GP-3 David Bainton 7/8/2014 

GP-4 Rosa Adame 7/8/2014 

GP-5 Michael Werlinich 7/5/2014 

GP-6 Carmen Genter 6/28/2014 

GP-7 Emily Gellman 7/7/2014 

GP-8 Jamie Williams 7/5/2014 

GP-9 Peterson Law Group (John S. Peterson) 7/7/2014 

GP-10 Dr. Jana L. Swearengin and Karen S. Eggemann 7/7/2014 

GP-11 Rosalie Trepicone 6/28/2014 

GP-12 Anonymous 7/8/2014 

GP-13 Mary Ruth Brown 6/11/2014 

GP-14 Bakersfield First Assembly of God 7/2/2014 

GP-15 Kern Minority Construction Association (Marvin Dean) 6/30/2014 

GP-16 Time Trial Investments (Gary Trenda) 6/25/2014 

GP-17 Hendrik and Martha Hinse 6/11/2014 

GP-18 Daniel Cronquist 6/11/2014 

GP-19 Mark Cronquist 6/11/2014 

GP-20 Larry and Irma Gladwell 6/11/2014 

GP-21 Vicky Gresham 6/11/2014 

GP-22 Karen Landers 6/11/2014 

GP-23 Lisa Anderson 6/11/2014 

GP-24 Mike Lee 6/11/2014 
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Comment 
Code 

Commenter Name 
Date Letter 
Received 

GP-25 Roberta Bender 6/11/2014 

GP-26 Mary Ellen Hutchison 6/11/2014 

GP-27 Elizabeth Waggoner 6/11/2014 

GP-28 Hank and Mardi Hinse 6/11/2014 

GP-29 Stockdale Christian Schools 5/19/2014 

GP-30 Jack M. Rademacher 5/14/2014 

GP-31 Frank and Maris Sosa 5/25/2014 

GP-32 Kenneth M. Cannon 5/27/2014 

GP-33 Pam Binns 5/16/2014 

GP-34 Marc and Shannon Caputo 7/8/2014 

GP-35 Quinn Miller 6/29/2014 

GP-36 Bike Bakersfield (Jason Cater) 6/18/2014 

GP-37 Larry Sharette 7/3/2014 

GP-38 Brian and Sharon Self 7/4/2014 

GP-39 Robert Schmidt 6/11/2014 

GP-40 Bob Smith 6/11/2014 

GP-41 Leah Pineda 6/11/2014 

GP-42 Diane Hamlin 6/11/2014 

GP-43 Brad Barbeau 6/11/2014 

GP-44 Bonnie Doyle 6/11/2014 

GP-45 Cindy Parra 6/11/2014 

GP-46 Robert Braley 6/11/2014 

GP-47 Jay Gauthier 6/11/2014 

GP-48 Jason Cater 6/11/2014 

GP-49 Alfredo Buendia 6/15/2014 

GP-50 Mike P. 6/17/2014 

GP-51 Brian Holle 6/20/2014 

GP-52 Joanne Bender 7/2/2014 

GP-53 Juston Pack 7/5/2014 

GP-54 Frank Jones 7/8/2014 

GP-55 Janice Malouf 7/8/2014 

GP-56 Debi 7/8/2014 

GP-57 Susan Wyatt 7/8/2014 

GP-58 Randa Hunter and Vanessa Vangel 7/8/2014 

GP-59 Gary Crabtree 6/19/2014 

GP-60 Ray Clanton 6/10/2014 
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Comment 
Code 

Commenter Name 
Date Letter 
Received 

GP-61 Alan Booth 6/11/2014 

GP-62 Jonathon Mills 6/12/2014 

GP-63 Jose Espinoza 7/8/2014 

GP-64 Shelley Kraft 7/13/2014 

Note: When a letter did not indicate the date, July 8, 2014, last day of the review period, was used.  
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Comment GP-1 

 

July 7, 2014 

Jennifer H. Taylor, Office Chief 

California Department of Transportation 

855 M Street, Suite 200 

Fresno, CA 93721 

GP-1 

Wayne Clausen 

12304 Arbor Park Pl 

Bakersfield, CA 93311 

RE: Centennial Corridor Draft Environmenta l Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement 

Dear Ms. Taylor: 

The Draft Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement (DEIR/DEIS) for the 

Centennial Corridor Project is erroneous in its ana lysis of potential significant impacts regarding 

traffic and safety for Segment 3, i.e., Stockdale Highway. The DEIR/DE IS and Final Traffic Study GP-1-1 

Report (Volume I) assume that Segment 3 will be built to four lanes from future developer 

improvements [see page 34 of 38 of the Final Traffic Study Report (Volume I) Executive 

Summary] . The problem with t his assumption is that most of t he land use on the north and 

south sides of Stockda le Highway, from 1-5 to Nord Road, is designated for In tensive Agriculture 

(R-IA) and Mineral Petroleum (R-MP) land use (see Kern County Land use map west in the 

attached CD and Western Rosedale land use map attached to this letter). There will be no 

developer improvements for th is segment of the Project. There are a few pockets of urban land 

use designations along the segment but most are already developed without additional road 

improvements. Caltrans has no loca l land use authority to require property owners to 

construct additional lanes or road improvements. Rega rding adverse traffic safety hazards, this I 
assumption is dangerous for a project t hat will dump interstate freeway truck and vehicular 

GP-1-2 

GP-1-3 

traffic onto a two lane rura l road . The existing land use designations along Segment 3 need to I GP-1-4 

be identified and analyzed in the DEIR/DEIS. 

Section 2.8 (page 73) of the Fina l Traffic Study Report {Volume I) states that there were 378 

traffic accidents, with two fata lities, on State Route 58 {between Rea l Road and Cottonwood 

Road) from August 2007 to March 2010. Most of this segment of State Route 58 is a divided 

four lane highway. If such terrible events can occur in a three year time period on that segment GP-1-5 

of State Route 58, a two lane undivided interstate freeway on Segment 3 will cause greater 

traffic accidents and deaths. The Project's potential sign ificant traffic safety hazards in Segment 

3 are not identified or analyzed in the DEIR/DEIS. The traffic safety hazard analysis needs to be 

added to the DEIR/DEIS and t he document re-circulated for public review and comment. 
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Page 2 

Jennifer H. Taylor, Office Chief, Ca ltrans 

Centennial Corridor DEIR/DEIS 

July 7, 2014 

GP-1 

The Executive Summary in the Final Traffic Study Report (Volume I) concludes on page 35 of 38 

that the signals and intersection improvements at Stockdale Highway and Enos Lane/Nord 

Road/Wegis Avenue will maintain an acceptable level of Service for Segment 3. The conclusion 

is based on the false assumption that four lanes will be constructed for Segment 3 through 

developer improvements [see page 304 in the Final Traffic Study Report (Volume I)). 

On page 307 of the Fina l Traffic Study Report (Volume I), Segment 3 is analyzed as a two-lane, 

two-way rural highway with the conclusion that "Stockdale Highway operates, and will continue 

to operate, below Caltrans (District 6) level of service threshold of the transition between LOS C 

and LOS D for rural roads (Stockdale Highway west of Enos Lane) or the transition between LOS 

D and LOSE for urban roads (Stockda le Highway east of Enos Lane)." The Final Traffic Study 

Report does not identify which highway classification (Class I or Class II) was ut ilized for the 

2000 Highway Capacity Manual analysis for Segment 3. The Final Traffic Study Report does 

identify or demonstrate the 2000 Highway Capacity Manual calculation for the analysis. The 

Final Traffic Study Report does not identify the traffic forecasts utilized in the calculation. 

Identi fying this information is critical because the Project is proposing to dump interstate 

freeway traffic, not two lane rural highway traffic, onto a two lane rura l road. It seems obvious 

that if interstate freeway traffic was identified and utilized in a 2000 Highway Capacity Manual 

calculation for a two lane undivided rural road, the project would fail to meet Caltrans' level of 

service standards. 

The recently adopted (June 19, 2014) Kern Council of Governments' 2014 Regiona l 

Transportat ion Plan identifies the future State Route 58 from 1-5 to Heath Road at Stockda le 

Highway as an unconstrained "Beyond 2040- Major Highway Improvement" (KER08RTP114). 

This of course means that Segment 3 wi ll be a two lane undivided interstate freeway for the 

next 30 years. The Final Traffic Study Report (Volume I) states that heavy truck volumes in Kern 

County will increase by 87% over the next 30 years (page 336). Figure 6-6 on page 337 of the 

Final Traffic Study Report identifies most of the heavy truck flow occurring on State Route 58. 

Based on the above, it is clear the Project will have significant traffic sa fety hazards in Segment 

3. The DEIR/DEIS fails to identify or ana lyze the Project's adverse significant effects on the 

environment regarding traffic and traffic sa fety hazards. 

GP-1-6 

GP-1-7 

GP-1-8 
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Jennifer H. Taylor, Office Chief, Caltrans 

Centennial Corridor DEIR/DEIS 

July 7, 2014 

GP-1 

The Final Traffic Study Report (Volume I) states on page 13-38 of the Executive Summary that 

its purpose is to ana lyze t he performance of the three build alternatives and the no build 

alternative. The performance analysis only covers Segment 1 and Segment 2. No performance 

analysis has been prepared for Segment 3. Proposing an interstate freeway on a two lane rural 

road (Segment 3) requires the same performance analysis to adequately identify and analyze 

t he potential significant traffic safety hazards of the Project. 

There is an existing at-grade rai l crossing on Stockdale Highway just east of Enos Lane. Adjacent 

to this crossing is a private rail spur facility that can rece ive hundreds of rail cars. The railroad 

blocks traffic on Stockdale Highway when delivering rail ca rs or crossing Segment 3. The Fi nal 

Traffic Study Report (Volume I) and DEIR/DEIS do not identify this at-grade crossing, the 

number of t imes traffic is stopped at the at-grade crossing, or the duration of the stops. The 

adverse traffic and safety hazard impacts from the at-grade crossi ng and proposed interstate 

freeway traffic on Segment 3 must be identified and analyzed in the DEIR/DEIS. 

If Segment 3 does not facilitate interstate truck and vehicu lar access to 1-S for the reasons 

noted above, the freeway traffic will exit on Allen Road to uti lize Rosedale Highway for access 

to 1-5. Interstate freeway traffic on Allen Road wou ld have a potential significant impact on 

traffic, safety, and air poll ut ion for the adjacent and surrounding residential neighborhoods 

between the Westside Parkway and Rosedale Highway. This potential significant impact on the 

environment is not identified or analyzed in the DEIR/DEIS. 

The DEIR/DEIS does not identify or analyze the City Bakersfield's adopted habitat management 

plan (HMP) for protecting the fede rally listed Buena Vista Lake Shrew (BVLS) (see BVLS HMP in 

the attached CD). The DEIR/DEIS does not analyze the potentia l significa nt impacts of the 

Centennial Corridor Project on the BVLS and BVLS HMP. Two U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

memos in the Economic Ana lysis fo r the proposed listing of BVLS critical habitat conclude 

adverse modification and jeopardy are one and the same for the BVLS (see Appendix C and 

Appendix D in the May 21, 2013 Economic Analysis document provided in the attached CD). 

Construction of the Centennial Corridor Project across the Kern River may block available Kern 

River water to the City of Bakersfie ld's 2,800 acre kern fan water recharge facility. The City of 

GP-1-9 

GP-1-10 

GP-1-11 

GP-1-12 
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Jennifer H. Tay lor, Office Chief, Caltrans 

Centennial Corridor DEIR/DEIS 

Ju ly 7, 2014 

GP-1 

IGP-1-12 

The DE IR/DEIS needs to be revised and updated as noted and re-circulated for public review I 
and comment. Please inform me when the revised DEIR/DEIS is made available to the public. GP-1-13 

Bakersfie ld's 2,800 acre kern fan water recharge facility contains suitable BVLS habitat as 

described in the yearly monitoring reports of the BVLS HMP (provided in attached CD). 

Sincerely, 
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GP-1-1 Construction of Segment 3 of the Centennial Corridor from the west end of the 
Westside Parkway to Interstate 5 is one of two “unconstrained” (non-funded) 
projects that were considered in the final traffic study. Segment 3 was previously 
evaluated in the approved Route 58 Route Adoption Project, A Tier I Environmental 
Impact Statement/ Environmental Impact Report (Caltrans, 2001). Segment 3 will not 
be built until traffic demand indicates widening is needed and there is sufficient funding 
for construction. In the interim, Stockdale Highway, from Westside Parkway to 
Interstate 5, would be temporarily adopted as State Route 58, under Build Alternatives A, 
B, and C. It is noted that in the interim, Stockdale Highway would be designated as a 
State Route, as opposed to a two-lane undivided interstate freeway as indicated by 
the commenter. However, the Centennial Corridor Project does include intersection 
improvements at Stockdale Highway and Enos Lane within the Segment 3 
alignment. Improvements at this intersection are needed to enhance traffic operations 
and safety where two highways (proposed State Route 58 and State Route 43) 
intersect.  

Traffic studies have to make assumptions about future conditions in order to model 
what traffic may be in the future for No-Build and Build alternatives. This is why a 
built out Segment 3 was included in the Traffic Study for the design year. 

The Metropolitan Bakersfield General Plan Circulation Element identifies Stockdale 
Highway from Interstate 5 to Nord Road as a future freeway. Land developer 
improvements are assumed under the No Build Alternative and Build Alternatives A, 
B, and C as a condition of entitlement or using funds collected by the Metropolitan 
Bakersfield Transportation Impact Fee Program. Figure 3-5 of the Traffic Study 
(Chapter 3) technical report illustrates the Proposed Phase IV Improvements 
included under the Transportation Impact Fee Program. The graphic illustrates the 
inclusion of the widening of Stockdale Highway to four lanes from Nord Road to 
Enos Lane and the installation of traffic signals and intersection improvements at 
Stockdale Highway and Wegis Avenue and at Stockdale Highway and Nord Road. 
These intersection improvements and land additions are assumed under all year 
2038 no-build and build analysis scenarios. Please see Chapter 3 of the Traffic 
Study, which explains the travel forecast model, land use assumptions, population 
projections, future roadway network assumptions for both design year (2038) and 
opening year (2018) of Segment 2, and anticipated traffic volumes with and without 
the project. 

GP-1-2 Caltrans acknowledges that your statement describes current conditions. 
Cumulative projects and planned growth in the metropolitan Bakersfield area may 
lead to changes in the area’s zoning, leading to a potential increase in development 
intensity in the area. Future land use designations surrounding the alternatives for 
Centennial Corridor are identified in the Metropolitan Bakersfield General Plan 
(2002, as amended) and the Kern County General Plan (2007) as shown in Figure 
3-2 (provided in Volume 2). Caltrans would not require property owners to construct 
additional lanes as part of this project; however, the city of Bakersfield and/or 
County of Kern may require certain roadway improvements if development occurs.  

The Centennial Corridor Project would make improvements at Stockdale Highway 
and State Route 43, which would require right-of-way acquisition of Prime Farmland 
to construct the intersection improvements. However, due to the small size of land 
required (approximately 4 acres), substantial impacts to farmland operations are not 
expected. The land owners would receive appropriate compensation allowed by law 
as described in Section 3.1.4.2, Relocations and Real Property Acquisition. 
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GP-1-3 As discussed in the final environmental document, the build alternatives would result 
in safety benefits associated with considerably less congestion on local streets.  

Between Interstate 5 and Nord Road, the proposed State Route 58 would remain a 
two-lane highway; the traffic study indicates that traffic volumes at this segment in 
2038 would be adequately served by a two-lane road. Significant increases in traffic 
volumes to a level that would cause adverse traffic hazards at this segment of the 
proposed State Route 58 are not anticipated. 

Hence, Stockdale Highway provides an improvement in safety as there is a lower 
volume of slow moving vehicles entering the highway and fewer turning movements 
for vehicles exiting the highway. 

GP-1-4 As discussed in Section 3.1.1.1, Existing and Future Land Use, the study focuses on 
Segment 1. Segment 2 (also known as Westside Parkway) has been previously 
evaluated in a separate environmental document. There have been no major 
changes to the general settings of the area since the environmental document for 
Segment 2 was approved. A separate environmental document for Segment 3 
(Interstate 5 to Heath Road) will be prepared at a later date when appropriate 
circumstances such as an increase in traffic volumes or the addition of traffic-
inducing land use applications justifies its construction. Refer to Response to 
Comment GP-1-1 regarding Segment 3. 

GP-1-5 Improvements to Segment 3 are not part of the Centennial Corridor Project; thus, 
proposed Segment 3 improvements are not evaluated in the Centennial Corridor 
final environmental document. Please refer to Response to Comment GP-1-1 for 
discussions about roadway improvements for Segment 3.  

Until Stockdale Highway is widened between Heath Road and Enos Lane, 
Stockdale Highway will remain a two-lane facility. Accident statistics comparable to 
those reported for State Route 58 east of State Route 99 are not available for 
Stockdale Highway. However, accident analyses for Rosedale Highway address the 
entirety of Rosedale Highway from State Route 43 (Enos Lane) to State Route 99, 
which comprises both two- and four- lane segments. These are reported in the Draft 
Existing Conditions Report for Rosedale Highway (State Route 58) Improvements, 
dated April 3, 2008.  

Over the period from 5/1/2004 to 4/31/2007, the number of accidents along 
Rosedale Highway totaled 714. The total number of accidents is not as useful for 
analysis as the “accident rate,” which is typically expressed as accidents per million 
vehicle miles. The total accident rate was 1.97 for Rosedale Highway, compared 
with a statewide average of 1.46 for similar facilities. By comparison, the accident 
rate on the State Route 58 freeway, west of State Route 99 was 1.46 compared with 
a statewide average of 0.86 for similar facilities. Thus the average rate and the 
actual rate for non-access controlled facilities, such as Rosedale Highway, is in fact 
higher than for controlled access facilities such as the existing State Route 58 
freeway to the east of State Route 99.  

As part of the Centennial Corridor Project, improvements at the intersection of 
Stockdale Highway and State Route 43 would provide safety enhancements by 
providing traffic signals and turn lanes. Traffic signals at this intersection would 
minimize side-impact collisions and turn lanes would reduce rear-end collisions. The 
traffic study indicates that traffic volumes between Interstate 5 and Nord Road would 
be adequately served by a two-lane road in 2038.  As a result, the interim alignment 
after construction of the Centennial Corridor Project (but before Segment 3 
improvements) along the proposed State Route 58 would remain as a two-lane 
highway between Interstate 5 and Nord Road.  Significant increases in traffic 
volumes to a level that would cause adverse traffic hazards at this segment of the 
proposed State Route 58 are not anticipated. 

As mentioned in Response to Comment GP-1-1, a separate environmental 
document and design plans will be prepared for improvements for Segment 3, which 
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will address traffic safety and incorporate design features to enhance safety for the 
traveling public.  

GP-1-6 Refer to Response to Comment GP-1-1 for a discussion regarding Segment 3. 
Traffic studies have to make assumptions about future conditions to model what 
traffic may be in the future for the No-Build and Build Alternatives. This is why a 
built-out Segment 3 was included in the Traffic Study for the design year. 

Segment 3 will remain at the Tier I, route-adoption level of analysis, which is a 
general analysis since specific engineering and construction details are not yet 
available. More detailed analysis will not occur until there is sufficient funding and 
reasonable traffic demand to justify construction. At that time, a project-level 
environmental document will be prepared, which will include a detailed traffic study of 
Segment 3.  

GP-1-7 Refer to Responses to Comment GP-1-1 for further discussion on traffic evaluation 
assumptions of Segment 3. The Traffic Study technical report indicates percent time 
spent and average speed for the roadway segments. The level of service 
determination is based on average travel speed as Stockdale Highway is a Class I 
facility west of Heath Road to Interstate 5. Calculations for the roadway segment 
and intersection level of service analysis are included in the technical appendix to 
the Traffic Study technical report. The key study intersections are identified in Figure 
2-13 of the Traffic Study technical report. Intersections of interest to the commenter 
are numbers 4 and 7, and perhaps 8 through 10. Peak-hour intersection turning 
movement traffic volumes are presented in Figures 3-13, 3-18, and 3-23 of the 
Traffic Study technical report for year 2038 design year conditions for Build 
Alternatives A, B, and C, respectively. A four-lane Stockdale Highway between 
Heath Road and just west of Enos Lane (State Route 43) was assumed for the level 
of service calculations. Accordingly, four lanes are depicted in the aforementioned 
figures. 

Traffic analysis was also conducted based on the two-lane highway level of service 
definition, as depicted in Table 4-41 of the Traffic Study. According to Table 4-42 of 
the Traffic Study, the analysis results indicate level of service no worse than “C” 
along Stockdale Highway.  

As mentioned previously, only the intersection of Stockdale Highway and Enos Lane 
within Segment 3 are analyzed as part of the Centennial Corridor Project. A 
separate environmental document and traffic analysis would be prepared when the 
need to widen Segment 3 and/or when funding has been identified.  

GP-1-8 Construction of Segment 3 of the Centennial Corridor from the west end of the 
Westside Parkway to Interstate 5 is one of two “unconstrained” (unfunded) projects 
that were considered in the final traffic study. Segment 3 was evaluated in the 
approved Route 58 Route Adoption Project, A Tier I Environmental Impact 
Statement/ Environmental Impact Report (Caltrans, 2001). Segment 3 will remain at 
the Tier I, route-adoption level of analysis until there is sufficient funding and 
reasonable traffic demand to justify construction. At that time, a project-level 
environmental document will be prepared. In the interim, Stockdale Highway, from 
Westside Parkway to Interstate 5, would be temporarily adopted as State Route 58, 
under Build Alternatives A, B, and C. It is noted that in the interim, Stockdale 
Highway would be designated as a State Route, as opposed to a two-lane undivided 
interstate freeway as indicated by the commenter. Section 3.5 of the Traffic Study 
technical report discusses future year truck volumes. Table 3-14 within that section 
identifies average daily traffic total volumes and truck volumes by axle grouping. The 
reported “East of Interstate 5” volumes are most relevant to the commenter’s 
concerns. The reported “East of Enos Lane” volumes are appropriate for the Renfro 
Road to Nord Road segment. Based on these volumes, the project will not incur 
significant traffic safety hazards in Segment 3. 
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GP-1-9 Refer to Response to Comment GP-1-8 for a discussion of assumptions related to 
the evaluation of Segment 3. The Traffic Study technical report included highway 
segment and intersection level of service analysis for Stockdale Highway west of 
Heath Road, to be temporarily adopted as State Route 58 under the build 
alternatives. Section 4.11 of the Traffic Study technical report, beginning on page 
303, identifies the roadway improvement assumptions pertaining to Segment 3—
Heath Road to Interstate 5.  

As a state roadway facility, widening of the facility from two lanes to four lanes, even 
as an interim configuration, will be designed to meet Caltrans’ Highway Design 
Manual standards for conventional highways. These standards specify all 
components of the facility to ensure that the facility provides a safe environment for 
the traveling public.  

A widening plan for Segment 3, Stockdale Highway west of Heath Road, has not 
been prepared because it is not part of the Centennial Corridor Project; thus, 
proposed Segment 3 improvements are not evaluated in the Centennial Corridor 
final environmental document. When the need to widen Segment 3 is identified, a 
separate environmental document, traffic analysis, and safety analysis would be 
conducted. 

GP-1-10 Improvements to Segment 3 are beyond the scope of this final environmental 
document. When traffic demand necessitates improvements to Segment 3, a 
separate environmental document would be prepared. The existing at-grade rail 
crossing along Stockdale Highway, east of Enos Lane would be analyzed as part of 
the Segment 3 environmental document.   

GP-1-11 In the absence of Segment 3 improvements, motorists traveling west to Interstate 5 
from State Route 58 have a number of route choice opportunities, one of which 
would be the utilization of Allen Road as a connection to Rosedale Highway. 
Although it is possible for motorists to take the route via Allen Road, as explained by 
the commenter, Rosedale Highway, west of Allen Road is currently a two-lane road 
similar to the future Stockdale Highway (future State Route 58) roadway 
configuration. Most motorists will continue on a direct path traveling towards 
Interstate 5, via Stockdale Highway because Rosedale Highway does not provide 
additional travel lanes and requires a longer route to Interstate 5. With the 
completion of construction of the existing Westside Parkway to Heath Road, the 
advantage of the Stockdale Highway route will become increasingly apparent. The 
likelihood of anyone selecting the commenter’s proposed route of Westside Parkway 
to Allen Road, Allen Road to Rosedale Highway, Rosedale Highway to Enos Lane, 
Enos Lane to Blue Star Memorial Highway (existing State Route 58), and Blue Star 
Memorial Highway to Interstate 5 will be remote. 

GP-1-12 Caltrans acknowledges that the 2,800-acre Kern fan recharge facility contains 
suitable habitat for the Buena Vista Lake Shrew; however, the Kern fan recharge 
facility is located along the Kern River, south of Stockdale Highway (proposed State 
Route 58) between Enos Lane and Renfro Road. The results of the Natural 
Environment Study indicated that Buena Vista Lake Shrew was not observed during 
biological surveys and was not expected to occur in the biological study area for the 
Centennial Corridor Project. The construction of the Centennial Corridor Project is 
also outside of the Kern fan recharge facility and direct impacts are not anticipated.  

The commenter is suggesting that the Centennial Corridor Project’s bridge structure 
that would span the Kern River would produce indirect effects to suitable Buena 
Vista Lake Shrew habitat by blocking Kern River water from reaching the Kern fan 
recharge facility downstream. Each of the build alternatives includes a bridge over 
the Kern River, including structures that would be placed in the river; however, the 
bridge structures would not result in a significant blockage of water to the Kern fan 
water recharge facility as noted in the comment. The structures to be constructed 
within the Kern River to support the bridge structure are approximately 0.009-acre in 
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size at the surface of the Kern River. This marginal increase in impervious area due 
to the proposed bridge structure is not anticipated to block Kern River water to the 
Kern fan water recharge facility or other sites downstream and produce significant 
effects downstream to the Buena Vista Lake Shrew critical habitat. Therefore, 
impacts to Buena Vista Lake Shrew and its habitat are not discussed in the final 
environmental document, nor would mitigation measures be required; a discussion 
regarding the Buena Vista Lake Shrew habitat management plan referenced by the 
commenter is not required in the final environmental document. Preferred 
Alternative B would not have significant effects on the available water to the city of 
Bakersfield’s water recharge facility downstream.  

GP-1-13 Per your request, you will be added to the mailing list for notification when the final 
environmental document is ready for public review.  

Caltrans has determined that recirculation of the draft environmental document is 
not required. Per the California Environmental Quality Act, Article 7, Section 
15088.5, a draft environmental document is required to be recirculated for public 
review, when significant new information is added to the environmental impact 
report after public notice is given of the availability of the draft environmental 
document for public review but before final environmental impact report is certified. 
“Information” can include changes in the project or environmental setting as well as 
additional data or other information. New information added to an environmental 
impact report is not "significant" unless the environmental impact report is changed 
in a way that deprives the public of a meaningful opportunity to comment upon a 
substantial adverse environmental effect of the project or a feasible way to mitigate 
or avoid such an effect (including a feasible project alternative) that Caltrans has 
declined to implement. "Significant new information" requiring recirculation includes:  

1) A new significant environmental impact would result from the project or 
from a new mitigation measure proposed to be implemented.  

2) A substantial increase in the severity of an environmental impact 
would result unless mitigation measures are adopted that reduce the 
impact to a level of insignificance.  

3) A feasible project alternative or mitigation measure considerably 
different from others previously analyzed would clearly lessen the 
environmental impacts of the project, but Caltrans declines to adopt it.  

4) The draft environmental impact report was so fundamentally and 
basically inadequate and conclusory in nature that meaningful public 
review and comment were precluded.  

Recirculation is not required when the new information added to the environmental 
impact report merely clarifies or amplifies or makes insignificant modifications in an 
adequate environmental impact report. Additionally,recirculation of, or releasing of a 
supplemental environmental impact statement is not required for this project either, 
since there have been no substantial changes in the proposed action relevant to 
environmental concerns, nor have significant new circumstances or information 
relevant to environmental concerns been identified.  

Caltrans has identified Segment 3 as a separate project requiring the preparation of 
a standalone environmental document. In addition, the Centennial Corridor Project 
would not impact the Buena Vista Lake Shrew and its critical habitat. Based on 
Caltrans’ assessment of your comment requesting the recirculation of the draft 
environmental document, Caltrans has determined that recirculation of the 
Centennial Corridor Project’s environmental document is not required and has 
prepared this final environmental document for public review.   
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GP-2-1 Thank you for your comments. Caltrans understands that the relocation process 
may be difficult for some individuals, especially those people with special needs—
including those who may be elderly and/or disabled. Caltrans’ policy is that 
displaced persons shall not suffer unnecessarily as a result of programs designed to 
benefit the public as a whole.   

As currently designed, your property is required to construct the freeway; however, 
property acquisition and right-of-way requirements will not be finalized until the final 
design phase of the project. Any person to be displaced will be assigned to a 
Relocation Advisor, who will work closely with each displacee to ensure that all 
benefits and payments are fully used and that all applicable regulations are 
observed, thereby avoiding the possibility of displacees jeopardizing or forfeiting any 
of their Relocation Assistance Program benefits. Displacees may request that family 
members or others who the displacee may choose also be involved in the above 
process, including participating in discussions regarding appropriate advisory 
assistance, searching for a suitable replacement dwelling, deciding on move 
options, and helping to facilitate and coordinate communication associated with 
move-related activities and the payment of all eligible relocation assistance benefits 
that accrue to the displacee. In accordance with the Uniform Relocation Assistance 
and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as amended, your Relocation 
Advisor will provide specific information regarding comparable, functionally 
equivalent decent, safe and sanitary properties that are available for purchase. Such 
information will be provided in writing at least 90 days prior to any requirement to 
vacate the displaced property. As part of this process, we encourage displacees to 
advise their assigned Relocation Advisor of any concerns and special needs 
warranting consideration in the selection of potential replacement properties. These 
factors will be considered to the greatest extent possible under existing law.  

A copy of our Summary of Relocation Benefits is found in Appendix D in Volume 2 of 
the Centennial Corridor Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact 
Statement for your review and reference. You can find additional information on the 
Relocation Assistance Program at: http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/row/. Under 
Publications, you will find the following: 

• Relocation Assistance for Residential Relocations 

• Your Property, Your Transportation Project 

These publications augment the information contained here and may provide 
another source of valuable information that could assist you in discussions with your 
assigned Relocation Advisor who will be integral in guiding you through this process 
to ensure that you receive all benefits for which you are entitled. 

GP-2-2 Construction of the Preferred Alternative B alignment would bring traffic and 
associated air pollutants closer to your neighborhood. However, the air quality study 
prepared for the Centennial Corridor Project indicates that potential air quality 
impacts were found to be less than significant and that the project would improve 
regional air quality due to reduction in congestion on local roadways and vehicle 
idling. Improvements to air quality are also attributed to the improved pollution 
emission performance of a modernizing fleet of all vehicles, especially heavy diesel 
trucks, as a result of Federal and State fuel content and engine emissions rules. In 
addition, the results of the air quality analysis indicate that the Centennial Corridor 
Project would be within regional and Federal air quality standards and would not 
cause or contribute to a violation of any air quality standards. More detailed 
information on air quality analysis can be found in Section 3.2.6, Air Quality. 

To further minimize air quality pollutants within the general area of the project, 
Caltrans has entered into a Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement with the San 
Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District. Through this agreement, targeted 
improvements will be provided within the general area along the Preferred 
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Alternative B alignment. See Appendix L, Volume 2, for information on the programs 
and grants that are offered to local businesses, residents and municipalities that are 
designed to generate real and quantifiable reductions for the Bakersfield area 
through this Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement. With the programs offered to 
residents near the project alignment, reductions in construction emissions within the 
project area would be reduced by the following in three years: 

• Year 1 – 1.9 tons of reactive organic gasses/33.6 tons of nitrous oxides/7.6 
tons of particulate matter (PM10). 

• Year 2 – 1.45 tons of reactive organic gasses/16.5 tons of nitrous 
oxides/7.3 tons of particulate matter (PM10). 

• Year 3 – 0.4 tons of reactive organic gasses/2.55 tons of nitrous oxides/0.7 
tons of particulate matter (PM10). 

In addition to the Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement, the Centennial Corridor 
Project would provide a one-time $200,000 grant to a non-profit organization(s) to 
give trees to residents along the Preferred Alternative B alignment. The voluntary 
tree-planting program would allow property owners to have this air quality mitigation 
on their property if they are willing to take responsibility of watering and care for the 
tree(s). The estimate of $200,000 is based on the commercial-nursery cost of 
providing one 24-inch boxed tree for each property within 500 feet of the freeway.  

Trees would be planted within private properties on a voluntary basis, with the 
highest priority of tree plantings to environmental justice communities within1,000 
feet of the Preferred Alternative B alignment, and secondly, properties within 500 
feet of each side of the Alternative B alignment. If trees are available after the 
primary and secondary targeted areas, property owners within 1,500 feet of each 
side of the alignment would be given an opportunity for tree plantings. If trees are 
still available, they may be planted at other locations in consultation with and 
approved by the city of Bakersfield.  

GP-2-3 The potential short- and long-term noise effects of the project and measures to 
address those effects are detailed in Volume 1, Section 3.2.7, of the final 
environmental document. At 4217 La Mirada, the predicted future peak hourly 
average traffic noise level at Receiver RB-20 would be 65 decibels, which is 14 
decibels higher than the existing peak hourly noise of 52 decibels. Therefore, a 14- 
to16-foot-high sound wall (Sound wall S530) was found feasible and is 
recommended for this area, which would reduce the noise level to 56 to 57 decibels, 
resulting in a net increase of 4 to 5 decibels in comparison to the existing noise 
level. 
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GP-3-1 Caltrans is sensitive to the role housing may play in our lives and understands the 
relocation process may be difficult for some individuals, especially those people with 
special needs, as well as those who may be elderly and/or disabled and on fixed 
incomes. Houses are not just buildings but often homes filled with irreplaceable 
family memories of a special time and rooted to a particular place. Caltrans has 
developed policies and programs to ease the hardships that face displaced persons 
as a result of projects designed to benefit the public as a whole.  

As currently designed, your property is required to construct Preferred Alternative B; 
however, property acquisition and right-of-way requirements will not be finalized until 
the final design phase of the project. Any person to be displaced will be assigned to 
a Relocation Advisor, who will work closely with each displacee to ensure that all 
benefits and payments are fully used and that all applicable regulations are 
observed, thereby avoiding the possibility of displacees jeopardizing or forfeiting any 
of their Relocation Assistance Program benefits. Displacees may request that family 
members or others whom they may choose to also be involved in the above 
process, including participating in discussions regarding appropriate advisory 
assistance, searching for a suitable replacement dwelling, deciding on move 
options, and helping to facilitate and coordinate communication associated with 
move-related activities and the payment of all eligible relocation assistance benefits 
that accrue to the displacee. In accordance with the Uniform Relocation Assistance 
and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as amended, your Relocation 
Advisor will provide specific information regarding comparable, functionally 
equivalent decent, safe and sanitary properties that are available for purchase. Such 
information will be provided in writing at least 90 days prior to any requirement to 
vacate the displaced property. As part of this process, we encourage displacees to 
advise their assigned Relocation Advisor of any concerns and special needs 
warranting consideration in the selection of potential replacement properties. These 
factors will be considered to the greatest extent possible under existing law.  

A copy of our Summary of Relocation Benefits is found in Appendix D in Volume 2 
of the Centennial Corridor Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact 
Statement for your review and reference. You can find additional information on the 
Relocation Assistance Program at: http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/row/. Under 
Publications, you will find the following: 

• Relocation Assistance for Residential Relocations 

• Your Property, Your Transportation Project 

Copies of the final environmental documents, including Volume 2, Appendix D,  
Summary of Relocation Benefits, are also available at the Beale Memorial Library, 
Halloway-Gonzalez Branch Library, Eleanor Wilson Branch Library, Bryce C. 
Rathburn Branch Library, and the Southwest Branch Library in Kern County. These 
publications augment the information contained here and may provide another 
source of valuable information that may assist you in discussions with your assigned 
Relocation Advisor who will be integral in guiding you through this process to ensure 
that you receive all benefits for which you are entitled.  

GP-3-2 Caltrans understands the time involved in moving to a new residence, and we will 
work with you to make it as smooth a transition as we can. We will compensate the 
expenses you incur in moving as mandated by the Uniform Relocation Act and you 
will not be required to use your retirement savings. Refer to Response to Comment 
GP-3-1 for information regarding relocation assistance.  

GP-3-3 Prior to acquisition of properties, the value of the property (including upgrades) 
would be appraised by a certified real estate agent. Refer to Response to Comment 
GP-3-1 for information on property acquisition. 
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Response to Comment GP-4 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-4-1 Section 3.1.6, Traffic and Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities, discusses 
potential impacts to vehicular traffic and circulation. The purpose of the Centennial 
Corridor Project is to provide route continuity from State Route 58 to Interstate 5 and 
associated traffic congestion relief along State Route 58 within metropolitan 
Bakersfield and Kern County. The project is not anticipated to generate additional 
traffic in neighborhoods. Local intersections with traffic signals along State Route 58 
currently operate at level of service E or F during at least one of the peak hours. 
This condition is expected to worsen as the population grows. Results of the traffic 
study showed the build alternatives would provide better traffic flow for all vehicles, 
including trucks and personal vehicles, due to direct route continuity compared to 
both the existing condition and the No Build Alternative in the future years. The 
additional capacity provided by the build alternatives compared to the No Build 
Alternative would also help reduce congestion on adjacent local roadways because 
traffic is expected to shift to the freeway. The project is expected to benefit those 
residents who live and work in Bakersfield and improve east-west mobility for 
anyone traveling across the city.  

GP-4-2 Permanent Air Quality Effects 

The air quality study prepared for the Centennial Corridor Project indicates that 
potential air quality impacts were found to be less than significant and that the 
project would improve regional air quality due to reduction in congestion on local 
roadways and vehicle idling. Improvements to air quality are also attributed to the 
improved pollution emission performance of a modernizing fleet of all vehicles, 
especially heavy diesel trucks, as a result of Federal and State fuel content and 
engine emissions rules. In addition, the results of the air quality analysis indicate that 
the Centennial Corridor Project would be within regional and Federal air quality 
standards and would not cause or contribute to a violation of any air quality 
standards. To further minimize air quality pollutants within the general area of the 
project, Caltrans has entered into a Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement with 
the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District. Through this agreement, 
targeted improvements will be provided within the general area along the Preferred 
Alternative B alignment. More detailed information on air quality analysis can be 
found in Section 3.2.6, Air Quality. 

Air Quality Effects during Construction 

Construction of the project has the potential to create temporary air quality impacts 
through the use of heavy-duty construction equipment. Fugitive dust emissions 
would result from earthwork and onsite construction activities. Reductions in fugitive 
dust can be achieved by onsite minimization measures. Compliance with the 
standard conditions SC-CI-20 through SC-CI-22 listed under Avoidance, 
Minimization, and Mitigation Measures – Air Quality, Standard Conditions (refer to 
Section 3.6, Construction Impacts), would reduce construction emissions. Some of 
these measures to control dust include using water or chemical 
stabilizer/suppressant, covering disturbed areas with tarps, and limiting speeds in 
unpaved areas. With the implementation of minimization measures, air quality 
impacts related to construction are less than significant.  Air emissions associated 
with construction activity would be temporary and would cease to occur after project 
construction is completed. 

Stormwater Runoff Effects 

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, Water Quality and Stormwater Runoff, the Centennial 
Corridor Project would increase the impervious surface area and potentially increase 
stormwater runoff. Infiltration basins are proposed to collect runoff from the 
proposed improvements, which would help ground infiltration, reduce offsite runoff 
volumes and velocities, and remove pollutants in stormwater. Implementation of 
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treatment best management practices would reduce pollutants in stormwater runoff 
and reduce potential adverse impacts to surface water and groundwater. 

GP-4-3 Graffiti and Vandalism 

During right-of-way acquisition, which is expected to take about 2 years, buildings 
and homes would be acquired and demolished. To minimize graffiti and vagrancy 
problems associated with vacant buildings, a strategy for handling the acquired 
properties would be developed to include the following options: (1) rent the homes 
and businesses on a month-to-month basis to keep them occupied as long as 
possible in advance of demolition; or (2) demolish each building as soon as feasible 
after acquisition. Vacant structures subject to demolition would be demolished prior 
to other scheduled construction activities, such as grading and paving, when 
feasible. This latter option would result in vacant lots interspersed in business areas 
and neighborhoods.  

The city of Bakersfield and the County of Kern shall enter into maintenance 
agreements with Caltrans. The maintenance agreement with the city of Bakersfield 
will include maintenance of the enhanced aesthetic treatment, including graffiti 
removal (if required). In addition, anti-graffiti measures for walls (retaining/sound 
walls) may include vegetation such as trees, shrubs, or vines. 

Attracting Homeless People  

Additionally, it is acknowledged that, like many cities across California, there are 
homeless and transient people in various locations in Bakersfield, including areas in 
and around the downtown area. As a result, homeless and transient people may 
either walk or take buses away from the downtown areas to areas such as local 
neighborhoods. There is no way to restrict access by homeless and transient people 
to certain areas in Bakersfield; however, if they are breaking the law or municipal 
code (e.g., sleeping in public places), the Bakersfield Police Department can 
physically remove them from an area or restrict their access to an area.  

In addition, the strategy for handling acquired properties, as discussed previously, 
would be implemented in order to decrease the amount of vacant buildings. This 
may potentially diminish the attractiveness of the neighborhood to homeless and 
transient people from illegally trespassing vacant residential properties. 

Lighting and Crime  

Night lighting will be used during construction and during operation of the finished 
roadway. Lighting will be consistent with Caltrans standards and would be installed 
at interchanges and bridges; however, freeway lighting may not deter criminal 
activity.  

GP-4-4 The potential short- and long-term noise effects of the project and measures to 
address those effects are detailed in Section 3.2.7 of the final environmental 
document (Volume 1). A comparison of current noise levels to the projected noise 
levels in 2038 under the No Build Alternative and the build alternatives is provided. 
Results of the noise analysis for each build alternative indicate traffic noise would 
generally increase as a result of the build alternatives. For Alternative B, traffic noise 
is anticipated to increase between zero and 26 decibels, depending on noise 
receiver locations relative to the project. To mitigate for noise impacts, sound walls 
were found reasonable and feasible to provide adequate noise abatement; 25 sound 
walls ranging in height from 8 to 16 feet would be constructed as part of the project. 
For Alternative B, sound walls are anticipated to reduce traffic noise levels by 
between 1 and 12 decibels. As a result, future predicted traffic noise levels with the 
recommended abatement measures (sound walls) would range from 54 to 75 
decibels. Practical comparisons of these sound levels for illustrative purposes could 
be moderate running water at 54 decibels and normal street level noise at 75 
decibels. 
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GP-4-5 Measuring the effects of the Centennial Corridor Project to an individual’s way of life 
is subjective. Several factors may contribute to an individual’s perception of quality 
of life, such as the opportunity for forming friendships, the attachment of residents to 
their particular neighborhood, and a positive sense of the nearby physical and 
cultural environment. Table 3.5 (Volume 1) in Section 3.1.4.1, Community Character 
and Cohesion, demonstrates how survey responders to Caltrans’ 2009 
questionnaire perceive the quality of life within their particular subcommunity or 
neighborhood.  

GP-4-6 Measuring the potential health impacts of the Centennial Corridor Project on an 
individual is difficult without knowledge of their existing health conditions. As 
discussed previously in Response to Comment GP-4-2, construction of the project 
may result in potential short-term air quality impacts that would be temporary and 
would cease to occur after project construction is completed; however, with the 
implementation of air quality minimization measures, potential air quality impacts 
would be less than significant. Additionally, GP-4-2 discusses potential impacts to 
water quality and storm runoff, as well as mitigation plans for any potential affects.  

GP-4-7 Alternative B, selected as the Preferred Alternative, runs westerly from the existing 
State Route 58 (East)/State Route 99 interchange for about 1,200 feet, south of 
Stockdale Highway. Then it turns northwesterly and spans Stockdale Highway/Stine 
Road, California Avenue, Commerce Drive, Truxtun Avenue, and the Kern River 
before joining the east end of the Westside Parkway near the Mohawk Street 
interchange. This alignment depresses the Centennial Corridor (i.e., the roadway 
would be lower than the existing ground level) between California Avenue and Ford 
Avenue. Overcrossings are proposed at Marella Way and La Mirada Drive to help 
traffic circulation. An undercrossing at Ford Avenue was also considered and 
Caltrans has decided to implement the crossing. 
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Response to Comment GP-5 
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Code 

Response 

GP-5-1 The use of water is required during construction for dust control in accordance with 
San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District regulations. Payment of a mitigation 
fee to the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District is in addition to the use of 
water during construction.  

Although there are water restrictions imposed by local and state agencies, Caltrans 
is required to follow San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District regulations in 
controlling dust and other particulate matter. It is difficult, if not impossible, to 
determine the exact impact of water usage on the city, county, or state from 
construction of the Centennial Corridor Project because of the varying type of 
construction activities, topography, equipment used, etc. Please refer to Section 
3.2.1, Hydrology and Floodplain, and Section 3.2.2, Water Quality and Stormwater 
Runoff, for more information about water resources impacted by the project, and 
mitigation and conservation efforts.  

GP-5-2 Caltrans has outlined appropriate mitigation efforts for Valley Fever and air quality, 
including the use of a chemical stabilizer/suppressant, tarps and vegetative 
groundcovers, and water. It is recognized that temporary soil disturbance during 
construction grading activities could cause fungal spores (if present) to become 
airborne, potentially putting residents at risk of contracting Valley Fever. However, 
there are many preventive and precautionary measures that can be undertaken by 
individuals to reduce exposure, including the use of dust masks when conducting 
outdoor activities; seeking prompt medical treatment if flu-like or respiratory illness 
occurs during or within a few weeks following outdoor activities; getting a 
coccidioidin skin test to determine susceptibility to the disease. Compliance with 
Standard Condition SC-CI-21, under the Avoidance, Minimization, Mitigation 
Measures in Section 3.6 of the final environmental document (Volume 1), would 
control dust during project construction. As a result, those measures would reduce 
the potential for contact with Coccidioides immitis spores and, as such, the potential 
for health impacts associated with Valley Fever during construction of the project 
would be minimized. Please refer to Section 3.6, Standard Condition SC-CI-21, 
under Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Measures (Volume 1), for further 
information regarding preventive measures for Valley Fever.  

In regards to other potential health risks associated with the project, construction of 
the project may result in potential short-term air quality impacts related to dust and 
equipment emissions that would be minimized by implementing Standard Conditions 
SC-CI-20 through SC-CI-22, under the Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation 
Measures in Section 3.6 of the final environmental document (Volume 1). 
Implementing these measures would reduce the risks of adverse health effects, 
such as asthma and other respiratory conditions, during project construction. Air 
quality impacts related to the project were determined to be less than significant. 
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English Translation: 
My comments, in respect to the project, are against its realization: 
 
I believe my health will be affected.  
 
Please, try to find a solution for the construction of the project in a different manner 
without causing too much disaster in the lives of many who have been living here 
for plenty of years. 
 
Carmen M Genter 
  

GP-6-1 

GP-6-2 

GP-6-3 
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Spanish Translation: 

Código del 
comentario 

Respuesta 

GP-6-1 Gracias por participar en el proceso de estudios al medio ambiente para el 
proyecto Centennial Corridor.  Su oposición al proyecto ha sido tomado en cuenta. 

GP-6-2 Caltrans entiende la dificultad de un cambio para residentes que han vivido en sus 
casas por largo tiempo y que ahora puedan ser afectados por este proyecto. El 
proyecto Centennial Corridor implementaría medidas para minimizar efectos 
negativos a la salud. Por favor vea la sección 3.6, Impactos de construcción, en el 
Volumen 1 del documento de estudios al medio ambiente final, cual incluye 
medidas para ser implementadas por Caltrans durante la construcción con fin de 
reducir la cantidad de polvo al aire. 

Tal como es discutido en la sección 3.2.6, Calidad de aire, el proyecto no 
contribuirá a violaciones de las leyes de calidad de aire con respecto a monóxido 
de carbono. Un análisis para predecir el nivel de impactos a nivel local, de 
partículas de materia (PM10 y PM 2.5) resultando de las operaciones de transito, 
demuestran que el proyecto no causará nuevas violaciones de las leyes sobre 
partículas de materia. Impactos posibles resultando de operación y construcción 
del proyecto, a la calidad de aire, han sido calificados como menos que 
significativos. 

GP-6-3 El propósito de este proyecto es resolver el problema de falta de continuidad en la 
ruta estatal 58 (SR-58, por sus siglas en inglés); cual contribuye al 
congestionamiento en autopistas cercanas y calles locales. Sin las mejoras 
planeadas, congestionamiento empeorará ya que ambos la población y la 
cantidad de vehículos, incluyendo camiones de carga, se espera incrementara en 
Bakersfield y en toda la región. Favor de ver la sección 1.2, Propósito y 
necesidad, en Volumen 1 para más información. 

Caltrans ha completado estudios del medio ambiente extensos e investigaciones 
en transcurso de varios años para cuidadosamente evaluar las alternativas e 
impactos  asociados con este proyecto. Sólo después de comparar y pesar los 
beneficios e impactos de las alternativas A, B y C; cuales son resumidos en las 
tablas S.1 y 2.1, del Volumen 1 del documento de estudios al medio ambiente 
final, donde Caltrans identificó la alternativa B como la alternativa preferida. 
Además de evitar el uso de propiedades históricas y parques; y al mismo tiempo 
minimizando impactos a poblaciones en necesidad de justicia ambiental, la 
alternativa B también es la menos costosa de las tres, costando más de $100 
millones menos. 

Aunque impactos no pueden ser evitados del todo durante construcción del 
proyecto, ciertas medidas serán tomadas para reducir inconvenientes a los 
residentes. Estas incluyen implementar desvíos durante el cierre de 
calles/carriles, notificación por avanzado a los residentes durante el traslado de 
utilidades, etc. Medidas de mitigación durante la construcción son resumidas en la 
sección 3.6, Impactos de construcción.  

Impactos a la comunidad han sido reducidos a través de varias medidas de 
mitigación; incluyendo el proveer acceso para peatones y ciclistas a lo largo del 
proyecto en ciertos lugares con sobrecruces, diseño con uso de tratamiento 
estético, minimización de ruido con instalación de paredes, preservación de 
árboles maduros al nivel más alto posible y reemplazar en proporción todo árbol y 
planta cortada al uno por uno y siendo especialmente sensible y proveer atención 
aumentada para personas con necesidades especiales – especialmente para 
aquellos de edad avanzada, discapacitados y para poblaciones perteneciendo a 
grupos de bajos ingresos – como parte del proceso de reubicación.  
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Response to Comment GP-6 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-6-1 Thank you for participating in the environmental process for the Centennial Corridor 
Project. Your opposition to the project is acknowledged.  

GP-6-2 Caltrans understands the difficulty of change for long-time residents who may be 
affected by this roadway improvement project. The Centennial Corridor Project 
would implement measures to minimize negative effects on people’s health. Please 
see Section 3.6, Construction Impacts, in Volume 1 of the final environmental 
document, which includes measures Caltrans will use during construction to reduce 
the amount of dust in the air.  

As discussed in Section 3.2.6, Air Quality, the project would not contribute to a 
violation of air quality carbon monoxide standards. An analysis to predict the level of 
local impacts from particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) as a result of traffic 
operations showed the project would not cause a new violation of particulate matter 
standards. The project’s potential operational and construction related air quality 
impacts were determined to be less than significant. 

GP-6-3 The project is intended to solve the problem of State Route 58’s current lack of 
continuity, which contributes to traffic congestion on adjoining highways and local 
streets. Without planned improvements, traffic congestion will worsen because both 
population and the number of motor vehicles, including trucks, are expected to 
increase in Bakersfield and throughout the region. Please see Section 1.2, Purpose 
and Need, in Volume 1 for more information.  

Caltrans completed extensive environmental studies and research over many years 
to carefully evaluate project alternatives and impacts associated with this project. 
Only after comparing and weighing the benefits and impacts of Alternatives A, B, 
and C, which are summarized in Tables S.1 and 2.1 of Volume 1 of the final 
environmental document, did Caltrans identify Alternative B as the Preferred 
Alternative. In addition to avoiding parks and historic properties and having the least 
impact on environmental justice populations, Alternative B is also the least 
expensive of the three alternatives, costing more than $100 million less.  

Though impacts cannot be entirely avoided during construction of the project, 
measures will be implemented to reduce inconveniences to residents. These include 
implementing traffic detours during road/lane closures, advance notification of 
residents during utility relocations, etc. Mitigation measures during construction are 
summarized in Section 3.6, Construction Impacts.  

Community impacts have been reduced through implementation of several 
mitigation measures, including providing access across the Preferred Alternative B 
alignment at certain locations with pedestrian and bicycle overcrossings, use of 
aesthetic design treatments, noise abatement in the form of sound walls, preserving 
as many mature trees as practical and replacing all trees on a 1:1 basis and other 
landscaping, and being especially sensitive and providing enhanced attention to 
people with special needs—especially the elderly, disabled, and low-income 
population groups—as part of the relocation process. 
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Response to Comment GP-7 
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GP-7-1 Thank you for your comments. Caltrans understands that changes in the 
neighborhood can be difficult, particularly for some individuals – including those who 
may be elderly. Based on preliminary design, the property at 717 Montclair Street is 
not required to construct the project. Your request to have your property acquired is 
acknowledged. Right-of-way acquisition will not be finalized until the final design 
phase. All potential acquisitions are subject to change during final design. After the 
construction of the project, there would be houses left on three sides of your 
property along Easton Drive and Montclair Street. 

GP-7-2 Quality of Life 

The Centennial Corridor Project will incorporate mandatory avoidance and mitigation 
measures to minimize impacts to noise, air, and overall quality of life for nearby 
residents. Quality of life is subjective by nature, and effects on quality of life are not 
easily assessed based on numerical thresholds. However, it is acknowledged that 
measuring the quality of life within a neighborhood is an important aspect in 
determining the satisfaction of individuals with their community or neighborhood. 
Section 3.1.4.1, Community Character and Cohesion, discussed how certain 
physical environmental factors can influence the perceived quality of life in a 
community. Section 3.2.6, Air Quality, of the final environmental document (Volume 
1) includes avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures included in the project 
to reduce other potential physical environmental impacts of the project. 
Implementation of those measures is required as part of building the project.  

Air Quality – Operations 

As indicated in Tables 3.28 and 3.29 (Volume 1), the project would result in lower 
particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) emissions when compared to the No-Build 
scenario. This decrease in the particulate matter emissions is the result of increase 
in vehicle speeds and reduction of congestion anticipated with implementation of the 
project. As such the project will not cause any new particulate matter violations or 
worsen existing particulate matter violations in the project area. Activities of this 
project should, therefore, be considered consistent with the purpose of the State 
Implementation Plan and it should be determined that this project conforms to the 
requirements of the Clean Air Act. 

Improvements to air quality after construction of the project are also attributed to the 
improved pollution emission performance of a modernizing fleet of all vehicles, 
especially heavy diesel trucks, as a result of Federal and State fuel content and 
engine emissions rules. In addition, the results of the air quality analysis indicate 
that the Centennial Corridor Project would be within regional and Federal air quality 
standards and would not cause or contribute to a violation of any air quality 
standards. To further minimize air quality pollutants within the general area of the 
project, Caltrans has entered into a Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement with 
the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District. Through this agreement, 
targeted improvements will be provided within the general area along the Preferred 
Alternative B alignment. More detailed information on air quality analysis can be 
found in Section 3.2.6, Air Quality, in Volume 1 of this final environmental document. 

Noise/Vibration 

Project construction is expected to result in temporary increases in noise and 
vibration levels in areas near construction activities from the operation of heavy 
equipment. Mitigation techniques for equipment noise and will minimize the effects 
of construction activity impacts. These standard conditions (SC-CI-23 through SC-
CI-25) are listed under Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Measures – Noise 
and Vibration, Standard Conditions (in Section 3.6, Construction Impacts). 
Construction-related noise and vibrations would be temporary and would cease after 
project construction is complete. 
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Noise – Permanent 

The potential traffic noise effects of the project and measures to address those 
effects are detailed in Section 3.2.7 of the final environmental document (Volume 1). 
Your property at 717 Montclair Street is represented by Receiver RB-5 as indicated 
in Table 3.36 in Volume 1 of the final environmental document. The roadway would 
be slightly higher than the existing grade by your property.  Existing peak hour noise 
level is 58 decibels. After the construction of the project and with the proposed 
sound wall (S518) that will be built, the future peak hour traffic noise level would be 
66 decibels. However, traffic noise level will be much lower during off peak hours.  

Interior Noise Abatement 

Per Caltrans and FHWA requirements, dual-pane windows will not be implemented 
as part of the project. Twenty-five (25) sound walls were identified for the Preferred 
Alternative, Alternative B, to reduce exterior noise levels based on Caltrans criteria 
and were recommended in the Noise Abatement Decision Report. These sound 
walls would also lower the interior noise levels at the ground floor rooms. The sound 
wall recommended at your location is S518, and it is recommended to be built. If 
feasible, sound walls will be as the first order of work to minimize construction 
related noise. Temporary noise barriers may be used and relocated, as needed, to 
protect sensitive receptors against excessive noise from construction activities 
involving large equipment and by small items such as compressors, generators, 
pneumatic tools, and jackhammers. Noise barriers can be made of heavy plywood, 
moveable insulated sound blankets, or other best available control techniques.  

Pool Cover 

Caltrans will not be providing pool covers or provide pool cleaning services during 
the construction of the project. As mentioned previously, Caltrans will minimize dust 
during construction activities. 

GP-7-3 Caltrans acknowledges that these changes may be difficult for residents. As 
discussed in Volume 1, Section 3.1.4.2, Relocation and Property Acquisition, per 
Standard Condition SC-R-1, Caltrans, in coordination with the city of Bakersfield, 
shall implement all property acquisition and relocation activities in accordance with 
the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act 
(Uniform Act) of 1970 (Public Law 91 646, 84 Stat. 1894). The Uniform Act 
mandates certain relocation and services and payment be made to eligible 
residents, businesses, and nonprofit organizations displaced by the project. See 
Appendix D in Volume 2 for more information on Caltrans’ Relocation Assistance 
Program.  

Although you will be on a cul-de-sac, you will not be the only house sharing it since 
both 714 and 800 Montclair Street will be across from you. Additionally, your 
neighbor whose property abuts your property immediately behind, 4501 Charter 
Oaks Avenue, as well as your neighbors directly across Easton Drive from you, 801 
Montclair Street and 4425 Charter Oaks Avenue, will remain as well. 

Property acquisition and right-of-way requirements will not be finalized until the final 
design phase of the project. During right-of-way acquisition, which is expected to 
take about 2 years, buildings and homes would be acquired and demolished. To 
minimize graffiti and vagrancy problems associated with vacant buildings, a strategy 
for handling the acquired properties would be developed to include the following 
options: (1) rent the homes and businesses on a month-to-month basis to keep 
them occupied as long as possible in advance of demolition; or (2) demolish each 
building as soon as feasible after acquisition. Vacant structures subject to demolition 
would be demolished prior to other scheduled construction activities such as grading 
and paving when feasible. This latter option would result in vacant lots interspersed 
in business areas and neighborhoods.  

The city of Bakersfield and the County of Kern shall enter into maintenance 
agreements with Caltrans. The maintenance agreement with the city of Bakersfield 
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will include maintenance of the enhanced aesthetic treatment, including graffiti 
removal (if required). In addition, anti-graffiti measures for walls (retaining/sound 
walls) may include vegetation such as trees, shrubs, or vines 

Additionally, it is acknowledged that, like many cities across California, there are 
homeless and transient people in various locations in Bakersfield, including areas in 
and around the downtown area. As a result, homeless and transient people may 
either walk or take buses away from the downtown areas to areas such as local 
neighborhoods. There is no way to restrict access by homeless and transient people 
to certain areas in Bakersfield; however, if they are breaking the law or municipal 
code (e.g., sleeping in public places), the Bakersfield Police Department can 
physically remove them from an area or restrict their access to an area.  

GP-7-4 Implementation of Avoidance and Minimization Measures SC-CI-20 through SC-CI-
22 would reduce the risks of adverse health effects such as asthma and other 
respiratory conditions during project construction. See Volume 1, Chapter 3, Section 
3.6 Construction Impacts for more information on these Avoidance and Minimization 
Measures. 

Refer to Response to Comment GP-7-2 for additional information on noise and air 
quality impacts.  

GP-7-5 Refer to Response to Comment GP-7-2 for additional information concerning 
construction noise impacts. 

GP-7-6 Many intersections along Stockdale Highway are currently operating at a deficient 
level of service rating between D and F, which indicates traffic delays and 
congestion. For more information on level of service for Stockdale Highway 
intersections, including those with on-ramps and off-ramps, see Table 3.15 in 
Volume 1 of this final environmental document. To improve these conditions, local 
street changes would be required under each build alternative. A road closure at 
nine locations along each of the Alternative A and B alignments would be required; 
however, alternate routes for local access are provided for all of the build 
alternatives.  

Changes to existing freeway on-ramps along State Route 99 and existing State 
Route 58 are required as part of the project and would affect traffic conditions. 
Despite these freeway access changes, vehicles would exit at the California Avenue 
interchange, just to the north of Stockdale Highway. California Avenue and Oak 
Street provide a direct connection with the Stockdale Highway corridor. 
Furthermore, the California Avenue or Ming Avenue interchanges would provide 
access to northbound State Route 99, and Real Road or Stine Road would provide 
access to southbound State Route 99 via the Ming Avenue interchange. 

Specific access information could not be provided at this early stage of the project 
due to limited available design details. 
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GP-7-7 Several comments were received regarding property values. Some individuals have 
expressed a general belief the project would result in decreased property values due 
to various reasons, including temporary construction impacts, property acquisitions, 
and/or project features being closer to properties than previously. Though the final 
environmental document does not discuss property values in detail, the Community 
Impact Assessment concluded that the Centennial Corridor Project may have an 
effect on property values, but it is not likely to be a major change because Caltrans 
has found no definitive literature, studies, or evidence indicating that property values 
would decrease in the long term due to proximity of the freeway to homes. Past 
research on the effects of introducing new highway facilities near residential 
properties indicate over the duration of a longer time period property values will 
increase after an initial period of downward movement. For residential properties, 
increased noise tends to reduce property values for homes abutting a freeway while 
property values tend to increase with increased access. Associated landscaping and 
refinements in community aesthetics proposed for the Centennial Corridor also tend 
to have positive effects on residential property values.  

GP-7-8 Preferred Alternative B alignment would disrupt neighborhoods due to residential 
displacements; permanent street closures; higher exposure to vehicle noise; and 
division of the existing Westpark neighborhood. Bisecting the Westpark 
neighborhood would result in impacts to community cohesion. However, Alternative 
B is a feasible and prudent alternative that avoids other Section 4(f) resources, such 
as parklands and historic properties and impacts to environmental justice 
communities. Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966 declares 
that “it is the policy of the United States Government that special effort should be 
made to preserve the natural beauty of the countryside and public park and 
recreation lands, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and historic sites.” 

In terms of neighborhood access, changes to several local residential streets would 
be required as part of construction of the new freeway. As such, any proposed 
roadway closures or redesign would change the circulation patterns and access for 
local residents, although project design would minimize changes in the circulation 
pattern as much as possible. Overcrossings and undercrossings would be 
constructed as part of the Preferred Alternative B alignment to cross the new 
freeway and to enhance local circulation. Overcrossings and undercrossings would 
be constructed as part of the Preferred Alternative B alignment to cross the new 
freeway and to enhance local circulation. Overcrossings are proposed at Marella 
Way and La Mirada Drive and an undercrossing is proposed at Ford Avenue. 
Therefore, neighborhood access would be maintained so no area would be isolated 
as a result of the project. 

GP-7-9 To enhance safety and to minimize graffiti, and vagrancy problems associated with 
vacant buildings, a strategy for handling the acquired properties would be developed 
to include the following options: (1) rent the homes and businesses on a month-to-
month basis to keep them occupied as long as possible in advance of demolition; or 
(2) demolish each building as soon as feasible after acquisition. This latter option 
would result in vacant lots interspersed in business areas and neighborhoods. With 
either option, proper management of acquired property is a key consideration.  

Furthermore, the Bakersfield Police Department, the Kern County Sheriff’s 
Department, and the California Highway Patrol would continue to provide law 
enforcement and police protection services to the project area. Emergency vehicle 
access for police, fire protection, and emergency services would be maintained at all 
times. Law enforcement, fire, and emergency services could experience slightly 
increased response times because of construction-related road closures, temporary 
detours, and increased traffic congestion. It is not expected temporary road closures 
would result in more than 1-mile of out-of-direction travel because nearby alternative 
routes would be maintained and identified as part of the detour plans. Once 
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construction is completed, these response times may decrease due to improved 
connectivity and reduced traffic congestion.  

GP-7-10 Caltrans acknowledges that construction activity may cause inconveniences to 
people’s day to day lives. A construction schedule of about 30 months is expected to 
complete the project, which is currently expected to extend from 2016 to 2018. 
However, given the construction schedule of two and a half years, the project would 
not result in substantial long-term impacts. Potential impacts related to project 
construction would not be substantial because standard conditions and minimization 
and mitigation measures as described in Section 3.6, Construction Impacts, would 
reduce construction-related impacts to the various resources described in the final 
environmental document. Construction-related impacts would be temporary and 
would cease after project construction is complete.  

GP-7-11 Your opposition to the project is acknowledged.  

GP-7-12 Your opposition to the project is acknowledged. See Response to Comment GP-7-8 
for additional information on neighborhood disruption.  

GP-7-13 See Responses to Comments GP-7-1 and GP-7-8 for additional information 
regarding property acquisition and relocation, and neighborhood disruption.  

As discussed in Section 2.1.4, Preliminary Identification of a Preferred Alternative, 
as part of the screening process, three build alternatives, A, B, and C, were 
identified and evaluated at an equal level of detail in the technical studies and the 
final environmental document. All three alternatives meet the project purpose and 
need of providing route continuity for State Route 58. As presented, Alternative B is 
a feasible and prudent alternative that avoids all Section 4(f) resources, such as 
parklands and historic properties. In addition, Alternative B is also the least 
expensive alternative, costing over $100 million less than the other alternatives. 
Therefore, after comparing and weighing the benefits and impacts of Alternatives A, 
B, and C, as summarized in Tables S.1 and 2.1 of the final environmental document, 
Caltrans has identified Alternative B as the Preferred Alternative. For more 
information on the Section 4(f) analysis please refer to Appendix B, Volume 2 of the 
final environmental document.  

GP-7-14 If these roadway improvements are not made now, roads will become more 
congested, commute times will increase, idling cars will add more pollutants into the 
air, and the costs to construct these projects will continue to rise. Passing on this 
opportunity to share the cost of these system upgrades with the Federal government 
will only hand an even higher price tag to the next generation. The cost of building 
the Centennial Corridor Project will nearly double over the next 20 years, assuming 
the standard highway and construction inflation rate of 3.5 percent per year.  

The project will also benefit those who use the new roadway. An analysis using the 
Kern Council of Governments Regional Travel Demand Model and Federal Highway 
Administration’s Surface Transportation Efficiency Analysis Module calculated the 
net savings gained from reduced travel time, crashes, emissions, and vehicle 
operating expenses for the Centennial Corridor Project. Savings in travel time over 
the 20-year (2018-2038) study period for the build alternatives would be $769 million 
(Alternative A), $794 million (Alternative B), and $945 million (Alternative C).  
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GP-7-15 The purpose of the Centennial Corridor Project is to provide route continuity and 
associated traffic congestion relief along State Route 58 within metropolitan 
Bakersfield and Kern County from the existing State Route 58 (East) (at Cottonwood 
Road) to Interstate 5 (see Section 1.2, Purpose and Need in Volume 1).  

State Route 58 is a critical link in the state transportation network and is used by 
interstate travelers, commuters, and many trucks. State Route 58 lacks continuity in 
central Bakersfield, resulting in severe traffic congestion and reduced level of 
service on adjoining highways and local streets. This route is offset by about two 
miles at State Route 99 and by about a mile at State Route 43. The combining of two 
major state routes (58 and 99) into one alignment between the eastern and western 
legs of State Route 58 makes traffic worse on this freeway segment. In addition, the 
close spacing of State Route 99 for its two interchanges with State Route 58 (east 
and west), in addition to an interchange at California Avenue, results in motorist lane 
changes that contribute to congestion.  

GP-7-16 As discussed in Section 3.1.6, Traffic and Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle 
Facilities, the traffic study showed the build alternatives would provide better traffic 
flow for all vehicles due to direct route continuity compared to both the existing 
condition and the No Build Alternative in the future years. Furthermore, the 
additional capacity provided by the build alternatives compared to the No Build 
Alternative would also help reduce congestion on adjacent local roadways because 
traffic is expected to shift to the freeway. Circulation benefits that would result from 
the project are discussed further in Section 3.1.6 of the final environmental 
document. Please see Response to Comment GP-7-15 for more information about 
the purpose and need of the project. 

GP-7-17 See Response to Comment GP-7-10 for additional information regarding 
construction impacts.  

GP-7-18 The provision of funds to local residents for procurement of private cleaning staff is 
beyond the purview of this final environmental document.  

Minimization measures (see SC-CI-20 through SC-CI-22) to control fugitive dust will 
be implemented during construction. 

GP-7-19 The operation of your automobile will not be affected by this project.  

GP-7-20 The operation of your automobile will not be affected by this project.  

GP-7-21 Caltrans understands the stress and inconveniences that may affect some residents 
in the project area and is complying with appropriate provisions and mitigation 
measures to reduce these impacts. As currently designed, your property is not 
included in the properties required to construct the project. (Please see Appendix E 
in Volume 2, Alternative B, Right-of-Way Requirements, Sheets 9 and 10). 
According to Caltrans’ Right-of-Way Manual, a person who is not required to be 
permanently displaced as a result of a project is not entitled to relocation benefits or 
compensation, and the hardship acquisition process does not apply. Please note 
that during the design phase of the project, right-of-way requirements for the project 
may change. If all or a portion of your property is required, every effort will be made 
to provide the full extent of benefits and services provided through Caltrans’ 
Relocation Assistance Program and as allowed under the Uniform Relocation 
Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 (Please see Appendix 
D in Volume 2, Summary of Relocation Benefits).  

GP-7-22 See Response to Comment GP-7-8 for additional information regarding 
neighborhood disruption.  

New roadway projects through existing communities, such as the Centennial 
Corridor, require the acquisition of right-of-way which in turn results in displacement 
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of residences and businesses. These acquisitions can alter or eliminate familiar 
neighborhood landmarks, gathering places, businesses (e.g., local markets) and the 
residences of long-time friends and neighbors. For those persons whose residences 
or businesses are not acquired, both the construction and operation of the freeway 
will create what are, at first, unfamiliar sights and sounds, but which gradually over 
time will become common place. Construction activities would be temporary 
although intrusive since machinery, material, and construction workers will be 
present and will temporarily alter the character of the neighborhood. However, 
mitigation measures to address noise, air quality, lighting, access, and other impacts 
have been included to ensure the residences and businesses remaining within the 
adjacent neighborhoods are not adversely affected. 

GP-7-23 The lighting plan will be developed during final design. If freeway lights are proposed 
along this portion of the corridor, the lights will be directed towards the roadway, 
away from the residential neighborhood. Additionally, a sound wall is proposed 
along this segment, which will shield the residential properties from headlights of 
vehicles traveling on the freeway. Night lighting may be used during construction, 
and it could spill over into adjacent areas. In some areas sound walls would be built 
prior to construction to partially or fully obstruct construction and construction related 
effects such as lighting, from surrounding properties. Construction lighting would be 
temporary and removed when construction is completed. Please see Section 3.6 in 
Volume 1 of this final environmental document for more information on construction 
impacts.  

GP-7-24 Refer to Response to Comment GP-7-2 for additional information on permanent 
noise impacts. 

Within the general area of your property, the Centennial Corridor Alternative B 
alignment would be generally above existing grade. Roadways that are higher in 
elevation than nearby receivers can create lower noise levels. Some noise 
generated from traveling vehicles will rise in elevation and bypass receivers at lower 
elevations. In addition, the proposed sound wall (S518) will be built on the edge of 
shoulder of the roadway. The placement of this sound wall will completely block your 
line of sight of trucks and automobiles traveling on the Centennial Corridor. Blocking 
your line of sight of the vehicles will decrease the noise levels experienced at your 
property.   

GP-7-25 Caltrans does not anticipate additional costs will be incurred by property owners for 
sustaining their landscaping and/or homes.  

GP-7-26 The project design minimizes impacts to the existing utility system as much as 
practicable. Utility companies would be given enough notice to relocate their facilities 
before construction or at a later stage of construction, as appropriate. 
Implementation of utility relocation plans would be implemented so long-term service 
disruption is not expected.   

GP-7-27 It is possible certain construction activities could cause intermittent localized 
vibration in the project area. During certain construction phases, processes, such as 
earth moving with bulldozers, the use of vibratory compaction rollers, impact pile 
driving, demolitions, or pavement breaking, may cause construction-related vibration 
impacts such as human annoyance or, in some cases, building damage. It may be 
necessary to use this type of equipment close to residential buildings. There is little 
potential for building or property damage when major construction activities take 
place more than 30 feet from an existing structure. Implementation of Minimization 
Measure CI-16 in Section 3.6 (Volume 1) would eliminate or minimize vibration 
impacts during construction activities.  

Mitigation techniques for control of equipment noise and vibration, plus 
administrative measures, when properly implemented, can provide the most 
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effective means to minimize the effects of construction activity impacts. These 
standard conditions (SC-CI-23 through SC-CI-25) are listed under Avoidance, 
Minimization, and Mitigation Measures – Noise and Vibration, Standard Conditions 
(refer to Section 3.6, Construction Impacts). 

GP-7-28 Refer to Response to Comment GP-7-27 for information on construction impacts 
and construction-related vibration. Specific effects of construction-related vibration 
to private property inside your home could not be accurately analyzed because of 
various factors, including type of activities, duration, intensity, type of equipment, 
and layout of the construction site. 

GP-7-29 Prior to construction of the Centennial Corridor Project, Caltrans will provide the 
public with information regarding the location and duration of construction activities 
in your area. As part of the notification, Caltrans will provide contact information 
related to the project in your area. 

If you have any concerns during construction of the project, you may contact the 
construction resident engineer’s office, which would be located near the project 
construction area. Staff working at the resident engineer’s office would be able to 
assist you with your concerns. 

GP-7-30 Refer to Responses to Comments GP-7-2 for information on noise and air quality 
impacts; GP-7-8 for information on neighborhood disruption; and GP-7-16 for 
information on anticipated traffic and transportation benefits of the project. 
Implementation of the proposed project would improve air quality and reduce traffic 
on local streets, which would directly benefit the neighborhood. 

GP-7-31 Refer to Response to Comment GP-7-9 for information on public safety and crime.  

GP-7-32 Groundwater is the main source of domestic water supplies in the Bakersfield area, 
with the Kern River water and imported water as supplemental sources. Aside from 
the river channel, there are recharge ponds along the river, recharge facilities, 
ground percolation programs, canal seepage, spreading/banking projects, and 
wastewater reclamation that contribute to local groundwater recharge. Groundwater 
quality in the Tulare Lake hydrologic region is suitable for most urban and 
agricultural uses, with some exceptions. No water body in the project area has been 
identified as “impaired” under Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act. Construction of 
any build alternative would contribute pollutants to receiving water bodies from 
uncontrolled runoff and discharges. But existing and proposed stormwater infiltration 
basins built as part of the project would minimize impacts to surface water quality of 
the receiving waters within the watershed. Since groundwater impacts associated 
with the Centennial Corridor project would not be substantial, the project would not 
have a cumulatively considerable contribution to cumulative effects on groundwater.  

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, Water Quality and Stormwater Runoff, of the final 
environmental document (Volume 1), the average depth to groundwater in the 
project area is estimated at 80 to 120 feet below ground surface. As such, pile 
driving, dewatering, and construction activities could encounter groundwater. While 
piles and foundations may reduce the storage capacity of the underlying 
groundwater, the displaced volume would not be great compared to the total volume 
of the groundwater basin. The volume of water used for construction, dust control, 
and other uses would be nominal; therefore, construction activities would neither 
deplete groundwater supplies nor interfere with groundwater recharge. The Central 
Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board has adopted regulations for dewatering 
activities (Order No. R5-00-175) to reduce effects on surface water. Compliance 
with the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board’s regulations would 
minimize impacts from dewatering activities.  
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GP-7-33 Caltrans and the city of Bakersfield understand that disruption of a neighborhood is 
very difficult for long-time residents. Bakersfield has experienced a lot of growth over 
the years, and the growth in both population and interregional travel has resulted in 
congestion throughout the city. The need for a high-capacity transportation corridor 
has been recognized by local and regional planners for decades. The Centennial 
Corridor Project will fill part of that need. Locating an east/west corridor in 
Bakersfield has been challenging due to the location of the Kern River, existing 
neighborhoods, businesses, environmental justice communities, parks, and historic 
properties. Many alternatives have been studied over many years trying to 
determine how to best improve circulation with the fewest impacts. For the 
Centennial Corridor, it has been determined that Alternative B would be the best 
because it avoids parks, historic properties, and environmental justice communities. 
In addition, Alternative B is the least expensive of the three alternatives, costing 
nearly $100 million less. 
Refer to Response to Comment GP-7-2 for information on property acquisition and 
relocation. While Section 3.1.4, Community Impacts, determined bisecting the 
Westpark neighborhood would result in impacts to community cohesion, a number 
of mitigation measures have been incorporated into the project to reduce the 
adverse effects. Project design would minimize impacts to the neighborhoods as 
much as feasible and practicable. Mitigation measures, including incorporating an 
aesthetic design theme, as presented in Section 3.1.1.3, Section 3.2.6, Section 
3.2.7, and Section 3.6 of the final environmental document (Volume 1) have been 
developed to minimize impacts to the neighborhoods affected by the project 
construction and operation. 
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GP-8-1 Thank you for participating in the environmental process for the Centennial Corridor 
Project. Caltrans acknowledges the concern of Valley Fever and takes precautionary 
measures very seriously.  

Caltrans has outlined appropriate mitigation efforts for Valley Fever to minimize 
exposure to residents, including the use of a chemical stabilizer/suppressant, tarps 
and vegetative groundcovers, and water. It is recognized that temporary soil 
disturbance during construction grading activities could cause fungal spores (if 
present) to become airborne, potentially putting residents at risk of contracting 
Valley Fever. However, there are many preventive and precautionary measures that 
can be undertaken by individuals to reduce exposure, including the use of dust 
masks when conducting outdoor activities; seeking prompt medical treatment if flu-like 
or respiratory illness occurs during or within a few weeks following outdoor activities; 
getting a coccidioidin skin test to determine susceptibility to the disease. Please 
refer to Section 3.6, Standard Condition SC-CI-21, under Avoidance, Minimization, 
and Mitigation Measures (Volume 1), for further information regarding preventive 
measures for Valley Fever. 

Your comments concerning water usage are acknowledged. A minimum amount of 
water for dust control could not be accurately quantified due to several varying factors, 
such as topography, climate, and amount and frequency of soil disturbance. 

According to the United States Geological Survey (USGS), the ending of a drought 
can be just as difficult to predict as the beginning 
(http://water.usgs.gov/edu/qadroughts.html); therefore, it is difficult, if not impossible, 
to determine the exact impact constructing the Centennial Corridor will have on the 
city of Bakersfield, County of Kern, or the State’s water supplies. Regardless of the 
drought conditions the region may be experiencing, Caltrans would implement water 
conservation efforts during project construction. Additionally, the drought is not 
expected to have any impact on the proposed construction schedule of Segment 1 
for the Centennial Corridor Project beginning in 2016 and scheduled for completion 
in 2018. Please refer to Section 3.2.1, Hydrology and Floodplain, and Section 3.2.2 
Water Quality and Storm Water Runoff (Volume 1), for more information about water 
resources impacted by the project and mitigation and conservation efforts. 
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Name: Dan McReynolds 

Addl'Css: 5055 California Avenue 
City: Bakersfield 
State: CA 
ZIP: 93309 
Email: dan.b.mcreynolds@kp.org 

Topics 

Other 

GP-9 

Kai er Pennanente will submit an officia l re ponse to the draft Environmental Impact Repo11 detail ing concern I 
regarding impact to its Stockdale medical office building. Kaiser Penuanente will request a meeting with Cal GP-9-1 

Trans to discuss mitigation of concern . 
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PETERSON LAW GROUP 
PHtll•I·~ 'lllNAI. COIUl()llA'l'l<)N 

SU ITE2800 

633 \X'csr 51" treer 

LOS ANGELES, CALI FOi N IA 90071 

TELEPHOKE (213) 236-9720 

FACSB ULE (213) 236-9724 

Via Federal Express amt Email 

Ju ly 7, 2014 

Jennifer H. Taylor, Office Chief, Central Region 
Environmenlal Southern San Joaquin Valley 
California Department of Transportation, District 6 
855 M Street, Suite 200, 
Fresno, CA 93721 

Re: 

Dear Ms. Taylor: 

Comment Letter to Cal trans and City of Bakersfield, A 
Caltrans Centennial Corridor Project 
Draft EIR/El and Section 4(f) valuation 

GP-9 

This office has been engaged by Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc. ("Kaiser") to 
respond to the Centennial Corridor Draft Envi ronmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact 
Statement and Section 4(f) Evaluation (" DEIR/EI ") prepared by the California Department of 
Transportation ("Caltran ") for the Centennial Corridor Project (" Project"). The Project will 
create significant unavoidable impacts to the Kaiser Permanente Kai er Medical Office Building 
located at 3501 Stockdale Hwy. , Bakersfield CA 93309 (the "Kaiser Facility"). 

Kai er has assembled a consultant team consi ting of transportation/civil engineers, 
contractors, geotechnical and land u e professionals to review the DEIR/EIS and we note that a 
thorough review of the project and feasible project alternatives has not been performed. It also 
appears the DEIR/EI has not evaluated Kai er's alternative recommendations as suggested 
early in the project planning process, including specifically our team's requests that the 
DEIR/El study the feasibility of retaining proximate freeway access including the existing SR 
99 southbound off-ramp, as referenced in the March 28 2013 letter from Peterson Law Group, 

GP-9-2 

GP-9-3 
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Jennifer H. Taylor- Office Chief 
Environmental outhern an Joaquin Valley 
California Department of Transportation, District 6 
July7, 2014 . 
Page 2 of 5 

GP-9 

PC to Joel Haven, (copy attached at Attachment A) and as specifically discussed at the meeting I 
at Bakersfield City Hall on May 14, 2013 between Kaiser team members and Project personnel. GP-9-3 

DEIR/EIS Comments 

A. General: 

Prior to the release of the DEIR/El , Caltrans identified Alternative Bas the preferred 
alternative for the Project, despite not fu lly studying the impacts ofa Loss of Direct Freeway 
Access to Urgent Care resulting in (I) life-safety concern due to potential delay in transporting 
patients via ambulance to acute hospitals, and (2) member acces to Urgent Care being impai red 
resulting in the increased use ofoffsite hospital emergency service (increa ing healthcare costs). 
We believe that the failure to evaluate the impacts on life safety transport and the impact of the 
closure of the SR 99 southbound off-ramp on the Kaiser tockdale Facility i a fatal Aaw in the GP-9-4 
DEIR/EIS and requires that the DEIR/EIS be recirculated to include this analysis. The 
community must be afforded the opportunity to consider an alternative that will preserve their 
timely access to healthcare. The loss of the SR 99 southbound off-ramp wi ll pose a great 
hardship to Kaiser Permanente and its membership and significantly impact the value and 
viabil ity of the Kaiser Facility as an ongoing Kaiser Permanente healthcare facility. The 
retention of the Southbound off-ramp should be added into the Final EIR/EI · or alternatively, 
the DEIR/EIS should be recirculated for further analysis into the feasibility of retaining the off-
ramp. 

8. Air Quality: 

In Air Quality (Sec. 3.2.6), Table 3-32 of the DEIR/EIS identifies Air Quality Sensitive 
Receptors. The Kaiser Facility is not included, despite that many of Kaiser' s patients who spend 
many hours during a day at the Kaiser Faci lity are among the most sensitive receptors. The 
apparent rationale for the omission is et forth under Envi ronmental Justice (Sec. 3.1.4.3) under 
Air Quality, p. 115, where the DEIR/EIS states about the Kaiser Faci lity, "this facility contains 
medical clinics with no inpatient care; therefore it i not con idered a sensitive receptor to air 
pollutants." This conclusion is not supported by the law or convincing evidence in the record 
and uggests that the writer is unaware of the complexity of the care delivery in modern Kaiser 
Permanente outpatient facilitie . 

Kaiser's patients are among the most sen itive receptors and the certainty is that these 
sensitive receptors visit the Kaiser Facility dai ly and spend sub tantial amounts of time there 
during these visits. The Air Quality assumptions util ized are misplaced. Among other issue , 
they were deve loped without regard to the Kaiser Faci lity as a sensitive receptor. They are 
predicated on a 2008 base year, a 2018 opening year and a 2038 horizon year. The projections 
are speculative and without foundation. Additiona lly, by fai ling to include the Kaiser Faci lity as 
a sensitive receptor, the Project attempts to sidestep the mitigation requirement of Appendix F, 

GP-9-5 
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C-CI-2 I to require wheel washers for exiting trucks, windbreaks, and suspension of grading 
and excavation during windy periods during construction. 

Permanently, Kaiser will be required to undertake additional air filtration measures to 
addres the Project' s air quality impacts on the Kaiser Stockdale Facility. These measures 
should be required as mitigation measures for the Air Quality Impacts and the costs imposed as 
conditions of approval on Caltran . 

C. Noise: 

As a stand alone document, it is impossible to understand the basis of the noise 
assumptions utilized. It appears the Kaiser Stockdale Faci lity would fall within activity Category 
D, however the Kaiser Facility is not mentioned in oise (Sec. 3.2.7) at page 255. Caltrans 
Traffic oise Analysis Protocol, dated May 20 1 I, lists Activity Categories and Noise Abatement 
Criteria in Table I. Activity D includes medical faci lities with the activity criteria value for 
impact determination as L«i[h) at 52. The DEIR/DEIS does not address whether the project will 
exceed criteria established by the State's protocol analysis. The reason for the omission becomes 
clear by referencing the Noise Study Report for the Project (January 3013; Revised March 2014). 

GP-9-5 

Fig. 6-2 for Alternate B, shows there were no Noise Monitoring & Analysis Positions in the GP-9-6 
vicinity of the Kaiser Stockdale Faci lity. This is further established in Figures 3 and 4 of the 
Noise Abatement Decision Report. Since no Noise Receptor sites were established for 
monitoring in the vicinity of the Kaiser Stockdale Faci lity, there is no basis to conclude sound 
barriers or sound attenuation measures are not required to mitigate the certain noise problem at 
the Kaiser tockdale aci li ty resulting from the Project. The analysis is faulty and therefore so is 
the proposed mitigation. Because of Alternative B's close proximity to the Kaiser Stockdale 
Faci li ty, the Project should require and undertake a baseline noise analysis to detem1ine the 
extent of interior noise impacts and require mitigation of Project related noise impacts, with such 
mitigation co ts imposed on Cal trans as conditions of approval. 

D. Vibration: 

The Kaiser tockdale Facility includes operations of cal ibrated medical equipment that 
are sen it ive to vibration. The Transportation and Construction Vibration Guidance Manual, 

eptember 20 I 3, provides at Chapter 5, p. I 9, "Ground Vibration al o has the potential to disrupt 
the operation of vibration-sensi tive research and advanced technology equipment." Chapter 
6.3, p. 26, provides "The operation of equipment for ... medical diagno tics . .. can be GP-9-7 
adversely affected by vibration." Table 4.2 of the D IR/El establishe that the Kaiser Facility 
is impacted by all considered alternatives and particularly by Alternative B. C-Cl-25 offers 
preconstruction surveys for proximate bui ldings. The Kaiser Stockdale Facil ity is such a 
building and such a survey is required and requested. The DEIR/El focuses on construction 
vibration. The DE IR/EIS does not go far enough in that it does not address mitigation ofpost
construction vibration which would result if the support members of the new construction are not 
sufficiently i olated. The DEIR/EI must require construction specifications to en ure that the 
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Kaiser tockdale Facility will not be exposed to increased vibration in the after condition, with 
such mitigation costs impo ed as conditions of approval on Caltrans. 

E. Emergency Serviccsffraftic/fransportation/Parking: 

The DEIR/EI is bereft of any analysis of the burdens on emergency services resulting 
from pem1anent impacts to the provision of Urgent Care. The rgent Care provided by the 
Kai er Faci li ty is readily accessible. Often patient who come to Urgent Care require prompt 
emergency transportation to hospita lization or other mergency Room facilitie . The delivery of 
emergency ervices and transportation to and from such services is an important life- afety issue 
and it requires analysis. In 3.1.5 Util ities/ mergency Services, the reader is referred to Section 
3.6, Construction Impacts. In 3.6 at p. 338, the reader is told not to worry, " Based on the 
temporary nature of the roadway closures ... would minimize impacts related to increased 
travel time and distance." The loss of freeway access to the Kaiser Stockdale Facility's 
Urgent Care is not temporary. The ramp closures will impose a substantial permanent impact on 
the delivery of medical care to the entire Ci ty. As discussed in Attachment B hereto and as 
shown on Attachment 8 , Exhibit I, the Kaiser Facil ity enjoys direct access to and from SR 99 
and SR 58. Under Alternative B, access to and from the Kai er Facility, as shown on 
Attachment B, Exhibit 2, is predominantl y on City treets which translate to longer travel times. 
(Attachment 8, Table I .) This impact requires analysis and mitigation. Because the DEIR/El 
is premised on the false assumption that the emergency service/traffic impacts are temporary, 
further analy i is required. At a minimum, consideration should be given to retaining the 
existing southbound offramp from R 99 onto Stockdale Highway. 

ection 3. 1.6 addresses parking. At p. 142, the DEIR/EIS acknowledges the impact to 
loss of parking to Kaiser at the Kaiser tockdale Facility. It sugge ts a mitigation measure by 
stating "replacement parking could be provided using land leftover on an adjacent parcel 
ac-quired for the project." The impact is known. The mitigation of replacement parking for 
Kaiser should be made part of the EIR/El and be required from the Project. 

F. Hydrology/Storm Water Runoff: 

The site specific drainage issues arising from the project, the change of grade, add ition of 
slope and related runoff are not addressed in the DEIR/EI . Kaiser is concerned about nuisance 
water that will be diverted to the Kaiser Stockdale Facility from the Project. Analysis of the 
issue and mitigation must be accounted for. 

I GP-9-7 

GP-9-8 

GP-9-9 

GP-9-10 
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G. Visual/Aesthet ics: 

GP-9 

The D IR/EI addresses certain visual and aesthetic impacts, but fails to consider the 
visual impact of the ramp construction that will loom adjacent to and above the Kaiser Stockdale 
Facility. It fails to address the additional impact oflight and glare from elevated high speed GP-9-11 
passing traffic. Since it fails to address it, the DEIR/EIS fa il s to account for or to mitigate the 
certain adverse visual impacts. 

Kaiser and our consultant team requests an urgent meeting to di cu our concerns. 

cc: Dan 8. McReynolds 
Laura Johnson 
Eddie Arango 
Terry Bowen, Gray-Bowen 
Bill Gray, Gray-Bowen 
lndrajit Obeysekere, Esq. 
Damon Cianci 
David Womak 
Lesl ie Golich 
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Via .S. Mail 

Joel Haven, PE, TE 
Parsons 
110 West A Street, Suite 1050 
San Diego, CA 92 1 0 I 

March 28, 2013 

Re: Cal Trans Bakersfield Centennial Freeway Expansion Project 

Dear Mr. Haven: 

This office has been engaged by Kaiser Permanente ("KP") to assist it relative to the 
environmental and takings issues arising from the Cal Trans Bakersfield Centennial Freeway 
Expansion Project ("Project"). This is by way of follow up to the meeting at the offices of the 
City of Bakersfield on January 24, 2013, and tbe request for Kaiser's input relative to concerns 
about the Project's impacts. We request another meeting prior to design completion and issuance 
of the ElR to discuss these concerns more specifically. 

We have canvassed management of the Kaiser Permanente Stockdale Medical Office 
Building ("MOB") facility relative to the Project's impacts on the MOB. 

KP's paramount concerns are as fo llows: 

I. Loss of freeway access and impact on Urgent Care 
a. delay ambulance transport to acute hospitals 
b. impairment of member access to Urgent Care, resulting in increased use of offsite 

hospital emergency services thus increasing KP and member costs. 

2. Loss of parking, both during construction and pennanently 
a. impairment of member access to the clinic 
b. impact ambulance and delivery vehicles 

3. Air quality, both during construction and permanently 
a. sensitive populations are served in the clinic and would be impacted by project dust 

and exhaust 
b. impact on faci lity and equipment of increased pollution levels. 
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4. Member and employee safety during construction 
a. hazards posed by redirected parking, construction zones, and traffic to members and 

staff 

We ask that these items be addressed as part of your project design prior to finalization of 
design and prior to issuance of the ElR and the public hearing process. Basically we ask that these 
problems be avoided before they are identified as issues that require mitigation in the public 
process. 

Without diminishing any of the above concerns, the loss of proximate freeway access is a 
significant impact affecting life/safety issues given the mission of the MOB and given the distance 
to any resulting freeway access in light of the Project's currently proposed design. We urge you to 
design and incorporate nearby on-off access so that Kaiser specifically and members of the public 
in general do not suffer life-safety issues that will result from difficulty accessing the MOB 's 
urgent care ' facilities. The practical and real world impacts are that ambulance transport of acute 
patients who first come to urgent care or the facility generally will be subjected to potentially life 
threatening delays in transport to acute care hospitals. We also expect patient habit would change 
without ease of access to the MOB urgent care facilities which will result in added burden to area 
hospitals and emergency faci lities and under-utilization of Kaiser's urgent care facil ities. We 
believe this will create public and political concerns. Again, it will substantially impact MOB's 
mission. 

Kaiser's remaining primary concerns articulated above can also be addressed in your 
project design. 

Representatives of KP and I would like to meet with you as soon as possible while you are 
still in the design phase and prior to release of the EIR. \Ve can always meet in Bakersfield. For 
your convenience, I have an office in lrvine and I can easily schedule a preliminary meeting wi th 
you given your office in San Diego. 

Please let me know when we can meet. 

cc: Dan B. McReynolds 

?/h iru;y;l_
l§,t. ~~ 

Nancy Burke via e-mai l 
lndrajit Obeysekere via e-mail 
Donald M. Anderson, SR/WA 
Theodore D. Wright, P.E. 
Charles G. Webb 
Gregory Z. Gharib 

G P-9 
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Determine and Quantify Access Changes 

Existing Stockdale Highway (SR99 southbound) off-ramp, Wible Road (SR99 northbound) on/off ramps 

and Real Road (SR99 southbound) on-ramp will be closed based on the preferred Alternat ive 8 from the 

Centennial Corridor Project. The following reasons are listed below; 

Stockdale Highway (SR99 SB) off-ramp 

• Existing Stockda le Highway off-ramp is a partial intercha nge that only provides access to SR99 

southbound direct ion. According to Caltrans Highway Design Manual (HOM) index 502.2, the 

use of partial interchange should be avoided because of the potential for wrong-way 

movements and added driver confusion. 

Wible Road (SR99 NB) on/off ramps 

• Existing Wible Ro ad ramps will be closed due to the proposed geometric change. 

• Existing on/off ramps is a hook ramps that is not desi rable because of insufficient acceleration 

and deceleration lengths, tight curve radius for both on/off ram ps and inadequate sight distance 

around the curves. 

Real Road (SR99 NB) on-ramp 

• Existing Real Road ramp will be closed due to the proposed geomet ric change. 

The changes in travel pa tterns due to the ramps closure wou ld resu lt in added travel time to and from 

the subject property . Exhibits 1 and 2 indicates the trave l patterns to and from the subject property 

from SR 99 and SR 58 in the before (current) and after (Alternative B) condition. In addition, a summary 

Table 1 is prepared to provide description of travel patterns, distances and travel t ime in the before and 

after condition. 

As shown in Ta ble 1, there is a sl ight increase in travel t ime to and from the subject property from 

before to after condition. 

1325 J Street, Suite 1300, Sacramento, CA 95814-2928 
P (916)471 -5800 

hdrinc.com 
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Table 1. 

SR·99 SB Kaiser 

(A) (DI I 1.S 1.3 

SR-99 NS Kaiser 
I 1.6 I 2.0 

(CJ (DI 

SR·SSWS Kalser 

(8) (DI I 1.8 I 1.8 

Kaiser SR-99 SB 
I (DI IC) 

1.9 I L6 I 

Kaiser SR-99 NS 
(DI [A) I 1.8 I 19 

Kaiser SR·S8 ES 
(0) (B) I 1.3 I 18 

Notes: Highwily speed of 65 mph 115 u-;:ed on 5R·99 and SR·SS 

Local Road - posl!!:d sp~~d limit (35 mph to 45 mph I is used 

Tn,rnc Signal delay not included in th is estimates 

Before 

Art@r 

Before 

After 

Before 
3.5 

Aher 

Before 
2.S 

After 

Before 

After 

Before 

3.S 

After 

Trt1ffic from nonh used Stockdale H""'V off-ramp, ;j11Ccess Kaiser from S1oc•dale Hwy entrance 

Traffic from north will use camornla, Ave off-ramp~ continue onlo Real Rd and 1urn leJt onto 

Stockdale liwy entrante to access t: am!r 

Traffic from south used Wlble Rd off-ramp, turn leh onto Slockdale Hwy and .M:cess Kaiser from 

Stockdale I-fwy entrance 

Traffic from south wilt use Ming Ave off-ramp, turn righ t cinto Wible Rd and turn leh onto S1ockdale 

H~ t~ a,ccess Kajser from Stockdale H~ entl'"nce 

Traffic-from east used Real Rd off-ramp, tum nght onto Rt!!al Rd and .access l(ab,er from Real Rd 
enlrance 

Traffic from east wtll use OleSle r A.vr: aff-ramp, turn left onto 8rundage Ln/StCJckdale Hwy and ilocen 
Kaiser from Stockdale- Hwy e:nua nee 

Traffic to south u.sed StockdiJle Hwy e:,iit, make u-turn a l Wible RD intersection, turn le ft onto Real Rd 

and turn le ft ontoSR99 on-ramp 

Traffic to south will use Stockdale Hwy e:d1, turn righ t onto W ible Rd, tum right onto Ming A'Ye and 

tum left onto SR99 on-raml! 

Traffic. to north used Stod.dale Hwy exn., turn right onto Wible Rd anti turn rf8ht onro SR99 on-ramp 

Trafflcl'o north will use Reill Rd e1dt, continue- onto Rul Rd. turn rfght on to Cal ifornia Ave .and turn 

rJ~~o SR99 on-nm,e 
Trame 10-east used Stockda!e Hwy exit, m.J~t! u -tum at W ible Rd intersection, turn left Ofllo Real Fld 

and turn teft onto SR58 on-ramp 

Traffic to east will use Stockdale Hwy exit, continue or. 5lockdale Hwy/8rund..Jge ln, turn rrght onto 

C:h!!:S1 er Ave and turn left onto SRS8 on -ram_e_ 

c:, .,, 
U) 
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Code 

Response 

GP-9-1 Your comment with regard to Kaiser Permanente submitting an official response 
and request for a meeting with Caltrans concerning project impacts on the 
Stockdale medical office building is acknowledged. 

GP-9-2 Caltrans acknowledges the Peterson Law Group as representing Kaiser Foundation 
Health Plan, Inc., (Kaiser) operating the Kaiser Permanente Health Care Center 
located at 3501 Stockdale Highway in Bakersfield (Kaiser facility), and has provided 
comments regarding the Centennial Corridor Project. Significant unavoidable 
impacts to the Kaiser facility with implementation of Alternative B have been 
addressed through design modifications, and minimization and mitigation measures 
as described in Section 3.6, Construction Impacts (Volume1) of this final 
environmental document. These avoidance, minimization and mitigation measures 
are also described in subsequent responses to comments below. 

Preliminary Redesign of Preferred Alternative B:  

Westbound State Route 58 to Southbound State Route 99 Connector – Moved East 

This revision allows the retaining wall on the east side of the property to be removed 
or relocated, eliminating the need for the temporary construction easement that 
would have otherwise reduced parking during construction. 

Northbound State Route 99 to Westbound State Route 58 Connector – Moved 
South 

This revision relocates the connector to the south, eliminating any loss of parking 
during construction on the south side of the property. No further columns or 
structures would impede or eliminate parking. 

South Real Road 

The existing profile of Real Road would be maintained from the south end of the 
south curb return of the Kaiser facility Real Road driveway entrance/exit to 
Stockdale Highway. South of this driveway, the profile would be lowered 
approximately 0 to 5 feet to provide enough height clearance under the four 
proposed bridge structures. No obstructions would block the driveway and no 
modifications would be made to change the configuration of the driveway. 

GP-9-3 Caltrans has reviewed a wide-range of project alternatives prior to the selection of 
the Preferred Alternative B. A total of 18 alternatives were evaluated and three 
alternatives (Alternatives A, B and C) were carried forward for further evaluation and 
analyzed at equal level of detail in the technical studies and this final environmental 
document. The other 15 alternatives were eliminated from further evaluation 
because they did not meet the purpose and need of the project and/or because the 
estimated cost substantially exceeded the available funding. Please refer to Chapter 
2, Section 2.1.5, Alternatives Considered but Eliminated From Further Discussion 
Prior to Draft Environmental Document, of Volume 1 of this final environmental 
document for further discussion of the alternatives analyzed in the environmental 
document. 

Caltrans acknowledges receiving Kaiser’s alternative recommendations during the 
project planning process submitted on March 28, 2013 and included as Attachment 
A of their letter to the draft environmental document. Caltrans has considered 
Kaiser’s alternative recommendation of maintaining the existing Stockdale Highway 
off-ramp at southbound State Route 99; however, their recommendation would not 
be implemented because this interchange would not meet Caltrans’ design 
standards (see Response GP-9-4 for further discussion).  Caltrans has conducted 
additional analysis to support the elimination of the existing Stockdale Highway off-
ramp at southbound State Route 99 (see Appendix K). The results of the analysis 
suggest that overall reduction in traffic congestion brought about by the project 
would enhance ambulance response times to and from the Kaiser property.   
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Other recommendations requested by Kaiser in their letter dated, March 28, 2013, 
are discussed in Response to Comment GP-9-4 and GP-9-5.   

GP-9-4 The project has been redesigned to avoid conflict with Kaiser’s operations. Caltrans 
has developed a preliminary redesign of the Preferred Alternative B alignment that 
does not require property or temporary construction easements from Kaiser 
property. Additionally, the redesign would not result in construction work at the main 
entrance to the Kaiser facility, as represented in the comment letter. These design 
revisions are intended to avoid disruption of Kaiser’s parking facilities and 
operations. This design revision has been identified in Section 2.1.4, Identification of 
a Preferred Alternative, and in the design plans provided in Appendix E of this final 
environmental document. The increased physical separation between the Kaiser 
facility and the redesign of Preferred Alternative B alignment would also reduce any 
noise, vibrations, and visual impacts. 

Loss of Freeway Access  
Caltrans believes the overall reduction in traffic congestion brought about by the 
Centennial Corridor Project will enhance, rather than impair, access to the Kaiser 
facility and would result in a safer transportation network system around the facility. 
The existing Stockdale Highway off-ramp is a partial interchange that provides 
access to State Route 99 in only the southbound direction. Caltrans advises that 
this ramp does not meet acceptable design standards. Caltrans’ Highway Design 
Manual does not allow for local street ramps located within a mile of a freeway-to-
freeway interchange (Highway Design Manual, Section 502.2). These ramps have 
proven to be a safety concern in past freeway designs because of the potential for 
wrong-way movements. The existing Wible Road on/off ramps to northbound State 
Route 99 and the Real Road on-ramp to southbound State Route 99 will also be 
closed due to the changed geometry of the highway improvements that are a part of 
the Preferred Alternative B alignment. Caltrans believes these ramps present 
undesirable safety issues resulting from insufficient acceleration and deceleration 
lengths, tight curve radii on the on- and off-ramps, inadequate sight distances 
around the curves, and insufficient storage length for future on-ramp metering. 
The changes in travel patterns due to these ramp closures would increase travel 
distances but result in only slight increases in travel time to and from the Kaiser 
facility. Figures 3 and 4 in Appendix K depict the travel patterns to and from the 
Kaiser facility from State Route 99 and State Route 58 in the existing and post-
project (Alternative B) conditions. Table 1 in Appendix K compares travel times to 
and from the Kaiser facility in both existing and post-project (Alternative B) 
conditions. 
As shown in Table 1 in Appendix K, the added travel time to and from the Kaiser 
facility, from both highways, is relatively modest. The results of the analysis shows 
the additional travel time to reach the Kaiser facility from southbound State Route 
99 would be approximately 1 minute. Other travel time increases, from other access 
routes, would increase travel times from 30 seconds to a maximum of 1.5 minutes. 
In the no-build condition (in which the Stockdale Highway off-ramp remains), travel 
time will increase due to increasing congestion on the State Route 99 main line. For 
some locations, travel time with the project would be lower than without the project 
in 2037. The environmental and design team for the Centennial Corridor Project 
have concluded the increase in travel time would be offset by long-term, widespread 
benefits, taking into account the overall reductions in regional traffic congestion as a 
result of the Centennial Corridor Project. 
The traffic study prepared in support of the final environmental document examined 
79 intersections, including the intersection at Stockdale Highway and Real Road 
near the Kaiser facility. Under current conditions, this intersection currently operates 
at Level of Service F, on a scale from A to F, F being worst. In 2038, traffic volumes 
for the No-Build condition are projected to increase by 56%, further worsening 
conditions and delays near the Kaiser facility. With the Centennial Corridor Project, 
the freeway connection of State Route 58 with the Westside Parkway will attract 
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vehicles away from the surface arterial streets. As a result, peak hour delays will be 
approximately one-half of the existing conditions and two-fifths (42%) of the 2038 
no-build conditions. Please refer to Volume 1 of this final environmental document 
for Table 4-14, Table 4-28, Figure 2-14, and Figure 3-18. 

Caltrans will consider the placement of additional signage on State Route 58, State 
Route 99 and other relevant routes to help direct vehicles to the most efficient 
access routes to the Kaiser facility. 

Finally, recirculation is not required when the new information added to the 
environmental impact report merely clarifies, amplifies or makes insignificant 
modifications in an adequate environmental impact report. Releasing of a 
supplemental environmental impact statement is not required for this project since 
there have been no substantial changes in the proposed action relevant to 
environmental concerns, nor have significant new circumstances or information 
relevant to environmental concerns been identified.  

GP-9-5 The Kaiser Health Care Center at 3501 Stockdale Highway in Bakersfield contains 
medical clinics with no inpatient care; therefore, it is not considered a sensitive 
receptor to air pollutants since patients cannot spend prolonged periods of time 
within the facility or outside of it since there is no inpatient care.  

The potential emissions from the Centennial Corridor Project have been extensively 
modeled in accordance with EMFAC 2011, the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency’s approved emissions model, and extensively analyzed in a technical report 
supporting this final environmental document. This analysis and modeling 
concluded that the Centennial Corridor Project would not have a significant impact 
on air quality. The technical report uses methodology and assumptions consistent 
with the requirements of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 and the California 
Clean Air Act of 1988. The Centennial Corridor Project’s operational emissions 
would not exceed the Federal or state ambient air quality standards for carbon 
monoxide and would not generate CO hot spots. The Centennial Corridor Project 
would meet the particulate matter (PM10) and particulate matter (PM2.5) conformity 
requirements and would result in lower particulate matter (PM10) and particulate 
matter (PM2.5) emissions when compared to the No-Build scenario. This decrease in 
particulate matter emissions is the result of an increase in vehicle speeds and the 
reduction of congestion anticipated with the implementation of the Centennial 
Corridor Project. Construction emissions would be reduced to less than significant 
levels following the institution of mitigation measures incorporated prior to and 
during the construction of the project. These measures include reducing truck idling 
time, covering or wetting transported materials, reducing vehicle trips from 
construction sites, and stabilizing dust emissions using water or chemical 
stabilizers. These measures are provided in Appendix F – Environmental 
Commitments Record for Preferred Alternative B, Volume 2 of this final 
environmental document. Also see Section 3.2.6, Air Quality, in Volume 1 of this 
final environmental document for more information about air quality mitigation and 
minimization measures.  

The Centennial Corridor Project would result in substantial reductions of particulate 
matter (expressed as pounds per day) as summarized in the following table: 

Particulate 
Matter 

Existing 
(pounds per day) 

2018  
(pounds per day) 

2038 
(pounds per day) 

PM10 782.4 409 534.5 

PM2.5 480.3 195.5 246.1 

 

Even though air quality impacts have been determined not to be significant, the 
increased distances in the potential design revisions would further attenuate 
emissions at the Kaiser facility. The Centennial Corridor Project would help reduce 
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the heavy traffic congestion near the Kaiser facility which should also provide air 
quality benefits due to the reduction of stop and go traffic. The Centennial Corridor 
Project as a whole will improve particulate matter emissions within the project limits 
as shown in the particulate matter qualitative analysis. 

Caltrans has completed a Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement with the San 
Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District to address construction and operational 
emissions and it will offset any localized particulate matter impacts due to project 
emissions. The Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement is provided in Appendix L 
of the final environmental document. 

GP-9-6 Kaiser notes under Caltrans’ protocols, a noise abatement criterion of 52 decibels 
applies to medical facilities and observes that noise monitoring measurements were 
not taken at the Kaiser facility. The referenced noise criteria, however, applies to 
interior noise level measurements. Interior noise level measurements are typically 
not conducted until final design. No outdoor activities of frequent human activity 
were observed at the Kaiser facility and that location was not required to be 
monitored. 

The Kaiser facility is located close to State Route 99 in an area with high ambient 
noise levels. Ambient noise levels currently approach 71 decibels along Stockdale 
Highway. Most construction activities at a distance of 100 feet fall below those 
levels and would not be disproportionate to existing conditions. A few activities 
might make sounds that exceed the ambient levels, but could be mitigated through 
the use of various mitigation measures. As provided in the final environmental 
document, a Construction Noise and Vibration Monitoring and Mitigation Plan will be 
prepared before the start of construction to predict construction noise levels during 
different phases of the construction activities and identify proper mitigation 
measures, including the use of temporary noise barriers, temporary outdoor sound 
curtains or sound curtain noise barriers. These measures typically reduce 
equipment noise levels by 15 to 22 decibels. Based on these noise mitigation 
measures, Caltrans is confident the construction equipment noise levels will be 
reduced to acceptable levels and will have no adverse impacts on the facility. 

Recently, significant advances in noise mitigation during construction have been 
made through the use of sound wall blankets. A photograph of a sound wall blanket 
installation is illustrated in Exhibit 5 in Appendix K. Caltrans will require the 
construction contractors to use such measures as needed to achieve necessary 
noise reductions at the Kaiser facility. 

Typical modern office building construction includes non-operable windows that are 
highly effective in reducing exterior noise, often by as much as 35 decibels. Caltrans 
is willing to undertake interior noise testing at the Kaiser facility to determine the 
levels of noise mitigation necessary to avoid adverse impacts. We believe the 
foregoing potential design changes and mitigation measures would be sufficient to 
adequately avoid or mitigate any significant impacts on the Kaiser facility. Caltrans 
is willing to meet with Kaiser at a mutually agreeable time to discuss these items in 
greater detail and to proceed with the development of a noise mitigation plan for the 
Kaiser facility to address any remaining concerns. 

GP-9-7 Kaiser is concerned its medical offices containing sensitive diagnostic and other 
types of equipment could be affected by vibrations from construction equipment and 
operational vibrations after construction. The closest major construction activities 
will be at least 100 feet from the Kaiser facility. To test construction effects on 
sensitive diagnostic equipment, approval from Kaiser for interior noise and vibration 
testing would be required because of the lack of empirical data.  

The Centennial Corridor Project will be designed in accordance with Caltrans’ 
Seismic Design Criteria to ensure isolation of new support structures and minimize 
post-construction vibration. A limit of 65 velocity decibels for ground-borne vibration 
impact levels applies to buildings where low ambient vibration is essential for 
interior operations. This limit is appropriate for moderately vibration-sensitive 
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equipment such as optical microscopes and electron microscopes with vibration 
isolation systems. Defining limits for equipment that is even more sensitive requires 
a detailed review of the specific equipment involved. Pre-construction building 
inspections would be conducted in accordance with Caltrans’ Standard Condition 
SC-CI-25. This type of review is usually performed during final design and not as a 
part of the California Environmental Quality Act compliance analysis. Mitigation of 
potential vibrations caused by transportation projects that affect sensitive equipment 
typically involves modification of equipment mounting systems or relocation of the 
equipment rather than applying vibration control measures to the Centennial 
Corridor Project. Caltrans is willing to meet with Kaiser at a mutually-agreeable time 
to identify any highly sensitive instruments in use at the Kaiser facility and develop 
potential mitigation measures. 

Pile-driving activities during construction of the westbound State Route 58 Bridge 
could cause vibration impacts to sensitive equipment located within the Kaiser 
facility. Caltrans is willing to commit to specifying the use of modern construction 
techniques to avoid the vibration and noise impacts associated with pile driving. 
These include predrilling, cast-in-drilled-hole piles, continuous flight auger piles, and 
jetting depending upon ground conditions. 

GP-9-8 Caltrans has analyzed potential impacts on the Kaiser facility’s urgent care services. 
The Centennial Corridor Project proposes improvements in the way vehicles access 
the State Route 99 and State Route 58 highways, and the final environmental 
document found these changes would result in minor changes to travel times 
experienced by providers of emergency services, and that these changes would not 
adversely affect emergency response times, as discussed in Section 3.1.5 
(Utilities/Emergency Access). The Centennial Corridor Project would also reduce 
congestion and bring about potentially more prompt overall response times. As 
discussed in Section 3.1.6 of the final environmental document (Traffic and 
Transportation/ Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities), the traffic studies for the 
Centennial Corridor Project show better traffic flow for all vehicles due to direct 
route continuity. The Centennial Corridor Project will also provide additional 
capacity that would help reduce congestion on adjacent local roadways since 
significant traffic volumes are expected to shift to the freeways. 

As discussed in Section 3.6 of the Final Environmental Impact 
Report/Environmental Impact Statement (Construction Impacts), emergency vehicle 
access for police, fire protection, and emergency services would be maintained at 
all times during construction. These services could experience slightly increased 
response times due to construction activities and temporary detours, but would be 
kept to 1 mile or less of out-of direction travel. 

Hall Ambulance Service, Inc., was contacted to obtain actual travel times for service 
between the Kaiser facility and frequent destinations. Table 2 in Appendix K lists the 
frequency of service calls by origin-destination pair for calendar years 2012, 2013, 
and 2014 through October 14. Trips between the Kaiser facility and San Joaquin 
Community Hospital are by far the most frequently requested service. 

Hall Ambulance has furnished a log of travel times between the Kaiser facility and 
San Joaquin Community Hospital for the period from September 14, 2014 to 
October 14, 2014. As shown on Table 3 in Appendix K, Hall responded to 58 
service requests during this time period, reportedly a fairly typical month. The 
ambulances followed eight different routes, four of which used surface streets only, 
and four used State Route 99 in combination with surface streets. The weighted 
average of all 39 trips made using State Route 99 for a portion of the trip was 11 
minutes and 46 seconds. The weighted average of all 19 trips made using only 
surface streets was 12 minutes and 13 seconds. These results suggest that the loss 
of direct access to State Route 99 will not have a significant impact on service times 
for trips between the Kaiser facility and San Joaquin Community Hospital. 

As a general rule, Caltrans requires construction contractors on all major projects to 
maintain general vehicular and other access throughout construction. Before closing 
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streets, Caltrans requires the posting of detours so that the normal functioning of 
businesses within the city of Bakersfield is not impaired. In the event of large 
equipment movement or other construction-related obstructions, in rare 
circumstances where detours or alternate routes are not possible, Caltrans requires 
such activities to be undertaken during off hours and advance notice be given to all 
affected parties. These requirements will be strictly enforced. 

Kaiser expresses a general concern that the loss of the State Route 99 southbound 
off-ramp would be a great hardship to Kaiser and its members and significantly 
impact the value and viability of the Kaiser facility. The purpose of the Centennial 
Corridor Project is to reduce heavy traffic congestion, including that occurring in the 
vicinity of the Kaiser facility, and to provide enhanced route continuity between two 
major highways serving the southern San Joaquin Valley. The Centennial Corridor 
Project is specifically designed to enhance regional transportation as well as 
address long-term capacity issues that have burdened east-west travel within the 
city. Under the Preferred Alternative B, the Kaiser facility will be located in proximity 
to these two major highways, a location that should provide significant 
improvements in the ability of Kaiser’s members to access the Kaiser facility. 

GP-9-9 As discussed in Response to Comment GP-9-4, there would be no loss of parking, 
either permanently or during construction under the revised project design. In 
addition, there is the possibility of providing additional parking at Caltrans’ proposed 
Park and Ride lot directly to the east of the Kaiser facility. 

GP-9-10 Caltrans acknowledges your comment about hydrology and storm runoff that could 
affect the Kaiser facility. However, site-specific drainage issues arising from the 
Centennial Corridor Project, include changes of grade, addition of slope, and related 
runoff are addressed during final design, not as a part of the final environmental 
document. Construction of stormwater facilities is a component of the Preferred 
Alternative B requirements and will be designed to avoid any adverse impacts from 
drainage or runoff as a result of the project. 

GP-9-11 The Kaiser facility is within the State Route 99 Landscape Unit analyzed in the final 
environmental document. The overall visual character of this landscape unit is 
inclusive of an established transportation facility, State Route 99; therefore, the 
addition of a new ramp structure is not anticipated to adversely affect the visual 
character of this landscape unit. The proposed redesign of the bridges should 
significantly contribute to minimizing any adverse visual impacts on the Kaiser 
facility. 
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From: kseggemann@aol.com [mailto: kse,;igemann@aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 07, 2014 9:51 AM 
To: Taylor, Jennifer H@DOT 
Cc: kseggemann@aol.com; j lswearengin@aol.com 
Subject: Comments: 4501 Kensington Avenue 

Hello Ms. Taylor, 

GP-10 

Please see the article included below. It covers several topics that address noise related stress on individuals like our 8-
year old daughter. She has ADHD combined type, Tourette's Disorder, OCD, sensory processing difficulties, feeding 
difficulties and asthma. http://www. ncbi.nlm.nih .gov/pmc/a rt icles/ PMC 1568850/pdflenvhper00468-0281 .pdf 

Several people working toward the advancement of the Centennial Corridor Project have told us that our home located at 
4501 Kensington Avenue is an unaffected property and it is not scheduled for ·acquisition" or "acquisition at this time". 

To tell us, for example, placing earplugs in our daughter's ears will lower the input of decibel levels made by construction, 
traffic and other noise or that she should put sound resistant headphones covering her ears wont work for her. Her tactile 
responses are mixed and she can not tolerate th ings in or over her ears. Teaching her to wear either as an aid to block 
noise from reaching her brain (this is where one hears, not in the ears) she wou ld need to receive occupational therapy 
likely for 6 months if we use previous therapies as a model. This is assuming six months is a sufficient amount of time for 
her to accept training and then applying too ls learned in a real world setting. GP-io-, 

Since our first inquiry about the possibility of a freeway being built around our home, we received confirmed diagnosis of 
medical conditions known to be triggered and/or aggravated by stress when one of the five senses are over stimulated or 
stimulated at all. Some of these are addressed in the attached article. 

The negative impact the pending freeway build already has had on our family is great. We must move from our rental as 
our landlord did not renew our lease because her son will take over the property. Th is created stress yet again tor our 
daughter and a regression in any improvements experienced. 

In order to protect our daughter, my partner at first put focus on her own medical situation. Our first inquiry about early 
acquisitions was via an email sent to Kirsten Helton (see a copy of email below). 

Start: 

From: kseggemann < kseggemann @aol.com> 

To: Kirsten_H el ton <Ki rsten H elton @dot.ca.goV> 

Subject: entennial orridor Project 

Date: Thu, Jul 1, 2010 11:05 pm 

Dear, Kirsten Helton: 

Can you please tell me ii my home located at 4501 Kensington Avenue in the West park area of Bakerslield is included 
with the homes and businesses that lie in the path of construction of the Centennial Corridor Project. If there is no list , 
when will I be informed that Cahrans will need to purchase my home? Also, are homeowners in Westpark who volunteer 
to sell their property to Caltrans before Right-of-Way begins going to be offered relocat ion assistance if they move 
to another home in Bakersfield? Thank you for any information you can provide regarding this matter. 
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Sincerely, 

Karen S. Eggemann 
4501 Kensington Ave. 
Bakersfield, CA 93309 

(home) 661-631-8841 
(cell) 661-706-3507 

End. 

GP-10 

We received no response from Kirsten Hel1on regarding this email. Karen did however see the name Kirsten Helton 
copied in an email from Steven Milton on Wed, Feb 5, 2014 11 :32 am. 
A friend of ours is renting our home at 4501 Kensington Avenue through the end of 9/14. We are renting it below market 
value and less than our mortgage payment because the renters daughter is our daughters best friend in Bakersfield. Our 
daughter has no idea that her neighborhood is going to be demolished and that all of the streets she walked on will be 
closed. She has no idea that when she looks out of her front window she won't see any houses, but a wall and a dead end 
street where she once ran and played. She has no idea that Cindy and Rose next door will be 
gone. All she knows is that we moved here to be in a better place. We discussed th is with her the better part of a year to 
ease her into the idea of moving if we had to. We didn'1 expect that we would move such a distance but since no 
one would provide us answers about who handled ADA issues and pushed back the publishing date for the 
environmental report, we had no other choice but to protect our daughter and try to prevent stressors from giving her 
painful tics . 

Our chi ld can1 part icipate in normal life activities without assistance as she must take medication to temper the effects of 
ADHD, OCD, Tourette's Syndrome as well as anxiety and asthma. Without it, tics are present to the degree that our 
daughter complains of being in pain. She attends regular occupational therapy sessions and will begin summer swim 
classes that are also therapeutic in nature. One of her doctors recommended swimming to help with stress, anxiety and 
ADHD she experiences . 

Who from the group of people we've contacted about the early acqu isilion of our home is responsible for deciding our we 
are not affected by the Centennial Corridor Project? Who from the group knows about the emotional stress and 
damage this is causing our family? It has been four years and six days since our inquiry about acqu isit ions went 
unanswered. We believe it is good that the structure called a freeway will be built to accommodate persons protected by 
the Americans with Disabilities Act. That structure and changes that will be made in the neighborhood because of it and 
the pre-planning stages we are in now is harmful to the heahh of our daughter. Can anyone on your team safely tell us 
that our child will suffer no ill effects when construction first takes place or that the pollutants created by automobile 
emissions wont disturb her senses? 

It is clear that since the report we watted years to be released has provided us no answers about the fair acquisttion of our 
home so that we can peacefully help our child live her life to the fullest. Instead, we are forced to watt again. What for? 

We quali fy as a family for a hardship acquisition under at least two of the requirements : medical necessity for a change 
in climate and phys ical environment and monetary loss. Working after retirement to support my fami ly because of 
the climate in Bakersfield is another reason we should not be ignored. A hardship acquisition should al the very least be 
considered on behalf of our daughter. 
We take the well-being of our children seriously . Both of them deserve a safe place to call home. 4501 Kensington 
Avenue is not that place with a freeway pending its' construction . 

Do you recommend we contact legal aid or will your team respectfully acquisition our home above market value and 
mortgage owed as to accommodate the hardship the Centennial Corridor Project has caused us? 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih .gov/pmc/articles/PMC 1 568850/pdf/envhper00468-028 1.pdf 

Best Regards, 

Dr. Jana L. Swearengin,661-619-4818 and Karen S. Eggemann, 661 -706-3507 

2 

P-10-1 
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GP-10-1 Caltrans is sensitive to the role housing may play in our lives and understands the 
changes resulting from the roadway improvement project may be difficult for some 
individuals, especially those people with special needs, as well as those who may 
be elderly and/or disabled and on fixed incomes. Houses are not just buildings but 
often homes filled with irreplaceable family memories of a special time and rooted to 
a particular place.  

The Centennial Corridor Project would implement measures to minimize negative 
effects on people’s health. To the greatest extent practicable, it is Caltrans’ intention 
to avoid impacts that abut transportation facilities. The Preferred Alternative B has 
been designed to minimize impacts to adjacent properties where possible, by 
intending to acquire reduced amounts of right-of-way and limiting the construction 
footprint while still meeting project objectives. While we understand the personal 
concerns you have raised, based on the latest preliminary design plans, your 
property at 4501 Kensington Avenue is not included among properties required to 
construct the project (Please see Appendix E in Volume 2, Alternative B, Right-of-
Way Requirements, Sheets 9 and 10). According to Caltrans’ Right-of-Way Manual, 
a person who is not required to be permanently displaced as a result of a project is 
not entitled to relocation benefits or compensation, and the hardship acquisition 
process does not apply. Please note that during the design phase of the project, 
right-of-way requirements for the project may change. If all or a portion of your 
property is required, every effort will be made to provide the full extent of benefits 
and services provided through Caltrans’ Relocation Assistance Program and as 
allowed under the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition 
Policies Act of 1970 (Please see Appendix D in Volume 2, Summary of Relocation 
Benefits).  

During construction of the project, including the construction of the sound walls, 
effects to the surrounding areas are anticipated. Noise and vibration effects would 
occur during construction of the project, including the proposed sound wall adjacent 
to your property. Specific effects of construction noise to individuals could not be 
accurately analyzed because of the varying type of activities, duration, and intensity. 
Construction noise varies greatly depending on the construction process; type and 
condition of equipment used; and layout of the construction site. Many of these 
factors are traditionally left to the discretion of the contractor, which makes it difficult 
to accurately estimate levels of construction noise. Temporary construction noise 
impacts would be unavoidable at areas right next to the project alignment. It is 
possible certain construction activities could cause intermittent localized concern 
from vibration in the project area. Please note construction activities are temporary 
and would cease when construction of the project is complete.  

Equipment involved in construction is expected to generate noise levels ranging 
from 80 to 89 decibels at a distance of 50 feet. Noise produced by construction 
equipment would be reduced over distance at a rate of about 6 decibels per 
doubling of distance. More precise construction noise levels cannot be calculated at 
this time because some of the necessary data, such as the type of equipment, 
effective usage factor, and number of each equipment type, have not yet been 
determined and are left up to the construction contractor who is awarded the project. 

During construction of the Centennial Corridor Project, measures will be 
implemented to ensure noise and vibration effects do not severely affect residents 
within the general area of construction activities. Certain construction phases and 
activities, such as earth moving with bulldozers, the use of vibratory compaction 
rollers, impact pile driving, demolitions, or pavement breaking, may cause 
construction-related vibration impacts such as human annoyance or, in some cases, 
building damage. It may be necessary to use this type of equipment close to 
residential buildings. Implementation of Minimization Measure CI-16 would eliminate 
or minimize vibration impacts during construction activities. Minimization Measure 
CI-16 states that the contractor shall submit a Noise and Vibration Monitoring and 
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Mitigation Plan, prepared by a qualified Acoustical Engineer, for approval by 
Caltrans. Mitigation Measure CI-16 goes on to state that the contractor shall not 
start any construction work or operate any noise-generating construction equipment 
at the construction site before approval of the plan. The plan must be updated every 
three months or sooner if there are any changes to the construction activities. 
Please see Section 3.6, Volume 1, Construction Impacts, for more information. 
Mitigation techniques for control of equipment noise and vibration plus 
administrative measures, when properly implemented, can provide the most 
effective means to minimize the effects of construction activity impacts. These 
standard conditions (SC-CI-23 through SC-CI-25) are listed under Avoidance, 
Minimization, and Mitigation Measures – Noise and Vibration, Standard Conditions 
in Section 3.6, Volume 1. The construction contractor would also adhere to 
specifications instructing construction noise cannot exceed 86 decibels at 50 feet 
from jobsite activities from 9:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. 
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May 4. 2001 

([ng-of~~ 
ctrn!ifunriu 

!Dffia«fJl!,qr.,,lawt-,;.~ 

Ron Brummett. E.xecu\lVO Director 
Korn Council of GOY1Jmments 
140119" svwt, Suite 200 
8al(arsfl8ld CA 83301 

RE: BBMrsfield Systams Study 

Deaf Mr. Brummett 

GP-11 

On March 25, 2001, the City Council recoivod an update 10 the BaJ<arsfield Systems 
Study. tn that updato. six (6) altamates wore reccmmended for further s!lKiy. One of 
the elx altomates. alternate #9, utilized a routll through tho Wwtpa"' area. 

In Saptember of 1994 Md again In February of 2000, lhO Cfty Council wont on record 
as opposing l1l1Y consideration of this route (aeo attBched copies. of Rooolulloni). Tho 
City Council's poullion has not changed. Not only Will tho City not support this nlllHnat.e, 
but tho City will never enter Into Fr88-Hay Agreements with Ca!T rans utlllzlng this 
aligllmont. 

This isner will gerve 8" our third notice that this Hlignrnent 5houl0 not b0 COI\Bideri>d any 
further. Pleoso remove tt 8nd any other oll9malB mat utillze.8 thli ar.9nm1mt. · 

Thank you tor your prompt attention regarding this Issue. Please fool fro0 to oontact 
Jack L8RocMlle at 326-,357 4 should you have any questions. 

cc: Honoreble Gouncllmombere 
Alan Tandy, City Manager 

Allachmonts 

c~am-~SOCl/lOO\t,mpllCERNOOGLm -w .. w.,.."'-""• 
1601 Tn.o<lllfl Avonu" • Balulrallold, Calllornltl 03301 • (661) 32!-3770 • f8J( (661) 326-3779 

E-moll od<I<....: mayorC>ci.b:llcorsllold.ca.us 
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GP-11-1 Air quality is affected by climate, topography, and the types and amounts of 
pollutants emitted. Bakersfield lies in a basin that has persistent temperature 
inversions that can trap air pollution and result in stagnant air. During hot summer 
months, inversion periods can promote the formation of ozone. Winter inversion can 
promote a buildup of particulates or carbon monoxide. A contributor of poor air 
quality is traffic congestion. While climate and topography of an area cannot be 
changed, reducing congestion can help improve air quality. Regional air quality 
would improve as a result of the proposed project due to the improvement in 
congestion relief and reduction in stop-and-go traffic.  

As Bakersfield has grown over the years, and continues to grow, so does 
congestion from city and regional traffic. State Route 58 is a critical link in the State 
transportation network and is used by interstate travelers, local commuters, and 
many regional and inter-regional trucks; however, the efficient movement of traffic, 
goods, and materials through metropolitan Bakersfield is limited by the existing 
transportation network. The Centennial Corridor, along with other Thomas Road 
Improvements Program projects, will provide continuity and relieve traffic 
congestion along State Route 58 from Cottonwood Road to Interstate 5. Please 
refer to Section 3.2.6, Air Quality (Volume 1), for further discussion regarding air 
quality impacts.  

While fugitive dust and equipment emissions would occur during construction, 
avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures would reduce impacts in 
accordance with the regulations of the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control 
District. See Section 3.6, Construction Impacts, for measures to reduce impacts 
during construction.  

GP-11-2 Caltrans has outlined appropriate mitigation efforts for Valley Fever and air quality, 
including the use of a chemical stabilizer/suppressant, tarps and vegetative 
groundcovers, and water during construction. It is recognized that temporary soil 
disturbance during construction grading activities could cause fungal spores (if 
present) to become airborne, potentially putting residents at risk of contracting 
Valley Fever. However, there are many preventive and precautionary measures that 
can be undertaken to reduce exposure, such as seeking prompt medical treatment 
if flu-like or respiratory illness occurs or getting a coccidioidin skin test to determine 
susceptibility to the disease.  

To control soil disturbance and fungal spores to become airborne during 
construction, compliance with Standard Condition SC-CI-21, under the Avoidance, 
Minimization, and Mitigation Measures in Section 3.6 of the final environmental 
document (Volume 1), would control dust during project construction. As a result, 
those measures would reduce the potential for Valley Fever exposure during 
construction of the project. 

Construction of the project may result in potential short-term air quality impacts 
related to dust and equipment emissions that would be minimized by implementing 
Standard Conditions SC-CI-20 through SC-CI-22, also found in Section 3.6 of the 
final environmental document (Volume 1). Implementing these measures would 
reduce the risks of adverse health effects, such as asthma and other respiratory 
conditions, during project construction. Potential air quality impacts related to the 
project were determined to be less than significant. 
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GP-11-3 As discussed in Section 3.1.7, Visual/Aesthetics, in the final environmental 
document (Volume 1), the sound walls included in the project would be new 
hardscape features visible from the adjacent land uses (i.e., neighborhoods and 
commercial areas) and to travelers driving in the Centennial Corridor Project area. 
Key views provided in Section 3.1.7 show views from existing conditions and 
simulated views with the project in place. The project has incorporated Measures V-
1 through V-5 (see Section 3.1.7) to address the changes in views in these areas as 
a result of the project. Section 3.1.7, Visual Aesthetics, provided additional 
discussions and picture simulations regarding existing visual and aesthetic 
conditions in the project area, the potential visual/aesthetic impacts of the sound 
walls included in the project, and measures to address those impacts.  

Please reference the discussion regarding Community Character and Cohesion in 
Section 3.1.4.1 in Volume 1 of the final environmental document for anticipated 
changes to neighborhoods. 

As part of the new freeway construction, changes to several local streets would be 
required. Any proposed roadway closures or redesign, such as an overpass or 
underpass of the freeway, would change the circulation patterns and access of the 
local residents; however, detours and road closures would only be for short 
durations and for the minimum amount of time necessary to complete the project. 
Although project design would minimize changes in the circulation pattern as much 
as possible, closing 11 local streets (see Section 3.1.4, Community Impacts in 
Volume 1) would inconvenience pedestrians and bicyclists and would reduce direct 
automobile connectivity to the larger streets in the affected neighborhoods. 
However, as discussed in Section 3.1.6, Traffic and Transportation/Pedestrian and 
Bicycle Facilities, the additional capacity provided by the build alternatives 
compared to the No Build Alternative would help reduce congestion on adjacent 
local roadways because traffic is expected to shift to the freeway.  

GP-11-4 Please refer to the discussion regarding potential air quality health impacts in 
Response to Comment GP-11-1 and GP-11-2.  

Air Quality  

Please refer to the discussion regarding project impacts to air quality in Response 
to Comment GP-11-1. 

Noise  

The house at 4421 Kensington Ave will be acquired as part of the project; therefore, 
future traffic noise levels are not predicted at this location. The future peak hour 
traffic noise levels behind your property would be 65 A-weighted decibels with the 
proposed sound wall. 

For Alternative B, traffic noise within the Westpark area is anticipated to increase 
between 0 and 26 decibels, depending on noise receiver locations in relation to the 
project. As a result, sound walls are planned to help abate the noise impacts. Sound 
walls are anticipated to reduce traffic noise levels between 1 and 14 decibels. As a 
result, future predicted traffic noise levels with the recommended abatement 
measures (sound walls) would range from 53 to 71 decibels. Additionally, the 
roadway would be built below grade through much of the Westpark neighborhood. 
See Section 3.2.7, Noise, Volume 1, for further details.  

Noise - Construction 

Project construction is expected to result in temporary increases in noise levels in 
areas near construction activities.  Equipment involved in construction is expected 
to generate noise levels ranging from 80 to 89 decibels at a distance of 50 feet. 
Mitigation techniques for control of equipment noise and vibration, plus 
administrative measures, when properly implemented, can provide the most 
effective means to minimize the effects of construction activity impacts. These 
standard conditions (SC-CI-23 through SC-CI-25) are listed under Avoidance, 
Minimization, and Mitigation Measures – Noise and Vibration, Standard Conditions 
(refer to Section 3.6, Construction Impacts). Construction-related noise would be 
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temporary throughout the construction period and would cease after project 
construction is complete. 

GP-11-5 Caltrans understands the difficulty for long-time residents, especially the elderly, 
who may be affected by a roadway improvement project. Your concerns about 
potential project impacts to seniors are discussed below.   

Relocation and Property Acquisition  

Caltrans is sensitive to the role housing may play in our lives and understands the 
relocation process may be difficult for some individuals, especially those people with 
special needs, as well as those who may be elderly and/or disabled and on fixed 
incomes. Houses are not just buildings but often homes filled with irreplaceable 
family memories of a special time and rooted to a particular place. However, it is 
Caltrans’ policy that displaced persons shall not suffer unnecessarily as a result of 
projects designed to benefit the public as a whole.  

Implementation of the project would result in the permanent acquisition of full and 
partial parcels of land within various neighborhoods in Bakersfield. Measure SC-R-1 
requires all property acquisitions for the project comply with the provisions of the 
Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisitions Policies Act of 1970, 
as amended. Please refer to Section 3.1.4.2, Relocation and Property Acquisition, 
for additional information on property acquisition and property values. A summary of 
relocation benefits is also provided in Appendix D of the final environmental 
document (Volume 2). 

The Uniform Relocation Act includes a relocation assistance program provides an 
advisory service and monetary benefit program for individuals and businesses being 
displaced as a result of a public project. All benefits and services will be provided 
equitably to all residential and business displacees. The advisory assistance 
program for individuals and businesses will assist in the relocation by discussing 
needs and preferences regarding the details of a move, explaining the rights and 
benefits available, and providing help in obtaining the monetary benefits for which 
individuals and businesses are eligible. Additionally, advisory assistance includes 
providing information on available replacement property, including purchase and 
rental costs, and coordinating and educating landlords, property managers, and 
other real estate professionals to help secure replacement properties. 

The monetary benefits of the program for residential occupants include three types 
of payments available to eligible individuals being displaced from their primary place 
of residence: (1) a Replacement Housing Payment to assist with the cost of either 
purchasing or renting a replacement dwelling, (2) payment of closing or incidental 
costs associated with purchasing a replacement home, and (3) a moving payment 
to assist with the relocation of personal property. 

Although it seems that the purchase of your home by Caltrans feels like starting 
over, your property will be purchased at market value. This would allow you to 
purchase a comparable home within the same general area without taking out a 
new loan. It is understood that the purchase of a more expensive home would 
require higher property taxes. Section 2(d) of Article XIII-A of the California 
Constitution and Section 68, Rule 462.5 of the Revenue and Taxation Code 
generally provide that property tax relief shall be granted to any real property owner 
who acquires comparable replacement property after having been displaced by 
governmental acquisition or eminent domain proceedings. 

GP-11-6 Please refer to the discussion regarding noise in Response to Comment GP-11-4 
for further information about permanent and construction noise impacts related to 
the project. 
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GP-11-7 Utility Disruptions 

As discussed in the final environmental document (Volume 1) Section 3.1.5, 
Utilities/ Emergency Services, standard engineering practices used during utility 
relocations would ensure no substantial interruptions of utility service would occur. 
Caltrans and utility companies will notify residents in advance of planned utility 
outages during construction of the project. This would allow residents to plan in 
advance of utility service disruptions. Extended utility outages to the extent that 
would affect people’s health are not anticipated.  

Night Work 

As described in Standard Condition SC-CI-23, in Section 3.6 of Volume 1, 
construction activities shall be minimized to the extent possible in residential areas 
during evening, nighttime, weekend, and holiday periods. Noise impacts are 
typically minimized during daytime hours; however, nighttime construction may be 
desirable (e.g., commercial areas where businesses may be disrupted during 
daytime hours) or necessary to avoid major traffic disruption. Coordination with the 
city of Bakersfield or County of Kern will occur prior to construction in noise-
sensitive areas between 9:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. 

GP-11-8 Caltrans acknowledges that change can be difficult – especially for long-term 
residents of the neighborhood. However, project design has been developed with 
the goal of minimizing impacts to the neighborhoods as much as feasible and 
practical, while also fulfilling the purpose and need of the project. Caltrans will 
implement mitigation measures to address impacts to residents and neighborhoods. 

Mitigation measures presented in Section 3.1.1.3, Parks and Recreation; Section 
3.1.6, Traffic and Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities; Section 3.2.6, Air 
Quality; Section 3.2.7, Noise; and Section 3.6, Construction Impacts, of the final 
environmental document have been developed to minimize impacts to the 
neighborhoods affected by project construction and operation. 

Vibration 

During construction of the project, vibration may be felt by residents living within 
proximity of the construction area; however, construction measures to minimize 
vibration will be implemented. This measure is identified as SC-CI-25 in Section 3.6 
of Volume 1.  

GP-11-9 The letter provided by the City Manager, Alan Tandy and the Mayor, Harvey Hall 
was specifically directed to the Bakersfield System Study and not to the proposed 
project as it is today. Not only have the project features changed substantially since 
the letter was released in 2001, the freeway system proposed in the Bakersfield 
System Study has changed to the currently proposed Thomas Roads Improvement 
Program, which is supported by the City Manager and the Mayor. Bakersfield has 
been experiencing growth and the roadway system has become congested. If no 
improvements are constructed, traffic congestion will continue to worsen in the 
future. While the Thomas Roads Improvement Program collection of projects is 
largely similar to the recommended transportation elements reflected in the 
Bakersfield Systems Study, there are differences. These include widening of the 
23rd and 24th Street couplet through downtown Bakersfield from three lanes each to 
four lanes; removal of the interchange at 24th Street and Oak Street and the bridge 
extending Oak Street over the Kern River; replacement of the 7th Standard Road 
corridor freeway with widening to a four-lane expressway along the existing 
alignment; and selection of the Alternative B alignment for the Centennial Corridor 
connection of State Route 58 East with the Westside Parkway, to be rebadged as 
State Route 58 (West). These changes are all reflected in three rounds of 
subsequent Kern Council of Governments Regional Transportation Plan updates, all 
of which included programmatic environmental impact reports and public comment.  

Project Funding  
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Your comment regarding funding of the project is noted. The Centennial Corridor 
Project has funding secured via the Thomas Roads Improvement Program. Funding 
for the project comes from multiple sources, including Safe, Accountable, Flexible, 
Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users, Federal legislation signed 
into law on August 10, 2005. The following funding sources have been identified: 

• Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy 
for Users Section 1301 = $90.44 million 

• Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy 
for Users Section 1302 = $289.2 million 

• Other Federal sources = $12.97 million 

• State = $53 million 

• Kern County bond = $57.5 million 

• City of Bakersfield = $206.89 million 

The County of Kern would be responsible to repay the bond funds. 

Community Impacts  

As noted in Response to Comment GP-11-8, impacts to adjacent neighborhoods 
would be minimized as much as feasible and practical in the project’s final design 
phase. Please refer to the above response to comment, as well as Section 3.1.4.1, 
Community Character and Cohesion, in the project’s final environmental document 
(Volume 1) for a detailed analysis of potential impacts and related minimization 
measures. 
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GP-12-1 Caltrans understands the difficulty of change for long-time residents who may be 
affected by this roadway improvement project. While the park is not specified in the 
comment, it is presumed to be Centennial Park, located near Fallbrook Street and 
La Mirada Drive, northeast of the Preferred Alternative B alignment. Unless there is 
an existing problem of illegal activities at Centennial Park, the construction of the 
project is not anticipated to attract the homeless, drug users or gangs. The 
Centennial Corridor Project would not permanently impact the use of the park after 
its construction.   

It is acknowledged as with many cities across California, there are homeless and 
transient people in various locations in Bakersfield, including in and around the 
downtown area and parks. There is no way to restrict access to homeless and 
transient people to certain areas in Bakersfield, however, and unless they are 
breaking the law or local ordinances, the Bakersfield Police Department cannot 
physically remove or restrict their access to public areas, including parks. 

GP-12-2 Per the city of Bakersfield Fire Code (2010), more than one access is required for 
areas containing more than 30 one or two family dwellings. As shown in the project 
plans, there are 10 dwellings on Hillsborough Drive and Kentfield Drive that will be 
accessed by turning from La Mirada Drive to Fallbrook Street. An alternative design 
providing access from Fallbrook Street to Marella Way is being considered and will 
be decided during final design. Overcrossings are proposed on Marella Way and La 
Mirada Drive to further facilitate local traffic circulation.  

Emergency vehicle access for police, fire protection, and emergency services would 
be maintained at all times. Law enforcement, fire, and emergency services could 
experience slightly increased response times because of construction-related road 
closures, temporary detours, and increased traffic congestion. It is not expected 
temporary road closures would result in more than one mile of out-of-direction travel 
because nearby alternative routes would be maintained and identified as part of the 
detour plans. For more information on project plans please refer to Appendix E, 
Project Plans/Right-of-Way Requirements, Volume 2.  

GP-12-3 The project would include design components intended to minimize hydrological and 
floodplain impacts during construction. Additionally, culvert drainage facilities would 
be installed underneath alignment embankments, where required, to maintain 
existing stormwater runoff patterns in the study area. The project would use 
appropriate best management practices designed to provide temporary erosion and 
sediment control, as well as control for potential pollutants other than sediment. As a 
result, these best management practices would minimize stormwater and non-
stormwater impacts during construction.  

The proposed drainage system for Preferred Alternative B would keep the existing 
drainage patterns and route onsite runoff to existing and proposed infiltration basins 
throughout the drainage system. Because all runoff would be retained within these 
basins, there would be no changes in offsite flow rate or quantity as a result of the 
project. Stormwater on pavement would generally drain as surface flow to the 
outside edge of the freeway/roadway travel lanes or toward the median. Storm drain 
inlets would then collect the stormwater and direct it into infiltration basins. Several 
existing drainage facilities would be improved or rerouted to new infiltration/retention 
basins as a result of the project.  

The flooding of the sump and the nearby streets of La Mirada Drive and Fallbrook 
Street during heavy rain is within the city of Bakersfield’s right-of-way and should be 
reported to the city’s Public Works Department. Caltrans is not responsible for 
existing stormwater facility deficiencies within the city of Bakersfield’s jurisdiction. 
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GP-12-4 Threatened and Endangered Species 

It is acknowledged the project would contribute to the ongoing loss of suitable 
habitat in the project region, including Swainson’s hawk and San Joaquin kit fox 
habitat. As presented in Section 3.3.5, Threatened and Endangered Species, Table 
3.47 of the final environmental document (Volume 1), Alternative B would affect 
about 76.83 acres, encompassing potential foraging habitat for Swainson’s hawk 
and three potential dens for San Joaquin kit fox. Although the project may adversely 
affect these species, mitigation measures to reduce potential impacts on Swainson’s 
hawk and San Joaquin kit fox have been developed from standard 
recommendations described in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Standardized 
Recommendations for Protection of the Endangered San Joaquin Kit Fox Prior to or 
During Ground Disturbance (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2011b) and are 
discussed in Section 3.3.5, Threatened and Endangered Species, of the final 
environmental document (Volume 1). Accordingly, project design changes have 
been identified to reduce impacts on the San Joaquin kit fox and have been 
incorporated into the design plans for the project, as discussed in Mitigation 
Measure B-4. These design features include permeable fencing along the proposed 
right-of-way where there is known San Joaquin kit fox activity; curbed medians with 
limited heights so as not to obstruct the visual field of the San Joaquin kit fox near 
the roadway; preserving existing San Joaquin kit fox movement corridors such as 
canal channels and the Kern River, as well as railroad right-of-way, through the use 
of bridges and/or culverts to facilitate crossings; design options for crossing the 
Carrier Canal; and compensatory mitigation for permanent loss and temporary 
disturbance of habitat. In addition, Caltrans has begun coordination with regional In-
Lieu Fee programs to identify opportunities for offsite restoration.  

Rancho Vista Historic District 

Alternative B (Preferred Alternative) would not encroach upon the Rancho Vista 
Historic District. See Figure 13 in Appendix B (Volume 2), Section 4(f) Evaluation. 
The alternative would result in an elevated roadway with a sound wall built 
immediately to the northeast of the district. The elevated structure would alter some 
views when looking east and northeast from street level from the Rancho Vista 
Historic District. Section 4(f) also included simulations of what these views might be 
when the Centennial Corridor is completed (see Photos 1 through 3). The sound 
wall would provide traffic noise reduction of up to 5 decibels that would lower future 
traffic noise below 67 decibels, which is the Federal noise abatement criterion for 
residential areas.  

Other mitigation measures to offset adverse effects on the Rancho Vista Historic 
District include the incorporation of hardscape features, landscape, and architectural 
treatments compatible with the historic character of the Rancho Vista Historic 
District, such as color, texture, and vine treatment. Specific mitigation to address 
effects on the historic district were reviewed and approved in the Memorandum of 
Agreement between the State Historic Preservation Officer and Caltrans on January 
6, 2015, and are included in the final environmental document, Volume 2, as 
Appendix J.  
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Public Hearing 
Wednesday, June 11, 2014 

Name M()..r~/?a t h --'Br-ctw 11 

Address f/,'-lo9. ke-rz±?ii"e, I! .be. 

Do you wish to be added to the project mailing list? [a" Yes D No 

Please drop comments in t he Comment Box or: 

Mail to : 

Email : 

Jennifer H. Taylor 
Office Chief, Central Region 
Environmental Southern San Joaquin Valley 
Cali forn ia Department of Transportation, District 6 
85S M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, CA 93721 

Centennial@dot.ca.gov 

I would like the following comments to be considered (please print): 

GP-13 

GP-13-1 

GP-13-2 

GP-13-3 
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GP-13-1 Per your request, your contact information will be added to the project mailing list. 

Caltrans understands the difficulty of change for long-time residents who may be 
affected by this roadway improvement project. It is possible certain construction 
activities could cause intermittent localized vibration in the project area. During 
certain construction phases, processes such as earth moving with bulldozers, use of 
vibratory compaction rollers, impact pile driving, demolitions, or pavement breaking, 
may cause construction-related vibration impacts such as human annoyance or, in 
some cases, building damage. It may be necessary to use this type of equipment 
close to residential buildings. Temporary construction vibration impacts would be 
unavoidable at areas immediately adjacent to the project construction. Specific 
effects of construction-related vibration to buildings could not be accurately analyzed 
because of various factors, including type of activities, duration, intensity, type of 
equipment, and layout of the construction site.  

There is little potential for building damage when major construction activities take 
place more than 30 feet from an existing structure. The closest construction activity 
to the pool will be 65 feet, which will be due to constructing a sound wall. Sound 
walls are built using augurs which do not generate vibration levels that can cause 
any building damage unless they are within a few feet of buildings. Therefore, there 
is no need for any building inspections of houses due to sound wall construction 
unless there are sound walls to be placed immediately adjacent to a building. If 
there are buildings within 5 feet of a proposed sound wall, then pre-construction 
surveys should be considered. The major earth moving work will be at least 90 feet 
from the pool. Vibration levels will be monitored at different locations during the 
construction and the appropriate mitigation measures implemented to avoid 
vibration related impacts. Construction measures to minimize vibration are identified 
as SC-CI-25 in Section 3.6 of Volume 1.    

GP-13-2 During construction, on-street parking would be restricted in and surrounding work 
areas to accommodate construction equipment and materials. Surplus/unoccupied 
on-street parking would be available in the immediate area within a one- to two-
block radius for park-related parking during and after construction. In addition, two 
surface parking lots provide parking at Centennial Park, accessible via Fallbrook 
Street and Marella Way. The proposed project would not affect on-street parking 
along Fallbrook Street once the project is constructed; however, Fallbrook Street 
would be converted into a cul-de-sac at Marella Way, eliminating a few existing on-
street parking spaces. Sufficient surplus parking on the adjacent streets, and the 
existing surface parking lots at the park, would remain available to park users.  

GP-13-3 Upon project completion, the existing width of Fallbrook Street would remain the 
same. Fallbrook Street is within the jurisdiction of the city of Bakersfield. If the 
current roadway does not allow u-turns due to on-street parking, please contact the 
city of Bakersfield Public Works division to request on-street parking restrictions.  
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• (f)FIRSTASSEMBLY GP·•• 

July 2, 2014 

Ms. Jennifer Taylor 
California Department of Transportation 
Environmental Division 

855 M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, California 93721 

RE: EIR of Alternative B of the Centennial Corridor Project. 

Dear Ms. Taylor, 

On behalf of the 1,100 members and congregants of Bakersfield First Assembly of God, the over 800 
preschool through eighth grade students, their parents, the staff of Stockdale Christian School, and the 
40 tenants of the "low income" seniors apartments known as the Assembly Manor, we have grave 
concerns over the selection of Alternative B of the Centennial Corridor Project as it re lates to the direct 
and indirect environmental and economic impact upon our facilities. 

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 

Your report states that the Alternate B alignment is 1,000 feet f rom Stockdale Christian School1. 

According to our independent measurements, the alignment is actually located approximately 340 feet 
from the nearest traffic lane of the alignment and approx imately 370 feet from the nearest classroom. 
Further, under "Air Quality" overview, Stockdale Christian School was omitted as a school facility that 
within the 500 foot buffer of the alignment.2 

Given the fact that you omitted this vital fact from your report and in light of severa l California Codes 
and Senate Bills 3456 and that prohibits the siting of a school within 500 feet of a freeway alignment 
without a complete evaluation of the hea lth risks from the alignment to the persons would attend or be 
employed at the school and requires an assessment of hazardous pollutants within ¼ mile of any public 
school and requires specific responses assessing health risk for schools within 500 feet of busy 
roadways. We are very concerned with the potential health risks of our students as it pertains to 
grour.d-level ozone, carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide and particulate matter that 
will come from the highway alignment. We require a complete study of the air quality on our school site 
prior to approval of the alignment and assurance from your agency that the air quality will be safe for 

1 Table 4.2 - Page 390 
' Chapter 3 - Page 115 
' california Education Code 17213 
4 California Code - Section 21141.8 
5 California Code - Section 211S1.8 
' californian Senate Bill (SB) 352 - does not specify the type of school. 

GP-14-1 

GP-14-2 

•1901 CA\JFORNIA AVE I BAKERSFIELD, CA I 93309 ONE SPIRIT UNITING 
G61 327 8dl]6 I BAKcRSFIELDFIRST COM ALL G[N[RATIONS 
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our students and staff and will not pose any adverse health risks. We are concerned as studies ™show 
"that exercise near sources of traffic pollution has adverse health effects." Further, the County of Los 
Angeles Public Health Department recommends that schools should be sited, at least, 500 feet from a 
freeway. 
We are aware that these laws are applicable to the siting of " new" schools, however it is our bel ief that 
since our school currently exists and your alignment does not, the spirit of the law should be adhered to. 
We are also aware that these laws apply to public schools.10 Our position is that since our school is a 
California accredited school, these laws should apply to all schools regardless of whether they are 
publicly or privately owned. 

If your alignment is approved, there is also an issue of traffic noise and its impact upon the school, its 
students and staff. By letter dated May 27, 2014 you advised us that our property "might be affected by 
noise increases from the project" and that you solicited our opinion on the height of a soundwall (S-
509). According to your EIR there will be a retaining wall that ranges from 5' to 23' and located 105' 
from our nearest parsonage and 160' from Assembly Manor, our low income senior apartments. In 
addition, you are proposing a soundwall of 8' to 16' feet at the base of the elevated highway. According 
to your Traffic Noise Impact Analysis u the existing noise level is 52 dBA. Your predicted noise levels 
with the alignment increase to 61 to 74 dBA with an average increase of 12 dBA and with a 16' 

soundwall are mitigated to 56 to 64 dBA. Are these noise levels predicted at your estimated 1,000' feet 
from our school? If so, what are the noise levels if the alignment is 340' from our school playground? 

Next we would like to deal with the noise and pollutant impact of the project's construction, if the 
alignment is approved. We call your attention to the residents of Assembly Manor. As we have 
previously stated, this is a "state approved" low income senior housing project with 40 tenants ranging 
in age from 62 to 95 years with an average of 77 years. With the project located 160' from the 
alignment, what is going to be the impact upon these people during construction? Will the noise and 
pollutants increase to a level that they w ill be intolerable or cause harm to the health and mental 

welfare of our occupants? We believe that there will be a negative environmental impact. What steps 
will you take to fully mitigate this impact? 

In your report, you state "Disruption of children's education shall be minimized to the extent feasible."12 

Our school is long standing and enjoys one of the very highest ratings of a parochia l school in the state. 
During construction, it is our belief, that noise and pollutants will become a major issue to our student's 
ability to learn in a safe and quiet environment. What assurances can you give us, the students, their 
parents, and our staff, that mitigation measures will be in place which will include that no construction 
will take place within 1,000' of our school's property during 1 hour before and 1 hour after school is in 
session? What assurances can you give that during construction, pollutants will not endanger any 
person at our faci lity? Also be aware, that we are a "place of worship", therefore we require the same 
assurances while our assemblages take place. 

' McConnell R, Berhance K, Gilliand F. London SJ. Asthma in exercising children exposed to ozone: a cohort study. 
Lancet, 2002 Feb 2;359. 
• Sharman JE, Cockcroft JR and JS Coombes. Cardiovascular Implications of exposure to traffic pollution during 
exercise. Q J Med 2004; 97:637-643 
• Rundell KW, Caviston R, Hollenbach AM, K Murphy. Vehicular Air Pollution, Playgrounds and Youth Athletic Fields 
2006, Vol. 18, No. 8, 541-547 
10 Appendix B-10.0-Page 657. 
11 Table 3.36 - Page 265 
" Mitigation Measure - Page 907 
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GP-14 

In reviewing the plans and drawings provided, we noted that it is your intent to make Del Rey Court into 
a part-width street with access d irectly onto California Avenue. We assume that this was done to 
provide access to the remaining 4 houses on Del Rey Court and our 3 parsonages on Charter Oaks 

Avenue. We oppose this street modification as it is our belief that you w ill create a very dangerous GP-14_6 
intersection at Del Rey Court and California Avenue. This proposed route will be used by our schoo l's 
parents to drop off and pick up their chi ldren from our school. California Avenue with its 31,050 daily 
traffic loadings13 will create an inherent danger to cars attempting to ingress or egress from De l Rey 

Court as the eastbound traffic will be near "blind" to the Del Rey Court traffic. 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

We wish to express our grave concerns of the alignment as it pertains to our schools finances. For years, 
Stockdale Christian School operated at near capacity of 800+ students. The public announcement of 
your preferred alignment in November 2012 has clearly made a negative impact on our enrollment. In 
entry and exit interviews with parents of prospective and enrolled students, they stated that they are 
concerned with enrolling their children fo r nine or more years in a school that very well may become 
unhealthy and not conducive to a positive learning experience. Currently, we are facing a loss of tuition 
income of thousands of dollars and the freeway project is still in its preliminary stages. With the loss of 
even one student's tu ition of $6,215, we are potentially losing hundreds of thousands of dolla rs in 
income. With the reduction in enrollment will come declining use of the fac ilities and the need to 

reduce staff thus causing job losses. Please address the potential economic losses in your EIR. 

Based upon the above cited information and as stewards of our church, school and low income 
apartments, we have no alternative but to oppose the Alternate B alignment of the Centennial Corridor 
project. However, if you were to move your alignment to comply with what we believe are the laws of 
the State of Ca lifornia, we would have no objection. In fact, we wou ld be in ful l support of the proposed 
Alternate C alignment. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/~4~ 
Rick Roper 
Chairman of the Board of Directors 

~~ Brock Meadors 
Secrera ry of the Board o irectors 

13 Kern Council of Governments Traffic Study 
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Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-14-1 Thank you for participating in the environmental process for the Centennial Corridor 
Project. It is acknowledged that Stockdale Christian School is within approximately 
375 feet of the Preferred Alternative B alignment. The final environmental document 
has been revised to reflect this change in Section 3.1.4.3, Environmental Justice, 
and in Table 4.2 in Chapter 4, which lists schools and medical facilities in the project 
area not limited to just those within 500 feet. 

GP-14-2 Your comments concerning air quality are acknowledged. As noted by the 
commenter, the citation of California Codes (Sections 21141.8 and 21151.8) and 
California Education Code (17213) are generally applicable to the proposed location 
and construction of new schools, as opposed to transportation projects such as the 
Centennial Corridor Project. More detailed information on the air quality analysis can 
be found in Section 3.2.6, Air Quality, in Volume 1 of this final environmental 
document. The Air Quality Study Report and analysis determined that predicted 
concentrations of carbon monoxide are estimated to be less than 50 percent of the 
applicable standards. The project would not contribute to a violation of standards, 
and project-level carbon monoxide conformity would be satisfied. A qualitative 
particulate matter conformity analysis was done to predict the level of local impacts 
from particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) as a result of traffic operations. The results 
of the analysis show the project would not cause a new violation or contribute to an 
existing violation of particulate matter standards with implementation of the project.  

An analysis was performed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency on seven 
air toxics identified as priority mobile source air toxics. This analysis assessed the 
project’s local effects using projected traffic data, including peak and off-peak 
roadway traffic volumes and vehicle miles traveled, fleet mix, traffic diversion data, 
average speed, and associated changes in air toxics emissions from the project 
alternatives. A significant decrease in emissions and mobile source air toxics was 
determined for all project alternatives when comparing 2018 and 2038 emissions to 
the base year (2008) levels. A decrease is expected to occur for all priority mobile 
source air toxics as a result of Federal and State mandated emission rules and 
pollution improvements of all vehicles, especially heavy diesel trucks. The mobile 
source air toxics emissions from Preferred Alternative B would be less than the No 
Build Alternative along several studied roadways. 

Local street intersections and Level of Service near the First Assembly of God 
Church are anticipated to improve as a result of the project. This reduction in traffic 
delay would result in the reduction of vehicle emissions within the general area of 
the First Assembly of God Church due to a decrease in vehicle idling. 
Kern County contains some of the worst air quality in the nation, Caltrans and the 
San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District are working jointly to implement air 
quality improvement projects via a Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement, which 
will result in the reduction of reactive organic gases, particulate matter (PM10), and 
nitrogen oxides. Although the air quality analysis determined the proposed project 
would assist in reducing local and regional air pollution, Caltrans is currently 
proposing the following targeted improvements through a Voluntary Emissions 
Reduction Agreement with the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District to 
further improve air quality within the general area of the Preferred Alternative B 
alignment: provide emission-reducing devices to diesel powered school buses, 
provide heating, ventilation, and air conditioning upgrades to qualified schools, 
provide tree plantings along the new freeway and replace wood-burning stoves. 
These improvements will help to enhance the overall local air quality in the 
Bakersfield area. 

To the greatest extent practicable, Caltrans and the city of Bakersfield would provide 
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning upgrades to daycare centers, pre-schools, 
and schools within 1500 feet within the Preferred Alternative B alignment. Each of 
the school’s existing heating, ventilation, air conditioning system will be separately 
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evaluated for efficiency and practicability of an upgrade to reduce indoor particles 
related to health effects such as exacerbating symptoms of asthma. The complete 
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning unit may not necessarily require upgrades, 
but the existing air filtration component of the system is central in reducing indoor 
particulates and enhancing children’s health. One criterion that would be utilized to 
determine the need for an upgrade is the minimum efficiency reporting values of the 
existing air filtration system based on a scale of 1 to 20, where 1 is low and 20 is 
high. 

According to the Environmental Protection Agency, minimum efficiency reporting 
values between 7 and 13 are likely to be almost as effective as true High-Efficiency 
Particulate Air filters in reducing the concentrations of most indoor particles linked to 
health effects.[1] Available data indicate that even for very small particles, High-
Efficiency Particulate Air filters are not necessarily the preferred option. For these 
small particles, relatively large decreases in indoor concentrations (around 80 
percent) are attainable with medium filter efficiency. The proposed minimum filter 
efficiency for the air filtration upgrade would be a value of 8, which would trap 70% 
of the air-borne particulates that are 3 to 10 microns in size. Increasing filter 
efficiency above a minimum efficiency reporting values greater than 13 results in 
only modest predicted decreases in indoor concentrations of these particles. 

Daycare centers, pre-schools, and schools with an air filtration rating of less than a 
minimum efficiency reporting value of 8 may be eligible for this upgrade as part of 
the Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement. The heating, ventilation, and air 
conditioning units of schools along the new alignment would be upgraded to a 
minimum efficiency reporting value of 8 or greater and would remove particulate 
matter of at least 2.5 to 10 microns. This targeted air quality improvement would 
enhance the respiratory health and well-being of children. A complete replacement 
of the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning system would only be required if the 
air filtration component of an existing system cannot feasibly be upgraded to obtain 
the minimum efficiency value of  8.The proposed heating, ventilation, and air 
conditioning system would be a funded improvement through the Voluntary 
Emission Reduction Agreement. Caltrans and the city of Bakersfield would 
coordinate with the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District to provide 
details in its implementation.  

GP-14-3 Although the draft environmental document incorrectly stated the distance of 
Stockdale Christian School at 1,000 feet for Alternative B, the Stockdale Christian 
School noise analysis was correctly modeled. The distance between Receiver RB-
38 and the edge of the proposed shoulder is approximately 375 feet; hence, the 
results of the noise analysis for RB-38, presented in Section 3.2.7, Noise (Volume 1) 
is correct. The final environmental document reflects the correct distance of 375 feet 
from the edge of shoulder of Preferred Alternative B to Stockdale Christian School. 

The existing peak exterior noise level of 52 decibels is based upon the long-term 
measurement site (LT9) which was within 200 feet of the school. The predicted 
future peak noise hour traffic noise level for Alternative B at the school is 58 
decibels, which is 6 decibels higher than the existing noise level but is 8 decibels 
below the threshold for impact; therefore, the school is not considered impacted and 
does not qualify for abatement under the Federal Highway Administration and 
Caltrans guidelines. Sound walls S509 and S519, considered for the impacted 
residences along Del Rey Court, would also provide a 1 decibel traffic noise 
reduction to the school. Therefore, the future traffic noise levels at the school will be 
57 decibels with the sound walls, which will be 5 decibels higher than the existing 
noise level. The predicted noise level of 74 decibels is for a different location along 
the proposed freeway. 

GP-14-4 Project construction is expected to result in temporary noise level increases in areas 
near construction. Mitigation techniques will be implemented to control equipment 
noise and vibration and minimize the effects of construction activity impacts. Noise 
will be monitored and any public noise complaints will be addressed at the time of 
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construction by the resident engineer. Please see Section 3.2.7, Noise (Volume 1), 
of this final environmental document for more information about noise monitoring 
and mitigation efforts.  

There is a row of houses between the Assembly Manor and the construction 
locations for Alternative B, which will reduce construction noise levels for the 
Assembly Manor. The only loud construction-related noise the Assembly Manor 
would experience may be related to impact piling if it was used as a construction 
technique for construction of the California Avenue overpass bridge. At this stage in 
the design, it is unknown if pile driving will need to be used in this location as part of 
construction. Additionally, construction and construction related impacts would be 
temporary and would cease after project construction is complete.  

If it is feasible, sound walls will be built prior to construction work to mitigate for 
construction noise. Standard conditions for noise (SC-CI-23 through SC-CI-25) are 
identified under Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Measures – Noise and 
Vibration, Standard Conditions (refer to Section 3.6, Construction Impacts in Volume 
1).  

Construction of the project has the potential to create air quality impacts with use of 
heavy-duty construction equipment. Fugitive dust emissions would result from 
earthwork and onsite construction activities; however, construction emissions of 
reactive organic gases and inhalable particulate matters will not exceed the San 
Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District’s criteria. This project requires a dust 
control plan that is issued by the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District. In 
addition, the project is subject to the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control 
District’s Rule 9510, which requires contractor equipment to meet all current 
emission standards. Reductions in emissions can be achieved by onsite mitigation 
measures. Please refer to Section 3.6, Construction Impacts (Volume 1), for more 
information concerning the avoidance and minimization measures that would reduce 
construction emissions. Air emissions associated with construction activity would be 
temporary and would cease to occur after project construction is completed.  

GP-14-5 Caltrans acknowledges your comment concerning the noise impacts during 
construction. Please refer to Response to Comment GP-14-4 for information on 
potential noise and air quality impacts during construction. 

GP-14-6 Your opposition to the proposed intersection at California Avenue and Del Rey Court 
is acknowledged. Marella Way will remain open and will continue to provide access 
to Stockdale Christian School for drop-off and pick-up of students. The proposed 
preliminary design provides standard stopping sight distance for the posted speed 
on California Avenue. This will provide adequate time for a vehicle travelling on 
California Avenue to see a vehicle turning from Del Rey Court and come to a 
complete stop if needed. At this stage of the project, design plans are preliminary 
and may change during the final design phase of the project. Final design plans will 
provide the longest sight line practical at Stockdale Christian School. 

As such, changes to existing local streets are required as part of the project, and 
this would affect traffic conditions; however, the build alternatives would result in 
safety benefits associated with considerably less congestion on local streets. 
Furthermore, the additional capacity provided by the build alternatives would also 
help reduce congestion on adjacent local roadways because traffic is expected to 
shift to the freeway. 

GP-14-7 The final environmental document addressed impacts to the human environment, 
physical environment, and biological environment, as required by National 
Environmental Policy Act and California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines. 
Economic losses were analyzed within the context of physical changes resulting 
from the project.  

Substantial economic impacts on the Stockdale Christian School and Assembly 
Manor finances are not anticipated from the Centennial Corridor Project’s 
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implementation. Business operations, including private schools, neighboring a new 
facility could conceivably experience an increase in activity as improved access and 
improved travel times may increase the number of potential students within a 
reasonable driving range. A number of project enhancements has been identified in 
association with the Centennial Corridor Project, which is expected to enhance the 
establishments operating adjacent to the new freeway facility. In fact, as the 
project’s Community Impact Assessment (May 2015) detailed, in using the accepted 
Federal Highway Administration economic model, the proposed transportation 
improvements are anticipated to enhance the overall economic growth and viability 
of Bakersfield, not adversely affect the operation of existing, established businesses 
and non-profit establishments. 

GP-14-8 Your opposition to Alternative B and support for Alternative C are acknowledged.  
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GP-15 

Date: June 30, 2014 

Caltrans 
Environmental Div 
Attn: Je1mifer Taylor 
855 M Street # 200 
Fresno a. 93 72 I 

Re: Centennial Corridor Kern County 
Project ID # 06-0000-0484 

Request my letter be a art ublic comment hearing record for; Project #06-0000-0484 

Written Pubic comment regarding EIR/EIS for Centennial Corridor Project 
ubmit by: Marvin Dean Bakersfield resident on be half of KMCA members/ Environmental 

Justice project area resident & myself. 

Draft Environmental Impact Report/Public Hearing 60-day comment period unti l July 8, 2014 

We believe the project draft EIR / EIS do not fu lly address project im pact to environment 
ju tice commuojty iu project Bakersfield/ Kero Region. 
• Require by law for large project using federal funding I 

We are req uesting Cal trans, Ci ty of Bakersfield, T RIP & Kem Cog direct some project funding 
to technical assi lance & !raining for environmental justice resident and DBE impacted by 
Centellllial Corridor project: To gel ready & able con lruclion jobs & contracting opportuni ty. 

* Example past environment justice impact Caltran court decree cenrury Freeway Project 
South Central LA environmental justice resident complaint file 

Kero Minority Contractor Assoication (KMCA) offer to help with techn ical assistance & train ing 
for environmental j ustice resident / DBE small business. 1 would be happy to discuss this in more 
detail with project staff team .. Please sent all reply to P.O. BOX 2367, Bakersfie ld , Ca. 93303 
Attn: Marvin Dean, Cell 11661 -747- 1465 

incerely, 

GP-1 5-1 
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Marvin Dean 
President 
661 747 1465 Cell 

KMCA 
Kem Minority Construction Aswdatlon 
"jj I • • 

13JO E. Trw<tun Avenue 
Bakersfield, CA 9JJOS 
MaiUn~: PO Box 2367 
Bakersfield, CA 93303 
www._KemMlnor1tyCo<,ltlctors.otg 

MCNB 
Marvin Dean 

Publi1ihl!r 
Co!H61.747. f46S 

Office: 661 324 753S 
PO Box 2367 
B>korsfi•ld, CA 93303 
f>Jc 661.323.9287 

Office: 661 324 7535 
Fax: 661 JD 9287 

e<nafl: Marvln111kmca.biz 
www.kmca .blt 

www.mfnorityoews.ba 
emaj~ inlo@minoritynews.bh< 
-cSJVAnnu,lPCE.lnfo 

Dominique Curl 
M;ukedn,1: Otrector 
Cell: 661 . 578.9708 

YoorW"l'.ly 
NBE-WBI-DYBE·IBE-DBE-IECTlON J 

BU!IHE!! ENTERPRISE 
TRADE & FOCUl PUBLICATION 

GP-15 
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GP-15-1 Caltrans thanks you for participating in the environmental process for the Centennial 
Corridor Project. Your comment pertaining to environmental justice communities has 
been received and acknowledged. The environmental justice analysis for this project 
was conducted in accordance with Caltrans’ Standard Environmental Reference 
Handbook (Volume 4, Chapter 8), Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and 
Executive Order 12898.  

As discussed in Section 3.1.4.3, Environmental Justice, the environmental justice 
analysis prepared as part of the final environmental document for this project 
concluded that while environmental justice communities have been identified, the 
Preferred Alternative B alignment would not result in “disproportionately high and 
adverse” effects on any minority or low-income communities as discussed in 
Executive Order 12898 regarding environmental justice because of the equivalent 
distribution of the effects on all communities through which the build alignments 
pass. Because the project serves both intraregional and interregional traffic, 
transportation benefits would be equally available to all residents of the county. For 
example, all users, including transit users, pedestrians, and bicyclists, would benefit 
from the continuous east-west route. Implementation of the project would improve 
existing study area highways, address deficiencies of the existing transportation 
system, and benefit most study area residents, including minority and low-income 
populations, by improving mobility and circulation through the project area.  

As a condition of receiving Federal Highway Administration funds, Caltrans has 
implemented the Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Program. The Disadvantaged 
Business Enterprise Program is based on Federal regulations (Code of Federal 
Regulations Title 49 Part 26) mandated by the U.S. Department of Transportation. It 
is the policy of Caltrans that businesses identified as a Disadvantaged Business 
Enterprise, as defined in these Federal regulations, have an equal opportunity to 
receive and participate in U.S. Department of Transportation-assisted contracts. 
Disadvantaged Business Enterprises must be certified under the Unified Certification 
Program. The link to check for certified Disadvantaged Business Enterprises can be 
found at http://www.dot.ca.gov/ucp/GetLicenseForm.do. Although Caltrans 
understands your concern, please note the procurement of construction services for 
the project is outside the purview of this final environmental document.  

As an advocate of small business participation, Caltrans Central Region has 
implemented a small business Architectural & Engineering mentor-protégé program, 
with quarterly meetings, also known as the “Calmentor Program.” In promoting 
partnerships with the private consulting industry, Calmentor supports the 
participation of certified Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Programs, as well as 
Small Business Enterprise and Disabled Veterans Business Enterprise firms in 
Central Region architectural and engineering contracts. Calmentor is consistent with 
the Governor’s Executive Order No. S-11-06 to promote small and emerging 
business contracting with the State. More information can be found at: 
www.dot.ca.gov/dist6/ppm/calmentor.  
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TI\IJ.E T RI \ LI. '\ EST\lE:\TS 
Cary Trenda 

• 11ri1.~.i•,~h7 l!)ollin· pl1,111<' fi(jJ.!l!l~HX 1dl p lt1111(· 
t,:. \l :11 I: n 1 rt il:nul,$11""\ l !,nl ;, yal ti "-'·u 1111 

Rt-:: Cal ifornia AparnnenLs 

44 1.5 California Av 

Bakerstield , California 93309 

TO Jennifer H. Taylor 
Office Chief, Central Region 
Environmental Southern San Joaquin Valley 
855 M Street, Suite 200 

Fresno, CA 93721 

.Dear ./ t111 1ili:r: 

From: Gary Trenda <carolandgary123@yahoo.com> 
Subject: District 6 / Cal Trans 
Date: June 24, 2014 4:53:07 PM PDT 
To: 06.Webmaster@dot.ca.gov 

GP-16 

I'm voicing my concern over the construction of the freeway near the Californ ia Apartments at 

4451 California Ave, Bakersfield California. The construction of this freeway is a 

major environmental concern dealing with noise and air pollution. My apartments are going to 

receive what some term a muffled noise and reduced air quality in the area around California 

Apartments. If these conditions do occur, as I feel they will, the lose of future rents and income will 

directly contribute to lose of income and value of my apartment. My question if th is occurs who and 

what department wi ll be responsible for the harm and lose of value and income of my apartment 

building . I feel that th is th is letter is to put you on notice of this potential finical loss. 

Thaok~ 

• 

GP-16-1 

GP-16-2 
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GP-16-1 Air Quality – Operations 

The air quality study prepared for the Centennial Corridor Project indicates that 
potential air quality impacts were found to be less than significant and that the 
project would improve regional air quality due to reduction in congestion on local 
roadways and vehicle idling. Improvements to air quality are also attributed to the 
improved pollution emission performance of a modernizing fleet of all vehicles, 
especially heavy diesel trucks, as a result of Federal and State fuel content and 
engine emissions rules. In addition, the results of the air quality analysis indicate that 
the Centennial Corridor Project would be within regional and Federal air quality 
standards and would not cause or contribute to a violation of any air quality 
standards. To further minimize air quality pollutants within the general area of the 
project, Caltrans has entered into a Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement with 
the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District. Through this agreement, 
targeted improvements will be provided within the general area along the Preferred 
Alternative B alignment. More detailed information on air quality analysis can be 
found in Section 3.2.6, Air Quality. 

Air Quality – Construction 

Construction of the project has the potential to create air quality impacts through the 
use of heavy-duty construction equipment. Fugitive dust emissions would result from 
earthwork and onsite construction activities. Reductions in fugitive dust can be 
achieved by onsite mitigation measures. Compliance with the standard conditions 
SC-CI-20 through SC-CI-22 listed under Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation 
Measures – Air Quality, Standard Conditions (refer to Section 3.6, Construction 
Impacts), would reduce construction emissions. Some of these measures to control 
dust include using water or chemical stabilizer/suppressant, covering disturbed 
areas with tarps, and limiting speeds in unpaved areas. Air emissions associated 
with construction activity would be temporary and would cease to occur after project 
construction is completed. 

Noise/Vibration 

Existing noise was measured near the California Apartments at 58 decibels, which is 
represented as RB-4 in Table 3.36 in Volume 1 of the final environmental document. 
Noise levels with the Preferred Alternative B are predicted to be 63 decibels. An 
increase of 5 decibels is anticipated, which is barely perceptible to the human ear. 
This increase is not considered a significant noise impact to the California 
Apartments.  

Project construction is expected to result in temporary increases in noise levels in 
areas near construction activities. Short-term noise would be generated by worker 
trips to and from construction areas, trips to bring heavy equipment to and from 
construction areas, trips to deliver materials to or remove materials from 
construction areas, and operation of heavy equipment at varying power levels during 
construction. Mitigation techniques for control of equipment noise and vibration, in 
addition to administrative measures, can provide the most effective means to 
minimize the effects of construction activity impacts when properly implemented. 
Construction-related noise would be temporary and would cease after project 
construction is complete. These standard conditions (SC-CI-23 through SC-CI-25) 
are listed under Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Measures – Noise and 
Vibration, Standard Conditions (refer to Section 3.6, Construction Impacts).  

GP-16-2 As mentioned in Response to Comment GP-16-1, conditions within the general area 
of the California Apartments will change as a result of the Centennial Corridor 
Project. Whether the project would contribute in loss of rental income, Caltrans is not 
responsible for potential financial rental losses. 

Several comments were received regarding property values. Some individuals have 
expressed a general belief the project would result in decreased property values due 
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to various reasons, including temporary construction impacts, property acquisitions, 
and/or project features being closer to properties than previously believed. However, 
the final environmental document does not specifically discuss property values as 
part of the California Environmental Quality Act/National Environmental Policy Act 
analysis.  

The Centennial Corridor Project may have an effect on property values, but it is not 
likely to be a major change based on literature Caltrans reviewed and summarized 
in Appendix D, Volume 4 of the Standard Environmental Reference (Community 
Impact Assessment).  

The effects of highway improvements on property values have been studied 
extensively, especially the impacts on single family residential property. Most 
studies, though not all, conclude new transportation facilities, including freeways, 
have an overall positive effect on property values.  

One such independent research study, conducted by professors from Cal Poly 
University Pomona, evaluated the effects on housing prices of a new freeway in 
Southern California, the Interstate 210 extension, which opened in 2002 (Reibel, et. 
al. 2008). It is worth noting that in reviewing four years of housing sales data, the 
researchers found while all house prices generally continued to climb in the freeway 
corridor, those houses located within 0.4 mile of the new freeway facility did not see 
their values rise as rapidly. The authors attributed this, as have other studies, to 
certain negative effects associated with freeways which are often found at very short 
distances on houses nearby, such as increased noise, and air pollution, and which 
may have the effect of keeping the value of the house from increasing at the same 
rate of those located a bit further away (that is, beyond 0.4 mile). At the next 
functional range of distances, the benefits are still close enough to be beneficial but 
the general negative proximity impacts are diminished. At even greater distances 
away from the new freeway, the value of increased mobility and accessibility 
gradually declines to zero. In particular, price appreciation following the freeway 
construction is the slowest for houses in the closest proximity to the freeway (within 
0.4 mile), much faster at moderate distances, and slower again as the distance 
further increases. In addition, another study concluded that the freeway design is 
also an important factor, with depressed freeways contributing most to property 
values (Siethoff 2002). This pattern is consistent with studies reviewed for Caltrans 
Volume 4 Appendix D. Another study conducted for the Arizona Department of 
Transportation and the Federal Highway Administration California found property 
values increase at a greater rate for both commercial and multi-unit apartments over 
single family residences (Carey: 2001).  
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Public Hearing 
Wednesday, June 11, 2014 

Address 'j\QY La 1"1,,-,;;,dc. D,, ve 933o"t 

Representing _ _ ___;-5;;.:e:.....1..;u..;ea....s _______________________ __ _ 

Do you wish to be added to the project mai ling list? [:j' Yes D No 

Please drop comments in the Comment Box or: 

Mail to: 

Email: 

Jennifer H. Taylor 
Office Chief, Central Region 
Environmental Southern San Joaquin Valley 
Cal ifornia Department of Transportation, District 6 
855 M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, CA 93721 

Centennial@dot.ca.gov 

I would like the followlng com!11ents to be considered (please print): 

\,,:; IGP-17-1 

~P-17-2 

1,,1-+~.J=....u.;.:===--._~c.::..!..!,a.=.!..:...!.!=~.:.,:,::=~""-'-=:......=:C!..IL.£.._='-'--'-=-:.~-'>.-'=~-'---.!.~=-=.c....'...!...=.!...L!,;""N' IGP-17-3 

IGP-17-4 

jGP-17-5 

rP-17-6 

IGP-17-7 

I GP-17-8 

IGP-17-9 

! IGP-17-10 
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GP-17-1 The Centennial Corridor Project will not increase speed limits on residential streets. 
The current residential speed limit on La Mirada Drive and the posted speed limit 
after construction of the project would be 25 miles per hour, which includes the 
speed limit for the La Mirada overcrossing. This speed limit allows for safe 
operations given the design of the road, number of lanes, and traffic controls. The 
speed at which vehicles travel on any given road cannot be completely controlled 
through design features; drivers will drive the speed they choose, sometimes without 
regard for the posted speed limits or areas requiring special attention such as 
schools or parks. Following construction of the project, traffic speeds would be 
surveyed to verify the current speed limits are appropriate. It should be noted it is 
beyond the scope of the environmental document to address lowering speed limits 
on neighborhood streets. 

During construction of the project, the speed limit within the general area of the 
neighborhood may be lower than 25 miles per hour, depending on construction 
activities. 

GP-17-2 Heavy trucks transporting goods and hazardous waste are prohibited from utilizing 
residential streets with exceptions during construction. Specific traffic routes have 
been adopted by city of Bakersfield ordinance, pursuant to California Vehicle Code 
Section 35701, for trucks and other commercial vehicles over 25,000 pounds. The 
city of Bakersfield has adopted truck routes for both Interstate and California Legal 
type trucks. During construction of the project, heavy trucks may be present within 
residential neighborhoods, but their presence would be temporary and primarily 
used for transporting equipment and hauling material and debris to and from the 
site. The project would implement dust control measures such as covering truck 
beds to minimize fugitive dust. Compliance with the standard conditions SC-CI-20 
through SC-CI-22 in Section 3.6, Volume 1, of the final environmental document 
would also minimize potential impacts to air quality.  

Heavy trucks will be permitted on State Route 58. Freeways generally have a lower 
accident rate than surface streets, and moving truck traffic away from local streets, 
such as Rosedale Highway, to State Route 58 will provide a safer route for 
transporting hazardous materials. Preferred Alternative B proposes a combination of 
retaining walls, sound walls, and concrete barriers, which will create a buffer 
between trucks travelling on the freeway and residential neighborhoods, which 
would protect residents from trucks overturning and spilling hazardous waste 
materials. 

GP-17-3 Construction of the project has the potential to create air quality impacts through the 
use of heavy-duty construction equipment. Fugitive dust emissions would result from 
earthwork and onsite construction activities. Reductions in fugitive dust can be 
achieved by onsite mitigation measures. Compliance with the standard conditions 
SC-CI-20 through SC-CI-22 listed under Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation 
Measures – Air Quality, Standard Conditions (refer to Section 3.6, Construction 
Impacts), would reduce construction emissions. Some of these measures to control 
dust include: using water or chemical stabilizer/suppressant, covering disturbed 
areas with tarps, and limiting speeds in unpaved areas. Additionally, sound walls 
shall be constructed prior to freeway construction, where feasible, to aid in the 
reduction of air quality impacts during and after construction. Air emissions 
associated with construction activity would be temporary and would cease to occur 
after project construction is completed.  

GP-17-4 Project construction is expected to result in temporary increases in noise levels in 
areas near construction activities. Equipment involved in construction is expected to 
generate noise levels ranging from 80 to 89 decibels at a distance of 50 feet. Noise 
produced by construction equipment would be reduced over distance at a rate of 
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about 6 decibels per doubling of distance. More precise construction noise levels 
cannot be calculated at this time because some of the necessary data, such as the 
type of equipment, effective usage factor, and number of each equipment type, have 
not yet been designated. However, sound walls shall be constructed prior to freeway 
construction, where feasible, to aid in the reduction of noise impacts during and after 
construction. 

Mitigation techniques for control of equipment noise and vibration, plus 
administrative measures, when properly implemented, can provide the most 
effective means to minimize the effects of construction activity impacts. These 
standard conditions (SC-CI-23 through SC-CI-25) are listed under Avoidance, 
Minimization, and Mitigation Measures – Noise and Vibration, Standard Conditions 
(refer to Section 3.6, Construction Impacts).  

Night-time construction work is anticipated, but if noisy activities occur near the 
residential neighborhood at night, then providing temporary accommodations may 
be considered.  

GP-17-5 Although most of the project-related construction is anticipated to occur during 
daylight hours, limited evening or night construction may be required. Any night 
construction activities would likely be limited in scope and duration, especially in the 
vicinity of residential neighborhoods. If night work is required, notification of nearby 
residents would be provided in advance of construction activities. 

GP-17-6 At this stage of the project, information on the schedule of construction of sound 
walls is not available; however, if it is practical, sound walls will be constructed 
before start of the other construction activities to reduce construction noise. Sound 
walls will be constructed prior to the opening of the roadway to the traffic. 

GP-17-7 Sidewalks and crosswalks would be provided at all intersections to facilitate the 
movement of nonmotorized and pedestrian traffic. Preferred Alternative B would 
provide pedestrian and bicycle cross-freeway overcrossing access at La Mirada 
Drive and Marella Way.  

Permanent pedestrian traffic crossings and sidewalks would also be provided at 
Ford Avenue, California Avenue, Stockdale Highway, Belle Terrace, Ming Avenue, 
Hughes Lane, and H Street.  

GP-17-8 The proposed closure to through traffic of Montclair Street, Charter Oak Avenue, 
Woodlake Drive, Kensington Avenue, Hillsborough Drive, Kentfield Drive, and 
Williamson Way due to the construction of Preferred Alternative B would eliminate 
some of the travelways used by bicyclists, which would result in modified travel 
patterns in the same neighborhood. Although bicycle travel patterns would be 
altered as a result of the project, local roadways modified by the project would be 
accessible by bicyclists on either side of the Preferred Alternative B alignment 
throughout the neighborhood. Permanent bicycle and pedestrian traffic crossings 
would be located at La Mirada Drive, Marella Way, Ford Avenue, California Avenue, 
Stockdale Highway, Belle Terrace, Ming Avenue, Hughes Lane, and H Street. 
Overcrossings and undercrossings would be constructed as part of the Preferred 
Alternative B alignment to cross the new freeway and to enhance local circulation. 
Overcrossings are proposed at Marella Way and La Mirada Drive and an 
undercrossing is proposed at Ford Avenue. 

After the circulation of the draft environmental document, Caltrans has decided to 
implement all of the proposed crossings, including maintaining the La Mirada Drive 
overcrossing. Accordingly, proposed overcrossings at La Mirada Drive and Marella 
Way, as well as the proposed undercrossing at Ford Avenue, would provide three 
local street connections between California Avenue and Stockdale Highway. 

Caltrans recognizes the positive effects of nonmotorized transportation, such as 
bicycles, on the environment. By providing a bicycle connection within the 
Centennial Corridor Project area, it is possible an improved bicycle connection to an 
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existing Class I and Class II bicycle facility could increase bicycle usage. Caltrans 
has decided to include a bicycle and pedestrian connection between California 
Avenue and Commerce Drive as part of the project. This decision was made in 
response to public requests for a bicycle connection spanning over the Carrier 
Canal. This improvement would enhance bicycle and pedestrian connectivity and 
would result in minimal effects to the environment during construction. 

GP-17-9 During right-of-way acquisition, which is expected to take about 2 years, buildings 
and homes would be acquired and demolished. To minimize graffiti, vagrancy and 
safety problems associated with vacant buildings, a strategy for handling the 
acquired properties would be developed to include the following options: (1) rent the 
homes and businesses on a month-to-month basis to keep them occupied as long 
as possible in advance of demolition; or (2) demolish each building as soon as 
feasible after acquisition. This latter option would result in vacant lots interspersed in 
business areas and neighborhoods. With either option, proper management of 
acquired property is a key consideration. All property acquisitions for the project 
would comply with the provisions of the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real 
Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as amended. A summary of relocation 
benefits is also provided in Appendix D of the final environmental document, 
Volume 2. 

GP-17-10 The removal of trees along Stockdale Highway was conducted by the city of 
Bakersfield as a local project. For the Centennial Corridor Project, removal of trees 
and vegetation would be required during construction. Replacement of trees and 
other types of landscaping is often required to ensure impacts to aesthetics and 
visual resources are less than significant. At this stage of the project, the type of 
vegetation and specific landscaping information is not available. During the design 
phase of the project, Caltrans will decide the appropriate landscaping plan to 
implement where trees and other vegetation are removed to construct the project. 
Consideration on landscaping would include several factors, such as aesthetics, 
drought tolerance, and public input.  
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GP-18 

Public Hearing 
Wednesday, June 11, 2014 

Name ~ 14 ,·el 

Address 1: z.c;:,,:;t 

Representing _><_e_lf'l ___________________________ _ 
Do you wish to be added to the project ma iling list? D Yes No 

Please d rop comments in the Comment Box or: 

Malito: 

Email: 

Jennifer H. Taylor 
Office Chief, Central Region 
Environmental Southern San Joaquin Valley 
California Department of Transportation, Dist rict 6 
855 M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, CA 93721 

Centennial@dot.ca.gov 

I would like the following comments to be considered (please print): 

/o'eC?" 

Comments must be received by July 8, 2014 

Iii; 
t1tlitrm6 

GP-18-1 
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GP-18-1 Your support for Alternative B has been acknowledged. Caltrans thanks you for 
participating in the environmental process for the Centennial Corridor Project.  
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June 11, 2014 

Mark Cronquist 
4409 Onyx Court 
Bakersfield, CA 93308 

RE:/ Freeway Names use on Interchange Signs 

GP-19 

My comment relates to the design of the proposed freeway. Specifically, I want to discuss the need to 

include freeway names on the new freeway to freeway interchange guide signs. Specifically, including 

the names: Westside Freeway (future western alignment of State Route 58), Mojave Freeway (existing 

eastern alignment of State Route 58), and Golden State Freeway (existing alignment of State Route 99). 

The California Manual for Uniform Traffic Control Devices (California MUTCD) section 2M.10 Memorial 

or Dedication Signing, subsection 12 states "At freeway to freeway interchanges, overhead signing by 

freeway name may be included in primary directional signs only when the freeway name is well 

recognized and space permits." I believe the use of freeway names on the affected routes is wide spread 

enough to meet this threshold, and should be included. 

The Westside Parkway is already commonly referred to by most residence in Bakersfield. The freeway is 

also currently signed as the Westside Parkway at all local interchanges along the route. Not including 

this name on the interchange guide signs would be confusion to drivers, and be inconsistent with the 

existing road. 

The name "Mojave Freeway" for eastern alignment of State Route 58 is also in wide spread use. The 

name is currently used on a variety of documents, including several by Cal trans. Its name is also 

important as a way to differentiate from the Westside Parkway. Drivers need to be informed the 

difference between the Westside Parkway, which travels through the Westside of Bakersfield, and the 

Mojave Freeway, which travels through the Eastside of Bakersfield. Including its name would eliminate 

that confusion. 

The name "Golden State Freeway" has its origins in the 1920's, when the original route was US 99 and a 

highway. Referring to a route from Sacramento to Los Angeles through the San Joaquin Valley, it is one 

of the more recognized freeway names in California. It is already well signed in Los Angeles County. It 

GP-19-1 
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GP-19 

should be include .it the interch.inge for consistency. H.iving the other two freeways signed, but not 

signing the Golden State Freeway, would lead to confusions, as drivers would question which freeway 

was not named. 

The goal of road signs is to clearly and consistently give information to drivers. Omitting important 

Information from signs will lead to confusion to drivers. It is important that freeway names, already In 

use, be included on new inte rchange guide signs to insure drivers are properly informed. 

Sincerely, 

/.lM,,/ 

Mark Cronquist 

GP-19-1 
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GP-19-1 Caltrans thanks you for participating in the environmental process for the Centennial 
Corridor Project. Freeway signage will be finalized during the final design phase of 
the project according to California Guide Sign Specifications, as presented in the 
California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (2012). According to the 
manual, “the development of a signing system for freeways and expressways is 
approached on the premise that the signing is primarily for the benefit and direction 
of road users who are not familiar with the route or area. The signing furnishes road 
users with clear instructions for orderly progress to their destinations. Sign 
installations are an integral part of the facility and, as such, are best planned 
concurrently with the development of highway location and geometric design.” 
Please note Section 2M.10 of the California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control 
Devices refers to highway signage of memorial highways that are dedicated in 
recognition of a person or entity.  
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GP-20 

Public Hearing 
Wednesday, June 11, 2014 

Name --~- " ....;./ /_,,',,_l _ l:...· ... ,=7,-"-/--'4.'-'-/..:..;,4_..;;;C.'-'/_ec.c....::..tL=w_~..:..ll'----------------
7 

Address -...,f,.......Z~1/~, ~- ~R~e...,r_· '-' 1,.___·' - ~ L~u'-rv ____ ___,_rity/Zi p ______________ _ 
I 

Representing----------------------------- -----

Do you wish to be added to the project malling list? D Yes 12:] No 

Please drop comments In the Comment Box or: 

Mail to : 

Email : 

Jennifer H. Taylor 

Office Chief, Central Region 
Environmental Southern San Joaquin Valley 
California Department of Transportation, District 6 
855 M Street, Sui te 200 
Fresno, CA 93721 

Centennial@dot.ca.gov 

I would like the following comments to be considered {please print): 

HD( A.u '? 

!Nt.. wc-..T p,..,,,, C • ,f 11, ~ T'J '/k cc,..-&· 
Comments must be received by July 8, 2014 ,., 

lidbrznl 

GP-20-1 
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GP-20-1 Thank you for participating in the environmental process for the Centennial Corridor 
Project. Caltrans understands the difficulty of change for long-time residents who 
may be affected by this roadway improvement project. Your opposition to Alternative 
B and your support for Alternative C are acknowledged. The project is intended to 
solve the problem of State Route 58’s current lack of route continuity, which 
contributes to traffic congestion and reduced levels of service on adjoining highways 
and local streets. The population growth anticipated in the region, along with an 
expanded goods movement, involving an even greater amount of regional truck 
traffic, will make completing this link in the state highway network even more critical. 
Please see Section 1.2, Purpose and Need in the environmental document, 
Volume 1. 
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Public Hearing 
Wednesday, June 11, 2014 

Name V ,: CVJ , Ge e...6~ \/V'\ 
Address Y "l,CC) k N\,~ 11~ City/Zip B \L 4 3 3c(z 
Representing ~-.\..;- r£: -~\a \~ f(J:::u,\ C.. 

Do you wish to be added to the project mailing list? ~ Yes D No 

Please drop comments in the Comment Box or: 

Mail to: 

Email : 

Jennifer H. Taylor 
Office Chief, Centra l Region 
Environmental Southern San Joaquin Valley 
California Department ofTransportation, District 6 
855 M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, CA 93721 

Centennlal@dot.ca.gov 

I would like the following comments to be considered (please print): 

l )._QO 

Comments must be received by July 8, 2014 

• a,Jfranl 

GP-21 

GP-21-1 

,. I GP-21 -2 

I GP-21-3 
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GP-21-1 Under Preferred Alternative B, access across the freeway would be maintained at 
several key spots, including La Mirada Drive, to help circulation in neighborhood 
sections that would otherwise be cut off. Map 10 for Alternative B shows the 
overcrossing and can be found in Appendix E of Volume 2. This overcrossing would 
help maintain community cohesion and connectivity at either side of the 
Alternative B alignment. If the project does not carry forward the La Mirada Drive 
Overcrossing for some reason, a cul-de-sac option at the end of the street at La 
Mirada Drive may be possible. 

GP-21-2 Future traffic volumes on La Mirada Drive, following construction of the Preferred 
Alternative B alignment, are anticipated to be similar to current volumes because the 
local roads directly served by La Mirada Drive would remain unchanged and there 
would be no other traffic-generating development constructed after the completion 
of the project along La Mirada Drive. The new freeway would be separated from 
local streets in this pocket area.  

GP-21-3 Several comments were received regarding property values, and there have been a 
number of studies on the issue. However, due to a lack of evidence based on a 
review of the literature, it is inconclusive to suggest a cul-de-sac at the southern end 
of La Mirada Drive would maintain existing property values. Most studies, though 
not all, conclude that new transportation facilities, including freeways, have an 
overall positive effect on property values.  
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GP-22 

Public Hearing 
Wednesday, June 11, 2014 

Name - ~Y\~a.=r~f~C\~~~~0..~0._ d!~e.,_f'~S~---------------
Address 4 \ 00 Lo... f:'.\ , <-0-.clc,,,., :b ,. c;t y/Zip 'J)c.. \s:e,~ bd c1 

Representing ----l..A-'-+,l..l.J..<.::,_ _____________________ ____ _ 

Do you wish to be added to the project mailing list? ~ Yes D No 

Please drop comments in the Comment Box or: 

Mail to: Jennifer H. Taylor 

Office Chief, Central Region 
Environmental Southern San Joaquin Valley 

California Department of Transportation, Dist rict 6 
855 M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, CA 93721 

Email: Centennial@dot.ca.gov 

I would like the following comments to be considered (please print): 

Comments must be received by July 8, 2014 

• 11r/lran. 
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GP-22-1 Your opposition to the project and your preference for the No Build Alternative is 
acknowledged. Thank you for participating in the environmental process for the 
Centennial Corridor Project. We have added your name to the project mailing list as 
you have requested.  

Over the years, many alternatives were considered, but some were not viable (see 
Section 2.1.5, Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Further Discussion, in 
Volume 1). Alternatives A, B, and C were carried forward into the environmental 
process, which was presented in the Centennial Corridor draft environmental 
document. These alternatives were considered to be the most viable.  

There are many laws with which a project must comply, and one of these is the 
Department of Transportation Act of 1966, which includes a special provision, 
Section 4(f), which states that Federal Department of Transportation agencies 
cannot approve the use of land from publicly owned parks, recreational areas, 
wildlife and waterfowl refuges, or public or private historic sites unless the following 
conditions apply: 

• There is no prudent and feasible alternative to using that land; and 

• The program or project includes all possible planning to minimize harm to 
the park, recreation area, wildlife and waterfowl refuge, or historic site 
resulting from the use. 

Appendix B, Section 4(f) Evaluation, in Volume 2 provides additional detail. Even 
with further design modifications to the three alternatives and further consideration 
of additional alternatives (please see Table B.3, Summary of Avoidance Alternatives 
Analysis), Alternative B was found to be the only feasible and prudent alternative 
that avoids all Section 4(f) resources, such as parklands and historic properties. 

Alternative B is also the least expensive alternative, costing over $100 million less than 
the other two alternatives. Therefore, after comparing and weighing the benefits and 
impacts of Alternatives A, B, and C, some of which are summarized in Tables S.1 
and 2.1 of the final environmental document, Caltrans has identified Alternative B as 
the Preferred Alternative.  

GP-22-2 Your support for the La Mirada Drive cul-de-sac option has been noted. Under 
Preferred Alternative B, access across the freeway would be maintained at several 
key spots, including La Mirada Drive, to help circulation in neighborhood sections 
that would otherwise be cut off. Map 10 for Alternative B shows the overcrossing 
and can be found in Appendix E of Volume 2. This overcrossing would help maintain 
community cohesion and connectivity at either side of the Alternative B alignment. If 
the project does not carry forward the La Mirada Drive Overcrossing for some 
reason, a cul-de-sac option at the end of the street at La Mirada Drive may be 
possible.  

GP-22-3 Your support for the No Build Alternative is acknowledged.  
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GP-23 

Public Hearing 
Wednesday, June 11, 2014 

Name -~'~'=~~cl_._tl.~11~de~u=~=(l~---------------- ---
Address -~'.Z~l__,_,3,__~m~o=>H,"--'-,;,..,_/,_,.,c,~,~'L~~8~-l-_,__ _ _ ___._(lty/Zip 6J5e rs D lcf'. <2!1 93 3 0 7 

Representing __ g_e_l~t __ a~«I- _ _ Lu __ 11,_u- fl~-------------------

Do you wish to be added to the project malling list? D Yes D No 

Please drop comments In the Comment Box or: 

Mail to : Jennifer H. Taylor 
Office Chief, Central Region 
Environmental Southern San Joaquin Valley 
California Department of Transportation, District 6 
855 M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, CA 93721 

Email: Centennia l@dot.ca .gov 

I would like the following comments to be considered (please print): 

Comments must be received by July 8, 2014 ,. 
lbltrans 

GP-23-1 
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Public Hearing 
Wednesday, June 11, 2014 

Name /,sµ flno/4rJd '-

Address q;3 md/1 k/4, }( 51-

Representing 3< /£ -I &,) 1/0 t2 

City/Zip '7 3 ?, ) 2 

Do you wish to be added to the project malling list ? D Yes D No 

Please drop comments in the Comment Box or: 

Mai l to : 

Email: 

Jennifer H. Taylor 
Office Chief, Central Region 

Environmenta l Southern San Joaquin Valley 
Ca lifornia Department ofTransportation, District 6 
855 M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, CA 93721 

Centennlal@dot.ca.gov 

I would like the following comments to be considered (please print) : 

Comments must be received by July 8, 2014 

• lb/Iran, 

GP-23 

GP-23-2 
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Na mt': Lisa Anderson 

Addn-:s:,; 913 Monld il.ir ln:-1.:'I 
City: Bakcrfi<ld 
. hl:1(•! . 

ZIP: 93309 
Em u ii: llgandern:on t aol.com 

Topics 

Ct>n'ilrlK' lkm Rt"hllc-d lmQ'.lth1 

GP-23 

While I underr,fand the CnlTrons mies about spacing ofon/offrnmps, I nm very concemed ofthc incrc-n...~cd 
lraffic at Ming. Cali fornia intercha.ng~s due to loss of Real Road and Wible road on/off ramps. Both of thes~ 
areas service the community and 1101 jusl 1he pass through traflic. It appears. the new freeway d~ ign is fo r 
pru,s 1hrough tmll'i c needs onl y. I a:,k llml con.sidcrntion be gi\•i,1 to continuing an 011/offrnmp at Stockdnlc 
llighway 10 en..~c comnumity commute nnd tress on 1he Califon1i 1:1 rutd Ming in1erdu,nge .. 

GP-23-3 
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GP-23-1 While Alternative B would remove certain freeway ramps that do not meet Caltrans 
Design Standards, other changes to the freeway system would improve route 
continuity and circulation. Construction of the Centennial Corridor, along with the 
Westside Parkway, would shift State Route 58, which would no longer share an 
alignment with State Route 99. This would eliminate the 2-mile overlap where State 
Route 58 and State Route 99 merge and share a common north-south alignment, 
thereby removing some traffic from State Route 99. By moving traffic onto a new 
alignment for much of State Route 58 (currently Westside Parkway), the project 
would enable commuters to continue their trips without having to use a local 
roadway. This would also eliminate the need to stop at multiple signals and the San 
Joaquin Valley railroad crossing at Landco Drive.  

Based on the results of the traffic analysis, the intersection of Stockdale 
Highway/Real Road would improve as a result of the construction of Preferred 
Alternative B. Future 2038 No Build traffic conditions at this intersection would 
operate at level of service F during the PM peak hour. Traffic operations for 
Preferred Alternative B at the intersection of Stockdale Highway/Real Road during 
the PM peak hour is anticipated to operate at level of service D for future 2038 traffic 
conditions. 

As discussed in Section 3.1.6, Traffic and Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle 
Facilities, 79 roadway intersections were analyzed to evaluate traffic congestion 
conditions under the project alternatives for the existing (baseline) year (2008), 
opening year (2018), and horizon year (2038). Table 3.14 of the final environmental 
document lists the intersections that have or would have traffic operations at 
deficient levels of service for existing and future (2018 and 2038) years. The 
Stockdale Highway/Real Road intersection and the California Avenue and Ming 
Avenue interchanges are identified in Table 3.14 as currently operating at a deficient 
level of service. Overall, the traffic study showed the build alternatives would provide 
better traffic flow for all vehicles due to direct route continuity compared to both the 
existing condition and the No Build Alternative in the future years. Moreover, the 
additional capacity provided by the build alternatives compared to the No Build 
Alternative would also help reduce congestion on adjacent local roadways because 
traffic is expected to shift to the freeway. 

GP-23-2 Stop signs on local streets are not an element of the Centennial Corridor Project. 
Requests for local street improvements should be addressed to the city of 
Bakersfield Public Works Department.  

GP-23-3 Please refer to Response to Comment GP-23-1 regarding discussion on the effects 
of eliminating the Real Road and Wible Road on-/off-ramps and the benefits of 
eliminating the 2-mile overlap of State Routes 58 and 99. 

Because the project serves both local and interregional traffic, transportation 
benefits would be equally available to all residents of the county. For example, 
users, including transit, pedestrians, and bicyclists, would benefit from the 
continuous east-west route. Implementation of the project would improve existing 
highways, address deficiencies of the existing transportation system, and benefit 
most area residents, including the nearby community and pass-through traffic. 
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Comment GP-24 

 

GP-24 

Public Hearing 
Wednesday, June 11, 2014 

Name ---.-M--:->/~k ~f?------,-l _<_~ _ ___ ---,--___ _ 
- /__) l ) ,½ c: J k 1---z.,4o, y/Zip _a ........ w__ ~k __ :2~· 3:;____..S_d --,,.1/'--Address 

Do you w ish to be added t o the project malling list? Yes D No 

Please drop comments in the Comment Box or: 

Mail to: 

Email : 

Jennifer H. Taylor 
Office Chier, Central Region 
Environmental Southern San Joaquin Valley 
California Department of Transportation, District 6 
85S M Stree t, Suite 200 
Fresno, CA 93721 

Centennial@dot .ca.gov 

I would like the following comments to be considered {please print) : 
,i.· b I-= . 

Comments must be received by July 8, 2014 ., 
tirllran6 

GP-24-1 
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Response to Comment GP-24 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-24-1 Per your request, your contact information will be added to the mailing list for the 
Centennial Corridor Project. 

A southbound State Route 99 to westbound State Route 58 direct connector will not 
be constructed as part of the Centennial Corridor Project: none of the build 
alternatives analyzed provide direct connector ramps from southbound State Route 
99 to westbound State Route 58 because of the low southbound-to-westbound 
traffic volumes for existing and projected future traffic forecasts. A deficiency in 
traffic operations for either current or future conditions is required to substantiate the 
need for a southbound State Route 99 to westbound State Route 58 direct 
connector. However, preliminary plans for all of the alternatives allow for the 
integration of a southbound State Route 99 to westbound State Route 58 direct 
connector ramp to be constructed at a future date when the need for this direct 
connector has been identified. If future traffic volumes necessitate construction of 
this direct connector, a separate project would be initiated by Caltrans. 

Access to westbound State Route 58 from southbound State Route 99 will be 
provided at the State Route 99 interchange with the existing Rosedale Highway, 
connecting to the Westside Parkway via Mohawk Street. Caltrans is improving the 
State Route 99/Rosedale Highway interchange by providing additional turn lanes at 
the southbound off-ramp, which will enhance the turning capacity from the current 
one left-turn plus one shared left- and right-turn lane configuration to two left-turn 
lanes and two free-right-turn lanes. In addition to this ramp intersection 
improvement, Rosedale Highway will be widened from two lanes in each direction to 
three lanes in each direction from west of Gibson Street to Mohawk Street and 
beyond. This widening of Rosedale Highway is a separate project that will be 
constructed with or without the Centennial Corridor Project.  

After construction of the project, local neighborhoods affected by the project will 
have access to State Route 58 via Mohawk Street and Truxtun Avenue. Along State 
Route 99, freeway access will be provided at California Avenue and Ming Avenue. 
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Comment GP-25 

 

GP-25 

Public Hearing 
Wednesday, June 11, 2014 

Name ........ R ......... a~b .......... e .... cb .......... (,p-l~ b-e,,.../\....,d...,_e.,,...._C _ __ ~ ---~-----

Address _;N:..:+--3..J...LZd:,:,,=._ \l.,l!0...J..U.o.u.O..L<l~...l.Jldu....i::...V 4~--1,b ,.,1.Jc.__--1,(ity/Zip Bo 'v pr.:; ~ ,Pl d, C,t\ 9-s?,llg 
Representing \/\J \-\- 0 l:', 

Do you wish to be added to the proj ect mailing list ? CJ Yes CJ No 

Please drop comments in t he Comment Box or: 

Mail to: 

Email: 

Jennife r H. Taylor 
Office Chief, Central Region 
Environmental Southern San Joaquin Valley 
Californ ia Department of Transportation, District 6 
8SS M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, CA 93721 

Centennial@dot.ca.gov 

I would like the following comments to be considered (please print): 

'' -\-

Comments must be received by July 8, 2014 

• li:tlf:nznl 

GP-25-1 

GP-25-2 
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Response to Comment GP-25 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-25-1 Your support for the cul-de-sac option at La Mirada Drive has been noted. Caltrans 
has analyzed the benefits associated with minimizing impacts on the remaining 
Westpark neighborhood, internal circulation needs, and costs. Under Preferred 
Alternative B, access across the freeway would be maintained at several key spots, 
including La Mirada Drive, to help circulation in neighborhood sections that would 
otherwise be cut off. Map 10 for Alternative B shows the overcrossing and can be 
found in Appendix E of Volume 2. This overcrossing would help maintain community 
cohesion and connectivity at either side of the Alternative B alignment. If the project 
does not carry forward the La Mirada Drive Overcrossing for some reason, a cul-de-
sac option at the end of the street at La Mirada Drive may be possible. 

GP-25-2 Your opposition to Alternative B is acknowledged. Caltrans thanks you for 
participating in the environmental process for the Centennial Corridor Project.  
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Comment GP-26

GP-26 

Public Hearing 
Wednesday, June 11, 2014 

Name - fl~1~11_R--t-</ _l:A~i _~u~ f/~ ~~+ ~!1_,__,_t'S......;;_O_'tJ _ ____ _ 
~Ad 7. I O t.\ -,4- c?g-7,,.. C¥ 

Address t} (,I ..u,, Lt7 I". ~ City/Zip --L~2~ 2-~'~ / --,+-f--- -----

Representing --------------------------------

Do you wish to be added to the project mailing list? CJ Yes CJ No 

Please drop comments in the Comment Box or: 

Mail to : Jennifer H. Taylor 
Office Chief, Central Region 
Environmental Southern San Joaquin Valley 
California Department of Transportation, District 6 
855 M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, CA 93721 

Email : Centennlal@dot.ca.gov 

Comments must be received by July 8, 2014 

• t1zllrrzn, 
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 Response to Comment GP-26 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-26-1 Caltrans is sensitive to the role housing may play in our lives and understands the 
relocation process may be difficult for some individuals, especially those people with 
special needs, as well as those who may be elderly and/or disabled and on fixed 
incomes. Houses are not just buildings but often homes filled with irreplaceable 
family memories of a special time and rooted to a particular place.  

To the greatest extent practicable, it is always Caltrans’ intention to avoid and/or 
minimize impacts to properties. Project planning, however, must balance these local 
impacts with national, State and regional transportation needs. Based on preliminary 
design, the property at 800 Del Rey Court would be acquired to construct the 
project. However, all potential acquisitions are subject to change during the final 
design. If your property would still be required, then the project will follow the 
provisions listed in the Uniform Relocation Act of 1987, as amended.  

Any person to be displaced will be assigned to a Relocation Advisor, who will closely 
work with each displacee in order to ensure that all benefits and payments are fully 
used. Caltrans’ Relocation Assistance Program is based on the Federal Uniform 
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 (as 
amended) and Title 49 Code of Federal Regulations Part 24. The purpose of the 
Relocation Assistance Program is to ensure that persons displaced as a result of a 
transportation project are treated fairly, consistently, and equitably so that such 
persons will not suffer disproportionate injuries as a result of projects designed for 
the benefit of the public as a whole.  

A copy of our Summary of Relocation Benefits is found in Appendix D in Volume 2 of 
the Centennial Corridor Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact 
Statement for your review and reference. You can find additional information on the 
Relocation Assistance Program at: http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/row/. Under 
Publications, you find the following: 

• Relocation Assistance for Residential Relocations 

• Your Property, Your Transportation Project 

These publications, available in both English and Spanish, augment the information 
contained here, and provide valuable information that may assist you in discussions 
with your assigned Relocation Advisor, who will be integral to ensure that you 
receive all benefits for which you are entitled. 

All relocation services and benefits are administered without regard to race, color, 
national origin, or sex in compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act (42 U.S. 
Code 2000d, et seq.). See Appendix C in Volume 2 for a copy of Caltrans’ Title VI 
Policy Statement. 
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Comment GP-27

 

  

Public Hearing 
Wednesday, June 11, 2014 

Do you wish to be added to the project mailing list? ~Yes D No 

Please drop comments In the Comment Box or: 

Mall to : 

Email: 

Jennifer H. Taylor 
Office Chief, Central Region 
Environmental Southern San Joaquin Valley 
California Department of Transportation, District 6 
855 M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, CA 93721 

Centennial@dot.ca.gov 

GP-27 

GP-27-1 
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Response to Comment GP-27 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-27-1 Per your request, your contact information will be added to the mailing list for the 
Centennial Corridor Project. 

Construction of the screen wall is a local project funded by the city of Bakersfield. 
The overall design theme along the State Route 58 segment (east of State Route 
99) will be consistent with the existing aesthetic wall treatments. Caltrans may 
consider incorporating graffiti-deterring features such as vines. Specific plantings 
and other aesthetic treatments would not be finalized until the end of the final design 
phase. 

For the long-term maintenance of the project’s retaining walls, screen walls, and 
sound walls, the city of Bakersfield and the County of Kern would enter into a 
maintenance agreement with Caltrans to outline the responsibility of each agency. 
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Comment GP-28 

 
  

Public Hearing 
Wednesday, June 11, 2014 

Addre~ L\ I OY \ O. f(), rod c, D c-, v P City/Zip 0o kc r ~ c? , e\cl 

Do you wish to be added to the project mailing list? [Zf Yes D No 

Please drop comments in the Comment Box or: 

Mail to : 

Email : 

Jennifer H. Taylo r 
Office Chief, Central Region 
Environmenta l Southern San Joaquin Valley 
California Department of Transportation, District 6 
855 M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, CA 93721 

Centennlal@dot.ca .gov 

I would like the following comments to be considered (please print): 

GP-28 

93Jo 5 

~\, A- r-o T rc-d •<S <"lo~ I 
1---..i..o.'-'-...;:;;'-'--;;..;:;;'--'a..aa.---'"-"c,."",......'-'-'-.:.; _\_,...c'='-=- ----'--"- ~l-""""--""""--'-"-"..,_~,,i.;;;..:....;.,;:i.-=....__...,;;;.u..-'-+_c-;_,...,'-'--~ GP-28-1 

i---~v)_ e~ o=•- ~_ '1~e~ r~--~~~=~~~~~~~-~~~----~~~~~:,-.., I GP-28-2 
E,.,...i,ro,...,,...,,._ 

GP-28-3 

Comments must be received by July 8, 2014 

Et; 
li:tllmn6 
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Response to Comment GP-28 
Comment 

Code 
Response 

GP-28-1 Per your request, your contact information will be added to the mailing list for the 
Centennial Corridor Project. 

As discussed in Section 2.1.4, Preliminary Identification of a Preferred Alternative, 
as part of the screening process, three build alternatives, A, B, and C, were 
identified and evaluated at an equal level of detail in the technical studies and the 
final environmental document. All three alternatives meet the project purpose and 
need of providing route continuity for State Route 58. As presented, Alternative A 
has the greatest number of displacements of the three alternatives and is the most 
expensive. It would also impact a park and the Rancho Vista Historic District, both of 
which are Section 4(f) resources. As such, Alternative B is a feasible and prudent 
alternative that avoids Section 4(f) resources, such as parklands and historic 
properties. Alternative C would impact Saunders Park which is a Section 4(f) 
resource. Even modifications to the design plans of Alternatives A and C could not 
make them feasible and prudent. Please refer to Section 2.1.3, Comparison of 
Alternatives, in Volume 1 of this final environmental document for more information 
about the Build Alternatives.  

There are many laws with which a project must comply, and one of these is the 
Department of Transportation Act of 1966, which includes a special provision, 
Section 4(f), which states that Federal Department of Transportation agencies 
cannot approve the use of land from publicly owned parks, recreational areas, 
wildlife and waterfowl refuges, or public or private historic sites unless the following 
conditions apply: 

• There is no prudent and feasible alternative to using that land; and 

• The program or project includes all possible planning to minimize harm to 
the park, recreation area, wildlife and waterfowl refuge, or historic site 
resulting from the use. 

For more information on Section 4(f) resources please see Appendix B, Section 4(f) 
Evaluation, in Volume 2. 

In addition, Alternative B is also the least expensive alternative, costing over $100 
million less than the other alternatives. Therefore, after comparing and weighing the 
benefits and impacts of Alternatives A, B, and C, some of which are summarized in 
Tables S.1 and 2.1 of the final environmental document, Caltrans has identified 
Alternative B as the Preferred Alternative. 

Drug dealing and other illegal activities occurring within the park and other 
recreational areas should be reported to the Bakersfield Police Department.  

GP-28-2 The potential short- and long-term noise effects of the project and measures to 
address those effects are detailed in Volume 1, Section 3.2.7, of the final 
environmental document. At 4104 La Mirada Drive, the predicted future peak hourly 
average traffic noise level at Receiver RB-47 would be 61 decibels, which is 8 
decibels higher than the existing peak hourly noise of 53 decibels. Therefore, an 8 to 
12 foot sound wall (Sound wall S529) is considered for this area which would reduce 
the noise level to 60 decibels, resulting in a net increase of 7 decibels in comparison 
to the existing noise level. A 7 decibel noise increase would be noticeable but it 
would be below Caltrans exterior noise limits which is 67 decibels  

Construction-related noise would be temporary throughout the construction period 
and would cease after project construction is complete. Section 3.6, Construction 
Impacts, provides additional Avoidance and Minimization Measures N-1, CI-16, and 
SC-CI-23 through SC-CI-25 for reducing temporary construction-related noise and 
vibration effects of the project. 

Additionally, the freeway would be depressed through much of the Westpark 
neighborhood (from Ford Avenue to California Avenue). Therefore, the noise levels 
provided in Volume 1, Section 3.2.7, of the final environmental document are the 
estimated noise levels for a depressed freeway.  The depressed characteristics of 
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the freeway aid in mitigation, as a sound wall shorter in height (8 to 10 feet) can 
effectively block the receivers’ line of sight of trucks traveling on the freeway.  As 
opposed to needing a 14 to 16 foot sound wall to block the receivers’ line of sight if 
the freeway was at the same elevation or higher in elevation.   

GP-28-3 Based on the preliminary design, a full acquisition of the property located at 4104 La 
Mirada Drive is not required; however, right-of-way requirements may change during 
the final design phase of the project. If additional right-of-way is required, Caltrans 
will contact the property owner to purchase the required property to construct the 
project.  

It is acknowledged like with many cities across California there are homeless and 
transient people in various locations in Bakersfield, including areas in and around 
the downtown area or within areas designated as a transportation corridor such as 
the Centennial Corridor Project. There is no way to restrict access by homeless and 
transient people to certain areas in Bakersfield unless they are breaking the law or 
local ordinances. The Bakersfield Police Department cannot physically remove or 
restrict their access to public areas.  

To enhance safety and to minimize graffiti, and vagrancy problems associated with 
vacant buildings, a strategy for handling the acquired properties would be developed 
to include the following options: (1) rent the homes and businesses on a month-to-
month basis to keep them occupied as long as possible in advance of demolition; or 
(2) demolish each building as soon as feasible after acquisition. This latter option 
would result in vacant lots interspersed in business areas and neighborhoods. With 
either option, proper management of the acquired property is a key consideration. 
All property acquisitions for the project would comply with the provisions of the 
Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, 
as amended. A summary of relocation benefits is also provided in Appendix D of the 
final environmental document, Volume 2. 
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Comment GP-29

 

GP-29 

Stockdale Christian Schools 
- ------------- First Assembly of God ------

May 19, 2014 

Jennifer H. Taylor, Omcc Chief, Central Region, Environmental Southern San Joaquin Valley 
855 M St. Suite 200 
Fresno, CA 93721 

Support of Centennial Conidor Project, Westside Parkway, Alternative 

Dear Ms. Taylor, 

The purµose of this letter is to go on record in support of Centennial Corridor Project, Westside Parkway, 
proposed Alternate C, which would parallel highway 99 and then would connect with the recently built 
Westside Parkway in Bakersfield. It is definitely in the long-tem1 best interest of our community to build 
Alternate C rather than destroy hundreds of homes and businesses with Alternate B currently being 
recommended by CalTrans. 

This letter is written on behalf of over 800 students and staff members who are involved with the education 
here al Stockdale hristian School on a daily basis, 11 is very distw·bing to consider the many negative 
effects a freeway wou ld create for our school during and afier construction. During constmction, the many 
health and liability risks associated with disturbing the Valley Fever spores and asbestos contained homes 
in the path of Alternate Bare considerable. After construction, our preschool through eighth grade 
students, parents, faculty, and staff would be forced to work in a much less safe and polluted environment. 
The real potential ofa hazardous spill from a trnck, the constant noise, trash, and air pollution will hurt 
each person involved in our school. I am sure you will agree that you would not want your own child 
attending a school that has a freeway built right "on top" of their already established school. I am certain 
that those associated with Harris Elementary School as well as the other churches, preschools, and those 
living in senior housing in the area have the same concerns. 

GP-291 

GP-29 

Please use your influence to prohibit the California Department of Transportation and the Bakersfield City I 
Council from destroying the surrounding neighborhood and pleasant, safe environment our students GP-29 3 
currently enjoy. 

On behalf of the families whose children attend Stockdale Christian School, I ask that you do everything 
within your influence to C-Onvince CalTrans and the Bakersfield City Council to honor the decision made in 
200 1 (known then as Alternate #9) to not have the freeway cut through the Westpark neighborhood. We GP-2 4 
agree that a freeway connection to Highway 58 needs to be built. However, CalTrans and our City 
Council need to pursue building Alternate C and not allow the Westpark neighborhood, businesses, and 
our school to be damaged or destroyed by Alternate B. T ha nk yo u, Ms. Taylor, for yo ur hel1> with this 
important matter! 

Doug Pike 
uperintende t 

D~ly submitted, 

TOCKDAl E HRISTIA SCHOOL 

4901 Cal iforn ia A"c nu Bakersfield, Califnrni a 91309 (661 ) 32i-3927 
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Response to Comment GP-29 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-29-1 Your support for Alternative C and opposition to Alternative B is acknowledged.  

GP-29-2 Valley Fever 

Construction of the project would occur in an endemic area where the fungi 
Coccidioides immitis (Valley Fever) have been known to naturally occur. Because 
the spores of Coccidioides immitis can become airborne during soil disturbance, all 
persons residing or traveling through Kern County are susceptible to the disease. 
Temporary soil disturbance during construction grading activities could cause fungal 
spores (if present) to become airborne, potentially putting residents at risk of 
contracting Valley Fever. However, there are many preventive and precautionary 
measures that would be implemented by Caltrans and the construction contractor 
during construction. Compliance with Avoidance and Minimization Measure SC-CI-
21 in Section 3.6, Construction Impacts (Volume 1), would control dust during 
project construction. As a result, those measures would reduce the potential for 
contact with Coccidioides immitis spores and, as such, the potential for health 
impacts during construction of the project associated with Valley Fever would be 
minimized. Some of these measures to control dust include: stabilizing disturbed soil 
areas with water, cover areas with tarp, other suitable cover and vegetation, pre-
soaking areas with water, limit the speed of construction equipment on unpaved 
areas, install wind breaks at windward sides of construction areas, and limit areas 
subject to excavation at any one time. 

Per Standard Condition SC-CI-22 (see Section 3.6, Construction Impacts, in Volume 
1), Caltrans shall incorporate requirements into the contract specifications requiring 
that the contractor comply with the limitations of the National Emissions Standards 
for Hazardous Air Pollutants regulations, as listed in the Code of Federal 
Regulations, requiring notification and inspection for construction activities that are 
involved with demolition, renovation, or removal of asbestos-containing materials. 
Before starting any demolition or renovation of any building, Caltrans shall require 
the contractor to consult with the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District’s 
Compliance Division to determine inspection and compliance requirements. 
Implementation of these measures would reduce the risk of adverse health effects 
during project construction. 

Asbestos 

A Preliminary Site Investigation (January 6, 2015) for asbestos and lead-based paint 
was conducted to determine the presence and concentrations of asbestos-
containing materials and lead- based paint for the structures subject to demolition or 
improvements within the construction footprint of Alternative B. The results revealed 
that asbestos was not detected above 1 percent on any of the structures tested. 
However, asbestos-containing construction materials are present in the railing bolt 
sealant at the Truxtun Avenue undercrossing. Removal of these materials will be 
required prior to the structure undergoing improvements. Asbestos-containing 
materials sampling and analysis of buildings subject to demolition will be done by 
the contractor, as needed, prior to demolition and the statement of work will be 
included in the specifications. Precautions and removal of asbestos containing 
materials shall be performed under the direct observation of a California Certified 
Asbestos Consultant. See Section 3.2.5, Hazardous Waste or Materials in Volume 1 
for more information on asbestos within the project area. 

Noise  

The potential short- and long-term noise effects of the project and measures to 
address those effects are detailed in Section 3.2.7 of the final environmental 
document (Volume 1). A comparison of current noise levels to the projected noise 
levels in 2038 under the No Build Alternative and the build alternatives is provided. 
Results of the noise analysis indicates that the existing exterior hourly average peak 
hour noise level of 52 decibels would become 58 decibels, but this level would be 
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reduced to 57 decibels due to a 12-foot sound wall that is planned for this area. A 5 
decibel noise increase would be noticeable but it would be below Caltrans exterior 
noise limits which is 67 decibels. The interior noise limits for classrooms is 52 
decibels. A typical building provides at least 25-decibel noise reduction; therefore, 
the anticipated peak hourly traffic noise inside the closest classrooms to the freeway 
would be 33 decibels, which is well below established thresholds. 

Air Quality Effects during Construction 

It is acknowledged construction of the project has the potential to create air quality 
impacts through the use of heavy-duty construction equipment. Fugitive dust 
emissions would result from earthwork and onsite construction activities. Reductions 
in fugitive dust can be achieved by onsite mitigation measures. Compliance with the 
standard conditions SC-CI-20 through SC-CI-22 listed under Avoidance, 
Minimization, and Mitigation Measures – Air Quality, Standard Conditions (refer to 
Section 3.6, Construction Impacts), would reduce construction emissions. Some of 
these measures to control dust include using water or chemical 
stabilizer/suppressant, covering disturbed areas with tarps, and limiting speeds in 
unpaved areas. Air emissions associated with construction activity would be 
temporary and would cease to occur after project construction is completed. 

Permanent Air Quality Effects 

The air quality study prepared for the Centennial Corridor Project indicates that 
potential air quality impacts were found to be less than significant and that the 
project would improve regional air quality due to reduction in congestion on local 
roadways and vehicle idling. Improvements to air quality are also attributed to the 
improved pollution emission performance of a modernizing fleet of all vehicles, 
especially heavy diesel trucks, as a result of Federal and State fuel content and 
engine emissions rules. In addition, the results of the air quality analysis indicate 
that the Centennial Corridor Project would be within regional and Federal air quality 
standards and would not cause or contribute to a violation of any air quality 
standards. More detailed information on air quality analysis can be found in Section 
3.2.6, Air Quality. 

Due to local roadway traffic shifting to the new freeway, local street intersections 
near Stockdale Christian School are anticipated to improve as a result of the project. 
As summarized in Table 3.14 of the Final Environmental Impact 
Report/Environmental Impact Statement, the level of service performance at the 
intersection of Mohawk Street and California Avenue is anticipated to improve under 
the No Build scenario traffic conditions from level of service F (162 seconds of 
delay) to level of service E (62 seconds of delay) with the construction of the 
Preferred Alternative B alignment for 2038 conditions. This reduction in traffic delay 
at this intersection would also result in the reduction of vehicle emissions within the 
general area of the Stockdale Christian School due to a decrease in vehicle idling. 

Caltrans is currently proposing the following targeted air quality improvement 
projects as part of the Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement it has entered into 
with the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District to further improve air 
quality within the general area of the Preferred Alternative B alignment: provide 
emission-reducing devices to diesel powered school buses, provide tree plantings 
along the new freeway, provide heating, ventilation and air conditioning upgrades to 
qualified schools and allowances to replace wood-burning stoves. These 
improvements will enhance local air quality in the Bakersfield area. More information 
on these improvements can be found in Section 3.2.6, Air Quality, of Chapter 3 in 
Volume 1 of this environmental document. If Stockdale Christian School owns and 
operates school buses for their students, they may be eligible for pollution-reducing 
devices. Caltrans will coordinate with Stockdale Christian School during final design 
of the project. 

Potential operational and construction related air quality impacts resulting from the 
project were found to be less than significant with the implementation of 
minimization and mitigation measures. Additionally, to the greatest extent 
practicable, Caltrans and the city of Bakersfield would provide heating, ventilation, 
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and air conditioning upgrades to daycare centers, pre-schools, and schools within 
1500 feet within the Preferred Alternative B alignment. Each of the school’s existing 
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning system will be separately evaluated for 
efficiency and practicability of an upgrade to reduce indoor particles related to health 
effects such as exacerbating symptoms of asthma. The complete heating, 
ventilation, and air conditioning unit may not necessarily require upgrades, but the 
existing air filtration component of the system is central in reducing indoor 
particulates and enhancing children’s health. One criterion that would be utilized to 
determine the need for an upgrade is the minimum efficiency reporting values of the 
existing air filtration system based on a scale of 1 to 20, where 1 is low and 20 is 
high. 

According to the Environmental Protection Agency, minimum efficiency reporting 
values between 7 and 13 are likely to be almost as effective as true High-Efficiency 
Particulate Air filters in reducing the concentrations of most indoor particles linked to 
health effects.16 Available data indicate that even for very small particles, High-
Efficiency Particulate Air filters are not necessarily the preferred option. For these 
small particles, relatively large decreases in indoor concentrations (around 80 
percent) are attainable with medium filter efficiency. The proposed minimum filter 
efficiency for the air filtration upgrade would be a value of 8, which would trap 70% 
of the air-borne particulates that are 3 to 10 microns in size. Increasing filter 
efficiency above a minimum efficiency reporting values greater than 13 results in 
only modest predicted decreases in indoor concentrations of these particles. 

Daycare centers, pre-schools, and schools with an air filtration rating of less than a 
minimum efficiency reporting value of 8 may be eligible for this upgrade as part of 
the Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement. The heating, ventilation, and air 
conditioning units of schools along the new alignment would be upgraded to a 
minimum efficiency reporting value of 8 or greater and would remove particulate 
matter of at least 2.5 to 10 microns. This targeted air quality improvement would 
enhance the respiratory health and well-being of children. A complete replacement 
of the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning system would only be required if the 
air filtration component of an existing system cannot feasibly be upgraded to obtain 
the minimum efficiency value of 8.  

The proposed heating, ventilation, and air conditioning system would be a funded 
improvement through the Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement. Caltrans and 
the city of Bakersfield would coordinate with the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution 
Control District to provide details in its implementation. Caltrans will coordinate with 
the Stockdale Christian School during final design phase of the project to obtain 
existing status of their Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning unit. 

Potential Spills from Trucks 

Although trucks transporting hazardous materials would utilize the freeway, a toxic 
spill during class hours is highly unlikely. Project design within the general area of 
Stockdale Christian School will include guardrails and sound walls, which would act 
as a barrier to shield trucks away from the school. Aside from these two physical 
barriers, there is a row of houses between the sound wall and the school. Trucks 
carrying hazardous materials/waste must adhere to special transportation 
regulations, United States Department of Transportation and National Fire 
Protection Association placarding and standards. Containers are designed to safely 
transport substances that are compatible with the material being transported and to 
withstand (to a certain threshold) collisions.  

Trash/Maintenance 

Although Stockdale Christian School will be adjacent to the new freeway, Caltrans 
does not anticipate significant increases of litter on school grounds. A sound wall 

                                                 
16  U.S Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 18 June 2015. “Residential Air Cleaners” Available 

Online at: http://www.epa.gov/iaq/pubs/residair.html#Air-Filters_Available-Evidence-of-Their-
Usefulness 
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would be constructed between the roadway and the school, which would block litter 
from the freeway from reaching school grounds. After construction of the project, 
Alternative B will be in Caltrans right-of-way. Caltrans maintenance staff periodically 
removes litter within areas adjacent to the roadway. For areas within the city of 
Bakersfield, maintenance staff will remove litter along local streets.  

GP-29-3 It is acknowledged that substantial neighborhood disruption would occur as a result 
of implementing Alternative B and dividing the existing Westpark neighborhood; 
however, Alternative B is a feasible and prudent alternative that avoids other Section 
4(f) resources, such as parklands and historic properties, in addition to numerous 
other benefits discussed in the final environmental document. Please refer to 
Section 2.1.3, Comparison of Alternatives, and Section 2.1.4, Identification of 
Preferred Alternative, in Volume 1 for additional information on the alternatives 
screening process. 

GP-29-4 Your preference for Alternative C is noted. 
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MCCHANICAL IENGINEERINO 

CHEMICAL EN~INCCRI NG 

JACK M . RADEMACHER (11,~r.) 
CONSULTING ENGINEER 

132 WESTERN DRIVI:: 

BAKl!:RSFIELO, CA I.I FORNI A 93309 

GP-30 
1"4 ... .._-t. ...,} :,:U•'-40,:11 ........_. 

P-30-2 
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GP-30-1 Your comment about air quality is acknowledged.  

GP-30-2 It is acknowledged that construction of the Centennial Corridor Project would require 
various types of fossil fuels during construction. These fuels would result in the 
release of carbon dioxide and water.  

Table 3.51 of the final environmental document (Volume 1) shows the calculated 
energy use by construction year based on the estimates of fuel use that would be 
used during construction; however, these uses should be considered within the 
context of substantial energy savings over the design life of the project, as described 
in Section 3.2.8, Energy, of the final environmental document (Volume 1). In 
addition, standard condition SC-CI-26, listed in Section 3.6, Construction Impacts, 
Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Measures – Energy, would reduce energy 
use during construction.   

Providing an estimated use of fossil fuels during construction is not a requirement 
under the California Environmental Quality Act or National Environmental Policy Act. 
Nevertheless, the estimated quantity of fossil fuels to be used during construction 
could not be accurately estimated because of several varying factors, including the 
exact type and age of equipment, topography, type of activity, and operator’s use of 
the equipment. Specific information on construction equipment will not be available 
until a contractor has been obtained to construct the project. 

See Section 3.6, Construction Impacts, in Volume 1, for air quality measures that 
will be taken during construction. These comply with the San Joaquin Valley Air 
Pollution Control District rules and regulations. 
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GP-31 

May25 20 14 

Environmental Southern San Joaqu in Valley 
Jennifer Taylor, Office Chief, Central Region 
855 M St, Suite 200 
Fresno, CA 9372 1 

Dear Jenn i fer Taylor, 

This is pertaining to The Centennial Corridor Freeway Project, in Bakersfield . Alternative B is 
currently the plan that is being presented to the public for approval. We are writing to say we arc 
emphatica lly opposed to Alternative B and believe ii would be in the best interest oftJ1e 
Bakersfield community lo adopt Alternative C. 

Our son attends Stockdale hristian School which is located in the Westpark neighborhood that 
will be severely affected by th is project. The Westpark neighborhood is a peaceful, family 
community with established homes and a community park. Not only will this project have a 
huge, unimaginable impact on the residents and businesses that are in the direct path of the 
freeway, the school, which was established in 1977, will be sigoi1:icaotl y impacted. Initiall y, the 
long construction process would interfere wi th the everyday activities of the school. The noise, 
extra traffic and construction crews would severely di srupt this peaceful community and school. 
Once the freeway is completed, the whole area will no longer have the feel of a peaceful 
communi ty. In today's world, small fami ly communities with low crime rates are harder lo find. 
Instead of destroying this peaceful, established community please reconsider and support 
Alternative C. 

Thank you, 

nc,e\/)\j ~11 
~(}h/4) ~ 

Frank and Maris Sosa 
1907 151 t. 
Bakersfield, CA 93304 
(66 1)325-665 1 

GP-3t -1 

GP-31 -2 
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GP-31-1 Your opposition to Alternative B and support for Alternative C is acknowledged.  

As discussed in Volume 1, Section 2.1.4, Preliminary Identification of a Preferred 
Alternative, as part of the screening process, three build alternatives, A, B, and C, were 
identified and evaluated at an equal level of detail in the technical studies and the final 
environmental document. All three alternatives meet the project purpose and need of 
providing route continuity for State Route 58.  

As presented, Alternative A has the greatest number of displacements of the three 
alternatives and is the most expensive. It would affect the Kern River Parkway and the 
Rancho Vista Historic District, both of which are Section 4(f) resources. Alternative C 
would affect Saunders Park, which is a Section 4(f) resource. Appendix B, Section 4(f) 
Evaluation, in Volume 2 provides additional details. Even with further design modifications 
made to the three alternatives and a further consideration of additional alternatives 
(please see Table B.3, Summary of Avoidance Alternatives Analysis), Alternative B was 
found to be the only feasible and prudent alternative that avoids all Section 4(f) resources, 
such as parklands and historic properties. 

Alternative C would displace the least number of residences, but more businesses would 
be impacted compared with Alternatives A and B. As discussed in Section 3.1.4.3, 
Environmental Justice, when business and residential properties are taken together, 
environmental justice relocation impacts represent 1.6 percent of the total in Alternative B, 
7.5 percent of the total displacements in Alternative A, and 26.6 percent of the total 
displacements in Alternative C.  

In addition to avoiding parkland, historic properties, and having the least impact on 
environmental justice populations, Alternative B is also the least expensive alternative, 
costing over $100 million less than the other alternatives. Therefore, after comparing and 
weighing the benefits and impacts of Alternatives A, B, and C, some of which are 
summarized in Tables S.1 and 2.1 of the final environmental document, Caltrans has 
identified Alternative B as the Preferred Alternative. 

GP-31-2 Section 3.2.7, Noise, in Volume 1 addresses the potential short- and long-term noise effects of 
the project and includes measures to address those effects. A comparison of current noise 
levels to the projected noise levels in 2038 under the No Build Alternative and the build 
alternatives is provided. Results of the noise analysis indicate that the existing exterior hourly 
average peak-hour noise level of 52 decibels would become 58 decibels, but this level would 
be reduced to 57 decibels due to a 12-foot-high sound wall that is planned for this area. A 
5-decibel noise increase would be barely noticeable and it would be below Caltrans 
exterior noise limits, which is 67 decibels. The interior noise limits for classrooms is 52 
decibels. A typical building provides at least a 25-decibel noise reduction; therefore, the 
anticipated peak hourly traffic noise inside the classrooms closest to the freeway would be 
33 decibels. 

Section 3.1.6, Traffic and Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities, addresses 
potential impacts to vehicular traffic and circulation, as well as impacts to the transit 
system, pedestrian and bicycle facilities, and parking. The potential for traffic disruption, 
including that involving Stockdale Christian School, would mostly exist where bridge 
crossings would be built, at connections to existing road and highway facilities, and where 
ramp work would be done, including ramp closure work. The duration of construction 
travel-time delays could be expected to last from a few days to more than a year in 
various construction zones and may require motorists to adjust their schedules to 
accommodate longer travel times. Information on detour routes will be provided to parents 
and students if road closures are required. A Traffic Management Plan will be prepared 
during the final design phase. This document would provide details on detour plans and 
required notifications prior to any road/lane closures. 

GP-31-3 Please refer to Response to Comment GP-31-1 regarding selection of the Preferred 
Alternative. 
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
District 6 
855 M street, suite 200 
Fresno, CA 93721-2716 

Dear Ms JeMifer H. Taylor Office Chief 

GP-32 

Bakersfield May 27 2014 

Thank you for the letter and all of the infonnation regarding the extension of High 
Way 58 through Bakersfield. 

However, I believe the whole idea is a bad one. Giving up hundreds of homes in 
old established neighborhoods. and the added freeway noise, is not worth what is gained 
in moving traffic. (l-5oorth only) GP-32-1 

I still bel ieve that to gain traffic movement, is via the Arvin (223) turn off and 
Bear Mt road Lo 99 and 1-5 

So, thanks again. 

Sincerely, 

<-/41,,,A,,, C~"'~ 
Kenneth M. Cannon 
1100 Belle Terrace 
Bakersfield, CA 93304 
661-833=1503 
Taboeken@att.net 
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GP-32 

tahoeken@atlnet 

From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Sent: 
Subject: 

<tahoeken@att.net> 
"opinion" <opinion@bakersfield .com> 
<TAHOEKEN@ATT.NET>: "Lonnie Hester" <lonflohester@yahoo.com>; "GORKY HOOD" 
<VINTIQUEMECHANIC@AOL.COM>: "Lois Henry" <lhenry@bakersfield.com>; 
<eslherjcepeda@washposlcom> 
Tuesday, May 27, 2014 11 :20 AM 
bullet train idea 

BULLET TRAIN IDEA 

Thank goodness that stupid Idea of a bullet train down the San Joaquin Valley is opposed and hopefully gone fore 
ever! Who would have ridden ii? 

Now let's hope another stupid idea, the extension of high way 58 through Bakersfield out to 1-5, is opposed and 
forgotten I To destroy hundreds of homes just lo gain access to 1-5 North, is plane foolish . Makes you wonder who 
is financially gaining from it?? 

Kenneth M. Cannon 

11 00 Belle Terrace 

Bakersfield , CA 93304 

661-833-1503 

5/27/2014 
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tahoeken@att.net 

From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Sent: 
Subject: 
Hello Tim 

"ken cannon" <tahoekc@etcrier.net> 
<ttcarver@arvin.org> 
<tahoekc@etcrier.net> 
Tuesday, March 18, 2008 2:17 PM 
bkfd by pass 

Page I of I 

GP-32 

Looking at a map of California. it is obvious that route 223 through Arvin has the best advantage, for ever one. 
For the following considerations and reasons. 

The right of ways are in place, there are few houses if any . 
plenty of wide open space to widen the right of way. 
It is 20 miles from the Arvin tum off to 99 and 25 miles lo 1-5 
The Arvin tum off is a dangerous intersection and in the future when the Vets cemetery is put there It will become 
more hazardous because of more traffic 

So, what to do? 
Put in large interchange at the Arvin tum off 
build a 4 or six lane freeway from the Arvin tum off to 99 and 1-5 

what will this accomplish? 
From east to north traffic tor 1-5 wil l by pass Bakersfield. 
From east to south traffic for 99 will by pass Bakersfield 
I would suspect that even from east to north traffic for 99 would by pass Bakersfield as the 99/58 intersection is 
almost always a:mgested and that wou ld give traffic a "straight shot" through Bakersfield on 99. 
And traffic (mostly trucks) from 99 to east would by pass Bakersfield to ovoid the 99/58 congestion. Only about 
ten miles further. 
Arvin will prosper from the traffic through the town, restaurants, hotels, truck stop, more homes for workers and 
of course the bigger tax base 

well, if I think of other things, I will let you know Disadvantages, not worth mentioning II ha 

ken cannon tahoekc@etcrier.net 

5/24/2014 
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SATURDAY, MAY 10, 2014 BAKERSFIELD.COM $1 
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CENTENNIAL CORRIDOR 

Caltrans·still fivOrs·AlternatiVe B 
Report: Westpark path would require far 
more demolition than previously thought 
BY THEO DOUGlAS 
c.tlfoml ... 1ta:ff wrtt ... 
~ .............. .c.'Gffl 

Allematlve B through the West
perk neighborhood remains Cal
trans' preferred and least expen
sive route for Centennial Corridor, 
the controverslol freeway Unk 
between Highway 58 and the West
side Parkway- but would require 
the demolition of far more homes 

and businesses than previously 
thought 

With Its release Friday of the 
project's draft Environmental 
Impact Report, the state trans• 
portlltlon agency found Alternative 
8 would lmpllM! traffic through
out metropolitan Bak.ersBeld -
but as currently planned would 
require the demolition of 200 sin· 
gle-famUy homes, 110 multiple-

ramuy structures and 121 commer
cial bulldln~ 

Previously, the freeway alterna
tive through southwest Bakersfield 
was thought to require the demoli
tion of more than 199 single-family 
homes, 16 multiple-family struc
tule!l and 36 businesses. 

Currently, Caltrans also esti
mates Altemallve B would require 
293 full parcel acqulsltions, 129 
pertlal parcel acquisitions - and 
could displace an estimated 961 
people. 

The EIR's release - IS months 
late because working with state 

and federal agencies took. longer 
than expected - expands earlier 
demollllon numbers by nearly 50 
percent. 

However, a Cal trans offlclal said 
those figures could come down 
once the !!JR Is approved. 

• As we move forward gelling 
closer to construction and final 
design, they'll lighten up those 
Unes. There may be parcels now 
that we assumed would be full 
takes but they may only need silver 
takes," said Christine Cox-Kavace
vlch, Caltrans' central region envl-

Please see COIMIIHM / A.J 

READ UP, SOUND OFF 
Read the report ro, yourself 
al hl lp:/ / linyurl.com/18yyohq, 

MIiii wrltwn CIOfflffl8llb to 
Jenni fer H. Tilylor, Office Chief, 
Central Region, Environmental 
Sourhcrn San Joaquin Valley, 
8S5 M St, Suite 200, F'rcsno, CA 
93721. 

ShaNI ,our aplnlon at lh 
public hearing, 4 to 7 p.m. June 
11, In the rotunda al the Kl'rn 
Counly Administrative Center, 
1115 Tr uxtun Av, 
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Saturday, May 10, 2014 The Bakersfield Californian 

CORRIDOR 
CotmMDl'IIOMAJ 

ronmentel division chief. 
"It'• better for ID to overe8tl

mate the number than underes
timate as we go Into the hearing. 
than to tell somebody that 
you•re not going to be Impacted 
and then you are.• 

City Manager Alan llmdy said 
he was happy the BIR Is being 
cireulated - and referred all 
que5tlons 10 Caltrans, which Is 
the lead agency on the projecL 

Caltrans wDI take pubUc com
ments on the BIR through July 8, 
and will hold a pubUc hearing 
from 4 10 7 p.m June 11 at the 
Kem County Administrative 
Center. 

Afterward, Cox-Kovacevlch 
sald Caltmns will answer those 
comments, and when answers 
are complete, the District 6 
director will decide whether or 
not to proceed with the project. 

A decision Is expected by 
year's end, and If the project Is 
approved construction could 
begin by rnld-2016. 

Why It's Altematlve I 
Altematlve B's recommended 

path would have "adveBe effecu 
10 the character of ... 90U!hwes1 
Bmnllleld and (theJ Wesq,ark 
nelghbcmood." wblcb It would 
bisect. the BIR says. 

It also would raise noise levels 
above the generally acceptable 
62-70 decibel l1lll8" In 484 out
door areM, whlch Cox·ICIMlce· 
vtch said can be mitigated with 
soundwalls and landscaping. 

With the endre state In the 
grips of a drougl,~ Caltrans Is 
considering moving to Atlzooa
Slyle haRhcape for furure flee. 
ways. Centennial Conidor, 
thouglt. would get actual, albeit 
dmuRht-reslstant, landscaping. 

Caftrans has conllklered Alter• . 
natives A and C to be unfeasible 
since December 2012. 

Alternative A. a connector 
southwest or Alternative B, 
would affect Rancho Vista His
toric District. Alternatlve C. a 
connector slightly to the north
east or B, would Impact Saun
den Puk. 

Both the park and the historic 
district are protected under Fed
entl Highway Administration 
guidelines. 

Alternative A would demolish 
the most structureS, and at $691 
million In right-of-way and con
struction costs Is the most 
expensive. 

Alternative Chas the fewest 
demollllons, but atS665.5 mU
Uon for r!Rht-of-way and a,n
strucdon ls the second most 
expensive proposal. 

If either Is moved to avoid his
toric houses or the park, It efl'ec
tivcly becomes Alternative B, the 
cheapest choice at $S70 mllllon 
for right-of-way and design -

Centennial Conidor alternative routes 

,_,_.Cllt)'.,....,..., 

although Cax-Kavacevtch said It 
wasn't plclced for hs cost. 

Balcersfleld's share of that 
prlcetag Isn't Included In the 
new proPOSed 2014-2015 fiscal 
C1; i:;;~ because it won't get 

In the proposed budget. city 
ollldals do propose spending 
$559,737 In design costs during 
the 2015-2016 6scal year. That 
money would come from devel
opment fees. 

During the 2016-2017 6scal 
year, the city proposes spending 
$325.3 mUllon on construction 
- nearly $352 mUllon In federal 
earmarks brought to Bakenlield 
by fonner Congressman Bill 
Thomas. R-Balreralleld. The 
remainder, about $290.1 mUllon, 
would oome from utlllty and 
development fees. 

Trlfllc woes 
The cost Is worth It. according 

to Caltrans' BIR, which llnd& 
area baffle leYels are at danger
ously high levels. Hlghway 99 
between Hlghwal 58 and Alrpon 
Drive Is the state a third most 
congest.ed highway segment. It 
reports. 

Kem County motoristl, the 
BlR says, also face far more truck 
traffic than other Callfomla driv
en. 'I\'ucb account for 27 per
cent or county traffic, three 
times the statewide average or 9 
percenL 

The E.IR also cites state 
Department of Finance projec
tlona that by 2035, Balcersfteld Is 
expected to have 848,487 resl• 
dents - accounting for about 60 

!::I of Kem County's popu• 

Its BIR reveals that lfCenten• 
nlal Corridor Isn't built, four 
area freeway segments- 1 eeg• 
ment Is typically a piece of 1 
freeway between on- and ofl'
ramps- wDI be get!lng "I"' Inf. 
De grades by 2018. 

By 2038, ft predlcta that nurn• 
ber will rise to 16. 

Intersections at or near Cen· 
tennlal Corridor will experience 
much the same. with 25 giettlng 
"F" grades In 2018 and a. getting 
•p- grades by 2038. 

In the traltic wor1d. a D Is 
actually • passing grade- but 
an F means gridlock. 

Connectln1£f.Erighway 58 IO the 
Westside and, someday, 
to lntert11a1e 5, D keep b1lftlc 
moving. Caltran9 beUeves. 

Westp8lk resident Roben Bra
ley, who frequently ll)e8b about 
Centennial Conidor before the 
Bakersllek1 City Coundl, sakl he 
lives within six houses or Alter• 
natlve B and Isn't convtnced It 
can be built on budget or Is even 
needed. 

"lt'I not going to solve any
thing. and ihe whole point of 
having thll thing Is to connect to 
1-5, bw there Isn't any ttBflic IO 
1-S." Braley said "It'• going w be 
another roadway for no leuon. • 

Wldlfl .... 
Planta and animals. IOO, 

would be adwnely affected by 
ther-wavsegmeot- but Cal· 
trans said ft can mitigate thoee 
elfecta. 

AU three Conidor routes 

1HlCAUfOINNO 

would alfeci the Swalnson'a 
hawk. listed as threatened by the 
CaUfomla Department of Fish 
and Game. and the San Joaquin 
ldt fox. luted as endangered by 
the federal government and as 
threatened by the state. 

Cox-lCoYaceYich said Caltrans 
hun't oeen any Swalnaon's 
hawb In the area, but !flt finds 
any nes1ing birds during con
struction It will keep contractors 
away. • 

Alternative B affects mon, kit 
fox dens than either A or C -
but fewer overall acreage of 
habitat than A. 

Caltran5' plan for kit fox han
cDlng Is to purchase habitat else
where lhmugh the city's multi
ple species habitat oonservatlon 
plan - and to help the bl~ 
eared hunten get around 
bridging the l(em River an the 
Fr!ant•Kem Canal. Faxes use 

~ wmlands also would be 
alfec:ted by all three alternatives; 
however, Alternative B would 
affect the fewest aaes. 

Cax-lCl:Mlcevtch said Caltrans 
Is working with the Anny Corps 
of l!nglneers and the California 
Oepan:ment of Plsh and Wildlife 
10 mlnlmln, Impacts, but If nee• 
esaary, It will do habitat res!Or&· 
tlon If Alternative B Is bull.L 

"We've done all the an.alysls 
111d hen, It ls-we're bask:allJ 
laying our cards on the table. 
Cox-lCIMlcevtch said. "Hopefully, 
""can lead people to• resolu
tion and we can get • decision 
on whether the project Is worth• 
wblle to move forward.• 
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Response to Comment GP-32 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-32-1 Your opposition to Alternative B is acknowledged.  

An alignment along the existing State Route 223 connecting State Route 58 and 
Interstate 5 was considered as an alternative during the earlier project development 
phase, but was eliminated from further evaluation. This alternative is identified in Table 
2.3 of the Final Environmental Impact Report/ Environmental Impact Statement as Public 
Alternative 3. Project development team meetings consisting of Caltrans, city of 
Bakersfield and its consultants, and County of Kern were held in August and September 
2008 to discuss and screen 18 alternatives to carry forward for further analysis. A total of 
eight criteria were established in order to evaluate which alternatives to carry forward in the 
environmental phase of the project. Public Alternative 3 was eliminated from further 
consideration because: it does not meet the project’s purpose and need of providing route 
continuity and associated traffic relief; it would not provide interregional and regional 
connectivity for east-west traffic traveling within Metropolitan Bakersfield; Public 
Alternative 3 is not located within Metropolitan Bakersfield (Criterion 2).  

The preliminary cost estimate for Public Alternative 3 is approximately $1.72 billion, which 
exceeds the maximum reasonable threshold established for the Centennial Corridor 
Project construction cost of $800 million or less. Therefore, construction of Public 
Alternative 3 would be cost prohibitive. Public Alternative 3 failed to meet Criterion 4 
which establishes the availability of reasonable funding for the construction of the project.  

Public Alternative 3 was eliminated because of Criterion 8 which stipulates that failing to 
meet any combination of two of the eight criteria would result in a fatal flaw for that 
alternative. Based on the evaluation of Public Alternative 3, the Project Development 
Team eliminated this alternative because it failed to meet three established criterion.  

As discussed in Section 2.1.4 in Volume 1, Preliminary Identification of a Preferred 
Alternative, as part of the screening process, three build alternatives, A, B, and C, were 
identified and evaluated at an equal level of detail in the technical studies and the final 
environmental document. All three alternatives meet the project purpose and need of 
providing route continuity for State Route 58. As presented, Alternative A has the greatest 
number of displacements of the three alternatives and is the most expensive. It would affect a 
park and the Rancho Vista Historic District, both of which are Section 4(f) resources. 
Alternative C would displace the least number of residences but more businesses would be 
impacted compared to Alternatives A and B. Most of the residential displacements as a result 
of Alternative C would impact low income and minority neighborhoods (environmental justice 
communities). When business and residential properties are taken together, 
environmental justice relocation impacts represent 1.6 percent of the total in Alternative 
B, 7.5 percent of the total displacements in Alternative A, and 26.6 percent of the total 
displacements in Alternative C. See Section 3.1.4.3, Environmental Justice, in Volume 1 
of this final environmental document for more information about potential effects of each 
of the Build Alternatives for environmental justice communities. 

Alternative C would also affect Saunders Park, which is a Section 4(f) property. As such, 
Alternative B is a feasible and prudent alternative that avoids all Section 4(f) resources, such 
as parklands and historic properties; both Alternative A and C would impact parkland and 
recreational areas, even with design modifications. Alternative B is also the least 
expensive alternative, costing over $100 million less than the other alternatives. 
Therefore, after comparing and weighing the benefits and impacts of Alternatives A, B, 
and C, some of which are summarized in Tables S.1 and 2.1 of the final environmental 
document, Volume 1, Caltrans has identified Alternative B as the Preferred Alternative.  

Additionally, as discussed in Section 3.1.6, Traffic and Transportation/Pedestrian and 
Bicycle Facilities (Volume 1), the traffic study showed the build alternatives would 
provide better traffic flow for all vehicles due to direct route continuity compared to both 
the existing condition and the No Build Alternative in future years. Furthermore, the 
additional capacity provided by the build alternatives compared to the No Build 
Alternative would also help reduce congestion on adjacent local roadways because 
traffic is expected to shift to the freeway. 
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Comment GP-33

 

May 16, 2014 

Jennifer H. Taylor 

Office Chief, Central Region 

Environmenta l Southern San Joaquin Va lley 

California Department of Transportation, District 6 

855 M Street, Ste. 200 

Fresno, CA 93721 

Re: Centennial Corridor Project 

GP-33 

Thank you for your letter dated May 7, 2014 regard ing the Centennia l Corridor project that provides a 

continuous route from Hwy 58 to the Wests ide Parkway and onto Interstate 5. I will be working out of the 

country during your one day public meeting schedu led for June 11, 2014, but I wanted to let you know I have 

concerns regarding the m itigation measures along this project. Once you connect Highway 58 to the Westside 

Parkway, traffic will increase considerably along the Westside Freeway which increases noise and pollution. Per GP-33-1 

your draft EIR, the route wil l provide traffic congestion relief ... and is used by interstate travelers, commuters, 

and a large number of trucks ... {and} would substantially increase traffic an the Westside Parkway. I am 

concerned that the increased t raffic along the Westside Parkway will negatively affect the surrounding 

neighborhoods without the proper mitigation measures. 

Currently, there are sections along the Westside Pa rkway that do not have a block sound wall, or the wall is 

significantly shorter than originally planned. These areas are from Allen Road to Renfro Road which is currently 

under construction, and there are no cu rrent plans to change the mitigation measures. Across from my home 

on Via La Madera, there is no sound wall from Allen Road to Jenkins (pict ures attached). The end of Jenkins is 

merely a chain link fence with two gates (pictures attached). It is my understanding that TRIP, the City of 

Bakersfield, and the County of Kern have discussed this area, but no alternative decisions have been made at 

this time to provide an adequate sound wa ll. 

Per your EIR, the Westside Parkway would be incorporated into the State Highway System with each of these 

alternatives. It wou ld seem this would also give you jurisdiction for the mitigation efforts . You stated that each 

bui ld alternatives would require improvements to the Westside Porkway. I propose that an adequate sound wall 

be constructed all along the adjoining neighborhoods and not just selected areas. 

Also, along the Via La Madera residents, the block wall was originally to be 12-14' high and the roadway 

recessed. The roadway is at grade level and the wall is 8'. Currently, the construction trucks can peer down into 

1 

GP-33-2 
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GP-33 

the backyards. Same is true for the residents along San Simeon where the roadway is above grade, and going 

over our water supply, and there is no wall protecting the security of the aquifer, ponds, or residents. 

The sound walls are needed all along the project and not just in selected sections In order to protect the 

residences from wandering people, noise, pollution, intrusion of privacy, and declining property values. Also, 

adequate walls would protect drivers from kids, dogs, and other animals getting onto the freeway (picture 

attached of animals on roadway) Walls that start and stop are not feasible or reasonab le along this project. A 

block wall that is at least 10' high following the roadway from Allen Road to Jenkins Road, and closing off Jenkins 

by adjoining it to the current wall behind the oil well wou ld be reasonable (picture attached). Plus, adding 2 feet 

lo the wall along Via La Madera would be a great improvement to the too short 8' wall that allows truck drivers 

to peer into back yards. 

The DOT cannot continue with the Centennial Corridor project to connect Hwy 58 to the Westside Parkway, until 

the Westside Parkway sound walls are completed properly which would give safety and security to the residents 

and the drivers along the freeway, 

Please feel free to contact me to discuss this project, and I'd be happy to give you a tour of the area in question. 

661-304-3084 

pam.binns@yahoo.com 

2 

GP-33-2 
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Response to Comment GP-33 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-33-1 Caltrans thanks you for participating in the environmental process for the Centennial 
Corridor Project.  

This environmental document does not address impacts related to construction of 
the Westside Parkway, which is a separate stand-alone project currently under the 
jurisdiction of the city of Bakersfield. Please contact the city of Bakersfield Planning 
Department at (661) 326-3733 for any issues or concerns related to the Westside 
Parkway or requests for sound walls. 

A detailed noise study was done for the Westside Parkway Project in 2007. At the 
time of the traffic noise study analysis was conducted for the Centennial Corridor 
Project (2013), Westside Parkway was under construction. 

The traffic noise impact analysis for Westside Parkway used Level of Service C 
traffic volumes for each lane to predict the worst-case traffic noise impacts. For 
purposes of determining noise impacts, the worst-case traffic noise occurs when 
traffic is operating under level of service C conditions. Under these conditions, traffic 
is heavy, but remains free flowing. Estimated future traffic volumes from the 
Centennial Corridor Project were not used because the worse-case scenario level of 
service C was used; however,  future truck percentages from the Centennial 
Corridor Project were used for the traffic noise impact analysis for Westside 
Parkway. There is the possibility that traffic noise would be slightly higher at some 
areas along the Westside Parkway due to the proposed Centennial Corridor 
alignment where an auxiliary lane would be added. Therefore, to accommodate the 
slight increase in future noise from the Centennial Corridor Project, recommended 
heights of some of the Westside Parkway sound walls were raised by approximately 
2 feet to provide additional traffic noise abatement for these areas. 

Noise abatement is considered for locations where traffic noise levels would 
approach or exceed the noise abatement criterion or there is a noise level increase 
of 12 decibels or greater. A barrier must also meet both the feasible and reasonable 
criteria to be built. Feasibility of noise abatement is an engineering concern. A 
minimum 5-decibel reduction in the future noise level must be achieved for an 
abatement measure to be considered feasible. The preliminary reasonableness 
determination is made first by achieving the noise reduction design goal. The design 
goal is that a barrier must be predicted to provide at least 7 decibels of noise 
reduction at one or more benefited receptors for the barrier to be considered 
reasonable. Second, for a barrier to be considered reasonable, construction cost 
must be within the established allowance per benefited receptor. Finally, the 
viewpoints of benefitted receptors (including property owners and residents of the 
benefited receptors) must be taken into account for a barrier to be considered 
reasonable. Unfortunately, the Federal funds used on the Centennial Corridor 
Project cannot be used to provide additional sound walls for Westside Parkway. 
Even if they could be used for additional purposes, they do not meet the 
requirements mentioned above. Please see Section 3.2.7, Noise, and Table 3.32, 
Noise Abatement Criteria, in Volume 1 of this final environmental document for more 
information on how sound walls are determined to be built for the Centennial 
Corridor Project. 

GP-33-2 It is acknowledged that the Westside Parkway will be incorporated into the State 
Highway System and connect to the Centennial Corridor Project’s Alternative B 
alignment. The request for a sound wall on Via La Madera from Allen Road to 
Jenkins Road is beyond the scope of the Centennial Corridor Project. As mentioned 
above, this final environmental document does not address impacts related to 
construction of the Westside Parkway.  
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Comment GP-34

 

July 8, 2014 

Jennifer H. Taylor 

Office Chief, Centra l Region 

Environmental Southern San Joaquin Valley 

Cal ifornia Department of Transportation, District 6 

855 M Street, Suite 200 

Fresno, CA 93721 

GP-34 

Comments submitted by: 

Marc & Shannon Caputo 

330 Garnsey Ave 

Bakersfield, CA 93309 

I am opposed to the selection of Alt Bas the preferred or approved route. I believe it disrupts the 

neighborhood a great more than other alternatives. The EIR demonstrates that in a number of reports, 

to human environment, physical environment and biological. What is the yardstick to picking one Alt 

over another? I understand about 4{f) and environmenta l justice but I believe that an argument can be 

made the other way also and that the number of lives that are disrupted from Alternative B is greater 

than that of Alternative C. 

I understand that 45 days is a typical comment period and in this case 60 days was granted to review 

this Draft Environmental Impact Document but I find fault in providing on ly 60 days to review a 

document of such magnitude, a complete document that exceeds 5000 pages. 

Highway Design Manual Conflicts 

How can some guidelines not be followed from the Highway Design Manual, as outlined in Chapter 

501.3 Spacing and 502.3 (c) Freeway to Freeway Interchanges? 

The entire State of California is in a severe drought. Are the guidelines to ensure proper watering of 

construction site going to be followed regardless of the current conditions? How is that monitored? 

How much more money will be spent to ensure proper watering of job site? 

Noise Impact 

According to the Traffic Noise Impact Analysis RB-37 does not meet the need for requiring abatement 

considerations.' But there is a church and a schoo l, at a predicted noise level of 64 doesn't that activity 

category require abatement during and after construction? If not why? 

Ming & California / Wible/Oak & Real Rd 

The volume of traffic based on studies has shown that the amount of traffic has been over estimated by 

30% and has dramatically underestimated the cost associa ted with building the freeway by 40-50%. 2 

This is reported in a report in Transportation Magazine in November 2013. 

1 Draft Environmental Impact Report Volume 1 & 2, pg 265 and Figure 3-39 respectively 

GP-34-1 

GP-34-2 

GP-34-3 

I GP-34-4 

GP-34-5 

I GP-34-6 
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Both Ming and Stockdale will have increased volume and usage causing deterioration to the roads at a 

faster rate because of the closure of ramps to Stockdale Hwy. 

The amount of traffic that will now be funneling onto Wible/Oak and Real Roads will dramatically be 

increased because of the closure of Stockdale & 99 ramps. 

Increased volume on the streets will increase the amount of noise and air pollution to the surrounding 

areas. 

How are the volumes of traffic that have to exit onto Ming Ave and California Ave going to be mitigated 

because of the closure of the on and off ramps to 99? 

I don' t see the evaluation of the current road condit ions on Wible/Oak and Real Roads and what will be 

done to handle the volume that will be added onto those roads. What will be done to improve the 

roadways to prevent t he pavement from rapid deterioration due to increased volume? 

Pedestrian Safety- there are no Sidewalks on streets where the volume of traffic will increase by Palm I 
and Real Rd. There is a heavy elderly population in those neighborhoods, and this will affect their health 

and wellbe ing. 

The amount of street access changes is substantial in Alt B (17) compared to those of Alt C (2). 3 I 
The traffic on Oak, California and Truxtun has already been impacted by the creation of the Westside 

GP-34-7 

GP-34-8 

GP-34-9 

GP-34-10 

GP-34-1 1 

Parkway, it has increased dramatica lly since its open ing. I don't bel ieve that this was evaluated properly GP-34-12 
and the same will happen to Ming and will only con tinue to increase the traffic onto Oak, California and 

Truxtun because of the closure of access to Stockdale Hwy. 

Interstate 40 

The traffic study includes the volume of traffic from Stockdale Hwy and Interstate 5. In having 

conversations w ith Rick Helgerson, he states that this freeway is to join up with Interstate 5 and when it 

does it will become Interstate 40. What additional acquisitions will have to be made to make it an 

Interstate 40? 

Regarding the 2038 traffic models, are they taking into account the amount of traffic that will be 

brought into the City and onto the Interstate once it becomes 1-40? 

Are the 2038 projections for air pollution taking into account this freeway becoming 1-40? 

Air Pollution 

Table 3.254 which states that the projected air pollution will drop because of cleaner-burning fuels and 

improved vehicles emission standards by areas of 25-30% don't appear to take into account that once 

the freeway becomes 1-40 those trucks coming from out of state will not have the emission regulations 

as those that that are Intrastate truck drivers. 

' Transportation Magazine, Nov 2013. 
3 Final Traffic Study Volume I, Page 47 
' Draft Environmental Impact Report Volume I, page 241 

GP-34-13 

GP-34-14 
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There is a school that is omitted that is within the buffer zone of an alternative, Stockdale Christian 

School is within 500 feet of Alt B and has a day care, preschool and elementary. 5 There is a senior 
housing facility also within 500 feet of Alt B. 

How are these facilities going to be mitigated and handled? How is Stockdale Christian School omitted 
from this comprehensive report? How is the senior living facili ty not considered? 

How can the environmental hazards of construction for the individuals that live in the immediate area 

be mitigated? What are the effects going to be to residents, the businesses, the children and the elderly 

in the neighborhood from the emissions and valley fever spores that are caused by the construction' 

What is going to be done to protect the children when they are at the schools that are adjacen t to the 
Centennial Corridor? 

I understand that a fee will be paid to the air District because the amount of NOx pollutants in the air.6 

GP-34-14 

GP-34-15 

Where are the funds coming from to pay these fees? Where are these fees going to be spent? This fee GP-34•16 
(fine) should be paid to the residents that are affected. This fee should be paid to mitigate the damage 
directly to the neighborhood effected not somewhere else that the District choses. 

Population Disruption & Community Impact 

It is stated that because of Census Tra ct 18.01 Block Group 1 has a more that 60% higher than the city 

average is a reason that they fall under environmental justice community.7 When with Alt B almost 300 

more of the African-American population is going to have to be displaced/relocated over that of Alt C. 

And as a whole there are 1,720 more minorities that will be affected by Alt B than Alt C. The median 

household income of Census Tract 18.01 Block Group 1 also far exceeded that poverty level and as a 

whole Alt B median income is lower than that of those in Alt C. 8 How come the whole of those in Alt B 
not be considered over that of the whole of Alt C? 

How can the plan leave houses isolated? Leaving three houses in Malibu CU Or two houses to remain 
on Hillsborough Dr. or one house left on corner of La Mirada and Fallbrook St .?' 

Are there guidelines or criteria leaving neighborhoods with only one way in and out as is proposed on 

Map 11 ?10 How will these neighborhoods be effected during construction 7 

'Draft Environmental Impact Report Volume I, page 115 
• Centennial Corridor Project - Air Quality Study Report Ch. 6, page 85. 
1 Draft Environmental Impact Report Volume I, page 109 
• Draft Environmental Impact Report Vo lume I, page 88-89 
• Draft Environmental Impact Report Volume 2, Alt B Right of Way Map 10 
' 0 Draft Environmental Impact Report Volume 2, Alt B Right of Way Map 11 

GP-34-17 

GP-34-18 

GP-34-19 
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Response to Comment GP-34 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-34-1 Your opposition to Alternative B is acknowledged. Environmental impacts and 
comments from the public and resource agencies were considered when identifying 
the Preferred Alternative. In accordance with the California Environmental Quality 
Act, National Environmental Policy Act, and Federal Highway Administration project 
development regulations regarding alternatives analysis, the three build alternatives 
were compared and analyzed against the No Build Alternative to determine which 
alternative would provide the best balance between potential environmental and 
community impacts and the proposed benefits and costs. Please see Section 2.1.4, 
Identification of a Preferred Alternative, and Table 2.1, Comparison of Alternatives 
(Volume 1), for more information about the decision process for identifying Preferred 
Alternatives.  

GP-34-2 The length of review times for California Environmental Quality Act and National 
Environmental Policy Act documents is established by regulations and statutes.  

GP-34-3 Currently, the two interchanges of State Route 99 with State Route 58 (east and 
west), in addition to interchanges at California Avenue and Ming Avenue, are all 
located in slightly over 2 miles. According to Section 501.3 of the Caltrans’ Highway 
Design Manual, the standard for spacing between freeway-to-freeway connections 
is 2 miles, and the standard for spacing between interchanges is 1 mile. However, to 
improve operations of closely spaced interchanges, the use of auxiliary lanes, 
grade-separated ramps, collector-distributor roads, and/or ramp metering may be 
warranted. Although the existing interchange spacing at this location is not 
consistent with the standards outlined in Caltrans’ Highway Design Manual, the build 
alternatives would provide better traffic flow for all vehicles due to direct route 
continuity of State Route 58 compared to both the existing condition and the No 
Build Alternative in the future years. Furthermore, improvements would provide 
auxiliary lanes and collector-distributor lanes, which would improve traffic flow by 
separating traffic exiting the freeway from through traffic.  

The current interchange spacing criteria became a mandatory design feature in 
February 1995. State Route 58 was built in 1976. The existing interchange spacing 
on State Route 58 was standard for that time. Therefore, the three nonstandard 
interchange spacing design features are pre-existing conditions with respect to the 
State Route 99/State Route 58 interchange. Although a pre-existing condition, any 
improvements to existing interchanges after February 1995 that do not meet current 
interchange spacing standards would require documentation and approval to 
maintain existing nonstandard features. 

As outlined in Section 82.2 of Caltrans’ Highway Design Manual and Chapter 21 of 
the Project Development Procedures Manual, designs that deviate from the 
mandatory and advisory design standards must be documented and approved 
through a design exception fact sheet. The Mandatory Design Exception Fact 
Sheets were approved and signed November 16, 2012. The Advisory Design 
Exception Fact Sheets were approved and signed on January 28, 2014. 

GP-34-4 Given current drought conditions, additional watering restrictions, if any, imposed by 
the State Water Resources Control Board or the Central Valley Regional Water 
Quality Control Board would be implemented by the construction contractor to 
ensure proper jobsite watering during construction. In addition, the San Joaquin 
Valley Air Pollution Control District requires the use of water at construction sites to 
control fugitive dust during ground-disturbing activities. To monitor these activities, 
reporting requirements are often included as permit conditions. Watering costs 
would be included in the overall construction costs. Regardless of the current 
drought conditions and cost, the project is required to use water during construction 
to minimize construction-related impacts. 
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Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-34-5 As indicated in the final environmental document, when the peak hourly traffic noise 
approaches (within 1 decibel) or exceeds 67 decibels, or the future noise levels are 
higher than the existing noise levels by 12 decibels or more, noise abatement must 
be considered. The predicted future peak hourly average traffic noise level at 
Receiver RB-37 would be 64 decibels, which is 12 decibels higher than the existing 
peak hourly noise of 52 decibels. Therefore, a 12 foot sound wall is considered for 
this area which would reduce the noise level to 59 decibels, resulting in a net 
increase of 6 decibels in comparison to the existing noise level. 

Receiver RB-37 represents the Assembly Manor residential area and not the school 
or church. The closest outdoor use area of the school is represented by Receiver 
RB-38, where the future peak hourly traffic noise would be 57 decibels with the 
proposed sound wall. The church building is located further back from the freeway in 
comparison to the school and because there would be no impact at the school, 
traffic noise levels at the church were not calculated as they would be lower than the 
predicted levels at the school. 

GP-34-6 No reference to a document titled “Transportation” or “Transportation Magazine” 
could be located to evaluate the validity of the research. 

GP-34-7 Traffic volumes will increase or decrease depending on location. Along Real Road, 
traffic volumes will increase by 22 to 41 percent in the southbound direction 
approaching Stockdale Highway, but will decrease by 47 to 58 percent in the 
northbound direction during the AM and PM peak hours, respectively, comparing 
year 2038 No Build versus Build Alternative B study intersection turning movement 
volume forecasts. At Ming Avenue and Real Road, southbound traffic on Real Road 
approaching the intersection is forecast to be the same during the AM peak hour 
and to decline slightly during the afternoon peak hour (-4 percent).  

Along Wible Road/Oak Street, northbound traffic volumes approaching Ming Avenue 
are forecast to decline by 2 percent in the AM and 13 percent in the PM, comparing 
No Build versus Build Alternative B; at Brundage Lane, northbound volumes are 
forecast to decline by 55 percent during the AM peak and 40 percent during the PM; 
and at California Avenue, the northbound volumes are forecast to increase by 
17 percent in the AM peak to 37 percent in the PM peak. These and other intersection 
turning movement volume forecasts are available by examining Figures 3-8 and 3-
18 of the Traffic Study technical report. 

GP-34-8 Traffic volumes on local streets are anticipated to shift to the freeway as a result of 
the build alternatives. Potential noise and air quality impacts are anticipated to be 
greater adjacent to the freeway. A discussion of potential noise and air quality 
impacts are provided below. 

Noise  

Because traffic volumes would be lower at the surface streets due to the freeway, no 
additional traffic noise is expected from the surface streets. The potential short- and 
long-term noise effects of the project and measures to address those effects are 
detailed in Section 3.2.7, Noise, of the final environmental document (Volume 1). A 
comparison of current noise levels to the projected noise levels in 2038 under the 
No Build Alternative and the build alternatives is provided. Results of the noise 
analysis for each build alternative indicate traffic noise would generally increase as a 
result of the build alternatives. For Alternative B, traffic noise is anticipated to 
increase between zero and 26 decibels, depending on noise receiver locations 
relative to the project. To mitigate for noise impacts, sound walls were found 
reasonable and feasible to provide adequate noise abatement; 25 sound walls 
ranging in height from 8 to 16 feet would be constructed as part of the project. For 
Alternative B, sound walls are anticipated to reduce traffic noise levels between 1 
and 12 decibels. As a result, future predicted traffic noise levels with the 
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recommended abatement measures (sound walls) would range from 54 to 75 
decibels. 

Permanent Air Quality Effects 

The air quality study prepared for the Centennial Corridor Project indicates that 
potential air quality impacts were found to be less than significant and that the 
project would improve regional air quality due to reduction in congestion on local 
roadways and vehicle idling. Improvements to air quality are also attributed to the 
improved pollution emission performance of a modernizing fleet of all vehicles, 
especially heavy diesel trucks, as a result of Federal and State fuel content and 
engine emissions rules. In addition, the results of the air quality analysis indicate 
that the Centennial Corridor Project would be within regional and Federal air quality 
standards and would not cause or contribute to a violation of any air quality 
standards. To further minimize air quality pollutants within the general area of the 
project, Caltrans has entered into a Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement with 
the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District. Through this agreement, 
targeted air quality improvement projects will be implemented within the general 
area along the Preferred Alternative B alignment. More detailed information on air 
quality analysis can be found in Section 3.2.6, Air Quality. 

Overall air pollution will be less with the project and any short term air impacts will 
be more than offset by the overall reduction in vehicle pollution with the completion 
of the project. 

GP-34-9 Existing freeway mainline and ramp volumes are illustrated in Figure 2-15 of the 
Traffic Study technical report. The southbound State Route 99 off-ramp to Stockdale 
Highway is lightly used, carrying 371 vehicles during the AM peak hour and 446 
vehicles during the PM peak hour. The northbound State Route 99 off-ramp to Wible 
Road is also lightly used, carrying 248 vehicles during the AM peak hour and 268 
vehicles during the afternoon peak hour. By comparison, the southbound off-ramp to 
California Avenue carries 1,077 vehicles during the AM peak hour and 1,027 
vehicles during the PM peak hour. 

The closure of the Stockdale Highway/State Route 99 on- and off-ramps anticipates 
traffic flow to go to either the Ming Avenue/State Route 99 interchange or California 
Avenue/State Route 99 interchange. It is anticipated that these two interchanges 
would provide adequate level of service with the additional traffic volume due to the 
Stockdale Highway/State Route 99 and Wible Road/State Route 99 closures.  

The traffic study prepared for the Centennial Corridor Project analyzed the 
intersection of Real Road/Stockdale Highway and Brundage Lane/Oak Street. 
Results of the traffic study indicate better operations with the construction of the 
Preferred Alternative B alignment for future 2038 conditions. During the PM peak 
hour at the intersection of Real Road/Stockdale Highway, the level of service for No 
Build conditions is F; the operations at this intersection are anticipated to improve to 
level of service D with the Preferred Alternative B alignment. Similarly, the 
intersection of Brundage Lane/Oak Street for 2038 No Build condition is anticipated 
to operate at level of service D during the PM peak hour. Operations at this 
intersection is anticipated to improve with the construction of the Preferred 
Alternative B alignment, which is anticipated to operate at level of service C. 
Operational improvements at these two intersections is attributed to the reduction of 
traffic on local roads shifting towards the freeway. Increased volumes at these 
intersections are not anticipated due to the project.  

Several environmental factors cause roadway pavement deterioration. These 
include traffic volumes, types of vehicles and weather. Deterioration of roadway 
pavement at Real Road/Stockdale Highway and Brundage Lane/Oak Street due to 
increased traffic volumes caused by the project is not anticipated. However, when 
the roadway pavement eventually deteriorates at these specific locations, the city of 
Bakersfield will be responsible for its repair and maintenance. 
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GP-34-10 Please see Response to Comment GP-34-8 for a discussion on permanent air 
quality effects.  

The build alternatives would improve operations and safety for all modes of traffic. 
Sidewalks and crosswalks would be provided at all intersections to be 
reconstructed/constructed within the project area to facilitate the movement of 
nonmotorized and pedestrian traffic. Existing nonmotorized routes would be 
maintained. In some locations, pedestrian circulation could become more circuitous, 
but safe routes would be provided by each alternative. Based on the latest design 
plans for the Alternative B alignment, sidewalk improvements would not be provided 
within the general areas of Palm Street and Real Road. 

GP-34-11 It is acknowledged that fewer street access changes would be necessary for 
Alternative C than for Alternative B. The proposed local street modifications under 
each alternative are described below.  

Alternative B 

Based on the results of the Traffic Study Report prepared for the Centennial 
Corridor Project (November 2012), Alternative B would result in 21 changes to 
existing local street access.  

On the north side of the proposed State Route 58, the following existing through 
streets would end just north of the proposed right-of-way: Kentfield Drive and 
Hillsborough Drive.  

On the south side of the proposed State Route 58, the following existing through 
streets would either end or be converted to a cul-de-sac just south of the proposed 
right-of-way: Dunlap Street, Kentfield Drive, Kensington Avenue, Woodlake Drive, 
Montclair Street, Hillsborough Drive, and Charter Oaks Avenue. South Garnsey 
Avenue would end farther south to accommodate the proposed roadway right-of-
way. 

Seville Street would be extended north just past Laverne Avenue to serve existing 
properties. A frontage road connection between Mona Way and Belle Terrace would 
be established. Belle Terrace would form an overpass across State Route 99. The 
existing Wood Lane cul-de-sac would move slightly west. North-south through 
access would remain at Belle Terrace. 

Alternative C 

Alternative C would result in 2 modifications to existing local street access. On the 
west side of State Route 99, the following existing streets would end at the future 
State Route 58 extension: Oakdale Drive, Bank Street and Alamo Street. A frontage 
road link between Mona Way and Belle Terrace would be established. The existing 
Belle Terrace bridge would be replaced with a new overpass across State Route 99. 
East/west through access would remain at Belle Terrace. Chester Avenue, an 
existing cul-de-sac on the west side of State Route 99 and a dead-end on the east 
side of State Route 99, would be shortened on both sides of the new facility. 

On the south side of the State Route 58 extension (Centennial Corridor), Commerce 
Drive would be converted to a cul-de-sac just south of the project right-of-way. 
Commerce Drive currently ends in a cul-de-sac south of Truxtun Avenue. 
Commerce Drive would end farther south to accommodate the proposed road right-
of-way, but neither circulation nor access would be affected. 

Preferred Alternative  

Results of the traffic study indicate that each build alternative would provide better 
traffic flow for all vehicles including trucks, due to direct route continuity compared to 
both the existing condition and the No-Build Alternative in the future years. 
Furthermore, each build alternative will produce a net savings in travel time and 
vehicle operating expense.  

While more modifications to local street access are required for Alternative B than 
for Alternative C, Alternative B has been selected as the Preferred Alternative, as it 
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is a feasible and prudent alternative that avoids impacts to environmental justice 
communities, Section 4(f) resources (such as parkland and historic properties), and 
would cost $100 million less than Alternative C. Alternate routes for local access will 
be provided to ensure that circulation needs are met. 

GP-34-12 Traffic impacts associated with the Westside Parkway are documented in the 
“Traffic Impact Analysis Westside Parkway” technical report, prepared by URS 
Corporation for the city of Bakersfield and Federal Highway Administration in March 
2005. The traffic volume forecasts were prepared for a design year of 2030, based 
on the then current Kern Council of Governments Regional Travel Demand Model, 
having a base year for calibration of 2001. The daily traffic volumes forecast by this 
model were compared to the Kern Council of Governments regional model, having a 
base calibration year of 2006, which was used for the Centennial Corridor Project, 
along with all of the Thomas Roads Improvement Program projects. The daily traffic 
volumes were within 10 percent of one another for most links along the Westside 
Parkway and parallel roadways. In both cases, traffic volumes along the Truxtun 
Avenue extension to the Westside Parkway ramps were forecast to increase, with 
volumes to the west of the connecting ramps forecast to decrease. Traffic volumes 
along California Avenue to the west of State Route 99 were forecast to increase 
slightly, commensurate with land development in the California Avenue corridor. The 
study area for the Westside Parkway Traffic Impact Analysis did not extend east of 
Oak Street. 

GP-34-13 Currently, there are no plans to convert the Centennial Corridor into Interstate 40. 
Acquisitions for such an action are beyond the scope of this final environmental 
document.  

The extension of the Westside Parkway to the west of Heath Road to Interstate 5 is 
not identified in the Kern Council of Governments Regional Transportation Plan. 
There is no identified funding for construction of a freeway (extension of Westside 
Parkway) to Interstate 5 within the 2038 planning horizon, nor is there sufficient 
traffic volume to warrant construction of such a facility. Upgrading State Route 58 to 
interstate standards from Bakersfield to Interstate 15 in Barstow and from 
Bakersfield to Interstate 5 would require funding beyond the capacity of local or 
State resources. 

GP-34-14 Caltrans has no plans to convert the Centennial Corridor into Interstate 40. 

Please see Response to Comment GP-34-8 for information about permanent air 
quality effects. 

Stockdale Christian School and the senior housing facility (Assembly Manor) are 
included in the final environmental document and are within 500 feet of the 
Alternative B alignment. The distance would be approximately 375 feet from the 
nearest travel lane. The list of sensitive receptors has been revised in the final 
environmental document to include Stockdale Christian School and the senior 
housing facility to be within less than 500 feet from the Alternative B alignment. 

GP-34-15 During construction activities, minimization measures will be implemented to ensure 
potential impacts are less than significant. Standard conditions and minimization and 
mitigation measures, as described in Section 3.6, Construction Impacts, would 
reduce construction-related impacts such as noise, air quality, traffic, utilities, and 
other environmental resources as identified in the final environmental document. 
Specific air quality and Valley Fever measures are described below. 

Air Quality  

It is acknowledged that construction of the project has the potential to create air 
quality impacts through the use of heavy-duty construction equipment. Fugitive dust 
emissions would result from earthwork and onsite construction activities; however, 
construction emissions of reactive organic gases and inhalable particulate matters 
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will not exceed the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District’s criteria. 
Reductions in emissions can be achieved by onsite mitigation measures. 
Compliance with the standard conditions (SC-CI-20 through SC-CI-22) listed under 
Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Measures – Air Quality, Standard 
Conditions (refer to Section 3.6, Construction Impacts), would reduce construction 
emissions. Some of these measures to control dust include using water or chemical 
stabilizer/suppressant, covering disturbed areas with tarps, and limiting speeds in 
unpaved areas. Air emissions associated with construction activity would be 
temporary and would cease to occur after project construction is completed. 

In addition,  Caltrans will implement minimization measures during construction of 
the project and betterments to reduce localized particulate matter emissions for the 
Preferred Alternative B alignment. Caltrans has entered into a Voluntary Emission 
Reduction Agreement with the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District to 
implement air quality improvement projects. As part of this agreement between the 
San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District and Caltrans, $1.5 million would be 
provided by Caltrans to execute emission reduction projects. These emission 
reduction projects include targeted improvements such as retrofitting diesel school 
buses, replacing of wood-burning stoves and providing heating, ventilation and air 
conditioning upgrades to qualified schools. In addition, trees would be planted within 
500 feet of each side of the Preferred Alternative B alignment to control localized 
particulate matter emissions. Air quality improvements to be implemented as part of 
the Centennial Corridor Project are discussed in detail in Response F-1-6. Revisions 
to the final environmental document have been made in Section 3.2.6, Air Quality, 
and in Appendix F, Environmental Commitments Record, in Volume 2 of this final 
environmental document. 

Valley Fever 

Caltrans has outlined appropriate mitigation efforts for Valley Fever and air quality, 
including the use of a chemical stabilizer/suppressant, tarps and vegetative 
groundcovers, and water during construction. It is recognized that temporary soil 
disturbance during construction grading activities could cause fungal spores (if 
present) to become airborne, potentially putting residents at risk of contracting 
Valley Fever. However, there are many preventive and precautionary measures that 
can be undertaken to reduce exposure, such as seeking prompt medical treatment if 
flu-like or respiratory illness occurs or getting a coccidioidin skin test to determine 
susceptibility to the disease.  

GP-34-16 Nitrogen oxide emissions would potentially exceed the 2 tons per year criterion 
established by the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District’s Rule 9510; 
therefore, these emissions need to be reduced to 20 percent of the statewide fleet 
average, as required by the rule. Reductions need to be achieved either by onsite 
mitigation measures or through payment of an offsite mitigation fee, as required by 
Rule 9510. If, after implementation of all feasible onsite mitigation measures, the 
required emission reduction is not achieved, the rule provides a mechanism by 
which Caltrans can pay an offsite mitigation fee to the district using project funds. 
Methods of calculating the offsite emission reduction fee are provided in Section 
7.1.1 of Rule 9510 and the District’s Rule 3180. Therefore, Caltrans shall 
incorporate requirements into the contract specifications requiring that the contractor 
comply with the District’s Rule 9510 (Indirect Source Review). See Standard 
Condition SC-CI-20 for measures that can be implemented to achieve a 20 percent 
nitrogen oxide reduction in exhaust emissions compared to the statewide fleet 
average.  

A Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement between Caltrans and the San Joaquin 
Valley Unified Air Pollution Control District has been signed by both agencies, 
providing $1.5 million for air quality improvements as part of the Centennial Corridor 
Project.  
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To maximize the impact of the Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement on 
reducing localized emissions along the new corridor, a provision in the agreement 
stipulates that the funds will be targeted, at least on first attempt, to projects that will 
offset construction and operation emissions within proximity of the new highway 
segment and other associated areas of the project. For more information about the 
Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement please see Appendix L, Volume 2, of the 
final environmental document.  

GP-34-17 While environmental justice communities were identified to exist in each of the 
alternatives, with a slightly higher percentage of people residing within the affected 
Census tract block groups of Alternatives A and C over Alternative B, the analysis 
concluded the Centennial Corridor Project would not result in “disproportionately 
high and adverse” effects on environmental justice communities with any of the 
project alternatives because of the roughly equivalent distribution of the effects on 
all communities through which the alignments pass. Because of the way U.S. 
Census information is made available, and the need to suppress certain data to 
protect the confidentiality of individuals and households, the number of people who 
may be displaced and who fall within the definition of belonging to environmental 
justice population groups cannot be precisely determined. However, while Census 
Tract 18.01 Block Group 1 is considered an environmental justice community, not all 
residents would be displaced. Section 3.1.4.3, Environmental Justice, discusses 
how many residents and businesses would be displaced in this area compared to 
the rest of each alignment. For Alternative A, about 7.5 percent of this group would 
be displaced, and Alternative C would displace about 26.6 percent. Alternative B, in 
comparison, would only displace 1.6 percent.  

GP-34-18 Based on the preliminary design, right-of-way and construction easements required 
to build the project would necessitate partial and full acquisitions of many parcels. At 
times, the property acquisition process would result in some properties being 
acquired, while neighboring properties remain in place. All properties acquired for 
the proposed project would be fully demolished and utilized completely for 
construction of the Preferred Alternative. However, at this stage of the project, 
limited design is available and may or may not require additional property. All 
potential acquisitions are subject to change during the final design. If a property is 
required, then the project will follow the provisions of the Uniform Relocation Act of 
1987, as amended.  

Not all homes can be acquired by Caltrans. According to Caltrans’ Right-of-Way 
Manual, a person who is not required to be permanently displaced as a result of a 
project is not entitled to relocation benefits or compensation, and the hardship 
acquisition process does not apply. 

GP-34-19 Currently, there are no design guidelines requiring more than one access point for 
neighborhoods; however, preliminary design plans indicate three potential access 
points. To maintain circulation within the neighborhood that would otherwise be cut 
off, the option of removing the La Mirada Drive overcrossing from Alternative B is no 
longer being considered, and it has been proposed for construction. Caltrans has 
analyzed the benefits associated with minimizing impacts on the remaining 
neighborhood, costs, and internal circulation needs.  

The option of adding a Ford Avenue undercrossing has also been proposed for 
construction to maintain connection of Ford Avenue between Stine Road and 
McDonald Way. This design option was raised during the public information meeting 
held on December 6, 2012. Accordingly, proposed overcrossings at La Mirada Drive 
and Marella Way, as well as the proposed undercrossing at Ford Avenue, would 
provide three local streets between California Avenue and Stockdale Highway to 
remain open. These crossings are essential in maintaining local connectivity and 
traffic circulation for travel within Bakersfield for nonmotorized and motorized uses. 
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At this early stage of the project, it is assumed that all of the above-mentioned 
design options (Marella Way Overcrossing, Ford Avenue Undercrossing, and La 
Mirada Drive Overcrossing) would be constructed as part of the project to maintain 
community cohesion and connectivity at either side of the Alternative B alignment.  

Construction Access 

Although access to some neighborhoods would be disrupted and detoured for short 
periods during construction, access would continue to be available to all businesses 
and residences, except in cases where such buildings would be displaced by the 
project and would be affected by the right-of-way acquisition process. During 
construction of the Centennial Corridor Project, detours and delays would be 
experienced by local residents, particularly those living in neighborhoods next to 
Alternative B. Access within the study area and other parts of Bakersfield would be 
maintained, so no area would be isolated by construction activity. At times, this may 
mean that local traffic may have to use alternate routes to avoid construction zones, 
forcing residents of the area to use less direct routes to reach their preferred 
destination. These impacts would be temporary. 
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TO: California Depl Of Transportation 
Environmental Divh,ion 
Att: Jennifer Taylor 

cc: State Office of Historic Preservation 

From: Quinn Miller 
195 S. Garnsey Ave. 
Bakersfield, CA. 93309 

RE: Comments for Centennial Corridor Draft EIR 

Hello Jennifer, 

I am submitting my comments as requested by July, 8th. 2014. 

GP-35 

06-29-14 

I will comment on the Historical aspects of my property, the other properties in my 
district, as well as the history of George Barsotti. 

First of all, I'm confused. It seems to me that it Is Cal Trans responsibility to find and 
describe what is or is not historic. When the OHP say'a to prepare a nomination, or 
to share this Information with Cal Trans, wasn't that Cal Trans Job in the lira! place? 
Isn't this what Cal Trans gets paid to do? So in essence the taxpayer has to do 
what has already been paid by the taxpayers to do. I also assumed Cal Trans would 
review all existing historic building surveys. (Section 106) 

I'm curious is to why Cal Trans did not want to review the 175 page Amicus Preservation 
brief that was offered by John Powell. It's my understanding that Government-produced 
Historic Property Survey Reports for Draft-EIRs and for Final EIRs are supposed to 
consult and cite All pro-existing historic property surveys, especially those produced 
w ithin the last live years. This APB was provided to the SHPO Carol Roland-Nawi Ph.D. 

Attachments: APB Cover Sheet and SHPO acknowledgement. 
Letter to SHPO from John Powell. 

GP-35-1 
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The houses south of my residence would be Tract 1938, plus a few other homes just 
south of this tract. There has been much discussion about this area because of the 
two bomb shelters, and my homo which Is at tho north end of the tract. 

It seems this Traci, known as the Armstrong-Womack Historic District, exceeds the 
minimum 67% statistical requirement for listing aa a residential historic district under 
National Register Criterion C. The district additionally appears to qualify under the 
seven (7) guidelines and the "Rule of Thumb" for National Register integrity 
compliance, Including acceptable material changes that have been adopted over 
time In response to atate and national energy conservation goala and mandates. 
Criterion "B" should be satisfied with the social and ownership profile of the 
neighborhood, includ ing it's most prominent resldent9 and developers. 

These upper middle class California Ranch•tyle homes were mostly built by 
James Womack Construction. The homes were originally owned almost exclusively 
by a close-knit circle of friends working in the construction, real estate development, 
and real estate sales professions who were socially prominent and politically lnliuenlial 
In the community, as well as by members of long established or historic farming and 
cattle ranching enterprises in Kem County, 

To say James Womack or the Gibbons and Wheelans were not "lmportanr· or 
not "Master Builders" of construction Is Just wrong. To this day when a home 
ia forsalo In Bakorsfiold, and was built by one of these companies, irs advertised 
as a "Gibbons and Wheelan built'' or ''Womack Construction." 

To say The Karpe family is not "Important" Is wrong. This family built a well 
known Real estate firm In town. 

To say Honorable Judge Gibbons was not " Important'' is absurd. 

I could go on and on but all of thla Is known, ifs been sent to OHP. Other people are, 
or have already sent this Information to OHP in nomination form. 

I would liko to add the History of Omar Cavlna. He Is the person who had my home 
built on top of the existing Bootlegger undergroud vault. Cavins was a 1915 
goology graduate of U.C. Berkeley who worked as a petroleum geologist for 
Standard Oil Company. He was Friends with Cheif Justice Earl Warren, worked 
with Mr. Stoner of Standard Oil, as well as Mr. Halliburton. You can find an Oral 
history with Mr. Cavins from 1970, recorded before he died. Transcript at 
Bancroft Library at CAL. 

http://archive.org/stream/oralhlstearlwarren00bakerich/oralhlstearlwarren00bakerich_djvu.txt 

Attachments: South Garnsey Avenue, Armstrong-Womack Historic District. 
Corresponding Draft EIR Documents. 

GP-35-1 
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The Fallout shelters listed for tract 1938 are deemed not historic due to the changes 
to the homes or shelters. Yes 201 S. Garnsey has new windows, etc. plus the construction 
of the second garage over the fallout shelter. 

209 S. Garnsey has a shelter that remains very well Intact Yes they use It for storage. But the 
change In the roof, and NM1tucco on exterior walls seems to 111 within the 7 principles for 
Architectural Integrity and the Guiding "Rule of Thumb". Under "Materials" (the properties 
retain a reasonable percentage of their original building products • generally 75% or more 
as spelled out In original architectural plans and specifications, again, subject to acceptable 
evolutionary changes expected from generation to generation) 

This makes 209 S. Garnsey not very different than 3904 Marsha St Where the fallout shelter 
has been deemed historic. 3904 Marsha street does not have original roof, has new front 
door, a carport, etc. I'm sure 119 even been painted a few times, not much different than 
refreshing some old stucco. 

Attachments: Architectural Integrity and the Guiding "Rule of Thumb" 
Corresponding Draft EIR Documents. 

GP-35-1 
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Our home at 195. S Gamsey Ave. has quite a bit of history. We have one of those properties 
you rarely see . • 7 acres, gated, long driveway, 15 huge trees. 30 foot hedges, etc. Very private 
and secluded. Pool, guest house, outdoor kitchen, you name il The home above ground 
look11 llk.e It should be In Sunset magazine, circa 1950. But the fun part Is when you take one 
of our two stairways below ground to find this 2000 square foot basement with 10 foot plus 
ceilings. It's amazing. We have one of those homes where everyone who ever sees it for the 
nrst time is awo struck. "This Is the coolest house woVo ever aeon" is normally what we get. 
When people leam about the freeway coming through, everyone states, "well this has to be 
historic." Thia home can't be duplicated, can't be compared to anytt,lng else. 
So here we are~ everyone who•a ever seen your house and knows tho story say's it has to 
be historic! 

George Barsotti built our basement In the late 20's. He built his residence north of our 
basement on Stockdale Hwy. He was a bootlegger most of his adult life. He became very 
good at his business and grew to wealth and prosperity. He owned the land from hia home 
west to Stine Rd. and south of our property. He bl.lilt 7 homes In this area. All but his 
residence still exiaL He also owned other homes in East Bakersfield. 

We have many, many facts about the historic figure of George Barsotti that were not 
researched for the EIR. We have had George Barosttl's relatives to our home, we have 
recorded interviews and newspaper articles, and much more. I have spoke to many 
older Italians who knew his family, and the stories! 

About his properties which were not researched for the EIR: 

3809 and 3815 Stockdale Hwy. George built these west of his residence, they are still there 
today. Built in the early 30's. No mention of these at all In the EIR. 

3899 Stockdale Hwy. George built this house on the comer of Stockdale Hwy and Stine Rd. 
This was the "Pink House" It was a road house where he sold liquor, also has a basement 
where he stored liqour. Rumors were there was a tunnel from our basement to this one, 
but Goorgo's daughter said no, they moved the liquor by truck. EIR does list this property, 
and states doesn't know who built It or originally lived there. 

16 Stlne Rd., 22 Stine Rd., and 30 Stine Rd. George built these 3 Tudor style homes in the 
early 30's. They were mom properties he built for rentals. The EIR does list them, but 
aga.in states doesn't know who built them or originally lived there. 

Ot course on all of these properties the EIR states These buildings are not associated with 
the llvos of persons Important to history. 

We could start a whole new district just on the properties and history from the Barsotti 
bootlegging era. 

Attachments: Bakersfield Callfomlan, Audio Interview with Lilly, 
Corresponding Draft EIR documents. 

GP-35-1 
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Our baHment la two level. Two large rooma with multiple other rooms attached. We have 
left it original on purpoH to show the historic nature of this underground vault The one 
room that haa been remodeled when Judge Gibbons owned this property has a fireplace, 
and tile ffoors. Our home is V&'fY original. Windows, cabinets, etc. are intact You can see 
our stairs and basement rooms aa they were In the Bakersfield Californian photos when 
the basement was raided. 

The EIR lacks the research for our property and George Barsotti. 

Some examples: 

"Research provided little infonnation about Barsotti during his years In Bakersfield" 

"Newspaper accounts reveal that George Barsotti had various arrests for producing, 
transporting , and storing of Illegal wine and distilled spirits during the 1920's; however 
thon accounts do not include any mention of the property documentod on this form·· 

"II does not appear that any known owners or tenants of this residence made 
demonstrably important contributions to history at the local, state or national level" 

''The property must have or have had, Information to contribute to our understanding 
of human history" 

"Moreover, even If the basement was concluded to have been built or usad for bootlegging 
during Prohibition, it does not have Important information that contributes to our 
understanding of history. Instead, It Is of a standard basement design, with very few 
elements connecting it to it"'s illicit usage .. 

I could go on and on, but the fact remaina, the reaearch we have done is of far greater 
depth than was listed in the Draft EIR. 

Read all the Attachments, and listen to the interview with Lilly, (George's daughter), you 
will learn about George's l ife, business partners, (Gere Restituto, El Adobe Hotel), the 
selling of liqour to police. the payoffs, the crooked feds, the fancy cars and suits, and 
the secret buzzer from the main house to the basament, plus much more. For never 
lea ming how to read and write, this man accomplished notoriety in the bootlegging 
era and the Italian community. Great ex.ample of history. 

Attachments: Bakersfield Californian, Interview with lilly, Historic Kem Quarterly 
Bulletin, Bakersfield morning echo, various pictures, 
Corresponding Draft EIR Documents. 

GP-35-1 
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APB Cover sheet and SHPO Acknowledgement 

letter to SHPO from John Powell 
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Caltrans - 06-48460/06--Ker-58-3 l .7/55.9 
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Working Draft Document - 20 Febrwuy 20 IO 
Reprinted - 13 May 2014 

FOR THE OFFICE OF IDSTORIC PRESERVA TIO 

STATE OF CALIFQRNJA 

IN THE MA TfER OF THE DPR 523abd 
DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED FOR 
A DETERMINATION OF ELIGIBILITY 
TO THE NA TTONAL REGISTER OF 
1-IlSTORJC PLACES, including 

Multiple Contiguous Properties, 

for 

THE ASSOCIATED HOMEOWNERS 
OF GREATER WEST PARK, 

Property Owners in and of the 
County of Kem, including tbc 
City of Bakersfield, California, 

CALIFORNIA STATE OFFICE OF 
fHSTORJC PRESERVATION, et al., 

Concerned Parties in Common. 

JOHN EDWARD POWELL transmits: 

EA 06-48460/06-Ker-58-3 l .7/55.9 
OHP Notification No. RA 683.195. 737 US 
TRJP: Thomas Roads lmprovement Program 
Proposed West Park Alignment 
Centennial Corridor Project 

(Supplement to Locally Registered Properties) 

TRANSMITTAL OF JOHN EDWARD 
POWELL fN SUPPORT OF THE DPR 
523abd DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED 
FOR A FORMAL DETERMl ATION 
OF ELIGffilLITY FOR LISTING IN THE 
NATIONAL REGISTER OF RJSTORIC 
PLACES - AT THE LOCAL LEVEL OF 
SIGNIFICANCE - WIT8 DISTRICT 
STATUS UNDER SECTION 106 OF THE 
NATIONAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
ACT, 36 CFR §§ 800.1-800.16 

AMJCUS PRESERVATION BRJEF 

Prepared by John Edward Powell. as an independent cultural resource assessment, on behalf of 
38 the Associated Homeowners of Greater West Park, inclusive of 

Kem Woods, Garnsey Avenue and Stockdale Manor 
40 

National Register Eligibility of Historic Building Districts and Public Landscapes 
42 Historic Kern Woods, Garnsey Avenue, Stockdale Manor and Centennial Park 

Bakersfield, California 
44 Circa 1940-1970 

Abstract 
46 

for well over half a cenrury, three (3) J1istorically distinguished and contiguous residential 
48 neighborhoods, located two miles southwest of downtown Bakersfield, California, have reached 

maturity relatively undisturbed by public encroachment . Initially developed under the professional 
50 direction of a nationally and regionally significant group of architects, arcbitecturnl designers, 

M Rit,lbR.uerv.ct. 2010 
~E,,...,.~.A.B., M.A..ArttdactlJ1al~ Page I of I ~b)'Altft 5. W~.1"'1t6itiWll~ AI\OIM7 

~T)'llfflWl, W ~ lllll,. LIii.Mei~ C~ 
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STA TE 01' CAl.ll'OIINIA- THE NA T\JRAI. RESOURC£S AGENCV 

OFFICE OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS ANO RECREATION 
1725 23"' Slreel Sub 100 
SACRAMENTO, CA 115815-7100 
(CU6) 44$.7000 Fax:.(11G)4◄S.70S3 

calshpaO......,.ca.gov 
WWW ohp.D,arks.c.a,lj!OV 

November 27, 2013 

John Edward Powell 
512 North Stine Road 
Bakersfield CA 93309-1183 

Dear Mr. Powell: 

GP-35 

EOMUNll G. BIIOWN, JR.. Go,._ 

Thank you for making your Amicus Preservation Brief (APB) available to myself and my 
Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer. It provided interesting information about 
these Bakersfield neighborhoods. However, if you wish for th is information to be made a 
part of the record related to the Route 58 Freeway Extension Project, then we would 
have to be able to make it freely available to Caltrans as the lead agency on the project 
and it would become part of the public record. 

You might also consider using the information in the APB to prepare nominations for the 
districts to be listed on the National Register of Historic Places. This would formalize 
their status as historic properties for purposes of Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act as well as the California Environmental Quality Act. If you would like to 
discuss the process of preparing a National Register nomination, please contact Jay 
Correia, Registration Unit Supervisor, at (916) 445-7008 or Jay.Correia@parks.ca.gov. 

Sincerely, 

~ ~ YjwJ f/1). 
Carol Roland-Nawi, PhD 
State Historic Preservation Officer 
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Joh" Ed;vard Powell 
.: • :: I , _ ,r ~ R a 

~e:-::, ~1 r:vn?':13! ... j a ... 

22 Oc1ober 2013 

Dr. Carol Roland-Nawi, SHPO Sent USPS Cenified Mail No_ 7012 2210 0002 2998 5211 
Allention: Jenan Saunders, Deputy SHPO 
Office of Historic Preservation 
1725 23,. Street, Suite I 00 
Sacramento, California 95816 

Re: Caltrans Roule 58 Freeway Extension Project, Bakersfield (Follow-up com:spondence) 

Dear Dr. Roland-Nawi : 

Under lhe cover of previous correspondence daled 8 October 2013 (USPS EG 425 334 561 US, 
delivered 10 your office 9 October 2013), l have made avai lable for your inspection an Amicus Preservation 
Brief(APB). This APB bad been previously and rcpca1edly referenced in both electronic mail and Certified 
Mail as addressed lo various agencies and panics - including Caltrans and your predecessor - involved in 
the environmenial review process for 1hc Route 58 freeway extension project in Bakersfield. 

Over 1,200 pro bono hours were required 10 produce the document. 

II remains our understanding that the 1-fPSR associated with Roule 58 (west) has just been reviewed 
by your office, or is still in the process of being reviewed. I believe you will determine that lhe voluminous 
historic building documentation compiled in lhis APB is not found in similar depth or concentration in lhe 
HPSR. Allhough Caltrans District 6 speci(icolly WTOIC to ask 10 see th.is documentation, it chose l!!!J. to meet -(:---
with my representative lo make arrangements for access. lls reasons remain unclear to me_ This APB has 
been, as slated previously, an existing local survey for lhc Route 58 study area since 2010_ 11 has several 
times been presented in draft formal 10 Ilic press and at open neighborbood associa1ion meetings. Property 
owners, Caltrans engineers, and environmental coordinalors io attendance on !hose occasions were provided 
lhe opportunity to view lhe document in the presence of a fair wimess. 

This APB is for your personal review only. Your Deputy SHPO may also review the document. h 
is not fo, your distribution to Caltrans administrative or environmental pcrsoiwel, their privatc-seclor 
consultantS or OHP liaisons, or any Bakersfield or Kem County agencies all ied witb the freeway projecL 

Please no1e that all rightS 10 this unpublished proprici.ary research are expressly reserved. The APB, 
as provided, is watermarked accordingly throughout the document_ You personally represcnl lhe only cnlity 
to which the current draft document bas been released withom the presence of o fair-wimess observer. 

A sci f-addressed return envelope, with postage and tracking amxed, was included for your rcmm 
of the document, as bound, after your full and complc1e inspection oflhe scope of i1s data. 

Yours truly, 

John Edward Powell 

)Uhncdwan.lpuwdl"a yahol., .:om 
Imp ht;:,tonc; fr .:sno or!! ipb10.hun 

Previously sent: 175-page Amicus Preservalion Brief and a nine-page Sou1h Garnsey Avenue Addendum. 
delivered 9 October 2013, as signed and accepted by I. Sarwar at lhe OHP 
Attached: USPS Tracking and Delivery Confirmation 
cc: Alan S. Wertheimer, Jackoway Tycrman Wcnheimcr Austen Mandelbaum Morris & Klein 
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Attachments for page 2 

South Garnsey Ave. 
Armstrong-Womack Historic District 

Corresponding Draft EIR Documents 
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SOUTH GARNSEY AVENUE 
BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA 

Arf!lstrong-Womack Historic District 
1956 

Worksheets for Addendum to 2010 Amicus Preservation Brief 

Context for 

JAMES DONALD WOMACK RESIDENCE (1957) 
Residence, Kern County land Company outbuilding, and underground bomb shelter 

201 South Garnsey Avenue 

Street Context Properties 

100 South Garnsey Road 

195 South Garnsey Avenue 
Formerly 3839 Stockdale Hwy 

Known locally as the historic 
site of a bootlegging operation 

198 South Garnsey Avenue 
Formerly 3729 Stockdale Hwy 

Bakersfield, California 

Michael Shinault Residence (Built 1978/1984) 
Occupation: Accountant 
Building permit (4-11 -1978) 
Builder: James Womack 
$43,200 
Dai/yReport(4-15-1978, p. 1) 

Omar A. Cavins Residence (as of 1956 subdivision date) 
Owner circa 1946-1961 : Omar Allen Cavins (1889-1971) ' 
Occupation: Petroleum Geologist, UC Berkeley (BS, 1915) 
Occupant circa 1957 (Omar [Jr.] and Phyllis Cavins) 
Occupation: Manager, Floyd's Inc. 
Honorable Earle Gibbons Residence (Owner 1961) 
Occupation: School Teacher (1957), Realtor (for Elmer 

F. Karpe, 1958), Attorney and Municipal 
Court Judge (1962+) 

Joan Martinson Gibbons (Spouse) 
Occupation: Registered nurse, housewife, and twin sister 

of Jean Wheelan of 221 South Garnsey Ave 
Address changed circa 1965 
Swimming pool permit (6-4-1969) 

Albert D. Burton Residence (Demolished 1973) 
Occupation: Oil field worker, Golden Bear Oil Company 
Address changed circa 1961 
Property still occupied in 1971 
Property vacant in 1972 
Demolition permit: Issued to David Beauchamp (5-14-1973) 

Note: Albert Dewayne Burton (1883-1972) was born in 
Pennsylvania where he worked in the oil fields until 1911 , 
after which he came to California to work in McKittrick. 

Assembled pro bono by John Edward Powell : 10·28 December 2012 
0 2013 John Edward Powell 

Draft 14: Wori<sheets (Revised 14 March 201 3) Page 1 of 9 All rights raserved 
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198 South Garnsey Avenue 
(continued) 

200 South Garnsey Avenue 

201 South Garnsey Avenue 

205 South Garnsey Avenue 

206 South Garnsey Avenue 

GP-35 

In 1933, Burton moved to Bakersfield to work for Golden 
Bear Oil Company. or his four children, his daughter 
Jackie Beauchamp resided in Bakersfield . He was buried 
at the historic Academy Cemetery outside Clovis, 
California in a Christian Science service. - "Obituaries,' 
Bakersfield Calffomian, 14 January 1972, 43. 

Henry Karber Residence (Built 1960) 
Occupation: School custodian 
Adeline Karber (Spouse) 
Occupation: Drafter, County Assessor 
Building permit (12-18-1959) 
Notice of completion (4-22-1960 - Bk. 3261 , p. 0460) 
Builder: Jones-Womack 
$18,000 
DailyReport(12-26-1959, p. 1) 

James Donald Womack Residence (Built 1957) 
Occupation: Building contractor 
Dawn Jones Womack (Spouse) 
Building permit (5-14-1957) 
Notice of completion (9-30-1957/10-1-1957) 
Builder: Jones-Womack 
$16,200 
Dai/yReport(S-18-1957, p. 1) 

Jones-Womack Speculative House (Built 1958) 
Carl L. Peterson Residence (1958) 
Occupation: Employee, PG&E 
Building permit (4-28-1958) 
Builder: Jones-Womack 
$12,400 
Dai/yReport(5-1-1958, p. 1) 

Notice of completion (8-18/19-1958- Bk. 2995, p. 0015) 
Tract 1938, Lot 7 (205 South Garnsey Road) 
Builder: Jones-Womack 
Legal owner: James D. and Dawn Womack 

201 South Garnsey Avenue 

Frank Clegg Residence (Built 1959) 
Occupation: Oil worker, Atlantic Richfield Oil Company 
Building permit (10-29-1958) 
Contract (10-22-1958) 
Builder: Jones-Womack 
$1 4,000 
Daily Report (11 -1-1958, p.1) 

Assembled pro bono by John Edward Powell: 10-28 December 201 2 
e 201 3 John Edward Powell 

Draft 14: Worksheets (Revised 14 March 201 3) Page 2 of 9 All rights reserved 
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209 South Garnsey Avenue 

212 South Garnsey Avenue 

218 South Garnsey Avenue 

221 South Garnsey Avenue 

Lemuel Freeman Residence (Built 1958) 
Occupation: Employee, Morelock's Nursery 
Building permit (4-28-1958) 
Builder: Jones-Womack 
$13,000 
Daily Report (5-1-1958, p. 1) 

GP-35 

Ronald Duncan Residence (Built 1958) First owner 
Occupation: Salesman. Calray Cookies 
Karl S. Wahl Residence (Second owner, circa 1959) 
Occupation : Realtor, Elmer F. Karpe Real Estate 
Hilda Wahl (Spouse) 
Occupation: Director of Nursing, San Joaquin Hospital 
Building permit (9-25-1957) 
Builder: Jones-Womack 
$13,000 
Daily Report (9-28-1957, p. 1) 

Note: Karl Siem Wahl (1903-1988) was born in Nome, 
North Dakota. He was raised in Bowman, North Dakota, 
where he was educated in a one-room schoolhouse. He 
attended business college in Bismarck, North Dakota, 
then married in 1929. In 1937, he moved to Bakersfield 
where he was a member of Emanuel Lutheran Church. -
"Obituaries," Bakersfield Californian, 9 January 1988, B4. 

Clinton C. Sullivan Residence (Built 1958) First owner 
Occupation: Carpenter, Jones-Womack 
Harold R. Canaday Residence (Second owner, circa 1960) 
Occupation: Engineer, Richfield Oil Company 
Building permit (4-30-1958) 
Builder: Jones-Womack 
$11,504 
Daily Report (5-3-1958, p. 1) 

Jay Alvin "Al" Wheelan Residence (Built 1959) 
Occupation: Salesman, Elmer F. Karpe Real Estate 

President, Karpe Real Estate Center 
Developer, land and subdMsion developments 

Contract (1-6-1959) 
Building permit (1-16-1959) 
Builder: Jones-Womack 
$19,200 
Dai/yReport(1 -22-1959, p.1) 
Addition for Jay A. Wheelan 
Building permit (12-16-1971) 
Builder of addition: Moore Gibbons Moore 
"Obituaries," Bakersfield Californian, 22 February 1987, C16. 

Assembled pro bono by John Edward Powell: 10-28 December 2012 
C 2013 John Edward Powell 

Draft 14: Woricsheets (Revised 14 Mardl 2013) Page 3 of 9 All rights reserved 
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221 South Garnsey Avenue 
(continued) 

255 South Garnsey Avenue 
Formerly 301 S Garnsey Ave 

275 South Garnsey Avenue 

295 South Garnsey Avenue 
Formerly 319 S Garnsey Ave 

300 South Garnsey Avenue 

GP-35 

Robert Karpe Residence (Owner circa 1976) 
Occupation: Chairman, Karpe Real Estate Center 

Note: Under Governor Ronald Reagan, Robert Karpe was 
appointed California State Real Estate Commissioner. 
Under President Ronald Reagan, Karpe served as 
President of the Government National Mortgage 
Association (G.N.MA) in Washington. D.C. Karpe was 
awarded an Honorary Doctorate Degree by California 
State University, Bakersfield in 2005. 

James F. Dandy Residence (Built 1960) First owner 
Occupation: President. J. L. Dandy & Company 
Ken Lifguist Residence (Second owner circa 1964) 
Occupation: Teacher, Beardsley School 

Salesman. Elmer F. Karpe Real Estate 
Building permit (1-22-1960) 
Builder: Dandy Homes, Inc. 
$16,520 
Daily Report (1-28-1960, p. 1) 
Pool permit (4-8-1964) 

George Malcolm Stahl Residence (Built 1960) 
Occupation: Farmer, Romero Farms (Panama District) 

and Beatrice Foods 
Building permit (3-11-1960) 
Bonds (3-3-1960 - Bk. 3244, p. 0712; Bk. 3244, p. 0714) 
Builder: Jones-Womack 
$21 ,000 
DailyReport(3-16-1960, p.1) 

Jones-Womack Speculative House (Built 1959) 
Alex D. Blake Residence (1959) 
Occupation: Manager, Elmer F. Karpe Real Estate 
Building permit (7-15-1959) 
Builder: Jones-Womack 
$18,000 
Daily Report (7-23-1959, p. 4) 
(Appears misprinted as 200 South Garnsey Avenue) 

Edward D. Poole Residence (Built 1960) 
Occupation: Salesman, Burr Realty 
Building permit (10-16-1959) 
Builder: Jack L. Brown (b. 12-4-1929 -
$15,000 
Daily Report (10-22-1959, p. 1) 
"Miss Cox Becomes Bride of Jack Brown; Journey North," 
Bakersfield Californian, 2 November 1950, 24. 

Assembled pro bono by John dward Powell: 10-28 December 2012 
C 2013 John Edward Powell 

Draft 14: Worl<sheels (Revised 14 Mar<:h 201 3) Page 4 of 9 All rights reserved 
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306 South Garnsey Avenue 

317 South Garnsey Avenue 

320 South Garnsey Avenue 
Formerly 3750 Elcia Drive 

321 South Garnsey Avenue 

330 South Garnsey Avenue 

GP-35 

Edward D. Poole Speculative House (Built 1960) 
John F. Hardy Residence (circa 1961) 
Occupation: British golf pro, Stockdale Country Club 
Building permit (10-16-1959) 
Builder: Jack L. Brown (b. 12-4-1929- -) 
$15,000 
Daily Report (10-22-1959, p. 1) 

Note: General contractor Jack L. Brown was born in Taft, 
California. He graduated from Bakersfield High School in 
1948, where he was a Block B letterman. From 1948 to 
1951, Brown worked as an apprentice carpenter for builder 
William A. Drennan (1914-1965) before serving during the 
Korean War with Company B of the 835'" Engineers. 
Grantee-Grantor Index (Bk. 2040, p. 0445) 

Harold T. Ricards Residence (Built 1959) 
Occupation: Merchant, Ricards Bootery 
Building permit (4-29-1959) 
Builder: Lewis V. Christensen (b. 11-4-1923 -
$25,000 
DailyReport(S-2-1959, p. 1) 

Note: General contractor Lewis V. Christensen was born 
in Santa Ana, California. He served in the United States 
Navy during Wor1d War II as an electronics technician. 
Grantee-Grantor Index (Bk. 1308, p. 0016) 

Edward L. R. Armstrong Residence (Built circa 1940) 
Occupation: Broker, Ward D. Watson Realty 
Moved to this site in 1958 (Tax Assessor's record date) 
Building permit (12-2-1957) Sewage pit 

David F. Snedden Residence (Built 1966) 
Occupation: Representative, Bakersfield Production 

Credit Association (Farm Loans) 
Cattle Rancher, Snedden Land & Cattle 
Company, Santiago Creek (Maricopa) and 
Lockwood Creek (Ventura) 

Building permit (7-25-1966) 
Notice of completion (11-18-1966- Bk. 3997, p. 0192) 
Builder: • Jim Womack" 
$23,000 (see also1968 alterations, $4,402) 
Daily Report (7-28-1966, p. 1 ); Daily Report (8-10-1968, p. 1) 
Horse stall(" J. 0 . Womack," builder, no construction date) 

Jack L. Gammon Residence (Built 1961) 
Occupation: Farmer, Maricopa District 
Building permit (3-6-1961); Deed (Bk. 3353, p. 0390) 
Builder: Jones-Womack 
$18,000 
Daily Report (3-9-1961, p. 1) 

Assembled pro bono by John Edward Powell: 10-28 December 2012 
Cl 2013 John Edward Powell 

Draft 14: Worksheets (Revised 14 Mard'I 2013) Page 5 of 9 All rights reserved 
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3755 Elcia Drive 

37 49 Elcia Drive 

GP-35 

Benjamin Johnson Residence (Built circa 1950) 
Occupation: Production Manager, Richfield Oil Company 
First assessed in 1958 (Tax Assessor's record date) 

Joan Carlton Residence (Built circa 1920 and 1967) 
Occupation: Bookkeeper, Walden Construction 
Unit 1 (1920); Unit 2 (1967) Tax Assessor's record dates 
Builders: Undetermined 
$2,000 (Fire damage repairs) 
Daily Report (6-4-1966, p. 1) 

Notes about principal developers and builders of Tract #1938 and allied parcels 

Jones-Womack General Contractors 

Glen J. Jones 

James Donald Womack 

Gwendolyn "Dawn" Womack 

Born: 6-29-1901 (Oregon) 
Died: 2-5-1958 (Kem) 
"Final Services Saturday for Glen J. Jones,· 
Bakersfield Californian, 7 February 1958, 22. 

Born: 1-1 5-1923 (Louisiana) 
Died: 9-17-2003 (Kem) 
"Funerals," Bakersfield Californian, 23 September 
2003, B2. 

Born 1-1g_1922 (California) 
Died: 5-1-2005 (Kem) 
"Funerals," Bakersfield Californian, 5 May 2005, B2. 

Tract Nlap 1938 (Bk. 0009, p. 0115)- 20 December 1956 

Subdividers: Edward L. R. Armstrong and Monica D. Annstrong 

Civil Engineer/Surveyor: W. Alan Harrison, LS. #2263 

Edward L. R. "Jack" Armstrong Born: 10-20-1914 (Colorado) 
Died: 8-12-2001 (Kem) 
"Funerals," Bakersfield Californian , 16 August 
2001, B2. 

Monica D. Armstrong Born: 30 June 1913 (South Dakota) 
Died: 6 June 2004 (Kem) 

Draft 14: Wori<sheets (Revised 14 March 2013) 

"Funerals," Bakersfield Californian, 8 June 2004, B3. 

Note: The Armstrongs were principal supporters 
and namesakes of the E. L • Jack" and Monica 
Armstrong Youth Center, Boys & Girls Clubs of 
Kem County, 801 Niles Street at Beale Avenue in 
East Bakersfield, California. 

Assembled pro bone by John Edward Powel1: 10-28 December 2012 
@ 2013 John Edward PoweM 
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W. Alan Harrison 

The Armstrong-Womack Historic District 

Born: 18 April 1910 (Oklahoma) 
Died: 16 August 1980 (Kem) 

GP-35 

"Obituaries." Bakersfield Califomian, 18 August 
1980, 08. 

Mr. Harrison was bom in Okmulgee, Okla., on April 
18, 1910 and had resided in Kem County since 
1946. He was a licensed land suNeyorand at the 
time of his retirement was the senior partner in 
Harrison-Lusich and Associates. He has since 
worl<ed as a land developer and developed many 
subdivision[s] in Bakersfield, Three Rivers, Bear 
Mountain and helped relocate Kemvil/e and 
develop the Kem River Valley. He was a member 
of the First Presbyterian Church and at the time of 
his death was seNing in the capacity of Elder
Trustee. He was also a member of the Bakersfield 
Lodge #224, F&AM, East Bakersfield Rotary Club, 
an active supporter of the Salvation Anny and the 
Boy Scouts and was a member of the Kem 
Karavanners Trailer Club. 

Note: Civil Engineer W. Alan Harrison, who laid out 
a portion of Historic Kem Woods, shares credit for 
the phased design of La Cresta Heights with 
Ashley Cooper (1883-1948), a mechanical and civil 
engineer for the Kem County Land Company and 
Kem River Water Storage Company, and Richard 
E. White (1884-1976), a Naval Academy alumnus 
and civil engineer who, with landscape architect 
Howard Gilkey (1890-1972), designed Hart Park, 
its famous pool, and the park's historic water wheel. 

The Armstrong-Womack Historic District is a secluded 1956 pocket subdivision. It is for the 
most part comprised of late 1950s and early 1960s custom-built upper-middle-class 
California Ranch-style houses. Over half of the houses in the district were built by James 
Donald Womack (1923-2003), principal of Jones-Womack Construction, either in 
partnership with Glen J. Jones (1901 -1 958) or as the sole builder after Jones' death. The 
homes were originally owned almost exclusively by a close-knit circle of friends working in 
the construction, real estate development, and real estate sales professions who were 
socially prominent and politically influential in the community, as well as by members of 
long-established or historic farming and cattle ranching enterprises in Kem County. A 
handful of older properties dating from the 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s served as bookends to 
the short street district, including a site considered locally historic for an early-day 
bootlegging operation on the premises. The subdivision also preserves underground bomb 
shelters built after the Cuban Missile Crisis of October 1962. 

Draft 14: Worksheets (Revised 14 March 2013) 

Assembled pro bono by John Edward Powell: 1 0-28 Oecember 2012 
0 2013 John Edward Powell 
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Supplemental note regarding 195 South Garnsey Avenue and Tract #1938 

' Although considerable attention has been paid to the earlier residency of George 
Barsotti at this site (Lois Henry, Bakersfield Californian, 12-29-2012), as well as to the site's 
associated criminal history during Prohibition (1920-1933), much of this property's 
significance is vested in a later period of ownership by Omar A. Cavins (and to any 
alterations Cavins may have made to the property after 1946, and prior to 1961 ). The 
Cavins context, unlike the earlier Barsotti tenure, has a direct relationship to the subdivision 
of acreage comprising Tract #1938, designated the -Armstrong-Womack Historic District." 
The latter development far exceeds the minimum 66½% statistical requirement for listing as 
a residential historic district under National Register Criterion C. The district additionally 
appears to qualify under the seven (7) guidelines and the "Rule of Thumb" for National 
Register integrity compliance, inciuding acceptable material changes that have been 
adopted over time in response to state and national energy conservation goals and 
mandates. For associated National Register of Historic Places Criterion B justifications, see 
also: Baum, Willa K. , project director and interviewer, "Omar Cavins: Coming of Age in 
Bakersfield ," Earl Wa1Ten Oral History Project. (Berkeley: Bancroft Library, Regents of the 
University of California, 13 January 1970). 

Note about the preparer 

John Edward Powell , A.B. , M.A., studied design, art history, and architectural history at 
Stanford University and Stanford-in-Britain. He completed graduate work at Stanford 
University; California College of Arts and Crafts, Oakland; and the University of Idaho, 
Moscow, where he also taught basic design in the School of Architecture. He subsequently 
undertook sabbatical studies at Haystack Mountain School, Deer Isle, Maine. Since 1977, 
Powell has worked professionally in the fields of historic preservation and California 
architectural history. His formal emphases are architectural biography and the archival 
conservation of architectural records, renderings, and drawings. His research has been 
recognized by the National Endowment for the Arts; College of Fellows Fund of the 
American Architectural Foundation; California Council of the American Institute of 
Architects: California Committee for the Promotion of History; Leon S. Peters Foundation: a 
2005 Governor's Award in Historic Preservation with the Fresno County Public Library; and 
as one of 22 authors contributing to Architecture, Ethnicity and Historical Landscapes of 
California's San Joaquin Valley, which received a 2009 Governor's Award in Historic 
Preservation for its publisher, the Planning and Development Department, City of Fresno. 
From 2000 to 2006, Powell taught part time in the fine arts and art history program at 
Bakersfield College, and served an academic term as interim art gallery director. 

- Draft 14: Revised 14 March 2013 -

AII rights reserved: Not for quotation, distribution, reproduction or publication, in 
whole or in part, without prior written authorization, 14 March 2013 

Intellectual Property Representative: Alan S. Wertheimer 
Jackoway Tyerman Wertheimer Austen Mandelbaum Morris & Klein 

Los Angeles, California 
310.553.0305 

Assembled pro bono by John Edward Powell: 10-28 December 2012 
C> 2013 John Edward Powel 
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Appendix 

Architectural Integrity and the Guiding "Rule of Thumb" 

The seven (7) principal observations applied to the properties identified in this 
addendum to the 175-page 2010 Amicus Preservation Brief, and used to assess the 
affirmative presence of architectural integrity, are defined as follows: 

GP-35 

Location (the properties have not been physically relocated from their original 
sites or, if relocated , have been located at the present sites for over 50 years). 

Design (the architeclural id ioms of the properties and/or other distinguishing 
stylistic characteristics are identifiable, classifiable, and relevant to local, regional , 
state, or national architectural history). 

Setting (the principal views looking toward the properties, and the principal views 
looking away from the properties, have not been unduly altered by a loss of 
neighboring structures; or have not been unduly obstructed by man-made forms 
or radical changes in the natural terrain. Landscapes - both indigenous and 
ornamental - are expected to display anticipated , thus acceptable, growth and 
maturity. Growth and maturity do not negate considerations of the historic setting, 
although a loss of landscape may). 

Materials (the properties retain a reasonable percentage of their original build ing 
product(s) - generally 75% or more - as spelled out in original architectural 
plans and specifications, again subject to acceptable evolutionary changes 
expected from generation to generation). 

Workmanship (the properties continue to reflect the prevailing methods, finishes , 
and standards of construction as originally engineered at the lime of their 
completion). 

Feeling /the properties retain reasonable physical suggestions of their original 
place in time, without necessarily being ·1ocked" in the past, since all properties 
undergo acceptable evolutionary changes from generation to generation). 

Association (the properties retain reasonable but more intuitive suggestions of 
their context in time , with an ability to evoke an awareness of their era of origin, as 
well as the significant events that defined that era socially, politically, and 
culturally. 

Although properties may display aspects of each of these seven (7) components, it is 
neither required nor essential that all seven (7) be absolutely evident concurrently. 

"The Rule of Thumb" 

The guiding "Rule of Thumb" as applied to establish architectural integrity is stated 
as follows: Were the original architects, builders, owners, members of the owners' families, 
or immediate neighbors to view the properties or neighborhood today, would they definitively 
be able to recognize the properties or neighborhood? 

If so, the basic integrity standard has been met, in spite of any questions regarding 
material condition, as long as any adverse material conditions are clearly reversible. The 
material condition of properties (e.g ., paint, shingles, masonry, etc., in need of repair) is 
evaluated separately from integrity. 

Assembled pro bono by John Edward Powell: 10-28 Decembe< 2012 
C, 2013 John Edward Powell 

Dratt 14: W or1<sheets (Revised 14 March 2013) Page 9 of 9 All rights reserved 
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State ti# c.llfomi1 - TIie Re-..rces Agency DEPARTMENT OF PARKS ANO RECREATION :n.::v ·----------~'-~----'-
PRIMARY RECORD Trinomlal ____ _ __________ ___ 

NRHP Status Code ___ 6=2~--- -

:';';!1~.,:::s-----R-e-viewer,--::::::::::::::::::::::::.-0-ate-:::::::::• 

Page I of 21 111 Resource Name or# (Ass.9ned by recorder) Map Reference o 09-1 1 

Pl. Othe r Identifier: Traci o. 1938 
•pi.. Location: D Not fo.- PubfiC11tion IE) Um·estricted •a. COvnty Kem 
and (P2b and P2c or P2d. Attach a L.ocauon Map as r.e<essa,y.) 

• b . USGS 7.S' Quad """"'-""'-".._,,= Date 1973 T _ _ ; R _ , _ ¼ of Sec __ , B.M. 

c. Address See P3a for lisl of addrc es c;iy Bnker field CA Zip __ 

d . l/TM: (g,ve more tnan one ror large and/or Unear resources) Zone ; --,-.,----_mE/ _ _ _____ .mN 
e. Olher L.ocauonal Dal>: (e.g., pa..:f>I ii, directions IO resource, elevation, £tc., as appropnale) 
See P3a fo r lisl of assessor parcel numbers 
"Pl a. Deso1ptlon: (De$0ibe resou-te and Its majo( elements. Include design, matenalS, condlbOn, oltefiltlons, size, sew,.,, and boondarles) 

Traci 1938 \\OS subdivided in 1956 and developed over lhe ne.si four years. This sma ll 1ract originally featured 12 generally 
rectangular pa rcels positioned along 1he sec1ion of So uth Ga rn ey Avenue nonh ofElcia Drive and 1crmi natingjust sou1h of 
S1ockdale Highway. Eleven of1he propenics are located , ilh in 1hc survey area of this projcc1 and were built be1ween 1957 
and 1960. l71cy arc archi1ec1ura lly similar houses bul have individual design elements and charac1cristics. The 1rac1 is 
localed in an unincorporated coun1y island roughly bounded by State Route 58 and 1ockdalc Highway 10 1l1e north. Ming 
A cnue to 1he soul h, H S1ree1 10 1he easl. and Montclair S1rce1 10 the wes1. 

The residence located at 200 outh Garnsey A venue has n composition shingle. cross-gable roof wi1h "idc eaves. The 
bui lding has an L- haped footprinl. The walls arc clad in tucco. and feneslrntion include aluminum slidi ng windows. The 
main elllran~e is localed on the interior corner of 1hc main fo~ade. 17,c 1hree-wall garage projects from 11,c soulh end of 1he 
main fa~adc. and i part ially supponed by square , ood po I . The house localed n1 20 I oulh Garnsey Avenue ha a ll'ood
shingle Dutch-hip roof , ilh a hip-roofprojec1ion 10 lhe nonh and wide eaves. A small square (See Con1inua1io11 hcet) 

• PJb. Resou rce, Attributes: (List attnbutes and codes) HP2 - Single familv property 
• p4, R" sources Pr.,sent: Iii] B<Jlldlng □ Slructure □ Obje<:l □ Site □ OISlrict □ Element or District □ Olhc,- (Isolates, £tc.) 

PSb. llesa\ptJon of Proto: Photograph I . 

200 S. Garnsey Ave., faci ng east 

• P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources: 
00 H1S1onc □ PrehistoriC □ Elolh 
1956-1960 Kern County As. cssor 

-- P7. Owners and Addresses: 

(. ee onti1111a1ion Sheel) 

ec:onled by: (Nome, offillauon, address) 
/\lien/Joseph frecmanrroni Webb 
listorical onsu ll in g, LLC 
S lafTord Street 
, CA 95618 

• ~ . Date Reconled: March 2009 / 

*PlO. Survey Type: (Oescrlbe) I nicnsivc 

• Pu . Report Citation: (Cite~ rePOrt and other sources, o, enter --none.'1 JRP His1orica l Consull ing. LLC. .. MRER, Ce nten ni al 
Corridor Project, Bakersfield. Kern Co unty. Ca li fornia IE/\ 06-48460) .. 
• Attachments: 0 None □ Loc.ibOn Map 00 Sil£tch Map 00 Cooonuatlon Sheet liil Bu~d•ng, Structure, and Obi«t Record D Arehaeological Record 
□ District Record D Linear Feature Record □ Milling St.>Uon Record O Rock Ari Record □ Artifact Real<d □ Photograph Record 
D Otller (list) _____ ___ _ 

OPR S23A (1/95) • Re quired Information 
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81. Historic Name: ______ _ 

B2. Common Name: --,~~~--
BJ_ Ooginal Use: Res idential 84. Present Use: Residential 
• e5, Architectural Style: Ranch 

GP-35 

• NRHP Status Code g 
• Ruource Name or# (Assigned by recorcer) Map Reference No. 09-11 

• e6. Construction History: Tract subdi ided in 1956- houses • between 1957 and i 960· fallout shelters = summer of 1962. 
•B7. Moved? 00 No D Yes D Unknown Date: _______ Original Location: ________ _ 
•es. Related features: 

89. Archltea: unknown b. Builder: Womack & Jones Building Contractors 
•e10 . Significance: Theme n/a Area n/a 

Period of Significance n/a Property Type n/a Applicable Criteria - ~"~'a~_ 

Tract No. I 938. the individual residences. and two fallout shelters as oc iated with two of the residences do not appear to 
meet the criteria for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) or lhe California Regisler of Historical 
Resources (CRHR). nor do they appear lo be historical resources fo r the purposes of CEQA. Bakersfield exper ienced 
treme ndous popu lation growth after World War 11 that gencrakd a wave of ne, developme,n . There was a nood of veterans 
to Ca li fornia immed iately fo llowing the war. and with it came a great need for more housing. Throughout the decade. Kern 
County's populat ion remained greater tha,1 the available house , and it was many years before supply caught up wilh 
demand. The city's boundaries began to widen as outlyi ng agricu ltural land was convened to res idemial 1rac1s, and by the 
end of the 1950s. 1he housing gap had successfully been bridged. Twenty square mi les of residential developmenl took place 
in the Grea1er Bakersfie ld area from 1945 to 1955. which included approximately 12.000 new houses built between 1950 
and 1955. In particular, the land straddl ing Stockda le Highway outhwest of downtown was the scene of developme111. 

The rcsidcnlial area bounded by Stockda le Highway to the nonh, Apache Avenue 10 the south. Rea l Road 10 1he east. and 1he 
ti ne ana l 10 the we t was mostly developed al the end of the 1950s. Prior to this time. this land was agricultura l with only 

a handful of res idences .• and Elcia Drive (via Real Road) was the only paved road. In 19S6. Edward and Mon ica Armstrong 
subdivided their land between 1he line Canal and the west terminus of Elcia Drive as Tract 1938. This cal led for the 
conslruction of outh Garnsey Road. though the res idential tract inc luded on ly the west side of the stree1. It fully deve loped 
by the end oftha1 decade. 

Before 1945. subd ivisions predomina1cly had rectilinear street configurations and parcels were for the mos! pan uniform in 
size and shape. Howe er trends in res idential development changed during the postwar era. Subdivi ion planners began to 
employ curvi linear and cul-de-sac s1ree1s. both to enhance a"sthelics and control the speed of vehicu lar traffic. Lot s izes 
decreased and a boom in housing demand led to the mass production of build ing malerials, more (See Con1inua1ion Sheet) 

Bl I . Additional Resou,ce Attributes: 
*812. References: "crn Coun ty Acriill Phow grnpl1:i.. flown by 1hc U GS. 1937. 
J9..i 7. 1956. 1968: ··Kem l lomcs Crisis A irl!t1:· Los Angeles Times. 7 Oi:C<"mb\:r 
1945; ·--n1n;.; Hundred eh:ron:,, Jnin Ru~h for 90 110011.::s.~ I ..Q!i: Angeles T imes. 22 
fay l9.i6: ·· hutdO\\n o n Vc:h:rans:" !lousin g. Pruji:cl A~rtcd:' Los ngdcs 

I 1mcs. 28 l)r.:cc1nbcr 19-'6: " Mimer Field Units lo llousr.: 400 Fnmilics.- Los 
Ang.di:,, ·n mcs. 2 Fchnmry 1947: " llousing l'ac1 l'anc,dOO by Uakr.:rsfii: ld:· Los 

ngelc..~ Times. 7 March 1952 : Kem Counl) I rm,:1 Mup:,.. Bonk 9 of ~·lap Page 
11 5. Tr.u:1 No. 1938. 20 l.>oocmber 1956. Si:c rootnot1.'S. 

813. Remarl<S: 

"814. Evaluator. Joseph Freeman Toni Webh. Rand Herocn 
•oate of Evaluation: December 20 12 

(This space reserved for OlfKial commcnl<.) 

DPR 523B (1/95) 

(Sl<e«:h Map with nonh arrow required.) 

ee con1l11 ua1ion heel. 

• Required Information 
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Trinomlal 

.'age 3 of 2 1 • Resource Name or • (Assigned i,y reco,der) Map Reference No. 09-11 
• Recorded by P. Allen. J. Freeman. T. Webb 'Pate March 2009: Dccember2012 Ci!I Conu,._..tlon O upeate 

P3a. Description (continued): 
cupola is located o n the north project ing roof ridge. The house is clad in stucco with a partial brick apron and has 
replacement vinyl slid ing windows. The main entrance is located under an interior corner on th e main fa~ade. under a 
continuous-roof porch. The house has I\ o interior chimneys. TI,c property includes a detached garage chat, as converted 
IO an attached living space. as well as a detached garage/office spac~ added in 1962. A commercial garage building. 
conslruc1ed in by 1968. is located northwes1 of1he main res idence. In addition. lhe property include a sub1erranean fall ul 
s he lter construc1ed in the summer of 1962. The structure (Pho!Ographs 12- 14) is construc1ed en1ircly of board-formed 
concr<te and is approximalely IO fe~I by 12 feet with a 2-foot e ,1cnsion which provides for a nearly-vert ical wood stairway 
thal folds lo a llow lhe loilel facility (a simple hole in the ground) behind the stairs. The ceiling was originally clad with 
acoustic lile !hat has since been removed. An a ir intake wi1h whal appears lo be an e leclrica l blower is located on the 
she lte rs north wall. The aboveground intake pipe wi1h screened hood is visible al !he garage·. northwes1 (ex1erior) come r. 
TI1e exhausl pipe extends from near lhe stairs up 1hrough the garages concre1e s lab. An interior s1ee l , acer tank is localed 
in 1hc northeast corner of 1he shelter. Simple wood she lves near 1he water lank are original 10 1he s1ructllre . The stee l ha1ch 
door was removed wi1hin 1he last five years. Presently the she lter is used for slorage. ' 

n,e house loca1ed at 205 ou1h Garnsey Avenue has a hipp.?d roof wi1h several hip-roof projections and wide eaves . The 
roofi ng is modern composilion s hingles. One projection 10 1he southwest coniains a two-care garage wi1h a me1al panel 
door. The wall arc c lad in ru~o and hori zonlal wood sidi ng. f'enes1ration consists of multi-pane. metal casemcru 
windows of varying s i1.es and configuralions. TI1e main crllrance is el back on the primary fa,ade and localed 1rndcr an 
ex1ended roof porch. The re idence located at 206 ourh Garnsey Avenue is topped " i1h a wood-shingle hipped roo f, i1h 
wide eaves. TI1c garoge i located o n a hip-roof projcc1ion ro the north and ha · a modern ro ll-up door. TI1e main fol'adc has 
, westward hip-roof projection . TI,e house has modern beve led horizontal metal s iding. Fcncs1ra1ion includes metal 
casemem and replacemenl viny l , indows. A short coucrere block planter runs the , idlh o the fronl fa,ade. 

The house located al 209 Soulh Garnsey Avenue has a 111odcrn-1ile hipped roof. wi1h wide. c losed caves and a projecting 
hip-roof garage. The house is lad in stucco. nnd has me1al sliding wind ws. The main en1rance is set-back behind a metal 
gale. The residence located al 2 12 Sornh Garnsey Avenue s i1s on an L-shape foo1prin1. II has a side-gable roof wilh a 
projec1ing cro ' Du1ch-hip two-car garage. The roof has cornposi1ion shing les and wide eaves. The house has ven ical 
board-and-bancn wood siding and replacc menl viny l windows. 17,e main emrance is locn1cd on a se1back wall on the 
primary fal'ade. The panel garage door faces north. Th is property a lso includes a sublcrranean follou1 she ller (Photograph 
15- l()J in the backyard. Constructed in 1he summer of 1962. 1his she lter is located beneath a concre1e b lo k planter 
reportedly bui l1 during 1he she ller·s cor1s1ruction . The sheller is cons1ruc1ed o f concre1e block walls with a board-formed 
con reie ceiling and poured concrele noor. A steel bu lkhead pro ides access to 1he shelte r wood s1ain ay 1ha1 leads 10 long 
ho lh ay. The main room measure · appro.~imalely 20 fee l long and 12 feet wide and includ es a hand-cra nked centrifugal 
inrnke blower on 1he north wall and the c,ha11s1 pipe is located wi1hin 1he hallway. n,e aboveground intake pipe wi1h 
screened hood and exhaust arc still exiant willrin 1he 11lan1er. The s1ruc1ure originally included 1wo steel waler tanks buried 
wit hin 1hc plonrcr (outs ide 1ht sl1cltcr) which have rccen1ly been removed.' 

The re idence al 2 18 South Garnsey Avenue is topped with a compo ition shingle hip roof. and has wide ea es. A 11 o-car 
garage , i1h replacemenl rolh rp door is localed in a hip-roof pr jecling toward lhe soulh . A wesrwurd hip•roof prujec 1ion 
extends from lhe main fa~adc . The entrance is located under a shed-roof porch , hich is supported by a stone co lumn. The 
house has stucco siding. wi1h a lon e apron. a nd r~placement \f iny l ·Jiding. \ indows. The house located at :?21 South 
Ga, nscy Avenue has a modern-tile hipped roof with , idc eaves. The wal ls a re c lad in s tucco siding and wood board-n nd
batten siding. Fenestration include 1w bay on lhc main fa~ade with rcpla emcnt vinyl windo,"s and stone:: veneer apron. 
as well as fixed replaccrnenl vinyl, inclow and me1a l casemenl I indows. The main en1ra11ce i · locaied unde r an cx1ended 
roof porch. A delached 1wo-car garage with a hip roof and rnern l door i loca1ed behind 1he residenc,· . 

1 Keith Wonmd,. p1.:"rsonal c-ommun ii::uioo \\ilh Toni Wi.:hb. J IU) llis1orkul C:nnsu l1ing. LLC. lkccmhl'r I:?. 201:?: 1\olat1i1: P-...iJillu. fH!™mnl 
cnn\rnullii.:l'.lliuo "ilh l"oni \V~bb. JRP lll s:1mic:1t (."onsu lli n~ I.LC:. lx~mh\:r 12. 2012. 
: "'-ti.'.\ «: Pil'.rt:'c. J)\.'f)t}nJI 1.:rnnmuni :-:11 fnn \\ilh ·1 oni Wcbh. JltP I h:-iom:ul Con~ullin_g_. I.LC. D,:ci:mb,.-r 12. 20 12 
DPR 523L (l/95 ) • Requh·e.d Information 
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~af c.liiom;~ "- ~ •li.;.u~ Aoe'nty 
DEPARTMENT OF PAJllCS ANO RECREATION 

.. Primaiy #_...,.... __ ~~--~-~--~ 
HIU •-·------'--'-------'---"---,--=... 

CONTINU~TION SHEET Trlnomlal 

Page 4 of 2 1 * Resource Name or# (Assil)ned by reairder) Map Reference No. 09-11 
* Recorded by P. Allen J Freeman T. Webb •Date March 2009; December 201 2 Iii! Continualior, D Update 

The house located al 255 outh Garn ey Avenue has a composition shingle cro s-gable roof above the two-car garage. The 
house has board-and-batten wood siding above a brick veneer base, and single- hung a luminum windows. The recessed 
entrance is located beneath a shed-roof porch which is supported by square wood po ts with decorative brackets. The house 
located at 275 South Garnsey Avenue has a side-gable roof with 1, o cross-gable projections, and topped wit!, modern tile 
roofing. Both projections extend from the north end of the main far;ade . The larger projection extends slightly wh ile the 
smaller one projec1s fu rther eas1 and con1a ins the 1wo-car garage. An e.xterior chimney is localed on the larger projection. 
The house has horizontal wood and crtical board-and-banen wood siding. Fenestralion includes melal windows. 

Like 275 outh Garnsey Avenue, the house located at 295 South Garnsey Avenue has a side-gable roof with two cross-gable 
projec1ions. It has composit ion shingle roofi ng and wide eaves. The larger project ion extends sl ightly while the smaller one 
projects further east and contains the two-car garage. The entrance is located under the large gabl e project ion wh ich is 
partially su pporled by a brick veneer colum n. TI1e house has horiwn1al wood siding with a brick veneer apron, and 
a lum inum sl iding windows. 

Traci 1938 has a rectil inear layout wit h aspha lt streets. concrete gutters and squared curbs. Most of the properties fea ture a 
landscape stri p between the curb and the concrete side, alk . Each of the properties has a lawn in lhe fro nt yard. Some yards 
have malu re landscaping while oth ers have you ng vegetation. Ut ility lines are generally located along wood po les beh ind the 
residences. South Garnsey $1ree1 term inates at the north end in a cul-de-sac and at the south end at the intersect ion with 
Elcia Drive. 

Each of the surveyed properties consists of a Ranch house built between 1957 and 1960. 

APN Address Dou Alterations and/or Additfon1 Photo# 
149-320-0 t 200SGam,c1• A, c 1%0 I 

replacement windows: n:.1r addilion. i;;on.,.cncd garage 10 living spacc:fallotJt 
t49-"l-15. 149-320-05 201 S G,msc1 Ave 1957 sheller. s,condary l!.llrll~e. 2 
14 9-3 20-06 20~ S G amsc, Ave 19l8 ) 

149-320-02 206 S Gomsc1• Ave 1958 r1,;nlac1.'ft11.:n1 vin,.•I sidine: !t0mc rcnloccmcnl windows: rl!Dlttccmcn1 ~nrnei.: door 4 
149-320-07 209 S Gnmsc, A vc 1958 Renlac.:.mi;;nt s1uc.co sidin2: rcolacenlcn1 tih: mofinst.: fallou l :-.hdtcr 5 
149-320-03 2 12 S Gornscv A,c 1957 Rcnlaccmcnt vin,•1 windows 6 
149-320-04 2 18 S Gam.sc,· A,•c 1958 Rccl;u::cini.:nt " inJo"'S and stu«:o sitl ins.:.. ~one al}f"(m "all addili1Jn. ulh.:rcd l>Of'Ch 7 
t49-320-llH 221 S Garns.:, A•c 1959 Rcolb!i:'Cmcnt \\ indows nnd Slue.co; !)1onc ,·cr\C¢r added: rcoloccmcnt 1ilc rnc) line. 8 
149-320-09 2SS S. Garnsc.v A ,,c 1%0 9 
149-320- 10 27 5 S Gamse,· A vc 1960 10 
149-320- 11 295 S Gam,e\' A vc 1959 I I 

P7. Owners and Addresses (continued): 

Prooertv Address Owner Owne-r Addre-.ss 
200 S Garnsey A, e Scon G. Garcia 776 Viola Ct. / Nioomo. CA 93444 
20 I S GD.mS4:Y A ,•c- Anthonv antl Manic Padilla 20 1 S. Ganlst;.-..• A,c. / Oal..crsficld. CA 93309 
205 S Garn~, Avt Charlt$ and Lucia r lane,, 205 S. Gan,sc'Y Aee. / Bakersfield.CA 9JJOQ 
206 S Garnsc, Ave Trishia L. Duer 206 S. Gam:st.'Y ,\,·c. / Oatcrsficld. C t\ 93309 
209 S Garnsc} A, e StC\'C and l:3CltY Picr .. ·c 209 S. Gomse1· Avc. / llakersficld. CA 93309 
212 S Garnsey A,c Retha J. Milkr 212 S. Garnsc:\ A\E:. / Oah'Th.li!!ld. CA 93309 
218 S Garns.:v A\-c Jcs:.ii: and Monica lhunos 218 S. Garnsev A,e. / llaker.; flcld. CA 93309 
221 S Garnsey A,c Rohen W. Karr>c! Pamih· l'O Bo, 1968 / Ba~erslield. CA 93303 
255 S. Gamsc\' ,\ ,·c l .ifauist 255 (iam.se, .,\\e. / Hakc:rstield. CA 9JJ09 
275 S Gams.:v Av< Bill and Carol\·n Howerton 275 S. Gomsc1 A,e. / BakerSfield. CA 933()<) 
295 S Garn~, A\-t.! Llovd and Sha,\ ran Bum~ 295 S. Gnrnscv A, e. / UaL':..:rsfield. CA 9JJ09 

DPR 523L (1/95) • Required Infonnation 
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810. Significance (continued): 

rapid bui lding conslruclion. and a uniform ily in building des ign . An enlire subd ivision could be developed wilhin a year. 
and 1he hou es generally looked the same. or a t least shared similar characteristics. Addit ionally. many communities had 
adopted re fonned zoning laws to segregate uses. Eac h specific c lassifi cation ( residential, commercia l. and indu lrial) was 
allocated to cer1ain areas with stipulated development standards and limitations. For example. single family residences were 
no longer con trucled adjacenl 10 a co mmercial slrip or industria l yard. This par1iculnr subdivision incorporates 1he 
r~clilinear street pallcrn common in the prewar era of hou ing developmen1 while fol lowing lhc posr-var 1rend toward 
smal ler IOI size and general archi1eclura l homogeny . 

Cold War Falloul Shellers Coolcxl 

The end of World War II marked 1he beginning of lhe Cold War and the 45-year struggle between 1he US and Sovie I Union 
for "global political and military supremacy : '' Fearing anacks from one another. the two nations each quick ly formed 
alliances with like-minded countries for lheir joint defense . Th.: efTor1 10 remain ahead in th is new strugg le also led to a 
nuclear arms race. The US had alread. sho, n its nuc lear capabilities with the detona1 ion of atomic bombs on Hiro ·hima 
and agasaki in August 1945. It took another four years for lhe Soviet Union to conduct it first awmic test. TI1e US 
responded 10 the Soviets· test with developmelll of the more powerfu l hydrogen bomb, fi t te ted in I 952. The following 
year 1he ovie1 n ion tested its own hydrogen weapon. Although both na tions had nuc lear weapons. at this lime neither had 
means to conve. these weapons long distance . It was not unti l the development ofintcrcontinentnl balli lie missile and long 
r11nge jel bombers thal allowed e ilher cou ntry to hit targets thou ands of miles away, that a full-blown exchange of nuclear 
, capon was possible.' 

Th~ fear of nuclear war led the US to establish the Fedem l ivi l Defense /\dm inislration (FCDA) in 19S0. It was ass igned 
wi1h promotion and publ ic education of survival methods should the na1io11 be faced wi1h nuclear altack . A part of its 
educa1ional campaign. the FCDA dis1ribu1ed pamphlet that provided emergency procedures, instructions for construction of 
fallout shehers. and listed supplies needed 10 sur ive within a sheller for up to two weel.s while rad ia1io11 dissipated . Becat1se 
the shelters were to be used long-tenn. they needed lighting. toi let faci lit ies. water. and filtered air intakes and exhausts. 
While the FCDA promoted folloul heller construc1ion dur ing 1he 1950s. the federa l government did nol develop a naliona l 
program for 1heir construction. nor did it provide nny funding to the public for their construction. Const uc1ion of fallout 
she lters spiked in lhe late 1950s, part i ularly aflcr 1957, when the ovie1 Union demonstraled its technological polcntial 10 
del iver a nuclear weapon. launching the world ' s first artificial sa1elli1e. However. it was not unti l the early 1960 . when 
increa.,;ed tensions between US and the Soviet Union and the subsequen t funding augmentation of the na1io11· civil dcFe nse 
programs sparked a wave of fal lout she ller co11s1ruc1 io11 ' 

Cold ~ ar tensions increased dramatically belween 1960 and 1961 n.~ a re ·uh of three dist inct events thal amp lified the 
public' an. iely over nuc lear a ttnck. In 1960. just. before a US-Soviel summit mee1ine1. the Soviet nio11 sho1 d0\\n an 
American U-2 spy plane over oviet terri lory. Despi1e its initinl denial , the eventually conceded its spy missio11. 
dooming hope fi r ta lks leading to a nuclear test ban 1rcar_ between the two nations. One year later. Ea t Germany and the 

ov ie1 nion grew increasing ly aggravmed by 11,e defection allowed by the open border between Eas1 and West llerl in, and 
threatened to occupy West Berlin . Because the US and ils allies remained in Wes1 Berlin. President Kennedy publicly 
announced his wil lingness to defend West Berl in m il iiarily . Dlir ing 1hi same period. animosity was building between 1he 
US and uba. The fa iled U - backed Bay of Pigs invasion in 1961 and sub ·equcm embargo against Cuba in early 1962 
forced Cuba 10 defend ilse lfby obtaining long-ra nge mis i les fro m the oviet Union. Upon discovery oflhe missiles. a U 
naval bloc~ad...: uf uba en ucd for nearly two weeks. until the ovicts ag.rccd 10 remove lhc missjles in excha nge for 1he 
removal of US missiles in Turkey. thus ending what became known as lhe Cuban Missi le Cris is.'' TI1ese event heighte ned 

J John S. ' alinon. /1,·1Ht.•c·t lnR fm~l'IC't1 Cold ll 'ur V ejem·iw SiU!J . . t \'utirm,il l /i:.IQl'U" l .11111/nwr l.. l'IN!11U!, wth•IWushingtun. I'>. : Oc-1ubi:r 20 11) S 
.. John S. Sl.lh1ton. l·1r hlt>c l ing . l11umt o · Co(d H'ur IJt'}im,:,w Silt•:i.. IJ . Cnllmn., ·"Tm 1 llousing in C'aliti:,rnm. 1945-1'>7].'' .15-31. 
, (.'ahmns. -, r.1c1 thHt, 1n~ in California. 1q,a. 1Q73 ... 37-~(J. 
0 <.:.1l1rons. -Trnc:1 llou)ing. in C:tli fomin. l',.t.5-197J.- 37-10. 
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the nation' s fears about what many believed to be an impending nuclear war, and led private citizens across the country to 
seek information on construclion of fa llout shellers. 

In Bakersfield. the county' Civil Defense Oflice reponed in 1960 that it had distributed over 100.000 pieces of civil defense 
literature to the public, a long wit li nearly 10,000 copies of construc1ion plans for famil y sheller .' The increased demand 
from the publ ic for more informa1ior1 on private fallout hclters spurred 1hc county 's ivil Defense Office 10 construe! a 
, orking model of an aboveground backyard fallout shelter on the grounds of the Kem County Museum in June 1960. The 
shelter wa ba ed on plans from the U Office of ivil Defense Mobiliza1ion 's " Family Fallou1 Shelter" booklets and cost 
approximately $700 to conslruct . The shelte r is !ill on display at the museum's Pioneer Village.• 

Around the same time. compani es across the country began des igning fa lloul shelters for sa le to families. Prefabricated 
concrete and metal shelters, some of which were assemb led by lhe property owner. were advertised in newspapers and 
magazines across the na1io n, sold door-lo-door. and pedd led at state and counly fairs . Local companies. arch ilects and 
builders also j umped into design and con truction of private fallout she lters. McCarthy teel & Tank Company. which bui lt 
steel buildings and storage 1anks in Bakersfield. began manufacturing and marketing prefabricated fallou l shelters as early 
1960. McCarthy displayed at the Kem County Fair in 1960 its five-perso n s1eel shelter, complete wi1h air blowers . filters, 
and bunks lhat was approved by 1he coumy·s C ivil Defense office. McCanhy's shelters ranged in cost from $ 1.250 to 
$2 .500, plus instal lat ion.• 

According to llie county"s Civil Defense Office. inquiries into fa llout s hehers and request for The Fami(J• Fa/10111 Shelter 
book le1 increased ··1 00 fold .. following the Berlin Cris is in mid-1961. Gro1 ing fears led more than 1.700 people to complete 
the /11divid11al tmd Family Sun·ivul collfse offered by Bakersfi eld Evening High School (in cooperation with the co umy·s 
Civi l Defense Office) in 1961 , and the City of Bakersfield reponed issuing five building permits for lhe conslruction of 
;ubterranean fallout shelters in August. At lhat lime at leas t three local conslruclion fim1S had fall out helte r designs 1hat 
had b..>en approved by ci ly and counly bui lding dcpartmenls. 10 One such company was likely Benum Pools, which designed 
a precast reinforced concrc1c sheller thal was cenified by city and county building departments and approved by county 
Civil Defense Oflice. In ilS marketing of its "U.S. Shelter:• 1he company publicized that it con rete construclio n provided 
bencr acoustics than other steel she hers and its s ize (a basic mode l measured 11 ' by 12') and rectangular shape a llowed for 
easy placement of furniture, helving and wall hang ings. so ii could be used as a spare room. The company later inlroduced 
en hanced mode ls with stairways and storage space. 11 The number of fallout shelter manufacturers reported nationally in 
mid- 1961 increased from 40 in July to more than 120 companies with govern mental approval in September. This. o f course. 
does 1101 include 1he unknown number of manufacturing companies and local contractors , i1hout federal or local approva l 
who added 1h i new constructio n type to their product line." 

Despile the certification or approval of some local fallou1 shelter plans by the C ity o f Bakersfield"s and Kern Com1ry·s 
building depanment . there were no rcg1il a1ions that pen11itted or forbade the construction o f aboveground or subterranean 
fall ou1 shehers for 1he county or cily prior to eplember 196 1. Although bolh the city and coun1y notified 1he public that 
building penni1s must be obtained for the cons1ruction o f fal loul she lters. bu ilding departments used ge neral hcahh and 
sa fety specificali ons when approving their construction. This lack of standards , as of particular concern in Bakersfield 
where resident were being denied permits because the proposed s helter plans were inco111 pa1ible wi1h ex isling building 
codes. In an effort to '·encourage property owner to co nstruct shelters for 1he purpo e of protecting human life from the 

1 - individual Effon lmponant in h ii Ddensc.·· 811/i.t•rsfield Co/ifor11ia11. January S. 1%1. p. 20. 
• ·•1:ellout Shelter:· K'--m ounl>, Mu~cum. acCc:-.s.ed onlini! al \\\\\\·.kt.:1nu~ulll.Org/indc'i.cCm'!fu ·ac1ion~gal_i1..:m_ddail&i1~m_id• 27. OiXcmDI,':,- 18. 
2012: - fam ily fa llout Shdh:r.- &11.t.•rsjie/d Colifornion. Junl.: :28. 1960, p. 18: - uomb Shdtcr on Display 1.11 Kl.':m Counl)' 1uscum." llakcrsfidd 
Californian. July S. 1960. pp. 21-22. 
" .. M1..-Carthy Fallout hch1..,- A11rac1ing Lot,i: of A111.:n1iun l'\ l Count) Fnir:· Bt1l..ersf,e/J Caltjomia,,. Scptc-mber 30. 1960, p. 28: Adver,iscmcn1. 
&11..4!1·sjieM C<1liformcm. Auf.u:-l 19. 1961 . p. 7: ··Fumil) Fallou1 hdlt:r: · Bul..er.Jfield C11l{J<Jr,iiar,. June 28. 1960. p. 18: ··uomb Sheller on Disph1y ill 
K..:.m Count) 1\l uSl!Um.·· IJnl.t!t•3jit!ld Cc1liforni,.m. Jul)' .s. 1960. pp. 21-22: ··Fallout Sheh~r.·· Ktm Counl)' MUS4!Um. 
10 ·· Fu lluul Shdh:r." Bakt•rsji,!lcJ Ctrf,formu,,. August 29. 1961. p. 24 , 
11 " K.,:n1 County Rcsidcnb Begin ·Oi~~ing ln'-Just In "---<," fl'1lwrrJ1t!ldCalij,wnicm. Scptcmbt:r 16. l'i6 1. pp. 19-20: .. Pool Bui ldt:r lla!'!i Ni:.,~ Shl!lt-.:r 
lk~i~n." IJ,1',&!njield((J.l,fomicm. Si.:plcmbcr 18. 1% I. p. 2.J : ··S1ail'\ .. a)' Adds 10 . hdh.-r Livabilil) ... flal.ersflehl all;o,.,11m1. Oc1ohcr 14. 1% I. p. 28. 
i : Walter Karp. -Wh!!n 8unl-..:n: l.a:,.t In 1h.: l!uc:~)ttrd 01oom\l: Thi:. Falluu1 Shi!lh:r Cra1.c of 1% 1:· America,\ llcritagc. Volume J I. lssuc 2 . 
Fchn.1al)/Mc1.rch 1980. acccs!'A!d un linc nt "'' w.ttmcricnnhl!'rimg-.\conhJn Dcc~mbl!r 17. 2012. 
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ha:zard of radioac1ive follout.' ' the city adopted an emergency ord inance regulating shelter construction in cptcmber 1961. 
The following month. the county adopted its own ord inance (allhough not an emergency) that established the pennining 
process and specifications for construct ion of fo l lout shellers in unincorporated Kern County .13 

The wave of construction appears to have been highest in 1961 . Los Ange les and San Diego reported a dramatic incren e in 
building permit i ·sued for she hers in the fal I of 196 1; ho, ever, by the end of that year. as the Berlin Crisis and Bay of Pigs 
incident dropped from the headlines. hom e she lle r construction dramatically dec lined." Research did 11<>1 reveal the num ber 
of fallout he hers constructed in Bakersfield between I 960 and 1961. A rev iew of the local ne, spaper does not identify an 
building permit.s for uch structures issued during this lime. Articles marketing specific buildings reveal two residential 
fa llout shelters built during in fall of 1961 in the Greater Bakcrslicld ('309 Baylor 1ree1 and 2535 Beech Street) and model 
shehers bu ih at Hartman Concrete Yard ( nmun near Oak Street). and Neudeck Pool Company at 507 We I Casa Loma 
Drive (presently Ming Avenue)." ales and rental adve rtiseme nts also indicate extant she hers on the residential properties 
of3408 Laverne Avenue and 921 Sylvia Drive. a well as a residence nearGarce in 1, te 1961 .1• Add itionally. a fallout 
sheller i repon~d ly located at 3904 Marsha Street (j ust east of the res idential tract documented on this form): h01 ever it 
con lruction date is unknown. 

Despite Congress appropriating more than $200 mill ion 10 the federa l ci vil defense program in 1962. the money was for 
sheller surveys. improvement to existing public shelters. construction of nc, public shelters. as well as supplies 10 stock 
public shelters." Interest in fallout shelters cont inued into early 1962. both from a private and commerc ial perspective. 
Anticipating future construction of public or community she lters. well-known local architect Rohen Eddy (Eddy & Payme r) 
ancndcd • federally- ponsored seminar for she lter design and analys is at the Universit of Colorado in February 1962. 
I lowever. this seminar was he ld as part of a federal helter incent ive program. which stressed community fa llout shelters in 
5 hoo ls. ho pirnl and public welfare establis hments. 18 

~ hile the Cuban Mi ile Cri is in October 196~ brought civil defense and fallo ut shelters to !lie front of the news again. it 
does not appear that it spurred any new construction of family fallout shelters in a significant way. Other recent scholarship. 
including Kennclh Rose's comprehensive 2001 study of fallout sheller construction and national policies re lated to 
shellering 1he civilian population. sug!,\ests that the " the nashpoint for this remarkable phenomenon [of con tructing home 
hellers] ... was a speech g iven by John F. Kennedy on July 25. 1961 .'- Rose explained that the speech emphasized 1he 

lengths 10 which the notion would go to defend Berl in from Soviet pressu res. During the cri is both sides dec lared that 
interference in Berl in would lead to war. He added. " the urgency 10 build a shelter also decreased after the Berlin and uban 
crises had passed and ten ·ions had ea,;cd omcwhat be1"een 1he United States and oviet nion. But the main reason 
Americans rejected shelter building had 10 do with the troubling moral aspects of shelters. These included quest ions of 
personal e thics and relationships with ones neighbor ."' Finally. Rose maintained that "afler 1963 the public· involvement 
with 1he i sue of fallout shelters and nuclear anns rapidly fe ll ofT."19 

Newspaper advert isements and an icles about family shelter c n truction dramatica lly decreased during the year and in 
December 1962. the City of Bakersfie ld repo11ed on ly issuing one permit for fa llout hel ters during that ent ire year. By th is 
time. it had become apparent that with the US and oviet • growing nuclear arsenal and 1he probability of total de truct ion 
in the event of a nuclear attack, fami ly he lter would be virtually usele s. Over the subsequent years. the sense <>!'impeding 
nuclear threat subsided . In 1963. the Limited Test San Treaty was signed b the • uviet nion and Canada. which 

11 l. \.~I I ol it'I.!. IJ1.1',cr.';{ield Co/ifr,rmi.m. Oc1o~r 2.J_ 1% I . p. 12. "'Shcl1crs lo ~ I a,cd ... lluJ.1•rsJit•/J Culljoh11,w. Sq'lt~mb..:r 12. 11)(, I . p. 25: -<:m.1m:il 
dopL"- Ortl in11ncc. lO P«:nnil helter ConMruclion in Fronl Y::uus:· 8dl.,1rsfield Colifi,mion. &ptcm~r 19. 196 1. p. 19: Cit) or Uakcr~ftcld. Ordinance. 
o I 8.1. Xp1-.:ml'li.:r 18. ltJ6 1. 

1" altnm.).. --Tract I l\lusing in Calirornia. l lJ-15,- 19 .3 ... 37-10. 
n "" Fallnul ~ hclh.:r ... /Jaker>:Jh'IJ ('ulijfH·,mm. ,\ugust 29. 1')6 1. p. 2-l : .. Ki:rn ounly R~sid~nl!<i llcgiu •Digging ln"- Just In Ca:-:~.~ JJul..l!r.(jidd 

Cal,foru/111,, Si:p1cmlx'1' 16. 1961. pp. 19·20. r hi..: Bat,w:;jicftl C'al{/01'•1wtf incom:ctl) li:-1~ lh..:: Gull~n rrorcn) 01 252.l IJ..::cch Stn:cl in~h:nd of25.H 
lkcch Stl\:ct for \\hu.:h Dr. Willi:1m CiullcH Jr, rcsillcd :L" curly i t ~ 1~5,9. 
11' d\''-'.rti~nh:.nt:,.. /k,kcnji,•/dC'o/ljoi-1.1itm. Oclohcr 13. 1%2. p. 32.und Au~usl 11 . 196 1. p. 31 
11 Caltrans. ·1"rac1 !lousing in Califumi11. 19.,1,5. 1913.'' l7•40, 
•~ ·'An.:hih.:~t f:.JJy will rnL~ F,tllm.11 Course." 8(1t·,,,·.t]i11'd Collj01'1tw,1. l~cbnml)' :?. 1%3. p. 21. 
19 Kennet h 0 . Ruse. 0111..• \ 1u1io11 ( ,uh.•'1!.,·,wml· 71le h1ll1•11t Shdtt!'' m 1l111,•1·1t·d11 C11l1t1n.• ( ~\\ orl.. ; Ne,\ York ni,crsit), Pn:.....,.;.. 2UU 1) j!!hooL 
1.'(fi1i1ml pp. 11 . 19. 
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prohibi1ed atmospheric and underwaler 1esting of nuc lear weapons. This. coupled with increa ed public attention on 1he 
Viemam ConOict. pushed the US and ov iet's nuclear programs further into the background.'° 

In Bakersfield. only two family fallout she lters (201 and 209 Sou1h Garnsey Avenue) are known to have been constructed in 
the um mer of 1962 by local contractor James Womack (Jones and Womack) in a po 1-war housing tract, Womack ' s son. 
Keilh Womack, notes lhat his father built his firsl sheller on his own property at 201 Soulh Garnsey as a prot01y1,c and 1hen 
immedialely c.onstructed 1he shelter at 209 South Garnsey. The 1wo structures are different in size. construclion material and 
methods, which supports the suggestion that the smaller sheller as a pro totype. In fact . the shelter al 209 South Gan1sey is 
sim ilar in design 10 those she lters promo1ed by the federal civi l defense office. James Womack likely conslnJCled additional 
shelters during thal period bu1 none were built by him after 1962. It appears both, ere likely conslructed wi1hou1 buildi ng 
pcnn its. 21 

Evaluation 

California Depanmenl of Transporta1ion (Ca l1 rans) has developed a con1ext for evalua1ing pos1war housing 1racts 1hat 
includes importanl his1orical events and trends. popular arc hireclllral sty les. and significan1 archi1c,cts and bui lders. The 
s1udy also pre ems guidance for evalualing postwar houses for individual significance and residential lracts as potenlial 
historic districts usi ng NR HP criteria." TI1e currenl eva luation utilizes guidance presented in the Cal1rans s1udy as we ll as 
eva lualion criteria and guidance prepared by the arional Park ervice entit led " How lo Apply the National Registe r Criteria 
for Eva1uation_":?3 

Under NRHP C rilerion A (CRHR Criterion I), a property may be e ligible if it ha imporra nl associations wi1h cvenls or 
tre nds 1hat are significa111 to h istory . Research indicated thal 1he ind ividua l residences documented on thi fo rm do not have 
important as ocimion wilh local, state or na1io11al historica l trends 1ha1 would make them eligible under Crilerion A (C RHR 
Criterion 1). A postwar housing 1rac1, however, mi ght be eligible under this criterion according to 1he Ca ltrans 1udy if it is 
an "early or protoly pical hous in g tract or new communily, an unu ually large example. or one 1ha1 incorporales innovative 
design qualit ies or mass-production techniques."" Traci 1938 is an example of a mall colleclion of residences developed 
over a period of four years, This 1rac1 does not appear to be significant for i1s associa1ion wi1h i111 pon a111 historic events. n,e 
1ract is nol an important represcn1a1i on of early housi ng dcvelopmen1, a 11 example of an unu ually large 1rac1, or one 1hat 
incorporales innovative design qualities or ma s- produclion techniques 1ha1 migl11 make i1 e ligible as a his1oric dis1ric1 under 
this crilerion. Instead. 1he develop me Ill is a small example of a res idential 1rac1, many of which were de eloped during the 
widespread mid-centu ry bu ild-up of th e c ity ' s housing stock. Researc h does nm indicale 1hat this 1rac1 i significant fo r 
incorpora1ing any importanl o r inno at ive prod uc1ion techniques inlo its design or cons1ruc1io11. Individually 1he houses in 
this tract are not significam under this crilerion. u 

According to 1he Caltrans s1udy, an example of importa111 a sociations, ith po lwar housing might include con trnction of 
old War fallou l shellers. The Ca hrans s1udy slales 1ha1 public shelters bui ll s pecifically for tha1 u e (as opposed 10 

basements or inleriors of large publicly- or priva1e ly-owncd buildi ngs that were used fo r fallom shelters) and a housing trncl 
in which fami ly or communi1y fa lloul heltcrs were bui lt and markclcd as parl of1he 1rac1. migh1 meet RHP Crilerion A. 
Furthermore. Ca lt rans no1cs th at "an intacl home fallout sheller in , hich 1he residence is also extant would likely meet 

ationa l Regis1er Crilerion A for it associa1ion , i1h the Cold War, as a stark reminder of lhe period 's anxic1ies." To dale. 
only one fam ily fa llou1 she ller in the state. built in January 1962. has been eval11ated for 1he RHP. The eva lua1ion. 
com ple1ed by Ca ltran Dis1ric1 6, no1ed 1hat wilhin 1he Iheme of "Cold War anxiety," 1he shelter exhib i1ed ··some po1en1ial 
for e ligibi lily under C rilerion A.'' Howe e r. Ca llrans determined 1hat because 1ha1 shelter never full. functioned and because 

z,:, .. Chief Inspector Noles Buildint Dl-x:linc in 1962:' Bak.:rs/ield Colifon1imr. Dc~mbcr J I. 1962. p. :!O~ Ca lt r-JOS.. ··Tr(lcl I lousing in California. 1945• 
1973.'' ,IIJ.41 . 
1' Keith \ mnocl. personal oommunicmion wilh lo11i Webb. JRP lli:.torical Consuhing. LI..C. lxccmbcr 12. 2012: Kern CouUl)' ~"'SC~iOr RccorJ~. 
OuilJing l'i:rrnil o. 113177. O\clH~r 8. 1962. 
n Cul ilomia tkpanmi:nt of fran~pon-a1ion. ··Tmcl I luu:sin,g. in California. 19-15-1973: A onl.:x1 for , ;uional Rt.'.:gister Evalua1ion:· 20 11 . 
-: 1 .S. Ocpnnmcnl of 1hc ln1criol'. o.tiooal Pork . i:rvil"('.. "I lo,, to Apply 1hc Nntionul R..:gis:h:r Crit..:rhi ror l::\'alua1ion:· Oullc1in 15. 1990. rc\•i~-J 
1997. 
:,-1 altnms:. ·· fr.K:11 lousinp. in "aliJi)miiJ. 19,.j,• 1973:· 125. 
1' Cahr.ms. ·· rr:...:l llous in, in C~lililmi;.i. ltJ45- 197J." 123. 
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its associated re idence had been demolished. it lacked sullicienl integrily to convey any potential significance under RHP 
Criterion A. The State Historic Pre ervation Office co ncurred with Callrans' fi nd ing of ineligibi lity. Allhough the Caltrans 
tudy notes that the actual number (or even reliable estimate) of helters bu ilt (or extant) in the tate i un known. it do,,s 

speculate that several thousand were probably built. Cahrans· broad stmcment uggests the pot.,ntial eligibility of thousands 
of residences with fami ly fal loul helter constructed during the Cold War. Exclud ing propertie where their associated 
fallout shclrer and/or residences lack illlegrity would reduce this number materia lly. The Caltrans sr udy notes th at !here was 
a s ignificant increase in lhe construc1ion of shelters in 1957. after the launch of the Soviet ' s putnik satelli te and funher 
s tares that ·,he period of home shelter construction only lasted a shon time. spiking in 1961 but dec linin g precipilou ly b 
the end of the year. after the tensions of the Berl in Cri i had diss ipated ... it does not appear that the Cuban Missile Crisis 
in the fa ll of 1962 led to a s ignificant reviva l of she lter construction:"• 

ll1ere are two properties documenred on this fo rm with a ociated fol lour shehers. 801h, ere built by James Womack in 1he 
ummer of 1962. more than four year after !hei r associarcd residences were construcred: therefore they were nor included in 

the original design or markering o f the residenria l tract. Eac h property has been altered in subsequenl years which have 
resulted in compromised integrity . Altcrarions to the propeny at 201 outh Garney include rhe replacemenr of the 
residence·s original aluminum slidi ng window with vinyl. conversion of 1he original garage in10 livin g space. the 
construc tion of a secondary garage atop the fa llout shelle r, and removal of the follout hel ter steel trap door. Alterations to 
209 South Garnsey consist of the replacement of the residence 's stucco id ing, replacement of original wood shake roof wi th 
tile roofing. and removal of the two sub1erranea11 , aler tanks associa ted with the fallout she lter. There fore. none of the 
bu ildings or structures within the properties at 201 and 209 South Garney appear to meet the criteria for listing in e irher 1he 

RHPofCRHR. 

Under NRHP rite rion 8 (C RHR Criterion 2). the residences within this tract or rhe f\\O fallout shelters do not appear 10 be 
ignificant for thei r associarions with rhe li ves of persons imponant to history . These res idences were owned or rented by a 

range of ind ividual It does not appear tlrnt anyone relarcd to rhc use of these resources has made demonsrrably imponan r 
conrribution to hisrory al the loca l. slate. or national level." As rhe Caltrans postwar housing tract study points out . ·•i1 is 
un likely 1hat a di 1ric1 will meer ational Register criterion 8 for association with an im ponanr indi vidual:· Assoc iarions 
wi th the de e loper. architec t or builder are considered under Criterion 3 or C.11 Severa l orig inal owners worked as salesmen 
for rhc lmer F. Karpe real cs1a1e and developmenl company. In addition. James \ o n,ack. of Wom•ck & Jones Building 

ontra tors. lived at 20 I South Garnsey Avenue. Womack and Jones bu ilt many of the houses along South Garnsey 
Avenue." However. none appear to be sign ificant under this criterion. 

ndcr RHP Criterion C (C RHR Criterion 3). neither 1hc tra 1, nor the individual residences arr significanl fo r ernbod),ing 
impone nt charnctcristics of a I) pe. period or merhod of cons1ruc1 ion. as the work o f ma ru architecrs or builders. or for 
pos e · ing high anis tic value. The 1ract docs not include imponant characteristics o r a po rwar subdi,•is ion design. suc h as 
evidence of care ful plann ing. curvilinear treet layout or dis1inc1ive landscaping fcarurcs. like tree- lined srrcets and s ide, a lk 
plantings. As the Caltra n tudy norcs. it is highly unlikely an individual house wi thin a residential Ira t wou ld posse tl1e 
i,nponant characterisrics of an arch itectural sryle thal would make ir significant because each individual h011se is simila r or 
1he same as many others in the same tract and e lsewhere in the reg ion and country.'° one o r the individ ual residences in 
th is Lract represent importan1 exampl~s of a genera l archi1cc1ura1 1yle_ The houses con111in ele-ments of the Ranch-sty le 

31' "altrnn-.. ··Traci llous1n~ tn Cul110mi11. 1945~1973 ... -10--'2. 
: S1a11.: urCalifomia. Uni1.:J Sto.k . G~ m RiJg,1swr of l'ort.>r.1. (Sncrnn'k!nto. Califomiu: Cal iforn ia Slah: Lihrury): l'olk J 8aL!n}irld Ct1lffnr1tlt1 0(• 
/Jm~,·u11y /9J6-l'J./5 (I.Q-. An~c lcs: R.I.. Polk and C1). l,ublis:h~rs. 1936-1945): l'ofk ·s O«J.er,fj;i!l,I Cult}orma City V1rt'('Wr:,• 1952 (1..os t\. o,gc lc~. R.I .. 
PnlJ... nnJ c.·o_ Publish1.:rs. 1'1521. 
~ (."ahr:u1 $. - ·rma llousini; m "a li(omi.1. 194S•l 1J7l.- 125. 
:.. /Jnfli ·, Ualit!riji,!ld ( 'ulffor,,w , ~lly Oirr:t·rory· 19(101t.os Anl!-.:h.-.s: R.L Polk uud o. Jlubli:,hcrs. 19(,CJ)~ f 1olJ.. :\ IJc,~,·~•fi<•ld Cul/Jnm,u Cin· Dfr,•,·tw,1 
1965 (I.us Ang.ck-s: R.I.. l'o l~ nnJ Co. Pub lish~·rs. 19"-S): Sl:lti! ur Co.l ifomia. Uni1cJ Sia!~. Grtut Rl·g,1sre,· of J'orr,·s. 1Sacmnu.:n10. Callfon1ia. 
<..ul ifomiil Stati..· l.ibr:uy) a.:-c~~ cmlin~· ttl ,H,·w,rmcct-!jll) .com on D-..-c..:mbt:r 17, 20()4): Pu/J.. \ R"k"rsJield Ctrlifilt'ma Coy Oil\'<' tory• J9J/,- 19./J (Los 
Angt.: lt..'~- R.I,, l'olt.. and Co. Puhlisffi:rs. 19J6• IIJ4.S), ucl!c::.Sacd Ol\linl! l\t \\ \w, .anccstry.com on 0~1nhcr 17. 2009. --GwcnUul) t1 O.:m n Womtu.:l. 
lobi lmtl'} r 7 ,h~ IJukl!rS/ii!ltl Col,for11it111 Mu~ ). 2005: - Duilding Activily • 10) Ii. I ligh ... lloh-njit!ld Cn/ifi',niimr. Ul?U. I 6. 1954) . p. 2K: Kc-ilh Womack. 
C,l.'!'M>nal conununit:atilm '"ith I oni W~bh. 0..:1."Cmhicr 12. 20 12. 

ultrun-: ... rrad llum .. int in Califomi11. 1945• 191),"" 123. 
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architecture, which became very popular during the mid-twentie1h century in suburban communities throughout Bakersfield. 
the state. and 1he nation. While the houses in Tract 1938 possess different design e lements. they are modest examples of the 
Ranch sty le. 

Ne ither the tract nor any of tile individual houses are significant as the work of a master architecl or builder. The ational 
Park Service guide lines specify that a " master is a figure of generally recognized greatness in a field, known craftsman of 
consu mmate skill , or an anony mous craftsman whose wo rk is distinguishable from others by its character istic s tyle and 
qua li1y."' 1 The tract , as subdivided in 1956. but deve lopment occ urred over 1he span of four years. The only known 
contrac to r for th is South Garnsey housin g tract was Womack & Jones Building Contractors. wh ich buih at least the 
residence a1 200. 201 . 206. 209, 221. 275, and 295 South Garnsey Avenue. Research d id not indicate that the company 
Womack and Jones. or the indi viduals. James Womack and his business partner Glen Jones, were master builders or 
a rchitect . A house or tract might be eligible as a 11 examp le of an unidentified master architccl if it ··ri es above the leve l of 
workman hip ofnther properties encompassed by the his tor ic context:·" However, the design and construction of the houses 
appears s imilar in s ty le and method to innumerable other post, ar houses. Therefore. the tract i 1101 ignificant as the work 
of an idemified or unidentified master architect or builder. 

T he 1rac1 does not collectively. nor do the houses individually, possess high art ist ic value. which might be represen ted by 
.. un ique. high-style houses" that --e.~hibit an unusual degree of quality in the ir design, deta iling. and craftsmanship."" 
Instead. 1he hou es are modest c, ample o f Ranch-style arch itecture and exhibit common characteristics of design and 
craftsman hip. Finally, the Ca llrans guidelines state a potentia l historic district might be eligible under th is criterion as "a 
s ignificant and distinguishable entity who e components may lack ind ividua l d i t inction.'· The Nati ona l Park Service 
gu ide line further e laborate that the dist rict must possess architectura l or historical significance under one of the other three 
cri teria or other parts of Criteria C or J! ' -ven though Traci 1938 is a d istingui hable ent ity comprising ho uses that lack 
ind iv idua l disti nction, it does not meet the threshold of architectura l or historical significance. 

nde r Criterion C (CRHR Criterion J) th e fal lout hclters do 1101 embody di "tinctive charac teristics of type. period or 
method of con 1ruc1ion. nor a re they 1he work of a master bui lde r. A lthough fallout she hers cou ld be constructed in extant 
basements, in Ca li fornia. where basement s are uncommon. most fallout shehcrs were installed below ground in backyards. 
Generally shelters buill were either prefabricated steel un ils. or prefabricated or site-built concrete (block or poured) 
structures. T hese she lters appear 10 be typica l examples of private ly built fallou t shelters that u ed s tandard cons1ruc1ion 
me thods and material . While the shelter a t 20 1 outh Garnsey was cu tom designed. it aJ)pears the shelter at 209 South 
Garnsey was likely based on a ta 11dard de ign that was promoted by the fede ral Civil Defense Oflicc, and custo mized for 
size_J~ 

Under RHP rilerion D (CRHR Criter ion 4). the tract. the ind iv idua l residences. and fallo ut shelters are not s ignificant as 
sources (or likely sources) of im ponant information regarding histo,-y. TI·,c residen e do not appear to have any likelihood 
of yield ing important in formation about his1or ic construc tion materials or lechno logies. 

In order to meet c ligibili t, requirements fo r the RHP o r the CRH R, a property mu I have historical ig11i fica11ce a11d retain 
ufficient integ.rity to convey its ignificance. While some of the indi idual houses retain overall integri ty, none meet the 

s ign ificance criteria for eligibil ity i11 the NRH P o r CRHR . Most of the houses have been ahered to some e.xtent. and these 
modifications have dirnini hed everal aspects of imcgrity of the structures. A heralions (shown in the table in P3a above) 
include replacement, indows. replacement siding. add itions. and converted garages. The two residence with fallout shel ters 
have undergone vary ing levels of s ignificant aherat ion (as noted above): and the fallout she lters have lost a degree of 
integrit 10 their original period of con truction because of remova l of equ ipment required for that function. 

" .~. Dcpan111cm of 1he lntt!rior. Na1ionol Pmt s~r ice. ··110,, to PPb lhc ationnl Ri:gistcr Criteria for E\alua1ion." 20. 
;: .S. Ocpanmi:n1 of1he Interior. a1ional Parl. Ser, ice. ··110,, to Appl) lhc Natinnul R~gis1cr Crih::ria for E\'aluation.~ 20. 
11 Cahru11.s.. ·1 rnc-1 llousint; in California. 19-4S-l 913.'" 12~-126. 
"' Caltrans. ··Troc1 lluusinit in Califomia. 19-15-1973."' 126: U.S. O..:pnnnh;nt of the hu1.:rior. :ui,,.oal Parl ~'-=NiL:C . .. llo,, 10 Apply th~ Nouin,ial 
Rl.!~ islcr Criteria tbr E\almnioo:· S. 20. 
n Olli...-l! ol Ci \' il I.Xfcrt],...: am.I Mobililntion. Hr!! fwmly fullorr1 Sht•f1,,, .. MP• IS. June 1959. 
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For a historic district to retain integrity. a general rule is 1hat at least two-1hirds of the components o 1he tract mus! retain 
suffic ienl integri1y.'• Componenls of the tract include nol on ly individual residences. but also design and landscape feature, 
such as street layout. sidewalk. plantin g s1rip and trees. Tract 1938 lacks uniformity in some of the design features. Tract 
1938 has a rec1ilinear layout I ith concrele guners, squared curbs and sidewalks. The sidewalks and curbs are separaled on 
most properties by a landscaping strip filled with grass. The front yard of each house has lawn. Some properties have mnlure 
1rees while 01hers have young or no 1rccs in 1he fronl yard. n,c tract. individual residences. and falloul shellcrs have been 
eva luated in accordance with Section I 5064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guide lines, using the criteria ou1lined in ec1ion 
5024. l of the California Public Resources Code. 

14' Cuhr:ms. ·· rrnc1 llmL,ing. in C:ilifom in. 11JJ 5- l97J.- IJ.t . 
DPR 5 23 L (1/95 ) ... R.equired Information 
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Photographs (continued): 

Avenue, racing nonhwc I. 
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Photographs (continued): 

Photograph 5. 
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Photographs (continued): 

Phologroph 6. 212 Sou1h Garnsey Avenue, facing east. 

Pho1ogrnph 7. 21 8 South Garnsey Avenue. facing easl. 
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Photographs (continued): 

Photograph 8. 221 South Garnsey Avenue, facing south west. 

Photog raph 9, 255 South Garnsey Aven ue, fac ing northwest. 
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Photographs (continued): 
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Photographs (continued): 

Photograph 13. intake pipe (near light) . facin!! south. 
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Photographs (continued): 

Photograph 14. View of fa lloUI sheller en1rance at 201 South Garnsey Avenu~ . 
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Photographs (continued): 

Photograph 16. View of fallout shelter entrance at 209 South Garn cy Avenllc. 
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Photographs (continued): 

Photograph 18. Interior view of fallo ut sheller al 209 South Garnsey Avenue. 
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Sketch Map: 

'OTE: Boundaries of Tract 1938 outlined in BLACK: Parcels shaded RED are documented on th is form. 
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Pt. Othe.-Jdentifier. 195 South Gqrnsey Avenue 
* P2. Location: 0 Not for Publication IXI Unrestricted • a . County Ken, 
and (P2b and P2J: o, P2d. Atrar.h a Locatlon Map as necessary.) 

' b. USGS 7.s· Quad Gos ford. A Date .1.211 T _; R _ _ ; _ Y, of Sec __ ; - -- B,M. 

c. Address 19 Garn. v DlY Ba ·e fi Id z,p 93309 
d. UTM: (give more lhan one for lerge and/er Unear resources) Zone ; _______ .ml:/ ___ ____ mN 
e. Other Locaijonal Data: (e.g. , pa~ t, di1ec1Jons to reswrce, elevalicn, et<., •• appropriate) 
Assessor Parcel umber: 149-22 1-2 1 
• P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its ma,or elements. Indude design, materials, cond1tJOo, alterations, sire. ~ttlng, and boundaries) 

This 2.432-squnre foot residence is s ituated on a 0.5-acre parce l , it h a detached garage. basement and a pool. The house and 
detached garage are setback from the streel. at the end of a concrele dri eway. The house feature a low-pitch s ide gable 
roof w ith exposed rafters and has both board-and-batten and horizontal wood siding. The main cnlrance is localed on 1he 
wes1 s ide of the hou e. under a hed roo f s upponed by sq uare wood posls and sheltering a fu ll-width porch {Photograph I). 
17,e e ntrance is off-center and features a glazed wood panel door. Fencstra1ion con · i ts of 1wo 4/4 double-hung wood 
windo, south of the mai n cnirance and a fi xed picwre window grouped with two wood casement , indows nonh of 1he 
entra nce. A secondary entrance is localed bciwecn lhc double-hung windows. and features a wood- frame g lass door. The 
non h side of the hou e features an e le rior brick chimney and a sma ll shed roof extens ion. This wa ll i~ connected to a 
covered patio (originally built as a carport) that she hers acce to the basement. The ea t ide of 1he house has a shed-roof 
e nclosed projection with a wood-frame door. Wi ndow n th i ide include 1/1 doubl e-hung wood, indows (Photograph ~). 
(See Continuation Sheet) 

•PJb. ReS<>urce Attributes: (Ust attnbutes and codes) HP2 - Si111!1e family propenv 
'P4. Resources Present: [ii) Budding D Structure D ObJect D S.1e D O.strict D Element of Dlstrict D Other (Isolates, etc.) 

, !ilruct.~es, ~ ob)ectS.) 

. ~ 

PSb. Descnption or Photo: (View, date, 
~ ,, accession •> Photograph I . Facing nonh. 

*P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources: 
ll1l Historic O Prehistoric O Both 
ca. I 930 / I 950 Kern oun1y Asses or 

•P7. owner and Address: 
Oµi ni1 M. Mill~r 
195 S. Gamscv A e. 
Baker field , C A 93309 

'PB. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, oddress) 
Pollv Allen nnd Joseph Freeman 
J RP l-listorica l Cons ulting LLC 
2850 pafford Street 
Davis, C'A 95618 

• pg. Date Recorded: Marc h 2009 

• p10. Sun,ey Type: (Des<ribe) I nlcnsi ve 

•Pu. Report Cit11tl0n: (Cite SIJtveV rel)Ofl and other sources, or enter "nooe.1 JRP Historical Consulting LLC. " I IRER. Centennia l 
orridor Pro ject, Bakersfie ld, Kern Co unt) '. Cal iforn ia (EA 06-48460)"" 

• Attachmenb: □ Nooe O Location Map O SKetch Map □ CooUnuatloo Sheet [ii) Bu,1<11119, Struct\Jre, and ObJect RCCO!"d □ Arcnaeo1ogica1 Reco!(I 
□ D1sblct Recool □ Linear Fearure Record O Milling StaliOn RCCO!"d □ Rock An Record □ Anlfaa Reccrd D PhOtograph Reco<d 

D Other (hst) .=,--- -----
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HRI • ~ • -,----,--;-~ ---'--,-,,,,;,,'f-;,;+,~,-

'age 2 of 11 

BL Historic Name: 3839 Stockda le Highway 
82, Common Name: _________ _ 
83, Q,;glnal Use: Resideni ia l 84, Present Use: Residential 
"85, Architectural Style: Ranch 

• NRHP Status Code 62 
• Resource Name or• (Assigned by reoor<le<) Map Relerence No, 09-12 

• a&, Con.truction H!otory: Basement built ca, 1930; house bui lt in 1950; pool inslalled in 1969: covered w~ lk, ay buili 
between 1969 and 1975; enclosure sheltering exterior base ment s1airs built afler 1994, 
•B7. Moved? Cil No □ Yes D Unknown Date: _ ___ ___ Orlglnal Location: _ _______ _ 

• es. Related Features:: n on e 

89. Architect: unknown b. BuilOer: unkno, n 
*B10. Significance: Theme n/a Area n/a 

Period of Significance n/a Property Type n/a Applicable Criteria n/a 
(Discuss Importance In terms of hist(lric,,I o, architectural cMtext as defined by Iheme, period, and geographic scooe. Also address integrlty,) 

This propeny docs not appear to meet the criteria for listing in the ational Regislcr or Hi ·toric Places (NR HP) or the 
Ca li fornia Register or Historical Resources (CRH R). nor docs it appear to be a historica l resource for the purposes orCEQA. 
This res idence and garage were constructed in 1950 on top of a basement bui lt circa 1930 for u e in lhe production and 
storage of illegal alcohol during and after Prohibition. The pr pcrty was formerly owned by Italian imm igrant Gaetano 
'·George'" Egidio Barsoni and his, ife Guiseppina (nee Lorenzi). Barsotti came to Baker field in the early 1920s. marrying 
hi , wife in late 1923, Research provided linle info rmation about Barsotti during his years in Bakersfield, II appears that he 
purchased land a long West Brundage (present-day Stockda le Highway) likely in the mid to late 1920s, Al that time the 
propen inc luded a house fro nl ing present-day Slockdale Highway as we ll as some outbu ildings, one of which was 
purported to be a chicken house, ewspaper accounts revea l that George Barsotti had various arresis for produci ng. 
lra nspon ing, and stori ng of illegal , inc and distilled spiriL~ duri ng the 1920s: however those accounls do not include any 
mention of the propeny documented on lhis fom1, In 1938. five years after the end o r Prohibition. Barsott i was arresied iu 
his home on Brundage Lane dur ing a ra id by the fede ral government. He was charged wi1h possession of alcohol fo r which 
no federal tax had been paid , Du ring the raid fodera l agents found the underground plant . complete with hydrau lic host 
e levator to li ft the fini hed goods 10 the urrace for 1ransponation , It appears that Barsolli sold some or his land along West 
Brundage to pay off his ta debL He eventually sold his property in 1946, moving 10 a home in the Westchester 
neighborhood of Bakersfield, 

The period immediately following World War II was a time or great population growth for Baker field, In the period 
foll wing World War II. Bakersfield"s popu lation and economy grew rapidly. a result of( ee Continuation Sheet) 

St L Addltionol Resource Attributes: 
" 812. References: fnt~rvil!\\ with Quinn Milh:r. Nmcmt.cr 16. 20 11: Kern 
County A s.iCSsor . Residential P,up4:rty H:1:cord for A J.J 1-19-221-21 : ··T,11.c~ 
BJamc of Liqunr Found in Home of Drmhcr.~ /Jukersflcltl n,lifo.mlw,. 5 Ji111Ual) 

1921 . pg. 6 (col. 6): "George Pa)'S Firic: · ll11ker,ifieM Cfllij<»·1mm. 7 Jonumy 192 1. 
pg. 8 (col . 3): .. Fi"c Arrcsk'd in Midnighl lhids.·· lfokt•rs/ield Ct1(ifnn1io11. IS 

u,cmbcr 1923. JlC· n/a tcoL 3); .. 1CO(ll! Barsutll Musi Face l'rinl. .. /Jn/.:.f!r~Jield 
Culifi1rni<m. 21 pril 1939. pg. IS (col . -0 : ""l\,o PdiliOM OcniOO for 
N:.uurnlitiu ion; 46 ,rnntcd ... Bul,,.tH"sfield Cahfor11ian. 17 Nu,i:mlh:r 19-13. p~ 9 
(col. 2). Oate,"$/ic•IJ Callfiwmm,. Jul) 21. 1946 p6: ~c root111}l1.tS. 

813. Remarks: 

• &14. £valuator: Joseph Freeman 
•oate of Evaluation : ugusl 2011 

(This space reseM!d fo, offldol commenlS,) 
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P3a. Description (continued): 

GP-35 

~S:!"' ·---'----,-- ----,----~ 
Tr1noml•I 

• Resource Name or# (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference No. 09- J 2 
ll!l ContinuaUon O Update 

The south side of the house features a gateway at the south end of the fro nt porch thal includes a gable roof s upported by 
square posts, and an iron gate (Photograph J). Adjacent the gateway i a shed-roof projection with two 1/1 double-hung 
wood windows. Thi gateway is connecled on the west side to a co ered walkway 1hat leads to the detached garaiie 
(Photograph 4). The garage includes board-and-batten wood siding. and has rep lacement vinyl windows on the sout h wall. 
The garage has been con c rted 10 an office. A swimmi ng pool i located on !he westem periphery of the parcel. 

TI,e basement (Photographs 6-13) is approximate! 2.000 square feet in size and is sited below the residence and both east 
and north patios. It is accessed from the inte rior of the house. as well as from wood sta irs within an enc losure s heltered 
under the north patio. The enclosure (Photograph 5) features windows and a modern door. The basement. constructed ca. 
1930, is of unreinforced board-fanned concrete con ·1ruc1ion and consists of five rooms that have been converted to Ii ing 
space. The two larger rooms are in the soulhern portion of ll1e basemen! whi le the th ree smaller rooms are in the northern 
port ion. Rooms are generally connected through cutouts in the concrete wa lls and have exposed concrete,. a lls nnd ceilings. 
The noors are also primarily e. posed concrete, but do include patlerned brick. T he larges, room has been linished and has a 
pira l taircasc, drywall and wood paneling. a fireplace. and linoleum tloor(Photograph 9). 

810. Significance (continued}: 

returning veterans and general post, ar economic resurgence. However. wi1h linle residential consiruclion during 1he war 
years, the reg ion was quickl hit by a housing shortage. Low interest rates, fixed mortgages for longer tenns. and reduced 
down payment for veterans contributed 10 the rise in demand for housing. and resulted in increased de elopment. In the first 
decade after the war. over 1wenty square miles of new housing , as developed in the grea ter Bake fie ld area and between 
1950 and 1955 a lone approximately l 2.000 new homes were built. The city's boundaries began to expand as out lying 
agricultural land was converted 10 residential tracts. From 1950 10 1975. the cit tripled in size. as Oakersfield continued 10 

extend its borders 10 meet thee e r-growing housing demand. 1 

Omar Alkn Cavins. a retired geologist. and his w ife Grace purchased the Barsoni home in 1946, and likel. constructed the 
extant residence and garage during this postwar period. The new house was origina lly accessed from Stockdale I lighway to 
the nonh bt!fore outh Garn ey A cnuc I a built. The propeny originally contained the residence and detached garage. and 
included one or more of the parcels and buildings to the nonh . In the early 1960s, this residence appears with its outh 
Garnsey Avenue add ress. In 1961 Judge arle J. G ibbons and hi wife Joan purchased the propeny from the Cavi ns. TI1e 
Gibbons remained at the address until its sa le in 1978.· 

nder NRHP rile rion A or CRHR Criterion I, this residence does not appear to be s ignificant fo r it s associa1io11 with 
important historic cven1s. This basemen! was constructed around 1930 and used, for a period . 10 produce and store "inc and 
liquor. The earlie I hi torical documen1a1ion revea ling the existence of this basement found du ring research for this project 
was a newspaper article in 19)8 wl1ich reported on the arrest of George Barsoni for la,, evas ion . Photographs of the 
basement , here included , ith the article. Barsoni hnd a lengthy history in boo tlegging liquor dur ing Prohibit ion, going 
bnck 10 1he early 1920 . During this period. many people engaged in the illega l act ivities surrounding liquor produc1ion and 
distribution. and Barsol1i docs not appear to have gained significance for his part icipation. Likewise. while the basement 

I Chri.:i: Bn:\, ~r. l li:t1,1r,c A.'errt ("01m.ty ~ 1111 !1111.Hi·,11,:d //i5ltJ?' o/ lltJA1tr.~it..·Jd cmd Ki!rn C,.,,111,y( ,u, 1\ nt1.1oio. l"X : I l i:;1nni:.~I Puhl ishing ~h\ Ork. 200 1 ). 
77: "K~m llonlcS Cri:.,is i!i!d.- /,o.t ,,fogid"·" 1i'mr1. 7 lkc~m~ r IQ-I S: ... Thr...-c 1-lundrud V~l\!r-J.m. Jo in Rush for 90 I lom1.--s. .. l.oi: .-~111tehu l ime . 22 MU) 
19.U,; .. Mioh:r Fid d Unit to I louse 400 Famil ies.."" /~ A,1gek~ 11ml':J. 2 f"..: bruat) IY-.17: - 1 lousing Pacl Can'--clcd b)' Ba1"..:rslicld_·· 1.n.'€. IPPgcdl!~ Twrl.!s. 7 
Mori.:h 1952: hri:;; 13rcw~r. llbur,m: Kt.•m Cnwrry: ,I,, llh,s1r,m•,I 1/1.Hory• oj 8 ,1J..~r5ffdd mu/ Kt:ni Co,mo• CSon /\ntol'!io. TX : ll i5tC1rical PubHshit1g 

l!t,,orl . 2001) 77-80; Jo.:I Kocki n, ... 17, ings An: 1100mins in Dak.:r.i.lidJ.- Th~ fl'c,.,hhlgwrr Post. 21 IA..-c. 1975: .. Ci ty Oarc ly Tnucht:U.'' IJ11k.tr~'fi(• ld 
\allfu,·mun.2 O\ t:mbcr 1957 . , 
- -Georgl! llarwui Mu~ Fae.: I rial.- IJ11ke1·.\;JieM C'ralifhrmw,. 2 1 April 1939. pg. I 5 (col. 4}: Kem l"ounl) Rccord1.-r. :u Janu:H') 19~6. !'),:ed. lloul. 
12'>6. P:igc 292.: Slat~ of Caliromiu. UnitOO S ltll~ Grt!lll R,:gwer tJfl 'm.:rs 1Sm:nmi:1110 .. California: Culilomiu Suuc 1.ibmry. !\ISO. IQS2. 1954. 1956. 
11158. 1960): Kem Counl) Rcconkr. 26 Otlobcr I% I. lkeJ. llook J,12K. P:igc 247: Kem County Rccurdc~. IQ June 1~78. Dc,"11. llook 511 8. Page 
2036: Kem County Assessor . Rcsidcntinl Prupcr1) R~c.-ur<l for PN 1..19-22 1 .. 2 I 
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CONTINUATION S"EET T~nomlal 

age 4 of I I * Resource Name or# 

• Recorded by P. Allen & J. Freeman 'Date March 2009 

might have been used througho ,1t Prohi bition, ii does not appear 10 have gained significance for association with 
boot legging . The space was convened to living space by the Gibbons fa mily. and all of the tools and machinery that would 
have been used in this subterranean fac tory have been removed, including a hydraulic lift that moved supplies and finished 
product in and out of the space. and the bulkhead door that gave access to the exterior stai rcase . Moreover, it is unlike ly that 
the structure provides historical information that might funher illuminate potential s ignificance. In addition, the original 
building under which the basement was constructed no longer exists, having been replaced by a more modern residence. 

Research revea led no direct relationship between this propeny and other imponant historic events within any context. 
pecifica lly, the propeny docs not have significant associations with res idential development in Bakersfield during period 

following World War II . I( does not appear that any of the known owners or tenanlS of this residence made demonstrably 
impon ant contribulion 10 history al tl1e local. slate or national leve l, and thus the propeny does not appear to be significanl 
under RHP Criterion B or C RHR Criterion 2. Under NRHP Criterion C or CRHR Criterion 3, th is bui lding does nol 
appear to possess distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method of construc1ion. TI1e house features sta ndard 
elements of Ranch-style architecture, including a low-pi1ch gable roof. wide eaves with exposed ral\ers. and a sprawling 
footprint . The house was built in 1950, when the Ranch sty le , as immensely popular for residential designs. While it 
features the d istinctive characteristics of the sty le, it is an unimportant example of the Ranch-sty le architecture. It also does 
not appear to be the work of a master architecl. nor does it possess high anistic values. 

Built environments are rarely significant under NRHP C rile rion Dor CRHR Criterion 4 and this prope rty does 1101 appear 
likely to yie ld imponant historical information. A structure such as the basement under th e house at 195 South Garnsey 
Avenue might contain sources of informal ion, such as wrilten documents, that could illuminate sign ificant historical events 
or trends. or provide crucial information about imponant individuals. A structure could also contain information in its design 
characteristics 1hat could reveal imponanl information aboul significant architectural trends or sty le . This crilerion has two 
req uirements: "'The propeny must have, or have had, informa1ion to contribute lo our understanding of human history or 
prehistory, and , the informa1io11 must be considered imponaot. ' ' A property is el igible, therefore. if it ·' has been used as a 
source of data and contain s more, as yel unrctrieved data."' It could also be e ligible if, through testing or research. ii is likely 
to contain data. 

The s tructure might also contain information in the bui lding design. techniques or method of construction. Information 
regarding the physical characteris1ics of the structure has been collected. The Kem County Assessor ' s omce documented the 
basement in 1962, noting its two-fool thick. poured concrele construction. It was delermined to have comm~rcial-gradc 
reinforced concrete exterior and partition wa lls:' An addition to the basement was constructed in 1969. and recorded in 
assessment records as a family room. The basement was also documented during 1he current recordation, and the conditions 
noted in the assessor records were determined accurate. The structu re has therefore revealed in formation about the design of 
the baseme nt. However, th is information has not proved important. The materials, design and method of constn1ction are 
standard fo r the period. and does not further inform ou t understanding of these materia ls. The design of the basement does 
11ot provide imponant in form ation regarding bootleggi ng during Prohibition. While it was used to make or tore liquor, 
research did not definit ively show that this re ourcc was constructed for bootlegging during Prohibition . Indeed. the only 
documents that connect the basemen! 10 alcohol produclion came after Prohibit ion ended. Moreover. even if the basement 
was conc luded to have been built or used for bootlegging during Prohibition. it does 1101 have imponant in for mation that 
contributes to our understandin g of history. Instead, it is ofa s tandard basement design. with very few cleme nts con necting it 
10 its illicit usage. Those features. incl uding the thick. concrete walls and panitioned rooms. do not fill in gaps in the history 
of bootlegging. Additionally the feature that connected the basement to illegal activit ies. the hydraulic hoist e levator system. 
has been removed and could only be linked to activ ity after Prohibition.' 

The removal of lhe ch icken coop that concealed the circa 1930s basement and the construction of th e house in 1950 a1Tec1ed 
the structure ' s integrity o f as oc iation with alcohol produclion in rural Baker field . The partial convers ion of the basement 
10 Ii ing s pace. the remova l of lhe hydraulic hois1 e levator sys1em. and latter addil ions have also compro mi sed the 

·' o stcd n:inforc\!m~nl was: nmcd in ,m)' of thi.: bascmcn1 room openings durin~ tidd reconlat ion of1his: prOJXt't)· by JRP. 

" Kem Counl) J\ssc!)S()r Propcn) Card:'.'> for AP 149-22 1·21. 
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• Resource Name or# (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference No. 09-12 
!El Qlntinoolion □ Update 

basement "s in1egri1y of design, workmanship. malc rials. and fee ling, whi le ma in1aining integrity of location, The house 
itself has undergone few ahera1ions. and appears 10 reiai n integrity of location. design, workmansh ip, materia ls, and 
assoc iation, The ,irroundi ng area has changed si nce the original construction. Residences were constructed so u1h of 1he 
house, in an area that was open land in 1950. To the non h, S1ockda le Highway has grown into a major thoroughfare. lined 
with commercial propen ies. The three pa rcels adjacent these parcels 10 lhe north all contain commercial buildi ngs. These 
changes have diminished the integrity of sell ing and fee ling. This propeny has been evaluated in accordance wi th Section 
I 5064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines. using lhe crileria outl ined in Sect ion 5024.1 o f the California Pub lic Resources 
Code. 
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Photograph 2: East side of residence. faci ng north. 
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Ph o1ogr•ph 4: Detached garage, lacing northwest, 

Photograph 5: Basement entrance, facing northwest, 
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Photographs ( continued): 

Photograph 6: Wood staircase in basement. 

Photogrilph 7: Basement narrow rooms. 
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Photographs (continued): 

Photogra ph 8: Basement narrow rooms. 
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Photographs (continued): 

Photognoph 10: Basement unfin ished room. 

Photograph 11 : Basement unfinished room . 
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Photograph 12: Typical opening giving access co bascmenc rooms. 
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State of CallfomJa -The ReHurcn Agency 
DEPARTMENT DF PARKS AND RECREATION 

Prlmwy •---------~-----
HRJ • ----------------~-,----

PRIMARY RECORD Trinomlal _ ______________ _ 

NRHPStatus Code ___ 6,.,Z=-·----=:w u:--- - --,R=-....i---:-ewv--_ -_ -_ -_-_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_-_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_-_-_ -_ -_ -Da'6c---,-_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_-

Poge l of 3 • Resource Name or• (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference No. 08-31 

Pl, other- Identifier-: )_Q 9111h Garnsey Ave nue 
•P2. Location: D Not for Publication [R] Unrestricted • 11 . County Kem 
and (P2b and P2c 0< P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessar;.) 

*b. USGS 7.5' Quad Gosford . CA Date 1973 T __ ; R __ ; _ ¼ of Sec __ ; B.M. 

c. AOd,ess ' 20 Sou1h Gam ey Avenue aiy Bakersfield CA Zip 93309 
d. UTM; (give more than ooe for lc11rge and/Of linear resources) Zone : --,---,---_mE/ _______ mN 
e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., parc,eJ M, directions to resourc:e1 elevation, etc., as appropriate) 
Assessor Pa rcel Number: 149-232-14 
• P:Ja. Description: (Descnbe resource and its major elements. lrdude clesign, materials, con<11ti0n, atteratiOns, Site, setting, and boundaries) 

This 0.35-acrc parcel is localed ill an unin corporaled counly is land roughly bounded by Mighway 58 and 1oc kdale Mighway 
to the north, Ming Avenue lo lhe soulh . M Street to the east, and Montclair Street to the west. The 2.288-square-fooi house. 
buih in 1943. i oriented perpendicular to Garnsey Avenue and its primary fac;ade faces sou1h. It is clad in s iucco and has a 
sidc-gubled roof with boxed eaves. A shed roof extension supported by meta l poles shelters a full-wid1h raised co ncrete 
front porch with wrought iron rai ls. The off-ce 111er front entry door is nankcd by a pai r of two-pan vinyl windows on its 
right. A 1/1 iny l sash, indow is located near eac h corner. T he sireet-facing gabled end has a pair of vinyl slid ing windm s 
, i1h canopies, and a louvered vent beneath its apex. Tiiere is a gabled e. tens ion attached to the ea t of the house. a 1979 
addi tion. wh ich can roughly be seen from the righ1-of-way. A two-car detached garage wi th a gable roof is located nonh of 
1hc hou "e at an ang le faci ng non hwest. It was bu ih in 1956. 

*PJb. Re>ource Attnbute,; , (I.Jst attributes and cOCle-s) 1-1 P2 - Single family property 
' P4. Resources Present: li!l Bulkf1ng □ Strucnxe □ Object D Site □ Dlstnct □ Ei<ement or District □ Other (Isolates, etc.) 

PSb. Description of Photo: (View, date, 
actesSIOn fl Photo ·ra h I. 
west facades facing cast. 

•P6. Date Con.st ructed/Age end Sources: 
1i!J H,storlc O Pret,;storic O Both 

1943. Kern County Assessor Records 

•P7. Owner and Address: 

Scott W. and Renae A. Wade 
320 S. Garnse Ave. 
Bakersfie ld CA 93309 

0 Spafford S1rce1 
a is CA 95618 

*P9. Date Recorded: March 2009 

, address) 

11 

• P10. Survey Type, (Describe) lnlensive 

• Pu. Re port Citation, (Ote survey report and other sources,"' enter •none.") JR P Mi 1oricnl Consuhing LLC '"1-IR ER Centennial 
Corridor Project Bakerslicld Kern Countv California CEA 06-484601" 
' Attachments: 0 None O Locabon Map O Sketch Map Iii Contlnuabon Sheet 00 Buikflng, Sttucture, al1d Object Record O Archaeological Record 
D District Record □ l.Jnear Feawre Record □ Milling Station Recotd □ Rock Art Record D Artifact Recor<! □ Photograph Record 

D Other (11st) _ _____ __ _ 
OPR 523A (1/95) *Required lnfo.-matlon 
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BL Historic Name: _ ____ _ 
82, common Name: _____ _ 
83. Ong,nal Use: Residential 111, Present Use: Residential 
• a5. Archite<tural Style: Ranch 

•NRHP Status Code g 
• Resource Name or# (As,;igned by reoorder) Map Reference No, 08- 3 1 

• a&. Construction History: 1943· detached garage addi1ion ( 1956)· rear addition [1979) replacement windows (date unknown) 
• B7. Moved? IE No O Yes D Unknown Date: _______ Original Location: ________ _ 
• B8. Related Features: 

B9, Arch1lll<t: unknown b, Build<!<: ~ 
•a10. Significance: Theme nla Ar~a n/a 

Period of Slgnlllcance n/a Property Trpe n/a Applicable Criteria n/a 

T his building does not appear to meet the cr iteria for listing in the ational Regi ter of Hi toric Places (NRHP) or the 
a lifomia Reg ister of Hi torical Re ources ( RHR). nor does it appear to be a hi 1orical resource for the purpo e o f C EQA . 

Bakers lie ld experienced tremendous popula1ion g rowth after World War 11 thnt generated a wave o f 11ew devclopmenl. 
There was a nood of ve1erans 10 California immedia1e l following 1he war. and wi1h i1 came a need for more housing, 
Throughoul 1he decade. Kern County "s popula1ion remained grea1er than lhe number of available houses and ii was many 
years before supply caugl11 demand. The c i1y's bo undaries bega n 10 expand as ou1lying agricuhural land was convened 10 
residen1ia l 1rac1s. and by 1he end of the 1950s. 1hc housing gap had successfully been bridged. Twenty square miles of 
deve lopment took place in Grea1er Bakersfie ld from 1945 to 1955. which included approximate ly 12,000 nc, home buih 
belween 1950 and 1955. In panicular. lhe land s1raddling 1ockdale Highway sou1hwes1 of downtown was the ite of nc, 
development. 

T he unprecede111ed po 1war growth period strained Bakersfie ld ' road and highway ys1em. By lhe 1950 , Bakersfield 
began planning street and highway improvements to anack co ngestion pro blems. The cil uhimale ly wanted traffic to move 
around. 11011hro ugh, the down1own area . This led 10 lhe construc1ion of1he Highway 99 bypass in 1963 11101 rou ted traffic 
down a muhi-lane freeway along the we I edge of the city rn ther 1lian to a nd lhrough the ci1y center on Uniou Avenue. A 
decade laler, the stale finished construclion of H ighwny 58 (now lhc primary eas1-wes1 roule lhrough Bakersfield) direc1ly 
soulh of. and parallel 10, Brundage Lane, Census figures sho, a 50% increase in Bakersfield 's populaiion from 1970 10 
1980. Owing lo 1he 11e, free,. ays. 1he southwes1 o f lhe city was 1hc primary targe1 of grOWlh and new consiruction c1Tor1s. 
By 1980. 48.000 peo ple lived in the area direc1ly wes1 of1he ··new•· 99 and accessed primarily •i• S1ockdalc Highway. a 
500% increase fro m lhe de<::adc prior. and over one-third of the c ity ' building pcrm i1s were for res idential property in this 
sec1ion of town. (See Conlinua1ion Shccl) 

Bl I, Addillonal Resource Attributes:----
*B12.. References: Kern ounl} Aerial l'hologrnphs. Oo" n h) the lJS .1S. 
1937. 1947. 195{,. 1%8: - Kem ltomc:; Crisis Ain:d.n Los A11,:t>h•$ Tim,::r. 1 
lkcemhcr 19-U: -Thn:e llundn:d Vctcmn.s: Juin Ru.sh for 90 llom1.:s.- Im 
An,;i!ll!s Tmres. 22 Ma~ 1946: ~shuHJtmn on. Vc1crun.S: 11 011::-in.1? Proj1.."'CI 
A~crtcd ... Lo:, J\n~d es rimes. 28 December 1946: ·•Minier Fic: ld Uni1s 10 
flou.sc .ino rami lic · ·• I.us 1fogt!lc:r limes. 2 February 1947: " llou~in~ Pm:1 
C:mcch:d b) Oukcrsliclc.t .. l.m .411gi:lu1 11mo!s. 7 1urch IQ.S2. ·•Cit~ B~ly 
fnuch,"<1,- /Joker.<jidtl Cuhfurma11. 2 uvcm~cr 1957: - ·1mc Okays OB~ 
Sm~cl Fr1..•~u ny:· Bulwr~Ji1..•hl Co/if,.'H"f1iu,,. U, O'-'Cm h.!r 1957: llR 
··BaJ..crsfi dd S)s:lcm Study. Summ,uy Report..- !)fCpan:-d for ounci l uf 

m cnrn,cms. Ci1y ol" llnkc~ fi cld. Count ot' Kem. Caltrnns. Dcci:mbcr 2002. 
12. 1 : UoO (jriffilh. - uwm in S01,Jth,~ i: ,:;1 m1,ld .. til ) 0 $ ;,.hH('."." 0 /JaLt ,-sficdd 

Culi fN'1111111. (l C ·:t. 1980: Chris. Uri.:\\cr. lli.~lartr' Kt rn Co11nly. SK. 
foo1no1es. 

813. Remarks: 

"814. Evaluator: Greg Rainka and Toni Webb 
•oate or Evaluation: Novembe r 2009 

(This space rese<VOd fo, offodal comments.) 

DPR 5238 (1/95) •f\equired Infonnation 
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CONTINUATION SHEET Trinomlal 

,>age 3 of 3 • Resource Name or # (Assigned by rccnrder) Map Reference o. 08-J I 
' Recorded by G. Rainka & J. f reeman •Date March 2009 !JD CooUnuallon D Update 

B10. Significance (continued): 
The residential a rea bounded by Stockdale 1-lighway to the north. Apache Ave nue to 1he south. Real Road to 1he easl. and !he 
St ine Canal 10 the wes1 mo tly developed at the end of the 1950s. Prior to this time, this land was wholl agricul tura l wilh 
on ly a handfu l of residences. Elcia Drive (via Real Road) was the on ly paved way in, and this res idence was conslruc1ed at 
ilS wes t end in I 943 o n propeny owned by Ed, ard and Monica Armstrong. In 1956, 1he Annslrongs subdivided !heir land 
immedia1ely to 1he wcs1. between !his house and 1he Stine Canal, as Tract 1938. This called for 1he cons1ruc1io11 of South 
Garnsey Road. though the r~sid ntia l tTact included only the west side of 1he srnee1. h fully developed by 1Ji e end of thal 
decade, and houses were concurrcnlly constructed on the east side of South Garnsey Road, north of !his residence 10 
Stockdale 1-l ighway. Williamson Way. a form er d irt acces ro3d off of Elcia Drive. filled with new houses as well. This 
residence was given its current address once ii no longer fronted Elcia Drive alter the construclion of a h0t1se to its south in 
1961. 1 

Under NRI-IP ri1erion A or CRHR Criterion I , this building is not s ignificant for its association with important his1oric 
eve n1s. Research did not reveal a direct relationship between 1his property and important historic events , ithin any conte.,L 
specifica lly residential development in Bakers fie ld near the end of World War II . This house was construc ted at the outset of 
a widespread mid-century build-up of the city's housing stock, specifica lly on out lying agricultural land converted 10 
buildable residential lol~. Under NRI-IP Criterion B or CRHR Criterion 2 . this bui lding is 110 1 signi fi cant for its association 
wi1h the live of persons important to history. This property. as well as much of the surrounding land, wns owned by 
Edward Am1strong of Warde D. Watson Realty. I-le retained 01 ncrship of the house until at least 1965. II does not appear 
that Mr. Armstrong made demonstrably important contributions to our history at the loca l, slate. or national level. ' Under 

RI-IP Criterion C or CRHR Criterion 3. th is building is nol significant for po essing distinctive characteristics o f a type. 
period. or method of construction, nor does ii appear 10 be 1he work of a master. This bui lding is • modes! and typical 
example of a commonly-produced architectural type that became widely popular in suburban communities nationwide 
during the late 1940s and l950s. In addil ion 10 fai ling to meet this cri terion. addit ions and alterations have altogether lent a 
lack of integrity 10 1he property as a whole in terms of design. materials. workmanship, and feeling. Furthermore. this 
property does not appear to be a si gnificant o r likely source of important infonnation regarding history (NRH P Criterion D 
and C Rl·IR riterion 4). This property has been evaluated in accordance wi th Section I 5064.S(a)(2)-(3) of 1hc C EQA 
G uidelines , using the criteria oull ined in Section 5024.1 o flhe alifomia Public Resources Code. 

' Kem 'uulll)' Acriul 1'1m1oyraph~ lluwn hy 1hc USGS. 1937. IY47. IY.16. 1%8. 1975. 
2 l'olk 's Hc,(.:rsji,,/(/ Cul,jonriu C,ry l)irt!CIOI')' l96fJ (l..os ngd.,.-s: ll.L. Prilk Md Co. Puhlish..:rs. 1%<)): Poll. 's 8ak1:rfjitdd ('nlijonuu Ci()' Dlrc!<"hll'Y 
/96J ( l .o:; ngch::-: R,I .. Pol J.. ond o. ?uhli)l\trs. 1%.Sj: Aut'l!: .. U") co,n. 11 S c·;, Oil'c!c.·u,rlt< .. f (t.latuhnsc. u11-l111el tllrmo. U I. IJSA: /\flCL!Slf') .com 
Opcrmions Inc. 2008 ). original dam: Polk's; 8111..ers lii::ld (Califomiu• ii)' Oircc:lul) , t.m Ang..:lo : R.I.. Ptlll & Co.. 19311- ICJJ ,S); 
Am:c5,t~ .oom. Cul{ 1J1'1tlu l 'tJler Regfa•wmimu, f91}r>-J~ l<lim1h~ on~lit~I tprmo. Ur. USA: rhc Gcncra1ion:i. Nch, 1..lrk. Inc .• 2008}. origi rlO I dn1a: 
Smtl.'.! or nliforni.1. Unilcd S1a1~ · Grtm Ri!}llsw1· uf l"ml!r:J.· ISucrnm\!nW. C;1lifomia: al ifomi;1 Stnh: l .ih-nif) ). 
OPR 523L (1/95) •Required Information 
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1 ,- ,• ,,. , /' ,;,~ ,1_';,f '.,- 0 , ,- h ,~ ·,//1J:f• 
state of Callfomia - ~e R-ras Agency ' 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREAUON 

PRIMARY RECORD Trtnom 

NRHP-~---"7---:-,-'-,,, ::i:w ~--_-_-_:_-_-_-_-_-. -::R:-.,.,-._=--r::::~::::::::~::::::::::_-::,':,,.~--':____:;___;.==; 
Page I of J • Resoura, Name or" (Assigned by recor-der) Map Reference No. 08-32 

Pl. Other Id•ntlfi•r: 306 Soull1 Garnsey Avenue 
• P2. ~e><:otlon: □ Not for Publication [ij) Unrmric;ted ••· County Kern 
and (P2b""" P2c 0< P2d. Atta<h a LOcatJon Map as necessary.) 
" b . USGS 7.5' Quad Gos ford CA Date l2ll T _ _ ; R ___; _ ._,. of sec __ ; _ __ B.M. 

c. Ma-es,; 306 South Garnsev Avenue ar; Bakersfield CA Zip 93309 
d. UTM: (give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone ; --:--:--=----mE/ _______ mN 
e. ott,e,- Locational Data: (e.g., parcel#, d1rection:s to resource, elevat1CN1, etc., as appropriate) 

Assessor Parce l Number: 149-232-08 
• Pla. Description: (Describe ,esoorce and Its ma,o, elements. Include design, materials, cond,tlon, alteraijons, Sile, selUng, and boundanes) 

This 0.20-acre parcel is localed in an unincorpora1ed county island rough ly bounded by Highwa 58 and S1ockdale Highway 
10 the nonh. Ming Avenue 10 the soulh . H S1ree1 10 the easl. and Montc la ir Street IO 1he west. The l.7•16-square- foot T
shaped Ranch house has an overhanging cross gab le composite shingle roofwi1h exposed rafter !Ai ls. Each gable is swept
back (the P"ak projects fanher than its lower edges). and the sotllh gable has a inglc corn ice re turn. The from cnlry door i 
located in 1he ell near the building' s inte rior corner. recessed beneath the roof o erhang and opposite the two-car garage 
door that faces south ra ther 1ltan toward the tree!. The street-facing gable end of lhe projecting garage wing has a cen1ered 

hed-roofed square oriel bay wilh a large sliding windo, . fe nestration a lso includes a metal s liding window centered in ,he 
ell . ll1e house is c lad in stucco above a two-foot brick base and raised flower bed. There is a hint of decora tive half-
1imbering. TI,e rear gabled extensio n cannot be seen from the right-of-way. 

• P3b. RMOurce Attributes: (Ust attJillutes and rodes) HP2 - Single family propeny 
' P4. Resources Present: @ BIJlld,ng □ StrucllJrc D Object □ Site D D<stricl □ Bement of District D Other (Isolates, etc. ) 

P5a. P110lO O< Drawing (Photo required lor buildmgs, structures, and objects.) 
PSb. 0esc:ript1on of Photo: (View, date, 
access,on #l Photograph I. Primary 
facade, facing nor1heas1. 

• P6. Date Construct•d/Age and Sources: 
!ill Hl<l:ooc D Pr<!Nstonc D Botl1 

1959. Kern Cou111y Assessor Record 

• P7. Owner- and Address : 

Ken, M. Pearson and Diana G. Pasqua-

PB. Recorded by: (Name, affil,alion, address) 

re • Rainka and Jose h Freeman 
- · orical Consulling LLC 

nord s1 ree1 

• PIO. Sur,ey Type: (Describe) lmcnsivc 

'PU. Report Citation: (0te suniey report and other sources, or enter ·none.") JRP Historical Con ulling, LLC .. HRER, Cemennial 
Corridor Project. Bakersfjc ld Kern Counry, California (EA 06-48460} .. 
' Attadlments: D None □ Location Map □ Sketch Map [RI Cootmuabon Sheet [RI 8'"1<1,ng, Structure, and O!>Je(t ROCO«J D Archaeological Record 
0 0istnct Reoord O Unea.. Feature Record O M,lllng Stat,on Record □ Rock Art Record O Artifact Rew«! 0 P!10tograph Record 
□ Ott,e, (list) ________ _ 
DPR 523A (l/95) • Rt:quin~d lnformation 
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81. H;storic Name: ___ _ _ _ 
82. COmmon Name: ___ __ _ 

83. Original use: R.esiden1ial &1. P....,,nt use: Res idential 
• as. Architectural Style: Ranch 

'NRHP Status Code 6Z 
•R60Ur<:e Name o, # (As>igned by r<!<X>rder) Map Reference o. 08-32 

'B6, Construction HlstOf)I: Built 1959; addition of square oriel bay (date unknown). 
'B7, Moved? li1l No O Yes □ Unknown Date: _ _____ _ Original LOcation: 
•aa. Related Features: - -------

B9. ArcMl!ct: unknown b. Bullde.-: unknown 
* 810. Significance: Theme n/ a Area n/ a 

Period of Significance n/a Property Type n/a Applicable Criteria n/a 

This building does not appear to meet the criteria for listing in the ational Register of Hisloric Places (NRHP) or 1he 
alifomia Regi ter of His1orica l Resources (C R.HR.). nor does it appear to be a historical resource for the purposes of CEQA. 

Bakersfield experienced 1rcmendous populalion gro, 1h after World War II that genera1ed a wave of lle w development . 
There , as a flood of e1erans to Ca lifornia immediately following the war. and , ith it came a need for more housing. 
111roughou1 the decade. Kern ounty ·s popu lation remained greater than the number o f avai lable houses. and it was many 
year ~fore supply caught demand . The city ' boundaries began to ex pand as outlying agricultural land was convened to 
residential tract . and by the end of 1he 1950s, the hous ing gap had successfully been bridged. Twenty square mile of 
dcvclopmenl took place in Greater Baker fi eld from 1945 to 1955. which included appro.~imatcly 12,000 new homes bui lt 
between 1950 and 1955. In part i ular. the land straddling tockdalc Highway . outhwest of dow111own was the si te of new 
development. 

The unprecedented postwar growth period strai11ed Bakersfield 's road and highway sys1em. By the I 950s, Bakersfield 
began planni ng tree! and highway improvements 10 attack conge tion problems. TI1e city ul timately wanted traffic 10 move 
arou nd, not th rough, the dowmown area . This led to the construction of1he Highway 99 bypass in 1963 !hat roul~d traffic 
down a multi- lane freeway along the west edge of !he city ra ther than 10 and through lhc city center on Unio n Avenue. A 
decade later. 1he state linished construction of Highway 58 (now the primary enst-wesl roulc through Bakersfield) directly 
outh of. and parallel to. Brundage Lane. Census fi gures show a 50¾ increase in Bakersfield's populalion fro m I Q70 to 

1980. Owing 10 the new freeways, the southwest of the city was the primary 1argc1 of gro, th and ne, construction effort . 
By 1980. 48.000 people lived in the area directly c I of the "new .. 99 and accessed primari ly via S1ockda lc Higl, way. a 
500% increase from the decade prior, and over one-third of the city ' s building permits were for residential property in 1his 
section of town . (See Cont inuation Sheet) 

81 I . AddlbOnal R""°"""' Attributes: 
•e12. Referen~.: Kem Coun1y A c.rial Photographs. 110,,n b} the USGS. 
1937. 19-'7. ICJ56. 1968: - Kem llom..:s Crisis ired:· l.0.1 .-r,,gc!/t'., Tim ,.-s. 7 
lkc..:m~r 19-•S: - r hrc..: llundn..-d t:h ... -0111 ::,; Join Ru.sh for 90 1-h.nm.-s." / .m· 
-1,,gt' lc!.s 1'11no·. 22 !f:t) IC>-16: " Shu!Jo"n on V..:1ier.1m,· Housing P'roj cc1 

,crh:d: · I ,os Angch:s I imcs. 28 Dci.::\!'mll\:r 1946: •• l imi.:r Field llni1 , 10 I lou.'k:: 
..aoo F!lmities.- l..os :tngrh.•s 1imes. 2 f cbrum)' 19U: ··t lousinl,! l'ncl Canceled b) 
Ba"..:rsfidd .'' Lo:. Angdes 7im.:., . i ·!r1rch 1952, •· i1y Onrd) Touched."" 
Buken/ivld ( ""llfm-nim,. 2 NO\'Cmhcr 1957: ··strne Okays Oak Sln:i!I l"n..•,ma}.·· 
11n~,•rsjicld ( 'uli/tJrnluu. 26 U\'~nl~r 1957: URS. ··nri.l.:crs fil!ld S~ Stl!nt tudy. 
Summ:1ry Rcporl.- pn!f')Mcd for Coundl o t' Govcn1mi::nts:. <.:"ii) or Ba.kc~ lil'ld. 
Cuun1 or Kern. Cal1rnns. Decem ber 2002. 11- 13: lloh Grini1h. "Boom in 
sou1lmc-:.1 molds it) ·.:-. shape.- Bt,~r.l'fl~lci Cali(<H·,ium. 6 (kt 1980: 'hris 
13n:\\cr. llistoric A. en, n,m,1y. S8. ec. foo1notes . 

B13. Remartcs: 

• e14. evaluator: Toni \Vcbb 
•oat.e of Evaluation: December 20 I I 

(Tols space rcserv,,d for ofT,oal comments.) 

DPR 523B (l/95) • Req,uircd Information 
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810. Significance (continued): 

GP-35 

~-Primar, · ~ ·-' _·,: ____ ~ ...... -~~-~~~-
. HRJ "--------'--.---=-,-,-r'-,,,_,,---"--,,,-.,,,,,.---' 
T'~al ; ,. f 

•Resource Name o, # (Assigned by realfder) Map Reference No. 08-32 
llil CootJouaUon □ Update 

The residenrial area bounded by Stockdale Hi ghway 10 the nonh. Apache Avenue ro the south, Real Road to 1he eas1, and rhe 
St ine Canal to the west most ly developed al lhe end of1he 1950s. Prior 10 th is time. this land, as, holly agricultural wit h 
only a handful of residences. and Elcia Drive (via Real Road) was 1he on ly paved way in. In 1956. Edward and Monica 
Armstrong subdivided their land between the Sline Canal and the west terminus of Elc ia Drive as Tract 1938. This called 
for the construction of South Garnsey Road, lhough the re idential tract included only the west side of the street Ir fully 
developed by the end of lhat decade. and builders erected houses concurrenlly on lhe east side of South Garnsey Road. 
which included this residence, 1 

This res idence appears unaltered, e,,cepl for lhe addition of a square orie l bay. s ince its construction; th erefore it retai ns 
basic integrity of location. setting, design, workmanship. material • fee ling. and association, Under NRIIP Criterion A or 
CRHR Criterion I, this building is 1101 significant fo r its association with imponanl historic events, Research did not revea l 
a direct relationship bc1, een lhi s property and imponant his toric events within any context, including for this house, 
residential deve lopment in post-war Bakersfie ld, The house is one of thousands constructed during a widespread mid
century build-up of the city' s housing stock, speci fi cally on outlying agricu ltura l land converted to buildable residential lots, 

Under NRHP riterion B or CRHR Criterion 2. this bu ild ing is not s igni fica nt for its association with the lives of persons 
importanl to history. The earliest known owner was Joh n Hardy. a nat ive of England who a.rrived in the US in 1957 and a 
go lf professional since 1958, and owned the propeny al least as ea rly as 1965. Hardy became a PGA Master in 1994. and 
has since become CEO of Zero-In Golf. a club manufacturer. Hardy 's imponance. however, would be represenled by go lf 
courses where he worked and taught (such as Big Canyon Country Club ar Newpon Beach in the 1970s or Alisal Dude 
Ranch, Solvang). or at his company faci lities. rather than a residence from relative ly early in his career. He is currc111ly 
listed as a PGA Master Professional in instruction in Murrieta, Califomia, Hardy no longer owns the residence . Research 
did not ind icate that any other indiv id lials related to the development and use of this resource, have made demonstrably 
imponant contribut ions lo history al the local , stale. or nat ional level.' 

Under RHP Criterion C or CRHR Criter ion 3. this building is not s ignificant for posses ing distinctive characte ristics of a 
type. period, or method of construction, nor does it appear to be the work of a mas ter. Though this building retains 
archi tectura l integrity to its date of cons1ruc1ion, it is an example of a commonly produced type that became widely popular 
in suburban communities nationwide during the late 1940s and 1950s. The traditional Ranch house is one-story. rectilinear 
in plan. and feat ures a broad. low-pitched roof with wide eaves and a combination of exterior cladding materials. The 
primary fo~ade is genera lly asymmetrical and may include an integrated garage that projects to the fron t or side of the house, 
Details tend to reference arch itecl ura l preced~ nts, most commonly olonia l Revival. This bu ilding genera lly reOects all of 
these defini ng characteristics, Funhermore. this properly does 1101 appear to be a signi ficant or like ly source of important 
information regarding history RHP ri1e rion D and CRHR Cr iterion 4), Thi propeny has been eva lualed in accordance 
with ection 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guide li 11es, using the criteria outl ined in Section 5024.1 of the Californ ia 
Public Resources Code, 

1 Kern Count) Aerial Photusmphs. flo\,n b) th1: USGS. 1937. 194 7. 19!i6. 1968. 1975. 
2 Pol/.. ·s IJ'1kt•r:,fi.,_•lc/ Ce1/ifo,·11ia Cu_,. Oi~,· ,on• J()(jl) tl .os Angcll!s: R.L. Poll.: and Co. Publi hc:N. 19{,(J): Polk's 8",_.l!r.efieltl Cafl}O#'m'c1 ('ff)' Diret:l<Jr)' 
/965 (tos ngcl~i: R.I.. Pt,lk und Co. Puhli.Sh1!'r.ii. 1%.5): Anc-11.-stry.com. l : Cuy l)1re,·1orlcs !database on.line! tPro-..u. UT. SA: Anc-i::s;tf) .tom 
Op.,-r-J1iuns Inc, 2008). original daia: l'ol~ · , Ba,crslidd (California ) Ci1y Oircclol) tlos Angeles: RL l'ol, & Co,. 19)6-19451: 
Anc1.:s1r, .com. Calijoruia I ·Oler Rcgmn,1ums. l9lW-l96S fdma~ on•linel (Provo. T. A: The Gcncr.uions Ni.:1work. Inc .. 200H), nriginal ,.buo; 
Sl3l1!' ur Culifomia. Unilt:d S1..ih:s. Crn u Ht•f!t.~lt•r flj I 'me,~ (Sm,:rnmcnto. Cali l"omio: Cnli fomia Stn h: Library): http;/1\,.\\\\ .golfo.il itbmitt ,.:om/hollanll 
11 .luin: hupJ/""\, .pgaml!diasuidc.com/ pgaofamcric--.1.cfm?poai<l- mp: h11p://1-croingolf,cnm/aOOut html . ac.-ccs~-d lxccmbcr 20 11 . 
DPR 523L (1/95) • Required Information 
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Primary• - ------- '---~---'-- -'----"-
HRI • -------~- ---------'--- "'· 

PRJMARY RECORD Trinomlal __________ -'-'--'----'---
NRHP Status Code __ --=-62.._ ___ _ 

Other Listi _ _____________________ ;._ __ .=_ 

Rev-Code _____ -·------------ Datie ____ _ 

Page I of 3 " Ruource Name or # (Assigned l>y reccroe,) Map Reference No. 08-33 

P1. 0th,.,- Ide ntmer: 300 South Garnsev Avenue 
• p:z_ Location : D Not for Publication Iii Unr-estricted •a. County Ken, 
and (P2b and P2c or P2d. ALUch a LOcallon Map as necessary.) 

•b. USGS7.5' Quad Gosford CA Datc.!2ll T_; R __ ; _ '/, of Sec __ ; ___ B.H. 

c. Address 300 South Garnsey Avenue a1y Bakersfield. CA Z,p 93309 
d tJTM: (give more tnan one for Large and/or l1oear resources) Zone _______ mE/ _______ mN 
e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., pan:el fl, direct.iOnS to resour-ce, eie.vanon. elC., as appropriate) 

Assessor Parcel umber: 149-232-0 I 
• Pla. De<OipUon : (Descnbe ~ and Its major elements. Include design, materials, condlllon, anerations, soze, settmg, and booodaries) 

This 0.1 9-acre parce l is located in an un incorporated coum island roughly bounded by Highway 58 and tockdale Highway 
to the nonh . Ming Avenue to the smuh , H Street to the east. a nd Montclair Street to the west. The I.S26-squarc-foot 
haped Ranch house has an overhanging cros gable compasite shingle roof with exposed rafter tails. Each gable is wood-

sided and has a beak-like projecting ridge with exposed ridge bea m. The fro nt cmry door is located in the ell near the 
bui ldi ng·s interior corner. opposite the two-ca r-wide ga rage door that face ourh rather than toward the street. The stree t
fac ing gable end of the projecting garage wing has a centered wide meta l s liding , indO\ wi th fixed louvered shutters. 
Fenestration also includes an aluminum sliding window with louvered hu11ers centered in the ell and a larger metal s lid ing 
window at its corner. The house is clad in stucco above a two-fool tall brick base. The rear gabled extens ion cannot be seen 
from the right-o f-way . 

• PJb. Resource Attributes: (List attnbutes and codes) HP2 - Sing le family propeny 
•P4. ResourcH Present: l&l Building D Strud\Jre O Ob)eCt D Site O District O Element of District O Olller (Isolates, etc.) 

PSa. Photo or Drawing (Photo required for buildings, structures, and ob,ects.) 

-?' 
PSb. O<!<aiptlon of PhOlo: (View, <late, 
aca,ss,on #) Photo •ra h I . Prima 
facade facing casJ 

• P6. Date Con~ ructed/Age and Sources: 
00 HlstO<'ic □ Prel'liStO<lC □ Bot~ 

1959 Kem County Assessor Record 

• p7, Owner and Addres5: 

Jerry and Delanva Wolford 
300 S. Garnsey Ave. 
Bakersfield, CA 93309 

• pa, Recorded by : (Name, affiliatJon, address) 

Greg Rainka and Joseph Freeman 
JRP Historical Consult ing LLC 
2850 Spa ITord S1rcc1 
Davis CA 9561 8 

• pg. Date Reco,ded: March 2009 

' PlO. Survey Type: (Describe) l11lensivc 

•Pu. Report Citation: (ate suvev report and other sources, °' enter "none."! JRP HjsJorical Consulting, LLC. '' MRE'.R. Centennial 
Corridor Project, Bakersfield . Kern Cou111y , alif'ornin /EA 06-48460)'" 
• o\ttachments: 0 None O L.ocation Map D Sketch Map IEI Conunuatron Sheet IBl llullding, StTUCt\Jf'e, and Obiect Rerord O Archaeologleal Record 
□ Dt<tnet Record D unear Feature Record □ MRhng Station Recoro □ Rock Art Reco<d □ Artifact Record D Photograph Record 

0 Othet"(Hst) =~ - -----
DPR 523A (l/95) ' Requlnod l nlormntion 
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Page 2 or 3 • N RH P Status Code §.Z 
• Resource Name o, # (As.signed by,.,,,,,_, Map Reference o. 08-33 

81. fliStOtlC Name: _____ _ 
82. Commoo Name: _____ _ 

83. Onglnal Use: Residemial 84. Present Use: Reside111ial 
•as. Ardliteaunil Style: Ranch 
*B6. construction flistory: (Construclfon date, alteration, and date or alterations) Built in 1959. 
•a1. Moved? ~ No D Yes D Unkflown Date: _______ Original Location: ________ _ 
*88. Related Features: 
B9. Arehitect: unknown b. Builder: unkno, n 
*810. Significance: Theme n/a Area n./a 

Period of Significance nla Property Type o/a Appli<i1ble Criteria nla 
This building does not appear 10 meet the crileria for !isling in the ational Register or Historic Places ( RHP) or the 
Califomia Register of Hi storical Re ources (CRI IR). nor doe it appear to be a historical resource for !he purposes ofCEQA. 
Bakersfield experienced tremendous popu la1ion grow1h after World \ ar 11 that generated a I ave or new d~velopmcnr . 
TI1ere was a flood of ve1erans 10 Californi a immediately followi ng the war. and wi1h it came a great need for more housing. 
Throughout the decade. Kem County's popular ion remained g reater than the available houses. and it was rnan years before 
supply caughl up I ith demand . The ci1 ·s l>oundaries began 10 widen a ou1lying agricultural land was converted to 
residential tracts, and by 1he end of 1he 1950s. the housi ng gap had successfully been bridged. Twenty square mil~s of 
residential developmenl took place in Greater Bakersfie ld from 1945 to 1955. wh ich included approximately 12.000 new 
It me built between 1950 and 1955. In particular. 1he land s1raddling tockdale Highway southwest of downtown was 
teeming with new development. 

he unprecedented postwar growlh period strained Bakersfield" s road and highway system. By th e 1950s. Bakersfield 
began planning s1rec1 and highway improvements to correct congest ion problems. The city ult imale ly I anted traffic to 
move around. not through. the downtown area, and led lo cons1ruc1 ion of the Highway 99 bypass in 1963 that routed traffic 
down a multi-lane freeway along the west edge of lhe city rat her than lhrough the city center on Union Avenue. A decade 
la ter. the stare finished construction of Highway 58 (now 1hc primary eas1-wes1 route through Bakersfield) direct ly south of. 
and parallel 10. Brundage Lane. Census darn sho, a 50% increase in Bakersfield"s popula1ion from 1970 to 1980. Owi,1g 10 
the new free, ays, the southwest of the city was 1he primary 1arge1 of gro, 1h and ne, construction efforts. By 1980. 48.000 
people lived in the area directl. west oflhe ··new·· 99 and accessed primarily via tockdale High, a , a 500¾ increase from 
the decade prior. and over one-third of the city 's building permits were for residen1ial property in this section of town. (See 
Continuaiion Sheet) 

811 . Addifll')FWI Resource Attnbutes : ___ _ 
*812. Refer-e.nce.s: Kem Coonl> A..:rial Photographs.. nm~n h) 1h1.: USCiS. 
1937. l'>.&7. 1956. 1968: - Kem lloml!-s Crisis Air..::d: t,J$ . higt"h'l' Tim,:s. 7 
IJ~i:t::rnhcr 1945: " lhr'--"C lhmdrcd V..::tcr.:ins Juin Ru!iih ror 90 llomcs.- t.os 
,lng,•lc.1 Tmrits. '.!2 Ma) 19-16, " hu1down un V..:1cm11:1,· llousini PrQJl!L't 

"~ni:d ... Lo~ AOf!i!h.::$ Time~ 28 Occi!n1~r 19~6: "Minier Fie.Id nil~ lu I lousi: 
,ltK) F'11 111 il ic:t.- /-''-" tugc!les 1inwt. 2 Fcbrunr) 19:17: "' llousing. Paci Canci.:h:d by 
U:tl.:crsficld."" LM ,,.1,,gt!lt•J.' Tiltih'. 1 M1,1rch 19.52 . ·•Cil) U:.m,; I) rouched. 
HaJ.ersji~/d Calijornum. 2 NU\'Cmbcr 1957: ""Smt1.: 01..iys 0.1l. S1n:c1 Frci:wa4 . 

IJaie,.~fid,I Cttlifornhm. 26 <Wember 1957: URS. '"~1J...crstkld Syil""ln Stud). 
Summary Rcpurt.- prc.p~d for ouncil of Go,crnnh:.t'I IS. Cil) ,-.r Oid.:crsficld 
l",H1nt of K~m. o.ltrnns. lxcemhcr 2002. 12- 1 J : Bob Grin11h. - noom in 
),l1u11rn c~I mold~ ..::it~ ·s shn~ - Bok.!rsjield 01h1nnmm. 6 OcL 1980: Ch.ris 
a~w. .. ,-. 1/istnnc: Kem Cnmll_L 88, See foomotes. 

813. Remar1<5: 

• 014. Evaluat·or: Toni Webb 
•Date or Evaluation: December 2011 

(111,s space reserved for olf"ICial comments.) 

DPR 5238 (1/95) •Re.quired Information 
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stat. ofC.llfomla-The-~"9ency 
DEPARTMENT Of PAlll(S AND RECREATION 

CONTINUATION SHEET 

GP-35 

PrimllfY'# _________ ..,..._·_• __ .._ __ 

HRI •-------------'---------
Trlnomlal 

.•age 3 of 3 *Resource Name or• (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference No. 08-33 
•Recorded by G. Rainka & J. Freeman 'Dale Marth 2009 IE! Continuation □ Update 

B10. Significance (continued): 
TI,e re idential area bounded b Stockdale Highway 10 the nonh. Apache Avenue to the south , Real Road 10 the east. and the 
S1ine Canal to the west mo tly developed al the end orrhe 1950s. Prior 10 this 1ime. this land was wholly agricultural with 
only a hand fol of res idences and Elcia Drive (via Real Road) was the only paved way in. In 1956, Edward and Monica 
Arms1rong subdivided !heir land between lhe S1ine Canal and the west terminus or Elc ia Drive as Tract 1938. This called 
for the construction of South Garnsey Road. though the residential tract includ d only the we t side of the street It fully 
deve loped by the end of Uia! decade. and houses were concurrently constructed on the east side or South Garnsey Road. 
which included this residence. 1 

This res idence appears unaltered since its construction; therefore it retains bas ic integril)' or location. sening, design. 
workmanship. materials, feeling, and associa1ion. Under RHP Criterion A or CRHR Crilerion I. this building is nol 
signilicanl for its association I i1h imponanl historic events. Research did no! reveal a direct rela1ionship between lhis 
proper!)' and imponant hisloric events wilhin any context incl uding residential developmenl in post-war Bakersfield. This 
house i one of thousands 1ha1 was conslruc1ed during a widespread mid-century build-up or 1hc city's housing stock, 
specifically on outlying agricultural land converted to buildable residential lots. 

ndcr RHP Criterion 8 or CRHR Criterion 2, th is building is nol significant fo r its association ith the lives of persons 
important 10 history. Research revealed litt le information regarding the owners and occupants ofthi property. The earliest 
known tenant was Jack Troupe of ulligan Soft Water ervice. who res ided there at least as early as 1965. It docs not 
appear that Mr. Troupe. and likely any of the individuals related to the deve lopmem and use of 1his resource. have made 
demonstrably imponant contributions 10 history at the loca l. state. or naliona l level.' 

Under RHP Criterion C or CRHR Crilerion J , this building is not significant for possessing dis1inc1ivc characteristics of a 
type. period. or merhod of construc1ion. nor doe it appear 10 l>e the work of a master. Though this bui lding relains 
architectural in1cgri1y 10 its date of construction. ii is an example of a common. oft-produced type that l>ecamc quite popular 
in su burban communities nationwide during the late 1940s and 1950s. The traditional Ranch house is one-s1ory. rectilinear 
in plan, and features a broad. low-pitched roof wi1h wide eaves and a combina1ion of exterior cladding. The primary fa~ade 
is generally asymmelrical and may include an in1egra1ed garage that projects to the rront or side of the house. Details tend 10 
reference archilectural precedents. mosl commonly Co lon ia l Revi al. This building generally renects all of 1hcse defining 
characteristics. 

Funhermorc. thi property doc 1101 appear to l>e a significant or likely source of important infom1a1ion regarding hi tory 
RHP Criterion D and CRHR Criterion 4). This property has been evaluated in accordance wilh Section I 5064.S(a)(2)-()) 

of the CEQA Guidelines. us ing the criteria ouilined in Sect ion 5024. 1 oflhc Cal ifornia Public Resources Code. 

'Kem Count) sriul Pho1ogmphs. fluwn bi 1ho SO . 1937. 19-17. 195u. 1%8. 1975. 
: l-'o/4 ·s IJa/..t!r.fjidd Coltjnruic, ('11)' Drr(1C'IOIJ1 /96() {LOS Angeles: IU .. Polk and o. Pubfo;hcrs. 1960): l'oll. ".t fkrAl.'r,\·{h•fd Cu!.Jurmu C,t_r LJr,·e,·IVI")• 
/9(,j f l.o An~dc:.: IU .. Polk auJ Co. Put,lisheD. 1%S); Anci:.•.\r) ,C'Um. l,,S City /)irec:torh•s ldntabaM! cm•li~I (Pro,u. u·1. SA: 1\1lC1.-s1ry ,cum 
~-n11ions In ·. 20()81, nriginnl darn: Poll.:"s nokcrs:fidd tl'alifurnia) <:it) Difccto~ tLos n ck : IU .. Pull,,: & Cu.. l•JJ0-- 1 ~,.is,: 
/\nc..::,M) .i:om. C«lifonu'o I "Oler RPg1$lr'ullmt~. J9fllJ.IIJ6H tdmabasc oo~lincl ( l,ro,•o. r. . /\ . 'lhc Cicncmtions cl\\Ork. Inc .. 2008}. origiMl iJ:it.a: 

1:.1 h: nfQ liforni~ Unih:d Suu~~ Crt"' Ru~Js/(ir nj l'mc.'rs (S.:il.'.rnm~nlo. Califomi:i: C:i lifomin ·1a1c llbmryl 
OPR S23l (l/9S) • Requi.-ed Information 
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Architectural Integrity and the Guiding "Rule of Thumb" 
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Appendix 

Architectural Integrity and the Guiding "Rule of Thumb" 

The seven (7) principal observations applied to the properties identified in th is 
addendum to-the 175-page-2010 Amlcus PreservaUon-Brlef. and used to assess the 
affirmative presence of architectural integrity, are defined as follows: 

GP-35 

Location {the properties have not been physically relocated from their original 
sites or, if relocated, have been located at the present sites for over 50 years). 

Design (the architectural idioms of the properties and/or other distinguishing 
styfistic characteristics are identifiable, classifiable. and relevant to local, regional , 
state, or national architectural history). 

Setting (the principal views looking toward the properties, and the principal views 
looking away from the properties, have not been unduly altered by a loss of 
neighboring sll\lclures; or have not been unduly obsll\lcted by man-made forms 
or radical changes in the natural terrain. Landscapes - both indigenous and 
ornamental - are expected lo display anticipated, thus acceptable, growth and 
maturity. Growth and maturity do not negate considerations of the historic setting, 
although a loss of landscape may). 

Materials (the properties retain a reasonable percentage of their original building 
product{s) - generaly 75% or more - as spelled out in original architectural 
plans and specifications, again subject to acceptable evolutionary changes 
expected from generation to generation). 

Workmanship (the properties continue to reflect the prevailing methods, finishes. 
and standards of construction as originally engineered at the time of their 
completion). 

Feeling lthe properties retain reasonable physical suggestions of their original 
place in Ume, without necessarily being "locked" in the past, since all properties 
undergo acceptable evoluUonary changes from generation to generation). 

Association (the properties retain reasonable but more intuitive suggestions of 
their context in time, with an ability to evoke an awareness of their era of origin. as 
well as the significant events that defined that era socially. politically, and 
culturally. 

Although properties may display aspects of each of these seven (7) components, it is 
neither required nor essential that all seven (7) be absolutely evident concurrenUy. 

"The Rule of Thumb" 

The guiding "Rule of Thumb" as applied to establish architectural Integrity is stated 
as foUows: Were the original architects, builders, owners, members of the owners' famil ies, 
or immediate neighbors to view the properties or neighborhood today, would they definitively 
be able to recognize the properties or neighborhood? 

If so, the basic integrity standard has been met, in spite of any questions regarding 
material condition, as long as any adverse material conditions are clearty reversible. The 
material condition of properties (e.g., paint, shingles, masonry, etc. , In need of repair) is 
evaluated separately from integrity. 

Assembled pro bono by John Edward Powell: 10-28 December 201 2 
'1 2013 John Edward Powell 

Draft 14: Wo<ksheets (Revised 14 Man::h 2013) Page 9 of 9 All rights resCMld 
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State of Califomla - The Resources Agency 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION 

Prima,y#: 
HRI# 

PRIMARY RECORD Trinomial. _______________ _ 

NRHP Status Code: 
Other Listings 

Review Code Reviewer Dal.e 

Pago 1 of 6 "Resource Name or#: 3904 Marsha !reel 
Map Reference No.: 09-21 A 

P1. Other Identifier: 

"P2. Location: D Not for Publlcatlon ■ Unrestricted ·a. County Kcni 
"b. USGS 7.5' Quad Gosford CA Date 1973 

c. Address 3904 Marsha Street City Bakersfie ld Zip 93309 
"d. UTM: 
•e. Other Locational Data: Assessor's parcel number 149- 131-03 

"PJa. Description: 

TI1 is one-story residence is a bi1 more than 1.000 square feet with a hip roof and a front-gabled e.S1ensio11 on 
1he right side of the fa~ade. The exterior walls are stucco, while the facade has wood s iding , ith banens as a 
wainscot fro m the foundation up to the window si lls and in the gable. The house rctai11s its original metal 
casemenl windows. A lteralions include replacement o f the original roofing material with asphah shing les 
and replaccmen1 oflhe fronl door. A driveway on the le ft (west) side of the house leads to a de1ached garage 
at 1he rear of the lot. Attached 10 the fronl o f the garage is a large wood canopy that serves as a carpon . he 
rear yard is enclo ed by privacy walls of concrete block. approximately six feet high. at the 101 lines. 

(Sec continuation sheet, page 2.) 

"P3b. Resource Attributes: HP2 - Single fami ly residence: HP4 - Ancillary Building (fallout shelter) 
•p4_ Resources Present: ■ Building ■ Slructure D Object D Site D Dislricl D Element of District D Other 

P5b. Description of Photo: 
View nonh. 
January 16. 20 13 

"P6. Date Constructed/Age 
and Sourees: ■Hisloric 
I 956 (residence) ca 1960-
62 (fa llout shelter) 

"P7. Owner and Address: 

Jose Camberos 
3904 Marsha Street 
Bakersfie ld, CA 93309 

"P8. Recorded by: 
Andrew Hope 
Cal1m1,s DLSlrict 4 

"PS. Date Reconled: I /1 6/.l0 13 

"P10. Type of Survey: 
lnlcnsivc 

Residence at 3904 Ma,sha Street. Bake,sfield 

"P11 . Repon Citation : JRP His1orical Consuh ing, LLC, HRER. Cemennial Corridor Project. Baker:ifiehl. Kern 
County. Cal!fomia (EA 06-1 ./60). 2012. 

-Attachments: ■ Building, S1ructure, and Object Record ■ Continuation Sheets 

DPR 523A ·Required Information 
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State of California - The Resources Agency 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS ANO RECREATION 

CONTINUATION SHEET 
Page 2 of 6 

• Recorded by : Andrew Hope, Cnhra ns 

•p3a_ Description (continued from page 1 I: 

• Date: Jan uary 20 13 

GP-35 

Primaiy#: 
HRI# 

• Resource Identifier: 3904 Marsha Street 

■ Continuation □ Updale 

Behind 1he garage is an underground fa llout shelter of concrele construction. An entrance hatch with a 
metal cover, approximately rwo feel by ix feet. leads down to a hon cn1ry hall. An opening lo lhe right 
at the end of the hall leads to the main room. wh ich is approximately 10 feet square. A ventilation pipe 
extends about three feel above the ground just to the east of the e111rance hatch . The Ooor of the she lter is 
approximately IO feet below ground. wi th the roof structure about 1wo feet thick. There may have been a 
wooden 1air, a in the entrance originally. or the shelter may have a lways been accessed by a ponable 
ladder. 

Caltrans DPR S23L 

Enlrance 10 lhe fallout sheller in lhe backyard of 3904 Marsha Street. To lhe right of lhe 
opening Is the metal hatch cover, and jusl in front of the opening Is lhe venrnation pipe. 
Looking west, with lhe rear wall of the garage al left. 

• Required information 
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State of Calilomia - The Resources Agency 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION 

CONTINUATION SHEET 

GP-35 

Primary#: 
HRI# 

Page 3 of 6 • Resource Identifier: 3904 Marsha Street 

• Recorded by: Andrew Hope, Caltrans • Date: January 20 I 3 ■ ConUnuaUon D Update 

Entrance 

Northwa1lof 
the garage 

View down Into the fallout shelter. 

rr ___________ --, 
11 7, 
I I I I 
I I I I 

~---J 

I I 
I 1 
I I 

Ventilation I I 
pipe I I 

I I 
:::._-:.::_-_-_-~ 

---"'------------------
Plan of the shelter (underground walls are shown as dashed hnes) 

Caltrans DPR 523L • Required infonnation 
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Slate of California - The Resources Agency Primary#: 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#: 

BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 

Page 4 of 6 'NRHP Status Code: 
'Resource Name or#: 3904 Marsha S11\!el 
Map Reference No.: 09-2 1 A 

B1 . Historic Name: 
B2. Common Name: 
BJ. Original Use: Residence 84. Present Use: Residence 

·es. Architectural Style: Postwar tract house 
'86. ConstrucUon History : 

'B7. 
·ea. 

The house, a bu ih in 1956, and 1he garage was probably built at the same time. The date of the fallout 
shelter is unknown. but was probably constructed ca. 1960-62. 

Moved? ■ No D Yes D Unknown 
Related Features: 

Date: Original Location: 

The property includes a residence. detached garage and carport. and a family fallout sheller. 

B9a. Architect: Unknown (house and shel ter) b. Builder: Mobilhome Corp. (house): unknown (shelter) 

'B10. Significance: Theme: old War era fallout she hers Area: Bakersfield and Kem County 
Period of Significance: 1956-62 Property Type: Residence and fallout shelter Applicable Criteria : A 

The property at 3904 Marsha S1ree1 is pan of the Rancho Vista Tract (map reference number 09-21 ). 
evaluated elsewhere in thi report. 11 is property #99 on the Ii I and map in the distri I evaluation for the 
Rancho Vista Traci. and is a con1ribu1or to the National Regisrer eligible di trict. II i evaluated here as an 
individual property because it includes a Cold War era fallout shelter in addition to the 1956 residence. Like 
lhe other houses in the tract, the residence was prefabricaled in a factory, delivered in one piece 10 its si lc. 
and sel down on o prepared foundation . The fallou1 shelter was probably buill ca. 1960-62. alt hough no 
building permit survives and no other record of its construction dale has been found . Philip Vallejo and Jon 
Brady ofCaltrnns District 6 did the ~ite investigation and took the photographs. The interior of1he fallout 
sheller was not investigated. 

(See conrinuation sheet. page 5.) 

811. Additional Resource Attributes: 
·e12. References: 

813. 

814. 

See continua tion sheer. page 6. 

Remarks: 

Evaluator: Andrew Hope 
lirans Dis1ric1 4 

111 Grand A venue 
Oakland. CA 94623 

Date of Evaluation: January 17. 20 I J 

{This space reserved for official comments.) 

Caltrans DPR 5238 

t--(f,_l:;UT ! 
l:r..: SHUTER ,• 

Q~IW.£ 

HOUSI! I 

u 
North 

•Required Information 
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State of California - The Resources Agency 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION 

CONTINUATION SHEET 
Page 5 of 6 

• Recorded by: Andrew Hope, Call rans 

•s10. Significance (continued from page 4): 

• Date: January 20 I 3 

GP-35 

Prima,y#: 
HRI # 

• Resource Identifier: 3904 Marsha Street 

■ Continuation D Update 

On ly one home fa llout sheller in Cal ifo rn ia has been evaluated for National Register eligibil ity to date. 
Thal shelter i · near onora in Tuolumne Cou111y, and was evaluated by Callrans in 201 I. II was 
determined ineligible for National Regi ter listing because the associated residence is no longer extant. 
and the shelter therefore lacks an important aspect of its hi toric ening and the conte.,tual association as 
a fami ly shelter. Two other home ra llout shelters are evaluated in th is reporl . (See the eva luation of Tract 
No. 1938, map reference number 09- 11.) Both of these shelters are considered ine ligible for Nat ional 
Register list ing; one because the associated house lacks integrity and the other because the shelter' s 
immediate sell ing has been significantly altered by the construction ofa later garage direct ly above the 
helter. The integrity thre hold e tablished by these evaluation is that for a fami ly fallou t shelter 10 be 

e ligible for ational Register lisring, the a sociated res idence must be extant and possess integrity and 
the she lter must posses integrity of setting with respect 10 its immediale surroundings and its re lationship 
to other buildings on the properly. 

xtensive context info m1a1ion on home fallout shelters. both nationally and in Bakersfield and Kern 
County. is provided in the evaluation of Tract No. 1938, prepared by JRP Historical Consulting. All three 
of the fa llout shelters identi fi ed in Bakersfield were brought lo Caltrans· attention by members of the 
community. Two ere in rear yards and one is accessed from, ithin a modern garage. which is wh. none 
were identified during the original survey effort fo r the Centennial Corridor project. The discovery of 
three home fallout shelters in a shorl period of time as a result ofa public meeting suggests that this 
properly type may be more common than previou ly supposed. Home fallout shelters may be more 
common in Bakersfield and Kern County than elsewhere in Ca liforn ia due lo the active promotion of 
shelter con !ruction by the county's Civil Defense Oflice. As described in the evaluation of Traci No. 
1938, the Civi l Defense Office built a model shelter at the Kern County Museum in 1960. distributed 
nearly I 0,000 copies of plans for family shelters. and offered course in civil de fen e measures to more 
than 1,700 people in 1961. In addition. at least two construction companies in Bakersfield buih model 
shelters on their propcrlies. Thi s was probably an unusually high level of activity and promotion of fa llout 
sho lter construction compared 10 other cities and counties in Ca lifornia. 

In addit ion to being a contributor to the Rancho Vista historic di trict. the properly at 3904 Marsha Streer 
is individually e ligiblo for Nationa l Register listing. The property meet ational Regi ter riterion A for 
its association with Cold War tension between the United States and the oviet nion, and the fear of 
nuclear war between the two co unrr ies. The fallout shelter at the rear of the pr peny conveys in a stark 
and visceral manner the grim mindset of the time. and the lengths lo which people were willing 10 go 10 
sur ive a nuclear holocaust. That people seriously considered spending up to two weeks in a smell 
underground box. e.,pccting to emerge to find a devastated landscape. seems strange and possibly even 
de lusional to Americans in the 21 • cenmry. Howe,•er. home fallout she llers provide the physical evidence 
1ha1 people did make such considerations. and that they calculated the probability of nuclear war in a way 
that j ustified the expense of building an underground shelter. No other Cold War era properly type 
conveys so vividly this pervasive fea r of nuclear war. and home fa llout shelters illustrate Americans· 
characteristically individual. rather than col lective, response lo that perceived threat . The robust 
con !ruction of this shelter. with its unusually thick roof and walls ofreinfon:ed concrere rather than 
concrete block. demo nstrates a ser iousness of purpose and willingness 10 bear a considerable expense. 
pa11icularly in comparison 10 the relatively modest size end cost of the house. 

Caltrans DPR 523L • Required infonnation 
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State of Califomia - Tho Resources Agency 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION 

CONTINUATION SHEET 
Page 6 of 6 

• Re<:orded by: Andrew Hope, Ca lt mns • Date: January 201 3 

GP-35 

Primary#: 
HRI# 

• Resource Identifier. 3904 Marsha Street 

■ Continuation O Update 

The re idence, garage, and fa llout sheller on 1his propeny retain a high degree of integrily. The residence 
has suffered only minor a lterations. Although the interior of the shelter was no! inspcc1ed, ii is a si mple 
concrete box, not amenable 10 alteration (parlic ularly s ince it is underground). and has not been converled 
to other uses. II relains integrity of loca1ion. de ign, and materials. The shelte r also reta ins integrity of 
seuing, since the properly as a who le appears essentially as ii must have appeared in 1962. after 
completion of the she lter. Most imporlant ly, it retains inlegri ty of feeling and association . , hich allows 
the properly to convey ii original purpose and sig nificance. 

In conclu ion, the propeny a t 3904 Marsha S1reet in Bakersfield i individually eligible for ational 
Register li s1ing under rile rion A. at the local le el of ignifica nce. for its association with the Cold War 
and c ivi l defense measures to s urvive in the event of a nuclear war. The period of significance extends 
from 1956. the constructio11 date of the residence, 10 1962, the end of the period of fallout shelter 
construct ion in the United States. The historic property boundary coincides with the parcel boundary. 
Character-defining fearures of'the properly incl ude the three e lements that date to the period of 
significance: the residence. garage. and underground fallout she lter. TI1e spatial re lat ionship of these three 
e lements is a lso a character-delining fea1ure. Wirh respect to rite she lter itse lf. the two features rhat can be 
seen fro m the rear yard , 1he en rry hatch and venti lation pipe, are imporlant character-defining fea111rcs, as 
they convey the s1ruc1u re ' s orig inal purpose. 

·012. References (continued from page 4): 

Caltrans. Traci /-lou.~i11g in California. 19-15- 1973: A 'ontext jor Na1io11al Register £,•aluatio11. 2011 . 

JRP 1-listorical Co nsulting. Evaluation of Tract No. 1938 in BakersCield. In HRER. Cente1111ial Corridor 
Pr<1iet:t. Bakersfield. Kem Co11111y. Califomia (EA 06--18-160) , 201 2. 

Caltrans DPR 523L • Required information 
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Attachments for page 4 

Bakersfield Californian (see next section attachments) 

Audio Interview with Lilly Kelly (see next section attachments) 

Corresponding Draft EIR Documents 
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, ·State~~~ - ·the~~~ Y, I •/ 

DEPARTMENT OF PARICS AND RfCREATt.ON 
PRIMARY RECORD 

Page I of 3 

Pl. Other Identiller: 30 Stine Road 
*P2. Location: D Not for Publication li!l Unre•tricted ••· County Kem 
and (P2b and P2c or P2d. Mtacl\ a LOaUon Map as necessary.) 

GP-35 

• b. USGS 7.5' Quad Go ford. CA Date .L2ll T __j R _; _ Y, of Sec __ ; _ __ B.M. 

c. Address 30 S1ine Road Cit"; Bakersfield. CA Zip 9)309 
d. l/TT-1: (9ive more than one for la,ge and/0< linear ,...,._,,as) Zone ; _______ mE/ _ ______ mN 
e. Other LOatiOnal Data: (e.g .. pa<UI #, dlrec~ons 10 resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) 

Asse sor Parce l Number: 149-221-24 
'P3a. Description: (Desaibe reso.,rce and 115 major elemen"5. Include design, materials, condition, olteraUons, s,,e, setting, and boundanes) 

This 0.28-acre parcel con1a ins a 1,204-square-foot Tudor Revival house and detached garage. The rcciangular residence si1s 
on a concre1e founda1io n, has stucco sid ing and a composite-shingle side gable roof (Photograph I). The ma in entrance is 
ac ess by concrete step and sheltered by a shed roof ex1ensio11 , hich is supported by a modern and decorat ive mernl posts 
with attached baluslrade. The entrance is sc i be1ween to fron1 -gable projec1ions. Fenestration includes nearly all 
replacemenl 1/1 double-hung vinyl windows The smaller projection nonh of the emran e has a pair of replnccmcnt vinyl 
windows: the larger and more dominant projection to the south has a large fixed sing le-pane segmen1al-arch wiudo, set in a 
wood fra me. A sma ll louvered vent is centered benca1h each roor apex. An ex1erior s1ucco chimney is a11ached to the soulh 
side of the building and the from-gab led detached garage localed at lhe southeast comer of the lot has been couvened into a 
living space with a front nat-roof carpon (Photograph 2). 

' P3b. Resource Attributeo, (Ustal:tJl"butes and codes) HP2 - Single fami ly propcny 
* P4, Ruources Present: IE) Building D Slructure D Ob)ECI D SIU! D District D Element or D;stJ1ct D Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b. Desaipbon of Photo: (View, date, 

acces>ion •> Photograph I Primary 
facade, facing eas1. 

•P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources: 
ll!l Historic D Prehistoric D Bolh 
1935 Kern Counlv Assessor Records 

•p7. Owner and Addres.s;: 

Garv leelman and Richard Knight 
4 I 6 Bennuda t. 
Baker field, CA 93309 

* P8. Recorded by: (Name1 affillatloo, address) 

Greg Ra inka and Jo eph Freeman 
JRP His1orical Consull ing. LLC 
2850 Spafford S1reet 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9. Dale Rew,ded , March 2009 

* PlO. Survey Type: (Describe) Intens ive 

•Pu, Report Citation: (Ote wrvey report and other soun:es, or enter "none,1 JR P Historical Consulling LLC ··1-IRER Ccn1en11ial 
Corridor Project, Bakcrslield Kem Co unlV Californ ia (EA 06-48460}'-
•Attadlmonts: □ Nooe □ Loca!JOO Map D Sketch Map llD Conbnuatlon Sheet IEl Building, SltUCture, Md Object Record □ Atcllae<JtOgic:al Record 
□ District Recocd □ Uf>ear Feature Record □ Milling Sla!JOO Recoro □ Rock M Rec<><d □ Art>ract Record □ Pho!ograph Record 

D Other (11st) =~-------
DPR S23A (1/95) • Re-quired Information 
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• ,f_,! ,.,. ,.,., 

- of Cdfoml• -Tlie -n:a 111Jency 
DEPARTMENT DF PARKS AND RECRfAT10!' 

BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 

GP-35 

Page 2 of 3 •NRHP Status Code g 
•Resourao Name or# (AsSigned by recorde<) Ma Refere 1cc o. 09-1 5 

BL Historic Name: _____ _ 
82. eommon Narne: _____ _ 

83. Orig;nal Use: Residential 11<1. Present Use: Residential 
•es. Ardlltectural Style: Tudor Rev ival 
'B6. Construct.Ion History, Built 1935· re,,1acement windows (dale unknown): addillon of shed roof over cnto• (date 
unknown)· detached garage converted 10 living pace (date unknown}. 
• 87. Moved? (BJ No O Yes D Unknown Date: _______ Original l.Ocation: ________ _ 
•aa. Related Feab.JN!:S: 

89. Arctvtect:: unknown b. Builder~ unknown 
• e10. Significa,nce: Tlleme n/a Area n/ a 

Period of Significance n/a Property Type - --~•=ii~"~- Applicable Criterii'I -~n~'·~-

·n , is property docs nor appear to meet the criteria for listing in the ational Register of Historic Pl aces ( RHP) or the 
Ca li fo rnia Register of Hi torica i Resources (CR MR). nor does it appear to be a hi torical re ource for lhe purposes of C ·QA. 
The residentia i area d irec tly south of S1.ockda le Highwa and wesl of lhe Stine Canal mostly developed during 1hc 1950s 
when 1he vast extent of this 13nd was su bdi vided as Tracts i005. 1522 and i6 10. Prior to this time. this land was wholly 
agricultural , ith on iy a manering of residences. This included three ident ical Tudor Revival homes on 1hc C3St s ide of 
St ine R ad ju t north of Peckham Avenlle. each dating to 1935. 

After World War II . Bakersfie ld experienced tre mendous population growth that generated a wave of new developme nt. 
With the flood of veterans to Cal ifornia came a great need for more housing, but Kern County ·s popuiation remained greater 
than the avaiiable houses into the i950s. The c ity· boundaries began to widen as out1ying agricu ltura1 land was converted 
to residential tracts. and b the end of that decade, housi ng supply had caught up with demand. wenty square miie of 
residential devciopment took place in Greater Bakersfield from 1945 lo 1955. which inc1udcd approxi111a1ciy 12.000 ne, 
homes built between 1950 and 1955 _ in part icular, rhe iand straddiing Stockdale Highway southwest of downtown was 
teeming with new construction. The east side o f Stine Road filled with homes concurrently with, but indepe ndent of. lhe 
deveiopment of the surrounding res idcnlin l tracts (th e west side o f the street was included in Tract I 522). Residences were 
built to the north. south. and even in between the trio of Tudors. (See oniinuation Sheet) 

B 11. Addillonal Resourte Atlribl,tes: 
* 81.2. References: Kern Courll)' c-rinl Phcllogtllphs:. llown b)' 1hc 
USGS. 1937. 1947. l956. l lJ68~ K ... 'ffl County Tract Maps. Trnel o. 
100.5. Ju l~ l. 1931: K1i:m uunty rm1.:t M,1p'.i. Trnct No. 1522. l)cc. 29. 
19-19. lloo'- 7 or Map:-. Pa~~ 61.:. Kem Cou.n1~ Tracl ri,.,t..ps. Trttel o. 
1610. Apri l J. 1952. nook Kor Map~ l'ngc I; --Kem l'oin,-s Crisis 
Ain.:d.- /,,or 1f11gcdc<s Tim~s. 7 Di:ccmbcr 19-'5: - nircc llundrcd Vct~mns 
Join Rush fo r 90 llomc:).·· Los , l11J!d1:s r ime! • 22 May l')-16: ··s hu1down 
on V-.-t1i:mns• llousing Project Ah:·rtcd" /.ru .-lnxeli.!s 71,ru,'.~. 28 
fk<..~mbcr 1946: ·•Minter Fidd Units 10 I lou c -U)O Fnmilic> ... /_.. tu 
Auge/a /imr.J. :? Fchnmry l'N7: .. llou.sins Pact Can.x-ltd by 
l:lak-:.rS lielJ. - Lo..t .-fr1J,:1:l~s Tinwl·. 1 'lurch I9S2. See foornotes. 

B13. Remarl<s: 

• Bt4. Evaluator: o n i Webb 
•Date of EvaluatJon: December 20 i I 

(This spaa, reserved for official commenlS.) 

DPR 523B (1/95) •Required Information 
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Slilteo#~ -ne·-rces ~ ,;y . z 
DEPARTMENT OF pARl(S AND Rf~TION < , 

CONTINUATION SHEET 

~age3 of 3 
• Recorded bv G Rainka & J. Freeman •Date March 2009 

810. Significance (continued): 

GP-35 

Co<ltinua!Jon D Update 

Under RHP Criterion A or CRH R C ri1erion I. this bui lding is not ignilic.tnl for i1s assoeia1ion , ith imponant historic 
events. Research d id not reveal a direct relalionship between this propeny and imponant historic eve11 1s wi th in a ny conte.st, 
specitically re identia l development in Bakersfie ld during the years surrounding World War II . Und er NRHP Criterion 8 or 
CRHR Cri1erion 2. this building is not significant for ils associat ion with the lives of persons imponant to history. Research 
revealed linle informat ion abou1 the owners or occ upants of this propeny. The ea rliest known tenanl wa owner/occupant 
Frank L. William in 1951. Frank died in 1955, bUI it appears that his w idow retained the propeny fo r somelimc after hi 
death. In 1960. lhe house , as used as a renlal property and renled by Vernon Reimer, an electrician. The current owner 
purchased the propeny in 2006 and resided al a dilTerenl address. II does not appear thal any of the individuals rela ted 10 the 
developmenl and use of this resource have mnde demo ns1rably important comributions lo his1ory at lh~ loca l. stale. or 
national level.' Under RHP Criterion C or CRl-lR Cri te rion 3, this building i not significant for possessing d is tinctive 
characteristics of a type. period. or method of cons1ruetion. nor doe ii nppear to be the work of n master. TI1is panicular 
bui ld ing is an example of a common histor ica l revival type that became popular in suburban communi1ies na tio nwide during 
the I 920s and 1930 . The Tudor Revival style is derived from a variety of late-medic a l models preva lent in I 6'h century 
Tudor England . and this hou e has the s tandard fonn of an asymmetrical fa~adc featuring a steeply-pilched fro nt gable and 
segmenta l arch door and windo, open ings. In add ition 10 lacking signi fi cance under this c ri terion. the rep lacemenl of 
windows not in kind. alteration of the fro nt entry. and the convers ion of the detached garage into a Ii ing space lend a lack of 
integrity to the propeny as a , hole. Also. extensiv~ residential development throughout the area near ly two decades after 
the construction of this house ( in panicular the construction of a house in 1957 in between th is residence and 22 Stine Road) 
has compro mi cd integrit of location. setting. feeling and as.sociation. Furtherrnore. this property does 1101 appear to be a 
signi ficant or like ly source of imponanl information regarding history RMP Cri terion D and CRHR C ri1erion 4). Thi 
property has been evaluated in accordance with Sect ion I 5064.5(a)(2)·(3) of lhe CEQA Gu idelines. using the cr iteria 
outl ined in Section 5024. 1 of the Ca lifornia Public Resources Code. 

Photographs (continued): 

Photograph 2: Dc1ached secondary residence. facing east. 

1 l"olk 's llakeujleltl Culifon11u C11.,, l)ir,cwr,,, /9jl tl.os: Angch:s: ru .. Poll am.I Co. PublishcN. l9SI ): Am:estry .. com. Cahfomla l'ntt1r lltJ,!iUralions. 
19()0.. /96,.~ ld:Uaba...c 01l--lincl tPrO\O. UT. U : 1111! G1.·ncm1ions Ni!l"l>rl... Inc .. 2008), original d.ua; tah: of nlifomia. Uni1~-d Srntc$., Gn:m H.t!.g1$1c.r 
of l"orcr'S' ( acrnrru:n11,. Califomi~; C:n lifomi:.l Suuc Library): -lx{uhs.·· IJ,,krsfi~M C'1l{fQm/un. ~ Juni! 19S5. pi, 20 (t.:ol. l): - 1:or Rc:nt - HuuS(.."S. 
fumishi!d.- Balw.•rsfit:ld Califom lm,. 16 Si:1~1cmbc-r 1960. pg, l9 jool I ): K(:m Cnunly A ~....SOf" Rt.-cnl'd. 
OPR S23L (1/95) •Required Information 
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~ ' , • • " 1,., ' 
state of (:allfomla -Thi, Resoura,s AVoncy 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECIIE.ATION 

PRIMARY RECORD 

Page I of 4 

Pl. Other Identifier. 22 Stine Road 
•Pl. Location: 0 Not for Publication llil Unrestricted 
and (P2b and P2c or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary,) 

GP-35 

-~ ,,_ ---'-----,',-,--------
HIU •----'---,.,,----,-==-+i"'-:,'+.,,'F,-,-~ +,.::: 
Trfnomlal ______ _....,.--'---'-'-,-----i-'-,,.C,~ 

•RH<>urce Name or# (Assigned by reco<der) Map Reference No. 09.16 

•a. County Kem 

0 b. USGS 7.5' Quad Gosford, CA Date 1211 T _ _ ; R __ ; _ '/4 of sec __; ___ B,M. 

c, Address 22 Stine Road Gty Bakersfield CA Zip ill22 
d. IJTM: (give more than one for large aod/or linear resources) Zone _ __ ; _______ mE/ _______ mN 

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., parcel I, directions to resource, elevatioo, etc., as api:n>J)flate) 

Assessor Parcel umber: 149•221 · 11 
•P3a. Description: (Desaibe re<OUrce and its majOr elements, !ndude design, material<, oon<lition, alte<aoon~. size, semng, and boundanes) 

This 0.44-acre parce l contains a I ,S78-squarc foot Tudor Revival-style house and detached garage. The rectangu lar 
residence its on a concrete foundation. is clad in stucco. and has a compo ite- hingle side gable roof (Photograph I ), A 
raised segmenta l arch front ent ry door opening is centered on the primary fa~ade above a et of concrete steps and between a 
projecting st~cply-pitched front gable bay and a smaller. teeply-pitc hcd gable bay, The la1ter bay has a pair of doub le-hung 
wood windows and the projecting bay has a large fixed 16-l ight segmental arch wood window. A sma ll louvered vent i ' 
centered beneath each roof apex. An exterior brick chim ney is auached to the south s ide of the building and a modem two
ca r detached garage is located at the south east comer of the lot (Photograph 2), 

0 P3b, Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) HP2 - Single family property 
• P4. Resources Present: ® Building □ Strucwre □ Olliect □ Site □ lliStt>ct □ Element or OiSlrlct □ ou-.e,- (!SOlates, etc.) 

PSb. Descriptloo or Photo: (V,ew, date, 
accession #) Photograph I . Primary 
facade. facing nonheast 

•P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources: 
[ii) Historic □ Prehlstoric O Boll> 
ca. 1935 Historic Aerial Photographs 

• p7. Owner and Add~s: 

Bill and Beverly Roper 
22 Stine Rd. 
Bakersfield, CA 93309 

llation, a<klress) 

rceman 

LLC 

•pg, Date Reconled: March 2001) 

*PlO, Survey Type: (Describe) ln1e 11si C 

• PU. Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources.°' enter •none.") JRP Historical Consu lting LLC ·-J-JRER Centenn ia l 
Corridor Project Bakersfield, Kern County. California (EA 06-48460)'" 
•Attachments: 0 None □ Location Map □ S etcll Map ll!l Continuation Sheet ll!l Buikllng, Structure, and ObJect Record D Archaeological Record 

□ District Record □ LJnear feature Record □ Mining Station Record □ Rock Art Record □ Artifact Record □ Photograph Record 

□ Oll>er(list) _ _ ______ _ 

DPR 523A (1/95) * Required Information 
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GP-35 

Page 2 of 4 • N RH P St.tus Code §Z 
• Resource Name or# (Assigned by recorde<) Map Refere11cc o. 09-16 

Bl. HlslDric Name: _____ _ 

B2. Common Name: -,--,--,---
BJ. Original Use: Residential B4. Prese,,t Use: Residen1 ial 
• es. ,'rd>ltectural Style, Tudor Revival 
' B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alte<ation, and date of alte<ationS) Bui II c. 1935 
* B7. Moved? (Bl No D Yes D Unknown Date: _______ Original Location: 
-•es. Related Featuru:: 

89. Arthltect: unknown b. Bullde<: unknown 
• a10. Significance: Theme n/a Atta n/a 

Period of Significance n/a Property Type - --~n/~•~- Applicable Criteria -~"~'~•--

Th is building does not appear lo meet lhe criteria for listing in lhe National Rcg i lc r of Hi stori Places ( RI IP) or 1he 
Ca li fornia Register of Historical Resources (CRHR).The residential area direct ly ou1h of tockdale Highway and west of 
the Stine anal mostly developed during th e 1950s when the as1 e.,tent of th is land was subdivided as Tracts 1005, 1522 
and 1610. Prior to this time. this land was wholly agricultural wilh o nly a smanering of residences. This inc luded llm.>c 
identical Tudor Rev ival homes on 1he ens1 s ide of line Road j us1 nonh of Peckham Avenue. each dating to 1935. 

After World War II , Bakersfield experienced tremendous population gro, th that generated a wave of new deve lopment. 
With the flood of veterans to alifornia came a need for more housing. but Kern County's populn1ion remained greater than 
the avai lable houses imo the I 950s. The city's boundaries began 10 pread as ou1 ly ing agricultural land was conve rted 10 
res idential 1mc1s . and by the end of that decade, housing supp ly had caught up with demand. Twenty square miles of 
res idential development took place in Greater Bakersfield from 1945 to 1955. which included approximately 12.000 new 
homes built between 1950 and 1955. In panicular, the land s iraddling Stockdale Highway southwest of downtown, as 
teeming with new cons truction. The east s ide of tine Road filled with homes concurrently with. but independent of. the 
deve lopment of the s urrounding residential 1rncts (the west s ide of 1he street was included in T raci 1522). Residences were 
buill to the nonh, south, and e,,en between. the tri o of Tudors. ( ce Continuation hcet) 

Bl 1. Additional Resoon:e Atlnbutes: ___ _ 

'Bl2. References: Kem County Aerial Photographs. llown by 
1he USGS. 1937. 1947, 1956, l'168 ; Kem Couruy lm<1 Maps. 
f racl No. 1005. Jul} 3. 193 I: Kl!m County Trni.::t Mops. Tr-Jt.:l 'u. 
1522. Ike. 29. 19-19. Book 7 or Mups. Pag,1,,': 62: K~m ounty Tract 
Maps. Traci No. 16!0. Apri l J. 1952. Dou~ 8 orM11rs, Pag_c I: - KL-rn 
Momi:s Crisis Ai rOO ... Los 1l11gclt•s Times. 7 Dcc~mber 1945: "'Three 
Hundred Vc1c.::ran$" Jilin Rush for 90 llomcs."' / .(J.f ... fogt"lt!..s Tlm,~. 22 
Mn} 19.16: -Shutdown on Vc1cnms' l·lousinl! l'rujcct vcncd.- /,Of 
,411ge/~ - 1'fmt .f , :!~ lJcccmber 11)-16: .. M int~r Fii:ld Uni1s Lo I h>u~ 400 
Families:· I.us '4 11~•,fes 1'11111'.f . 2 r cbruury r9.&7: .. lt ousl ng Pnct 
l'ancclcd by Bakersfield..'' Los Angl!les Ttmf! .f. 7 March 1952: See 
fooinotes. 

B13. Remarl<S: 

• 814. Evaluator: Toni Webb 
• Oat@' of Evaluation: December 20 11 

(This ,pace rese,ved fo, official comments.) 

DPR 5238 (1/95) •Required Information 
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, State ofCellfomf. ..CTIHi'Aasoun:e.,Atle!!cy' 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECllE,\TION 

CONTINUATION SHEET 

Page) of 4 
•Reco-.t by G. Rainka & J. Freeman •Date March 2009 

B10. Significance (continued): 

GP-35 

•Resource Name or It (Assigned by recorde,) Map Reference No. 09- 16 
@ Continuation D llll<late 

Under RHP Criterion A or CRHR Criterion I. this building is not ignificant fo r its association with important historic 
events. Research did not reveal a direct re lationship between lhis propeny and important historic events within any context. 
spec ifically re idential development in Bakersfield during the years surrounding World War 11. Under RHP Criterion B or 
CRHR Criterion 2, this building is not significant for ils association wit h the lives of person important 10 hi tory. Research 
revea led linle information about the owners or occupants of this propeny. The ear liest known tenant of the property was a 
Vivian Rae in 1949. By 1951 , th~ property was owned by rancher Jack P. Denio and his wide Muriel. Denio sold the 
property to oil worker Joseph Farrell and his wife Virginia the following year. The Farrells relJl incd the property into the 
1960s. The house was vacant in I 965. Th~ current owner purchased the property in I 992. It does not appear that Mr. 
Denio or Mr. Farrell , or likely any of the other individuals related to the deve lopment and use of th is resource, have made 
demonstrably important contributions 10 history at 1he local, state, or national level. ' Under RHP Criterion C or CRHR 
Criterion 3. lhis building is nol significant for possessing distinctive characteristics of a type. period, or method of 
construction . nor docs ii appear to be the work ofa master. Though lhis particular building retain architectural integrity 10 

its date of construction, ii is an example of a common historical revival type that became popular in suburban communities 
na tionwide during the I 920s and 1930s. The Tudor Revival s1yle is derived from a variety of late-medieval models 
prevalent in 16'' century Tudor England. and this house has the standard fom1 of an asymmetrical fa~adc featuring n steeply
pitched front gable and segmental arch door and window openings. In addition 10 lacking sign ir.cance under this criterion. 
extensive residential development throughout the area nearly two decades after the con truction of this house (in panicular 
the construction of a house in 1957 in between this residence and 22 Stine Road) has compromised integrity of loca1ion. 
sen ing, feeling and association. Under NRHP Criterion D and CRHR riterion 4, this building is not significant as a source 
(or like ly source) ofimportani information regarding history. It docs not appear to have any likelihood of yieldin g importanl 
inforrna1ion about historic construction materials or technologies. Thi property has been evaluated in accordance , ith 
Section i 5064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guide lines. using the criteria outlined in Section 5024 . 1 of the California Public 
Resources Code. 

1 -ror Urid.:-tu-1.k ... IJ"~rsjielif Caf1frir11um. IJ Octol:k:r l 'J49. pg. S (col. I J: Polk "s fJ.n~ ,•rifield Cal(Jurnlu City Ol,·ec1tN:v (Lo:i. ;\ni4..• les: JU .. l'ulL and 
Co. Publisher... 1952. 19:56. 1960. 1965): -Emmoinmg r.:achcN." Bulit,~Jicld C11hfnrm1m, 25 Muy IYSJ, pg. 19 (col. I 1: "Girl. H. in Crash ... 
flaJ.er~;J1i..·ld r·atifo,.,,ia,1. 17 Jul} IQS7. pg. I (,ol. 7}: Ancl.!::lry.com. California I 'u1er R1.•g/$lrtJ1,011s, l9hfl-l9r►'f fd:.ilabil~'\!' on-lft1i;I I Pro, o. l ff. USA: 
l'h..: li~n..:ration5 ~,,,urL Inc: .• 2008). ur'i.ginal dn1a: Suuc or Cali (omia. Unit~d t:il~ Gt'l!lll Rttglm~r oj J'o,~r.r I ·::icmml!nhJ. Cntiromio: allromia 
S1u1~ Librn.l') ): Ken\ Count~ R1.---curd~r. 2~ Jun.; 1952. IX1.·~.L Oook tc>SS. Pnlc 102: f.:.l!m Coumy A~ssor ll~..:,'ll'd. 
OPR 523l (1/95) •Required Information 
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Photographs (continued): 

Photograph 2: Oelac hed garage. facing east. 
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~te of Callfarnlll - TIHI R- "9ency 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND REC!lfAT,JDN 

PrimarY'# 
HRI # ----------,-,---------

PRIMARY RECORD Ttll'IOfflllll ___________ ~--~ 

Page I of 3 •Resource Name or# (A<signe<l by rerorde,-) Map Reference No 09- 17 

Pl . other ldentifie,: 16 Stjne Road 
• p2, Location: 0 Not for Publication (El Un.resbicted •a. County Ke m 
and (P2b and P2c or P2d. Atladl a Location Map as necessa,y.) 

* b . USGS 7.5' Quad Gosford. CA Date .!.lli T __; R __;_ ¼ of Sec __; B.M. 

c. Address 16 St ine Road Cltv Bakersfield, CA ZJp 93309 
d. UTM: (give. more than one ror large and/or llnear resources) Zone _ __ ; --- ~ ___ mE/ _______ .mN 
e. Other Loca onal Data: (e.g., parcel #, direcllons to resource, elevation, etc., as •PP"'Poiate) 

Assessor Parcel Number: 149-22 1-12 
*P3a. Dt!SOiptlon: (DeSCnbe resource and 115 major elements. lndooe design, materials, condltiofi, alterations, size, setting, and boundarle§) 

Th is 0.22-acre parcel contains a modest 1,204-square foot Tudor Revival-style house and de1ached garage. Tbe res idence 
sit on a concrete foundation. is clad with stucco sidi ng and has a compos ite-shingle side gable roof (Photograph I). The 
bu ilding is dominated by a front-gable projection with a segmented arch 16-light wood window below a small louvered vent. 
A rai ed segmental arch front entry door opening is centered on the fa~ade and accessed by concrete steps. Other windows 
include double-hu ng wood windows, some with wood board shuncrs. An exterior brick chimney is auached to the south 
s ide of the bu ilding. The detached garage has a c-0mposi1ion-shingle. front gable roof and a carpon attached to its west side 
( Photograph 2). 

*P3b. Re,ou,ce ,.ttributes: (Ust aunbutes ond codes) HP2 - Single fam ily property 
• P4. Resou,ces Pl'esent: Cl!] Sulk!ing O Strvcture D Object D Site D llislrict D Element or DiStrfct D Other (Isola~. ett.) 

, structures, •nd objects, PSb. De<oiptlon or Photo: Photograph 1. 
Primary facade, faci ng east. 

•P6. Date Constructed/,.ge and Sources: 
Iii Hlstonc O Prehl<tonc D Both 
1935. Kern Cou nty Assessor Record 

*P7. Owner and Address: 
Shellev L. Krall 
16 S1inc Rd. 
Bakersfie ld.CA 93309 

•pa. Recorded by: (Nome, armtallOn, address) 
Greg Rainka and Joseph Freema n 
JRP His1orical Consulting LLC 
2850 pafford Street 
Davis CA 956 18 

• P9. Date Reco,ded: March 2009 

*P10. Survey Type: (Describe) ln1ensive 

•PH. Report Cltatlon: (ate S<JfV"I' r"l)Ort and other sources, o, enter •none.; JRP Hi. torical Con. uhing. LLC, ··H RER, Centennial 
Corridor Pro jec1 Bakersfield. Kern Co unty, Ca lifornia (l;A 06-48460r 
• Attac:hments: □ None D Locatoon Map O Skel<h Map 00 Coobnuarlon Sheet Iii Building, SlructJJ,e, and Object Reco,d O Ar<haeologlcal Record 
0 Di51Jict. Record O Unear Fe01u,e Reco,d O Milling Station Record O Rock Art Record O Artifact Record O Phoa,graph Record 

D Other (list) ________ _ 
DPR S23A (1/95) *ReQu ired Information 
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, -of~._~~;.&.'~~ , >!'Cf'ffi,' , •'./1 ,. P,(,-, 

DEPARTMENT OF PARl(S AND ltfCRF;!'TION , /ffe, : ' 
BUILDING, STRUCTU~E, NJID,~~lEq ,E~RP 

Page 2 of 3 * NRHP Status Code 62 
*Resource Name or# (A«igned by recortle<) Ma Reference o. 09-17 

BL H,stotic Name: _____ _ 
B2. Common Name: _ ____ _ 

83. 0ng;na1 Use: Residentfal B4 . Present u.e: Residen1ial 
•BS. Ard11tectur.,I Style: Tudor Reviva l 
•e6. C,instructlon H;story: (Construction date, alieration, and date of alterations) Bu ill 1935. 
•a1. Moved? (R} No O Yes D Unknown Date:: _______ Original Location: ________ _ 
•u. Related features: 
89. Armtect: unknown b. Builder: unknown 
•e10. Significance: Theme n/a Area n/a 

Period of Significance n/a Property Type ---~n/~a~_ Applicable Criteria -~n~/a~_ 

This building does nol appear 10 meel lhe crireria for listing in lhe National Rcgi tcr of His1oric Places ( RHP) or 1he 
California Regis1er of Mistorical Resources (CRMR). The residentia l area directly south of tockdale Hi ghway and , est of 
lhe Stine Canal mostly developed during 1hc 1950s when the vast ex1en1 of this land was subdivided as Traci 1005. 1522 
and 1610. Prior to !his time, this land was who lly agricullu ra l , ith on ly a smanering of residences. This included lhree 
identical Tudor Re ival home on the east side of Stine Road just nonh of Peckham Avenue, each dating to 1935. 

After World War 11 . Bakersfie ld experienced tremcndou population growt h that generated a wave of new development 
With the fl ood ofvelcran to Californ ia came a need for more housing. but Kern County 's population remained grea1cr than 
the number of available houses into the 1950s. The city's boundaries began 10 pread as out lying agricul tural land was 
convened 10 residential tracts, and by the end of that decade. housing supply had caught up wirh demand. we n1 sq uare 
miles of residential development took place in Greater Bakersfie ld fro m 1945 10 1955, which included approximately 12,000 
new homes buih between 1950 and 1955. In panicular. the land stniddling Stockdale High, ay southwest ofdowmown was 
the si te of new construction. The east s ide of Stine Road lilied with homes concurrently with, but independent of, lhe 
deve lopment of the surrounding reside nlia l tracts (the west side of the street was included in Tract 1522). Residences were 
built 10 the nonh , south . and even between. the trio ofTudors. (See Cominuation heet) 

Bil . Additional Resource Attributes: - ---
• a12. References: Kem Coun1y Aerial Photographs.. no,,.n by the 

.. 1937. 1947. 1956. 1968: Kem Count)' Traci Mops. -,,.01 No. 
1005. July 3. 1931 ; Kl.!rn ounl}' Tract Maps. Trua o. 1.522. llcc. 29. 
19-19. l3ook 7 of Mups., Page 62: Kem ·nmuy l'ro:ct Maps. 1·rocl No. 
1610. April 3. 1952. Dook & of M:.1pS. Pa1c I: ··Kem I-tomes Crisis 

1-\ir~d.'' l.os 1fngeles Times. 7 ~ ccar1DI..~ 19-l ~: ""Thro: lhmdrcd 
Veterans Join Rush for 90 l-lomcs.. .. I.as .-l11gdes l'ime.l'. 22 Moy 1946: 
- shutdown on V~1craos· Housing Projll!ct Avcrh:d ... l.os .,i,,g,.-!t.•s 1"im~ . 
18 IJcccmh...-r 1946: '"Minlcr field Unit.s IO House 400 Families ... l~ns 
.-Inge/es Tim('.s, 2 Ft!.brut1ry 1947: .. 1-lmising P11c1 Canccltd b) 
Bi1kcrsficld ... l.ns ,fogele.~ 77mf'i . 7 March 1952. See footn01es. 

B13. Remart<s: 

' B14. Evaluator: Toni Webb 
•oate of Evaluation: December 20 11 

fTli> spate r~ lor Q(fidal commenlS.) 

DPR 523B (1/95) • Required Infon,union 
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D£PAR'IMEHT OF PARKS AND RECREATION 

CONTINUATION SHEET 
Page 3 of 3 
• Recorded by G. Rainka & J. Freeman •oate March '009 

B10. Significance (continued): 

GP-35 

:i7•----'-i------....,,.,-,---,..;,....'-"~ 
T-lal 

• Resource Name or# (Assigned by recorder) Mao Reference No. 09-1 7 
llD Continuation □ Update 

Under RHP Criterion A or CRI-IR Criterion 1, th is bui lding is no1 s ignificant for its association with imponam his toric 
events. Research did not reveal a direct re la1ionship between 1his propcny and imponan1 historic cvenis wi1hin any context. 
pecifica lly re idential development in Bakersfield during the year surrounding World War II . Under NRHP Criterion B or 

CRHR Criterion:?. this building is no1 significa ,u for iis a sociat ion with the lives or persons important 10 hi tory. Research 
revealed Jill ie infonmation about the owners or occupants of th is propeny. n,e earliest known owner, as Mary Gilbrelh of 
Mary·s Millinery and Accessories. who owned tho home as early as 1950 and so ld 1he property in 1960 10 Murie l Ponder. 
Ponder was a mechanic for Cummins Service and Sa les and rernined the propen y until its sale in 1996. The c urre m owner 
purchased the propcny in 200- . II does not appear 1hat any of 1he individuals rela1ed to 1he development and use of 1his 
resource, have made dcmonslrably important con1rib111ions to his tory at 1he local, stale, or national level.' Under NRHP 
Criterion C or CRHR Criterion 3, this building is not s ign ific.a nt for possessing dist inctive characteristics of a cype, period, 
or method o f construc1ion, nor doe ii appear 10 be the work ofa master. Though this panicular building retains architeclural 
integrity to its date of cons1ruc1ion, it is an example of a common historical revi al type that beca me popu lar in s uburban 
communit ies nn1ionwide during the 1920s and 1930s. The Tudor Revi al 1yle is derived from a varie1y of late-medie al 
mode ls prevalent in 16'" cemury Tudor England, and this house has the standard form of an asymmetrical fa~ade featuring a 
1ceply-pitched front gable and segmental arch door and window openings. In addit ion to lacking significance under 1h is 

cri terion . extensive r idcntial development throughoul the area nearly two decades after the construc1ion of this house has 
compromised integril)' of location. selling, fee ling and associa1ion. Under RHP Cri terion D or CRHR Criterion 4, this 
building is not s ignificant as a source (or likely source) of im ponanl information regarding history . It doe 1101 appear 10 
have any likelihood of yielding importanl information abolll hisloric conslruction materials or techno logies. 

Photographs (continued): 

Photograph 2: Residence and detached garage. facing northeast. 

1 -J\ir rcm:i:-,'" Oak,•r.rjh•ld Cc1/ifi,n,;m,. 21 No.,..l!mtlcr I C)50. pg. l .J tcol. 3): Polk ·, l1'14~rsjit•ltl f"ulifnru;u f"1t.1 l)I~cwry (Los /\ngl.!ks: IU .. 1•,,11,. nnd 
Co. Puhli:.hcrs. l t>S2. l lJ.5 6. IQbO. 1''6SI: f\,1.h 'cr1iscml.'nl. UaJ....•rsjicdtl C'al1{,H·11wft, 1 F..:hrual) 19.5:!. pg. 22 tc:ol. 21: AnL'\."$1ry.c:om, ('(l /ijrmuu J't11 1."r 
Re~l.f11•mfun'(, /91)0./ 9~~ l(latabasc on-l in..: I (l'mut llT. USJ\: The Ck m:mti,Wls N1,,'tworl.... Inc .. 20081. originur dtna: Sime or Colifomi:1. United 
. luh .. -S. Gretll R1·,:1st,•r ,~f l'owr:J I ··1cramcn10. t'aliromiu: Califomfa1 SIULc l.ibruf) ); Ki:-rn Cuunt) Rcct1rJ..:,-, IJ S..:ptc.mbcr 196<1. 1)...-cd. Bc,ok 3302. Pn.gc 
3lJ7: " Rommti.:c fo ld a1 Chnm(l8,t.nc Pnn)•.- IJokrrsfielJ rt1lifim1itm. 2 Ap,i l 1968. pg. 27 (col. 71: Kem Count) R1,..-cordcr. 6 Juni: 1996. J\llid.t\ il - foim 
J"cn:mlS. l)ucum..:-in No. I ')(>072157: K-.:.m Cmml:,. R..:i.:oro1.k:r. 6 Juni: 199(1. lkl,'.'d. Oocurncnl No. 19<,072 I 58: Kem Count) t\SS~"4Jr lh:cnrd. 
OPR 523L (1/95) •R.equired Information 
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)'~te~°'"'~r.~~111~ ,i..;J~ ~r:cv,}/7;,· · 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATIDN 

P,~MAR,Y _RECORD. 

Page I of 3 

Pl. Other Identifier: 20 Stine Road 
• Pl. Location: D Not for Publication 00 Unrestri~ •a. County K rn 
and (P2b a<ld P2c or P2d . Attach a Locatioo Map os necesSNy,) 

*b, USGS 7.S'Quad Gosford, CA Date.llli T~; R _ill; NE ¼of Sec 1; __ ll.M. 
c. Addfess 20 Stine Road City Bakersfield CA Zip 93 
d. UTM: (g;.e more lfian °"" for large and/or linear resource;) Zone --~-- ---'mE/ _______ .mN 
e.. Other Locational Data: (e.g., p~rcel I, directions to resource, eleval:lon, etc., as appropriate) 

Assessor Parcel Number: I 49-221 - I 3 
*P3a. Description: (Describe resotKce and its major elements. llldude design, materials, condition, atteraUons, size, setting, and bOundarles) 

This .8-acre parcel property contains a Ranch-sty le residence, a torage building, and a shed. The 992-square foo t residence 
has an L-shape footprint, concrete foundation, stucco siding, and a composition-sh ingle cross hip roof with narrow eaves. 
The fi-ont entry door is centered on the west fa~ade beneath a narrow shed roof extension. Fenestration includes nrnlli-l ighl 
metal ca emcm windows. The bui ldi ng also includes an anac hed carpon which was added in I 967. Both the shed 
(constructed after 1968) and storage are not visible fi-om the public right-of-way. 

• P3b. ResourceAttribubos: (List attributes and codes) HP2 - Single family property 
•p4, Resources Present: ll!l Building D structure D Object D Site D District D Element of District D Other (Isolates, etc.) 

PSb. Oescriptior, o1 Photo: View of main 
facade faci ng east. 

• P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources: 
IBl H;storic D Prehistoric D Both 

1956, Kern Counrv Assessor Records 

*P7. Owner and Addt"6S: 
Eric Alan Prebilsky 
20 St ine Rd. 
Bakersfield, CA 93309 

• PS. Recorded by: (Name, affillatioo, 
address) 
Greg Rainka and Joseph Freeman 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
2850 Spafford Street 
Dav is, CA 95618 

"P!I. Date Recorded: March 2009 

*PlO. Survey Type: (Descnbe) Intensive 

*PU. Report Citation : (Ote survey report and other sources, or enter ·none.") JRP Hi torical Consulting LLC ·' HR ER Centennia l 
Corridor Project, Bakersfield, Kern ounty. Califomia (EA 06-48460)" 
* Attachments: □ None □ Location Map D Sl<etcti Map tEI Cootinuation Sheet tEI 8'Jild1ng, Structure, and Object Re<:ord □ Archaeological Record 
0 ();strict Reco<11 0 Linear Fe,:,rure Record O Milling Station Record O Rock Art Record O Artifact Record O Photograph Recoro 

D Other (11st) = ,--------
DPR 523A (1/95) .. Required Information 
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tite~~Uf~~ ZTI,e~~~ <-~ 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS-.NO !lECREATION 

BUILDING, STRUCTURE, "ND OEQECT R~(:ORJ) 

Page 2 of 3 • NRH P Stabls Code 62 
• Resource Name or# (Assigned by recorde<) Ma Referen -18 

BL Historic Name: 
B2. eommon Name-;~~~~~---
B3. 0ng;na1 use: Re idenlia l 84. Present Use: Rcsideniia l 
•es. Ndlitedural Style: Ranch 
' B6. ConstnlCtion Hlsto,y: 1956: carpon addit ion in 1967: storage building built in 1956: shed constructed after 1968. 
• e7. Moved? ~ No O YH D Unknown Date: ____ Original Location: _____ _ 
•es. Related Features: 

89. Architect: unknown b. Builder: unknown 
• B10, Significance: Theme n/a °'-""' n/a 

Pfflod of Significance n/a Property Type n/a A.pplicable C,lterta n/a 
(Discuss importance In t=ns of historical or a,-cNtecl\Jral CO!ltext as defined by U>eme. period, and geographiC scq,e. AJso ad<l.-ess Integrity.) 

This building does not appear to meet the c riteria for list ing in the ational Register of Historic Places ( RMP) or the 
California Reg ister of 1-tistorical Resources (CRl-tR). nor does it appear to be a historica l resource for the purposes of CEQA. 
In the period fo llowing World War II. Bakersfield ' s ?()pulation expanded rapid ly, a resull of returning ve1eran. and an 
improved economic ~nvironmenL Coupled with federal housing programs that enabled many people 10 buy homes. the 
increased population created a demand for housing in Bakersfield that quickly grew beyond the c.,isling available 
res idences. The city's boundaries began to widen as out lying agricultural land was convened to residential tracts; by the end 
of the 1950s. housing supply had caught up with dema11d . From 1950 to 1975, the ci ty tripled in sile, as Bakersfield 
continued 10 enlarge its borders to meet the ever-gro, ing housing demand. 

Twenty square miles of residential development took place in Greater Bakersfield from 1945 to 1955. which incl uded 
approximate! 12,000 new homes built between 1950 and 1955. In panicular. the land straddling Stockdale 1-tighway Gust 
north of the re idence described in this fonn) outhwest ofdo1 ntown was teeming with ne, construction during this period. 
The residential area directly 011th of Stockdale Highway and west of the Stine Canal developed when the majority th is area 
was subdivided as Tracts 1522 and 1610 in the late 1940s and earl 1950s. Prior to this time, th is land was wholly 
agricultural with only a smattering of residences da ting 10 the 1930s. Only the land west side of Stine Road was included in a 
su bdivision (Tract 1522); the parcels on the eas1 side of Stine Road (where thi residence is located) appear to have been 
sold 10 and developed by indiv idual o, ncrs as infill construction. ( ee Continuation Sheet) 

81 I. Add;Uonol Resoon:e Atttibutes: 
• s12. R.efett.nce.s: ··Kem llomcs CriS'is: Aired."' t os Aogele.r 77mes. 1 
l)cccmb\:r Jl)-IS: -Three lluncirod VNcrons Join Rush for 90 llmn~s."' l~o:J 
Ang,d,::r 1'imes. 22 May 1946: -Shutdown on Veterans.· flousing Proji:ct 
J\\•~n~d.- Lm 1ln).!elt'S TintfS. 28 Occcmbc-r 1946: "'Minl~r Field UnilS. to 
llouse 400 Frunilil!S. .. ,~ ,fngt!ll·~· 1i'n1t!s. 2 February 1947; - 1-lousing P.Jct. 
,a,~c.lcd by Bttl.crs lidd.- tos ,i,,_wltt.r Ttme:1. 7 March 19S2: Chris Orcwcr. 

llistQriC: Ker,, Cmmty- An llf11:t1r111t~J Hls1ory oj' /Jolwrsflttld mu/ k0f!r11 Ccmm_v 
(Snn nltlnio. TX: I lis1orical Publishing. ctwork. 2001 ). 77-78: -mg 
l'opulatiun lncn.."ilSc: 1llL"tl:· I.OJ Angeles 1'imrs. R Muy 1 lJSS: Kem Coun1y 
Aeria l l~1otogrnphs. no1>n by lhc USGS. 1937. 19J 7. 19S6. 19/ill ; Kern County 
Aerial Photographs. flown b) the USGS. 1937. 1941. 1956. 1%8: Korn County 
Traci Maps.. Tr.ict o. l005. Jul; 3. I'.>) I: Kem Counl) 1'n\cl Mt1p.s. 1'roc1 <l , 

1522. Dcc. 29. 1949: Kem ounly fn1i.:t M;1ps. Truc-1 o. 1610. April 3. 1952. 
Sl--c roolnoh .. "'S. 

613. Remari<s: 

"B14, Eval....,tor. /\ ndr a Trickey and Toni Webb 
•oate of Evaluation: ovcmber 2009 

(This space reserved for off"lcial comments.) 

OPR 5238 (1/95) • Requl.-e,d Information 
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Page 3 of 3 
• Recorded by G. Rainka and J. Freema n •Date ====~ (BJ Continuation D Update 

B10, Significance (continued): 
Although this residence retains integrity, with the only evident alteration being the carpon in 1967. it appears to lack 
significance under a ny of the NRHP or CRHR criteria. Under NRHP Criterion A (CRHR Criterion I), this bu ilding is not 
signi ficant within the context of residential development in Bakersfield during the years fo llowing World War 11. Instead 
this house was one of thousands constructed near Bakersfield during the postwar years. Research revealed little information 
about the owners or occupants of this property. Ir appears that Walter J. Moore, and his wife Vaurice, owned and occupied 
this residence as early as 1960. Walter earned a living as a mechanic for Glenn Rose Engineering during the 1960s. The 
Moores are listed in ciry directories at thi s address until at least I 965. however it appears they resided within another 
residence in later years whi le retaining this home until Walters death in 1991. It does not appear that Moores made 
demonstrably important contributions to history al the local. state. or national leve l: therefore this building does not appear 
to be significant under RHP Criterion B {CRHR Criterion 2).1 Under RI IP Criterion C (CRHR Criterion 3), this building 
does not appear to be sign ificant for possessing distinct ive characte ristics of a type. period. or method of co nstruction, nor 
does it appear to be the work of a master. TI1is par1icular building is a modest and ubiquitous example of mid-twentieth 
century Ranch-sty le architecture. which became immensely popular in suburban communities nationwide during the late 
1940s and 1950. Fur1hermore, th is property does not appear to be a significant or likely source ofi ,nportant information 
regarding history (NRHP Criterion D and CRHR Cri1erion 4). Thi property has been evaluated in accordance with Section 
l 5064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines. using the criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources 
Code. 

1 Polk l• LlnJ..crsfie.ltl CalifOr11ia Ci1y Dlrec1or,r J9J] (Los Angeles: R.I.. Polk and Co. Publishers. 19 2): l'olk's IJ/.1ker~Jielcl('alifornfo C,ty 0il't'clorJ' 
1956 (Los Angele : lU .. Polk and Co. Pubfo;h!:'rs. 19.561: Pnllc 's B"kersjield Calijt>rnia Cily D1r« tory /9()(} (Los Angeles: R.L. Poll. und C'o. 
Publishers. 1960): Po/L l · 8ak.tr$fld,I ColijOl''lllt1 OtJ.1 Dirl!c:lory /965 tl..os Angcks: R.L. Polk und Co. Publishers. 1965): Ancc 11")' ,com. U Cl1y 
Di,"f!t·tur1f.'J ldntnbasc on- lini: I cProvo. UT. USA: Anc.=stry.i;.-om Or,,c:rn1ions hie. 2008). original Jaw: Poll 's: Bal..:rsfo::IJ tCalifornial Ci1y Din:clory ~Los 
An~1.:h:s: R.t. PolL. & Cu .. 19J6. ICJ45): A1,c.:Sll')'.com. Ct1U/om la J'm~r Rug,s1ro110,u. /9()(). /9&1 ldalaba..~ on-lincf {l'•rovo. UT. U · I\ : The G~ncrotion:-. 
N..:1,,orl,.. Inc .. :wmn. originul d::u.u; Stah! t)fC,d ifomia. Un it~LI Simes. Gnw1 flegi.fll!r ofl "o,ttrS ( . aaamcnio. California: C1litbmir1 Stille l.ibr:o,y). 
DPR S23L (l/95) • Requi..-ed lnfor-miltion 
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GP-35 

state of Callfomlll - The Re,oura,s Agency 
DEPARTMEHT OF PARl<S ANO RECREATION 

Primo,y • ------"-----,.---,,,...~"------',,-"'O.. 
HRJ •----~--------'-.;.;...---'------

PRIMARY RECORD Trinomlal __________ ...,...,_,,_,....__,...._,;., 

Page I of 4 • Resource Name or# (Assigned i,y rern<de<) Map Reference No. 09-1 9 

Pl, other Identifier. 3899 S1ockdale Highway 
' P2, Location: 0 Not for Publication uil Unrestricted • • · County Kem 
and (P2b and P2c or P2d. Atta<h a LOcaUon Mop as necessary.) 
• b. USGS 7,5 ' Quad Gos ford, A Date .!.ill T _ _ : R __ : _ ,,,. of Sec __ ; --- B.M. 

c. Address 3899 Stockdale Highway Oty Bakersfield. CA Zip 93309 
d. IJTM: (give more than one ror large and/or linear resources) Zone ___ ; _______ mE/ _______ mN 

e. Other Locaticnal Data: (e.g., parcel I. directions to resource. eievauon, etc., as appropriate) 

Assessor Parcel Number: 149-221-17· Ahernale address: 8 tine Rd. 
• P3a. Description: (Desaibe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condlbOO. alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 

The property al 3899 Stockdale Hi ghway includes 1hree buildings. two of which were built in 1977 and lhe th ird, a Spanish 
Ec lectic bui lding, was constructed in 1932. The property is located at lhe southeast corner of Stockdale Highway and Stine 
Road, and is bordered on the east side by the Stine Canal. TI1e I .486-square-foot Spanish Eclectic commercial building. 
origi nally u cd as a residence. is situated diagonally on the parce l facing nonhwest. It includes a two-part roof. TI1e fron t 
section has a side gable with red- tile roofing and the rear two-thirds has a nat roof extending from the gable ridge and has 
compos ite shingle roofi ng. A prominent circu lar tower, ith a con ical red-tile clad roof and segmental arch door openings is 
centered on the primary fa~ade and nanked by large wood-framed picture windows on both sides. Similar-sized windows 
are located throughout; however most have fixed or horizontal slid ing aluminum sash. The main entrance. loc<1ted within 
1he tower. consi ts ofan aluminum-framed g lass door with sidelighls. A detached garage was demolished in 1977 when the 
building was convened to a commercia l property and two building were added to the lot. (See Continuat ion Sheet) 

• PJb. Resource Attributes: (Ust attJfbutes and codes) HP6 - 1-3 §tory commercial build ing 
• P4. Resourcu Present: ll!l Building D Slructure D Object D Site D District D Element of District O Othe< (lsolates, etc.) 

PSa. Photo or Drawing (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
PSb. Oesaiptlon of Photo: (View, date. 
accession #) Photograph I. Facing south. 

*P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sour-ce.s: 
ll!l Historic □ Prehistoric □ ~ 
1932, Kern Counlv Assessor 

• P7. Owner- and Address: 

A Ian Prcbilsky 
3899 Stockdale Hwy. 
Bakersfie ld CA 93309 

• PS. R.ecorded by : (Name, a(f,l,atlon, 
address) 

Joseph Freeman and Oreg Rainka 
JR P Historical Consuh ing LLC 
2850 Spafford S1ree1 
Davis. CA 95618 

•P9, Date Recorded: A ri 2009 

•p10. SuNey Type: (Describe) Intensive 

•Pu. Report aratlon: (Ote sur,iey report and oUier sou,:es, or enter •none."! JRP Historical onsulting, LLC " HR ER Centennial 
Corridor Project, Bakersfield Kern County, California {EA 06-48460)" 
•Attachments: 0 None O LocatJOn Map O Sketch M•P ll!I Continuation Sheet ll1J &Jlld,ng, Structure, and OOject Record O Ardlaeologlcal Reco<d 
0 District Rec<lfd O Linear Feau,re Record O M,11,ng Station Record O Rod< Art Record O Artiloct Record O Photograph Record 
D other (list) ________ _ 

OPR 523.4. (1/95) • Required Information 
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~te of ca,H«n~ ~The~~~ 
DEPARTMENT OF PAJll(S AND RECREAnON , 

BUILDING, .STRUCTURE, AN0.OIJJECf RECORI) 
, ,,I;,: / ' , ,, • ' 

Pri~------,.--'--'-'--'-'=-<;-~ 
HRI •-------"'---,'i-m,,➔,,-:o:,,,.a 

GP-35 

Page 2 of 4 'NRHP status Code §Z 
• Resource Name o, • (Assigned by reo:><derl Map Reference No. 09-19 

81 . Hostonc Name: ___ __ _ 

02. Common Name: Hcallh Unlimited 
83. 0ngna1u.e: ResidcnJial 84. Presentu.e: Commercia l 
"85. Architectural Style: Spanish Eclectic 
•e6. construction History: Bui lt in 1932· co nverted to commerc ia l pace in 1977· detached garage demolished in 1977: rear 
additions (date unkno wn)· boarded , indow ope nings (date unknown): two bui ldings added 1977. 
• 97, Moved? 18] No □ Y"5 □ Unknown Date: _______ Onglnol l.ocllllon: _______ _ 
*88. Re14Jted Fuhlr-U: _____ _ _ 

69. A,(!wtect: unknown b. Builder: unknown 
*810. Significance·: Theme n/a Area n/a 

Period of Slgnlllcance n/a Property Type n/a Applicable Criteria n/a 
(Discuss importance In t,,ms cl nistolic:ol 0< architectural cootext as defined by Iheme, period, and geographic scope. Also ad<fress integnty.) 

This bu ilding does not appear to meet the criteria for listing in the ational Regisler of Historic Places (NRHP) or the 
California Regisler of Historical Resources (CRHR). nor does it appear 10 be a historical resource for lhe purposes of CEQA. 

The former res idence al 3899 Stockdale Highway was initially developed in 1932. during a t ime of great g rowth in 
Bakersfield and Kern County that is large ly anributable to the construction of the Atchison. Topeka and Santa Fe Railwa . 
discovery of oi l, and agricultural success of the county. Combined. these nineteenth century evenlS expanded the 
agricul tura l and industrial markets for Kem County wh ich in tum spurred an influx of new settlement to the region. 
Betwee n 1905 and 1920. Bakersfield's populat ion more than doubled thanks 10 the seem ingly endless riches teeming from 
the surrounding o il and agricu ltura l field . The interest and capital flow ing into the city led 10 more intens ive deve lopment 
of the area. During this period more houses and commercial building were con tructed in Bakersfie ld than in the city's first 
forty years. To accommodate the housing needs of this increased population, development extended south and we I and the 
city annexed thousands of acres of unincorporated county lands. 

The property was originally construc1ed in an area populated by agricultural land near the omerofStockdale Highway and 
tine Road, and used the address 8 Stine Road. Severa l hou es a long Stine had been constructed outh of1his res idence and 

one to the north: however, mo I of the area remained large. open tracts with residences sporadically placed . By the end of 
World War II , Bakersfield 's population exploded and a severe housing s hortage led 10 extensive ( ec Cont inuation heel.) 

Bl I. Additional Resource Attributes: ----
• B12. Refe,-eoees.: Historic Population Census California 
Counties & Towns 1850-2000. accessed onlinc on October 6. 
2009 at ww, .dof.ca.gov/research/demographic/rcpot1slccnsus
surveys/historica l_ 18 0-2000/: Chris Brewer, Historic Kem 
County : An Illustrated Hi~'l1)1)' of Boku .fjield om.I Kern Coumy 
( an Anlonio. TX: Mistorical Publishin1: Nc1work. 2001). 77: 
"Street Map of Greater Bakersfield. Kem Co.. Calif . .'" 
(Bakersfield, CA: M.R. Parra & Co. , 19 17); '"May Annex 
Suburbs of Valley City," Lm· A11g•les Tim' ._ 4 Jan. 1923; .. ity 
of Bakerslield Annexes Tcrri1ory," Los A,,gcJes Times, 8 May 
1924. cc footnotes. 

• Date of Evaluation: December 2011 
(This wa<• res<!M!d fo, olficial comments.) 

DPR 523B (1/95) •Required Information 
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State af Callfomla - Thc _...,.. Agency 

DEPARTMENT OF PARICS ANO RECREATION 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

Page 3 of 4 
• Recorded by J. Freeman and Q. Rain kn 'Dale 

P3a. Description (continued): 

GP-35 

Prlmary # _______ ......,..,.'_}<' ~-
HRI • ----------,..-,,.--'-'-;,f __ ,,.,,, ___ _ 
Trlnom1-I 

] 

• Resource Name or # (Assogned by reall'der) Map Reference No. 09-1 9 
rl 20 9 IE) Continuation D Update 

Directly south of 1he main building is a fronr-gable and na1 roof bu ilding clad in lextured stucco and wood siding with 
al uminum- ash windows and a glass-panel double-door entrance (Photograph 2). To the south is a Dutch-hip roof building 
with wide eaves. stucco siding and vinyl- and aluminum-sash windows (Photograph 3 ). 

810. Significance (continued): 

deve lopment This area along Stockdale Highway quickly became a target of developers. and by the early 1950s several 
subdivis ions had been constructed. As the area continued 10 expand. Stockdale Highway became a commercial row. 
increa ingly populated b) bus inesses instead of res idences. Several houses along this slretch of road were convened to 
commercial properties, as the house recorded here was in 1977. The hou e north of this building recorded here was 
event ually d~molished. Afterwards the building took the Stockdale address. ' 

The property has lost integrity due to the add ition of two modern buildings south of the I 932 Spanish Eclectic build ing, the 
conversion of that bui lding from a residence lo a commercial building, and al1erations that ha c b..-cn made over time. 
Alterations 10 the original building, including replacement windows and front entrance and the removal of the detached 
garage. have dimin ished the integrity of design. materials, workmanship. and feeling. The add ii ion of new bui ldings and 1he 
conversion of the property 10 a commercial business has dimi nished the integrity of association, setting and feeling. Under 
NRHP Criterion A or CRMR Crilcrion I, this residence doo>s not appear to be signi fi cant for its association , ith impor111nl 
hi ·toric events. Research revea led no direct relation hip between this property and important hi toric event within any 
conte t. Specifically. the property does not have s ignifica nt assoc iolions with res identia l deve lopment in Bakersfield during 
early twent ieth century. The property was one of hundreds of homes constructed on agricultura l lands convened to 
re idenlial property during the 1930s. Research did nol reveal the original owners or residents of 1hi propert . By 1952, 
when the house used irs fonner address 8 Stine Road, Jesse Robert and Edith L. Rogers lived here. The Rogers lived here 
until al least 1960. Jesse Rogers worked previously as an oi l worker and fi reman. In 1979 Gay Don Gibson and Zada L. 
Mi tchell purchased the property. They sold it 10 1hc currcni owner Alan Prebilsky in 1999. TI1e individuals related to the 
development and use of this resource did not make demonstrably important contributions 10 hi lory at the local, state, or 
national level. and thus the property does not appear 10 be sign ificant under RHP riterion B or CRH R Criterion 2.' 

nder NRMP Criterion C or CRMR riterion 3. 1his building is not ignificant for possessing distincrive characteris1ics of a 
type. period. or method of construction. nor does it appear 10 be the work of a masrer. The I 932 bu ilding is a modest 
exa mple of Spanish Eclectic style architecture. TI1is sryle was u ed commonly during the firsl part of the rwen1ieth cenrury 
for res idential bui ldings. especially in Southern California. he feat ure on this hou e 1ha1 represent the sty le include the 
round tower located on the front fa~ode. the red ri le roofi ng on the front portion of the structure, and the textured siucco 
siding. Aside from these few fea lll rcs, ho, ever. the building is a typical and modest small house from the earl 1930 . 
Furthem1ore. builr environmenls arc rarely significant under RHP Criterion D and CRHR Criterion 4 and lhis property 
does not appear likely to yield important historical informntion. This property has been eva luated in accordance wirh 
Section I 5064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the EQA Guideli nes. using lhe c riteria outlined in Section 5024. 1 of the California Public 
Resources Code. 

1 Kem ounl) A~-....-.c1r ltcc:ords. ··Jtt'>'-> Stuckd1.llc lli!!lmo:y. 1311l..c.r~fldd. c ... ,. J\ I~ : 1-19-22 1-1 7-00."" llS r\!pnrh:d 10 Pfr:i,t Ami:ncan R1,;al l.:'.stulc 
,lution onlinc. L'f\'icc . at.'C<.~ 2008: Unih:d S1mc:s l)cpi,nm\.."fll or lnt\'.rior. U1\'isi~,n orGoologiccl Sun~y. K..:m Coum) Aerial Ph01ogmph llU\\U 

b~ W..:sh:m Air Photo. lilc nun,bi:r 8M-S32 2923. 11J75: ni1cd !)lah .. >s Oc-panmcm of lnh:riur. Cicolo~ica l Survc) . Acriul Phv10,ruphy K,cm Cou111, . Fih! 
Numb<r G -WK 22-ll. S.,::p lc I :23.600. Aug.u..~ 1952: Unih .. '\.I Srntc:ir; lkpanmcn1 of Apricultun.·. criaJ Phott)trnphy K!.!.rn Coun1y. Fill! umbc:r AIJl.. -
1 '>lt - 1 J I. nown b) I lyctm At:riu l • urvc)!I.. 1956: United lilll!S Ocr,artmeJII or A,ricuhur~. Kc:m Count) Aerial l'hotngraphs. fik number I /\UL 10.-9. 
1937. 
: Kem Coun1y Rcconk:rs Onicc R..:cord · Onintorfrinintc:c onlinc indl."x. ucoc scc.J ,H11int.: nt http:lln:corckronlinc.oo.kcm.c..'tl.u on JO Ck1otx:r 2ll09: 
.com. Califormu 1·a1cr R1?J?_1strlllitms. /9fN}-/96S ldmnb1t-.c on-line) lflfl.)\O. r. USA: rhc CicnL' F.IJiC)l1~ c1,\cwi.. [1h! .. 2ll08l original dmu: SLHh: or 

11liromin. lJnilcd talc:!-. Grec11 R~gi.,;1"r fl[ l'tHl.'.rs. (Sucr..tml!nlo. Culifomia : t'11lifomia 'iH.1h: Libra!) J: /\nc1,.•Jilr) .com. t S Chy Di~c,urJ~ IJambasc 
on•lincl: 
OPR 523L (1/95) •R.equired Information 
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Response to Comment GP-35 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-35-1 Thank you for your comments; we appreciate the additional research you have 
conducted and presented to us. All known historic properties within the project’s 
area of potential effects have been identified and evaluated by professionals who 
meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualifications Standards for 
Archaeology and Historic Preservation as stated in 36 Code of Federal Regulations 
61. Within the project study area for Alternatives A through C, 839 historic resources 
were evaluated, including the properties discussed in your comment letter. For a 
historic building to be protected under the California Environmental Quality Act or 
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, it must meet certain specific 
criteria for the California Register of Historic Places, the National Register of Historic 
Places, or as an important property under the California Environmental Quality Act. 
For a building to qualify, these criteria must be met in terms of how significant it is 
architecturally or historically and whether it retains what is called the "integrity" of its 
original state (i.e., whether it retains its original design or materials, among other 
factors). The qualified architectural historians who conducted historic research and 
evaluated the subject properties on and near Garnsey Avenue considered the 
additional information you provided; however, the information did not alter the 
original determination that the resources are not eligible for listing in the National 
Register of Historic Places, based on established criteria, and are not historical 
resources for the purposes of the California Environmental Quality Act. In addition, 
substantive alterations of character-defining features have been made to the 
properties over time so that they no longer meet the technical criterion of 
possessing "integrity," described above. 

The Historic Property Survey Report was prepared to document identification and 
evaluation efforts for historic properties (eligible for the National Register of Historic 
Places) to date. The Historic Property Survey Report followed best practices as set 
forth by the California Historic Preservation Program, the Secretary of the Interior’s 
historic preservation guidance, and Caltrans’ Environmental Handbook/Standard 
Environmental Reference Volume 2 on Cultural Resources. 

This document and its attachments provided the information needed to solicit State 
Historic Preservation Officer concurrence on Caltrans’ determination of National 
Register of Historic Places eligibility and ineligibility for evaluated resources within 
the area of potential effect. On April 15, 2013, the State Historic Preservation Officer 
concurred with Caltrans’ identification and evaluation findings to date, as presented 
in the above-noted Historic Property Survey Report. 

While Caltrans does not submit nominations to the National Register, interested 
individuals and/or organizations may do so. 
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Comment GP-36 

 

June 18, 2014 

Jennifer H. Taylor, Office Chief 
Central Region, Environmental, Southern San Joaquin Valley 
855 M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno California 93721 

Ms. Taylor: 

GP-36 

Bike Bakersfield requests an addition to the Centennial Corridor project to include a bicycle 
crossing from Easton Drive to Commerce Drive over the canal. This improvement would 
improve the bicycle network in Bakersfield by creating a pleasant route for community members 
to access the Kern River Parkway Trail from the offices and apartments along California 
Avenue. 

The Centennial Corridor presents the opportunity to continue bicycle infrastructu re on smaller 
streets by crossing California Avenue at Easton Drive and then crossing the canal to Commerce 
Drive and Commercial Way. The City of Bakersfield is improving the traffic signal at Commercial 
Way and Truxtun Avenue to add a pedestrian crossing and bicycle access across Truxtun to the 
City's main class 1 bike path. When the project is complete, a family-fr iendly bicycle route would 
be provided from Southeast Bakersfield all the way to Southwest Bakersfield. GP-36-1 

The Centennial Corridor provides an opportunity to greatly improve bicycle access to the 
existing Class 1 bike path on the Kern River Parkway. By improving that access, the project will 
improve bicycle access to an area that does not currently have a pleasant connection to the 
Kern River Parkway Trail. The addition of th is crossing will reduce pollution in our community by 
reducing vehicle miles traveled while improving the quality of life by making active transportation 
more convenient. 

This project is in line with the principles supported by the City of Bakersfield in the recently 
adopted Bicycle Transportation Plan. The plan proposed more than 100 miles of family-friendly 
bikeways and routes that avoid high-traffic and high-speed arterials in order to encourage those 
who are interested but concerned to feel comfortable riding on loca l streets. 

Currently bicyclists have to ride on arterial streets like California Avenue and Mohawk to reach 
the Class 1 bike path and the numerous destinations that can be accessed from it, such as 
California State University Bakersfield. These roads carry high vo lumes of vehicle traffic at fast 
speeds. These conditions minimize the number of people willing to get out and bike for 
transportation thus minimizing our opportunity to reduce vehicle miles traveled by maximizing 
our opportunities to promote biking for transportation . 

Bike Bakersfield request the addition of a bicycle crossing from Easton Drive to Commerce 
Drive over the canal. We believe it is a cost-effective way to help reduce vehicle miles traveled 
and greenhouse gas while improving our quality of life. 

Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 

GP-36-2 

IGP-36-3 
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Sincerely, 

Jason Cater 
Executive Director 

GP-36 
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Response to Comment GP-36 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-36-1 Caltrans has developed a conceptual layout of a bicycle and pedestrian connection 
crossing the Carrier Canal between California Avenue and Commerce Drive. 
Caltrans has decided to include this bicycle and pedestrian crossing as part of the 
Centennial Corridor Project. This decision was made in response to public requests 
for a bicycle connection spanning over the Carrier Canal. This improvement would 
enhance bicycle, pedestrian, and vehicle connectivity and would result in minimal 
effects to the environment during construction. Please see Appendix E, Volume 2, 
for project plans. 

GP-36-2 Your comment is acknowledged. Caltrans values the safety of the public. If feasible, 
a new bike path for entering the Class I bike path would be constructed. 

It is the goal of the Centennial Corridor Project to improve the quality of life for the 
Bakersfield community, including reducing traffic and vehicle miles traveled. 
Caltrans recognizes the cost effectiveness and positive effects of nonmotorized 
transportation on the environment and would continue to look for opportunities to 
increase bicycle usage. 

GP-36-3 Your comment is acknowledged.  
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Comment GP-37

 

July 3, 2014 

Jennifer H. Taylor, Office Chief 
California Department of Transportation 
855 M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, CA 93721 

Reference : Alternative B 

Dear Jennifer, 

GP-37 

I am a home owner in the path of the proposed freeway; my house will remain, but will be in a 

reconfigured neighborhood that will destroy all the features that attracted me when I bought this house 

in 2004. I bought this house because of the location with its accessibility from Stockdale, California Ave 

and Real Road - that wi ll change with the freeway. I have other concerns that are not properly 

addressed in the EIR; 

GP-37-1 

The Centennial Park is very popular and parking is a problem and with the reconfigure d neighborhood it I 
will get worse. The reconfigured neighborhood leaves me with one way in and out and with busy days GP-37-2 

at the park I could be trapped. 

The proposed Sound Wall is next to my neighbor's house, so I am very close to the proposed freeway. I 
will pickup added traffic noise, smells, pollution that I don't have now. During the construction there GP-37-3 

will be dust, noise, vibration and construction traffic that will further destroy my quality of life. 

The EIR noted a decrease in local traffic, but that does not sound correct, I believe it will be just the I 
opposite. This extension of 58 is not to reduce local traffic, it will accommodate interstate traffic. GP-37-4 

The areas / lots next to the sound wall are shown to be vacant. I believe these areas will become a I 
haven for undesirable activities. My home safety will be compromised. GP-37-5 

When I bought this house in 2004, it was a beautiful neighborhood, everyone took care of their houses, I 
but since the announcement of the proposed freeway the neighborhood has been in decline . Your GP-37-6 

project has destroyed the value of all of our homes and made it nearly impossible for us to sell our 

homes for what we paid. 

Please stop this route through my neighborhood and choose the "No Build" option. 

Sincerely, 

Larry Sharette 
Homeowner 
4405 Kentfiel d Drive 
Bakersfield, CA 

I GP-37-7 
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Response to Comment GP-37 

Comment 
Code 

Response  

GP-37-1 It is acknowledged that substantial changes to existing neighborhoods and local 
circulation would occur. Travel patterns would change as a result of implementing 
Alternative B due to permanent street closures. Access to Stockdale Highway, 
California Avenue, and Real Road would be available after construction of the 
project via local streets and crossings. 

The proposed overcrossings at La Mirada Drive and Marella Way, as well as the 
proposed undercrossing at Ford Avenue, would provide three local streets between 
California Avenue and Stockdale Highway to remain open. These crossings are 
essential in maintaining local connectivity and traffic circulation for travel within 
Bakersfield for nonmotorized and motorized uses. 

At this early stage of the project, it is assumed that all of the above-mentioned 
design options (Marella Way Overcrossing, Ford Avenue Undercrossing, and La 
Mirada Drive Overcrossing) would be constructed as part of the project to maintain 
community cohesion and connectivity at either side of the Alternative B alignment.  

GP-37-2 After construction of the project, access to Kentfield Drive will only be provided via 
Fallbrook Street. The proposed project would not affect the availability of on-street 
parking along Fallbrook Street once the project is constructed; however, Fallbrook 
Street would be converted into a cul-de-sac at Marella Way, which would eliminate a 
few existing on-street parking spaces. There would be sufficient surplus parking on 
the adjacent streets, and the existing surface parking lots at the park would remain 
available to park users.  

GP-37-3 Potential Noise Impacts 

Project construction would result in short-term noise impacts from use of heavy 
equipment during construction, as well as the delivery and removal of materials to 
the area. Section 3.6, Construction Impacts, included standard conditions (CI-23 
through CI-25) listed under Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Measures that 
would reduce temporary construction-related noise and vibration, which would cease 
when construction is completed.  

The current Preferred Alternative B alignment has been designed to the greatest 
extent practicable to be depressed in the general area of your property to aid in 
mitigating potential noise impacts. Additionally, the potential short- and long-term 
noise effects of the project and measures to address those effects are detailed in 
Section 3.2.7, Noise, of the final environmental document (Volume 1). Your property 
is represented as RB-51. A comparison of current noise levels to the projected noise 
levels in 2038 under the No Build Alternative and the build alternatives is provided. 
Results of the noise analysis for each build alternative indicate traffic noise would 
generally increase as a result of the Preferred Alternative B. Traffic noise is 
anticipated to increase from 51 decibels to 62 decibels. To mitigate for noise 
impacts, a sound wall will be constructed (S529), which would reduce noise levels to 
59 decibels at your property. A noise level of 59 decibels is not considered a noise 
impact as this noise level is well below the FHWA Noise Abatement Criteria of 67 
decibels for residential land uses. In addition the 59 decibels will only be 
experienced during peak traffic hours; the daily exposure would be even less than 59 
decibels because traffic noise subsides drastically during late night or early morning 
hours.  

Permanent Air Quality Effects 

The air quality study prepared for the Centennial Corridor Project indicates that 
potential air quality impacts were found to be less than significant and that the 
project would improve regional air quality due to reduction in congestion on local 
roadways and vehicle idling. Improvements to air quality are also attributed to the 
improved pollution emission performance of a modernizing fleet of all vehicles, 
especially heavy diesel trucks, as a result of Federal and State fuel content and 
engine emissions rules. In addition, the results of the air quality analysis indicate that 
the Centennial Corridor Project would be within regional and Federal air quality 
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Comment 
Code 

Response  

standards and would not cause or contribute to a violation of any air quality 
standards. To further minimize air quality pollutants within the general area of the 
project, Caltrans has entered into a Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement with 
the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District. Through this agreement, 
targeted improvements will be provided within the general area along the Preferred 
Alternative B alignment. More detailed information on air quality analysis can be 
found in Section 3.2.6, Air Quality. For more information on the Voluntary Emission 
Reduction Agreement, please see Appendix L, Volume 2, of this final environmental 
document.  

Air Quality Effects during Construction 

Construction of the project has the potential to create air quality impacts through the 
use of heavy-duty construction equipment. Fugitive dust emissions would result from 
earthwork and onsite construction activities. Reductions in fugitive dust can be 
achieved by onsite mitigation measures. Compliance with the standard conditions 
SC-CI-20 through SC-CI-22 listed under Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation 
Measures – Air Quality, Standard Conditions (refer to Section 3.6, Construction 
Impacts), would reduce construction emissions. Some of these measures to control 
dust include using water or chemical stabilizer/suppressant, covering disturbed 
areas with tarps, and limiting speeds in unpaved areas. Air emissions associated 
with construction activity would be temporary and would cease to occur after project 
construction is completed. 

Potential Traffic Impacts during Construction 

The potential for traffic disruption during construction of the project would mostly 
exist where bridge crossings would be built, at connections to existing road and 
highway facilities, and where ramp work would be done, including ramp closure 
work. The duration of construction travel-time delays in the vicinity of specific 
construction zones is contingent on the scope of the work and could be expected to 
last from a few days to more than a year, depending on the construction zone, and 
may require motorists to adjust their schedules to accommodate longer travel times. 
Detour routes will be provided if road closures are required. A Traffic Management 
Plan will be prepared during the final design phase. This document would provide 
details on detour plans and required notifications prior to any road or lane closures. 

GP-37-4 The Centennial Corridor Project relieves traffic on local streets such as Truxtun 
Avenue, Stockdale Highway, Ming Avenue and Rosedale Highway. The Preferred 
Alternative B alignment would also relieve the double loading of vehicular traffic on 
State Route 99 between State Route 58 (East) and Rosedale Highway (current 
alignment of State Route 58 West). The additional capacity provided by the build 
alternatives compared to the No Build Alternative would help reduce congestion on 
adjacent local roadways because traffic is expected to shift to the freeway. Traffic 
volumes will increase on State Route 58 East, State Route 99 south of State Route 
58 East, and the Westside Parkway. Figure 3-16 of the Traffic Study technical report 
illustrates roadways which will experience reduced traffic volumes compared with the 
No Build alternative. 

GP-37-5 Vacant spaces next to sound walls are sometimes necessary to provide workers 
access for general maintenance of sound walls and landscaping. Please note that the 
project has limited design at this stage of the project development process, and areas 
that are shown to be vacant may be used to construct other features of the project, 
such as stormwater treatment devices. If excess remnant lots are not used by the 
project after construction, Caltrans may decide to keep or offer to sell the excess 
property to the city of Bakersfield. 

If a home or building has been acquired for the project, Caltrans and the city of 
Bakersfield have developed a strategy to minimize vacant properties. To enhance 
safety and to minimize, graffiti and vagrancy problems associated with vacant 
buildings, Caltrans and the city of Bakersfield would reduce the amount of vacancy 
by implementing the following options for acquired properties: (1) rent the homes 
and businesses on a month-to-month basis to keep them occupied as long as 
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possible in advance of demolition; or (2) demolish each building as soon as feasible 
after acquisition. This latter option would result in vacant lots interspersed in 
business areas and neighborhoods. With either option, proper management of 
acquired property is a key consideration.  

In addition, the Bakersfield Police Department, the Kern County Sheriff’s 
Department, and the California Highway Patrol would continue to provide law 
enforcement and police protection services to the project area. Furthermore, 
emergency vehicle access for police, fire protection, and emergency services would 
be maintained at all times. Law enforcement, fire, and emergency services could 
experience slightly increased response times because of construction-related road 
closures, temporary detours, and increased traffic congestion. It is not expected that 
temporary road closures would result in more than 1 mile of out-of-direction travel 
because nearby alternative routes would be maintained and identified as part of the 
detour plans. 

In addition, Chapter 8.29 (Litter Control) and 8.80 (Abatement of Public Nuisances) 
of the Bakersfield Municipal Code would be enforced throughout Bakersfield, 
including on vacant lots and areas adjacent to the project right-of-way. The city of 
Bakersfield’s Litter Ordinance prohibits littering and provides that no person shall 
throw, deposit, or accumulate litter in or upon any public place or private premises. 
Furthermore, each violation of the Litter Ordinance is declared to be a public 
nuisance. The Bakersfield Municipal Code provides general enforcement authority 
over public nuisances and mandates that it shall be the duty of every property owner 
to abate any public nuisance defined under the Bakersfield Municipal Code. 

Accordingly, the Bakersfield Municipal Code allows for issuance of notices of 
violations, correction orders, field citations, inspection of public or private property, 
and the use of whatever judicial and administrative remedies provided under the 
Bakersfield Municipal Code or applicable State law. Therefore, enforcement of the 
Bakersfield Municipal Code and applicable State laws is anticipated to deter 
undesirable activities from vacant areas and lots located adjacent to the project.  

GP-37-6 Several comments were received regarding property values. Some individuals have 
expressed a general belief that the project would result in decreased property values 
due to various reasons, including temporary construction impacts, property 
acquisitions, and/or project features being closer to properties than previously. 
However, the final environmental document does not specifically discuss property 
values as part of the California Environmental Quality Act/National Environmental 
Policy Act analysis.  

The Centennial Corridor Project may have an effect on property values, but it is not 
likely to be a major change based on literature that Caltrans reviewed and 
summarized as part of its standard environmental practice.  

The effects of highway improvements on property values have been studied 
extensively, especially the impacts on single family residential property. Most 
studies, though not all, conclude that new transportation facilities, including 
freeways, have an overall positive effect on property values.  

One such independent research study, conducted by professors from Cal Poly 
University, Pomona, evaluated the effects on housing prices of a new freeway in 
Southern California, the Interstate 210 extension, which opened in 2002 (Reibel, et. 
al. 200817). It is worth noting that in analyzing four years of housing sales data, the 
researchers found that while all house prices generally continued to climb in the 
freeway corridor, those houses located within 0.4 mile of the new freeway facility did 
not see their values rise quite as rapidly. The authors attributed this, as have other 
studies, to certain negative effects associated with freeways which are often found at 
very short distances on houses nearby, such as increased noise and air pollution, 
and which may have the effect of keeping the value of the house from increasing at 

                                                 
17  Reibel, Michael. House Price Change and Highway Construction: Spatial and Temporal Heterogeneity.  

California State Polytechnic University, Pomona. 
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the same rate of those located a bit further away (that is, beyond 0.4 mile). At the 
next functional range of distances, the benefits are still close enough to be beneficial 
but the general negative freeway proximity impacts are diminished. At even greater 
distances away from the new freeway, the added value of increased mobility and 
accessibility gradually declines to zero, where there is no perceived benefit. In 
particular, price appreciation following the freeway construction is the slowest for 
houses in the closest proximity to the freeway (within 0.4 mile), much faster at 
moderate distances, and slower again as the distance further increases. In addition, 
another study concluded that freeway design is also an important factor, with 
depressed freeways contributing most to property values (Siethoff 200218). This 
pattern is consistent with earlier studies reviewed for Caltrans Standard 
Environmental Reference Volume 4 Appendix D. Another study conducted for the 
Arizona Department of Transportation and the Federal Highway Administration 
California found that property values increase at a greater rate for both commercial 
and multi-unit apartments over single family residences (Carey: 200119). For more 
information regarding residential property values, please refer to Section 4.2.2 of the 
Community Impact Assessment (2014) and/or Caltrans’ Right of Way Manual, 
available online at http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/row/rowman/manual/. 

GP-37-7 Your support for the No Build Alternative is acknowledged. 

  

                                                 
18  Siethoff, Brian ten. Property Values and Highway Expansions: An Investigation of Timing, Size, 

Location, and Use Effects.  Cambridge Systematics, Inc. Cambridge, MA.  January 2002. 
19  Carey, Jason. Impact of Highways on Property Values: Case Study of the Superstition Freeway 

Corridor.  Arizona Department of Transportation.  Phoenix, AZ. October 2001.   
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July 4, 2014 

Ms. Jennifer Taylor 
California Department of Transportation 
Environmental Division 

855 M Street, Ste 200 
Fresno, CA 3712 

RE: EIR of Alternative Bof the Centennial Corridor Project 

Dear Ms. Taylor, 

Brian and Sharon Self 
11120 Rockridge Way 
Bakersfield, CA 93311 

GP-38 

Home phone: (661) 665-0076 
e-mail : brian_self2003@yahoo.com 

We are writing to express our opposition to the selected Alternative B of the proposed Centennial 
Corridor Project. There are also multiple inaccuracies and outright errors in the DRAFT EIR document. 
The EIR also leaves many critical issues either partially or completely unanswered. These should be 
address in the FINAL EIR document. We believe Alternative C is far superior and shou ld have been the 
selected option and even the "No Build" Option is superior to Alternative B. 

Our interest in this project comes from Brian's position as a board member at Bakersfield First Assembly 
of God, board member of Stockdale Christian Schoo,I and branch manager of a 9 person business in the 
impacted area. Also, both of our children attended Stockdale Christian School. We also have many 
fr iends and family in the areas that would be impacted by all three alternatives. 

4(1) Finding 

It wou ld appear that the major justification for selection of Alternate B rests on the finding that 
Alternative C violates Section 4(() of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966. This is in spite of 
Alternative C having remediation so that the park in question, Saunders Pa rk, wou ld, AFTER the project 
is complete be the same size, at the same location and with the same or improved amenities. Whi le a 
small sliver (3.2 acres of the park) would be used for the project, this would be replaced by the same 
amount of land that is currently adjacent to the park. Therefore, if a park exists at 3300 Palm St. and 
after Alternative C is complete the same park is still there with the same local access, size and features 
then has anything reall y been "used". Is there any case law or legal precedent that support this narrow 
interpreta tion? 

Environmental Justice Communities 

Extensive discussion is spent on the disparate impact to certain minorities regarding properties taken in 

GP-38-1 

GP-38-2 

all Alternatives . The implication is tha t using percentage of minorities is a valid measurement. This GP-38_3 
ignores two basic facts. At multiple community meet ings, people potentially impacted by Alternative C 
where excited. Many said things like, "I hope they take my dump and move me somewhere nicer". This 
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compares with the residents who will lose their homes under Alternative B who have formed a legal 
defense fund to try and stop the project. Even under the best of circumstances, the costs of Alternative 
B will increase due to litigation expenses. Were any surveys conducted to residents potentially 
displaced under the various Alternatives as to their attitudes? What about the ir neighbors? The 
anecdotal evidence seems to show the residents of Alternative Care mixed (some want C, some want 
No Build, some want Band many don't care). Conversely, the residents of Westpark are universally 
opposed to Alternative B. The actual "justice" to many of the lower income areas of Alternative C might 
be to "take" those properties and move the impacted families. To not even consider their opinions 
seems to miss the point. 

Second, Alternat ive B actually forces more minorities to lose their homes. While the percentage is 
higher in a few census tracks, the actual numbers of minority families forced to move is higher with 

Alternative B. 

Section 4.2.3 Valley Fever 

Has any testing been done to see if Valley Fever spores are present in the dirt of the proposed route? 
The section of roadway that will be adjacent to Stockdale Christian School and the Assembly Manor will 
be elevated. How much fill dirt will be used in this section? Where will the fill dirt come from? What 
testing, if any, will be done to the fill dirt PRIOR to it being used to ensure the dirt and resu lting dust 
from the construction of the elevated sections will be free from Valley Fever spores? 

The DRAFT EIR mentions mitigation measures will be used including dust masks for construction crews. 
What, if any, mitigation measures will be available for the hundreds of children at Stockdale Christian 
School? 

Given that there are over 1,000 sensitive receptors with heightened vu lnerability to Valley Fever who 
live and/or attend school within 400' of the proposed elevated section of the roadway, what 
indemnification, if any, will be provided to Bakersfield Assembly of God church and Stockdale Christian 
School in the event that a student, worker, member or member of the Assembly Manor contract Valley 
Fever? 

Community Character - pg 100 

The report states, "with Alternative C, air quality impacts would be experienced by residents living closer 
to the freeway in a similar way as that described under Alternative A and Babove". This is factual ly 
incorrect. Much of Alternat ive C parallels existing SR99. For residents living to east of SR99, there wou ld 
be little to no change. If they live 300' from SR99 today they wou ld still be 300' from the freeway. 
Residents living 300' west of SR99 wou ld now be perhaps 100' away from the new freeway. As a result, 
residents might experience some additional air quality impacts but they wou ld be minor. 

Conversely, with Alternative A and B, large numbers of people who are today 1,000' OR MORE from the 
nearest freeway (including all the children at Stockdale Christian School and all the senior tenants of the 
Assembly Manner) will be within 500' of the new freeway. Any calculation of the number of households 
and the distance to the freeway (under Alt A, B, C and No Build) would show a huge INCRESASE in 
numbers exposed to increased air pollution with Alt A or Bcompared with C or No Build. 

GP-38-3 

I GP-38-4 

GP-38-5 

GP-38-6 
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Community Impact Assessment - Property Values 

This section of the report assumes (with no actual facts or analysis) that there will be no long-term 
impact or reduction in property taxes to the City of Bakersfield. This assumption is patently false. The 
report reaches this conclusion (again, with no facts) by assuming that a 5% decrease in values in the 
"abutting zone" is off-set by increases in the "secondary zone". 

Page 122 discusses and defines a "Secondary Zone" of 5-8 blocks from the freeway. The report states, 
"this zone typically rece ives some of the benefits generally associated with being located near roadway 
improvements, in the form of improved accessibility .... ". For this project, there is NO "secondary zone" . 
Currently, the access to the freeway sys tern is at California or Stockdale Highway (SR99) or Mohawk 
(Westside Parkway). These will be the same access points under all alternatives including No Build. No 
residents of the Westpark neighborhood or any adjacent neighborhood will have improvement in 
access. 

The next paragraph makes an even more patently fa lse assumption that "there is likely to be no 
substantial net increase or decrease in the overall property values at the local level". The actual fac ts in 
this case have shown a reduction in property values for the Westpark neighborhood of over 25% 
compared to comparable neighborhoods that are away from this project. It is interesting that when 
valuing property for "takings" for the project, per Cal Trans regu lations, appraisers are using similar 
properties in unaffected neighborhoods where the values are 25% higher. Yet, the Draft EIR makes the 
assumption that there wil l be no negative tax impacts on the city. Actual observable facts in this project 
would imply a 25% reduction in property values for the entire Westpark neighborhood. 

This tax base reduction would be expected for Alternative A and B but not for Alternative C or the No 
Build Option. Since Alternative C is largely adjacent to existing freeway there actually would be minimal 
impact to existing property values and the tax base. Our estimates of the actua l, long-term tax loss 
would be S 1.5 million per year for a 20 year impact of $ 30 million. While this is a very smal l part of the 
City of Bakersfield's overall budget, it is significant enough (and easy enough to measure and calculate) 
that it shou ld be included in the document. The decision making process should include these lost tax 
revenues (which will result in either higher taxes or lower services by the residents of the city). 

For the Final EIR, can you ca lculate (or at least estimate) the actual long-term tax loss to the City of 
Bakersfield for each Alternative? At the very least , all properties within 500' of the proposed route (we 
would argue that the real distance is much greater based on observed results ) should be discounted by 
25% (again, this is the actual observed impact) and then the property tax reduction calcula ted. 

Community Character - Rel igious Institu tions 

Please note that there is no mention of Bakersfield First Assembly of God on page131 or on Table 4. 20. 
This is a gross and frus trating oversight. Bakersfield First Assembly has hosted multiple meeting 
including those attended by Cal Trans staff. The church is the largest in the area (by both members, 
services and attendees) and is located within 400' of Alternative B. Please correct this oversight in the 
final document. Assembly Manor is at least mentioned on both page 11 and Table 4. 20,( pg 130) but 
listed as a ret irement home ..... (actually it is senior living apartments for low income seniors but close 
enough). 

GP-38-7 

GP-38"8 
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shows 1000' when the actual distances from the school rooms and playgrounds are more like 400' (less GP-38-B 
Also, please correct the "approximate distance" in Table 4.20 for Stockdale Christian School. It currently I 
than that to the nearest classroom ..... our estima te is 350'). 

Air Quality 

Under the discussion of "sensitive receptors", page 171 ignores BOTH Stockdale Christian School AND 
The Assembly Manor. Both of these are well within 400' and should be included in this discussion. This 

error is propagated throughout t he document. Pg 32 under Al ternative B Sensitive Receptors also states 
"Stockdale Christian School, loca ted about 1,000' west of the alignment" . Aga in, this is factual ly 
incorrect as the school and nearest classrooms and playgrounds are approximately 350-400' from the 
proposed location of Alternative 8. 

For Carbon Monoxide, page 21 sates, "carbon monoxide micro-scale modeling is require to determine 
whether a transportation project would cause or contribute to loca lized violations of carbon monoxide 
NAAQS." It does not look like any micro-scale modeling was done, even in areas with large populations 
of sensitive receptors. If not, why were these not done? If so, where are the results? 

Under small particulate future trends, page 46, Table 4-5, where were these trends based on? 

Chapter 6 - Mitigation 

Table 4-9 shows NOx pollution will be approximately six times the legal limit during year one of 
construction (11.26 vs. threshold of 2.0). The discussion of mitigation efforts references fees paid. Who 
pays the fees? Where is the money spent? On the surface, i t would appear that the impact of increased 

pollution would be born local ly , The "fees" would increase the cost of the project which will ultimately 
be borne by local taxpayers (given that Federal Funds are limited and capped, all extra costs and fees 
will be local responsibility). Are there any assurances that these "fees", if any, would be used loca lly? It 
certainly looks like local taxpayers would pay a penalty for a project that worsens our local air and then 
see the money from these penal t ies spent on other projects (improved full efficiency elsewhere in the 
state?) for "off-site emissions reduction". Who determines what qualifies for "off-site emissions 

reduction" and who ultimately approves and authorizes the use of the funds. 

Schedules 

Page 9 states construction "is expected to begin in June 2016". There have been numerous schedu les 
and delays in the project so fa r. What is this tentative start date based on? Can we get a more detai led 
GANT or PERT chart of the various steps and process? Specifically, how long will the dirt movement and 
actual construc t ion take? 

Thank you for you consideration of these concerns. 

Regards, 

Brian and Sharon Self 

GP-38-9 

GP-38-10 

GP-38-11 
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GP-38-1 Your opposition to Alternative B and your support for Alternative C and the No Build 
Alternative are acknowledged.  

GP-38-2 Both Rancho Vista and Saunders Park are properties protected by Section 4(f) of the 
Department of Transportation Act. Section 4(f) prohibits the Secretary of 
Transportation from approving a project that uses a Section 4(f) protected property if 
there is a feasible and prudent alternative to that use. Under Section 4(f) regulations, 
neither Alternative A nor C can be identified as the Preferred Alternative unless no 
other build alternative could be shown not to be prudent and feasible. Even with 
modifications to Alternatives A and C, avoidance of Section 4(f) resources was not 
possible. The analytical process required by Section 4(f) is addressed in extensive 
detail in the final environmental document in Appendix B, Section 4(f) Evaluation. The 
analysis adhered to Caltrans’ Standard Environmental Reference, Federal Highway 
Administration guidance and the regulations of 23 Code of Federal Regulations 774, 
and it has received approval from the Federal Highway Administration following a 
legal sufficiency review. The Section 4(f) analysis is adequate. 

GP-38-3 Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in 
Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations, mandates that federal agencies 
take the appropriate and necessary steps to identify and address disproportionately 
high and adverse effects of federal projects on the health or environment of minority 
and low-income populations to the greatest extent practicable and permitted by law.  
Neighborhood demographics serve as the main criteria for objectively identifying 
environmental justice communities. More subjective methodologies such as public 
opinion, do not factor into the analysis. 

However, Caltrans developed and mailed a neighborhood survey form to about 
16,000 residents living within 1,000 feet of each of the build alternatives in 2009 (see 
Section 3.1.4.1, Community Character and Cohesion, Volume 1) to gauge residents’ 
sense of the Centennial Corridor Project; more than 920 responses were returned. 
The survey included questions relating to one’s perceived quality of life and sense of 
neighborhood. Information gathered from those surveys was included in the 
discussion concerning neighborhoods. 

GP-38-4 While environmental justice communities were identified to exist in each of the 
alternatives, with a slightly higher percentage number of people residing within the 
affected Census tract block groups of Alternatives A and C over Alternative B, the 
analysis concluded the Centennial Corridor Project would not result in 
“disproportionately high and adverse” effects on environmental justice communities 
with any of the project alternatives because of the roughly equivalent distribution of 
the effects on all communities through which the alignments pass. Because of the 
way U.S. Census data is collected, and the need to protect the confidentiality of 
individuals and households, the number of people who may be displaced and who 
fall within the definition of belonging to environmental justice population cannot be 
precisely determined. 

However, while Census Tract 18.01 Block Group 1 is considered an environmental 
justice community, not all residents would be displaced. Section 3.1.4.3, 
Environmental Justice, discusses how many residences and businesses would be 
displaced in this area compared to the rest of each alignment. For Alternative A, 
about 7.5 percent of this group would be displaced, with only about 1.6 percent 
displaced by Alternative B, but about 26.6 percent to be displaced by Alternative C. 
Impacts to an environmental justice community from relocation would be considered 
to be much greater for Alternative C.  
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GP-38-5 Caltrans has outlined appropriate mitigation efforts for Valley Fever and air quality, 
including the use of a chemical stabilizer/suppressant, tarps and vegetative 
groundcovers, and water during construction. Valley Fever fungal spores can be 
found throughout the country and it is recognized that temporary soil disturbance 
during construction grading activities could cause fungal spores (if present) to 
become airborne, potentially putting residents at risk of contracting Valley Fever, 
especially children and the elderly. However, there are many preventive and 
precautionary measures that can be undertaken by individuals to reduce exposure, 
including the use of dust masks when conducting outdoor activities; seeking prompt 
medical treatment if flu-like or respiratory illness occurs during or within a few weeks 
following outdoor activities; and getting a coccidioidin skin test to determine 
susceptibility to the disease.   

Compliance with Standard Condition SC-CI-21, under the Avoidance, Minimization, 
and Mitigation Measures in Section 3.6, Construction Impacts, of the final 
environmental document (Volume 1), would control dust during project construction. 
As a result, those measures would reduce the potential for Valley Fever exposure 
during construction of the project. 

Approximately 525,000 cubic yards of fill dirt will be used between California Avenue 
and the depressed portion of State Route 58. The borrow site will be identified by the 
construction contractor. Testing of fill dirt for Valley Fever spores are beyond the 
requirements under the California Environmental Quality Act and National 
Environmental Policy Act.  

GP-38-6 It is acknowledged that there will be a slight decrease in air quality in your 
neighborhood where it did not exist previously.  However, the air quality study 
prepared for the Centennial Corridor Project indicates that potential air quality 
impacts were found to be less than significant and that the project would improve 
regional air quality due to reduction in congestion on local roadways and vehicle 
idling. Improvements to air quality are also attributed to the improved pollution 
emission performance of a modernizing fleet of all vehicles, especially heavy diesel 
trucks, as a result of Federal and State fuel content and engine emissions rules. In 
addition, the results of the air quality analysis indicate that the Centennial Corridor 
Project would be within regional and Federal air quality standards and would not 
cause or contribute to a violation of any air quality standards. More detailed 
information on air quality analysis can be found in Section 3.2.6, Air Quality. 

Current residents living along the State Route 99 between the existing SR-58 and 
Rosedale Highway would experience a reduction in vehicle emissions due to 
diverted traffic to the Preferred Alternative B alignment. The concentration of air 
pollutants within this segment of SR-99 from vehicles would be less intense as a 
result of the project. To further minimize air quality pollutants within the general area 
of the Preferred Alternative B alignment, Caltrans has entered into a Voluntary 
Emission Reduction Agreement with the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control 
District . Through this agreement, targeted improvements will be implemented 
adjacent to the Preferred Alternative B alignment. See Appendix L, Volume 2, for 
information on the programs and grants that are offered to local businesses, 
residents and municipalities that are designed to generate real and quantifiable 
reductions for the Bakersfield area through this Voluntary Emission Reduction 
Agreement. With the programs offered to residents near the project alignment, 
reductions in construction emissions within the project area would be reduced by the 
following in three years: 

• Year 1 – 1.9 tons of reactive organic gasses/33.6 tons of nitrous oxides/7.6 
tons of particulate matter (PM10). 

• Year 2 – 1.45 tons of reactive organic gasses/16.5 tons of nitrous 
oxides/7.3 tons of particulate matter (PM10). 

• Year 3 – 0.4 tons of reactive organic gasses/2.55 tons of nitrous oxides/0.7 
tons of particulate matter (PM10). 
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In addition to the Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement, Caltrans would provide 
a one-time $200,000 grant to a non-profit organization to give trees to residents 
along the Preferred Alternative B alignment. Trees will be offered to residents living 
within 500 feet of either side of the new freeway. If trees are available after the initial 
offering, they would be offered to residents living within 1,500 feet of the new 
freeway. Although the trees are supplied through this grant, it is the responsibility of 
the person(s) accepting the tree(s) to plant and maintain them. 

GP-38-7 The analysis contained in the final environmental document concerning property 
values is based on established Caltrans procedures. For more information regarding 
Caltrans procedures on property values, please visit 
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/row/rowman/manual/ch10.pdf. Positive and adverse effects 
of projects have been studied in various states and by the Federal Highway 
Administration. Primary factors include the property’s proximity to the new highway 
facility. Some of the more common effects that can decrease property values are 
noise and emissions from traffic. Properties generally increase in value with 
improved access and mobility. Whether the net effect is positive depends on how 
close the property is to the transportation facility, the type of land use (e.g., 
commercial or residential), and the relative changes in accessibility, noise, and air 
quality. Some businesses could experience an increase in economic activity with 
improved access, increased capacity from the new State Route 58 freeway facility, 
and an increase in the number of potential customers. Based on traffic studies, it has 
been found that the overall reduction in traffic congestion brought about by the 
Centennial Corridor Project will enhance rather than impair access throughout the 
project study area. Associated landscaping and refinements in design aesthetics, 
such as the proposed mitigation for the Centennial Corridor Project, have in other 
case study examples demonstrated a positive effect on residential property values 
than without those features incorporated into a project. The potential for loss of value 
specifically related to construction of the Centennial Corridor Project is addressed in 
the project Community Impact Assessment, as well as in the final environmental 
document Section 3.1.4, Community Impacts.  

The Community Impact Assessment contained additional analysis that is 
summarized in the final environmental document. Although additional fiscal analyses 
could be performed, this effort would yield very little new information in terms of 
either public disclosure or providing information to aid in the selection of a Preferred 
Alternative. It should be noted, however, the displacement of business properties 
results in the loss of the property taxes they pay to finance local government 
activities, loss of sales tax and business tax generated by the businesses, and loss 
of jobs that are held by local citizens. 

GP-38-8 The analysis in the final environmental document considers Stockdale Christian 
School, Assembly Manor, and First Assembly of God Church within 375 feet of the 
nearest travel lane. The distance of these buildings to the Alternative B alignment 
has been revised throughout the document. 
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Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-38-9 The final environmental document has been revised to indicate that the distance of 
the Alternative B alignment to Stockdale Christian School and Assembly Manor are 
within 400 feet of the alignment and are considered sensitive receptors. Micro-scale 
modeling was conducted for the project and the results are provided in Section 
3.1.4.3 under the Air Quality sub-section. A total of 10 intersections were analyzed 
using the micro-scale model. At these intersections, none of the calculated 
concentrations were above the established Federal or State standards and all have 
been shown to be about the same in absolute value.  

Particulate matter emissions were modeled using the current Environmental 
Protection Agency approved emissions model EMFAC2011. Results of the EMFAC 
modeling and conformity analysis determined that annual average concentrations of 
fine particulate matter (PM2.5) along the study area corridor would be less than the 
currently established applicable National Ambient Air Quality Standard. 
Concentrations of fine particulate matter (PM2.5) along the study area corridor would 
not exceed no-build concentrations and would be in conformity with the State 
Implementation Plan for achieving the 24-hour fine particulate matter (PM2.5) 
standard. 

GP-38-10 The fees associated with construction are required to comply with the San Joaquin 
Valley Air Pollution Control District Rule 9510. The San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution 
Control District assumes full control of these fees and uses them throughout the San 
Joaquin Air Basin to ensure that timely attainment of all air standards are met per 
Federal guidelines.  

GP-38-11 The tentative construction start date is based on the approval of this environmental 
document, completion of final design plans and right-of-way acquisition. A detailed 
schedule of earth moving activities and construction will be developed during the 
construction stage of the project and when a construction contractor has been 
identified.  
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Comment GP-39

 
  

ame: robert sclunidt 

Address: 4208 gam ey In 
City: baker ·field 
State: CA 
ZIP: 93309 
Email: rsclunidtl .bak.rr.com 

Topics 

Alternatives 

GP-39 

why is alt "B" ·uch a favored opti on when alt "C" is such a no brainer? granted, alt "C" would co I more in thl 
beginning, in the long nm it would save some 300 families from the tramna oflosing their homes and many GP-39-1 
numy more from having to live in a blighted area which westpark would eventually become if alt "B" goes 
through as planned. with the stroke of a pen alt "C" could be the plan of choice if ca l trans would only push ii. 
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Response to Comment GP-39 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-39-1 Many state and Federal laws and regulations must be followed to abide by the 
National Environmental Policy Act and the California Environmental Quality Act. As 
discussed in Section 2.1.4 in Volume 1, Identification of a Preferred Alternative, 
three build alternatives, A, B, and C, were identified and evaluated at an equal level 
of detail in the technical studies and the final environmental document. All three 
alternatives meet the project purpose and need of providing route continuity for 
State Route 58.  

Alternatives A and C both directly affect Section 4(f) resources; therefore, an 
avoidance alternative must be considered. Alternative B avoids all Section 4(f) 
resources and is considered prudent and feasible. Even with design plan 
modifications to Alternatives A and C, it was not possible to completely avoid 
Section 4(f) resources. Alternative B would have no impacts on Section 4(f) 
resources; therefore, it remains the only prudent and feasible alternative. Please 
refer to Table B.3 in Appendix B of Volume 2, Section 4(f), for a breakdown of 
feasibility analysis for Section 4(f) resources.  

Alternative A requires the most property acquisitions and would produce the 
greatest number of displacements, totaling 356 residences and 127 businesses. 
Alternative C would require fewer residential displacements, but would displace198 
business. Although Alternative B may affect more housing displacements compared 
to Alternative C, it has fewer business displacements compared to the other two 
alternatives; however, Alternative B has more community impacts because the 
proposed alignment would bisect the Westpark neighborhood, changing travel 
patterns within the general area. Alternative C would concentrate most of its 
residential displacements in two environmental justice communities, with the largest 
concentration of single-family home displacements in the environmental justice 
community south of Saunders Park. Comparing the cost of each alternative, 
Alternative B is the least expensive at $570 million. Alternative A is the most 
expensive at $691 million, followed by Alternative C at $665.5 million.  

Additionally, Alternative B has the least impact on jurisdictional waters compared to 
Alternatives A and C.  

Please refer to Section 2.1.3, Comparison of Alternatives (Volume 1), for more 
information about impacts for each build alternative. 

After comparing and weighing the benefits and impacts of Alternatives A, B, and C, 
some of which are summarized in Tables S.1 and 2.1 of Volume 1 of this final 
environmental document, Caltrans has identified Alternative B as the Preferred 
Alternative. Please see Section 2.1.4, Identification of a Preferred Alternative, in 
Volume 1 for more information on how the Preferred Alternative is selected. 
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Comment GP-40 

 
  

Name: Bob Smith 

Address: 11424 17th Street 
City: Bakersfield 
State: CA 
ZIP: 93301 ' 
Email: bobsmith727 me.com 

Topics 

Project Design fodilications 

GP-40 

I beli eve the project should make a bicycle connection between Ea ton Dr and Commerce Way in order to 
confonn with Complete Streets Policy reduce green house gas and improv quality of life in Bakersfield. '01e GP-40-1 
com1ection would tie to a class I bicycle path and help complete a more family friendly bicycle network in the 
City of Bakersfield. 

Trnffic 

more complete bicycle network will help reduce traffic congestion 

ir Oualitv 

a more comp let bicycle will improve air quality 

Oualitv of Liff / Community Co hesion 

l11e bicycle connection will ti e east Bakersfield with all other part of Bakersfield. 

Aesthetks/Landscaning 

'n,e left over parcels ·hould be developed as green spa e in order lo provide a publ ic amenity through the 
neighborhood 

IGP-40-2 

I GP-40--3 

IGP-40-4 
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Code 
Response 

GP-40-1 Caltrans has decided to include a bicycle and pedestrian connection between 
California Avenue and Commerce Drive as part of Alternative B. This decision was 
made in response to public requests for a bicycle connection spanning over the 
Carrier Canal. This improvement would enhance bicycle and pedestrian connectivity 
and would result in minimal effects to the environment during construction. 

GP-40-2 Your comment is acknowledged. It is the goal of the Centennial Corridor Project to 
improve the quality of life for the Bakersfield community, including reducing traffic. 

GP-40-3 Your comment has been noted. 

GP-40-4 Your comment is acknowledged.  

GP-40-5 The city of Bakersfield will have the first right of refusal for remnant and 
undeveloped properties proposed as excess right-of-way. Direct sales of excess 
land to the city shall be for public uses per Caltrans Right-of-Way Manual Section 
16.04.05.02. In addition, following construction of the freeway, Caltrans and the city 
will coordinate to identify possible park uses that could be developed in conjunction 
with other areas in which Caltrans will maintain easements to the Centennial 
Corridor freeway for maintenance and other responsibilities. Remnant and vacant 
parcels will be discussed between Caltrans and the city of Bakersfield during the 
final design phase when exact right-of-way information is available.  
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Comment GP-41 

 

Name: Leah Pineda 

Add ress: 6200 Key West Drive 
City: Bakersfield 
State: CA 
ZIP: 93313 
Email: guitarplayer322@gmail.com 

Topics 

Traffic 

I think this proj ect wi ll help reduce much of the traffic in our city. 

GP-4 1 

IGP-41-1 
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Response to Comment GP-41 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-41-1 Thank you for participating in the environmental process for the Centennial Corridor 
Project. Your acknowledgement about traffic improvement as a result of project 
implementation is noted. 
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Comment GP-42 

 
  

ame: Diane Hamlin 

Address: 801 Cherry Hills Dr. 
City: Bakersfield 
State: C 
ZIP: 93309 
Email: haraka@sbcglobal.net 

Topics 

T rnllk 

GP-42 

A continuity of traffic fl ow is vital to Baker fie ld for it's abil ity to grow. Although this altemative doe not 
make the most sense as far as traffic flow it seems to have the least impact on the co1mnunity in the long-nm. GP-42-1 

1y heart goes out to the people who will be displaced. 11rnnk you for this opportunity to have a say. 
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Response to Comment GP-42 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-42-1 Your acknowledgement about traffic improvement as a result of project 
implementation is noted.  

For the properties subject to relocation, Caltrans will follow the provisions listed in 
the Relocation Assistance Program and comply with the Uniform Relocation 
Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as amended. The 
purpose of the Relocation Assistance Program is to ensure that persons displaced 
as a result of a transportation project are treated fairly, consistently, and equitably. 
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Comment GP-43 

 

Name: Brad Barbeau 

Address: 120 1 24th Street, Bl 10-320 
City: Bakersfield 

tatc: CA 
ZIP: 93301 
Email: bbarbeau@commercialdevelopers.com 

Submitted By: ,El Torito Building 

Topics 

Project Design fodilications 

GP-43 

We lose access from Easton drive as a way to enter tJ1e property from the west. Is it poss ible to get an access 
point from Easton (under the freeway) to the El Torito parking lot? Can an opening be made in the wall and 
under the freeway for pedestrian and vehicle acces ? Al o, could there be a left hand tum from Cali fom ia GP-43-1 

venue directly into the property? ·n1e height of the freeway blocks visibility looking at tl1e property from the 
east. Is it po ·sible to get a location for a pylon ign on the a ·ton Drive ide of the freeway? 

Aesthetics!La.ndscaping 

11,e wall , bridges and unoccupied property to the east of Easton drive reate an attracti ve nuisance to the 
homeless. 

I GP-43-2 
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Name: Brad Barbeau 

Add ress: 120 1 24th street, Bl 10-320 
City: Bakersfield 

tatc: CA 
ZIP: 93301 
Email: bbarbeau@commercialdevelopers.com 

Topics 

Pro ject Design fodilicat ions 

GP-43 

I am one of the owners of the El Torito building on Cali fo rnia Avenue. There is a proposed drainage basin just 
north of the El Torito bui lding in the present design. Please move that drainage basin further no11h away from El GP-43-3 

Torito. It should be located on the northern most portion of the excess property. 
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Response to Comment GP-43 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-43-1 The project design plans have yet to be finalized. At this stage of the project, limited 
design is available. Specific details, such as access points, could not be provided 
until the final design stage. If feasible, the project may include a direct access point 
to El Torito from Easton Drive. Additionally, a left-hand turn into the El Torito parking 
lot from California Avenue may be implemented if it is considered feasible and safe 
to construct. The request for a pylon sign outside of the property requires permission 
from the property owner of where the proposed sign is to be located. All proposed 
signs within the city of Bakersfield or Caltrans right-of-way are required to follow 
local ordinance or specifications and receive permission from these agencies.  

GP-43-2 Your concern has been noted. It is highly speculative as to whether the construction 
of bridges, walls, and unoccupied property would attract transients to occupy an 
area. It is acknowledged that, like many cities across California, there are homeless 
and transient people in various locations in Bakersfield, including public places, such 
as downtown areas or within areas designated as a transportation corridor such as 
the Centennial Corridor Project. There is no way to restrict access by homeless and 
transient people to certain areas in Bakersfield. Unless a homeless or transient 
person is breaking the law or local ordinances, the Bakersfield Police Department 
cannot physically remove or restrict their access to public areas.  

To enhance safety and to minimize graffiti and vagrancy problems associated with 
vacant buildings, a strategy for handling the acquired properties would be developed 
to include the following options: (1) rent the homes and businesses on a month-to-
month basis to keep them occupied as long as possible in advance of demolition; or 
(2) demolish each building as soon as feasible after acquisition. This latter option 
would result in vacant lots interspersed in business areas and neighborhoods. With 
either option, proper management of acquired property is a key consideration. All 
property acquisitions for the project would comply with the provisions of the Uniform 
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as 
amended. A summary of relocation benefits is also provided in Appendix D of the 
final environmental document, Volume 2. 

GP-43-3 At this current stage of the project, minimal design has been prepared and project 
design may change during the next phase. If moving the drainage basin is feasible 
and would not result in additional environmental impacts, Caltrans may consider 
relocating the drainage basin farther away from the restaurant. The Centennial 
Corridor Project team would coordinate with affected businesses during the final 
design phase of the project to determine whether requests for specific design 
changes are feasible to implement. 
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Comment GP-44

 
 

  

Name: Bonnie Doyle 

Address: 19 Morri on Street 
City: Bakersfield 

tatc: C 
ZIP:93309 
Email: Bonnie l@Bak. rr. com 

Topics 

Property Acquisition / Relocation 

GP-44 

My question is: MELLO-ROOS TA,'X IfI find a house in the area that ha this tax, will I be subject to that tax? 
Am I subject to any increases in annual tax renewals, or interest charges due to this tax? Can my re location 
package be implemented into this tax as my income will not increase? I am retired. I feel that this Mello-Roos 
tax is keeping me out of the neighborhood I have picked out. Is this a case of just because my income isn't what 
someone el e can pay every year, and can increase, I am being discriminated again t just for this .. I am paying GP-44-l 

for roads, schools, law enforcement, etc. I am a tax paying citizen. I can buy this house with my income as it 
lands. TI1i tax i · keeping me from havi ng the home I have picked out? 
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Response to Comment GP-44 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-44-1 Mello-Roos taxes on new properties purchased by displaced real property owners 
are beyond the purview of this final environmental document.  

In most cases, if a Mello-Roos Community Facilities District exists, as approved by 
2/3 of voters within the district, applicable Mello-Roos special taxes would be levied 
as part of the annual property tax bill for all properties located within the Community 
Facilities District. It is noted that special taxes and assessments, such as Mello-
Roos taxes, are secured by a lien against the specific property. Until the bonds 
issued by the district are paid off, whoever owns the property must pay for this debt, 
because the tax is already attached to it. In the case of Mello-Roos districts, sellers 
are now legally required to provide the buyer with a Notice of Special Tax. 
Specifically, California Civil Code Section 1102.6 requires sellers to make a good 
faith effort to give property buyers a “Notice of Special Tax” if the property is in a 
Mello-Roos district. As a result, it is anticipated that this would be beneficial for 
buyers when considering a home’s tax burden and determining the total cost of the 
home.  

It is noted that Section 2(d) of Article XIII-A of the California Constitution and 
Section 68, Rule 462.5 of the Revenue and Taxation Code generally provide that 
property tax relief shall be granted to any real property owner who acquires 
comparable replacement property after having been displaced by governmental 
acquisition or eminent domain proceedings. 

As discussed in Section 3.1.4.2, Relocation and Property Acquisition, per Standard 
Condition SC-R-1, Caltrans, in coordination with the city of Bakersfield, shall 
implement all property acquisition and relocation activities in accordance with the 
Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act (Uniform 
Act) of 1970 (Public Law 91-646, 84 Stat. 1894). The Uniform Act mandates that 
certain relocation services and payments be made available to eligible residents, 
businesses, and nonprofit organizations displaced by the project. The Uniform Act 
provides uniform and equitable treatment by Federal or Federally assisted programs 
of persons displaced from their homes, businesses, or farms, and establishes 
uniform and equitable land acquisition policies. See Appendix D in Volume 2 for 
more information on Caltrans’ Relocation Assistance Program. Additionally, 
Mitigation Measure R-1 includes measures that may be considered by Caltrans for 
incorporation into the relocation plan to minimize impacts to displaced businesses 
and residents. Right-of-way impacts are discussed in more detail in Section 3.1.4.2, 
Relocation and Property Acquisition, in Volume 1 of this final environmental 
document. 

Right-of-way acquisition will not be finalized until the final design phase. All potential 
acquisitions are subject to change during final design. Caltrans offers brochures 
explaining the acquisition process for renters, property owners, and businesses. 
The Right-of-Way Manual can be found on the Caltrans web site: 
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/row/. 
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Comment GP-45 

 
  

Nam e: Cindy Parra 

Address: 1424 17th Street 
City: Bakersfield 

tatc: CA 
ZIP:93301 
Email: cindv@bikebakersfield.org 

Topics 

Oualitv of Life / Com munilv Co hesion 

GP-45 

It is important that a connection be made to the Kem River Bike Path aero s the Carrier Canal from north to 
south along the conidor aligrunent. TI1is cotmection will open up neighborhoods and businesses to the south 
that would have to travel a fu rtl1er distance along busy arterials. recommended bicycle friend ly route already GP-4~1 

exists through the Garnsey neighborhood and making the connection from there across the Carrier Canal to give 
acce . to the bike path wi ll help promote a better quality of life. 
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Response to Comment GP-45 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-45-1 Your comment has been noted. Caltrans recognizes the positive effects of 
nonmotorized transportation, such as bicycles, on the environment and the 
community. By providing a bicycle connection within the Centennial Corridor Project 
area, it is possible that an improved bicycle connection to an existing Class I and 
Class II bicycle facility could increase bicycle usage.  

Caltrans has decided to include a bicycle and pedestrian connection between 
California Avenue and Commerce Drive as part of the project. This decision was 
made in response to public requests for a bicycle connection spanning over the 
Carrier Canal. This improvement would enhance bicycle and pedestrian connectivity 
and would result in minimal effects to the environment during construction. The 
bicycle and pedestrian connection will provide access to the Garnsey neighborhood 
about a half mile north with an access point located on Easton Drive and California 
Avenue.  
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Comment GP-46 

 

ame: Robert Braley 

Address: 905 Montclair St 
City: Bakersfi Id 
State: CA 
ZIP: 93309 
Email: rbreddogs@.bak.rr.com 

Topics 

Proiect Design Modifications 

Cul de sac at La Mirada 

Ot her 

GP-46 

Traffic west of city cannot be justified by the expense. Please explain how 490 total veh icles (Kem Cog Figure,1 
2011 ) at 58 and Tracy Ave justify this type of expense. GP-46-2 
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Name: Robe11 Braley 

Address: 905 Montclair St 
City: Bakersfield 
State: CA 
ZIP: 93309 
Email: rbreddogs@.bak.rr.com 

Topics 

Other 

GP-46 

How much money is ava ilable from 1l10mas funds for this project? How much is design going to cost? 
Acquisition? Construction? Please, break down into three categories. This should be total values. Total Tomas GP-46-3 

funds. 
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Response to Comment GP-46 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-46-1 Your support for the La Mirada cul-de-sac option has been noted. As described in 
the final environmental document (Volume 1), the Preferred Alternative B includes 
an overcrossing at La Mirada Drive to help traffic circulation and maintain 
connectivity to other neighborhoods across the proposed Alternative B alignment.  

An overcrossing at La Miranda Drive would help maintain circulation between 
neighborhoods that would otherwise be cut off. Caltrans has analyzed the benefits 
associated with minimizing impacts on the remaining neighborhood, costs, and 
internal circulation needs.  

GP-46-2 The daily traffic volume on State Route 58 immediately to the east of Tracy Avenue 
is approximately 7,000 vehicles per day, of which approximately 850 vehicles are 
heavy trucks having five or more axles. The Centennial Corridor Project addresses 
many needs, one of which is to accommodate traffic volumes traveling to and from 
Interstate 5. The design year (2038) forecast of traffic on the Centennial Corridor, to 
the west of State Route 99, is 121,375 vehicles per weekday, for Alternative B. 
Future traffic volumes indicate the need to widen an east-west roadway to connect 
to Interstate 5. 

The Centennial Corridor Project construction widening limits terminate at Heath 
Road and would provide intersection improvements only at Stockdale Highway/State 
Route 43 (known locally as Enos Lane). This project will not widen Stockdale 
Highway west of Allen Road to connect to Interstate 5.  

The timing for construction of Stockdale Highway (Segment 3) is unknown, but it 
would not occur until there is sufficient funding and greater traffic demand on those 
portions of the highway. If the need to widen Stockdale Highway at this location in 
the future is identified, then a separate project would be developed. 

GP-46-3 As discussed in Chapter 2 of the final environmental document, the escalated 
2016/17 fiscal year cost of Alternative B is estimated at $570 million, with 
$390 million for construction and support costs (including final design), and $180 
million for right-of-way costs. Furthermore, in terms of cost-benefit analysis and 
savings in travel time over the 20-year (2018-2038) study period for Alternative B 
compared to the No Build Alternative, the resulting savings is estimated at 
approximately $794 million.  

Funding for the project comes from multiple sources, including the Safe, 
Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users, Federal 
legislation signed into law on August 10, 2005. The following funding sources have 
been identified: 

• Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy 
for Users Section 1301 = $90.44 million 

• Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy 
for Users Section 1302 = $289.2 million 

• Other Federal sources = $12.97 million 

• State = $53 million 

• Kern County bond = $57.5 million 

• City of Bakersfield = $206.89 million 
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Comment GP-47 

 
  

Name: Jay Gauthier 

Address: PO Box 341 
City: Bakersfield 

tatc: CA 
ZIP:93302 
Email: jgaut5@vmail.com 

Topics 

Project Design fodilicatio ns 

GP-47 

Please Re-ll1ink an Off-Ramp at Stockdale Hwy. ll1e traffic at Ming is already a mess. Real Rd from both 
directions from California Ave or Ming will Not be able to manage the 'cw Increases in Traffic. T11e many GP-47-1 

business as well as a main entry to CSUB will be Highly Impacted.Plus, the Ramp is already there and can be 
modified as a small % o overall cost. 

Keep Stockdale off-ramp. Real Rd will become a dangerous road. 

Aesthetics/Landscaping 

Do it Right, do it Fair, compared to other California Cities. Our Freewa s are a Reflection of our City, as in 
Most other ities . . 1inimize the Plain Concrete center dividers, add stamped & Green to the mix to Repre ent 
our Valley. Tl1ink Valencia,Paso Roblesjust a Hot, or T11e ! · W 210 Frwy ECTIO , Ivy on wall , low water GP-47-3 
maintenance plants in the ground. Help change our Perception. Painted Chain Link (Blk or Grn) (I'm thinking 
99,and east 58) The New freeway is very nice, but for center dividers, Grow some Ivy! 
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Response to Comment GP-47 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-47-1 Your concern regarding the loss of direct freeway access to Stockdale Highway via 
the southbound State Route 99 Stockdale Highway off-ramp is acknowledged. 
Based on traffic studies, it has been found that the overall reduction in traffic 
congestion brought about by the Centennial Corridor Project will enhance rather 
than impair access throughout the project study area, and it will result in better 
overall design.  

The existing Stockdale Highway off-ramp is a partial interchange providing access to 
State Route 99 in only the southbound direction. This ramp does not meet Caltrans 
acceptable design standards. Caltrans’ Highway Design Manual does not allow for 
local street ramps located within a mile of a freeway-to-freeway interchange 
(Caltrans’ Highway Design Manual, Section 502.2). These ramps have proven to be 
a safety concern in past freeway designs because of the potential for wrong-way 
movements. The existing Wible Road on-/off-ramps to northbound State Route 99 
and the Real Road on-ramp to southbound State Route 99 will also be closed due to 
the changed geometry of the highway improvements that are part of the proposed 
project. These ramps present undesirable safety issues resulting from insufficient 
acceleration and deceleration lengths, tight curve radius on the on- and off-ramps, 
inadequate sight distances around the curves, and insufficient storage length for 
future on-ramp metering. Depending on the destination, the changes in travel 
patterns due to closure of these ramps would increase travel distances, but result in 
only slight increases in travel time. Studies concluded this increase in travel time 
would be less than significant, taking into account the overall reductions in regional 
traffic congestion brought about by the project.  

Regarding access to Cal State University, Bakersfield, given the existence of the 
Westside Parkway, it is anticipated that residents would choose a different route to 
the university other than exiting State Route 99 to Stockdale Highway. In 
approaching from anywhere east of State Route 99, motorists could stay on State 
Route 58/Centennial Connector/Westside Parkway and exit at Coffee Road or 
Calloway Drive. West of State Route 99, motorists could drive to Coffee Road or 
Calloway Drive along an east-west arterial, and then use Coffee Road or Calloway 
Drive to get to the university, avoiding State Route 99 altogether. From the north, 
motorists could drive south on State Route 99, exit at Rosedale Highway, drive to 
Mohawk Street, and cut over to Coffee Road or Calloway Drive using the Westside 
Parkway. Along State Route 178, motorists could take State Route 178 to 
Downtown Bakersfield, use 24th Street to Oak Street, take Oak Street to Truxtun 
Avenue, and take the Truxtun Avenue extension to the Westside Parkway, exiting at 
Coffee Road or Calloway Drive. 

GP-47-2 The design of the project would improve operations and enhance safety for all 
modes of traffic. Sidewalks and crosswalks would also be provided at all 
intersections to facilitate the movement of nonmotorized and pedestrian traffic in the 
project area. Accordingly, the project would result in safety benefits associated with 
considerably less congestion on local streets and State Route 99.  

It is noted Real Road is lightly used except when it runs into the bottleneck at 
Stockdale Highway. The Centennial Corridor Traffic Study examined the intersection 
at Stockdale Highway and Real Road, which was experiencing level of service F in 
2008. The traffic study examines existing, opening year (2018), and design year 
(2038) traffic conditions. By 2038, traffic volumes passing through this intersection 
(identified as intersection #51 in the Traffic Study report) under “No Build” conditions 
will increase to 11,260 vehicles for the two peak hours, AM and PM combined, an 
increase of 56 percent. Under the No Build Alternative, the intersection would result 
in further safety problems due to the increase in congestion.  

In order to address this increase in traffic, Stockdale Highway will be widened to six 
through lanes, compared to the four through lanes that currently exist at Stockdale 
Highway’s intersection with Real Road. The widening will allow for better traffic flow 
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Code 

Response 

and a decrease in congestion as the build conditions will attract vehicles away from 
the surface arterial streets. In conjunction with the elimination of the Stockdale off-
ramp, traffic volumes will be less on Stockdale Highway and Real Road compared 
with the no-build conditions; the reduction in congestion would enhance safety for all 
motorists. The average delay per vehicle data can be found in the Executive 
Summary on page 27 and in the main body of the Traffic Study technical report on 
page 45 (Table 2-5) for existing, page 189 (Table 4-14) for future No Build, and 
page 243 (Table 4-28) for Build Alternative B. The intersection turning movement 
volumes passing through intersection #51 can be found in Figure 2-14 on page 41. 
Year 2038 peak-hour intersection traffic volumes for the No Build Alternative are 
reported on page 95 in Figure 3-8 and in Figure 3-18 on page 123 for Alternative B. 

GP-47-3 The overall Centennial Corridor aesthetic design theme is intended to be compatible 
with surrounding neighborhoods and in keeping with the overall Westside Parkway 
design theme, to the extent feasible, including landscaping, sound walls, bridge 
treatments, and lighting fixtures. By designing aesthetic treatments to be consistent 
with the Westside Parkway, this would provide a cohesive visual character to the 
highway corridor.  

Furthermore, landscaping would be implemented upon completion of construction. 
Plant material would consist of native, drought-tolerant, and self-sustaining species. 
Any proposed plant material shall be approved by the District Landscape Architect 
and would not include any invasive species. With similar aesthetic treatment, no 
visual contrast along the corridor would be seen.  
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Comment GP-48 

 

Nam e: Jason Cater 

Address: 1708 Che ter Avenue 
City: Bakersfield 

tatc: CA 
ZIP:93301 
Email: JCaler@bikebakersfield.org 

Topics 

Pro ject Design fodilications 

GP-48 

Please provide a connection for bicyclists between Easton Drive and Commerce Way across the canal that cuts 
in between the business areas that these roads service. A bicycle connection here will provide a safe, family 
friend ly connection for residents along the south side of California venue to the Kem River Parkway Trai l. 
Also the cormection will provide a quality route for those who work in the areas surrounding Easton Drive and 
are intere. ted but concemed about biking to work to bike to their workplace from the Kem River Parkway Trai l 
with a safe and efficient route. 

Tranlc 

By fi lling in this spot gap in the bicycle network you will improve connectivity for bicyclists in the area. l11 is 
wi ll in tum generate more bicycle trip being made to/from the area and reduce vehicle trip . 

A ir Qualitv 

By increasing bike trip and reducing automobile trip you will reduce ai_r pollution. 

GP-43-1 

IGP-48-2 

Qua lit v of Life / Comm unitv Cohesion 

Biking i a great way to improve a community' 
the pollution in our air. 

quality of life. Additionally reducing vehicle traffic will reduce IGP-45-4 

By building this o,mection you will create a safer route for local bicycli ts to ac ess/leave the area. 
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Code 

Response 

GP-48-1 Caltrans recognizes the positive effects of nonmotorized transportation, such as 
bicycles, on the environment. By providing a bicycle connection within the 
Centennial Corridor Project area, it is possible that an improved bicycle connection 
to an existing Class I and Class II bicycle facility could increase bicycle usage.  

Caltrans has decided to include a bicycle and pedestrian connection between 
California Avenue and Commerce Drive as part of the project. This decision was 
made in response to public requests for a bicycle connection spanning over the 
Carrier Canal. This improvement would enhance bicycle and pedestrian connectivity 
and would result in minimal effects to the environment during construction. 

GP-48-2 Your comment has been noted. It is the goal of the Centennial Corridor Project to 
improve quality of life for the Bakersfield community, including reducing traffic. 

GP-48-3 Your comment is acknowledged. 

GP-48-4 Your comment has been noted. 

GP-48-5 Your comment is acknowledged. Caltrans thanks you for participating in the 
environmental process for the Centennial Corridor Project. 
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Comment GP-49 

 
  

Name: Alfredo Buendia 

Address: 14 13 Sutter Ln 
City: Bakersfield 

tatc: C 
ZIP: 93309 
Email: gooddavjr@gmail.com 

Topics 

Project Drsign Modifications 

GP-49 

While I am in support of Centennial Corridor project and the multi-agency effort to alleviate traffic, decrease 
commute times, and improve air quality in the southern San Joaquin valley, I question the overall design of the 
project as it relates to connectivity with existing freeways (California Route 99). If the goal of Centennial 
Conidor project is to improve metro Bakersfield co1mectivity and move vehicle traffic off surface streets and t 
new highway projec , why is there no plans to full y connect the major North/South freeway with the new 
East/West freeway? Based on current designs, to transition to West-bound Cente1mial Corridor from South
bound 99, motori st would need to exit at Ro ·edale Hwy ... travel several miles on heavily conge ·ted road .. .to 
Mohawk, then reconnect with west ·ide park way. By my count there are 6 traffic ignal and one ra ilroad 
cro sing along this route. Same travel issue with Ea t-bound travel to orth-bound 99? A true 'cloverleaf' GP-49-1 
interchange seem · to be mi sing from the de ·ign. Hwy 99, the major orth/South route through metro 
Bakersfield, and the new project connecting the westside parkway with 58 (a major East/West route), allowing 
multi-directional transition of traffic from all directions seems logical. Without connectors, motorist would exit 
onto surface streets then reenter the desired freeways at different point. This seems to be counter to what TRIP 
and Caltran envi ioned in it collective goal lo improve metro-Bakersfield mobility. Example · include 
99/808/50 in Sacramento and 168/41 /180 in Fresno. Even 99 south allows for transition to 180 west in Fresno 
(180 only spans metro-Fresno wherea 58 i a vital ea I/west inter- tale route via 1-40). To have two majo r 
Cali fornia freeway routes i.ntersect but not allowing fo r di.re tional transition seems to defeat the purpo e of 
building a new freeway . If a traveler has to exit one hi gin ay, travel on urface tree! to reenter a second 
freeway when the two cross paths, why build at all? 
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Response to Comment GP-49 
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Code 

Response 

GP-49-1 A southbound State Route 99 to westbound State Route 58 direct connector will not 
be constructed as part of the Centennial Corridor Project; none of the build 
alternatives analyzed provide direct connector ramps from southbound State Route 
99 to westbound State Route 58 because of the low southbound-to-westbound 
traffic volumes for existing and projected future traffic forecasts.  

A deficiency in traffic operations for either current or future conditions is required to 
substantiate the need for a southbound State Route 99 to westbound State Route 
58 direct connector. If future traffic volumes necessitate construction of this direct 
connector, a separate project that would allow for the integration of a southbound 
State Route 99 to westbound State Route 58 direct connector would be initiated by 
Caltrans. 

Caltrans acknowledges commuters along southbound State Route 99 would have to 
use local surface streets to connect to westbound State Route 58. Access to 
westbound State Route 58 from State Route 99 is provided on the State Route 99 
interchange with existing Rosedale Highway, connecting to the Westside Parkway 
via Mohawk Street. Caltrans is improving the State Route 99/Rosedale Highway 
interchange by providing additional turn lanes at the southbound off-ramp, which will 
enhance the turning capacity from the current one left-turn plus one shared left- and 
right-turn lane configuration to two left-turn lanes and two free-right-turn lanes. As 
part of a separate project, Caltrans will widen Rosedale Highway from two lanes in 
each direction to three lanes in each direction from west of Gibson Street to Mohawk 
Street and beyond. Rosedale Highway will be constructed with or without the 
Centennial Corridor Project.  

Although the project is not providing a southbound State Route 99 to westbound 
State Route 58 direct connector because of the low traffic demand for this direction 
of travel, the Centennial Corridor Project meets the purpose and need by providing 
route continuity and associated traffic congestion relief along State Route 58 within 
metropolitan Bakersfield and Kern County from the existing State Route 58 (East) 
(at Cottonwood Road) to Interstate 5.  

An eastbound State Route 58 to northbound State Route 99 connector is also not 
included as a project feature due to the low traffic volumes for the eastbound to 
northbound movement. It is anticipated that vehicles traveling east on State Route 
58 would take the Mohawk Street exit and travel via Rosedale Highway to the 
Rosedale Highway/State Route 99 interchange for northbound travel. If traffic 
demand necessitates construction of this connector, Caltrans will initiate a future 
stand alone project. The project would be designed to allow for the eastbound-to-
northbound connector to be added in the future.  
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Comment GP-50 

 

  

1l1ank you fo r your comment on the Centennial Corridor Project. Your comment has been received. 

ame: mike P 

Address: 127 stock dale hwy 
City : Bakersfield 
State: CA 
ZIP: 
Email: 

Topics 

GP-50 

-- GP-50-1 GP-50-2 GP-50-3 0

~ I I What will the landscape look like? West side parkway is ugl) How many trees wi ll be planted and what type I 
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Response to Comment GP-50 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-50-1 The overall Centennial Corridor aesthetic design theme shall be compatible with 
surrounding neighborhoods and in keeping with the overall Westside Parkway 
design theme, to the extent feasible, including landscaping, sound walls, bridge 
treatments, and lighting fixtures. By designing aesthetic treatments to be consistent 
with the Westside Parkway, a cohesive visual character will be created. 

GP-50-2 Your comment has been noted. 

GP-50-3 An exact number of trees to be planted could not be quantified because of the 
limited design plans available during the environmental phase of the project. The 
number and type of trees to be planted depend on the mitigation requirements of the 
project and the landscape plan that would be developed during the final design 
phase of the project.  

However, the Centennial Corridor Project will fund a $200,000 grant to be provided 
to a non-profit organization, who will administer the voluntary tree planting program 
in order to plant as many trees as possible within 1,500 feet of the project until funds 
have been exhausted. The voluntary tree-planting program would allow property 
owners to have this air quality mitigation on their property if they are willing to take 
responsibility for watering and care of the tree(s). The estimate of $200,000 is based 
on the commercial-nursery cost of providing one 24-inch boxed tree for each 
property within 500 feet of the freeway.  

Trees would be planted within private properties on a voluntary basis, with the 
highest priority of tree plantings to environmental justice communities within1,000 
feet of the Preferred Alternative B alignment, and secondly, properties within 500 
feet of each side of the Alternative B alignment. If trees are available after the 
primary and secondary targeted areas, property owners within 1,500 feet of each 
side of the alignment would be given an opportunity for tree plantings. If trees are 
still available, they may be planted at other locations in consultation with and 
approved by the city of Bakersfield.  

To construct the project, it will be necessary to remove trees. Caltrans intends to 
preserve as many mature trees as feasible. A tree survey will be completed during 
the final design phase of the project that would identify locations of existing mature 
trees (larger than 20 feet high). Caltrans would identify trees within the project area 
that could be preserved and provide fencing in the design plans to protect them. If a 
tree could not be preserved, the landscape plan will incorporate a tree replacement 
plan with a replacement ratio of 1:1—for every tree removed, a tree will be planted. 
Mature trees that are to be removed shall be replaced using 20-inch box trees.  

When the number of trees to be removed has been identified, an exact number and 
type of plantings could be provided, which will be included in the landscape plans 
during final design. 
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Comment GP-51 

 

Name: Brian Holle 

Address: 226 Cypress St 
C ity: Bakersfield 

tatc: C 
ZIP:93304 
Email: brianholle@vahoo.com 

Topics 

Project Drsign Modifications 

GP-51 

I used to think this was needed until I heard tliat the design eliminates all a cess points to all freeways at the 
99/58 interchange. Residents in 2 mile radius area will have to go miles out of their way on surface streets to 
access a freeway that they have used to have easy access to. THIS IS OT PROGRESS! Any des ign should 
IMPROVE access and traffic flow, not !NCRE SE CONGESTIO ! (Don't tell me it will improve traffic flow 
Furthennore, it is my understa11ding there will be no acce s from 99 to 58/58 to 99 which is in ane. 111is looks 
to be a colossal blunder that will leave everyone wishing tl1ey had tl1e old freeway system back, and the 
bulldozing of home · and bu ines es for thi inept and gro sly deficient design is unconscionable. NO B I D 
OR SE D IT BACK TO THE ORA WING BOARD! 

Trame 

GP-51-1 

Design will increase commuter and cross town traffic on surface streets being used to drive out of way to acces.J GP-51 -2 
freeway. 1 
Noise 

Re idents near bulldozed homes wi ll have to deal with noi e from a freeway that they don't even have acce s tol GP-51-3 

irOualih-

Can you imagine li ving between these freeways in what is already one of the mo t polluted ci tie in the nation?' GP-51-4 

Oualitv of Life/ Communitv Cohesion 

Once again, a neighborhood gets split and deals with the negative impact of a freeway that they don't even get I GP-St-5 
access to. t least if tl1ey had access, they could make efficient, smooth commutes and trips across town. 

Property cguisition / Relocation 

IGP-51-6 
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GP-51 

This is never pleasant, but if sacrificies are made with people fo rced from their homes, it should be 

worthwhile and not leave conge Lion, noi e and grid lo k for the people left behind. 

Propcrtv Values 

'I11is will decrea e property value for everyone within a 1.5 mile radiu of ground zero of thi project. I don't I GP-51 _7 
care what kind of "studie ·" are done, when people see thi inept de ign, it wi ll decrea ·e demand. 

A lternfttives 

I don't think valid alternatives were trnly explored. Too many topics to list here, but there are some valid 
alternative locations that were not considered. For example, add a lane to existing 99 and leaving interchange at 
99/58 intact with a reconfiguration of Cali fo rnia Avenue exit to in Jude a viaduct over or under the rai lroad 
would have been a better alternative. Spared the park, spared the neighborhood, preserved and enhanced access 
improved traffic flow ... 

GP-51-8 
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Response to Comment GP-51 
Comment 

Code 
Response 

GP-51-1 Your support for the No Build Alternative is acknowledged. The design of the 
Centennial Corridor will not eliminate all access points to State Route 99 and State 
Route 58. The Centennial Corridor Project will remove the State Route 58 connector 
to southbound State Route 99 and eastbound State Route 58 at Real Road. 
However, access to State Route 99 and State Route 58 will remain the same to the 
north, east, and south of the interchange. In addition, the Centennial Corridor Project 
is proposing to construct connectors linking State Route 58 and State Route 99 for 
the following movements: westbound State Route 58 to northbound State Route 99, 
southbound State Route 99 to eastbound State Route 58, northbound State Route 
99 to eastbound State Route 58 and eastbound State Route 58 to southbound State 
Route 99. The Centennial Corridor Project would remove a section of State Route 
58 from State Route 99, so State Route 58 traffic would be rerouted to help relieve 
congestion on State Route 99. However, the project is not providing a southbound 
State Route 99 to westbound State Route 58 or an eastbound State Route 58 to 
northbound State Route 99 connector for the reasons described below. 

A southbound State Route 99 to westbound State Route 58 direct connector will not 
be constructed as part of the Centennial Corridor Project; all of the build alternatives 
analyzed do not provide direct connector ramps from southbound State Route 99 to 
westbound State Route 58 because of the low southbound-to-westbound traffic 
volumes for existing and projected future traffic forecasts. A deficiency in traffic 
operations for either current or future conditions is required to substantiate the need 
for a southbound State Route 99 to westbound State Route 58 direct connector. 
However, preliminary plans for all of the alternatives allow for the integration of a 
southbound State Route 99 to westbound State Route 58 direct connector ramp to 
be constructed at a future date when the need for this direct connector has been 
identified. If future traffic volumes necessitate construction of this direct connector, a 
separate project would be initiated by Caltrans. 

Caltrans acknowledges commuters along southbound State Route 99 would have to 
use local surface streets to connect to westbound State Route 58. Access to 
westbound State Route 58 from State Route 99 is provided on the State Route 99 
interchange with existing Rosedale Highway, connecting to the Westside Parkway 
via Mohawk Street. Caltrans is improving the State Route 99/Rosedale Highway 
interchange by providing additional turn lanes at the southbound off-ramp, which will 
enhance the turning capacity from the current one left-turn plus one shared left- and 
right-turn lane configuration to two left-turn lanes and two free-right-turn lanes. As 
part of a separate project, Rosedale Highway will be widened from two lanes in each 
direction to three lanes in each direction from west of Gibson Street to Mohawk 
Street and beyond. Rosedale Highway will be constructed with or without the 
Centennial Corridor Project.  

Although the project is not providing a southbound State Route 99 to westbound 
State Route 58 direct connector because of the low traffic demand for this direction 
of travel, the Centennial Corridor Project meets the purpose and need of the project 
by providing route continuity and associated traffic congestion relief along State 
Route 58 within metropolitan Bakersfield and Kern County from the existing State 
Route 58 (East) (at Cottonwood Road) to Interstate 5.  

An eastbound State Route 58 to northbound State Route 99 connector is also not 
included as a project feature due to the low traffic volumes for the eastbound to 
northbound movement. It is anticipated that vehicles traveling east on State Route 
58 would take the Mohawk Street exit and travel via Rosedale Highway to the 
Rosedale Highway/State Route 99 interchange for northbound travel. If traffic 
demand necessitates construction of this connector, Caltrans will initiate a future 
stand alone project. The project would be designed to allow for the eastbound-to-
northbound connector to be added in the future.  
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GP-51-2 As discussed in Section 3.1.6, Traffic and Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle 
Facilities, the traffic study showed the build alternatives would provide better traffic 
flow for all vehicles due to direct route continuity compared to both the existing 
condition and the No Build Alternative in the future years. Furthermore, the additional 
capacity provided by the build alternatives compared to the No Build Alternative 
would also help reduce congestion on adjacent local roadways because traffic is 
expected to shift to the freeway. 

GP-51-3 The potential short- and long-term noise effects of the project and measures to 
address those effects are detailed in Section 3.2.7, Noise, of the final environmental 
document (Volume 1). Results of the traffic noise analysis for each build alternative 
indicate traffic noise would generally increase as a result of the build alternatives. 
Sound walls are proposed to reduce the traffic noise at the residential areas 
adjacent to the freeway. No traffic noise increase is anticipated at 226 Cypress 
Street, due to the distance to State Route 99 and the new portion of the roadway. 

GP-51-4 The Air Quality Study Report conducted for this project concludes that air quality 
impacts would be less than significant. There will be minimization measures 
implemented in this project to ensure adequate air quality levels during project 
construction and after project completion. Please refer to Section 3.2.6, Air Quality, of 
the final environmental document (Volume 1) for information on specific mitigation 
techniques and healthy air quality levels.  

Air Quality Effects during Construction 

It is acknowledged that construction of the project has the potential to create air 
quality impacts through the use of heavy-duty construction equipment. Fugitive dust 
emissions would result from earthwork and onsite construction activities. Reductions 
in fugitive dust can be achieved by onsite mitigation measures. Compliance with the 
standard conditions SC-CI-20 through SC-CI-22 listed under Avoidance, 
Minimization, and Mitigation Measures – Air Quality, Standard Conditions (refer to 
Section 3.6, Construction Impacts), would reduce construction emissions. Some of 
these measures to control dust include using water or chemical 
stabilizer/suppressant, covering disturbed areas with tarps, and limiting speeds in 
unpaved areas. Air emissions associated with construction activity would be 
temporary and would cease to occur after project construction is completed. 

Permanent Air Quality Effects 

The air quality study prepared for the Centennial Corridor Project indicates that 
potential air quality impacts were found to be less than significant and that the 
project would improve regional air quality due to reduction in congestion on local 
roadways and vehicle idling. Improvements to air quality are also attributed to the 
improved pollution emission performance of a modernizing fleet of all vehicles, 
especially heavy diesel trucks, as a result of Federal and State fuel content and 
engine emissions rules. In addition, the results of the air quality analysis indicate that 
the Centennial Corridor Project would be within regional and Federal air quality 
standards and would not cause or contribute to a violation of any air quality 
standards. To further minimize air quality pollutants within the general area of the 
project, Caltrans has entered into a Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement with 
the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District. Through this agreement, 
targeted air quality improvements will be implemented within the general area along 
the Preferred Alternative B alignment. More detailed information on air quality 
analysis can be found in Section 3.2.6, Air Quality. For more information on the 
Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement, please see Appendix L, Volume 2 of this 
final environmental document.  

GP-51-5 It is acknowledged substantial neighborhood disruption would occur as a result of 
implementing Alternative B, including business and residential displacements; 
permanent street closures; higher exposure to vehicle noise; and division of the 
existing Westpark neighborhood. Between Ford Avenue and California Avenue, the 
alignment would be generally depressed, with overcrossings proposed at 
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Marella Way and La Mirada Drive to help with local traffic circulation and provide 
access across the proposed freeway from areas formerly served by other nearby 
streets. In addition, Marella Way would be designated as a bikeway to replace an 
existing bikeway on Montclair Street that would be closed by the project. An 
undercrossing at Ford Avenue was also considered, and Caltrans has decided to 
implement the crossing. The Ford Avenue undercrossing would maintain the 
connection of Ford Avenue between Stine Road and McDonald Way.  

Changes to several local residential streets would be required as part of construction 
of the new freeway, resulting in street closures; however, local access and 
circulation would be maintained for residents adjacent to the Alternative B alignment. 
Within a 2-mile area of the Westpark neighborhood, access to the freeway is 
provided at three locations: California Avenue, Mohawk Street, and Ming Avenue.  

GP-51-6 Based on the preliminary design, right-of-way and construction easements required 
to build the project would necessitate partial and full acquisitions of many parcels. At 
times, the property acquisition process would result in some properties being 
acquired, while neighboring properties remain in place. Alternative B would fully 
acquire 293 properties and partially acquire 129 properties. Of these, 215 of the full 
acquisitions would be residential parcels, and 34 of the partial acquisitions would be 
residential parcels. 

Please refer to Response to Comments GP-51-2 and GP-51-3 for discussions on 
congestion and noise. 

As discussed in Section 3.1.4.2, Relocation and Property Acquisition, per Standard 
Condition SC-R-1, Caltrans, in coordination with the city of Bakersfield, shall 
implement all property acquisition and relocation activities in accordance with the 
Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act (Uniform 
Act) of 1970 (Public Law 91-646, 84 Stat. 1894). The Uniform Act mandates that 
certain relocation services and payments be made available to eligible residents, 
businesses, and nonprofit organizations displaced by the project. The Uniform Act 
provides uniform and equitable treatment by Federal or Federally assisted programs 
of persons displaced from their homes, businesses, or farms, and establishes 
uniform and equitable land acquisition policies. See Appendix D in Volume 2 for 
more information on Caltrans’ Relocation Assistance Program. Additionally, 
Mitigation Measure R-1 (Section 3.1.4.2) includes measures that may be considered 
by Caltrans for incorporation into the relocation plan to minimize impacts to 
displaced businesses and residences. Accordingly, acquisitions would be conducted 
as necessary to build the approved project, and displaced residents would be 
provided just compensation in accordance with the Uniform Act.  

Right-of-way acquisition will not be finalized until the final design phase. All potential 
acquisitions are subject to change during final design. Caltrans offers brochures that 
explain the acquisition process for renters, property owners, and businesses. The 
Right-of-Way Manual can be found on the Caltrans web site: 
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/row/.  

GP-51-7 It has been expressed in some of the comments received from the public that the 
project would result in decreased property values due to temporary construction 
impacts, permanent construction impacts, and property acquisitions. The final 
environmental document does not specifically discuss property values as part of the 
analysis. Real estate market prices are mainly based on comparative sales in the 
area. Many factors contribute to market values, including location, neighborhood, 
current real estate sales in the area, school system, crime, taxes, government 
services, parks/recreation, and features of the home. The Centennial Corridor 
Project may or may not have an effect on the property values.  

Past research using case studies on the effects of introducing new highway facilities 
near residential properties indicates that over the duration of a longer time period, 
property values will rise after an initial period of downward movement. 
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GP-51-8 As part of the initial scoping process for the Centennial Corridor Project, Caltrans 
considered a wide range of alternatives. Six build alternatives were developed by 
Caltrans and introduced at a public information meeting in March 2008. In addition, 
alternatives suggested by the public and alternatives from previous studies (the 
Bakersfield Systems Study [2002] and the Final Route 58 Route Adoption Project, A 
Tier I Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report [2001]) were 
also evaluated as part of the initial screening. Even though the earlier studies 
rejected some of these alternatives, Caltrans determined they should be subject to 
the initial screening criteria as potential alternatives for the Centennial Corridor 
Project. Nineteen (19) alternatives were reviewed as part of the initial screening 
process. Eighteen (18) of these alternatives proposed construction of new roadway 
alignments (see Figure 2-7 provided in Volume 2), and 1 alternative proposed the 
Transportation Systems Management/Transportation Demand Management/Transit 
Alternative (Alternative M).  

The initial screening process done in 2008 determined that Alternatives A, B, C, and 
D, the No Build Alternative, and Alternative M warranted further study. These 
alternatives all received further analysis and additional screening.  

If an alternative does not achieve the intended purpose established for the project, it 
does not make sense to continue spending resources evaluating it, so it is 
eliminated from further consideration. Another factor in screening alternatives was 
the cost. An alternative was eliminated if the cost substantially exceeded the 
available funding. Alternatives D and M were eliminated after further screening 
because they did not meet the intended purpose and exceeded the cost.  

As discussed in Section 2.1.4, Identification of a Preferred Alternative, as part of the 
screening process, three build alternatives, A, B, and C, were identified and 
evaluated at an equal level of detail in the technical studies and the final 
environmental document. All three alternatives meet the project purpose and need 
of providing route continuity for State Route 58.  

Section 4(f) evaluations for each of the build alternatives were critical for determining 
the Preferred Alternative, among other things. Section 4(f) requires consideration of 
impacts on parkland and historic properties. Alternative B is the feasible and prudent 
alternative because it avoids impacts to Section 4(f) resources. Alternative A would 
impact the Kern River Parkway and the Rancho Vista Historic District, while 
Alternative C would have direct impacts to Saunders Park, a Section 4(f) property in 
an environmental justice community. Even with design modifications to Alternatives 
A and C, Section 4(f) resources could not be avoided; therefore, they could not be 
determined to be the Preferred Alternative. Alternative B has no impacts to Section 
4(f) resources. Please refer to Table B.3 in Appendix B of Volume 2, Section 4(f), for 
a breakdown of feasibility analysis. 

In addition to having no impacts to Section 4(f) resources, Alternative B has the least 
impact on jurisdictional waters. The cost of Alternative B is also the lowest, costing 
about $100 million less than the other two build alternatives.  

Therefore, after comparing and weighing the benefits and impacts of Alternatives A, 
B, and C, some of which are summarized in Tables S.1 and 2.1 of Volume 1 this 
final environmental document, Caltrans has identified Alternative B as the Preferred 
Alternative. For more information about the selection process, please see Section 
2.1.4, Identification of Preferred Alternative, in Volume 1.  

The alternative suggested is very similar to Alternative C and Section 4(f) Avoidance 
Alternatives: East Avoidance Realignment and Construct State Route-58 in Median 
of State Route 99 (see Appendix B, Section 4(f) Evaluation, Section 6.0). These 
three alternatives propose to add additional lanes adjacent to State Route 99 and 
provide a viaduct over California Avenue.  Alternative C proposes additional lanes to 
the west of State Route 99, the East Avoidance Realignment proposes to construct 
lanes east of State Route 99 and the Construct State Route 58 in the Median of 
State Route 99 proposed to build within State Route 99. 

The alternative proposed by the commenter does not consider Caltrans’ design 
requirements for improving an existing state route. The commenter’s proposed 
alternative to “add a lane to existing 99 and leaving interchange at 99/58 intact” does 
not meet the intended purpose established for the project to provide a continuous 
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route along State Route 58 because it would continue as a shared route with State 
Route 99 between Rosedale Highway and the State Route 58/State Route 99 
interchange for both north and south travelling vehicles.  

The impacts of these three similar alternatives were studied and documented. The 
two Section 4(f) Avoidance Alternatives were determined to be not prudent (see 
Table B.3 Summary of Avoidance Alternatives Analysis) because of the 
extraordinary additional costs; severe social, economic or environmental impacts of 
extraordinary magnitude; and not allowing for future expansion of the state route 
facility. 
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Comment GP-52 

 

Name: Joam1e Bender 

Address: 4413 Kenlfield Dri ve 
City: Bakersfield 

tatc: C 
ZIP: 93309 
Email: joanne@dalewbendercpa.com 

Topics 

Project Drsign Modifications 

GP-52 

I would prefer the Corridor to be routed outside of town if a" o Build" option i ·n't approved. However, if it 
has to be built I would like to see more on/off ramps so it can be used by local traffic ..... l'm very concerned 
about the traffic routing on La Mirada and Marella Way as well as how the residents on Kentfie ld Dri ve and 
Ilillsbrough will drive in and out of the area since tJ1ere \ ill only be one way in and one way out (fallbrook wi ll GP-52-1 

be clo ed on one end). 'nle park wi ll be a real problem for us left behind (will addres under Parks below) . 

.Imf!k 

I have lived in this neighborhood for over 35 year ·. I can not ee how Alt B wi ll help with the lo al traffic - it 
will only make it worse since so many residents 'cut through' Westpark to avoid California venue & Stockdale 
Hwy during the rush hours now. Since the only entrance/exit ramp to the Centi1u1ial Corridor in the area are 
Ming Avenue and Mohawk I predict more res idents wi ll use Stockdale and/or California Ave tlrns making the 
lo al traffic more conge ted than it is now. 

Noise 

We can hear Hwy 99 from our home at night. .. .! can't imagine how much noi e there will be having it 3 doors 
from our home! Can CalTrans promise that so1md walls will really make a difference and if they don't work 
what is our recourse as residents? 

ir Oualitv 

Can we get assistance fonn Cal Trans to put in dual pane windows to help reduce tJ1e noise/dust that will 
certainly b a result of the constmction phase and actual build out? 

Q uality of Life/ Community Cnhesion 

GP-52-2 

It is already a forgone conclusion the impact Alt B has had on Westpark ... residents are abandoning tJ1eir homes I 
(j ust look at Marella Way)in ai1ticipation of what's coming ... it is su h a shame. 171e quality of life in Westpark GP-52-5 
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GP-52 
will just continue to decl ine in my opinion .... .! was born and raised in Bakersfie ld and lived here 60 years and I 
remember what Bakersfield was like before Hwy 58 was el\1ended to Real Road as well as the Fwy 178 build GP-52-5 

out... .lhe adjoining properties have dec lined over the years nel\1 to the freeways. 

PropE'r1,• Acguisi1ion / Re-loca1ion 

My house will be 3 doors from the freeway o I my home won't be taken and I don't qualify for 
acquistion/relocation ,mfortunately. 

Propcrtv Values 

It's obvious the values have dropped and it's not just becau e o.f the economy .... many resident's don't want it in 

GP-52-6 

'their' neighborhood so what is the incentive to move in to the area now? GP-52-7 

Construction Related Impacts 

I am very worried about our pool - what is my recourse if it is cracked during construction or if our cultured 
tone/built in BBQ is cracked or our raised patio with cultured stone? Al o - the 'critters' ( ie bugs/rodent ·) will 

run for the hills when construction starts and our block\ ill be in the direct path to the park. .. . any suggestions 
on how we battle the displaced ant nests, cockroaches, rats? And last, but not least, how are we going to be 
assisted when our street looses power/water/sewer/gas since all of the those services will need to be re-routed 
(our block becomes a cul-te-sac) .... will we be provided with altemative housing during the dismptions if they 
run into days/weeks instead of hours? 

Parks / Public l ~md, / 4/Q 

l11ere only a handful of homes left in our area and we will be trapped between Centennial Park/Alt B 
freeway/new ump .. .. we were hoping our few homes would be taken o the park could be extended for 
parking/green area/additional BBQ area (Hill ·brough/Kentfield Dr). We are greatly concerned about the 

GP-52-8 

residents useage ofCente1mia l Park for BBQ/Dog nleash are Soccerffennis, etc. on our side of the park .... the GP-52_9 
parking now i terrib le on mo ·t weekends (nearly year round) and we can't imagine what it wil l be li ke when 
residents can only drive in from La Mirada Dr ...... where will they park? l11ey already park in front of our 
homes and block our driveways often. If this is a foregone conclusion please, please have the city move tl1e 
BBQ's/picnic tables to the other side of the park where there will be more parking available. 

Safetv 

As stated above we are concemed about tJ1e limited access on to Kentfield Dr & Hillsborough with Fall brook 
bei.ng closed on one end ... problems leaving the area in the event of a fire/earthquake/Lake Isabella fa iling, etc. 
are a worry, e pecially if we can't get out of our dri veway due to conge lion from Centennial Park's limi ted 
parking on the east ·ide after build-out. 

esthetics/Landscaping 

If it has to be built I am iJ1 favor of forgoing landscaping ( ince it's not maintained anyway on our existing 
freeways) for more decorative wall s, etc. We were recently in Reno and their freeway are very attractive and 
clean with no landscaping, but decorated wa lls and some iron work which would require little upkeep. 

Alternative, 

GP-52-10 

GP-52-11 

It is so unfortunate that the Bakersfield City Council and Mayor Hall fa iled to keep their promise (in writing in I 
2000-2001 ) that the Cenntenial Corridor would never go tlrrough Westpark. As a result of their promise we GP-52-12 

2 
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GP-52 
decided to stay in our home and renovated our back yard with built in bbq, stonework, etc. in addition to re
roofing our home/paint, etc. If it has to be built I c,111 not figure out why Hwy 58 isn't re-routed around the city 
in tead of cutting right through the heart of Bakersfield. 

In clo ing - I apprec iate the opportunity to provide my inpul.. .. l'm aware that it will not likely change the 
outcome .... however I do hope that ome of the request (ie decorative walls v landscaping/moving BBQ's & 
picnic tables at Centennial Park, etc.) will be considered and adopted. It w ill be helpful for tho e of us left 
behind who will live next to tl1e Corridor. Thanks again for reading my comments. 

3 

GP-52-12 

GP-52-13 
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Code 

Response 

GP-52-1 Your support for the No Build Alternative is acknowledged. Caltrans thanks you for 
participating in the environmental process for the Centennial Corridor Project. Based 
on preliminary design plans for Alternative B, on- and off-ramps are provided at 
Mohawk Street, California Avenue and Ming Avenue. These interchanges are 
located less than 2 miles from the Westpark neighborhood. Between Ford Avenue 
and California Avenue, the alignment would be depressed, with overcrossings 
proposed at Marella Way and La Mirada Drive to help with local traffic circulation 
and provide access across the proposed freeway from areas formerly served by 
other nearby streets. In addition, Marella Way would be designated as a bikeway to 
replace an existing bikeway on Montclair Street that would be closed by the project. 
An undercrossing at Ford Avenue was also considered, and Caltrans has decided to 
implement the crossing. The Ford Avenue undercrossing would maintain the 
connection of Ford Avenue between Stine Road and McDonald Way. Preliminary 
design plans also indicate access to and from Kentfield Drive will require travel on 
Fallbrook Street. It is anticipated traffic volumes on Kentfield Drive and Hillsborough 
Drive would decrease due to several residential acquisitions. As a result of the 
decrease in neighborhood traffic on these two streets, traffic along Fallbrook Drive 
would also decrease.  

GP-52-2 The Kern Council of Governments Regional Travel Demand Model was utilized, 
along with existing traffic counts and engineering judgment, to forecast peak-hour 
traffic volumes at key study intersections. One of the key intersections was 
Stockdale Highway and California Avenue, identified as intersection #35 in the 
Traffic Study technical report. A comparison of Year 2038 traffic volumes at this 
intersection under no-build conditions and Build Alternative B conditions indicates 
that traffic volumes will decrease as a result of the build project on both California 
Avenue and Stockdale Highway passing through this intersection. The traffic 
reductions during the PM peak hour (the peak hour with the heaviest volumes) will 
range from -10 to -31 percent for eastbound and westbound Stockdale Highway 
approach volumes respectively, and -4 to -19 percent for northbound and 
southbound California Avenue approach volumes, respectively.  

GP-52-3 The predicted future peak hourly average traffic noise level at Receiver RB-51 which 
is the second house from the freeway would be 62 decibels in comparison to the 
existing peak hourly noise level of 51 decibels. This impact is lower than the noise 
abatement criteria of 67 decibels for residential areas, as shown in Table 3.32 in 
Section 3.2.7, Noise, Volume 1. Nevertheless, a sound wall would be constructed at 
this location. The proposed 12 foot sound wall at this area would reduce the noise 
level to 59 decibels, resulting in a net increase of 8 decibels in comparison to the 
existing noise level. Traffic noise levels were not predicted at 4413 Kentfield Drive, 
but based on the distance to the freeway, traffic noise would be lower by 3 decibels 
in comparison to Receiver RB-51. Therefore, the future predicted peak hourly noise 
level at 4413 Kentfield Drive with the proposed sound wall would be 56 decibels, 
about 5 decibels higher than the existing peak hour noise level. An increase in noise 
less than 5 decibels is barely perceptible to the human ear. Traffic noise levels will 
be much lower during the evening and night hours. Sound walls provide a 
substantial reduction in traffic noise levels, but they would not completely eliminate 
traffic noise. 

GP-52-4 Caltrans will not be providing dual-pane windows to address potential noise and air 
impacts. Sound walls would be constructed as part of this project to address noise 
impacts. 

GP-52-5 Your comment has been noted. Real estate market prices are mainly based on 
comparative sales in the area. Many factors contribute to market values, including 
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location, neighborhood, current real estate sales in the area, school system, crime, 
taxes, government services, parks/recreation, and features of the home.  

GP-52-6 Your comment has been noted. Property acquisition is determined by the property’s 
location within Caltrans’s right-of-way to construct the project. Caltrans will only 
purchase property if the parcel is needed for a project, or if a property is being 
affected to such an extent it is considered nonfunctional (inadequate access to and 
from your property). Your property is not within the required Caltrans right-of-way, 
and your property will not be affected to an extent where it is considered 
nonfunctional. 

GP-52-7 It has been expressed in some of the comments received from the public that the 
project would result in decreased property values due to various reasons, including 
temporary construction impacts, permanent construction impacts, and property 
acquisitions. Real estate market prices are mainly based on comparative sales in 
the area. Many factors contribute to market values, including location, 
neighborhood, current real estate sales in the area, school system, crime, taxes, 
government services, parks/recreation, and features of the home. The Centennial 
Corridor Project may or may not have an effect on the property values. In addition, 
Caltrans has found no literature, studies, or evidence that property values would 
decrease because of the realization of the Centennial Corridor. 

Past research using case studies on the effects of introducing new highway facilities 
near residential properties indicate that over the duration of a longer time period, 
property values will rise after an initial period of downward movement. More 
information regarding property values can be found in the Community Impact 
Assessment Study. 

GP-52-8  The house at 4413 Kentfield Drive is located at least 250 feet from nearest major 
construction activities related to the proposed freeway construction. At such 
distance construction activities such as moving dirt, grading, and compacting would 
not generate strong enough vibration to cause any structural damage. The 
contractor will be monitoring vibration levels during major construction activities and 
will implement the proper mitigation measures to reduce vibration levels. The project 
construction and/or operation is not expected to attract any additional bugs or 
rodents to the area than what previously existed. It is also not expected that the 
project construction would cause either bugs or rodents currently in the area to 
relocate in homes, neighborhoods or public spaces. The construction areas 
associated with the project are urbanized and/or developed areas that are not 
suitable habitat for any bugs or rodents. These areas include existing development 
and roadway facilities. In addition, the implementation of utility relocation plans 
would be used so long-term service disruption is not expected. Prior to the start of 
construction, neighborhoods along the project alignment will be provided contact 
information for getting additional information or file claims.  

GP-52-9 After construction of the project, access to Centennial Park via Fallbrook Street is 
only provided at La Mirada Drive. The proposed project would not affect the 
availability of on-street parking along Fallbrook Street once the project is 
constructed. However, Fallbrook Street would be converted into a cul-de-sac at 
Marella Way, which would eliminate a few existing on-street parking spaces. There 
would be sufficient surplus parking on the adjacent streets, and the existing surface 
parking lots at the park would remain available to park users.  

While Caltrans will work closely with the city of Bakersfield to minimize potential 
impacts to local traffic and pedestrian access near Centennial Park during the 
construction phase of the project, we encourage you to work with the city of 
Bakersfield Recreation and Parks Department to influence the relocation of the 
park’s physical amenities. Additionally, if your driveway is blocked by illegally parked 
vehicles, please notify the Bakersfield Police Department. If on-street parking 
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severely affects access to your property, you could notify the city of Bakersfield’s 
Public Works Department to request parking restrictions within your area. 

GP-52-10 Please see end of response GP-52-9 concerning contacting the city’s Police 
Department or Public Works Department, depending on the issue. Caltrans 
acknowledges that your concern about limited parking is valid due to the proximity of 
the park in your area; however, it is important to note that similar cul-de-sacs and 
short streets with only one exit are fairly common in the Westpark neighborhood. 

GP-52-11 The project landscape/aesthetic plans have yet to be finalized. If feasible, the project 
will accommodate more decorative designs on the walls. Additionally the 
landscaping would include several factors, such as aesthetics and drought tolerant 
plants. 

GP-52-12 Several alternatives were initially screened prior to the preparation of the draft 
environmental document. One of the alternatives includes construction of a new 
freeway along State Route 223, which would have traversed outside the city. This 
alternative, known as Public Alternative 3, did not meet the purpose of the project 
and would have exceeded the availability of funds (at a cost of $1.72 billion). As a 
result, this alternative was not carried forward. Discussion regarding eliminated 
alternatives can be found in Section 2.1.5, Alternatives Considered but Eliminated 
from Further Discussion, in Volume 1 of this final environmental document. 

GP-52-13 Your comment is acknowledged. 
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Nam e: Juston Pack 

Add ress: 4408 Vista Mesa Drive 
City: Bakersfield 

tatc: CA 
ZIP: 93307 
Email: juston live.com 

Topics 

Pro ject Design fodilicat ions 

GP-53 

Please con ider an addendum to the Corridor general plan that include a tran ition ramp from southbound CA-
99 onto westbound C -58 using the Stockdale Highway exit ramp as a means of accomplishing th is potential GP-53-1 
task. ll1e continuation of CA-58 westward is long overdue, but the omission of that co1rnection from 99 south 
the 58 west would be a huge overs ight if not achmlized. 
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Response 

GP-53-1 None of the alternatives analyzed would provide direct connector ramps from 
southbound State Route 99 to westbound State Route 58 because of the low 
southbound-to-westbound traffic volumes for existing and projected future traffic 
forecasts. A deficiency in traffic operations for either current or future conditions is 
required to substantiate the need for a southbound State Route 99 to westbound 
State Route 58 direct connector. However, preliminary plans for all of the 
alternatives allow for the integration of a southbound State Route 99 to westbound 
State Route 58 direct connector ramp to be constructed at a future date when the 
need for this direct connector has been identified. If future traffic volumes 
necessitate construction of this direct connector, a separate project would be 
initiated by Caltrans. For more information please refer to Section 3.1.6, Traffic and 
Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities, Volume 1 of this final 
environmental document.  
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'ame: Frank Jones 

Address: 13213 Providence Pl 
City: Baker field 
State: CA 
ZIP: 93314 
Email: Fjinps@yahoo.com 

Topics 

Alternatives 

GP-54 

It seems from my perspective that the BEST alternative would be 10 lie into HWY. 99 (I believe ALT C) since 
minimal homes and busi nesses would be taken. This seem to be the bigge I concern of a majority of those in 
opposition. But since CAL TR NS has judged it 10 be the LEA T favorable alternative, it' difficult 10 address GP-54-1 

the differences between ALT B and ALT A. Both take a ARG number of private re idences and bu ines e , 
which ALT C does not. 
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Code 
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GP-54-1 Caltrans thanks you for participating in the environmental process for the Centennial 
Corridor Project.  

After comparing and weighing the benefits and impacts of all of the feasible 
alternatives (Alternatives A through C), Caltrans has identified Alternative B as the 
Preferred Alternative. This determination was made after reviewing the 
environmental impacts, including the following factors: 

Section 4(f) requires consideration of impacts on parkland and historic properties. 
Alternative B is the feasible and prudent alternative because it avoids impacts to 
Section 4(f) resources. Alternative A would impact the Kern River Parkway and the 
Rancho Vista Historic District, while Alternative C would have direct impacts to 
Saunders Park, which is a Section 4(f) property in an environmental justice 
community. Even with design modifications, neither Alternative A nor Alternative C 
could avoid Section 4(f) resources; therefore, only Alternative B was found as 
reasonable and prudent. Please refer to Table B.3 in Appendix B in Volume 2, 
Section 4(f), for a breakdown of feasibility analysis. 

Relocations were another crucial factor for the evaluation of the Build Alternatives. 
Alternative A requires the most property acquisitions and would produce the 
greatest number of displacements, totaling 356 residences and 127 businesses. 
Alternative C would displace fewer residents, but would require the most business 
displacements by taking 198 businesses. Alternative B would affect more housing 
displacements, but less business displacements than Alternative C. Alternative B 
has more community impacts since the alignment would bisect the Westpark 
neighborhood (in a diagonal manner), changing travel patterns within the general 
area. Alternative C would concentrate most of its residential displacements in two 
environmental justice communities, with the largest concentration of single-family 
home displacements in the environmental justice community south of Saunders 
Park. Alternative B has the least impact on environmental justice communities. 

The cost of the Build Alternatives also came under review. Alternative B was found 
to be the least expensive to construct compared to the other two build alternatives.  

Alternative B provides the most effective and feasible solution to predicted traffic 
congestion. Future 2038 traffic forecasts indicate better freeway operations for 
Alternative B; four deficient freeway segments are identified for Alternative B, while 
five deficient freeway segments are identified for Alternative C. 

Please review Section 2.1.3, Comparison of Alternatives, in the final environmental 
document (Volume 1) for more detail about each alternative and their impacts on 
pollution, construction, and cost. The decision to select Alternative B as the 
Preferred Alternative is not solely a Caltrans decision; input from the city of 
Bakersfield, County of Kern, and the public were considered prior to the selection of 
Alternative B. 
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'ame: janice malouf 

Address: 3711 Garnsey Lane 
City: Baker field 
State: CA 
ZIP:93309 
E mail: jmalouf@vahoo.com 

Topics 

Air Oualitv 

GP-55 

Large trees would be removed which currently help mitigate pollution from existing freeways in the area. Thi s 
removal as well as the con truction di sturbances would result in a large extended neighborhood havi ng GP-S5-l 

dangerous air quality. 

Quality of Life/ Community Co loesion 

Whi le probabl y fea ible, the project i not prudent. Among other is ues. it would severely disrupt an establi hed GP-55-2 

community. ee BR H 20 section 4f defi nition of prudent. 
hllp://www .dot.ca.gov/ser/vol l /sec3/special/ch204U hap20.htm#avoidance 

Parks/ Public Lands / 4(Q 

whi le centennia l park may technically be untouched, the neighborhood wou ld completely lose its character and I GP-SS-3 

cohesion. 
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GP-55-1 Caltrans acknowledges that landscaping reduces surface warming and reduces 
carbon dioxide and understands the benefit of trees in reducing air quality pollutants 
and will preserve as many mature trees as practical. The landscape plan will 
incorporate a tree replacement plan that would plant one tree for every tree removed 
using 20-inch box (mature) trees. Caltrans is also proposing to provide tree plantings 
within private property. The Centennial Corridor Project will fund a $200,000 grant to 
be provided to a non-profit organization, who will administer the voluntary tree 
planting program in order to plant as many trees as possible within 1,500 feet of the 
project alignment until funds have been exhausted. The voluntary tree-planting 
program would allow property owners to have this air quality mitigation on their 
property if they are willing to take responsibility for watering and care of the tree(s). 
Trees would be planted within private properties on a voluntary basis, with the 
highest priority for tree plantings in environmental justice communities within 1,000 
feet of the Preferred Alternative B alignment, and secondly, properties within 500 
feet of each side of the Alternative B alignment. If trees are available after the 
primary and secondary targeted areas, property owners within 1,500 feet of each 
side of the alignment would be given an opportunity for tree plantings. If trees are 
still available, they may be planted at other locations in consultation with and 
approved by the city of Bakersfield.  

Permanent Air Quality Effects 

The air quality study prepared for the Centennial Corridor Project indicates that 
potential air quality impacts were found to be less than significant and that the 
project would improve regional air quality due to reduction in congestion on local 
roadways and vehicle idling. Improvements to air quality are also attributed to the 
improved pollution emission performance of a modernizing fleet of all vehicles, 
especially heavy diesel trucks, as a result of Federal and State fuel content and 
engine emissions rules. In addition, the results of the air quality analysis indicate that 
the Centennial Corridor Project would be within regional and Federal air quality 
standards and would not cause or contribute to a violation of any air quality 
standards. To further minimize air quality pollutants within the general area of the 
project, Caltrans has entered into a Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement with 
the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District. Through this agreement, 
targeted air quality improvements will be provided within the general area along the 
Preferred Alternative B alignment. More detailed information on air quality analysis 
can be found in Section 3.2.6, Air Quality. 

Air Quality Effects during Construction 

Construction of the project has the potential to create air quality impacts through the 
use of heavy-duty construction equipment. Fugitive dust emissions would result from 
earthwork and onsite construction activities. Reductions in fugitive dust can be 
achieved by onsite mitigation measures. Compliance with the standard conditions 
SC-CI-20 through SC-CI-22 listed under Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation 
Measures – Air Quality, Standard Conditions (refer to Section 3.6, Construction 
Impacts), would reduce construction emissions. Some of these measures to control 
dust include using water or chemical stabilizer/suppressant, covering disturbed 
areas with tarps, and limiting speeds in unpaved areas. Air emissions associated 
with construction activity would be temporary and would cease to occur after project 
construction is completed. 

GP-55-2 After evaluating all comments received during the public review period for the Draft 
Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement, Caltrans has 
selected Alternative B as the Preferred Alternative. Caltrans has certified that the 
project complies with the California Environmental Quality Act, prepared findings for 
all significant impacts identified, prepared a Statement of Overriding Considerations 
for impacts that will not be mitigated below a level of significance, and certified that 
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the findings and Statement of Overriding Considerations have been considered 
before project approval.  

The three build alternatives share many impacts that are the same or similar in 
magnitude. When determining a Preferred Alternative, the comparison focuses on 
those areas where the impacts are different or one alternative has greater impacts 
than the other alternatives. For the Centennial Corridor project, Alternative B avoids 
Section 4(f) properties, would not have disproportionate impacts on environmental 
justice communities, and is less costly. 

Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act prohibits the Secretary of 
Transportation from approving a project that uses a Section 4(f) protected property if 
there is a feasible and prudent alternative to that use. Under Section 4(f) 
regulations, neither Alternative A nor C can be identified as the Preferred Alternative 
unless all of the other build alternatives can be shown not to be prudent and 
feasible. Even with design modifications, Alternatives A and C did not avoid Section 
4(f) resources and were not found to be prudent or feasible. The analytical process 
required by Section 4(f) is addressed in extensive detail in the final environmental 
document in Appendix B, Section 4(f) Evaluation.  

Of the three build alternatives presented, Alternative A is the most expensive, has 
the greatest number of displacements, and would have the greatest impact on 
wetlands. It also affects a park and the Rancho Vista Historic District, both Section 
4(f) properties. Alternative C is the more expensive when compared to Alternative B 
and would impact two environmental justice communities. It would also impact a 
Section 4(f) resource, Saunder’s Park. Only Alternative B presents an alternative 
that avoids all Section 4(f) resources and is considered prudent and feasible.  

GP-55-3 Caltrans agrees that construction of the freeway would cause impacts to the local 
neighborhood near Centennial Park. Chapter 3 of the final environmental document 
analyzes all three build alternatives and concludes that each would impact the 
existing community character in the areas they would traverse, including Westpark 
with Alternative B. The character and cohesiveness of this suburban development, 
which has existed since the early 1970s as an integrated community, would be 
changed, as detailed in Section 3.1.7, Visual/Aesthetics, Section 3.2.7, Noise, and 
Section 3.1.4, Community Impacts, in Volume 1. Impacts experienced at the 
neighborhood level would change the quality of life of many of the residents who live 
next to the new freeway. In addition, bisecting Westpark, as discussed in Section 
3.1.1.5, could hinder the connectivity of the area. Access within the neighborhood, 
currently characterized by the ability to travel by means of a variety of modes, 
including walking and bicycling, would be altered. Construction of a freeway would 
create physical barriers in Westpark where none existed before; however, 
community impacts have been reduced through implementation of several mitigation 
measures, including providing three crossings at Marella Way, La Mirada Drive, and 
Ford Avenue; aesthetic design treatments; preserving as many mature trees as 
practical and replacing all trees on a 1:1 basis; and being especially sensitive and 
providing enhanced attention to people with special needs—especially the elderly, 
disabled, and low-income population groups—as part of the relocation process. 
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·····Original Message··· ·· 
From: Debi [mailto : rtdrraa@yahoo . com] 
Sent : Tuesday, July 08, 2014 8 : 54 AM 
To: Centennial@OOT 
Subject: Centennial wall 

Sent from my iPhone 

GP-56 

I am opposed of the freeway entering in my neighborhood no matter how high you put that wall 
up . The noise level will still be there and the pollution from all the vehicles traveling 
wil l have a effect on my family since I have asthmatics and my neighbors are asthmat ic as 
wel l but that will be saved for a future lawsuit against cal trans . 

GP-56-1 
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- ----Original Message - ----
From: Debi [mai lto : rtdrraa@yahoo . com] 
Sent : Tuesday, July 08, 2014 4 : 2S PM 
To : Centennial@OOT 
Subject : Centennial wall 58fwy 

Sent from my iPhone 

GP-56 

I am opposing the freeway coming down my street. As it shows by the map I will be across the 
street from the ding dong thing and if I wanted to be near the freeway I would have bought a 
home just as close but I chose to be as far away as I could but it seems to me cal trans will 
be doing whatever the heck they feel like doing regardless what home owners have to say about GP-56-2 
the expansion. But since I will be so close I guess air pollution from all those vehicles 
won't cause my family's asthma to act up but if it does then that's a law suit cal trans will 
have to endure. You can make that wall fifty feet high and it still would not solve the 
problems . 
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GP-56-1 The potential short- and long-term noise effects of the project and measures to 
address those effects are detailed in the Noise Section, 3.2.7, of the final 
environmental document (Volume 1). Results of the noise analysis for each build 
alternative indicate traffic noise would generally increase as a result of project 
implementation. The primary function of sound walls is to provide noise abatement. 
However, these walls could also function to block vehicle emissions from nearby 
residents.  

GP-56-2 As mentioned in Response to Comment GP-56-1, the primary function of sound 
walls is to provide noise abatement; however, these walls could also function to 
block vehicle emissions from nearby residents. 

Permanent Air Quality Effects 

The air quality study prepared for the Centennial Corridor Project indicates that 
potential air quality impacts were found to be less than significant and that the 
project would improve regional air quality due to reduction in congestion on local 
roadways and vehicle idling. Improvements to air quality are also attributed to the 
improved pollution emission performance of a modernizing fleet of all vehicles, 
especially heavy diesel trucks, as a result of Federal and State fuel content and 
engine emissions rules. In addition, the results of the air quality analysis indicate 
that the Centennial Corridor Project would be within regional and Federal air quality 
standards and would not cause or contribute to a violation of any air quality 
standards. To further minimize air quality pollutants within the general area of the 
project, Caltrans has entered into a Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement with 
the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District. Through this agreement, 
targeted improvements will be provided within the general area along the Preferred 
Alternative B alignment. More detailed information on air quality analysis can be 
found in Section 3.2.6, Air Quality. For more information on the Voluntary Emission 
Reduction Agreement, please see Appendix L in Volume 2 of this final 
environmental document.  
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-----Original Message-----
From: Susan Wyatt [mailto : susanowyatt@gmail . com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 08, 2014 9 :08 AM 
To: Centennial@OOT 
Subject : Property taxes 

GP-57 

Are we going to be allowed to take our property taxes currently on our home that we must sell 
with us to our new residence and if so what is the procedure . Our we also guaranteed that 
those transferred taxes will not over inflate in a year or t wo. 

Susan Wyatt,GRI,CRS 

GP-57-1 
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GP-57-1 It is noted that Section 2(d) of Article XIII-A of the California Constitution and Section 
68, Rule 462.5 of the Revenue and Taxation Code generally provide that property 
tax relief shall be granted to any real property owner who acquires comparable 
replacement property after having been displaced by governmental acquisition or 
eminent domain proceedings. Accordingly, your current property tax rate may be 
transferable to a newly purchased, comparable replacement property. If the property 
is acquired by the project, right-of-way agents will provide further information and 
stipulations of the tax relief process. 

As discussed in Section 3.1.4.2, Relocation and Property Acquisition, per Standard 
Condition SC-R-1, Caltrans shall implement all property acquisition and relocation 
activities in accordance with the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property 
Acquisition Policies Act (Uniform Act) of 1970 (Public Law 91-646, 84 Stat. 1894) in 
coordination with the city of Bakersfield. The Uniform Act mandates that certain 
relocation services and payments be made available to eligible residents, 
businesses, and nonprofit organizations displaced by the project. The Uniform Act 
provides uniform and equitable treatment by Federal or Federally assisted programs 
of persons displaced from their homes, businesses, or farms, and establishes 
uniform and equitable land acquisition policies. See Appendix D in Volume 2 for 
more information on Caltrans’ Relocation Assistance Program. Additionally, 
Mitigation Measure R-1 includes measures that may be considered by Caltrans for 
incorporation into the relocation plan to minimize impacts to displaced businesses 
and residences. These nine potential measures included in Mitigation Measure R-1 
are a conscientious approach to the relocation of businesses and homes. They 
emphasize children’s educational needs and resident’s accessibility to relocation 
assistance materials and were developed to facilitate the relocation process. See 
Section 3.1.4.2, Relocation and Property Acquisition, in Volume 1, and/or Appendix 
F in Volume 2 for more information about Mitigation Measure R-1. 

Right-of-way acquisition will not be finalized until the final design phase. All potential 
acquisitions are subject to change during final design. Caltrans offers brochures that 
explain the acquisition process for renters, property owners, and businesses. The 
Right-of-Way Manual can be found on the Caltrans web site: 
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/row/.  
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Begi n forwarded message: 

From: Randa Hunter <rjhracer@aol.com> 
Subject: Comments Centennial Corridor Project 
Date: July 8, 2014 at 4:48:15 PM PDT 
To: Centennial@dot.ca.gov 

GP-58 

'The Bakersfield Californian dated May 10, 2014 stated that West Park path would require far more demolition 
than previously though, expanding earlier demolition numbers by 50%. What are the cumulative impacts to this 
mammoth miscalculation? It is only logical that the EIR and all of the separate Technical Studies i.e. 
Community Impact Assessment, Traffic Analysi , and oi e S tudies would require addendum's. GP-sa.-i 

Logic would follow that these addendu m' s will require hundreds of man hours. As a result of th is 
mi calculation, what will be the monetary .impact to the project total cost? Ul timately, who will bear the 
fina ncial burden of AL TRA1 ignificant rnistakes- we the tax payer ? 

rom Vanessa Vangel 
2224 A Street 
Bakersfield, ca 93301 
Vanessavangel @yahoo.com 
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-----Original Message -----
From: Randa Hunter [mailto : rjhracer:@aol . com] 
Sent : Tuesday, July 08, 2014 5:00 PM 
To : Centennial@OOT 
Subject: Corrment t o Centennial Corridor 

GP-58 

When does CALTRANS plan on re -designating "Centennial Corridor" (very attractive name)! to 
its true name IN TERSTATE 40? Do city and county tax payers typically foot the bill fo r a 
Federal highway project? 
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-----Original Message-----
From : Randa Hunter [mailto :rjhracer@aol .com] 
Sent : Tuesday , July 08, 2014 5:12 PM 
To : Centennial@DOT 
Subject: Comments to Centenni al Corridor 

GP-58 

The Centennial Corridor project was given three alternatives, A, B, and C plus no build. Is 
there a state or federal law t hat mandates the number of vi able alternatives plus no build 
to a highway project? 

GP-58-3 
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-----Original Message -----
From: Randa Hunter (mailto:rjhracer@aol.com] 
Sent : Tuesday, July 08, 2014 5: 25 PM 
To: Centennial@OOT 
Subject: Conwnents Centennial Corridor 

GP-58 

CALTRANS claims that Alternative A, a connector southwest of Alternative B, woul d affect the 
Rancho Vista Historic District. I have resided in Bakersfield for over 40 years and have GP-58-4 
never heard of this historic district. When and by whom was this area given a historic 
designation? 

From Vanessa Vangel 
2224 A Street 
Bakersfield, CA 93301 

vanessavangel@yahoo.com 
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Code 

Response 

GP-58-1 A follow-up article was published by The Bakersfield Californian on September 10, 
2014, clarifying their error on the number of property acquisitions. The author 
counted temporary construction easements, which are not subject to permanent 
acquisition. 

If additional impacts are identified following approval of the Centennial Corridor final 
environmental document, either the final environmental document will need to be 
updated or a re-evaluation will be required, along with supporting studies and 
documents. However, neither of these options is anticipated at this time.  

GP-58-2 There are currently no plans to convert the Centennial Corridor into Interstate 40. 
Furthermore, it is not uncommon for Federal highway projects to include funding 
portions from local sources, commonly referred to as a “local match.” Typically, local 
match funds can be raised through numerous funding mechanisms, including city 
and/or county tax funds.  

Accordingly, funding for the project comes from multiple sources, including Safe, 
Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users, 
Federal legislation signed into law on August 10, 2005. The following funding 
sources have been identified: 

• Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy 
for Users Section 1301 = $90.44 million 

• Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy 
for Users Section 1302 = $289.2 million 

• Other Federal sources = $12.97 million 

• State = $53 million 

• Kern County bond = $57.5 million 

• City of Bakersfield = $206.89 million 

GP-58-3 State and/or Federal law do not mandate a specific number of viable alternatives to 
be analyzed. It is noted that both the California Environmental Quality Act and 
National Environmental Policy Act require analysis of a no-build alternative for an 
environmental impact report and environmental impact statement, respectively. 
Under the California Environmental Quality Act, an environmental impact report 
requires analysis of a reasonable range of alternatives, including those which would 
attain most of the basic project objectives while avoiding or reducing the 
environmental effects of the project. Additionally, the National Environmental Policy 
Act requires that an environmental impact statement include analysis of all 
reasonable alternatives, including the no-build. Each viable alternative must be 
considered and discussed to a comparable level of detail.  

As part of the initial scoping process for the Centennial Corridor project, Caltrans 
considered a range of alternatives. Six build alternatives were developed by 
Caltrans and introduced at a public information meeting in March 2008. In addition, 
alternatives suggested by the public and alternatives from previous studies (the 
Bakersfield Systems Study [2002] and the Final Route 58 Route Adoption Project, A 
Tier I Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report [2001]) were 
also evaluated as part of the initial screening. Even though the earlier studies 
rejected some of these alternatives, Caltrans determined they should be subject to 
the initial screening criteria as potential alternatives for the Centennial Corridor 
project. A total of 19 alternatives were reviewed as part of the initial screening 
process. Eighteen of these alternatives proposed construction of new roadway 
alignments (see Figure 2-7 provided in Volume 2), and one alternative proposed 
transportation system management and transit improvements.  

The initial screening process done in 2008 determined that Alternatives A, B, C, and 
D, and the No-Build Alternative, and the Transportation Systems 
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Management/Transportation Demand Management/Transit Alternative 
(Alternative M) warranted further study. These alternatives all received further 
analysis and additional screening and can be found in Section 2.1.5, Alternatives 
Considered but Eliminated from Further Discussion, in Volume 1 of this final 
environmental document. 

If an alternative does not achieve the intended purpose established for the project, it 
does not make sense to continue spending resources evaluating it, so it is 
eliminated from further consideration. Another factor in screening alternatives was 
the cost. An alternative was eliminated if the cost substantially exceeded the 
available funding. Alternatives D and M were eliminated after further screening 
because they did not meet the intended purpose and exceeded cost.  

GP-58-4 The Rancho Vista District is not listed on the California Register of Historical 
Resources, nor is it on the National Register of Historic Places. However, many 
single-family residences on these streets were identified as being eligible for the 
National Register of Historic Places under Criteria A and C; therefore, they must be 
considered part of the Section 4(f) considerations. In Appendix B, Section 4.3 of the 
Centennial Corridor final environmental document Volume 2, the district is identified 
as eligible “under Criterion A for its significance in incorporating innovative mass-
production technology during post-World War II. [And] under Criterion C the Rancho 
Vista Historic District is an important example of a postwar subdivision consisting 
entirely of houses built by the whole-house fabrication method.” Please refer to 
Section 3.1.8 (Cultural Resources) of the final environmental document (Volume 1) 
to read more about the Rancho Vista Historic District. 

As part of the identification and evaluation efforts required by Section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act and in compliance with 36 Code of Federal 
Regulations 800.4, Caltrans prepared an Historic Property Survey Report for the 
Centennial Corridor Project, prepared by architectural historians and archaeologists 
who meet the Secretary of Interior’s Professional Standards (36 Code of Federal 
Regulations 61) for their respective discipline. Four properties within the project’s 
area of potential effects, including the Rancho Vista Historic District, were 
determined eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places following 
extensive research and field investigations. Rancho Vista Historic District was found 
to be a significant historic property for its collection of post-World War II tract houses 
incorporating innovative mass-production technology and a pioneering whole-house 
fabrication method. Please refer to Volume 1 of the Centennial Corridor final 
environmental document Section 3.1.8 to read more about the Rancho Vista Historic 
District. Caltrans has prepared a publication (available online), “Tract Housing in 
California, 1945-1973: A Context for National Register Evaluation” (2011), which 
establishes the analytical framework that architectural historians use to assess this 
property type.  
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From: Gary Crabtree fmailto :gary@affiliatedappraisers.biz1 
Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2014 10:38 AM 
To: Puller, Richard C@ DOT 
Cc: Taylor, Jennifer H@OOT; 'Wagner, Daniel'; Romero, Ken J@DOT 
Subject: RE: Sound Wall S-509 

Thank you Richard, 

I have a couple more questions: 

GP-59 

1. In the EIR you have stated that the proximity to Stockdale Christian School is 1,100 feet. I think that you need 
to recalculate that measurement. Accord ing to my measurement, the SCS playground boundary is 
approximately 340 feet from the nearest traffic lane of the alignment. The nearest classroom is approximately 
370 feet. Assuming this data is true, how is the EIR impacted with reference to California Code - Section 
21151.8? 

GP-59-1 

2. With respect to the above cited code. How can DOT assure the 750 students and their parents, plus the school r 
staff, that the health risks from the alignment with respect to pollution sources do not and will not constitute an P-59-2 

actual or potential endangerment of public health to persons who would attend or be employed at the school. 

3. With respect to the sound wal l (S-509 ). According to the EIR, the current dBA is 52. The future traffic noise is r 
predicted to range from 61 to 76 dBA or an increase of 9 to 24 dBA. As I understand the EIR, for every foot of 
height of a sound wall the dBA decreases 1 dBA and the maximum reduction with a 16 foot sound wall will range p.sg-3 

from 54 to 64 dBA. Are these sound measurements predicted for Stockdale Christian School at your stated 
1,100 foot proximity? If so, what would the dBA levels be if that distance is lowered to 340 feet. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Gary 

Gary Cr,1btree , SRA 
Atnliated Appraisers 
Bakrrsfield, California 
Office - (661) 327-9045 
Cell - (661) 747-9466 
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GP-59-1 Thank you for participating in the environmental process for the Centennial Corridor 
Project. It is acknowledged that Stockdale Christian School is within approximately 
375 feet of the Preferred Alternative B alignment. The final environmental document 
has been revised to indicate the correct distance between the Stockdale Christian 
School and the nearest travel lane. The California Environmental Quality Act 
statutes reference (PRC § 21151.8) specifically pertain to purchase of a school site 
or construction of a new public elementary or secondary school by a school district, 
and it is silent regarding a new roadway facility being placed adjacent to a private 
school. 

While State law CEC §17213 and PRC § 21151.8 prohibits construction of a new 
school within 500 feet of a freeway, there are no regulations restricting the 
construction of a freeway near existing school facilities.  

GP-59-2 Permanent Air Quality Effects 

The air quality study prepared for the Centennial Corridor Project indicates that 
potential air quality impacts were found to be less than significant and that the 
project would improve regional air quality due to reduction in congestion on local 
roadways and vehicle idling. Improvements to air quality are also attributed to the 
improved pollution emission performance of a modernizing fleet of all vehicles, 
especially heavy diesel trucks, as a result of Federal and State fuel content and 
engine emissions rules. In addition, the results of the air quality analysis indicate that 
the Centennial Corridor Project would be within regional and Federal air quality 
standards and would not cause or contribute to a violation of any air quality 
standards. More detailed information on air quality analysis can be found in Section 
3.2.6, Air Quality. 

Air Quality Effects during Construction 

Construction of the project has the potential to create air quality impacts through the 
use of heavy-duty construction equipment. Fugitive dust emissions would result from 
earthwork and onsite construction activities. Reductions in fugitive dust can be 
achieved by onsite mitigation measures. Compliance with the standard conditions 
SC-CI-20 through SC-CI-22 listed under Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation 
Measures – Air Quality, Standard Conditions (refer to Section 3.6, Construction 
Impacts), would reduce construction emissions. Some of these measures to control 
dust include using water or chemical stabilizer/suppressant, covering disturbed 
areas with tarps, and limiting speeds in unpaved areas. Air emissions associated 
with construction activity would be temporary and would cease to occur after project 
construction is completed. 

Potential localized operational and construction related air quality impacts will be 
further minimized though the Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement with the San 
Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District. Appendix L provides a copy of the 
Voluntary Emission Reduction Agreement. 

GP-59-3 The draft environmental document incorrectly stated the distance to the Stockdale 
Christian School at 1,000 feet for Alternative B. However, the Stockdale Christian 
School noise analysis was correctly modeled, which is represented by Receiver RB-
38. The distance between the RB-38 and the edge of the proposed shoulder is 
approximately 375 feet; hence, the results of the noise analysis for RB-38 as 
presented in Section 3.2.7 are correct. 

The Stockdale Christian School was represented by Receiver RB-38 in the traffic 
noise impact analysis, which is approximately 375 feet from the edge of the 
proposed shoulder. The existing peak exterior noise level of 52 decibels is based on 
the long-term measurement site (LT9), which was within 200 feet of the school. The 
predicted future peak noise hour traffic noise level for Alternative B at the school is 
58 decibels, which is 6 decibels higher than the existing noise level, but it is 8 
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decibels below the threshold for impact (as outlined in Section 3.2.7, Noise, in 
Volume 1); therefore, the school is not considered impacted and does not qualify for 
abatement under Federal Highway Administration and Caltrans guidelines. In 
addition, Sound walls S509 and S519, which are considered for the impacted 
residences along Del Ray Court, would also provide 1 decibel of traffic noise 
reduction to the school. Therefore, the future exterior traffic noise levels at the 
school will be 57 decibels with the sound walls, which will be 5 decibels higher than 
the existing noise level. The increase of 5 decibels is barely noticeable to the human 
ear and is below the Federal Highway Administration Noise Abatement Criteria of 67 
decibels for the exterior of a school. These Noise Abatement Criteria are defined in 
Title 23 Code of Federal Regulations 772 and can also be found in Section 3 of the 
Caltrans Traffic Noise Analysis Protocol, May 2011.  

The traffic noise levels for the receivers range from 61 to 76 decibels without a 
sound wall for Alternative B. However, it is erroneous to assume that each height 
increase of 1 foot to the sound wall corresponds to a noise reduction of 1 decibel. 
Table H-2 on page 455 of the Noise Study Report shows the noise levels and sound 
wall performance for Receiver RB-38, which represents the Stockdale Christian 
School, as well as the other receivers in this area.  
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Tami L. Conrado 
Chief, Office of Public Information and Legislative Affairs 
Caltrans - District 6 
(559 l 48 8-408 2 

htt p:/,www. dot ca. gov /socialme dia 

SLOW FOR THE 
CONE ZON.~· 

From: Freer, Marcy@DOT On Behalf Of Web Admin@DOT 
Sent: Tuesday, June 10, 2014 5:34 PM 
To: Conrado, Tami L@DOT 
Subject: FW: CallJ'ans web feedback page 

Hi Tami - see below, from the web. Thanks 

Marcy Freer 
Phone 916.654.3644 
External Affairs 

-----Original Message-----
From: ray cl ant on@oxy .com [mailto:ray clantor@oxy .c om ] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 10, 2014 12:26 PM 
To: Web Admin@OOT 
Subject: Caltrans web feedback page 

GP-60 

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by ray_clanto~oxy.com on June 
10th, 2014 at 12: 25PM ( PDT). 

county: Kern 
URL: http://dot .c a.gov/dist6/environmental/projects/centennial/publichearing.html 
message: I cant attend the hearing, but would like to comment . HWY 58 dead ending into a 
subdivision is embarrassing, when you fix this, make sure you can expand it later as 
Bakersfield is growing . Thanks for fi xing this and please work with or planners to avoid 
stupid mistakes like this . In the future . The city needs a loop (without traffic signals! 
email : ray_ clanton@oxy. com 

-------- Env Report-------
REMOTE_HOS T: 
REMOTE_ADDR: 149.136.20.125 

GP-60-1 
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GP-60-1 Your comment is noted. Caltrans recognizes the deficiency of the current State 
Route 58 (east) terminating at Real Road and has developed the Centennial 
Corridor Project to address this issue. Caltrans will continue to work to address 
future deficiencies in traffic operations in the area.  

There are no current plans to construct a freeway loop around the perimeter of the 
metropolitan area of Bakersfield. Discussion regarding alternate designs can be 
found in Section 2,1.5, Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Further 
Discussion, in Volume 1 of this final environmental document. 
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Name: alan booth 

Address: po box 
City: 
State: CA 
ZIP: 
Email: alan@portfolioproprties.com 

Topics 

Propertv Acquisition / Relocation 

lower prope1ty values 

Property Values 

will be negatively impacted 

Parks / Public Lands / 4(Q 

you can certainly mitigate the Saunders Park with a swipe of Obama's pen 

GP-61 

GP-61 -1 

GP-61-2 
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GP-61-1 Thank you for participating in the environmental process for the Centennial 
Corridor Project. Several comments were received regarding property values. 
Some individuals have expressed a general belief that the project would result in 
decreased property values due to various reasons, including temporary 
construction impacts, property acquisitions, and/or project features being closer to 
properties than previously. However, the final environmental document does not 
specifically discuss property values as part of compliance for either California 
Environmental Quality Act/National Environmental Policy Act analysis since it is 
not required or expected.  

The Centennial Corridor Project may have an effect on property values, but it is 
not likely to be a major change based on literature that Caltrans reviewed and 
summarized for Appendix D of the Standard Environmental Reference Volume 4 
(Community Impact Assessment).  

The effects of highway improvements on property values have been studied 
extensively, especially the impacts on single family residential property. Most 
studies, though not all, conclude that new transportation facilities, including 
freeways, have an overall positive effect on property values.  

One such independent research study, conducted by professors from Cal Poly 
University Pomona, evaluated the effects on housing prices of a new freeway in 
Southern California, Interstate 210 extension, which opened in 2002 (Reibel, et. al. 
200820). It is worth noting that in looking at four years of housing sales data, the 
researchers found that while all house prices generally continued to climb in the 
freeway corridor, those houses located within 0.4 mile of the new freeway facility 
did not see their values rise as rapidly. The authors attributed this, as have other 
studies, to certain negative effects associated with freeways which are often found 
at very short distances on houses nearby, such as increased noise, and air 
pollution, and which may have the effect of keeping the value of the house from 
increasing at the same rate of those located further away (that is, beyond 0.4 
mile). At the next functional range of distances, the benefits are still close enough 
to be beneficial but the general negative proximity impacts are diminished. At even 
greater distances away from the new freeway, the value of increased mobility and 
accessibility gradually declines to zero. In particular, price appreciation following 
the freeway construction is the slowest for houses in the closest proximity to the 
freeway (within 0.4 mile), much faster at moderate distances, and slower again as 
the distance further increases. In addition, another study concluded that freeway 
design is also an important factor, with depressed freeways contributing most to 
property values (Siethoff 200221). Freeway grade has a consistent impact on land 
value, with the depressed sections having the highest land value for residential 
properties. The rationale is that the less visible the freeway, the higher the value to 
residential owners. This pattern is consistent with studies reviewed for Caltrans 
Volume 4 Appendix D. Another study conducted for the Arizona Department of 
Transportation and the Federal Highway Administration California found that 
property values increase at a greater rate for both commercial and multi-unit 
apartments over single family residences (Carey: 200122).  

                                                 
20  Reibel, Michael. House Price Change and Highway Construction: Spatial and Temporal Heterogeneity.  

California State Polytechnic University, Pomona. 
21  Siethoff, Brian ten. Property Values and Highway Expansions: An Investigation of Timing, Size, 

Location, and Use Effects.  Cambridge Systematics, Inc. Cambridge, MA.  January 2002. 
22  Carey, Jason. Impact of Highways on Property Values: Case Study of the Superstition Freeway 

Corridor.  Arizona Department of Transportation.  Phoenix, AZ. October 2001.   
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Past research using case studies on the effects of introducing new highway 
facilities near residential properties indicates that over the duration of a longer time 
period, property values will rise after an initial period of downward movement. 

GP-61-2 Your comment is acknowledged. Saunders Park will not be affected under the 
Preferred Alternative (Alternative B). Saunders Park would only be affected under 
Alternative C, which would result in permanent impacts totaling 3.27 acres. 
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GP-62 

ame: J nalhan Mi ll 

Addre : 1222 Woodrow Ave. 
City: Bakersfield 
State: CA 
Email: jonathan.rbsandri ni@gmail.com 

Topics 

Project Design Modincalions 

I believe Option Bis the best option for our community 

Traffic 

GP-62-1 

Building a connection between hwy 99 and 1-5 via the entennial corridor is vital to the growth GP-62-2 
of our community. 

Quality of Life/ Communi tv Col,esion ~ 

This project will reduce traffic on surface streets and allow better flow of traffic between Hwy 9 GP-62-3 
and 1-5 

Property Acquisition / Relocat ion 

while I am not directly affected I do feel that the people who will be displaced will need more 
than just "fair market value" we also need to provide assistance to the displaced property owners 
and make sure that they are not left out on the streets with nowhere to go. with this said I am still 
in support of completing the centennial corridor 

Construction Related Impacts 

There will be some growing pains but it is for the greater good 

This project will iocrea e afety on the road by reducing traffic on major choke poi nts on our 
local roads 

GP-62-4 

IGP-62-5 

IGP-62-6 

My late randfather L. Dale Mills (ret.Director o.f public works for Kern county) dreamed about 
completing this project before there were o many houses .in the way. We should have done this GP-62-7 
sooner but ri ght now our 0111mu1:lity and Econo my depend on the completion of this project. 
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Response to Comment GP-62 
(Comment Received after Public Review Period) 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-62-1 Your support for Alternative B is acknowledged. 

GP-62-2 The Centennial Corridor Project is anticipated to provide an efficient movement of 
traffic, goods, and materials through metropolitan Bakersfield by providing route 
continuity from the State Route 99/State Route 58 interchange to Interstate 5. 
Bakersfield is positioned to be the economic center of the San Joaquin Valley 
because of its proximity to Interstate 5 and State Route 99, the two major corridors 
for goods movement, as well as its location between Los Angeles and the Bay Area.  

In addition, improved access throughout Bakersfield would benefit agricultural-
oriented businesses that are west and east of Bakersfield because travel time and 
associated costs to and from those businesses and distribution facilities in the 
downtown area of Bakersfield and along State Route 99 and State Route 58 would 
be reduced. 

GP-62-3 A discussion of the positive benefits of the project on traffic is provided in Section 
3.1.6, Construction Impacts, of the final environmental document. 

GP-62-4 Caltrans, in coordination with the city of Bakersfield, shall implement all property 
acquisition and relocation activities in accordance with the Uniform Relocation 
Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act (Uniform Act) of 1970 (Public 
Law 91-646, 84 Stat. 1894). The Uniform Act mandates that certain relocation 
services and payments be made available to eligible residents, businesses, and 
nonprofit organizations displaced by the project. The Uniform Act provides uniform 
and equitable treatment by Federal or Federally assisted programs of persons 
displaced from their homes, businesses, or farms, and establishes uniform and 
equitable land acquisition policies. See Appendix D in Volume 2 for more 
information on Caltrans’ Relocation Assistance Program. Additionally, Mitigation 
Measure R-1 (Section 3.1.4.2) includes measures that may be considered by 
Caltrans for incorporation into the relocation plan to minimize impacts to displaced 
businesses and residences. Accordingly, acquisitions would be conducted as 
necessary to build the approved project, and displaced residents would be provided 
just compensation in accordance with the Uniform Act.  

GP-62-5 Construction-related impacts are anticipated as a result of the proposed project. 
These temporary impacts may include traffic impacts due to lane/road closures, air 
quality, and noise. The proposed project will implement measures to minimize 
impacts to the greatest extent feasible. Construction-related mitigation and 
minimization measures are provided in Section 3.6, Construction Impacts, in this 
final environmental document.  

GP-62-6 Your comment is acknowledged.  

GP-62-7 Your comment is acknowledged. 
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Comment GP-63 

 

 
  

Jose Espinoza 
July8 

Property Acquisition/Relocation 

GP-63 

Neighborhood they will be using to comp. has a F rating for crime, This is unfai r to our home market 
value. 

I GP-63-1 
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Response to Comment GP-63 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-63-1 Real estate market prices are mainly based on comparative sales in the area. Many 
factors contribute to market values, including location, neighborhood, current real 
estate sales in the area, school system, crime, taxes, government services, 
parks/recreation, and features of the home.  

Real estate appraisals would be conducted fairly using comparative sales within the 
general area of your property. Whether or not the comparable sales area is rated “F” 
for crime, right-of-way agents will explain their real estate appraisal with the property 
owners. 

Real estate property acquisitions would comply with the provisions of the Uniform 
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act (Uniform Act) of 
1970. The Uniform Act mandates that certain relocation services and payments be 
made available to eligible residents, businesses, and nonprofit organizations 
displaced by the project. The Uniform Act provides uniform and equitable treatment 
by Federal or Federally assisted programs of persons displaced from their homes, 
businesses, or farms, and establishes uniform and equitable land acquisition 
policies. Caltrans has developed the Relocation Assistance Program to satisfy the 
provisions stated in the Uniform Act and to ensure that persons displaced as a result 
of a transportation project are treated fairly, consistently, and equitably so that such 
persons will not suffer disproportionate injuries as a result of projects designed for 
the benefit of the public as a whole. See Appendix D in Volume 2 for more 
information on Caltrans’ Relocation Assistance Program. 

As discussed in Section 3.1.4.2, Relocation and Property Acquisition, per Standard 
Condition SC-R-1, Caltrans, in coordination with the city of Bakersfield, shall 
implement all property acquisition and relocation activities in accordance with the 
Uniform Act and Caltrans’s Relocation Assistance Program. Right-of-way agents will 
follow standardized guidelines during the appraisal process to determine a fair 
market value of the property. Additionally, principles of real estate market values are 
primarily based on comparative sales in the area. Many factors contribute to market 
values, including location, neighborhood, current real estate sales in the area, 
school system, crime, taxes, government services, parks/recreation, and features of 
the home.  
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Comment GP-64 

 

From : Shelley kraft (mailto:skshelley4@gmail .com) 
Sent: Sunday, July 13, 2014 2:37 
To: Centennia l@DOT 
Subject: SAVE THE TREES 

GP-64 

I wanted to express my concern for saving some of the rather old trees along the corridor's way. Thank I 
you. GP-64-1 
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Response to Comment GP-64 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

GP-64-1 Caltrans thanks you for participating in the environmental process for the Centennial 
Corridor Project. To construct the project, trees (including old mature trees) would 
be required to be removed. Caltrans would preserve (protect in place) as many 
mature trees as feasible. Because of the limited available design at this phase of the 
project, detailed information on the number of mature trees could not be quantified; 
therefore, a determination could not be made whether mature trees could be 
preserved. A tree survey will be completed during the final design phase of the 
project that would identify locations of existing specimen-sized trees (larger than 20 
feet high). Caltrans would identify trees within the project area that could be 
preserved and provide fencing in the design plans to protect them. If a tree could not 
be preserved, the landscape plan will incorporate a tree replacement plan with a 
replacement ratio of 1:1 (i.e., for every one tree removed, a tree will be planted). 
Mature trees (larger than 20 feet high) that are to be removed would be replaced 
using 20-inch box trees.  
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Chapter 7 Responses to Oral Comments 
Received at the June 11, 
2014 Public Hearing 

This section provides oral comments received on the draft environmental document 
from persons attending the public hearing held on June 11, 2014. A total of 6 oral 
comments were recorded and are summarized below. Transcripts of the oral 
comments and responses to topics of concern are provided on the pages that follow.  

Table 7.1  Summary of Oral Comments Recorded at the June 11, 2014, 
Public Hearing  

Comment 
Code 

Commenter Name Comment Topics 

PH-1 Jim Landers Design modification 

PH-2 Dennis Fox General 

PH-3 Karen Landers Design modification 

PH-4 Roberta Bender Design modification 

PH-5 Vicky Gresham General, Design modification, Traffic 

PH-6 Darlene Simpson Community cohesion, Relocation 
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Comment PH-1

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

centennial corridor Meagan 6-11-14.TXT 

BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA 

centennial corridor 

Public Comments 

June 11, 2014 

Transcribed by: Meagan Coles 

JIM LANDERS: Ji m Landers, L-a-n-d-e-r-s. I 

1sould like to have La Mirada Drive turned into a 

cul-de-sac . That ' s an option to have over there . They 

said you need to tell us, and that ·s what I am doing. 

And that's about it for right now. 

Page 1 
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Response to Comment PH-1 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

PH-1-1 Caltrans thanks you for participating in the environmental process for the Centennial 
Corridor Project. As described in the final environmental document (Volume 1, 
Summary, and Section 2.1.1, Build Alternatives), the Preferred Alternative 
(Alternative B) includes an overcrossing at La Mirada Drive to help traffic circulation. 
Sheet 10 for Alternative B shows the overcrossing and can be found in Appendix E 
of Volume 2.   

Caltrans has analyzed the benefits associated with minimizing impacts on the 
remaining neighborhood, costs and maintaining circulation between neighborhood 
sections that would otherwise be cut off.  

The proposed overcrossings at La Mirada Drive and Marella Way, as well as the 
proposed undercrossing at Ford Avenue, would allow three local streets to remain 
open between California Avenue and Stockdale Highway. 

At this early stage of the project, it is assumed that all of the above-mentioned 
design options (Marella Way Overcrossing, Ford Avenue Undercrossing, and La 
Mirada Drive Overcrossing) would be constructed as part of the project. These 
crossings would help to maintain community cohesion and connectivity between 
either side of the neighborhood. 
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Comment PH-2 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 
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BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA 

Centennial corridor 

Public Comments 

June 11, 2014 

DENNIS FOX : My name is Dennis, two '"Ns, .. FOX 

with one '"x . .. I was on the 2010 plan, and that goes 20 

years before 2010. They did a 2010 General Plan for 

9 the city of Bakersfield. At that time the circulation 

10 element -- it was when Bakersfield was being sold. 

11 Bakersfield was sold along with stock and politi cian 
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12 from people who, uhm, the factors -- the people who got 

13 us to invade and take over Hawaii . And , uhm , we got 

14 into the -- the service level was dropped from service 

15 Level A to servi ce Level D, and, you know, for the 

16 benefit of the developer . And they decided that t he 

17 freeway was needed to go out there. 

18 Bakersfield, as you may know, is al ways 

19 behind 20 years· current stuff. We are a conservative 

20 area, not conservative like (unintelligible) and sel f 

21 reliance . ··conservative·· here means backward and 

22 getting goodies from uncle . That's why we always have 

23 to say we are conservative to deny that we al ways have 

24 to get something from somebody else, like water from 

25 farmers in California. we want t heir water for here to 

2 PH-2-1 

1 sell to LA and stuff like that. 

2 The, uhm , the development originally was to 

3 be on the easts ide. There was even a Catholic school 

4 and Catholi c church on Niles, and I think there was a 

couple of school s that died because Bakersfield the 

6 General Pl an just -- Bakersfield development moved from 

7 east Bakersfield over to the west where it is now. 

8 very, very odd on behalf of an outside entity, And 

9 Bakersfield is always t al king about being southern , but 

10 for 150 years we are always dependent on outside 

11 entities to tell them what to do, especial l y, with the 

12 water and with t he development. so at that time t hey 

13 wanted a freeway and -- this current freeway. 

14 Or iginal ly the freeway -- 58 , wh i ch dead 

15 ends -- dead ended into a house, and t hey had cows 
Page 2 
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16 cows. I remember they had semis driving into the 

17 people"s house. They had to go out and lasso the cows 

18 on the freeway. so they put in the Wi l d west shopping 

19 center where they lassoed the cows. Wild west - - and 

20 they put up a burn there to catch the cars. The 

21 freeway was suppose to go straight from there and 

22 continue west. 

23 well, the rest of the reservation stopped 

24 because the developers wanted to put houses in there. 

25 It was because we were unable to do future thi nking 

3 

1 before other people's immediate profits take over, you 
PH-2-1 

2 know, and what's more important at the time. so the 

3 freeway did not go out past cal state anyway. 

4 And in the General Plan -- not a lot but some 

others thought expressways would be better for l ess 

6 money. Expressways were getting quite common in urban 

7 areas -- new urban areas like Temecula and Sacramento. 

8 And I brought up Sacramento, they were using 

9 expressways, and t hey are limited access like a 

10 freeway . And they' re very inexpensive , you know . They 

11 get two for the cost of one freeway -- two or t hree, 

12 you know. so they thought that was better. one was 

13 7th standard going out, and then there was one where 

14 there was a north expressway instead of what they have 

15 now, which they could have done the expressway -- to 

16 come in and have 24th Street go across the 178. They 

17 all wrapped up in a flyover. This sounds good. This 

18 means we wi 11 be a 1 arge and so phi sti cated town if we 
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19 had a freeway and a flyover. That·s bi zarre. 

20 The -- I am going to give you a l ot of 

21 history . With me, it is current events that go back 

22 150 years. 

23 Uhm, t he route that was put -- t he newspaper 

24 t hat we have is very, very ruthless and has a l ot of 

25 t urnover and people not knowi ng what i s goi ng on and 

4 

1 what . so -- uhm, and our electronic media - - I mean, 

2 we have people on TV who are just here for a while 

3 general l y to where t hey can get a better job and put it 

4 on their tapes -- on their audition tapes and say, ··oo 

you want fries with that?" Which, actually, I found 
PH-2-1 

6 out is a better pai d profession . 

7 so t he environmental movement here is fixated 

8 on a river parkway. or a -- riverbed parkway shal l we 

9 say is probably mo re appropriate, and a lot of 

10 people don' t know where the r i ver goes. Most peopl e in 

11 Bakersfi el d don"t know where the river goes. DO you 

12 know where the r i ver goes? It goes to LA. so 

13 anyway -- wi th a l i ttle help. so anyway, they were 

14 fixating on th i s , and t hey don"t want to look across a 

15 river and a freeway . so they want the river to go out 

16 and go through t he endangered species compl ex and t hat 

17 section, wh i ch i s currently bei ng looked at by 10 

18 section oi l fie l d, which is an endangered species 

19 preserve and t he environmental ist, s. u. L.D., and I will 

20 tell you why. 

21 Uhm, t hat was brought up -- and going through 

22 t he water bank and t he endangered speci es areas this 
Page 4 
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23 was mentioned by the water -- the Cali PA -- uhm , Linda 

24 Adams. Ask why do you want that freeway to go through 

25 all that endangered animals areas? To which she said, 

1 Carl Pope. They deny that they are a cult , but they 

2 had their own pope. The Sierra c lub chapters do ve ry 

3 anti-environmental t hings, but if they were to cal l 

4 t hem on it, they would fire him. Very telling. So 

that's where the freeway is goi ng -- out t here . 

6 The freeway is now going and has to go 

7 t hrough these people's houses , and that's because of 

8 the Thomas Road Improvement Ac t , TRIP, which should 

9 be -- T-R-I- P, Thomas Road Improvement Project -- which 

10 should be the Pl anning of the Road of Kern , or "PORK," 

11 because it is "PORK" that is a conservative area 

12 because of so much federal mo ney that he acqui red . He 

13 is also famous, but not locally , for setti ng up 

14 Medicare Part D, which was heavily infl uenced by hi s 

15 dahlins with the lady lobbyist fors t he big 

16 pharmaceutical companies, which t he federal 

17 government -- bankrupting the federal government by 

18 paying full pr i ce for prescri ption drugs where other 

19 countries uncivilized , negot iate a price. 

20 so it is my contention this freeway should 

21 not be call ed the Wes tside Parkway, but the Debbie 

22 Stealmen (phonetic) freeway . For it is doing to t he 

23 residents of the area what congressmen Thomas was doing 

24 to Debbie Stealmen. 

25 But anyway, it would have been just as -- it 
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6 

1 1sould make more sense to go straight across and be a 

2 lot less expensive to run that freeway right over to 

3 the 99 and not go through all the houses . The thick of 

4 the problem is that we might lose funding because it 

1sould take off a chunk of Saunders Park, which shows 

6 the need for federal. we can't do things here locally, 

7 and it would probably cost us greatly since you are 

8 talking about houses to run it across the rive r . Maybe 

9 take out a piece of Beach Park rather than -- but we 

10 would lose gifts from uncle Sam , and that"s the main 

11 thing. 

12 Anyway , I think it woul d be cost effective to PH-2-1 

13 run that out there . I think it would be more effective 

14 to have a expressway on 7th standard. This is because 

15 the semis now use Rosedale, which they wi l l still do , 

16 and every ti me they have to go through all the gears 

17 and going through the gears is what causes them to put 

18 out pol l utants, and they go from stop l ight to stop 

19 light to stop light. so on the expressway they run. 

20 I would also -- I have been maki ng cracks 

21 about Paramount, but they have a large industrial 

22 complex on 7th Standard , and I would like to see stuff 

23 moved there so they can train -- so they can ship our 

24 water in the form of almonds and nuts to China. It's 

25 good for the balance of payments. I have problems with 

7 

1 some aspects of Paramount·s operations, but other 
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2 things I don't, you know . And their pumping water out 

3 from under Bakersfield I am not in favor of because of 

4 the -- they are not going to go get the water to push 

back up . They are losing underground wate r capac ity, 

6 and they have subsidies in the valley. The val ley is 

7 sunk 20 - 30 feet. So they want to restore the 

8 San Joaquin area and end up with a big mud puddl e. So 

9 it would take years and tons and tons of water to get 

10 that thing turned back into a river. They don"t do 

11 long -- sometimes my long-term projections I wi ll 

12 admit, get involved , you know. It won't hold up 

13 things -- you know, it"s best to l ook at . sometimes 

14 you have to just go ahead and do it. But this one will 

15 not only you don't lose the houses that it ' s taking PH-2-1 

16 up . You are going to lose a whole neighborhood and 

17 objectivity. 

18 And, uhm, I was wonderi ng -- but defi nitely 

19 we have to give it the Debbie steal men name in there 

20 and, uhm, wonder if that's going to be a twofer. 

21 The devel opers are quite generous with t heir 

22 political contributions, which after your political 

23 career you get to keep. The houses that people lose, 

24 their houses will move out and buy new houses for them . 

25 so, you know, why don't they just give them free houses 

8 

1 on behalf of the developers? It would be ni ce if they 

2 do that. Next time he is here from North Carol ina, if 

3 they had (unintelligible) go consider that. I am 

4 getting snotty, but, uhm, rhetorically it gets 
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attention. 

6 But mainly , I see it as the 

7 Debbie Stealmen -- it is -- it"s counterproductive . 

8 \okiere as if they modified '"A'" and moved into the north, 

9 they could get a tY10fer off the 178, and t hat ' s it -- I 

10 think. I am forgetting something. 

11 You do know by the way, about planni ng it? 

12 Highway 58 comes into Bakersfield six lanes. \omen it 's 

13 in the to1Yn where the people are it drops to four. I 

14 think that is inconsistent . I do not believe that 

15 Bakersfield -- and I have been told this by somebody 

16 who would know from the planning can do it ' s own 

17 planning , but it's being done by outside entities, and 

18 it's own destiny is outside of the water and 

19 everything. 

20 I don't think that Bakersfiel d s hould be 

21 doing it's own planning on water -- it's own water 

22 managing -- groundwater management area. It just gives 

23 it -- because it's an area of extracti ng . I am getting 

24 repetitious. It's an area of economic -- it's an 

25 economic calling where things -- we don't make thi ngs 

1 here. Basic things are extracted here . You following 

2 me? 

3 Although as Workmen (phonetic) says, who 

4 writes for the LA Times, Bakersfield is the most 

interesting town i n America, and I agree. Not to many 

6 towns like it. He wrote the book about -- he has 

7 written a coupl e of books about the area, and it's a 

8 comedy and stuff. 
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9 seventy - five years si nce the publication of 

10 '"Grapes of Wrath" and not all that mu ch has changed. 

11 seriously. It's a pattern, and it 's a habit; and power 

12 of habits just came out wi th an interesting book . 

13 Habits , you don't get rid of them , but you can change 

14 them; and I don't see them changi ng, and I don't see 

15 them being dropped. We are always goi ng to be 

16 Bakersfield , subservant to other peoples· plans and 

17 designs for the area. Yeah, I think this i s a perfect 

18 example of it . 

19 couldn't ISTEA federal funding be used to 

20 offset going through parks? Why don't they get it? 

21 That is a big question . I should have stopped and 

22 asked that one because it was quick, but it was more 

23 fun be ing snotty and sarcastic. 

24 

25 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA. 

COUNTY OF KERN ss. 

7 I, Meagan Coles, do hereby certify that I 

8 transcribed the foregoing-entitled matter; and I 

9 further certify that the foregoing is a fu l l , true, and 

10 correct transcription of such proceedings. 

11 Dated this 1st day of June, 2014, in 
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12 Bakersfield, Cal ifornia. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Meagan Coles 
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Response to Comment PH-2 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

PH-2-1 Caltrans thanks you for participating in the environmental process for the Centennial 
Corridor Project. Your opposition to Alternative B is acknowledged.  
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BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA 

centennial cor r ido r 

Public Comme nts 

June 11, 2014 

Transcribed by: Tiffany Barbour 

THE REPORTER: Just gi ve me your name --

MS. LANDERS: My name is Karen Landers . oh , 

3 just say what I want 

4 REPORTER: Is that spel l ed L- a-n

KAREN LANDERS: oh, I "m sorry. 

6 L-a-n-d-e-r-s. And do you want me to keep talking? 

7 okay. 

8 

9 

10 

This is about the proposed cul-de - sac on 

La Mirada. I know they ' re thinki ng about havi ng i t go 

straight through or a cul -de- sac . And I t hink there · s 
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11 going to be a l ot of traffic on the remaining homes if 

12 it "s -- if it goes through. so I would love to see 

13 La Mirada turned into a cul-de-sac. That ·s it . 

14 Thanks. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 
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Comment 
Code 

Response 

 PH-3-1 Caltrans thanks you for participating in the environmental process for the Centennial 
Corridor Project. As described in the final environmental document (Volume 1, 
Summary, and Section 2.1.1, Build Alternatives), the Preferred Alternative 
(Alternative B) includes an overcrossing at La Mirada Drive to help traffic circulation. 
Sheet 10 for Alternative B shows the overcrossing and can be found in Appendix E 
of Volume 2.   

Caltrans has analyzed the benefits associated with minimizing impacts on the 
remaining neighborhood, costs and maintaining circulation between neighborhood 
sections that would otherwise be cut off.  

The proposed overcrossings at La Mirada Drive and Marella Way, as well as the 
proposed undercrossing at Ford Avenue, would allow three local streets to remain 
open between California Avenue and Stockdale Highway. 

At this early stage of the project, it is assumed that all of the above-mentioned 
design options (Marella Way Overcrossing, Ford Avenue Undercrossing, and La 
Mirada Drive Overcrossing) would be constructed as part of the project. These 
crossings would help to maintain community cohesion and connectivity between 
either side of the neighborhood. 
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11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

MS. BENDER: Roberta Bender. 

THE REPORTER: could you spel l t hat for me? 

17 MS. BENDER: Roberta is Robert wi th an "'a," 

18 B- e - n-d-e-r. And I propose -- I think a cul-de- sac on 

19 

20 

21 

La Mi rad a would be helpful because it would save a l ot 

of homes . It would keep -- keep that open from 

becoming a thoroughfare for so much traffic and 

22 pollution and noise level right across people "s front 

23 yards. so .... 

24 

25 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

THE REPORTER : GO ahead. 

MS. GRESHAM : My name is Vicky Gresham , the 
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Response to Comment PH-4 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

PH-4-1 Caltrans thanks you for participating in the environmental process for the Centennial 
Corridor Project. As described in the final environmental document (Volume 1, 
Summary, and Section 2.1.1, Build Alternatives), the Preferred Alternative 
(Alternative B) includes an overcrossing at La Mirada Drive to help traffic circulation. 
Sheet 10 for Alternative B shows the overcrossing and can be found in Appendix E 
of Volume 2.   

Caltrans has analyzed the benefits associated with minimizing impacts on the 
remaining neighborhood, costs and maintaining circulation between neighborhood 
sections that would otherwise be cut off.  

The proposed overcrossings at La Mirada Drive and Marella Way, as well as the 
proposed undercrossing at Ford Avenue, would allow three local streets to remain 
open between California Avenue and Stockdale Highway. 

At this early stage of the project, it is assumed that all of the above-mentioned 
design options (Marella Way Overcrossing, Ford Avenue Undercrossing, and La 
Mirada Drive Overcrossing) would be constructed as part of the project. These 
crossings would help to maintain community cohesion and connectivity between 
either side of the neighborhood. 
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Comment PH-5

 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

THE REPORTER : GO ahead. 

MS . GRESHAM: My name is Vicky Gresham, the 

1 last name is G-r-e-s-h-a-m. I live at 4200 La Mirada 

2 Drive , and I am opposed to making the freeway go al l 

3 the way through our neighborhood and would like see it 

4 go with the plan to make the cul-de-sac on the end of 

6 

7 

8 

La Mirada because I feel like it will be safer for our 

children in the neighborhood . It would bring t he 

traffic down, that it wi ll hold our home values better 

to be in a cul-de-sac. And, also, they need to put 

9 some stop signs while they are at it on Mi ra Loma. La 

10 Mirada turns into Mira Loma. It goes directly to a 

11 school. And I'm afraid that it ' s reall y unsafe , and we 

12 may have more traffic in the the l ocal neighborhood 

13 than we have had i n the past. I· m a 11 for the 

14 cul -de-sac . 
Page 2 

PH-5 
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22 

23 

24 
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3 

4 

6 

7 

8 
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12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 
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THE REPORTER: what was that? 

MS. GRESHAM: I sai d, I"m al l fo r the 

cul -de-sac . 

Page 3 
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Response to Comment PH-5 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

PH-5-1 Caltrans thanks you for participating in the environmental process for the Centennial 
Corridor Project. As described in the final environmental document (Volume 1, 
Summary, and Section 2.1.1, Build Alternatives), the Preferred Alternative 
(Alternative B) includes an overcrossing at La Mirada Drive to help traffic circulation 
and maintain access connection between the two areas of the community divided by 
the new freeway.  

Caltrans has analyzed the benefits associated with minimizing impacts on the 
remaining neighborhood, costs and maintaining circulation between neighborhood 
sections that would otherwise be cut off.  

The proposed overcrossings at La Mirada Drive and Marella Way, as well as the 
proposed undercrossing at Ford Avenue, would allow three local streets between 
California Avenue and Stockdale Highway to remain open. 

The project would help to maintain community cohesion and connectivity between 
either side of the neighborhood.  

It is acknowledged that a cul-de-sac option on La Mirada Drive may lessen through 
traffic along La Mirada; however; vehicular traffic would have to find other means to 
cross the Alternative B alignment and would travel a circuitous local route, which 
would increase traffic on other local streets. 

A request for a stop sign at an intersection must meet the requirements of the four-
way stop sign to warrant analysis. Construction of a four-way stop sign at a local 
street is the responsibility of the city of Bakersfield. Please contact the city of 
Bakersfield Public Works Department and submit a formal request. 

It has been expressed in some of the public comments received that the project 
would result in decreased property values due to various reasons, including 
temporary construction impacts, permanent construction impacts, and property 
acquisitions. Real estate market prices are mainly based on comparative sales in 
the area. Many factors contribute to market values, including location, 
neighborhood, current real estate sales in the area, school system, crime, taxes, 
government services, parks/recreation, and features of the home. The Centennial 
Corridor Project may or may not have an effect on the property values. In addition, 
Caltrans has found no literature, studies, or evidence that property values would 
decrease because of the realization of the Centennial Corridor. 

Past research using case studies on the effects of introducing new highway facilities 
near residential properties indicates that over the duration of a longer time period, 
property values will rise after an initial period of downward movement. 
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Comment PH-6

 
  

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

centennial corridor Tiffany 6-11-14.TXT 

e 

MS. SIMPSON: I' m Darlene Simp- --

20 Simpson, D-a-r-1-e-n-e; Si mpson, S-i-m-p-s-o-n. And I 

21 just wanted to say I just love the neighborhood . rt' s 

22 such a different kind of a neighborhood , and I wou ld 

23 

24 

25 

hate to see it all torn up. It's a wonderful place to 

wa 1 k; it' s a wonde rfu 1 pl ace to - - to 1 i ve , and I 

really appreciate it . so it's going to be hard trying 

l to find another place like this one. so , uhm, that 's 

2 all I can think of right now , and I just wanted to say 

3 I really enjoy bei ng here. It's got the curvy roads , 

4 and it's just nice. I guess that ' s all . 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Page 3 
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PH-6-1 
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Response to Comment PH-6 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

PH-6-1 Your opposition to Alternative B has been noted. Caltrans thanks you for 
participating in the environmental process for the Centennial Corridor Project. 
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Chapter 8 Responses to Comments 
from Native American Tribes 

This section provides comments received from Native American tribes. A copy of the 
draft environmental document was sent to the following Native American Tribes: 

• Kawaiisu Tribe 

• Tejon Indian Tribe 

• Tule River Indian Tribe 

• Kitanemuk and Yowlumne Tejon Indians 

• Kudzubitcwanap Palap Tribe 

• Monache Inter-Tribal Association 

• Michahai Wukasachi Band of Eshom Valley 

• Chumash Council of Bakersfield 

• Kern Valley Indian Councils 

• Tubatulabals of Kern County 

• Carol A. Pulido 

• Santa Rosa Rancheria 

One comment was received and is listed below. 

Table 8.1  Comment Received from Native American Tribes 

Comment 
Code 

Commenter Name Date Comment Received 

NA-1 Colin Rambo, Tribal Historic 
Preservation Technician, Tejon 
Indian Tribe 

7/7/2014 
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Comment NA-1

 

  

July 7, 2014 

Jennifer H. Taylor 
Office Chief, Central Region 
Environmental Southern San Joaquin Va lley 
855 M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno, Ca lifornia 9 721 

RE: Centennial Corridor Project EIR/EIS 

Dear Ms. Taylor 

NA-1 

First, please allow me to formally introduce myself. My name is olin Rambo, and I was recently hired by the 

Tejon Indian Tribe (the Tribe) for the purpose of establishing their Tribal Historic Preservation Office. Fu11her, 
the Tribe' s hairperson, Kathryn Montes Morgan, has delegated to me the autho1ity to review and comment on 

all Triba l Consultation matters related to cultural resources on behalf of the Tribe. 

Secondly, thank you for your letter, dated 7 M.1y 2014, inviting the Tribe to comment on the Centennial 
1ridor Project (Project) EIR/EIS. The Project EIR/EIS states that no prehistoric or etlmohi toric cultural 

resources were discovered during the cultural resource surveys, but that extended Ph.1se I geoarchaeological 
testing will be conducted in order to test the subsurface sens itivity model developed for the Project. The Tribe is 
respectfully requesting to monitor the geoarchaeological testing. Pending the results of tl,e geoarchaeological NA-1-1 
study, the Tribe may also request to monitor ground-disturbing activities related to the Project. Additionally, the 
Tribe is now pleased to offer Cultural Resource Sensitivity Training (CRST) courses for projects that include 
ground disturbance but do not waiTanl full -lime archaeological or alive American cultural monitoring, and 
would like to offer these services for the Project, and any other altrans projects in Kem County (i.e. tl,e Tribe' s 
service area) . 

Please feel free to contact me, or have the Caltrans District 6 Native American Liaison, Mandy M.1rine contact 
me in regard to the abovcmentioned requests. Thank yo u for including the Tribe in the consultation process, and 
I look forward lo working with your office in the future. 

Respectfully, 

Jin Rambo 
Tribal Historic Preservation Technic.ian 
Tejon lndian Tribe 
colin.ramboralte jontribe.n 

1731 Hasti-acres Drive, Suite I 08 Bakersfield, California 93309 ' 1 Office: (661) 834-8566 Fax: (661) 834-8564 
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Response to Comment NA-1 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

NA-1-1 The information and recommendation provided in your comment letter, received July 
7, 2014, are acknowledged.  

As discussed in Section 3.1.8 of the final environmental document (Volume 1), in 
November 2012, an extended Phase I geoarchaeological model was prepared for 
the project. The Extended Phase 1 Geoarchaeological Report: Stage 1 Geomorphic 
Sensitivity Study indicated that given the sensitivity of portions of the project area, 
further identification efforts for archaeological resources were needed to be 
undertaken for the Preferred Alternative. Prior to finalization of the environmental 
document, Caltrans conducted Stage 2 of the archaeological sensitivity study to 
field-check the preliminary buried site geomorphic sensitivity study of areas believed 
to have high and very high archaeological sensitivity.  

Prior to conducting the geoarchaeological Stage 2 work, the Tejon Tribe and the 
Santa Rosa Rancheria Tachi Yokuts were contacted concerning the potential for 
archaeological monitoring. They delegated the monitoring to the Tribal 
Archaeological Monitor of the Tule River Indian Reservation who participated in field 
activities. During the second round of fieldwork to do the coring excavations, the 
Tule River Indian Tribal Monitor communicated that he did not feel the need to be 
present based on results of the earlier trenching fieldwork and the limited extent of 
the coring effort.  Although the Cultural Specialist of the Santa Rosa Tachi Yokuts 
expressed an interest in monitoring the second round of fieldwork, she was not able 
to provide a monitor during the scheduled fieldwork, which occurred December 2 
and 3, 2014. On December 3, 2014, the Stage 2 field work was completed. No 
cultural features were identified in the field, nor were any artifacts discovered. The 
subsurface core samples taken in the field are currently undergoing laboratory 
testing, prior to preparation of the study report. Per Caltrans’s policy and in 
accordance with your request, the Tejon Indian Tribe will be notified of the results of 
the study. 

In addition, before starting construction activities in sensitive areas identified in the 
study results, Caltrans shall contact the Tejon Indian Tribe and other tribes 
expressing interest to provide them with the opportunity to observe grading 
activities. If it is determined that any discovered resource(s) meets any of the 
National Register/California Register criteria, appropriate mitigations measures will 
be undertaken. Accordingly, a qualified archaeologist retained by Caltrans, as well 
as Native American representative(s), shall be present at preconstruction 
conferences; establish areas of archaeological sensitivity that would need 
archaeological resource surveillance based on data gathered from the field survey 
and the Extended Phase 1 Geoarchaeological Study (Stages 1 and 2); and establish 
procedures for temporarily halting or redirecting work to be followed if artifacts or 
features are discovered. 

Minimization Measure CI-1 from Section 3.6, Construction Impacts (Volume 1), has 
been incorporated into the project to address potential discovery of cultural 
resources, procedures for handling discoveries, and consultation with Caltrans, 
including the District Cultural Resources and Native American Coordinators. 
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Chapter 9 Responses to Comments from 
Elected Officials 

This section provides comments received from Elected Officials from the city of 
Bakersfield. A copy of the draft environmental document was sent to the following 
elected officials: 

• Andy Vidak, U.S. Senator 

• Barbara Boxer, U.S. Senator 

• Shannon L. Grove, State Assembly 34th District 

• Rudy Salas, State Assembly, 32nd District 

• Diane Feinstein, U.S. Senator 

• Kevin McCarthy, House of Representatives 

• Jean Fuller, U.S. Senator 

• David Valadao, House of Represenatives 

• Leticia Perez, Kern County Board of Supervisors 

• Mike Maggard, Kern County Board of Supervisors 

• Zack Scrivner, Kern County Board of Supervisors 

• Mick Gleason, Kern County Board of Supervisors 

• David Couch, Kern County Board of Supervisors 

• Harvey L. Hall, Mayor of Bakersfield 

• Ken Weir, Bakersfield City Council 

• Terry Maxwell, Bakersfield City Council 

• Willie Rivera, Bakersfield City Council 

• Bob Smith, Bakersfield City Council 

• Harold Hanson, Bakersfield City Council 

• Jacquie Sullivan, Bakersfield City Council 

• Russell Johnson, Bakersfield City Council 

• Roberta Gafford, City Clerk of Bakersfield 

A total of two comment letters were received as summarized below. 

Table 9.1  Comments Received from Elected Officials 

Comment 
Code 

Commenter Name Date Comment Received 

EO-1 
Bob Smith, Councilmember, 
Ward 4, city of Bakersfield 

5/16/2014 

EO-2 
Terry Maxwell, Councilmember, 
Ward 2, city of Bakersfield 

7/8/2014 
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Comment EO-1

 

Jennifer H. Taylor 
Office Chief, Central Region, Environmental Southern San Joaqu in Valley 
855 M Street, Suite 200 
Fresno California 93721 

RE: Centennial Corridor Project, Draft EIR 

E0-1 

I believe the Centennial Corridor Project offers an opportunity to greatly improve 
bicycle access to the existing Class 1 bike path on the Kern River Parkway. By 
improving bicycle access the project will help reduce air pollution and greenhouse gas 
emissions. Improving bicycle access wil l also be consistent with Cal Trans Complete 
Streets Policy and the Pedestrian and Bicycle guidance of the FHWA. 

The City of Bakersfield adopted a Bicycle Transportation Plan in November of 2013. 
The plan greatly expanded the amount of Family Friendly Bikeways by proposing just 
over 100 miles of routes which avoid the high traffic and high speed arterials. 

The Centennial Corridor Project presents an opportunity to provide another Family 
Friendly Bikeway that would not be available without the project. The enclosed map 
shows the route extends from Palm Ave crossing State Route 99 without any on or off 
ramps then proceeds through the Westpark neighborhood to California Ave. The 
bicyclist would then need to ride on the arterial streets of California Ave and Mohawk 
in order to reach the Class 1 bike path and the numerous destinations that can be 
accessed such as California State University Bakersfield. 

The opportunity that is presented by the Centennial Corridor Project is to continue on 
smaller streets crossing California Ave on Easton Drive and then crossing the canal to 
Commerce Dr. and Commercial Way. The City of Bakersfield is improving the traffic 
signal at Commercial Way and Truxtun Ave to add a pedestrian crossing and bicycle 
access across Truxtun to the Class 1 bike path . Thus when the project is complete a 
Family Friendly Bicycle Route would be provided from southeast Bakersfield all the way 
to Southwest Bakersfield. 

I am requesting that the Centennial Corridor Project include a bicycle crossing from 
Easton Dr. to Commerce Dr. over the canal. This would greatly enhance the bicycle 
network In Bakersfield and therefore help reduce air pollution and greenhouse gas 
emissions. 

/✓~ 
Bob Smith 
Council member ward 4 City of Bakersfield 

11421 Queensbury Dr Bakersfield, 93312 
bobsmitb 72 Z@me.com 
661-330-1404 

E0 -1-1 
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Response to Comment EO-1 

Comment 
Code 

Response 

EO-1-1 Caltrans recognizes the positive effects of nonmotorized transportation, such as 
bicycles, on air quality and the environment. By providing a bicycle connection 
within the Centennial Corridor Project area, it is possible that an improved bicycle 
connection to an existing Class I and Class II bicycle facility could increase bicycle 
usage and reduce vehicle trips within the area. Caltrans has decided to include a 
bicycle and pedestrian connection between California Avenue and Commerce Drive 
as part of the project. This decision was made in response to public requests for a 
bicycle connection spanning over the Carrier Canal since the Carrier Canal offers an 
existing bridge crossing that provides pedestrian and bicycle connectivity with the 
route chosen. Access to Easton Drive via a bicycle connection to California Avenue 
will be implemented a short distance away from the original request. This 
improvement would enhance bicycle and pedestrian connectivity and would result in 
minimal effects to the environment during construction. 

In addition, the project would be consistent with the city of Bakersfield’s Bicycle 
Transportation Plan (November 2013). 

Caltrans in coordination with the city of Bakersfield will consider the feasibility of 
constructing a Class I bike path connection from the Westpark neighborhood to the 
existing Class I bike path located north of the Carrier Canal. 
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Comments EO-2

 

E0-2 

Dear Sirs, 

This letter is being written to question the Draft EIR for the Centennial Corridor Project in Bakersfield 

California. As I have many questions about the Project, I will break these up into Compliance issues 

with the Projects design, how the Exceptions were approved and legal considerations, Project design's 

not considered or rejected and suggestions for compliance, and items specifically from the Draft EIR. I 

have several references in my Appendix section to which I will be referring. 

Section 1- Project Design 

The Highway Design Manual for the State of California in Chapter 501.l clearly states that the design 

requirement for crossing freeways are to have a 2 mile buffer zone where no off or on ramps may exist 

(Appendix A}. This part of the Spacing section is Boldfaced and according to the Design Manual the 

Boldface type specifies that this requirement is a mandatory standard (Appendix B}. 

The M ing Ave. interchange is well within this 2 mile zone. The California Ave. interchange is with in th is 

2 mile zone. The Chester Ave./H St. interchange is within the 2 mile zone. These are clear violations of 

this Mandatory Standard. Please explain how 3 clear violations of this design requirement will affect the 

flow of traffic, affect t he interweaving of traffic and why this rule exists. After the reasons have been 

delineated, please explain what the effect of one exception means to the interchange, two exceptions 

means to the interchange, and three exceptions means to the interchange. Please discuss how the 

increase of exceptions increases the complexity of proper function. Please give examples from the 

past 5 years where this number of exceptions was granted. 

In the Highway Design Manual for the State of California in chapter 502.3- Freeway to Freeway 

Interchanges, it is stated that all interchanges "must" have all 8 basic movements (Appendix C). The 

only exception is where there is a managed lane or park and ride lots exist. The present design for this 

interchange is missing two of the 8 basic movements. It is missing the Southbound 99 to the Westbound 

Centennial Corridor (future 58 or 1-40) and the Eastbound Future 58/1-40 to t he Northbound 99. The 

Right of way acquisition in this area is not an issue because there is plenty of space that the interchanges 

would require. Please explain why this rule exists and the traffic flow will be inhibited by this exception. 

Please explain how an exception was obtained, what argument was used, and examples from the last 5 

years where two exceptions were granted. 

There appears to be 5 distinct exceptions for the proposed interchange that is the subject of this EIR. 

E0-2-1 
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E0-2 

Please explain what effect one exception traditionally creates for the interchange between two 

freeways and how the addition of 4 more exceptions complicates the equations. Does the addition of E0-2-1 

each exception add to the complexity linearly or exponentially? Please explain through the use of at 

least 3 traffic modeling formulas. 

This corridor is expected to have an unusually high number of Trailer trucks and Semi-trucks. Is there an 

increase in likely accidents due to the tight space in which cars and Semi-trucks will be merging? If this 

large number of exceptions which have been designed into this project results in injury or death, who 

will be the responsible party? Where in the EIR is this environmental impact addressed? If it was not 

addressed, why and under what reasoning would significant, and what is termed "mandatory", design 

exceptions not be considered to have an environmental impact? 

E0.2-2 
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E0-2 

Section 2 

I have reviewed the Project Development Procedures Manual, Chapter 9 and Chapter 21- Exceptions to 

Design Standards. (Appendix D) I have a few questions as to how this procedure has been appl ied here 

as well as in the past. 

Chapter 9 refers to Publ ic Representation not associated with CALTRANS or any elected official. Who 

was contacted from the publ ic? Please describe how you have complied with all of the requ irements of 

Chapter 9. 

How often are exceptions denied? 

Have the exceptions in this EIR requested ever been either approved or denied in the past 5 years? If so, 

please explain . 

In this EIR there are 5 exceptions requested. Are those exceptions considered separately or as a whole? 

Please explain. 

Have 5 exceptions to mandatory design standards from the Highway Design Manual been approved for 

a project that covers such a short distance been approved in the last 5 years? If so, please explain the 

purpose of the mandatory design requirements if they can be ignored by an established procedure. 

Is there a requirement that any and all persons that have an interest or object to this request for 

exceptions are to be informed of the meetings by the state and federal agencies reviewing such 

requests? If not, please explain why. Are the minutes of these meetings available? 

Was there any effort to inform the public in this case about the application for exceptions? 

At these meetings are both the pros and cons to the proposal presented? 

E0-2-3 
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E0-2 

Section 3 

I would like to present a highway design plan and would ask why it was never considered as an 

alternative. It follows all current rules and I will give examples of current freeway systems in the State 

of California with similar designs. 

At the base of the ridge route the Northbound 1-5 splits into the 99 freeway and the 1-5, both headed 

northbound. Both of these Freeways traverse the San Joaquin Valley and reconnect in North 

Sacramento. I would propose to rename the 99 freeway 1-995. This is based on similar designs for the 

1-5 and 1-405 which separate north of Los Angeles and reconnect south of Los Angeles. A similar design 

exists for the 1-5 and 1-805 in San Diego, the Bay area has a series of freeways starting with the 1-580 off 

of the 1-5 and eventually reconnects as the 1-80 in Sacramento. The 1-580 has several I-X80's that 

traverse the area providing a series of loops and connections in that area. (See Append ix E) 

It is proposed the SR-58 will become 1-40. The argument against merging the SR-58 with the 99 

freeway for about 4 miles up to 7th Standard Rd. is because according to the design manual, the two 

freeways would have to stay separated rather than merged up to 7th Standard Rd. I w ill note that in the 

2000/2002 Masterplan for transportation in Kern County, 7th Standard Rd. was to become the primary 

nexus between the 99 Freeway and 1-5, not the Westside parkway. The Westside Parkway connection to 

1-5 was to be a project sometime in the future (Appendix F). This was supported by traffic counts, 

connection plans with the other freeways in the area, and very low impact to the environment. If a 

freeway were to be constructed where 7th Standard Rd. now exists between the 99 Freeway and 1-5, it 

would not remove one house. Right-of-way expenses would be minimal and not have the detrimental 

environmental impact on homeowners and businesses that the Project being proposed does. 

I propose that the SR-58 east of Bakersfield be renamed the 1-40 and that it terminate at its juncture 

with the newly named 1-995. The access to Rea l Rd. would be eliminated. The freeway between this 

point and 7th Standard road would be widened to 5 or 6 lanes in each direction. This would make this 

part of the 1-995 one of the widest freeway sections in the State of California. I would also reconstruct 

7th Standard road into a 4- lane auxiliary interst ate freeway between the 1-995 and 1-5 and name it the 

1-450. 

I can support the termination of the 1-40 at its junction with 1-995 with examples from our current 

Caltrans freeway system. The 1-710 and the 1-110 both terminate into the 1-10 in Los Ange les. The 

1-605 terminates/starts between the 1-210 and the 1-5 on the east side of Los Angeles. In San Diego, 1-8 

E0-2-4 
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E0-2 

terminates into 1-5, as does 1-15. There are so many examples in the Bay area, I will refer you to 

Appendix D, but I count about 8 examples of Interstates te rminating into other Interstates. I have 

already covered the split off and rejoinders for the Bay Area, Los Angeles and San Diego and those are 

further examples of interstates terminating into other interstates. At these terminations there is little to 

no accommodation for increased traffic by the existence of extra lanes. The Bakersfield area has had 

little to no growth over the past 6 years. 2008, six years ago, is when the current project was proposed 

and the projected population growth was forecasted. The growth which projected the future needs was 

obviously inaccurate. At t his point, based on population history, six lanes in this section will more than 

accommodate the expected vo lume of traffic. 

The last element of this Regiona l Traffic Model is the creation of 1-450 (currently 7th Standard Rd.) 

between 1-995 and 1-5. This is a 21 mile stretch of unobstructed road. This plan would require about 

four overpasses to be created, the off-ramp from the 1-995 would need to be changed and the 

interchange at 1-5 reconstructed. All of these requirements would be substantially below the current 

price tag to complete the proposed Project that is the subject of this EIR. As support for this proposal, 

please refer to Appendix E and Appendix G. The interstate system currently has many examples of 

auxiliary connectors that are part of the Interstate and have an Interstate designation. These 

connectors have three numbers to them and they exist throughout the state connecting primary 

interstates to primary interstates, primary intestates to other auxiliary interstates, and auxiliary 

interstates to other auxiliary interstates. This proposal connects a primary interstate to an auxiliary 

interstate. The distance of 21 miles would not be the shortest distance for an auxiliary interstate. 

Appendix G shows that 1-105, 1-110, 1-205, 1-305, 1-380,1-780, and 1-980 are all shorter in distance than 

the proposed 1-450. In addition, 1-710 could be added to t he list. 

This proposal wou ld have honored the Highway Design Manual, created the regional East/West 

transportation corridor, and would damage no homes in the process. 

Was this design which is outl ined above and is not very complicated, since it is prevalent in this state, 

ever considered? 

Would this design have a smaller Environmental Impact than the current Project? 

What would be the cost differential between what I have proposed to attain the same goals as the 

present project? Please evaluate this calculation based on 1) starting from scratch, as if this was the 

preferred proposal, and 2) what the cost wou ld be to abandon the present Project and substitute this 

proposal. Please note; I propose that the current interchange where the Westbound 58 and 99 meet be 

retained, the freeway between 58 intersection and the 7th Standard Exit be w idened to five or six lanes, 

the intersection of 7th Standard Rd. be reconstructed for a Westbound Freeway without any stopping, 

E0-2-4 
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7th Standard Rd . be turned into a four-lane auxiliary interstate freeway to 1-5, and the interchange at 1-5 I E0-2-4 

be improved. My point is, why weren't similar alternatives addressed? 

What is the environmental impact of the current Project versus this proposal in that that the Project in 

this EIR does not create a freeway between 1-5 and the 99 freeway and the proposal does complete this 

important goal? Please evaluate the impact on the Air Quality, which is an important environmental 

impact and consideration, between these two designs. 

What process must Caltrans go through to rename the 99 freeway and construct and name 7th 

Standard Rd. as an auxiliary Interstate highway? How long does this process take? 

Please evaluate the traffic patterns for SR 46, Lerdo Hwy, 7th Standard Rd and SR 58 to the traffic on 

Stockdale Hwy. Show how the current traffic warrants t he construction of the Project in this EIR. 

Please keep in mind that projected volume does not warrant stop signs and stop lights, only current 

traffic volumes can be considered. If you choose to use projections, then project the traffic patterns that 

would apply to what I have proposed and its impact on environmental impacts {air quality and economic 

impact). 

EO-2-5 

I EO-2-6 

E0-2-7 

What are the comparative right of way expenses and number of businesses and homes affected by the I EO-2-8 

Project in this EIR and this proposal? 

There are two designs for a regional transportation plan and one does not require any exceptions and 

the other requires 5 exceptions and deviat ions from mandatory standards in the Highway Design 

Manual. How is a decision made under those conditions? 

If there is a lower Environmental Impact with this proposal when compared to the Project, does it 

become impossible to claim that this EIR has NO environmental impact? 

I E0-2-9 

I EO-2-10 
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Section 4 

The Draft EIR for the Centennial Corridor project has been based on certain projections. These 

projections are the basis of the studies that were used to justify the need for this Project 

E0-2 

First are the population projections. On page 13 it is stated that the population of the City of Bakersfield 

will be 848,487 by the year 2035. It is further stated that the population growth between the years 

2000 to 2009 was at 2.5%. If the population was 333,719 (Appendix H) in the year 2009 and the 

population continued to grow at 2.5% the population by 2035 would be 633,000. The population growth 

between the years 2007 and 2013 was only 1.78% (Appendix H), going from 323,213 to 359,221. Using 

1. 78% as the annual growth for the next 22years, which is consistent with the last six years, the 

population of Bakersfield would be 527,000. In order for the population of Bakersfield to grow to 

848,487 by 2035 based on the population in 2009, the yearly growth would have to be 3.5% annually. 

Since there is data for 2013 to work from, the population of Bakersfield would now have to grow at 4.0% 

annually to reach 848,487. 

I would like to know how the calculation was made to determine this population number of 848,487. 

Has there ever been a 26 year period where population growth in the City of Bakersfield has been 3.5% 

annually or a period of 22 years where the growth has been 4.0%? In what industries will we see growth 

to drive and sustain 848,487citizens and what will the median income be for this population? 

In a study from 1986 the population growth for Bakersfield was forecasted for geographic areas of the 

city. The accuracy of the total growth seems to be accurate, although I have not researched the 

numbers to certify they are correct. The geographic forecasts were very inaccurate. Forecasts for growth 

in the northwest were substantially low, in the northeast too high, and in all sectors projections were off 

by a large enough amount that the standard deviation would be in double digits. From the journal 
called Transportation (Appendix I) there was a recent article on the inaccuracy of traffic modeling in 

general. If the population estimates have been inflated as it appears they have, the modeling was based 

on those numbers, and the modeling is at best only 40% accurate, isn't the conclusions you have based 

this EIR on completely unreliable? The article I have referenced focuses on the underestimation of costs 

and the overzealous projections of traffic. Please comment as to how this EIR is not subject to these 

errors. Please include the accuracy of population estimates from this EIR in that analysis. The book 

Gridlock, by R. O'toole advocates that our infrastructure is adequate based on how our cars will basically 

drive themselves in the future. Today we see commercials on TV for cars that are smart enough to 

brake when the driver is not paying attention. This will reduce the number of accidents substantially. 

The next step is for cars to drive themselves using a GPS computerization on-board of every car. Cars 

will travel much closer to each other and the capacity of most roads will attain a "C" or better LOS. The 

"Google Map" GPS systems are forecast to be in most new models within the next 8 years. The 
modeling studies are designed to take into account the needs 20 years into the future. Was the addition 

of GPS self-drive cars taken into account for this EIR? Please keep in mind that the generation life cycle 

E0-2-1 1 
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for 95% of all cars is 8 years. This generation life cycle would imply that 16 years from today 95% of all 

cars will "drive themselves", reducing the number of accidents and increasing road capacity (these cars 

will drive closer to each other due to the communication capability of one ca r to the other and because E0-2-12 
the reason we drive so far apart from each other and have so much gridlock is because people have 

much slower response time compared to a computer and we tend to brake when it isn't necessary). 

We are currently in a severe drought. The depth of our ground wells which su pply tradit ionally 40% of 

our water needs are at historically deep levels. Has the EIR looked at the sustainability and 

environmental impact this population would have on the water supply? Can t his area with its limited 

availability of water sustain this large of a population? How often does the State of California experience E0-2-13 

severe droughts? If this Project is completed and it drives the increase of population to 848,487, will it 

have a negative effect on the environment when it comes to water resources? If water is diverted to 

the population away from farming will this have a negative effect on the economic environment locally 

and worldwide? Kern County is essential to the food supply and helps to feed the world. 

On pages SO, 51, and 52 there is some discussion of Recent and Planned Local Development Projects. 

Table 3.1 shows 7 current areas of growth. The first two stated developments, Bakersfield Commons 

and Stockdale Ranch may have some impact on the current Project. The remaining developments will 
not impact the Project. The Saco Ranch Commercia l Center is truly supportive of 7'" Standard Rd as the E0-2-14 

auxiliary interstate. There are currently two projects that show where the true growth for Bakersfield is. 

Tejon Ranch is opening a Retail Center and the Hoskins Rd. Overpass project. The greatest amount of 

growth for Bakersfie ld is and will remain to the south. Please comment whether the growth to the 

south was included in this EIR. 

KERNCOG since 1986 has had many transportation plans it has endorsed. In 1986 the forecasts for 

where growth would occur were very inaccurate. In this document there are many examples where the 

Transportation Plan has been altered and there are references to at least six different plans starting in 

1994. Why does there seem to be an inability for KERNCOG to develop a plan and stick with it? I believe 

the answer is that the plans are not being driven by the data and common sense. What were the 

reasons for abandoning the Masterplan of 2000/2002? It was endorsed and approved by all effected 

parties. Up unti l the federal government directing what the project has to look like and how the federal 

money has to be spent, the beltway system delineated in the 2000/2002 Masterplan supported many 

growth possibilities as well as solve existing shortcomings with the local transportation system. How 

does this Project help to form a Beltway system in the Bakersfield area? Wouldn't a beltway system 

similar to the 2000/2002 Masterplan have a much more positive environmental impact all the way 

around? If I am not mistaken, it seems like the Project is taking one of the minor, future and almost last 

components, of the earlier plan and making it the foundation of the transportation needs of this area. 

Doesn' t this Project delay and fracture the true needs in Bakersfield for a Beltway system? The northern 

portion, which would have turned 7lll Standard Rd into a freeway, can't be completed and so the 

endpoints for the crosstown and western sections of the beltway will have an endpoint instead of a 

circular pattern. Knowing the elements of the 2000/2002 Masterplan, why was the new overpass on 
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Golden State Highway over Garces Circle not made into six lanes? This mistake will be more obvious 

with the approval and the building of the Hageman Flyover. 

What is the current LOS on I-S between the junction of 99 and the junction of I-S807 How will the 

ultimate goal of the extension of 1-40 to 1-5 affect the LOS of 1-5? Does it fit within the criterion where 

an improvement to any part of the highway system must be sustainable for a minimum of 20 years, 

especially when federal money is being used? How much of the current traffic that moves up the 99 

Freeway in Bakersfield and uses Rosedale highway, 7th Standard Road, Lerdo Highway, and the 46 to 

connect to destinations in Kern County and 1-5, will be using the new connection out through Stockdale 

Highway? How much traffic on the Westbound S8 that currently uses the 99 Freeway to travel up to 

Central California and Northern california will be using the new corridor to Stockdale Highway and then 

travel up 1-5? If this traffic, especially truck traffic, begins to use this new route instead of the 99 freeway 

what will the effect be on Air Quality? All Truck traffic coming off the Westbound 58 using the 99 

Freeway has no stops. The new corridor would slow down traffic because the posted speed limit where 

the Westpark freeway becomes Stockdale Highway is less than the 99 Freeway. There are also severa l 

(at least two) stop signs on Stockdale Highway which requires traffic to come to a complete stop and 

then accelerate to the posted speed in this corridor. What affect does this have on Air Qua lity and what 

is the Environmental Impact? 

On page it is stated that the close spacing of the interchanges at Ming Ave and Cal ifornia Ave in relation 

to the connection of 99 Freeway and SR 58 causes congestion. Part of the Project that has been 

approved and is moving forward is the improvements to Ming Ave separate from this EIR. Not 

considered are the improvements to the 58 as it is widened separate from this EIR. Widening the 99 

Freeway between the SR 58 interchange and 7th Standard Rd which is the route that a significant 

amount of future traffic, especially truck traffic, will use due to the large industrial area in Shafter that is 

expanding tremendously is not considered in this EIR. Why? Why is the EIR not advocating the closure 

of either the Ming Ave or california Ave off ramps? The California Ave exit in either direction would 

have to be considered very dangerous. What is the environmental impact to not close this exit since the 

opportunity has been presented? Where will the liability lay if there is a significant increase in traffic 

accidents for these exits as more people use (as is forecasted) this corridor? 

On page 5 there is a discussion of the Tier 1 and Tier 2 environmental Impact statements. It is stated 

that KERNCOG evaluated previous transportation studies. Where is the 2000/2002 County of Kern 

Masterplan which was adopted and endorsed by the County of Kern, the City of Bakersfield and 

KERNCOG? The 2001 Route 58 Adoption Project Tier 1 Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental 

Impact Report is not part of the Masterplan that was certified in 2002. When was the pub lic given notice 

and an opportunity to comment on the obvious differences between the two plans? 

On page 6 in the purpose section there is no mention about the congestion on 99 Freeway and that the 

Project is a regional transportation project. Why? The purpose also documents a desire to consider 
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continuity and t ra ffic relief along State Route 58 in Metropolitan Bakersfield . The studies for the traffic 
that continues through Metropolitan Bakersfield on SR 58 (Rosedale Highway) to 1-5 ind icate that th is 

through traffic is minimal. Most of the traffic is either local, moves up and down the 99 Freeway, and 

continuing traffic currently uses 7"' Standard Rd, Lerdo Highway, and SR 46. Bakersfield has as its major 

industries oil and agriculture. Both of these industries require many trucks . The EIR states severa l t imes 

about the high number of trucks in the area. Most of the trucks using and needing access to Rosedale 

Highway are destination bound. Just one of the Pipe companies on Rosedale Highway has 200 trucks 

going in and out of it daily. The connection on Rosedale Highway to the 99 Freeway will remain the 
primary route for this company. Part of the reason for Rosedale continuing to be their primary route for 

many companies is due to the absence of a northbound connection between the eastbound 58 and 
northbound 99. Please explain if Air qual ity improvements for this Projects EIR were based on 

improvement in the ability for trucks to connect to 1-5 through the bypassing of Bakersfield? Would 

those assumptions be incorrect if the local truck traffic does not change significantly? If the local truck 

traffic does not improve but more Regiona l Trucks travel through Bakersfield would that have a negative 

environmental impact on Air Quality? 

Pages 8-14 discuss the level of service (LOS) for the project area. The area truck traffic is referred to but 

not expanded upon. Where is the current truck traffic headed if in this area "Truck traffic accounts fo r 

27 percent of the total traffic in Kern County? This is three times the state average of9 percent." (Page 

8). It further states that "At a regional scale, the project would promote economic growth and 

interregional/intraregional trade by improving linkages between existing segments of the State Highway 

system through Bakersfield." Do you have any proof of this statement? The greatest growth for truck 

traffic will be on 7"' Standard Rd because of the vision of Shafter. This project only improves SR 58's 

continuity. It has nothing that states it w ill improve linkages. If improving linkages to the Highway 
system to promote interregional/intra regional economic growth were the purpose and goal, wou ldn' t 

you have to know were the truck traffic is, where its destination is and how the Project will or will not 

change it? This would be an important environmental consideration for its impact. 

On page 13 there is a discussion of "A Traffic Study Report for the Centennial Corridor Project. It states 

that in 2008 the re are 15 key intersections w ith a worse than D LOS. Many of these intersections were 

improved, maybe by the opening of the Westside Parkway, because in 2018 w ithout the Project being 

bui lt, the number of key intersections with a worse than D LOS drops to 12. It could also be because 

Rosedale Highway will be widened by then. I do not understand how in Table 1.1 the Coffee 
Rd/Rosedale Highway continues to deteriorate while all other intersections along Rosedale Highway 

improve. What effect will widen ing of Rosedale Highway have on traffic? By the year 2038 the " No

Build Alternative" it is stated that the number of Intersections with a worse than D LOS in the Project 

Area increases to 22. This section is also where the popu lation increase is discussed. The population is 

to grow 2S0% from baseline in 2009, but the number of intersections with a worse than D LOS increases 

to only 142% of baseline. That seems very inconsistent. I have discussed the possible inaccuracy of the 

population forecast and I would lie to know what effect a lower population forecast does to these 

numbers. 
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Table 1.2 is a review of the LOS along 99 Freeway and SR 58 for 2008, 2018 and 2038 if the "No Build" 

alternative is chosen. In the year 2008 there is not one on/off ramp that has a worse than D LOS. In 2018 

there will be three on/off ramps (although not both AM and PM} that fall below the D LOS and by 2038 

there are 11 out of 49 on/off ramps. Due to the documented inaccuracies seen in traffic model ing and 

forecasting, is it likely the forecast for 2038 is inaccurate? Most importantly, the conjecture that the 

amount of traffic moving northbound on 99 Freeway from westbound 58 is a concern seems by this 

report to be unfounded. The LOS for this off/on ramp is never worse than a D LOS. Most of the 

"Critically Poor" LOS exists at Ming Ave. The interchange at Ming Ave and the 99 Freeway are in 

violation of the Mandatory interchange buffer zones in the California Highway Design Manual if the 

Centennial Corridor id built. Please explain how such a "problem intersection already" was not an 

impediment in the approva l of the Design for this Project? Is this creating an unnecessary safety 

hazard? The EIR states that the Ming Ave and the California Ave off ramps are less than 1 mile from the 

99 Freeway and SR 58 interchange. Could you also explain why for the westbound 58 off ramp to the 

southbound 99 is a " B" or "C" LOS in 2008, 20018, and in the AM for 2038 but is at "E" for the PM in 

2038? This is also true for the section between the "H St" on-ramp and the northbound Freeway 99 
when traveling west on SR 58. How would widening the 99 Freeway to six lanes from the SR 58 

northbound to past 7"' Standard Rd improve the LOS? This table states that the LOS for the Eastbound 

SR 58 from the 99 Freeway is presently a "C" and will rema in a "C" through 2038. How does this justify 

the expense and environmental impact for the Centennial Corridor Project? Some of the LOS worse than 

D exists due to t he Rea l Rd juncture, is it possible to eliminate that part of the SR 58? 

The stated purpose of this Project is to provide route continuity for SR 58. It is now well known that SR 

58 is going to be changed to 1-40. 1-40 is a major interstate and it implies that the purpose for th is 

Project would change to specifically a regiona l interstate system and not a local continuity prob lem to 

be solved. If the purpose has changed, doesn't that imply that this EIR is not on point and because it did 

not study the true impacts of the Project, by law, must be redone? 

Section 1.2.3 Independent Utility and Logical Termini is what I will end with. The project limits are stated 

to be 17.4 and 18.5 mi les. This is incorrect since the project is only now from the end of the Westside 

Parkway to the Junction of 99 freeway and SR 58. This is a distance of about 1.7 miles. Due to the 

extreme expense, negative environmental impact on residents and property, and all alternatives to 

achieve the projects stated purpose not being explored, it is impossible to come to the conclusion that 

point one is satisfied. Does this Project have "Independent Utility''? The answer is "No" based on what 

E0-2-22 
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is stated. " (2) projects are usable and a reasonable use of funds even if no addit ional t ransportation E0-2-24 

improvements in the area are made" is on page 20 of the Draft EIR. This Project is in no way a 

" reasonable use of funds" . The projected expense to the Federal Government and the City of Bakersfield 

is in the Hundreds of M illions of dollars. Bakersfield will need to borrow over $250,000,000 if the 

estimates are accurate. The payback amount over 30 years will total close to $600,000,000 based on 

current favorable lending rates. Those figures are a " best scenario" and may be much higher in the long 

run. How can that be "reasonable" ? With at least one other alternative which is less expensive and has 

a potentially smaller impact environmentally, Independent Utility cannot be asserted. 
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In conclusion, it does not appear that this Draft EIR has adequately addressed impacts to the community 

or relevant and reasonable alternatives. I ask for it to be redone with many of the recommendations 

provided it this communication. 

Terry Maxwell, Ward 2- City Councilman 

The City Of Bakersfield 
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CHAPTER 500 
TRAFFIC INTERCHANGES 

Topic 501 - General 

Index 501.1 - Concepts 
A traffic interchange is a combination of ramps and 
grade separations at the junction of two or more 
highways for the purpose· of reducing or eliminating 
traffic conflicts, to improve safely, and increase 
traffic capacity. Crossing conflicts are reduced by 
grade separations. Turning conflicts are either 
eliminated or minimized, depending upon the type 
of interchange design. 

501.2 Warrants 
All connections to freeways are by traffic 
interchanges. An interchange or separation may be 
warranted as pan of an expressway (or in special 
cases at the junction of two non-access controlled 
highways), to improve safety or eliminate a 
bottleneck, or where topography does not lend itself 
to the construction of an intersection. 

501.3 Spacing 

The minimum intercha nge spacin~ shall be 
one mile in urban art:as .. two miles tn rural areas, 
iiiifiwo miles between freeway-10-•reeway inter
~llanges and other intcrcban~ The minimum 
interchange spacing on Interstates outside of a 
Transportation Management Area sh.all be three 
miles. These minimum distances are measured 
between centerlines of adjacent intersecting 
roadways. To improve operations of closely spaced 
interchanges the use of auxiliary Janes, grade 
separated ramps, collector distributor roads, and/or 
ramp metering may be warranted. 

The standards contained within this Index apply to: 

• New interchanges. 

• Modific,;tions to existing interchanges including 
access control revisions for new ramps or the 
relocation/elimination of existing ramps. 

Projects to increase mainline capacity when 
existing interchanges do not meet interchange 
spacing requirements. 

See Index 504. 7 for additional technical 
requirements related to interchange spacing. 
Procedures and documentation requirements are 
provided in PDPM Chapter 27 and must be fulfilled 
prior to requesting an exception to the above 
spacing standard. See the FHWA publication 
"Interstate System Access Informational Guide" 

For the application of interchange spacing on 
Interstates, the one mile urban interchange spacing 
standard applies to urbanized areas with populations 
greater than 200,000 known as Transportation 
Management Areas. See Index 81.3 for mapping 
and infonnalion on Transportation Management 

Areas. 

Topic 502 - Interchange Types 

502.l General 

The selection of an interchange type and its design 
are influenced by many factors including the 
following: speed, volume, and composition of traffic 
to be served (e.g., trucks, vehicles, bicycles, and 
pedestrians), number of intersecting legs, and 
arrangement of the local street system (e.g., traffic 
control devices, topography, right of way controls), 
local planning, proximity of adjacent interchanges, 
community impact, and cost. 

The cost of a structure is a considerable investment 
where the life ofa strucrure may be 50 to JOO years, 
far beyond that of the project traffic srudy 
projections. New or significant modifications to 
interchanges should take into consideration furure 
needs of the system; the ultimate configuration for 
the freeway and the potential for local land 
development well beyond the 20-year traffic study. 
Choose an interchange type that is compatible with 
or can easily be modified to accommodate the furure 
growth of the system. 

Even though interchanges are designed to fit 
specific conditions and controls, it is desirable that 
the pattern of interchange ramps along a freeway 
follow some degree of c-0nsistency. It is frequently 
desirable to rearrange portions of the local street 
system in connection with freeway construction in 
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80-6 
June 21,2013 

HIGHWAY DE IGN MANUAL 

The design standards used for any project 
should equal or exceed the minimum given in 
the Manual to the maximum extent feasible, 
taking into account costs (initial and life
cycle), traffic volumes, traffic and safety 
benefits, right of way, socio-economic and 
environmental impacts, maintenance, etc. 
Because design standards have evolved over 
many years, many existing highways do not 
conform fully to current standards. It is not 
intended that current manual standards be 
applied retroactively to all existing State 
highways; such is neither warranted nor 
economically feasible. However, when 
warranted, upgrading of existing roadway 
features such as guardrail, lighting, 
superelevatioo, roadbed width, etc., should be 
considered, eitber as independent projects or 
as part of larger projects. A record of the 
decision not to upgrade the existing non
standard mandatory or advisory features shall 
be provided through the exception process 
(See Index 82.2). 

This manual does not address temporary 
construction features. It is recognized that the 
construction conditions encountered are so 
diverse and variable that it is not practical to 
set geometric criteria. Guidance for use of 
traffic control devices for temporary 
construction zones can be found in Part 6 -
Temporary Traffic Control of the California 
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices 
(California MUTCD). Guidance for the 
engineering of pavements in temporary 
construction zones is available in Index 612.6. 
In this manual, design standards and guidance 
are categorized in order of importance in 
development of a State highway system. See 
Index 82.4 for other mandatory procedwal 
requirements. 

(2) Conrrol/ing Crireria. The FHW A has 
designated thirteen controlling criteria for se
lection of design standards of primary impor
tance for highway safety, listed as follows: 
design speed. lane width, shoulder width, 
bridge width, horizontal alignment, vertical 
alignment, grade, stopping sight distance, 
cross slope, superelevation, horizontal clear
ance, vertical clearance and bridge structural 

capacity. All but the last of these criteria are 
also designated as geometric criteria. 

The design standards related to the 12 
geometric criteria are designated as mandatory 
standards in this manual (see Index 82.1 (2) 
and Table 82. IA). 

(3) Mandalory Srandards. Mandatory design 
siaiidafus are ihose considered most essential 
to achievement of overall design objectives. 
Many pertain to requirements of law or 
regulations such as those embodied in the 
fHW A's I 3 controlling criteria (see above). 
Mandatory standards use the word "shall" and 
are printed in Boldface type (see Table 
82.IA). 

(4) Advisory Standards. Advisory design 
standards are important also, but allow greater 
tlexibil.ity in application to accommodate 
design constraints or be compatible with local 
conditions on resurfacing or rehabilitation 
projects. Advisory standards use the word 
"should" and are indicated by Underlining 
(see Table 82.18). 

(5) Decision Requiring Other Approvals. There 
are design criteria decisions that are not bold 
or underlined text which require specific 
approvals from individuals to whom sucb 
decisions have been delegated. These 
individuals include, but are not limited to, 
District Directors, Traffic Liaisons, Design 
COordinators or their combination as specified 
in this manual. These decisions should be 
documented as the individual approving 
desires. 

(6) Permissive Standards. All standards other 
than mandatory, advisory, or decisions 
requiring other approvals, whether indicated 
by the use of "should", "may", or "can" are 
permissive. 

(7) Other. In addition to the design standards in 
this manual, see Index 82.7 for general 
information on the Department' s traffic 
engineering policy, standards, practices and 
study warrants. 

Caution must be exercised when using other 
Caltrans publications which provide 
guidelines for the design of highway facilities, 
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preterable if future ex1ension of the crossroads 
is expected . 

(e) Single Point Interchange (SPl}--The Type l,- I 3 
is a concc:pt which essentially combines two 
separate diamond ramp intersections into one 
large at-grade intersection. It is also known as 
an urban interchange. Detailed information on 
SPf's is provided in the Single Point 
Interchange Planning, Design and Operational 
Guidelines (SPI Guidelines), originally iss ued 
by memorandum on June 15, 11iu I. l'er the :Sl'I 
Guidelines, the Design Coordinator and the 
Heedquarters Tmffic Liaison must approve the 
SP! concept. 

Type L-t3 requires approximalely 1he same 
right of way as the compac1 diamond. 
However. the construction cost is substantially 
higher due to the stni::ture requirements. The 
capacity of the L-13 can exceed that of a 
w 111p;.tu U1mnond if iong signal times can Ot: 
provided and left turning volumes are balanced. 

This additional capacity may be offset if nearby 
interse;:t ion queues interfere with weaving and 
storage between intersections. The 
disadvantages of the L- I 3 are: I) turure 
expansion of the imerchange is extremely 
difficult; 2) srage construction for retrofit 
situations is c-0stly: 3) long structure spans 
require higher than nomial profiles and deeper 
structure d pth•; and 4) poor bicycle and 
pedestrian circulation. 

\/) Ocher Types of lmerchanges--New or 
experimental interchanges must have the Design 
Coordinator and Traffic Liaison 's concun-ence 
bef<'re selection. Concurrence may recuire 
additional studies and documentation . 

502.3 Freeway-to-Freeway Interchanges 

I ( 1) General. The function of the freeway-to
freew,,y interchange is to link freewa)' 

I segments together so as to provide the highest 

I level of servic.:, in terms o f ,11obi lily. 
Parameters such as cost, environment, 

I communi1y values. traffic volumes, route 
continuity, driver expectation and safety 
should all be considered. Route continuity, I providing for the designated route to continue 

I as the 1hrough movement 1hrough an 

interchange, reduces lane changes, simplifies 
signing. and reduces driver confusi<>n. 

Interstate routes s hall maintain route 
continuity. Where both the designated 
route and heavier traffi c volume route an 
present, the interchange configuration shall 
l<eep the designated route to the left through 
the interchange. 

(2) Design Considerations. 

(a) Cost-The differen tial cost between 
interchange types is often significant. A 
cost-effective approach will rend to assure 
that an interchange is neither over nor 
under designed. Decisions as 10 the 
relative values of the previously mentioned 
parameters must be consistent with 
decisions reached on ad_iacent main line 
freeways. 

\b) :,yste111 llalance-The freeway-to-freeway 
interchange is a critical link in the total 
freeway system. The level of traffic 
$Crvice provided wil! have impact upon the 
mobility and overall effectiveness of the 
entire roa.d\V~y system. For instancG, 
traffic panems will adjust to avoid 
repeli live bon lenecks, and 10 the greatest 
degree possible, to temporary closures, 
accidents, etc. The freeway-to-freeway 
interchange should provide flex ibility to 
respond 10 these needs so as to maximize 
the cost effectiveness of the ror,, I $ystem. 

(c) Provide f, 
mterchang ch of tl~ 
e1 as1c ur bas1£._ 
iiwvem-Cnl'sin the case of a three-le 

· anee . except in the most extreme 
crrcumsta-;,&s. Less than " full 
inlerchan°e ,f ma be considered on a 
case-by-case basis for !J1Elications 
requuing specia l access for inana e<l lan~s 
e.g., nsi1, HOVs, HOT lanes) ~ 

and ride !ors. P.anial interchanges usually 

~~~le opemliP~•I 
~11:ipc1ens1J.Cs If circumstances ex1s1 
~~ial interchange is cons1derea 
~ropria1e as an initial phase 
tm__P..rovemcm. thc:;11 CQtijm1fments need lP 
be included in the request to accommodate 
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the ult imate design. These commitments 
dW mclude ~rchasmg the right o~y 
r$9.Yired durjng.__ the initial phase 
i.!!!E_:ovemen_!S 

(d) Local Traffic Service-In metropolitan 
areas a freeway-to-freeway interchange is 
usually superimposed over an existing 
street system. Local and through traffic 
requirements are often in confl ict. 

Combinations of local and freeway-to
freeway interchanges can result in designs 
that are both costly and so complex that the 
imponant design concepts of simp licity 
and consistency are compromised. 
Therefore, alternate plans separating local 
and freeway-to-freeway interchanges 
should be fully explored. Less than 
desirable local interchange spacing may 
result; however, this may be compensated 
for by upgrading the adjacent local 
interchanges and street system. 

Local traffic service interchanges should 
not be located within freeway-to-freeway 
interchanges unless geometric standards 
and level of service will be substantially 
maintained. 

(e) Alignment- It is not considered pract ical to 
establish fixed freeway-to-freeway 
interchange alignment standards. An 
interchange must be designed to fit into its 
environment. Alignment is often 
controlled by external factors such as 
terrain, buildings, street patterns, route 
adoptions. and community value 
considerations. Nonmally, loops have radii 
in the range of I 50 feet 10 200 feel and 
direct connections should have minimum 
radii of 850 feet. Larger radii may be 
proper in situations where the skew or 
other site conditions will result in minimal 
increased costs. Direct connection radii of 
at least I, 150 feel are desirable from a 
traffic operational standpoint. High 
alignment and sight distance standards 
should be provided where possible. 

Drivers have been conditioned to expect a 
certain standard of excellence on 
Cali fornia freeways . The designers 

cha llenge is to provide the highest possible 
standards consistent with cost and level of 
service. 

(3) Types. Several freeway-to-free1vay inter-
change design configurations are shown on 
Figure 502.3. Many combinations and 
variations may be fonmed from these basic 
interchange types. 

(a) Four-Level-Interchange-Direct 
connections are appropriate in lieu ofloops 
when required by traffic demands or other 
specific site conditions. The Type F-1 
interchange with all direct connections 
provides the maximum in mobility and 
safety. However, the high costs associated 
with this design require that the benefits be 
fully substantiated. 

The Type F-1 Alternative "A" interchange 
utilizes a single divergence ramp for traffic 
bound for the other freeway; then provides 
a secondary directional split. Each 
entrance ramp on a Type F-1 A interchange 
is provided separately. The advantages of 
the Type F-lA are: I) reduced driver 
confusion since there is only one exit to the 
other freeway, and 2) operations at the 
entrance may be improved since the ramps 
merge wich the mainline one at a time. 

The Type F-1 Altema1ive "B" interchange 
provides separate di rectional ex it ramps 
and then merges the entering traffic into a 
single ramp before converging with the 
mainline. Since the Type F-1 8 combines 
traffic from two ramps before entering the 
freeway, it is important to verify that 
adequate weaving capacity is provided 
beyond the entrance. Separating the 
directional split of exiting traffic reduces 
the volume to each of the two ramps and 
therefore may improve the level of service 
of the weave section prior to the exit 

Design for a four-level interchange may 
combine the configuration of the Type Fl 
A and FI -B interchange to best suit the 
conditions at a given location. 

(b) Combination Interchanges-The three
quadrant cloverleaf, Type F-2, with one 
direct connection may be necessary where 
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Anicle I - General 

CHAPTER 21-Exceptions to Design 
Standards 

ARTICLE 1 General 

ResponsibiJity 

Headquarters Division of Design (DOD) establishes and supports the consistent 
application of highway design standards (in accordance with the Highway Design 

ManuaD to ensure optimal safety for the traveling public and those who work to 
construct, operate, and maintain the State Highway System. 

Documentation 

The purpose of the fact sheet for exceptions to design standards (also known as a 
design exception fact sheet or fact sheet) is to document engineering decisions 

leading to the approval of each exception to a design standard. It is essential that 

adequate records are prepared and preserved to document such decisions and 
approvals. This documentation is necessary for Caltrans to maintain design 

immunity. 

Identification of onstandard Design Features 

The registered civil engineer in responsible charge of the work (as defined by 

California Business and Professions Code, ection 6703), or other licensed 

professional practicing within the scope of their license, must identify both existing 

and proposed nonstandard design features. Determination of nonstandard design 

features should be initiated early in the project development process. 

ApplicabiJity 

The phrase "mandatory design standards" refers to the mandatory standards outlined 
in Highway Design Manual, Table 82. IA, while the phrase "advisory design 

standards" refers to the advisory standards outlined in Highway Design Manual, 
Table 82.1 B. Headquarters Division of Design is responsible for the mandatory 
design standards except as noted in Table 82. IA. The exceptions include the 
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mandatory standards for which responsibility has been delegated to the District 

Directors and the mandatory standards in Higfnvay Design Manual Chapters 600 
through 670 that are the responsibility of the State Pavement Engineer. Additionally, 

the responsibility for all advisory standards has been delegated to the District 
Directors. ee Article 4 for conditions on delegation to District Directors. Article 2, 

Exceptions to Mandatory Design Standards, is applicable ro the mandatory standards 

which Headquarters Division of Design (delegated to the Design Coordinator) is the 
approval authority. 

Dispute Resolution Process 

Occasionally, there may be disagreements between the district and the Design 
Coordinator on the proper course of action. When disagreements cannot be resolved, 

the following dispute resolution process must be used: 

2 1-4 

• Pre-elevation: Every effort should be made to resolve disputes between the 
district and Headquarters Division of Design, at the lowest possible level. 
► District design office chief discusses issue with Design Coordinator. 
► District/region design manager discusses with district design office chief, 

staff; and project engineer to determine facts. 
► District/region design manager discusses with Design Coordinator. 
► Design Coordinator and district/region design manager may discuss with 

other district staff or Headquarters Division of Design staff. 
► District/region design manager and Design Coordinator discuss with 

District Director and other district managers. 

• Formal elevation: Ifthere is agreement at the district level and all attempts 
between the district and Design Coordinator fail to result in concurrence from 
the Design Coordinator; 
► District Director prepares written justification to Headquarters Division of 

Design Chief that includes signature of the district/region design manager. 
► Headquarters Division of Design Chief will: 

I. Attempt to resolve issue. If no resolution; 

2. Appoint a three member team of subject matter experts to review and 
make a recommendation to Headquarters Division of Design Chief. 

3. Consider the recommendations of the team and prepare a decision to 
either support or deny District Director's request. 

4. If Headquarters Division of Design Chief supports the District 
Director' s request, the Headquarters Division of Design Chief will sign as 
the approval authority. 

06/2112013M Project Development Procedures Manual 
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► District Director can appeal to Deputy Director Project Delivery (Chief 
Engineer) with no further appeals. 

Definitions 

Design standards risk assessment - is a list of design standards that will likely not be 

met for each alternative and the probability of approval for each potential exception 

to a design standard. An example of the design standards risk assessment format can 
be seen in the project report template associated with Appendix K - Preparation 

Guidelines for Project Report. 

Geometricallv feasible - means project alternatives are designed in accordance with 
the_Highway Design Manual and specifically, alternatives meet the mandatory and 
advisory standards in the Highway Design Manual related to geometric design or 

have approved fact sheets for exceptions to mandatory and advisory standards. 

Distribution and Filing 

Once final approval is obtained, the project engineer must send one copy of the 

approved fact sheet to the Division of Design Division Chief; Attention: Design 
Exception. Include copies of all correspondence between the district and Federal 

Highway Administration (FHW A) pertaining to the request for design exception 

approval. 

Toe signed original fact sheet and when applicable, the FHW A approval letter, must 
be filed in the project history file. A backup copy should be filed in a separate 
permanent file or in the district' s central file. 
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Figure 21-1 Requirements for Fact Sheet Approval and Distribution to FHW A 

Interstate 

HPP NHS 

Mandatory I) CT DOD Approval 
Design 2) FHWA Approval 
Standard 
(FHWA 13 
Controlling 
Criteria)• 

Mandatory l) CT DOD Approval 
Design 2} FHWA Approval 
Standard 3) SDDCI"EA Concurrence 
(Vertical Facilitated by FHWA 
Clearance on 4) FHWA Final Approval 
Rural and 
Singular Route 
System)• 

Mandatory I)CTDOD CT DOD 
Design Approval Approval 
tandard 2) Distribute 

(Caltrans Copy of 
only)• Completed 

Fact beet 
toFHWA 

Advisory l)CT DD CTDD 
Design Approval Approval 

tandard# 2)Distribute 
Copy of 
Completed 
Fact Sheet 
toFHWA 

CT - Depanment ofTranspor1llllon (Caltrans) 
DD - District Director 
DOD - Division of Design 
FHWA - Federal Highway Administration 
HPP - High Profile Projects 
NHS - National Highway ystem 

Non-Interstate 

HPP NHS I Non-NHS 

I)CTDOD er DOD Approval for State 
Approval Highways 

2)Distribute 
Copy of 
Completed Local Agency Approval for 

Fact beet 'on- tate Highways 
toFHWA 

/A 

l)CTDOD CT DOD Approval for State 
Approval Highways 

2) Distribute 
Copy of 
Completed Local Agency Approval for 
Fact Sheet Non-State Highways 
toFHWA 

l)CTDD CT DD Approval for State 
Approval Highways 

2) Distribute 
Copy of 
Completed Local Agency Approval for 
Fact Sheet Non- tate High,vays 
toFHWA 

ODCTEA - urface Deployment and Distribution Command Transportation Engineering Agency 
(Depanment of Defense) 
• - For mandatory design standards where the approval is delegated to the District Director, all 

requirements remain the same except that "CT DOD Approval" is replaced by "CT DD 
Approval." Also sec the following note: 

# - See Article 4 for conditions on delegation to District Directors 
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ARTICLE2 Exceptions to Mandatory Design 
Standards 

Consultation Requirements 

Potential nonstandard design features must be discussed with the Design Coordinator 

as soon as the need for a design exception is identified. 

Depending on the level ofFHWA oversight, potential design exceptions may need to 
be discussed with the appropriate FHW A transportation engineer. See sub-article 

"Approvals" near the end of this article. 

Requests for Design Exceptions 

Once the Design Coordinator determines that there may be sufficient justification to 

proceed with the evaluation of a design exception, the following steps must be taken: 

1. Prepare the draft fact sheet in conformance with the outline in Appendix BB -
Fact Sheets for Exceptions to Mandatory Design tandards. 

2. Submit the draft fact sheet to the Design Coordinator for review. 
3. Resolve all comments to the satisfaction of the Design Coordinator. 
4. Circulate the fact sheet for approval signatures. See sub-article "Approvals" 

near the end of this article. 

Requests to perpetuate existing nonstandard design features within a project's work 

limits will be made in accordance with the above procedures, except when the Design 
Coordinator determines that a different form of documentation is more appropriate. 

Integration with Project Development Process 

District approval of project initiation documents (PIDs) and project approval 
documents must follow the conditions outlined in this sub-article. 

The Design Coordinator determines if there is sufficient justification to approve 

mandatory design exceptions and is the approval authority for altering the standard 

practice as outlined in this sub-article, as context warrants. 

If the Design Coordinator identifies significant changes to the conditions supporting 

the exceptions to design standards when the fact sheet is submitted for approval, the 

Design Coordinator may determine that the identified changes invalidate the previous 

justification that supported their approvability. 
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Standard Practice 

Each alternative must be geometrically feasible in all project initiation and project 
approval documents except for certain situations as provided for in this sub-article. 

A discussion of design standards must be included in all project initiation and project 
approval documents. For alternatives meeting all standards, a statement of this fact 

should be included in the report. When alternatives propose new nonstandard design 

features or perpetuate existing nonstandard design features, the report must include: a 
brief description of the nonstandard features; discussion of issues related to each 

nonstandard feature; and a reference to all approved fact sheets that includes the 

approval authority and date. 

The design standards risk assessment table is the method to document deferral of fact 
sheet approval. It must be included in the appropriate report and the risks included in 

the project's risk register. The project engineer lists the design standards that are 

likely to not be met for each alternative. The Design Coordinator provides the rating 
and justification for the design standards risk assessment and summary language for 

the discussion in the project development report. 

Project Initiation Document 

For projects with only one Build alternative, fact sheets must be approved before 

approval of the PID, except when the PID is a project study report - project 

development support (PSR-PDS). 

It is assumed that projects with multiple Build alternatives will use the PSR-PDS 
process. However, in the rare case where another type of PID is prepared for a 
project with multiple Build alternatives, it is expected that one alternative will be 

geometrically feasible and the other alternatives use the design standards risk 

assessment when design standards are not met. 

Project Study Report - Project Development Support Only 

Fact sheets are not required for the PSR-PDS project initiation document. 
However, there must be a discussion whether each alternative proposes new 
nonstandard design features or perpetuates existing nonstandard design features. 
Alternatives should be discussed with the Design Coordinator early in the project 
initiation process to identify potential non tandard design features. Alternatives 
with insufficient information for fact sheet development must go through a design 
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standards risk assessment to indicate a level of risk for conceptual acceptability of 
the alternative. 

Draft Project Report 

For projects with only ooe Build alternative, fact sheets must be approved before 
approval of the draft project report (DPR) or any other type report serving the purpose 

as a DPR. 

For projects with multiple Build alternatives, the alternatives with proposed 
nonstandard design features must go through a design standards risk assessment to 
indicate the level of risk associated with the probability of approval for each potential 
exception to a design standard. Based on the associated risks and consideration of 

any previously approved fact sheets, the District Director can then decide if approval 
of fact sheets should be pursued for specific alternatives to level the engineering risk 

prior to approval of the DPR. 

Project Report 

Fact sheets must be approved before approval of the project report (PR) or any other 

type of project approval document. 

Plans Specifications &Estimates 

If the need for nonstandard design features is determined after approval of the project 
approval documeot, fact sheets should be approved prior to milestone M377 PS&E to 

DOE and must be approved before milestone M380 Project P &E. 

Construction 

During the constructioo phase of a project, it is the resident engineer's responsibility 

to ensure that proposed changes to the design meet design standards or have approved 

fact sheets for nonstandard features. It is the project engineer's responsibility to 
review proposed changes and prepare and secure approval of fact sheets for proposed 
nonstandard features. onstandard features discovered during construction must 

have approved fact sheets before the feature is constructed. Design exceptions will 
not be considered for nonstandard features after they are constructed. If nonstandard 

features are constructed based on the contract plans, the project engineer is 
responsible for resolving the issue so the features meet standards. If nonstandard 
features are constructed not based on the contract plans, the resident engineer is 

responsible for resolving the issue so the features meet standards. When issues arise, 
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all appropriate parties need to be involved so timely decisions can be made to 

minimize the impact to the construction schedule. 

MisceUaneous Requirements 

• When nonstandard design features are proposed by an encroachment permit 
applicant, fact sheets are prepared by the applicant's registered civil engineer. 
The Cal trans functional unit responsible for preparation of the permit 
engineering evaluation report (PEER) will facilitate the coordination with the 
Design Coordinator for draft fact sheet review. lf a PEER is not required, the 
fact sheet processing will be facilitated by the functional unit assisting the 
district permit engineer. 

• A single fact sheet may contain multiple design exceptions. 

• onstandard design features identified after approval of a fact sheet require 
the preparation of a supplemental fact sheet. The prior approved nonstandard 
design features should be enumerated in the supplemental fact sheet. 

• Fact sheets should not be attached to any project initiation document, project 
approval document, or engineering report. They should be summarized and 
referenced in appropriate reports. 

• Approval of design exceptions for highway improvement projects on the 
ational Highway System and the lnterstate System is a federal 

administration action that requires compliance with the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Caltrans has developed a "blanket'' 
Categorical Exclusion for NEPA compliance when the approval of design 
exceptions is the only federal administration action on the project. ee the 
memorandum from the Division of Environmental Analysis for more 
information. 

• Commitments for future work should not be made in design exception fact 
sheets. ff a commitment must be made, a follow-up project is to be 
programmed and Caltrans must have the authority to define the scope of the 
project to include the commitment Additionally, the justification for the 
commitment must be discussed in the appropriate project development report. 
The district is responsible for minimizing future commitments, monitoring 
those commitments, determining if prior commitments were made, and 
documenting commitments made in design exception fact sheets. 

Approvals 

Signature. Coversheet Format 

The fact sheet outline shown in Appendix BB provides a recommended format for the 

signature/cover sheet. The format may be varied to suit each district's organization; 

however, each fact sheet must comply with the requirements of Chapter 2, Section 9. 
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Caltrans Approval 

The responsibility for approval of all exceptions to mandatory design standards on the 
tale Highway System and local facilities within State right-of-way rests with the 

Headquarters Division of Design Division Chief and has been delegated to the Design 

Coordinator. 

Caltrans has delegated the responsibility for approval of design exceptions for local 

federal-aid projects, not on the tate Highway ystem, to the public works director or 
the city or county engineer if the public works director is not a registered civil 

engineer. 

FHW A Approval 

Formal FHW A approval is required for design exceptions to the 13 controlling 

criteria when the project is on the Interstate, regardless of funding sources. See 
Chapter SO-Application of Design Standards oftbe Highway Design Manual and 

the Joint S1ewardship Oversight Agreement between Ca/trans and FHWA for more 

information. 

eparate FHW A design exception approval is also required for any project that does 

not provide or maintain a minimum vertical clearance over the Department of 
Defense Rural and Single Interstate Route system. Additionally, design exceptions 

for vertical clearances over any Interstate route that is not a rural Interstate or a single 

routing in an urban area will require special notification. See Article 3 for more 

information. 

Requests for FHW A approval shou.ld be made by letter, addressed to the FHW A 
division administrator, and signed by the District Director or a District Division 

Chief. Requests must be accompanied by a copy of the approved fact sheet. 

ARTICLE 3 Exceptions to Vertical Clearance 
on Department of Defense Rural and Single 

Interstate Route System 

General 

In coordination with the Department of Defense, the FHW A has identified a subset of 

the Interstate System composed of all rural Interstates and a single routing in urban 
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areas that would meet the most urgent national defense needs. Those routes shown 

and described in Highway Design Manual Figure 309.2 and Table 309.2B are given 
special attention in regard to minimum vertical clearance. 

The FHWA has made a commitment to the Department of Defense to maintain a 16-

foot minimum vertical clearance where it already exists and to upgrade clearances 

less than I 6 feet as rapidly as is practical. Any project on this system (including 
resurfacing, restoration, & rehabilitation [RRR] projects) will be closely scrutinized 

to ensure compliance with this vertical clearance standard; exceptions to this standard 

will be difficult to obtain, and will be subject to additional federal review. 

Documentation Requirements 

Exceptions for vertical clearances of less than 16 feet over any portion of this system 

must be processed separately in the form of a design exception fact sheet. See 

Appendix BB for the appropriate format. 

The requests will receive internal reviews within Caltrans and the FHW A Division 

Office. The FHW A Division Office must obtain concurrence from the Surface 
Deployment and Distribution Command Transportation Engineering Agency 
(SDDCTEA) of the Department of Defense prior to approval. Due to this additional 

and lengthy step, potential requests for design exceptions must be identified and 

discussed with the Design Coordinator as early as possible. 

Additionally, exceptions for vertical clearances of less than 16 feet over any Interstate 
route that is not a rural Interstate or a single routing in an urban area will require 

FHW A and urface Deployment and Distribution Command Transportation 

Engineering Agency notification. 

Wherever possible, vertjcal clearances should continue to be designed to comply with 
the Caltrans standards, as described in the Highwav Design Manual. 

It is the responsibility of the project engineer to submit the fact sheet to the FHW A 

Division Office after approval bas been obtained from the Design Coordinator. The 
transmittal should note whether or not a fact sheet for additional nonstandard design 

features on the proposed project is anticipated. 

Once final approval is obtained from FHW A, the project engineer must send one 

copy of the approved fact sheet 10 the Headquarters Division of Design Division 
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Article 3 - Exceptions to Vertical Clearance on Department of 

Defense Rural and Single lntefflate Route System 

Chief, Attention: Design Exception. Include copies of all correspondence between 
the district and FHW A pertaining to the request for design exception approval. 

ARTICLE 4 Exceptions to Delegated 
Mandatory Standards and Advisory Design 

Standards 

Authority 

Approval of exceptions to some mandatory design standards, as outlined in Higln~ay 

Design Manual Table 82.1 A, has been delegated to the District Directors. Also, 

approval of all exceptions to advisory design standards has been delegated to the 

District Directors. If the District Director is not a registered civil engineer, written 

delegation to the district or region manager whose responsibilities include the design 
function is required. 

Documentation 

Each distritt is responsible for formalizing its own procedures for reviewing, 
documenting, and approving exceptions to delegated mandatory design standards and 

advisory design standards. The district process should be similar to the process 

outlined in Article 2 and the fact sheet should cover the same type of project data and 

justification as that required for the mandatory design standards fact sheet; see 

Appendix BB. The district may combine the delegated mandatory design standards 

and advisory design standards into a single fact sheet. 
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CHAPTER lit - CIRCULATION ELEMENT - STREETS 

A proliferation of driveways and traffic signals on arterials. 

• Through traffic in residential neighborhoods. 

• Unattractive streets which lack adequate landscaping. 

OVERVIEW OF CIRCUL.A TION PLAN 

A Circu lation Element has been devised to avoid the congestion that would result from buildout 
of the General Plan. Upgrades and extensions are planned tor the freeway and arterial systems 
as described below. Figure 111-3 shows the ultimate street system for metropolitan Bakersfield. 
Right-of-way should be reserved whenever possible for the ultimate freeway system. 

FREEWAYS 

Seven new freeways are planned; the Crosstown Freeway, the Westside Parkway, the West 
Beltway, the South Beltway, the East Beltway, as well as a new alignment for State Route 58. 
These future freeway corridors are shown conceptually in Figure 111-3. Specific Plan Lines must 
be adopted for the corridors which have not been adopted, to assist in right-of-way preservation. 
If permanent structures could be avoided within these corridors, future freeway construction 
would be simpler and less expensive. 

The Crosstown Freeway (also called the Centennial Corridor) would extend from State Route 
178 near Baker Street, around the south side of downtown Bakersfield, to State Route 99. The 
State Route 178 Corridor Study, prepared jointly by KemCOG, the City of Bakersfield, and 
Caltrans, recommended this freeway alignment This alignment was also recommended in the 
Bakersfield Systems Study conducted jointly by KemCOG, the City of Bakersfield, Kern County, 
and Caltrans. 

{i Westsid a s a continualio of th Crosstown Free ~xtending westerly across 
late Route 99 along t e n rth side of the Kem River to Interstate 5. The fi rst phase of this 

freeway would only extend westerly to Stockdale Highway, west of Renfro Road. A Specific 
Plan Line has been adopted by the City of Bakersfield and Kem County for this first phase. The 
remaining section to Interstate 5 would be constructed in a later phase. The alignment o( Tfie 

-v[ests1de Parkway was recommended in me Bakersfie@ System Study. --=--
he Crosstown Freeway and the Westside Parkway would provide necessary capacity for eastJ 

west travel and relieve congestion on State Route 178 (24th Street Corridor), State Route 58 
Rosedale Highway), California Avenue, and other existing east-west routes. 

The West Beltway would link State Route 99 from north Bakersfield with Interstate 5 at the 
South Beltway, passing through the western pomon of metropolitan Bakersfield. The County 
has adopted portions of the alignment for the West Beltway as a Specific Plan Line. This 
freeway would provide a bypass and thus relief to State Route 99 and provide an important link 
across the Kem River from southwest Bakersfield to the Westside Parkway. 

The South Beltway extends from State Route 58 around southeast Bakersfield to Interstate 5, 
near State Route 11 9 (Taft Highway). This corridor would aid local circulation, as well as 
provide a bypass of State Route 58 through the City for regional and interstate trips. A 
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CHAPTER Ill - CIRCULATION ELEMENT - STREETS 

recommended corridor has been adopted by the City of Bakersfield and is shown in Figure 111-3. 
The County of Kem is studying this corridor, as well as alternatives at this time. One such 
alternative is also shown in Figure 111-3. 

The East Beltway is shown in Figure 111-3 in the area of Comanche Drive and connecting State 
Route 178 to State Route 58 (connecting to the South Beltway). This corridor has not been 
studied and may need to be lengthened to extend to an alternate South Beltway. 

new alignment of State Route 58 has been recommended in the Bakersfield Systems Studyj 
nd is shown in Figure 111-3. This corridor would extend northerly from exlsting State Route 58 
ear Washington Avenue, to the Union Pacific Railroad tracks, then northwesterly to State 
oute 99. It would then parallel State Route 99 to north of Seventh Standard Road, then tum 
esterty to Interstate 5. 

This corridor would provide congestion relief to State Route 99 in central Bakersfield, as well as 
provide a continuous State Route 58 freeway corridor to Interstate 5. Caltrans has not adopted 
this corridor at this time. 

A new alignment for State Route 178 is proposed from near Mure Vineland Road northeasterly 
to Rancheria Road. This corridor would provide a new route to the Lake Isabella area which 
would be more direct and wider than the existing road through the Kem River Canyon . 

~pgrading existing freeways would also be necessary. This would include the widening of State 
V ~oute 178 from Fairfax Road to Alfred Harrell Highway and widening the existing State Route 

58 freeway from State Route 99 to Cottonwood Road. These improvements would eliminate 
areas of spot congestion. 

ARTERIALS 

Several new arterials and arterial extensions are planned. Generally, the plan calls for widening 
of existing substandard arterials to the full 11 O feet where possible with six travel lanes (four in 
unincorporated areas) and the extension of the arterial system into the new growth areas. In 
some areas, the newly-extended arterials would not need to have all four or six travel lanes 
constructed. The lull right-of-way width should be reserved, however, to allow for future 
expansion. New arterial crossings of the Kern River are called for at Allen Road, Oak Street, 
Mohawk Road, and Fairfax Road (to China Grade Loop). Arterials are generally spaced at 
one-mile intervals on section lines throughout the developed area except where topography or 
other unique features warrant a different pattern. 

COLLECTORS 

In accordance with existing street patterns in Bakersfield. the plan calls for collector streets (four 
travel lanes in 90 feet of right-of-way) in a grid pattern on mid-section lines. This pattern is 
deviated from where physical constraints are present, where collectors are not needed, or 
where existing development precludes the grid pattern of collector streets. 

The objective of the planned street system is to accommodate planned land development 
without traffic congestion. All new streets and freeways are projected to operate at Level of 
Service C or better. On streets where the existing level of service is below •c •, special 
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The following summarizes California's chargable Interstate milage: 

II Miles Per ,_ 
•escriptioo I Mile! FHWALog 

I-2 
[ntemational Boundary near Tijuana, Mexico 

797.01 796.531 
~o the Oregon state line near Ashland, Oregon 

-2 in San Diego to the Arizona state line near ! 110.oii 169.921 I-~ uma, Arizona 

B Santa Monica to I-2 in Los Angeles and from 

~ I-~ in Los Angeles to the Arizona state line 
near Blythe 

r-15 I 
I-~ in San Diego to the Nevada state line near 

1 287.311 287.261 Las Vegas, Nevada 

r-4° I 
I-12 in Barstow to the Arizona state line near ~~I 154.611 
Kingman, Arizona 

r -80 I 
!First Street in San Francisco to the Nevada i 202.21! 199.241 
~tate line near Reno, Nevada 

r-lOS I 
Route l (Sepulveda Blvd) at the Los Angeles l•mll3 llnternational Airport to 1-605 
*: 1-105 includes 7.0 "Howard-Cramer" miles. 

11-110 IIR.oute 47 in San Pedro to I-10 in Los Angeles II 20.511 20.431 

11-205 l~-580 W of Tracy to 1-5 E of Tracy II 13.~I 12.97! 

11-210 I -5 near Tunnel Station to 1-10 near Pomona 48.~I 48.721 

f-280 1 
1-680 in San Jose to Sixth Street in San 

57.1 1 57.221 
Francisco 

r-305
1 

1-80 W of Sacramento to Route 99 in 
5.3, 8.441 

Sacramento. (Signed as US ill 

11-380 1 

1-280 S of San Francisco to the San Francisco 
3.31 3.301 

International Airport 

lr-4os 1 -5 near El Toro to 1-5 near Tunnel Station 72.4 1 12.151 

g-5os I -80 near Vacaville to l-2 near Dunnigan I 33.oll 32.981 

Fi Vicinity of Castro Street in Richmond to 1-80 rr-, in Albany, and from 1-80 in Oak.land to I-~ 
near Tracy 

http://www.cahighways.org/itypes.html 7/3/2014 
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ear Seal Beach to I-21 27.40 

I-680 -280 in San Jose to I-780 in Benicia 58. 58.02 

~-780 I~-~ in Vallejo to 1-.@Q in Benicia 6.511 6.50j 

~-805 IOC-2.SofSanDiegotoI-~NofSanDiego II 28.0IJ 28.021 

,Lf =:::::!!:I =-8=8=0=in=O=~==an===d=to=S=o=f th=e=S=an=P=a=b=lo===llo]'-I ===l.=03=lll ,,_. dercrossmg ~.- . 

TOTAL CHARGABLE MILAGE (includes 7.0 ~ , 2312 931 
"Howard-Cramer" miles} ~ · 

The following is a history of routes submitted for inclusion as chargable 
miles in the Interstate system. Information and maps of the original 
Interstate proposals may be found at 
http://www.roadfan.com/intreg.html#yellowbk. Note that these dates are 
based on those shown in the Caltrans history of Interstate submissions. They 
may correspond to initial submission dates, or dates the basic route was 
approved, but not necessarily the number. 

• Routes submitted June 27, 1945 

Current Route Description Route Numbering History 
Route# Status 

I-~1 Mexican border to Approved 14- 1-1, I-.2,E 
Pregon state line ( via 8/7/1947 Aug- Tentatively 
!Route 99) 1957 Approved 
Westside Freeway 08-
~elocation: May Nov- Proposed as I-11 
1957 1957 

07- I Back to I-~ 

• 

Aug-
1958 

10- Approved as I-1, 
Nov- l-1E 
1958 (Sacramento) 

M 1-1, San Diego to Approved n I-~ Tentatively 
Arizona state line 8/7/ 1947 Approved 

http://www.cahighways.org/itypes.html 7 /3/2014 
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CITY OF BAKERSFIELD 
FISCAL YEAR 2014-1 5 

City Square Miles 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

End of Calendar Year 

Annual Population Growth 
I,). _,.,. 

400,000 ...--..-n;,tt---r-C'-,,r.,...,.,...:.-\--'--'9'3+-'c..;.::..-'ro,,.,..--,-.........,,:;,,,,.-, 
c 350,000 +--=--+-.-----r--i--,---,-+ --.--,.-1--r"r---/ 
~ 300,000 
C 250,000 
"5 200,000 
~ 150,000 
A. 100,000 

50,000 +--'--'---I--...L......_L_-4-_._-1....--1-.....L----L.-+-_.____._--I 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

End of Calendar Year 

City Employees per 1,000 Population 

"'5 ~ 6-,~~ 
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

End of Calendar Year 

286 
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CITY OF BAKERSFIEL'D 
FISCAL YEAR 2012-13 

City Square Miles 

2007 2008 2009 2010 

End of Calendar Year 

Annual Population Growth 

2011 

6. -400,000 ..--=~::...-:-"-- -'-'+~=,....:c,;=!,-:,;,_-'-.;.:..:z....L:...._~ 
c 350,000 +---.+-..::.==-+----l---,.__:_:r--1--:;.:.;.:.'-'i-----l 

.Q 300,000 
0 250,000 
"5 200,000 
g- 150,000 

11.. 100,000 
50,000 +--'----'--+--'----'---l---'-_J'-------Ji-------'- -'---1---'---'------l 

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

End of Calendar Year 

City Employees per 1,000 Population 

~ 5 +-~4~.9~9.-1--- 0-+----.1---+--==-+--r....--~ 6-i~~ 
2007 2008 2009 2010 201 1 

End of Calendar Year 

336 
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Hubris or humility? Accuracy issues for the next 50 years of travel demand 
modeling 

Abstract 
This study reviews the SO-year history of travel demand forecasting models, concentrating on their accuracy and relevance 

for public decision-making. Only a few srudies of model accuracy have been performed, but they find that the likely 

inaccuracy in the 20-year forecast of major road projects is ±30 % at minimum, with some estimates as high as ±40-50 % 

over even shorter time horizons. There is a significant tendency to over-estimate traffic and underestimate costs, panicularly 

for toll roads. Forecasts of transit costs and ridership are even more uncertain and also significantly optimistic. The greatest 

knowledge gap in US travel demand modeling is the unknown accuracy of US urban road traffic forecasts. Modeling 

weaknesses leading to these problems (non-behavioral content, inaccuracy of inputs and key assumptions, policy 

insensitivity, and excessive complexity) are identified. In addition, the instirutional and political environments that encourage 

optimism bias and low risk assessment in forecasts are also reviewed. Major institutional factors, particularly low local 

funding matches and competitive grants, confound scenario modeling efforts and dampen the hope that technical modeling 

improvements alone can improve forecasting accuracy. The fundamental problems are not technical but instirutional: high 

non-local funding shares for large projects warp local perceptions of project benefit versus costs, leading to both input errors 

and political pressure to fund projects. To deal with these issues, the paper outlines two different approaches. The fir..t, 

termed 'hubris', proposes a multi-decade effort to substantially improve model forecasting accuracy over time by monitoring 

performance and improving data, methods and understanding of travel, but also by deliberately modifying the institutional 

arrangements that lead to optimism bias. The second, termed 'humility', proposes to openly quantify and rec<>gnize the 

inherent uncertainty in travel demand forecasts and deliberately reduce their influence on project decision-making. However 

10 be successful eithe,- approach would require monitoring and reporting accuracy, standards for modeling and forecasting, 

greater model tranSparency, educational initiatives, coordinated research, strengthened ethics and reduction of non-local 

funding ratios so ttun localities have more at stake. 
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H ubris or humility? Accuracy issues for the next 50 years 
o f travel demand modeling 

David T. Hartgen 
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Abstract This study reviews the 50-year history of travel demand forecasting models, 
concentrating on their accuracy and relevance for public decision-making. Only a few 
sturues of model accuracy have been perfonned, but they find that the likely inaccuracy in 
the 20-year forecast of major road projects is ±30 % at minimum, with some estimates as 
high as ±40-50 % over even shorter time horizons. There is a significant tendency to over
estimate traffic and underestimate costs, particularly for toll roads. Forecasts of transit 
costs and ridership are even more uncertain and also significantly optimistic. The greatest 
knowledge gap in US travel demand modeling is the unknown accuracy of US urban road 
traffic forecasts. Modeling wealaJesses learung to these problems (non-behavioral content, 
iDaccuracy of inputs and key assumptions, policy insensitivity, and excessive complexity) 
are identified. In adrution, the institutional and political environments that encourage 
optimism bias and low risk assessment in forecasts are also reviewed. Major institutional 
factors, particularly low local funrung matches and competitive grants, confound scenario 
modeling efforts and dampen the hope that technical modeling improvements alone can 
improve forecasting accuracy. The fundamental problems are not technical but institu
tional: high non-local funding shares for large projects warp local perceptions of project 
benefit versus costs, leading to both input errors and political pressure to fund projects. To 
deal with these issues, the paper outlines two different approaches. The first, tenned 
'hubris', proposes a multi-decade effort to substantially improve model forecasting 
accuracy over time by monitoring perfonnance and improving data, methods and uoder
stanrung of travel, but also by deliberately modifying the institutional arrangements that 
lead to optimism bias. The second, termed 'humility' . proposes to openly quantify and 
recognize the inherent uncertainty in travel demand forecasts and deliberately reduce !heir 
influence on project decision-making. However to be successful either approach would 
require monitoring and reporting accuracy, standards for modeling and forecasting, greater 
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model transparency, educational initiatives, coordinated research, strengthened ethics and 
reduction of non-local funding ratios so that localities have more at stake. 

Keywords Accuracy • Travel demand • Forecast • Uncertainty • Optimism 
bias • Ethics 

"All {Ira/fie foreC1JSWtg} mo<hls art wrong; by how much determines th<ir usefubtoss." George Box. 
"Tn</ulur< isn't what it uud to b,." Yogi Berra. 
"Pay no aaention II) thnt man behind the curtain.I" The \Vizard of Ch 

Introduction 

Martin Richards, longtime Editor-in-Chief for Transportation, has kindly asked me to 
contribute to this issue and I am most pleased to do so. Under Martin' s 41 years of 
leadership Transportation has actively participated in virtually all of the issues and 
advancements mentioned below, and without his direction it is unlikely that Transportation 
would have achieved its current status. To him we all therefore owe our heartfelt thanks 
and our applause, and I must say that personally it has been a great honor to erve with 
him. As Transportation moves into its next era, I am confident that those who follow will 
build on his foundation and that Transportation will continue as a central point of focus for 
thoughtful discussion of the issues that confront us. 

The topic of this study is travel demand modeling and forecasting, particularly what 
needs to be improved regarding modeling accuracy. My thesis advisor Martin Wachs once 
said, "Never put a number and a date in the same senrence". Of course I proceeded to do 
exactly that for the next 45 years, carrying both to at least four digits of precision. 
Sometimes, standard practice encouraged it, sometimes the boss or client, and sometimes 
hubris. Io perhaps a thousand cases varying from site-specific studies and intersection 
turning movements to broad country-level studies, I have willingly participated in this most 
basic analysis. In short, I'm a travel demand model-bolic. 

During the first 25 years of my career there was occasional soul-searching about travel 
demand forecasting methods and how to improve them, but little discussion about the 
institutional contexts surrounding them. Of course, there were periodic reviews of model 
weaknesses (e.g., Transportation Research Board 1973; Stopher and Meyburg 1976), but 
most in this business know that those are just the surface of much deeper problems that 
fundamentally challenge our knowledge and our procedures-and which we have only 
gingerly discussed. I am speaking here of the ethics of forecasting, including the potential 
for biased assessment, misrepresentation, advocacy, collusion and possibly even fraud. 

These are strong words, not to be used lightly in any profession. So this will not be the 
usual Transportation paper with hypothesis, data, model coefficients and inte.rpretation. 
Instead. it will be a 'frank and honest' (to use the language of diplomacy) assessment of 
various issues. Many, if not most, of my colleagues will disagree with my views; I ask only 
for thoughtful and constructive response. 

Most of my discnssion applies to passenger travel demand modeling, particularly 
estimating road traffic volumes and transit ridership, and mostly in urbanized areas. While 
one could make similar observations regarding freight modeling, the additional complexity 
of that topic and its even greater dearth of paradigms put it beyond my scope. 

~ Springer 
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Uncertainty In forecasting 

The primary reasons to undertake travel demand forecasts for proposed major facilities 
(new or expanded roads, new transit lines, new bus routes, etc.) are to: 'size' the facility in 
terms of capacity (width, lanes, buses, trains, seats etc.) per unit time; estimate the cost of 
project development; estimate revenue for toll-based projects; provide information for 
facility design such a pavements and supporting features such as nearby intersections; 
estimate socioeconomic and environmental impacts; and evaluate project costs versus 
benefits. This predict-and-provide method is intended to ensure that the built facility will 
have sufficient capacity to operate at the desired level of service over its intended lifespan, 
that its benefits will outweigh its costs, and that its impacts will be manageable. 

Toe standard method of estimating travel demand for major proposals in urban areas, 
and for many proposals between urban regions, is the so-called 4-step method. The 
approach breaks the forecast problem into four computational stages; trip generation, 
distribution, mode split and assignment For instance, the 4-step estimate for a forecast of 
average daily traffic (AD1) in year y on a proposed highway is : 

ADT1 = L,(zonaloriginanddestinatwnpopu/ations, employment, wealth , etc)1 
o,d; 

* trip rates, 

• distributed trips between O and D1 

[Trip generation, step l] 

[Trip distriburwn , step 2] 
• share using private vehicles, (Mode choice, step 3] 
* shareu:;ingaparticularroad linklinyeary. (Assignment, step4] 

The forecast traffic is then used in further computations to estimate impacts and design 
features. For instance, the number of (directional) lanes required to cany the predicted road 
traffic in year y is: 

Lones, = Next Highest Integer of : 

Average Daily Traffic, • directional factor, • peak hour factor1 • design hour factor, 

/ desirable level - of - service per - lane service volume, 

Typically, each of the above tenns is treated as deterministic, with a single value given 
the circumstances (e.g., Highway Capacity Manual 2010). But each term is also a function 
of many other factors and is highly variable in time and space. And each of these back
ground factors is also is dependent on numerous additional assumptions, even though in 
most model applications they are treated as deterministic numbers not subject to variation 
or uncertainty. Usually, few calculations are made to determine range, variation or like
lihood of occurrence of any of these terms. In road planning the problem is sometimes 
worked backwards, estimating the ADT needed to justify 4, 6, or 8 lanes, using typical 
values for the needed parameters (e.g., Florida Department of Transportation 2010). In the 
US most state departm.eot of transportation have similar methods for preliminary route 
planning. For more detailed conidor planning additional methods are also employed, but 
they also typically do not account for uncertainty. 

There are several fundamental problems with this modeling structure. From an accuracy 
perspective, the method produces results that are increasingly viewed as inaccurate, per
haps 'just plain wrong', significantly biased toward over-statement, and not accurate 
enough for use as the basis for decisions involving large expenditures. 

~ Springer 
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European and Australian experience 

The magnitude and technical sources of these inaccuracies has been researched for some 
time. Beginning in the late 1970s the UK Department for Transport (United Kingdom) 
initiated studies to determine the accuracy of road traffic forecasting models. By 1988, the 
review had found 41 road projects that met their forecasts (i.e., acrual traffic was within 
20 % of predicted traffic), and 27 projects that had greater differences (Department for 
Transport (United Kingdom) 1988). Technical causes of these inaccuracies were attributed 
to overestimates of diversion to the new facility, underestimates of national traffic growth, 
failure to account for induced traffic, variations in regional growth, and subsequent 
changes in land use. Mackie and Preston (1998) identified numerous sources of error and 
bias in transport modeling, grouping them into those related to project objectives, defini
tions of alternatives, data errors, model structure and appraisal optimism. The Department 
for Transport (I 998) began to revise its method of forecasting national road traffic in the 
mid I990's, modifying the prior high-and-low forecasts (variations of GDP and fuel price, 
but without probability of occurrence) by addiog a central fitted-on forecast intended to 
represent the most likely (highest probability of occurrence) outcome. By 2008 the 
Department for Transport (2008) had become more specific, requiring in its guidance for 
project development that forecasts of road traffic must include a 'core scenario' growth 
forecast and alternative scenarios above and below, with "range of uncertainty equal ta 
2.5 %, times the square root of the number of years beyond the base year." However, there 
appears to be some question regarding how much this guidance is actually followed. The 
Department has recently expanded the comparative research to 55 projects, finding that 
about 90 % of forecasts were within 43 % of acrual traffic (Department for Transport 
2013). 

The guidance further specifies that an Uncertainty Log be developed to enumerate and 
assess the likelihood of various events related 10 the tested scenarios, sucb as proposed 

· developments, land use plans or zoning proposals, and infrastructure improvements. These 
findings are to be thoroughly reported in planning documents. Table I provides an outline 
of the classifications to be used in the Uncertainty Log. 

A recent study by the EuropeJ!!I Court of Auditors (2013) investigated the accuracy of 
traffic and cost forecasts for 24 road investment projects in Germany, Greece, Poland and 
Spain. These projects were all non-toll, and included bypasses, road widenings, new 2-and 
4-lane segments, new bridges, and upgraded 2-lane roads. Costs ranged from €5 million to 
over €650 million. The study found that while the projects partly delivered their intended 
purposes, assessment based on cost-benefit was impossible, and that "Most of the audited 
projects were affected by inaccurate traffic forecasts." Actual costs came in an average of 
23 % higher than predicted. For the 19 projects with traffic forecasts, 5 were within 20 % 

of the actual traffic, 11 were between 20 and 50 % off, and 3 were greater than 50 % off. 
On average, the actual traffic was 15 % below the forecast traffic. However, these were 
mostly I year after opening counts. 

Another national review of toll road traffic forecasts is on-going in Australia. In a 
widely cited paper, Li and Heosher (2010) reviewed the traffic forecasting accuracy of 14 
major toll Australian toll routes in Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane. They found over
estimates averaging 40 % for five 1011 roads in the Sydney area. Using regression models 
relating the percentage error to various characteristics, they attributed most of the error to 
Jess toll road capacity (when opened, compared with forecast), elapsed time of operation 
(roads opened longer had higher traffic levels), time of construction Oonger construction 
time delayed traffic growth and increased the error), toll road length (shorter roads 
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Table 1 Outline for the Uncenainty Log (Dff 2008) 

Probability of lhe input Status 

Near certain: the outcome will happen or there Intent announced by proponent to regulatory agencies. 
is a high probability that it will happen, Approved development proposals. 

More than likely: the outcome i, likely to 
happen but there is some unurtai:oty. 

Reasonably foreseeable: lhe outcome may 
happen, but !here is significant uncertainty. 

Projects under construction. 

Submission of planning or consent application imminenl 

Developmonl application within !be consent process. 

Tden1ified within a development plan. 

Not directly associated with the transpOrt s1ra1egy/ 
scheme, bur may occur if the s1n1egy/schcme is 
implemented. 

Development conditional upon lhe transport strategy/ 
scheme proceeding. 

Or, a committed policy goal, subject to ""'-< (e.g. of 
deliverability) whose outcomes are subject to 
significant uncertainty. 

Hypothcocal: there is considerable uncertainty Coojcctun: based upon currendy available information. 
whether the outcome will ever happen. Discussed on a conceptual basis. 

One of a number of possible inputs in an initial 
consultation process. 

Or, a policy aspiration. 

attracted less traffic), cash payment (modem no--:ash payment increased traffic), and fixed/ 
distance based tolling (fixed tolls reduced traffic). Li and Hensher's re-analysis of the US 
toll road data (see below) yielded findings similar 10 that of Australia In a recent review of 
seveo Australian toll roads opened since 2005, Bain (2013) found that in all seven, the 
counted traffic volumes were lower than the predicted volumes by 40-60 %. Reviews for 
Sweden, Norway (Welde and Odeck ·201 I), Spain (Vassallo 2007), the Netherlands (de 
Jong et al. 2007) and PPP projects worldwide (World Bank 2008) have similar findings. 
The Australian government (Australian Government 2012) subsequently cited "inaccurate 
and over-optimistic" traffic forecasts as a threat to investor confidence. Three lawsuits now 
underway challenge the forecasts for toll road traffic that subsequently came in signifi
cantly under projections (Bain 2013). 

US experience 

In contrast, in the US the focus has been largely on the accuracy of transit ridership 
forecasts. In the first major US review, the Federal Transit Administration (FI'A) examined 
the accuracy of ridership and cost forecasts for 10 major fixed-guideway transit projects 
built between 1971 and 1987 (Pickrell 1989, 1992). The study found that transit ridership 
was substantially overestimated and costs substantially underestimated for all 10 projects. 
Ridership forecasts were over actual ridership by an average of 257 %, and costs were low 
by llil average of 61 %. FI'A updated the study in 2003 using an additional 19 cases; they 
found modest improvements in cost forecasting since the 1989 report, but still systemat
ically underestimating acrual costs by 17 % on average. Ridership forecasts had also 
improved since the 1989 study. In 2009 FI' A updated the srudy again, this time with 18 
tixed-guideway projects completed between 2003 and 2007 (Ff A 2009, Session 2). Acrual 
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construction costs still eltceeded the inflation-adjusted estimates developed in alternatives 
analysis by 40 %, and the actual ridership averaged just 75 % of predicted ridership. 
Curiously, FrA concluded that the cost forecasting had improved, but that ridership 
forecasting accuracy had not. 

Ff A does not have formal published guidelines for forecasting. Instead, FT A refers 
New Stan sponsors to its recent workshops and draft policy Guidance (FT A 2009, 2013). 
The website and draft Guidance describe two basic methods of estimating fixed-guideway 
transit ridership: ( I) a locally-based method using either a conventional 4-step model, an 
activity-based model, or a simplified data-driven incremental mode choice model of 
changes in travel times and costs for those trips that are within the influence area of a 
proposed project; and (2) a simplified national model called STOPS (Simplified Trips-on
Project Software) that (after completion of testing) sponsors will be able to use to prepare 
ridership forecasts for Fr A ew and Small Starts ratings purposes. The pre-cursor to 
STOPS was the ARRF (Aggregate Rail Ridership Forecasting) model that has been used 
by agencies for seve.ral years as a quality control comparison point to forecasts prepared 
from other methods. Both AR.RF and STOPS are based on the eltperiences from regions 
with completed transit projects, and relates guideway ridership to census journey-to-work 
data, but STOPS is calibrated further with both BRT and rail projects and includes GTFS 
(General Transit Feed Specification) networks and peak period zone-to-zone auto travel 
times as inputs. Also, both methods encourage estimating opening-year patronage (FTA 
2013), rather than focusing solely on long-range future estimates. 

FfA also optionalJy permits (but does not require) proposals for ew Stan projects to 
address uncertainty in the forecasts of model inputs and other factors, suggesting a range of 
ridership forecasts (lower, most likely, upper). FfA also strongly recommends (but does 
not require) an 'incremental build-up' of the forecast for the locally preferred alternative, 
as well as a discussion of the specific sources of uncertainty ('upside' and 'downside') and 
their likelihood (FTA 2009, Session 10), similar to the Uncertainty Log used in the UK. 
FT A also requires before-after and predicted-acwal comparisons of ridership. 

However, the range of uncertainty may be too narrow. Reviewing 80 alternative total
travel scenarios from 50 large US regions, Bartholomew (2007) found that the on average 
the estimates of predicted regional vehicle-miles of travel varied only slightly (on average, 
about -2.3 % for an 11 % increase in regional density) from baseline forecasts, suggesting 
that the tests were not extreme. Whether transit sensitivity tests are broad enough is 
unknown. 

Looking primarily at technical model accuracy, Chatterjee et al. (1997) reviewed the 
capability of traditional 4-step modeling techniques to provide increasingly detailed esti
mates of mobile source emi.ssions resulting from transportation development and opera
tions. They found that, in practice, some steps in the traditional modeling sequence (e.g., 
trip generation, distribution, and assignment) tended to decrease relative uncertainty 
(because they accumulate numerous estimates over a large numbers of cases), while others 
(particularly mode choice) tended to increase it (because they make estimates of small 
proportions). Nevertheless, the range of uncertainty in traditional traffic model forecasts 
was estimated to be on the order of 15-30 % for a major-road 20-year forecast, far wider 
than the detail needed for estimating emissions variations likely to be needed for air quality 
conformity tests, but considerably smaller than that estimated for toll roads, discussed 
below. The authors suggest ways in which current practice and analysis tools can be 
improved to increase the accuracy of their results. Bain (201 I) reports an even wider 
variation for UK and other nation 's projects, noting that "at the 90 % confidence /eve~ 5-
year traffic forecasts for new roads are likely to have an accuracy of ± 27.5 %". In his 
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review of US urban resurgence between 1970 and 2000, Wachs (2013) notes the failure of 
academics to see how transportation and urban resurgence are related, even though by 1975 
virtually every large city in the US had a travel demand model and was using it for 
forecasting. 

In a theoretical assessment of error propagation, Zhao and Kockelman (2002) used a 
simulation-driven 4-step model applied to the Dal.las region to trace the uncertainty error 
through the 4-step process. They found that "modeling error in effect grows (from an 
average of ±30 % prior to generation to ±42 % in mode choice] through the application 
of rrip generation, trip distribution, and mode choice models .. . However, the final step of 
traffic assignment enjoys [an improvement] in uncenainty [to an average of ±30 %] (at the 
link-flow level), thanks to overlap in different trips ' routings and mode and trip distribution 
choices across all travelers, along with congestion feedbacks (which moderate the pres
ence of high link-demand values). " 

However, in contrast to the experience of other nations, only a very limited number of 
empirical srudies have been undertaken regarding US road traffic forecasting accuracy. The 
US's National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP 2006) undertook a 
review of forecasting errors for 15 US toll roads opened between 1986 and 1999. They 
found, on average, that the actual traffic was 35 % below the predicted traffic. For revenue, 
only 3 of 26 toll roads reviewed were above revenue projections after I year, and only 
three were still above projections after 5 years. Referring to the srudy, aess et al. (2006) 
found that 13 of 14 US toll roads ruid over-predicted traffic by an average of 42 %. The key 
factors affecting the accuracy of toll road forecasts were ideotified as demographic fore
casts, travel characteristics, tolling culture {local familiarity), value of time and willingness 
to pay, personal preferences and reliability, ramp-up period, lrUck use, time choice mod
eling, model validation, peer review, risk assessment, and optimism bias. NCHRP con
cluded that " the most successful [toll road traffic] forecasts generally had accurate or even 
conservative economic forecasts with moderate anticipared growth levels. These toll roads 
were built in corridors that were fully developed and where congestion already existed" 
reflecting Bain' s work. 

In another very recent development, the ew York Supreme Court (2013) permitted to 
go to trial a case involving alleged fraudulent action to conceal 'success fee' payments to a 
traffic forecasting company, and thus optimistic traffic forecasts, if five toll roads were 
ultimately purchased by an investor group. To the author's knowledge, this is the first 
lawsuit in the US that concerns the accuracy of traffic forecasts. 

However, unlike the EU srudy, no US studies have empirically evaluated the accuracy 
of travel demand forecasts for un-tolled new roads, or for other types of actions such as 
road widenings which are commonly proposed in metropolitan regions. That issue focuses 
directly on the accuracy of travel demand models for toll-free proposals. Spielberg et al. 
(2007) reviewed the starus of travel demand forecasting methods in US metropolitan areas, 
to identify "shortcomings in travel forecasting models, obstacles to better practice, and 
actions needed to ensure the use of appropriate technical approaches". They found that 
while the 4-step methods were generally adequate for analyzing major investment pro
posals, the 4-step methods did not adequately address the range of emerging policy options 
now being discussed, nor for financial analysis such as is needed for toll road evaluation. 
But they did not quantify the degree of uncertainty in travel demand forecasts. The srudy 
identified the primary weaknesses of current travel demand forecasting methods as lacking 
behavioral content, policy insensitiveness, and lacking dynamic conditions. This srudy 
recommended substantial funding increases for improved modeling (to $ 20 m annually), 
pooled fiscal resources from urbanized areas, and increased attention to activity modeling. 
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The report did uot, however, call for new paradigms of travel or propose international 
efforts, nor did it address broader methodological or process issues. 

The US federal government guidance for road traffic forecasting (Federal Highway 
Administration 2010, p. 23) has identified the major "substantial unce11ainties" in traffic 
forecasts as "population and employment forecasts, housing trends and costs, global and 
local economic conditions, 01her planned transportation improvements, time-of-day 
assumptions, parking prices, fuel prices, and long-term changes in vehicle lechnolog-y ". To 
deal with this form of uncertainty, the Guidance recommends an "incremental buildup" of 
the forecast, adding each element sequentially lo the baseline traffic model until the full 
future forecast is made. This approach provides just one forecast for each alternative, and 
does not address the issue of uncertainty or inherent variation in each of the components of 
the forecast 

Recently the ational Cooperative Highway Research Program (Donnelly et al. 2010) 
reviewed the advances in travel demand modeling, looking at activity-tour models, 
dynamic modeling, integrated land use, and freight Regarding risk and uncertainty, the 
recommended approach is to conduct what-if scenarios that vary the most significant input 
assumptions about land use and system performance. The study did not address institu
tional issues such as non-local shares for major projects, lengthy planning timelines, 
regulations tying modeling to legal requirements, or optimism bias. CHRP bas also 
recently initiated a comprehensive assessment of very large and long-range strategic issues 
that might affect US transportation. The study is still underway, but the first report 
(NCHRP 2010) focused on broad trends like aging population, increased global trade, 
climate regulation, protectionism, and sustainability. The study bas yet to assign proba
bilities to various events, let alone suggest how they might be accounted for in travel 
demand modeling. A third stream of recent re earch bas focused on methods to incorporate 
uncertainty of travel time and the value of travel time into traffic modeling (Strategic 
Highway Research Program rr 2013a, b). This research also recommends the use of sce
narios (optimistic, average, and pessimistic) to deal with uncertainties in inputs. 

More recently Chow et al. (2012) have noted the increased fracturing of travel demand 
modeling and its strained efforts to address emerging issues. They call for a broader 
educational structure based on fundamental flow principles rather than modal or topical 
issues, but do not address ethical or institutional issues. Work is also progressing on such 
issues as probabilistic estimates of travel time delays. For instance, Jaggi and Axhausen 
(2013) investigate bow to incorporate dynamic loading by hour, variation within hour, and 
variation in capacity. They propose a probabilistic method of estimating travel time losses 
(delays) for each hour of the year, for different road classes, using the chance of a 
breakdown in traffic flow, as an extension of familiar flow-speed curves. 

To summarize the current US situation, oo systematic numerical assessment of accuracy 
in highway traffic forecasts has yet been conducted in the US. The Federal Highway 
Administration's Travel Model Reasonableness Checking Manual (Travel Model 
Improvement Program 2010) concentrates not on accuracy in forecasting but on model 
validation, that is testing to see if model results fit existing traffic count and VMT in the 
base year. According to the Manual, these tests should indicate that calibrated traffic 
estimates for observed routes are within 20 % of actual volumes for road volumes over 
50,000 AADT, and within 30 % of actual volumes for road volumes between 10,000 
AADT and 50,000 AADT. The discussion of sensitivity is about what parametern to use for 
congestion delay curves . In forecasting, the Manual indicates that the objective is "not to 
achieve a close match between the forecast and base year results, but rather to ensure that 
the differences and trends are reasonable." But there is no discussion of the required or 
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known accuracy of travel demand forecasts, and no guidance similar to the requiremems 
for sensitivity testing such at that in the UK-if that is actually followed. 

Technical sources of inaccuracies in travel demand forecasts have been variously 
attributed to inaccurate demographic forecasts, particular! y population, households and 
employment trends at the zone level, but also to major changes in pricing such as gasoline 
prices, rising vehicle availability to more households, changing lifestyles such as women in 
the workforce and immigration, and to unverified assumptions regarding the stability of 
household travel relationships. As such, they can be investigated by a variety of methods 
such as better data collection, use of scenarios, probability of occurrence and interaction 
among sources. Although time-consuming, this approach is relatively straightforward, 
analytically. 

Ethical issues in forecasting 

However, there are also broader pressures influencing the forecasting process itself. In 
early papers on this topic Wachs (l 989, 1990) focused on the ethics of forecasting in 
transportation planning, and particularly the institutional environment that encourages, 
perhaps even demands, that forecasts be thinly veiled "highly subjecrive exercises in 
advocacy" for project justification rather than "urilitarian" objective assessments. In 
essence, forecasts are often "deliberately designed to put cenain projects in a favorable 
light and others at a disadvantage". To combat this issue Wachs called for public edu
cation on advocacy versus objectivity, protection of those exposing abuses, strengthening 
ethics codes and stronger education programs for professionals. Altshuler and Luberoff 
(2003) also note the pervasive influence of federal funding in moving megaprojects 
forward. 

In controversial work Flyvbjerg et al. (2003, 2006, 2009, 2013; Naess 2006; Caotarelli 
et al. 2010) reviewed the forecasting accuracy for 258 highway and transit megaprojects 
worldwide, built between 1927 and I 998. They found that for transit projects, actual costs 
were on average 45 % higher tbaa estimated, but the actual ridership averaged just 61 % of 
predicted ridership. For highway projects, the cost forecasting error averaged about 20 % 
high, and traffic estimates averaged about ± 20 %. They attributed these inaccuracies ro 
methodological errors, input errors, personal behavior that was different than predicted, 
unexpected external changes, political actions, consultant bias, and appraisal bias of the 
promoter. Toll-road forecasts were found to have larger error than non-toll forecasts. Cost 
overruns for large projects were attributed primarily to "political explanarions" rather than 
technical, economic or psychological reasons. This bias was attributed largely to implicit 
cooperation between government officials, contractors, consultants and politicians, rather 
than to errors in input or modeling. Using very strong language, they suggested that cost 
overruns seemed to be "best explained by strategic misrepresentarion, namely lying, with a 
view to getting projects staned." The main cause was found to be "[neglect of] risk and 
lack of accountability in the decision-making process." Flyvbjerg (2009) argued that "a 
rapid increase in stimulus spending, combined with more invesrments in emerging econ
omies, combined with more spending on infonnarion technology, is catapulring infra
strucrure investment from the frying pan into the fire". To combat megaproject uncertainty, 
the authors call for greater transparency, model performance specifications, due diligence 
in forecast reviews, tighter regulation of construction and financing, use of private 
financing for risk capital, and improved management based on state-owned-enterprise and 
build-operate-transfer business models. More recently Flyvbjerg has called for penalizing 
forecasters for producing "significantly inaccurate and misleading forecasts" (Forster 
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2012), but others have noted that inaccurate client data are more to blame for forecasting 
errors (Forster 2013). 

Using a data set from Standard and Poor' s on vetting proposed toll road projects, 
Bain(2009a, b, 2011) reviewed the traffic forecast accuracy of 104 highway projects from 
numerous countries. He found that after correcting for optimism bias about 90 % of actual 
traffic volumes were within ±43 % of their respective forecasts, but charts in the study 
show that the average estimated 20-year error was about +20 % that is, the average 
20-year forecast traffic was 20 % higher than actual. Bain also cautioned against inflating 
forecasts as an "act of deception", and warned of sensitivity tests that are "insensitive 10 

project traffic or revenue", and using "pseudoscience to infer precision ..... not supported 
by empirical evidence". He also recommended the use of a traffic risk index to score the 
major technical and institutional risks for a specific project (Bain 2009a, b). Lemp and 
Kockelman (2009) provide a comprehensive summary of these studies. 

Wachs, Bain and Flyvbjerg generally infer the existence of deception, lying or collusion 
from the cumulative evidence of groups of projects (for instance, a high proportion of 
projects with over-forecast of traffic orrevenue), and from comparisons of project forecasts 
with those of peer projects. But of course this does not mean that a specific project forecast 
is oecessmly biased. And Wachs also points out that it is usually not illegal to amend the 
assumptions of a forecast for political reasons. Legal disclaimers in consultant documents, 
liability insurance, and disclaimers in financial documents generally protect forecasters 
from ex post /aero legal action. 

The extent of this form of manipulation is not fully known. Some observers believe it to 
be quite common, perhaps even widespread, in toll road forecasting. Others suggest it is 
essentially an amoral 'victimless crime': th.e public gets the road and the contractors get a 
profit Others suggest it is quite rare, perhaps even non-existent, in non-toll forecasting 
activities. Clearly, however, the recent rapid increase in toll-based financing of major 
projects along with concomitant risks for private investors has increased the visibilicy of 
the issue. Considerably more research would be needed to identify its current magnitude. 
The Australian coun cases now moving forward, which are centrally concerned witb 
ethics, may clarify this issue. 

All of the above studies concentrate exclusively on large projects within wban areas 
that use the conventional 4-step modeling process and on large inter-regional projects 
using similar methods. There are no comparable studies of smaller actions such as transit 
service increments or pedestrian-bike studies, or a wide range of other policies, although 
periodic reviews of ex posr /aero travel response to such policies have been made and 
codified (e.g., Pratt 2013). Essentially, we know very little about the ac~uracy of such 
tools, but it is seems unlikely that they are any more accurate in forecasting than the 4-step 
process. 

Increasing com.plmty and inadequate policy response 

Another serious issue is that the range and content of policies that these models are 

expected to address is increasing, especially increasingly complex road pricing schemes. 
As noted above, these methods were initially developed to evaluate alternative major 
transportation actions such as new roads, major widenings and major new fixed-guideway 
transit proposals. But in addition to these issues, numerous other policy options are now 
under scrutiny. They include demand-management policies such as VMT-reduction poli
cies, employer parking restrictions and carpool mandates, vehicle user pricing, congestion 
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pricing flexible work schedules, carpooling and vehicle sharing; technological changes 
such as vehicle fuel efficiency, energy comtraints and costs; transportation system actions 
such as capacity reductions ('road diets'), pedestrian-bike systems, transit improvements 
and transit-oriented development; transportation funding mechanisms such as tolling, and 
impact issues such as air quality, climate change, noise, induced travel, socioeconomic 
impacts, land use, urban form and equity issues. In the US federal requirements for 
modeling include "estimating motor vehicle emissions (which depends on estim11ring 
speeds and traffic volumes /Jy rime of day), estimating new travel generated /Jy adding new 
capacity, evaluating alternative land use policies, and esrim11ting freight movement and 
non-motorized trips" (Spielberg 2007), to name just a few. Many of these issues are 
handled post-model and thus incorporate whatever errors the models contain. Looming just 
ahead are topics like internet communication, social networks and media, self-driving cars, 
automated vehicle routing and immigration. 

The primary methodological advancements that deal with some (hut not all) of these 
issues include disaggregate (disutility) and revealed preference methods, stated preference 
methods, activity-toUI models, multi-modal networks, advanced statistical methods, 
dynamic assignment, micro-simulation, integrated land use-transportation models, geo
graphic information systems, internet-related applications, and social media data moni
toring. These improvements are increasingly complex but have less verification and 
calibration, li ttle or no external validation, and (so far) virtually no ex post facto testing of 
model accuracy. They have also become operable by only a limited number of specialists. 
Some observers go further, suggesting that travel demand modeling has split into largely 
isolated sub-disciplines that only a few individuals can successfully integrate (Chow et al. 
2012) and sometimes fail to communicate with other specialists. Most standard texts do not 
discuss issues such as model complexity, accuracy, or practical modelillg problems. 

Funher, some of these methodological advancements may not be real advancements at 
all, since they are primarily modifications of existing tools. While some models contain 
genuinely new elements, most are operated as bolted-on additions to tbe existing 4-step 
process. Although some observers might disagree, I think it is safe to say that the basic 
4-step paradigm we use for travel demand forecasting has not changed sub tantially since 
its development in the 1950's. The box looks different, but the contents are remarkably 
similar. In short, we are asking the 4-step model to do far more than what it was initially 
designed for, a form of mission creep. 

Io summary, the complexity of current models means that few modelers are proficient 
enough to understand the uncerorinties, and many users have no way to assess model 
validity and have to basically trust the outputs. This leads to an impression of unwarranted 
accUiacy in forecasting and false precision in estimates. 

Widening gap between theory and practice 

Many observers have also noted the widening gap between model theory and practice, 
which seemed to accelerate in the early 1970s with the advent of federal research money 
and advanced statistical tools and model structures. Many model advancements are not 
even used in practice, instead getting bogged down in the minutia of model results and 
trivial findings. And when the newer methods, for instance activity models and dynamic 
assignment, are placed in practice, it is alongside or as add-ons to existing 4-step processes 
(Jones 2012). Few regional planning offices have the expertise to operate these tools, 
leading by default to applications by consultants and academics if they occur at all-and of 
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cotl!lle the results might not be more accurate. Ironically the US's continuing investment in 
model improvement efforts (Travel Model Improvement Program 2010), particularly its 
investment in TRANSIMS, may have accelerated modeling advancements but resulted in 
Jagging implementation, particularly in smaller regions that find the advancements cost
ineffective. As Jones notes (2012) the time lag gap and complexity gap between research 
and practice seems to be widening, and in fact is not new: as early as 1990 Pas noted the 
widening gap, and the various reports of the lotemational Association for Travel Behavior 
Research (IATBR 2013) going back to its first conference in 1973 (TR.B 1973) each also 
note the theory-practice gap. 

In the background 

Travel demand forecasting does not exist in a vacuum, either in theory or in practice. Iu the 
background are a host of additional political, regulatory, fiscal, geographic and institutional 
circumstances that affect model accuracy and forecast errors. 

Regional planning 

The history of travel demand models is well documented in a variety of papers, including 
Boyce and Williams (2005); Boyce and Williams (forthcoming, 2013); Ran (2012), 
Shuldioer and Shuldioer (2013) in this issue of Transportation, Pas (1990) and Jones 
(2012). These reviews trace the development of modeling methodology and modeler views 
of travel but generally place less attention on institutional considerations. In the US, 
requirements for long-range travel demand forecasting are acrually mandated in the 1962 
Federal Aid Highway Act, which required 'comprehensive, continuing, and coordinated' 
(3-C) transportation planning in metropolitan regions with populations above 50,000 as a 

condition for federal financial assistance. The rules accompanying the Act laid out criteria 
for planning, including 20-year demographic forecasts by zone, multi-modal forecasts 
(quite a new exercise), economic analysis of alternative investment plans, and many other 
requirements. These requirements initially came from the apparent successes of early 
transportation studies in Chicago, Detroit, San Juan, Pittsburgh and other regions, which 
relied heavily on the capabilities of (then) 'modem high speed computers' . During the 
1960s and 1970's consultants and academics exported this technology to virtually every 
major city in the world. The 4-step process has gone through several stages of refinement 
since then. Ran et al. (2012) classify these periods largely by the availability of commu
nication technology, and Boyce and W1Jliams (2005) classify them by mathematical 
c-0mplexity and consistency, rather than by topical focus. Recent regulations (for instance, 
requirements for conformity with state air quality plans, noise and water quality impacts, 
encouraging time extensions to 40 years rather than the original 20, congestion manage
ment and environ.mental justice) have substantially increased the 4-step model's com
plexity and stretched its credibility, some say to the breaking point Some of these 
exercises, particularly EIS requirements for US projects, require or encourage project
specific point-based estimates of furure travel demand by time of day and speed, a clearly 
unrealistic goal. 

Some observers have recently criticized the present long-range planning process as 
fundamentally flawed, with too many unac.bievable goals, feel-good scoring to evaluate 
projects, failure to challenge critical underlying asswnptions, and general. lack of critical 
thought. In a review of 75 long range plans for US metropolitan regions, O'Toole (2008) 
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found that "nearly all [long range transponation plans] included population and growth 
and traffic, bur few describe[d] how reliable the travel forecasts might be, [and] no plan 
reponed that planners did any sensitivity analyses to deal with questionable assumptions 
and forecasts, " in reviewing the long range plans for 23 large US regions this author 
(Hartgen et al. 2008) found that very few plans were realistic about the impact of projected 
growth on congestion, often forecasting much lower road speeds as congestion increased, 
even with large plan expenditures. Virtually all plans used the 4-step process for traffic 
forecasting, but none made forecasts for pedestrian or bike use, or of car-sharing, regional 
pricing scenarios, work-schedule policies, or other options. Only one region (Los Angeles) 
bad estimated the impact of CO:! control policies. The review also noted remarlcably 
similar content and fonnat across plans that rigidly parroted federal guidelines, suggesting 
that they had become standardized 'process' documents driven by federally-<lirected for
mats and contents, intended to ensure self-cenification for continued federal funding, but 
then put on the shelf until the next ' five year plan' update. 

Many non-capital policies reviewed in the long range plans are typically not easily 
amenable to analysis with the 4-step process, but also are not analyzed using other 
methods. These include regional policies for pedestrian-bike networks, and some bus
based transit networks. Policies that are geographically limited, such as transit-oriented 
development, are also typically not studied with these tools. On the other hand, ome topics 
such as air quality confonnity are over-modeled relative to impact The author's study 
(Hartgen et al. 2008) found that the typical US region predicted 5~0 % reduction in 
emissions just from vehicle turnover, but the emissions impact of new projects was typi
cally just 0.1-0.25 % of regional emissions, way below the modeling accuracy threshold. 
Another topic, environmental justice, is typically treated by analyzing where disadvan
taged populations live along proposed highway projects, ignoring the increases in regional 
access to jobs or housing that such projects might bring. On the other side of the ledger are 
topics that are under-modeled, such as regional acce sibility, induced travel, productivity 
and jobs, and economic development which are of great interest to localities (e.g., Worsley 
2013) but rarely tudied in long range plans. 

Project planning 

At the project level, there is also considerable regulatory and technical complexity. For 
project level forecasts, the relative magnitude of uncenainly of zonal population and 
employment projections increases exponentially with declining zone size and increasing 
forecast horiwn (even for historically stable or filled zones that may be re-built to higher 
density). It is one thing to forecast, with some confidence, the likely population of an entire 
urban region, but it is much more difficult to forecast the traffic in and out of a small zone, 
let alone one influenced by a proposed new route (the so-called induced travel issue). 

In the US, the analysis of projects has become substantially institutionalized. The 
Environmental Impact Statements required for major new highway projects by the 

ational Environmental Policy Act of 1970 was initially intended to evaluate alternatives 
against a "no build" option, and develop a "preferred alternative" for later design. A brief 
review of Environment Impact Statements for major road projects reveals remarkable 
similarity in the structure and content of documents, each following the exact same format, 
even using similar words and density of material for traffic forecasts and induced travel. 
Technical supporting documents are also remarkably similar. Sensitivity analysis of 
forecasts for projects is unheard of. For transit projects, early ridership forecasts commonly 
used 'adjustments"(sometimes cal.led 'bias coefficients') to account for un-measured 
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transit features in modeling estimates, or included otherwise optimistic assumptions about 
operation and cost, but some sensitivity analysis is now undertaken, particularly in more 
recent documents. The underlying goal of both processes seems to be to ensure that the 
required steps are followed to comply with law and regulation, but al o to justify the 
project and lock in federal dollars before other projects get them. There is virtually no 
attention to the experience of similar projects, either locally or in other regions (sometimes 
termed 'reference class• reviews) that might shed light on project worthiness. 

AnOlher serious problem is the overshadowing presence of large non-local (federal, 
state and private) matching funds for major projects. In the US, the federal share for 
Interstate projects is generally 90 %, and 80 % for other federal-aid projects, with tbe 
states (sometimes the private sector) picking up the bulk of the remainder. For major transit 
projects, the federal share is typically 50 %, and localitie ( ometimes states) fund the 
remainder. In both cases the process is intensely competitive, with sponsors vying for 
funding within each state (for roads) or between cities (for transit). Since these projects are 
generally financially infeasible without funding help from higher levels of government or 
the private sector, localities rely on federal, state or private sector funding to progress 
them. This biases the local benefit-cost ratio in favor of the project since the localities 
generally receive all or most of the benefits but contribute at most 20-50 % of the cost. 
(Sometimes, additional items are monetized to increase the benefit-cost ratio). Localities 
may have less interest in the forecast traffic but instead just want the project built. In 
essence, the non-local funding pushes forward projects that might not be built if localities 
had to pay for them entirely. This is particularly the case for projects with private-sector 
involvement, in which amorphous distant investors are seen as talcing the risk, but it also 
applies to projects funded by formula allocations. Although there were certainly expres
sions of such concerns in the past (for instance, the Dulles Greenway), one might also 
argue that the whole issue of modeling uncertainty did not move to the fore until private
sector-financed megaprojects failed expectations of cost or demand. 

Major weaknesses in travel demand modeling 

The fundamental weaknesses of currently used in travel demand modeling have been 
extensively enumerated by many observers. In summary, they are: 

• Unrealistic model paradigm: It is well recogni7.ed that the 4-step modeling paradigm 
developed 50-60 years ago is only a computational convenience that is not behavioral 
and does not reflect how traveler decisions are actually made. In spite of widespread 
agreement concerning this weakness, comparatively little basic research has been 
conducted into how households actually make activity and travel decisions (Pas 1990: 
Talvitie 1997; Jones 2012; Strategic Highway Research Program ll 2013a, b). Even 
though the potential use of new different paradigms is significant, most activity models 
begin with largely unverified assumptions regarding household decision-making, for 
instance synthesizing activity patterns for demographic classifications, role and 
resource allocation within and between households, social networks and assumptions 
regarding bip chaining. And since many theories can often fit a data set, mere 
calibration is not validation of theory, let alone forecasting capability. 

• Questionable methodological advances. The major improvements to the 4-step process 
(for instance, attitudinal inputs, choice models, activity-tour methods, dynamic 
assignment, micro-simulation, and land use integration) have significantly increased 
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model complexity and cost, but (with the exception of choice models) have not 
produced significant advances in performance or understanding. Funher, (again, with 
the exception of mode choice models) these improvements have been applied to only a 
few limited cases for larger regions, leaving smaller regions stuck with the old 
paradigm (An exception is the SHRP II effort 2013a, b, for Jacksonville FL and 
Burlington VT). They are also expensive and time-consuming to implement, with 
unknown incremental forecasting value, which make them probably not cost-effective 
for smaller regions and possibly not cost-effective for large regions either. 

• Questionable accuracy. As noted above, the few rigorous tests of 4-step model 
accuracy have not been comforting, showing instead wide variations between predicted 
and actual future traffic. Although no formal research bas been conducted, it is likely 
that mo t 20-year traffic forecast accuracies for toll-free road widenings are no closer 
than within +-30 %, but probably a much higher uncertainty range. 

• Cross-sectional data: Data used to build and then validate 4-step models is invariably 
cross-sectioaal in time and therefore by definition contains a frozen view of travel 
behavior at the time of the travel survey. There are only a very few long-term 
longitudinal panel surveys of travel, notably in Seattle (now defunct) and the 
Netherlands (beginning again in 2013 after earlier waves in the 1980's), and just a few 
before-after surveys, for example tolling projects in Atlanta, Seattle, and Minneapolis. 
But even if one could forecast the life-stages of a future population, the stability of 
travel behavior must also be assumed going forward. To use a cross-sectional model in 
forecasting requires the assumption that the underlying behavioral relationships 
captured in the data are unchanged from the base year going forward, implying that 
whatever changes led up to the current behavior will then be suspended going forward, 
a logically untenable position. 

• Coarse zone structure: Most 4-step models have a zone structure that is too coarse for 
project planning or for numerous non-infrastructure policies. This is particularly true 
for projects at the edges of regions, where zones are larger and growth rates tend to be 
faster. But even within urban areas the zone structure is too coarse for modeling choice 
behavior for many policies, and is a particularly serious problem for transit forecasting 
where walk-access to and from proposed transit stops is typically shoner than zone-to
zone centroid distances. Of course, zone size could be reduced to deal with this issue, 
but then socioeconomic forecasts are even more uncen.ain. ew GPS methods and 
internet-based data tracking, such as cell-phone data, may reduce this problem, but the 
resulting data are less accessible and have less attached socioeconomic data. 

• Inadequate sampling. Small sample sizes, for instance for choice-based models, are too 
small for generalization and do not gather information on specific O-D movements. 
Even large area-wide surveys rarely interview more than 2 % of regional househo.lds, 
so most O-D flow cells are empty. OPS-based data and cell-phone tracking data are 
more extensive but lack demographic and socioeconomic characteristics. 

• Over-sampling. Occasionally models are built with so many observations that all model 
statistics are found to be highly significant, even though the model itself is miss
specified and is useless in forecasting. This is likely to become a more serious issue as 
big data sets from cell phones, for instance, are used to estimate corridor traffic 
characteristics. 

• Misspecification. The presence of low goodness-of-fit measures, for instance low 
R-squares, is often a tip-off that the model is miss-specified. Many observers note that 
poorly specified variables and missing variables are a common problem in travel 
demand modeling, and that reliance on just time and cost for modeling is a significant 
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mistake. For instance, heavy reliance on travel time, cost and income variables in mode 
choice modeling reduces attention to such factors as household location and work
scbool travel needs, habit, modal bias, prior investment in vehicle ownership, 
socioeconomic contexts reliability, convenience, safety and other factors that are likely 
more important, but difficult to collect and model. 

• Weak calibration and verification. Even when calibrated on existing data or 'verified' 
using hold-out samples, goodness-of-fit statistics often show weak model explanatory 
power. And of course tests of base-year fit are not indications of external validity, and 
are no guide of predictive performance. 

• Trivial or nonsen ical findings. Often, tests for policies show very little or no difference 
between the policy impacts and the no-build option, such differences generally being 
much smaller than the intrinsic uncertainty in input parameters. But as Alonso (1968) 
pointed out many years ago, error propagation mathematics indicates that the largest 
relative errors come from subtraction and division. And arithmetic's significant-figure 
rules tell us that the precision of a mathematical formula cannot be more than its least 
precise term. It is therefore illogical to assert that the difference between the results of 
two tests is more accurate than the accuracy of the tests themselves. Basically, the 
smaller the difference being observed, the stronger, not weaker, the underlying model 
bas to be. 

• Limited before-after testing. Very few modeling exercises are designed to conduct 
before-after studies to determine how well the model predicted traffic. As noted above, 
in the US only major transit investments have been subjected to such tests, and even 
those studies have not identiJled the specific causes of the variation. 

• Limited use of similar experiences. Modeling efforts have generally used locally-driven 
data such as trip rates and trip lengths, and locally developed forecasts for such items as 
population and land use, with only limited comparisons of forecasts to the experiences 
of similar regions. So-called 'reference class forecasting' bas rarely been used as a 
backdrop to locally-driven forecasts, although the Federal Transit Administration is 
increasing its use (2013 ). 

• Limited policy relevance. Models often contain variables that are irrelevant or trivial 
with respect to the alternatives being studied. The typical variables at hand (generally 
time or cost) are poor descriptors of the features of many policies. 

What to do? 

In the US the single greatest knowledge gap in travel demand modeling i not the unknown 
elements of travel decision-making, great as that is, but the uncertainty of toll-free road 
traffic forecasts based on conventional 4-step travel forecasts. A sponsored effort to 
research, consolidate and report on the demonstrable accuracy of historical travel demand 
forecasts (similar to the EU study), and the likely sources of error, would be of immense 
help in quantifying the magnitude of this problem. Toi,; should also be undertaken for other 
forecasts that do not use the 4-step method. · 

In the meantime we can of course continue on as we have been, funding modeling 
improvements incrementally as with TMIP and other research funding streams, addressing 
specific shortcomings, and encouraging adoption as regions update their models. But this 
approach would leave large gaps in knowledge regarding the accuracy of our models, no 
formal mechanisms for quantifying or reducing the uncertainly of our methods or in 
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addressing the increasingly visible biases in them, and no structured mechanism for 
improving our understanding of travel decisions. This approach would likely accelerate the 
continued shotgun funding of research with no overarching sense of needed knowledge and 
a continued widening gap between theory and practice. As the weaknesses in travel 
demand forecasting methods become more apparent, driven likely by investor demands, 
doubts about their use will increase and questions about their usefulness will likely pro
liferate. 1bis would lead. in my view, to the slow but steady erosion of relevance. 

Hubris 

On the other band, th.e generally positive experience of the US Federal Transit Adminis
tration to improve transit modeling accuracy, and the efforts in the UK to improve road 
traffic modeling accuracy, suggest that modest progress in the accuracy of travel demand 
models is possible with a targeted and directed effort. (It should be noted that neither effon 
has yet actually demonstrably improved forecasting accuracy.) More likely, recent reviews 
of model accuracy highlight weaknesses that probably cannot be futed without new basic 
modeling paradigms. Other disciplines (biology, astrophysics, even highway research-the 
Strategic Highway Research Program) have developed broad long-term agendas to 
improve understanding, but travel demand forecasting targets short term research reflecting 
researchers' interests, not users' long-term goals. 

If such a moon-shot effort were undertaken, it would have to be based on the conviction 
that we need to get a lot more serious about understanding travel. In this approach, a 
concerted effort would be made to improve the accuracy of travel demand modeling over 
the next 20-30 years, and account for emerging opponunities such as cloud computing and 
social media. Ran et al. (Ran 2012) provide a broad overview of bow these emerging 
communication technologies might ultimately provide the underpinnings of integrated 
system models that could 'optimize' future individual travel choices. And Shuldiner and 
Sbuldiner (2013 in this i sue of Transponarion) outline how social media may transform 
travel behavior. 

However, to be successful, this approach cannot rest just on Big Data or more com
puting power. We also need an honest assessment of what we know, what we don't know, 
and what we need to know to address emerging policy issues. These gaps have been 
cbaracteriz.ed as consumer responses to collaborative consumption options such as car 
clubs, the impact of information services, internet-driven substitution for travel, and 
tranSport-land use interactions (Polak 2013), but one might also add the economic impact 
of transport proposals (Worsley 2013), energy pricing, automated cars, and emerging 
lifestyles. Once we know what we need, we then need to formulate long-term research 
plans spanning perhaps 20-30 years to get what we need and implement it. This will not be 
easy and will require coordination among a wide range of stakeholders . 

Recently the US's Strategic Highway Research Program II (2013a, b) has initiated a 
large ($4 m) project to improve modeling by integrating activity models with network and 
capacity information. The goal of the project is to build a "dynamic integrated model 
[emphasizing] behavioral changes in use of highways in response to highway condirions. 
Methods proposed should address changes in demand such as micro-time of day choice 
(i.e. peak spreading) and route choice in response to adding lanes and in response to 
operational improvements such as ramp metering, signal coordination, freeway manage
ment, rrs, reversible lanes, HOVlllOT lanes, variable tolls, variable speed limits, and 
bortleneck improvements. Detailed, time-sensirive highway networks will be expected to 
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include detailed and accurate highway operating characteristics to ensure that such 
policies can be adequately addressed". Rather than being a new paradigm, this effort 
essentially grafts activity modeling methods onto traffic assignment And it might lead to 
failure, or (more likely) to limited use in practice. Extensions to incorporate social net
works (e.g., Auld and Zhang 2013; Deutsch and Goulias 2013) substantially increase 
modeling complexity. The US effort to implement TRANSIMS (a individual-level micro
simulation network-based modeling system), spending very large sums over 20 years but 
(at this point) having no operational application and few regional tests, is a cautionary 
eitperience to be taken very seriously. Big Data and Big Research have a significant risk of 
Big Failure. 

The following is my admittedly biased professiooal view of what might be needed in 
such an effort: 

• Professional standards for the use of models and treatment of uncertainty. 
First, terms need to be better defined. This review found a variety of definitions for 
such terms as base ridership/volume (current year, year of original data, etc.),forecast 
traffic (e.g., traffic estimate used to make the construction decisions, post-decision 
estimates), forecast year (future year, years from opening, years from forecast, etc.), 
and actual traffic (e.g., traffic at one year after opening, 5 years, IO years, 20 years, or 
by date, etc.). The definitions should also include methods for adjusting short day
long, week-long, or monthly counts to ADT using seasonality and ules. Although 
such variation is to be expected in emerging topics of study, if travel demand model 
forecasts are to be compared and evaluated, these basic rules for metrics need to be 
established. 
We need arrangements for monitoring and periodically reporting model accuracy. 
Perhaps an (international?) effort to consolidate and archive modeling forecasts, along 
the lines of the University of Minnesota's archive of travel surveys, or an extension of 
FHW A's archiving of long range transportation plans, could be developed cooper
atively by professional organizations, universities and governments. 
Standards for expectations for model accuracy (not just validation), setting acceptable 
error ranges are also needed. How accurate should forecasts be, for various 
circumstance (context, mode, functional class, forecast year, etc.)? Perhaps 20-20 
accuracy (±20 %, 20 years out) is close enough for a decision regarding total traffic 
for a proposed new road. But greater accuracy might be needed for designing 
pavement strength, or for decisions regarding toll financing. On the other band, 
decisions regarding the number of lanes might be needed only to within ±50 % 
(Polzin 2013). Flyvbjerg (2013) calls for various professional association to set such 
standards and the ethics for forecasting. 
Standards for the procedures for estimating forecasting uncertainty, in both ranges and 
scenarios, and their probability of occurrence, should also be developed, and reports 
should include uncertainty alongside every forecast (e.g., US National Association of 
Municipal Analysts 2005). Bain suggests the use of fan charts, a technique used in 
monetary policy (Britton et al. I 999), as a means for developing and describing the 
uncertainty of forecasts to non-experts. For Instance, Fig. I shows the I 0-percentile 
(likelihood) ranges (high and low) of predicted transactions for a toll road forecast, by 
year. Since much of the discussion of this issue is based on toll-toad development by 
large international corporations, international and private-sector organiutional 
cooperation would seem to be essential in developing quantitative standards for 
model accuracy . 
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Fig. 1 An exampk of a traffic transaetions fan chart 
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Additionally, we need more comprehensive and more direct education for both 
students and professionals regarding the ethics of forecasting. 1his is a topic that dates 
from at least 1989 (Wachs 1989) but is treated lightly in most curricula. 

• Better modeling. 
The above steps set the stage for improved travel demand forecasting, but they do 
ensure it. We also need to substantially improve, in a coordinated fashion, our 
understanding and modeling of travel demand. 
A critical missing element in our current research is the lack of coordination among 
research agencies and institutions, both within and across nations. We need better 
organizational structures, not just to monitor and report on modeling 'successes' and 
'failures' as noted above, but also to prioritize and develop improvements in a wide 
range of technical modeling issues. These should be international in scope. 
And we need better data. Virtually aJJ of the information we have on travel behavior is 
cross-sectional, and does not track changes in behavior over time. We need to gather 
more real-time data to get at variations in travel, and use panel data as the rule, not the 
exception, in model development and validation. It will be a challenge to establish and 
fund such efforts, but the experience of long-term panels in other disciplines such as 
health, time use, and consumer surveys suggests that it can be done. 
Most important, we need better understanding, which is not likely to be achieved 
without coordinated research to understand travel behavior and household travel 
decisioo-mmng. This means developing a unified international research agenda, 
thorough conferences, meetings, and associations, to identify and recommend needed 
key research. The longer-term goal is to develop a holistic theory of household deci
sion-making (attitudes, roles, activities, location and social networks, allocation of 
resources, travel, feedback to development, etc.) to guide model development 1his 
means clarifying what is unknown that is needed, and establishing research programs to 
get iL 
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But knowledge is not enough. We need to get the results to practice. The focus should 
be on developing new paradigms for handling issues not adequately covered with 
current methods, particularly non-capital policies. Perhaps most controversial, the 
process should be user-driven to ensure relevance to policy. Buy-ins by major schools 
interested in participation will also be essential to reduce the remoteness of academic 
research from practice. Academic papers in journals and presentations at major prac
tice-oriented organizations such as the Transportation Research Board should include a 
specific application-to-practice section outlining how to use the results in practice. 
Perhaps we also need to unhook tenure decisions from papers published, so that aca
demic research will be better concentrated on coordinated goal-oriented research rather 
than on the incremental advancements now being reported. 
This may require more money or at least more targeted funding. Potential sources 
include pooled funds (e.g., Spielberg 2007), private-sector funding of modeling 
research (e.g., Johnston 2012), or simply coordinated governmental research programs. 
There are numerous examples of this in various research communities, including the 
Transportation Research Board' s Strategic Highway Research Programs. When there's 
a will, a way will be found. 

• Better forecasting. 
As difficult as is better modeling, it is even more difficult to develop better travel 
demand forecasts, which rely not just on understanding behavior but also predicting it 
into uncertain circumstances. 
To do this, we need to develop better ways to quantify the uncertainty in land use, 
employment and demographic forecasts, parti.cularly for sub-regional zones near pro
posed projects. We can conduct more research on model transferability, so that the 
circumstances under which modeling findings can be compared are more clearly 
understood. We can expand the link to practice through the use of elasticities and other 
devices. We can use Moote Carlo, stress tests (Lemp and Kockelman 2009) and ref
erence class forecallting to develop realistic ranges and probabilities of outcomes, rather 
than single absolute numbers. We can develop ways to handle external events such as 
recessions and booms, political changes, or energy crises or breakthroughs. We can 
widely publicize caveats regarding model accuracy in project promotion and review 
material. 

• Instirutiooal improvements. 
As the above review suggests, a significant element of the malaise now being expe
rienced in travel demand modeling is the institutional structure that drives it Some of 
this is dependent on the increasingly complex tasks we are asking models to perform, 
but other elements are relatively simple to resolve. For instance, reserving a portion of 
modeling funds for evaluating subsequent model accuracy would quite rapidly establish 
information on short-term modeling accuracy. We can also take steps to lower opti
mism bias, for instance by increasing local stake in project funding and by evaluating 
proposal worthiness independently of the source of funds. A more extreme action might 
be to establish independent forecasting capability, separate from agencies, sponsors, or 
financers. Even further, we might include incentives and disincentives, or perhaps even 
penalties suggested by Flyvbjerg (Forster 2012), for forecast errors. However, the use 
of punishments might lead to finns exiting the business, and may have already wors
ened the case for better forecasts (Johnston 2012). 
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Humility 

The above approach is predicated on the belief that with a concerted coordinated effort the 
underntanding of travel behavior and the accuracy of travel demand forecasts can be 

improved sufficiently for confident use in public and private transportation decision
making. Essentially it builds on the optimism of humans to better their environments 
through study, planning, and implementation of needed investments. But there are limits to 
such knowledge, and some things are not knowable with certainty. Given the uncertainties 
of its inputs, travel demand forecasts may be one of these. Travel, activities, demographics, 
land use and transportation investment are so complex that it may be simply not possible to 
usefully forecast future travel demand. As van Vuren (2013) cautions, "We need to move 
away from the idea that models can solve problems and give the right answers. Models 
shoulti be used to sharpen the quesrions and test different assumptions". 

Accepting this uncertainty does not seem to have been a serious problem in the past. 
Travel demand forecasting as a craft is only 50---60 years old, yet thousands of projects 
were built in the three millennia before that. This is not to suggest that we should return to 
the King's Edict of project advancement or to complete reliance on the private sector to 
initiate major projects, but it does suggest that historicaUy other mechanisms for decision
making that are not so data-driven have also produced major projects. 

Other considerations might actually reduce the need for more accurate travel demand 
forecasts. Many projects are built to meet today's problems, not future demand, so the need 
for a long range forecast may not be so great. Slowing population growth and wide 
geographic variations in growth also suggest cautionary forecasts. Other justifications for 
projects (environmental, economic and social) are often as important as traditional user
based justifications (time savings, reliability, safety, and operating costs). And as noted 
above, traditional 4-step methods don't handle many current policies very well anyhow, so 
de-coupling the 4-step method from some policies might be sensible (Polzin 2013). 

Rather the struggle to know what can't be known, it may be wiser and more fruitful to 
openly acknowledge the uncertainties of this business, and to build that uncertainty into our 
decision-making. This approach would contain the following elements: 

• Highlight model limitations. Led by professionals, establish an international travel 
demand modeling organization with a clear mission to monitor and report modeling 
performance, highlight the limitations of forecasts, and improve modeling performance 
where that can be done. Several potential organizations already exist that could serve 
this mission. 

• Through this organization, set and promote ethical standards for the conduct of travel 
demand modeling, which specifically identify modeling uncertainties and limitations, 
and ensure that all major forecasts adhere to these standards. This might follow the 
examples of other professions (accounting, engineering, etc.) that have successfully 
established standards of practice. 

• Use due diligence methods to evaluate project forecasts, using statistically reliable 
benchmarks from similar projects to estimate the average of previou projects, 
compared with the proposed project (Flyvbjerg 2013). 

• Evaluate the accuracy of travel demand models in a variety of settings, and pubHcize 
the findings. This could take the form of mutual fund ratings, government reviews, a 
private rate- my-forecast initiative, university-based assessments, or trade group 
evaluations. 
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• Admit we don't and can't know many elements needed for accurate travel demand 
forecasting, and recognize the limitations of our knowledge. Set realistic expectations. 

• Substantially increase the recognition of forecast uncertainty by modelers, citizens and 
decision-makers. This can be accomplished though clear caveats for forecasts, use of 
ranges and probabilities, and such devices as fan charts. 

• Substantially increase the transparency of travel demand forecasting, using clearer and 
simpler methods to describe the major techniques, automated game-like cenarios and 
the like. 

• Convert forecasts from single point-based estimates to range-based with probability of 
outcome. 

• Expand the use of scenario analysis that challenges baseline assumptions. particularly 
for scenarios that initially seem unlikely but are extreme. 

• Significantly reduce the role of travel demand modeling in project decision-making. 
Repeal laws and regulations that contain model-driven estimates. 

• Eliminate regulations that require point-forecast modeling or tie funding or compliance 
to modeling capability. Examples of these in the US are requirements to 'demonstrate' 
air quality conformity, congestion management regulations, long-range planning 
requirements, project-based noise modeling, and project-based environmental damage 
modeling. 

• Weight model forecasts less with regard to other factors in project decision-making. 
Deliberately make Jess use of model results in cost-benefit assessment. 

• Increase the local share of project funding to strengthen locality involvement in project 
decisions and get the bard question asked when one's own money is on the line. 

• Reduce or eliminate competitive grant funding which may contribute to optimistic 
forecasts that justify sponsor proposals. 

• Improve education regarding uncertainty and the ethics of forecasting. 

Various blends of these approaches could also be suggested. For instance, one might 
focus on several common elements that will be needed regardless of direction, such as 
better monitoring of modeling results, standards for modeling and forecasting, educational 
initiatives, and increased local share of funding, possibly a modest ramp-up of coordinated 
research, and stronger treatment of ethics. 

Either of these approaches is quite different from what we are doing now, and frankly I 
am not too optimistic about either being adopted. To succeed. either would need the 
support of professionals, trade organizations. institutions and governments, politicians, 
academics, consultants, project developers and promoters, localities, and the public. Within 
all of these groups, th.ere are ·strong vested interests for the stams quo. Champions and 
advocates for each approach, or a blend of the two, should come forward. 

Why is this important? Toe purpo e of travel demand modeling and forecasting is to 
improve investment and policy decisions and the value of public dollars in an age of public 
austerity, by improving the accuracy and relevance of forecasting and analysis tools. These 
investments generally use taxpayer or client dollars, so professionals owe them the best 
estimates possible, along with recognition of uncertainty. 

The essence of the scientific method is to observe, theorize, test to find discrepancies, 
and then modify the theory. The travel demand modeling community does a fair job of 
observing and theorizing, but we do a poor job of finding discrepancies and modifying our 
theories. Our fundamental modeling paradigm, the 4-step process, has not changed sub
stantially in 60 years, and its accuracy is highly suspect. Some of us who have participated 
in this discipline are therefore concerned that the future of travel demand forecasting {if 
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that itself can be predicted) is threatened by increasing skepticism. Will the discipline 
survive the next 50 years? What will it look like? Will travel demand forecasts be more 
accurate and more revered than today? Or will they increasingly be viewed as "highly 
subjective exercises in advocacy" (Wachs 1989), discredited by project reviewers? 
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Response to Comment EO-2 
Comment 

Code 
Response  

EO-2-1 The commenter posed several questions regarding the project. For readability, the 
pertinent comments are summarized and identified in italics and highlighted in grey while 
the responses are provided in regular plain text.  

The following comment refers to the Ming Avenue, California Avenue, and Chester 
Avenue/H Street Interchanges that are within two miles of the State Route 99/58 freeway-
to-freeway connection. 

Please explain how 3 clear violations of this design requirement will affect the flow of 
traffic, affect the interweaving of traffic and why this rule exists. 

The current interchange spacing criteria became a mandatory design feature in February 
1995. State Route 99 was built in the 1960’s and State Route 58 was built in 1976. The 
existing interchange spacing on State Route 58 was standard for that time with respect to 
highway guidelines. Therefore, the three nonstandard interchange spacing design 
features are pre-existing conditions with respect to the State Route 99/State Route 58 
interchange. Although a pre-existing condition, any improvements to existing 
interchanges after February 1995 that do not meet current interchange spacing standards 
would require documentation and approval to maintain existing nonstandard features. 
Documentation to maintain pre-existing nonstandard features or incorporate nonstandard 
features requires the preparation of Mandatory Design Exception fact sheets, which 
requires approval from Caltrans Headquarters Division of Design.  

Although the project is not providing a southbound State Route 99 to westbound State 
Route 58 direct connector because of the low traffic demand for this direction of travel, 
the Centennial Corridor Project meets the purpose and need by providing route continuity 
and associated traffic congestion relief along State Route 58 within metropolitan 
Bakersfield and Kern County from the existing State Route 58 (East) (at Cottonwood 
Road) to Interstate 5.  

An eastbound State Route 58 to northbound State Route 99 connector is also not 
included as a project feature due to the low traffic volumes for the eastbound to 
northbound movement. It is anticipated that vehicles traveling east on State Route 58 
would take the Mohawk Street exit and travel via Rosedale Highway to the Rosedale 
Highway/State Route 99 interchange for northbound travel. If traffic demand necessitates 
construction of this connector, Caltrans will initiate a future stand alone project. The 
project would be designed to allow for the eastbound-to-northbound connector to be 
added in the future. It is important to note that the Rosedale Highway widening would 
occur with or without the Centennial Corridor Project. 

Caltrans’ Highway Design Manual outlines policies and procedures to carry out highway 
design functions. It is not intended as a legal standard for these functions, rather, used as 
a guide with general rules for highway design. During the design process, there are often 
circumstances when deviation to the general highway design rules is necessary. The 
analysis to deviate from these rules is referred to a “design exception.” The design 
exception process is not a "violation" to the highway design rules, rather a process to 
implement feasible design and make sound engineering decisions based on the actual 
physical landscape of a real project. The effect on traffic is generally isolated to the 
direction of traffic between two adjacent interchanges. Traffic operations are evaluated 
between interchanges and, if necessary, are mitigated. In the case of this project, 
nonstandard interchange spacing has been mitigated by proposed auxiliary lanes to 
provide additional lanes for weaving maneuvers, braided ramp movements that separate 
movements so weaving does not take place, and by constructing a collector-distributor 
system, which proposes additional lanes separated from the mainline freeway lanes to 
provide on-ramp traffic and exiting traffic room for weaving and decision making without 
affecting the through traffic on the mainline of the freeway. 

After the reasons have been delineated, please explain what the effect of one exception 
means to the interchange, two exceptions means to the interchange, and three 
exceptions means to the interchange. 
The effect of one, two, three, or more exceptions to the interchange have been analyzed 
together in the traffic study. Traffic operations are evaluated between interchanges and, if 
necessary, are mitigated, as stated above.  
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Please discuss how the increase of exceptions increases the complexity of proper 
function.  
There is not a direct correlation between an increase in the number of exceptions and 
complexity or proper function. Nonstandard features associated with interchange spacing 
are regularly evaluated with respect highway traffic operations, right of way impacts, and 
freeway agreements with local jurisdiction (city of Bakersfield).  The freeway agreement 
dictates local access points as agreed to by Caltrans and the city of 
Bakersfield.  Removal of the access points at Ming Avenue, California Avenue, and 
Chester Avenue/ H Street would negatively impact local street circulation.  The design 
exception process associated with interchange spacing ensures proper freeway 
operations, while maintaining local access as agreed to in the freeway agreement.   

Closely spaced interchanges interrupt traffic flow; vehicles seeking to exit/enter the 
freeway need to cross travel lanes within a short distance, which could result in weaving 
movements that negatively impact freeway mainline operations and safety. Proper 
interchange spacing would enhance safety by providing vehicles adequate distance to 
accelerate and safely merge into the freeway, while also providing mainline vehicles 
adequate distance to merge and decelerate at the next exit off-ramp interchange.   

Please give examples from the past 5 years where this number of exceptions was 
granted? 
The State Route 58 Gap Closure Project, within the same project limits, is one project 
that has documented and approved design exceptions for nonstandard interchange 
spacing for the same interchanges. There are nonstandard interchange spacing fact 
sheets for projects throughout the state on the State Highway System, as well as the 
Interstate System. 

Please explain why this rule exists and the traffic flow will be inhibited by this exception? 
Highway Design Manual Section 502.3 indicates that it is desirable to provide for the 
eight basic traffic movements to avoid undesirable operational characteristics. 
Interchanges that do not have an on- and off-ramp for each direction of travel are 
considered partial interchanges. This rule exists because partial interchanges lead to the 
potential for wrong way movements. As discussed in Section 2.1.1, Build Alternatives, the 
build alternatives will not include direct connectors from southbound State Route 99 to 
westbound State Route 58 and from eastbound State Route 58 to northbound State 
Route 99 because of low traffic demand in these locations. If traffic demand necessitates 
construction of this connector, Caltrans will initiate a future stand alone project. The 
project would be designed to allow for the eastbound-to-northbound connector to be 
added in the future. 

It is anticipated that in Alternatives A and B, traffic traveling on southbound State Route 
99 to westbound State Route 58 and eastbound State Route 58 to northbound State 
Route 99 would opt for the shorter 2-mile alternate route on Rosedale Highway and 
Mohawk Street versus traveling 4.5 miles on State Route 58 and State Route 99. For 
example, southbound traffic on State Route 99 would exit at Rosedale Highway, travel 
west to Mohawk Street, and then south on Mohawk Street to join the Westside Parkway. 
Traffic traveling east on the Westside Parkway would use the same route in the reverse 
direction. The project proposes to rebuild the southbound State Route 99 Rosedale 
Highway off-ramp from an existing one-lane off-ramp with two lanes at the ramp end to a 
two-lane off-ramp with four lanes at the end, including an auxiliary lane, which begins 
south of Gilmore Avenue on State Route 99. A separate project (the Rosedale Highway 
Widening Project) would widen Rosedale Highway from four lanes to six lanes and 
provide two left-turn lanes from westbound Rosedale Highway to southbound Mohawk 
Street and two right-turn lanes from northbound Mohawk Street to eastbound Rosedale 
Highway. 

As discussed in Section 3.1.6, Traffic and Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle 
Facilities, the results of the traffic study showed the build alternatives would provide 
better traffic flow for all vehicles due to direct route continuity compared to both the 
existing condition and the No Build Alternative in the future years. Improvements between 
Cottonwood Road and State Route 99 would provide auxiliary lanes and a collector-
distributor lane, which would improve traffic flow by separating traffic exiting the freeway 
from through traffic. 
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Please explain how an exception was obtained, what argument was used, and examples 
from the last 5 years where two exceptions were granted? 
The applicable standard, prior to the signing of the Mandatory Design Exception Fact 
Sheets, was for the State Route 99/State Route 58 interchange to go through an 
interchange review with Caltrans Headquarters Design. It was determined through traffic 
forecasting and cost analysis that the branch connector movements from southbound 
State Route 99 to westbound State Route 58 and from eastbound State Route 58 to 
northbound State Route 99 would be underutilized for the 20-year design life. Examples 
were previously given in the above responses. 

As discussed in Chapter 21 of the Project Development Procedures Manual, a single fact 
sheet may contain multiple design exceptions for a single project. Potential design 
exceptions are discussed with the Design Coordinator, who is a professional engineer at 
Caltrans Headquarters, as soon as the need for an exception is identified. Once it is 
determined there is sufficient justification for an exception, a draft fact sheet is prepared 
and submitted to the Design Coordinator. As outlined in Appendix BB of the Project 
Development Procedures Manual, the fact sheets contain discussions of the standards 
for which an exception is requested, the reason for requesting the exception, if the design 
exception was created by the proposed project or an existing condition that is being 
maintained or improved, the added cost to make standard, traffic data, and a collision 
analysis. All comments from the Design Coordinator must be addressed and resolved to 
their satisfaction before the fact sheets are signed and approved. Even though one fact 
sheet may contain multiple exceptions, none of the exceptions will be approved until they 
are all adequately documented and designed to the satisfaction of the Design 
Coordinator. At the end of this process all mandatory/advisory fact sheets are signed as 
one document. 

As to the reasons for the design exception, all attempts were made to keep design 
exemptions to a minimum, however, some exceptions are required in order to avoid 
replacement of existing highway structures and to avoid even greater right-of-way 
acquisitions. 

There appears to be 5 distinct exceptions for the proposed interchange that is subject of 
this EIR. Please explain what effect one exception traditionally creates for the 
interchanges between two freeways and how the addition of 4 more exceptions 
complicates the equations? Does the addition of each exception add to the complexity 
linearly or exponentially? Please explain through the use of at least 3 traffic modeling 
formulas? 
Exceptions that the commenter refers to in this project are dependent on traffic volumes 
and operational analysis between the interchanges themselves, and are discussed 
above. 

There is not a direct correlation between an increase in the number of exceptions and 
complexity or proper function. Nonstandard features associated with interchange spacing 
are regularly evaluated with respect to traffic operations, right-of-way impacts, and cost to 
make standard.  

A total of four traffic models (No Build, Alternatives A, B and C) were used to evaluate 
traffic operations that includes interchange configurations that may require design 
exceptions. As indicated in Table 3.13, traffic conditions at the freeway segment level are 
worse under the No Build scenario for opening year (2018) and horizon year (2038) 
conditions compared to any of the three build alternatives.  

EO-2-2 This Corridor is expected to have an unusually high number of trailer trucks and semi-
trucks. Is there an increase in likely accidents due to the tight space in which cars and 
semi-trucks will be merging? 
An increase in vehicle collisions is not anticipated with this project. Traffic operations are 
evaluated between interchanges and, if necessary, are mitigated. In the case of this 
project, nonstandard interchange spacing has been mitigated by proposed auxiliary lanes 
to provide additional lanes for weaving maneuvers, braided ramps that separate 
movements so weaving does not take place, and by constructing a collector-distributor 
system, which provides additional lanes separated from the mainline freeway lanes to 
allow on-ramp traffic and exiting traffic room for weaving and decision making without 
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affecting the through traffic on the mainline of the freeway. The traffic study accounted for 
all vehicle types, including commercial trucks, in the weaving analysis.  

If this large number of exceptions which have been designed into this project results in 
injury or death, who will be the responsible for the party? 
The design meets standards, with design exceptions as necessary, to ensure the safety 
of the traveling public, for which Caltrans is the responsible party for State highway 
facilities. Approving any design exception is a Federal Action, which requires reviewing 
and documenting potential safety issues. Design exceptions must be approved by the 
Federal Highway Administration or on behalf of the Federal Highway Administration by a 
State Department of Transportation or local agency. Design exceptions are related to 
engineering standards that are not generally subject to state and federal environmental 
regulations unless the design poses a significant risk to the public.    

Where in the EIR is this environmental impact addressed? 

The adverse impact that you described in your comment does not exist—the project 
would not create interchange spacing problems, it would provide a solution by reducing 
congestion, which would improve safety for motorists. The current interchange spacing 
that contributes to traffic operation problems and congestion is featured as a 
transportation need that the project alternatives must address. Section 1.2, Purpose and 
Need, in Volume 1, states in part that State Route 99’s close spacing for its two 
connections with State Route 58 (East and West), as well as an interchange at California 
Avenue, has resulted in conflicting merging conditions (cars coming onto the freeway are 
trying to move to the left and the cars on the freeway are trying to move to the right to use 
the off-ramp) that add to traffic congestion. The Caltrans standard for spacing between 
freeway-to-freeway connections is 2 miles, and the standard for spacing between 
interchanges is 1 mile. In this location, the two connectors from State Route 58 to State 
Route 99 and the California Avenue interchange are all located in slightly over 2 miles. 
Analysis of how well each alternative (including the No Build Alternative) would improve 
traffic flow and reduces congestion was presented in the draft environmental document 
and in the Traffic Report prepared for this project.  

If it was not addressed, why and under what reasoning would significant, and what is 
termed “mandatory”, design exceptions not be considered to have an environmental 
impact?  
Mandatory and advisory design exceptions are identified in Caltrans’ Highway Design 
Manual to ensure that roadway designers are aware of this guidance and to highlight 
areas for design consideration and review.  Mandatory design standards are those 
considered most essential to the achievement of overall design objectives.  Many pertain 
to requirements of law or regulations as embodied in the Federal Highway 
Administration’s 13 controlling criteria.  For more information regarding mandatory design 
standards, please refer to Table 82.1 of the Highway Design Manual.  Caltrans holds 
responsibility for approval of all exceptions to mandatory design standards on the State 
Highway System and local facilities within State right-of-way, after which formal Federal 
Highway Administration’s approval is requested.  

An environmental impact is defined by the California Environmental Quality Act per the 
environmental impact checklist provided in Appendix A. Mandatory design exceptions are 
engineering decisions implemented for a project and are not considered in the 
environmental evaluation unless the mandatory design exceptions would result in 
environmental impacts listed in the California Environmental Quality Act Checklist. Based 
on the results of the traffic study on the operations of closely-spaced intersections, 
significant impacts to transportation and traffic is not anticipated as a result of Preferred 
Alternative B.  

The National Environmental Policy Act requires Federal agencies to assess the 
environmental effects of their proposed actions prior to making decisions. In the case for 
the Centennial Corridor Project, the Caltrans as delegated by the Federal Highway 
Administration evaluates the environmental and related social and economic effects of 
the proposed action to implement the project. Similar to California Environmental Quality 
Act in determining environmental effects of mandatory design exceptions, the actual 
mandatory design exception is not subject to Federal environmental laws unless the 
engineering decision produces effects to the environment. In this case, design exceptions 
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relating to the traffic operations of closely-spaced interchanges would not result in 
adverse environmental effects per the National Environmental Policy Act. 

EO-2-3 Chapter 9 refers to Public Representation not associated with CALTRANS or any elected 
official. Who was contracted from the public? Please describe how you have complied 
with all of the requirements of Chapter 9? How often are exceptions denied? Have the 
exceptions in this EIR requested ever been either approved or denied in the past 5 
years? If so, please explain. In this EIR there are 5 exceptions requested. Are those 
exceptions considered separately or as a whole? Please explain. 
In accordance with Chapter 9 of the Project Development Procedures Manual, a Project 
Study Report was signed and approved on January 4, 2012, by the Caltrans District 6 
Director. Additionally, coordination with the public and other agencies is included in the 
Summary at the beginning of the environmental document.  Agency consultation and 
public participation for this project have been accomplished through a variety of formal 
and informal methods, including project development team meetings, interagency 
coordination meetings, and an extensive public outreach program.  For more information 
regarding coordination with the public, please refer to Chapter 5 in Volume 1 of the final 
environmental document. 

Design exceptions are approved, rejected or modified on a regular basis. These exceptions 
were considered as a whole and are based on sound engineering judgment. Design 
exception requests for this project were not previously denied. Please see below for more 
information on these exceptions.  

Have 5 exceptions to mandatory design standards from the Highway Design Manual 
been approved for a project that covers such a short distance been approved in the last 5 
years? If so, please explain the purpose of the mandatory design requirements if they can 
be ignored by an established procedure? 
Project 06-OG850, the State Route 58 Gap Closure Project, completed in 2013 within the 
same project limits, is one project that has documented and approved design exceptions 
for nonstandard interchange spacing.  In addition, there are nonstandard interchange 
spacing fact sheets for projects throughout the state on the State highway System, as 
well as the Interstate System. 

Supplemental guidance toward the development and conceptual approval of projects are 
provided with Design Information Bulletins, and then are implemented in the Highway 
Design Manual and Project Development Procedures Manual as design requirements.  

Three of the five mandatory design exceptions that are being referenced are nonstandard 
interchange spacing. The current interchange spacing criteria became a mandatory 
requirement per Design Information Bulletin, Number 77, dated January 31, 1995 and 
became effective in February 13, 1995. State Route 99 was built in the 1960’s and State 
Route 58 was built in 1976. The three nonstandard interchange spacing design features 
are being documented in fact sheets as pre-existing conditions, in relation to when the 
interchange spacing became a requirement.  

Although a pre-existing condition, any improvements to existing interchanges after 
February 1995 that do not meet current interchange spacing standards would require 
documentation and approval to maintain existing nonstandard features. Most of the 
State’s interchanges were built before 1995, so there is a potential for many nonstandard 
interchange spacing design exceptions to be documented throughout the State’s highway 
inventory. 

While mandatory design requirements are those considered most essential to 
achievement of overall design objectives as pertinent to requirements of law or Federal 
Highway Administration’s regulations, the Highway Design Manual Standards allow for 
flexibility in design exceptions that take the context of the project into consideration.  This 
enables the designer to tailor the design, as appropriate, for the specific environment and 
circumstances while maintaining safety. 

Is there a requirement that any and all persons that have an interest or object to this 
request for exceptions are to be informed of the meetings by the state and federal 
agencies reviewing such requests? If not, please explain why. Are the minutes of these 
meetings available? 
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The mandatory design exception review is an internal Department of Transportation 
process. The process is a technical engineering review of proposed/draft nonstandard 
design features. Upon completion of the fact sheet approval for nonstandard design 
features, the document is signed by the Headquarters Design Coordinator. Minutes are 
not available for these meetings. 

Was there any effort to inform the public in this case about the application of exceptions? 
No. The mandatory design exception review is an internal Department of Transportation 
process.  

At these meetings are both the pros and cons to the proposal presented? 
Yes, the project engineer/designer must show the restrictions and/or disadvantages of 
making the design standard. For example, to make the State Route 58/State Route 99 
interchange standard would require closing the State Route 99/Ming Avenue interchange, 
the State Route 99/California Avenue interchange, and the State Route 58/ H 
Street/Chester Avenue interchange, which would significantly impact traffic operations 
and circulation in Bakersfield. Additionally, the State Route 178/State Route 99/State 
Route 58 (West) interchange, the State Route 99/White Lane interchange, and the State 
Route 58/Union Avenue interchange would require extensive improvements to support 
increased traffic volumes diverted by closing the nonstandard spaced interchanges. The 
cost of improvements to make design features standard versus benefit obtained is 
regularly discussed. 

EO-2-4 Was this design which is outlined above and is not very complicated, since it is prevalent 
in this state, ever considered? 

The Bakersfield System Study, completed in 2002, considered most of the elements 
outlined in the commenter’s highway design plan. Constructing a freeway running parallel 
to 7th Standard Road as the primary element for connecting State Route 99 with 
Interstate 5 was included as an element of Alternatives 14 through 16 and 20. Using the 
Westside Parkway as the connector was included as an element of Alternatives 1 through 
13. Constructing a freeway connecting State Route 58 (East) with a State Route 99 to 
Interstate 5 facility was included with Alternatives 5 and 6 as a freeway running parallel to 
State Route 99 on both sides or along the east side.  

The general alternative alignment outlined by the commenter was withdrawn during the 
Project Study Report phase because it did not meet the screening criterion. Specifically, it 
was deemed cost prohibitive by virtue of constructing a 28.3-mile connection from State 
Route 58 to Interstate 5 via a freeway alignment following State Route 204 (Union 
Avenue) and continuing west along the 7th Standard Road alignment. One element of the 
commenter’s design assumes that 7th Standard Road could be converted to interstate 
design standards to serve as “Interstate 450” at a relatively low cost, with modifications to 
freeway-to-freeway interchanges at Interstate 5 and State Route 99 (Interstate 995). 
These modifications would not be acceptable to Caltrans or the Federal Highway 
Administration. Detailed cost estimates for Alternative 15, the most similar alternative 
screened to the one suggested by the commenter, identified that the cost to construct this 
alternative would be approximately $2.23 billion which exceeds the maximum threshold 
established for the Centennial Corridor Project. Therefore, construction of Alternative 15 
would be cost prohibitive and would not meet the requirements of Criterion 4.  See 
Appendix N in Volume 2 for more information on why this alternative did not move 
forward onto further study and analysis. 

It is prudent to mention that many of the areas the commenter discusses as places of 
similarity to Bakersfield are not actually valid comparisons. San Diego, San Francisco 
and Los Angeles have a range of populations from 0.8 to 3.9 million people and have 
larger metro areas of roughly 1.3-13 million people. Additionally, these are part of larger 
regional areas with dense urban populations, such as the Bay Area. Bakersfield, in 
contrast, has less than 400,000 residents and the county has less than 900,000 persons. 

In addition, the commenter claims that growth in Bakersfield has been stalled over the 
past few years. However, the population in Bakersfield grew by 41% from 1990 to 2000 
(adding just over 72,000 people), and by another 41% from 2000 to 2010 (adding over 
10,000 residents). According to the Department of Finance, the population has grown by 
another 5,000 people in the past five years. Bakersfield has grown more quickly than 
other major cities in California in the past 10 years. Between 2000 and 2010, growth in 
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Bakersfield (40.74%) surpassed cities such as Sacramento (14.61%), Anaheim (2.52%) 
or even nearby Fresno (15.67%). 

Would this design have a smaller Environmental Impact than the current Project? 
In your comment letter, you described a proposal of a new freeway being constructed 
along 7th Standard Road between I-5 and SR-99 instead of the current alternatives being 
considered. If your proposal was implemented there is the potential for various 
environmental resources to be affected due to the existing conditions in the area. From a 
review of existing aerial photography, there is farmland located along much of the existing 
alignment. Partial acquisitions would be required to widen the existing roadway to 
accommodate the new freeway, and there would be a potential for significant impacts to 
these parcels as they are designated under the Williamson Act and/or Farmland Mapping 
and Monitoring Program-designated Important Farmland categories. Replacement of 
these lands may not be achievable within the immediate vicinity, resulting in adverse 
impacts. In addition, acquisition of this farmland could also affect overall exports and 
economic vitality for Central Valley farmers.  

In addition to farmland impacts, adjacent residential parcels would require acquisition 
resulting in displacement of homes and residents. Based on the review of this proposal, 
an existing residential neighborhood at 7th Standard Road and Central Valley Highway 
would require displacement of residential homes and a church that services the 
neighborhood. In addition, several commercial and industrial properties located along 7th 
Standard Road would be affected by a new freeway and need to be displaced. The 
displacements associated with this proposal may result in significant community and 
economic impacts to this area of the city.  

Other environmental impacts that would occur as a result of this proposal include cultural, 
water quality, and biological resources.  Farmland/Residential structures located along 
the proposal corridor may be older than 50 years or have other defining characteristics to 
make them eligible as historic resources. The proposed corridor crosses several 
waterways which may result in additional impacts to water quality, wetland, vegetation or 
wildlife habitat. All of the impacts described above would require additional environmental 
analysis and mitigation measures.  

What would be the cost differential between what I have proposed to attain the same 
goals as the present project? Please evaluate this calculation based on 1) starting from 
scratch, as if this was the preferred proposal and what the cost would be to abandon the 
present Project and substitute this proposal. 
The cost of the commenter’s highway design plan would be on the order of $4 billion in 
current year dollars) for the ultimate connection to Interstate 5. This estimate is based on 
the cost of dual loading State Route 99 from State Route 58 (East) to north of 7th 
Standard Road; constructing two new system interchanges with State Route 99 and 
Interstate 5; reconstructing the system interchange at State Route 58 (East); 
reconstructing the service interchanges at California Avenue, Rosedale Highway, Golden 
State Avenue, Olive Drive, State Route 65, and 7th Standard Road; and constructing no 
less than four new service interchanges and one railroad grade separation (Burlington 
Northern Santa Fe) along a new 21-mile-long east-west freeway, running parallel to 7th 
Standard Road. By comparison, extending the Westside Parkway to Interstate 5 would 
involve approximately 9 miles of new roadway construction from Heath Road to Interstate 
5 and construction of three service interchanges, one railroad overcrossing, and one 
system interchange with Interstate 5. This work would be in addition to the Centennial 
Corridor Project.   

Why weren’t similar alternative addressed? 
An alignment along the existing 7th Standard Road was considered as an alternative 
during the earlier project development phase, but it was eliminated from further 
evaluation, see Section 2.1.5, Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Further 
Discussion (Volume 1), for further discussion. This alternative is identified in Table 2.3 of 
the final environmental document as Alternative 15. Project Development Team meetings 
consisting of Caltrans, city of Bakersfield and its consultants, and County of Kern were 
held in August and September 2008 to discuss and screen 18 alternatives to carry 
forward for further analysis. A total of eight criteria were established to evaluate which 
alternatives to carry forward in the environmental phase of the project. Alternative 15 was 
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eliminated from further consideration because the preliminary cost estimate exceeded the 
maximum reasonable threshold and availability of reasonable funding for construction of 
the project established for the Centennial Corridor Project. 

EO-2-5 What is the environmental impact of the current Project versus this proposal in that the 
Project in this EIR does not create a freeway between I-5 and the 99 freeway and the 
proposal does complete this important goal?  
While the proposal was not studied in depth because it was eliminated earlier in the 
process, as explained here, it is possible that it could have as many or more impacts to 
the environment as the Centennial Corridor project, just in a different way. While homes 
and businesses may be avoided, the proposal would have a tremendous impact on 
farmland, including those under Williamson Act contract. These farms are businesses as 
well. Farmland is often considered habitat for many special status species and a greater 
number of species may be impacted by using farmland. While the proposal would avoid 
parks and known historic properties, it may have a greater potential to impact buried 
archaeological and Native American sites. There may be unknown hazardous waste sites 
due to farmland operations. There may be more jurisdictional waters and wetlands in this 
area. There could be more water quality impacts as well. The visual impact is high when 
a large freeway is placed in a rural area. By placing this type of facility in a rural area, the 
potential for induced growth can increase greatly. Avoiding a more populated area does 
not mean fewer impacts, just different impacts.  

Right-of-way requirements and environmental consequences would be significant with all 
of the build alternatives. This final environmental document analyzes the environmental 
impacts of the preferred Alternative B and compares No Build conditions. The Centennial 
Corridor Project is part of the ultimate freeway alignment that will eventually connect 
State Route 99 to Interstate 5. The project has been evaluated as an individual project, 
and future extension of State Route 58 toward Interstate 5 will be evaluated separately at 
the time funds are available and the traffic data justifies the expense and effort required 
to move forward with the extension.  

The Centennial Corridor Project Report discusses the planned Route Adoption for a 
future phase to connect to I-5. 

This final environmental document does not compare the alternative of converting 7th 
Standard Road to a freeway (identified as Alternative 15 in Section 2.1.5) because it was 
eliminated during the project alternative screening process and is not subject to further 
environmental analysis. Hence, a comparison of impacts between the build alternatives 
(Alternatives A, B and C) and Alternative 15 could not be conducted.  

Given the location of 7th Standard Road, the magnitude of the construction and 
reconstruction required for the existing roadway will require substantial resources in 
terms of construction cost and obtaining required environmental clearances. In addition, 
the proposed conversion of 7th Standard Road to a freeway would require conversion of 
prime farmland and compliance with the Williamson Act. As mentioned previously, 
specific environmental analyses were not conducted for the conversion of 7th Standard 
Road as an Alternative because this alternative was rejected at the project alternative 
screening stage. 

Please evaluate the impact on the Air Quality, which is an important environmental 
impact and consideration, between these two designs. 

Because Alternative 15 was eliminated from further consideration, environmental impact 
analyses for this alternative, including an air quality analysis, are not required to be 
evaluated and compared with other feasible alternatives (Alternatives A, B, and C). 

EO-2-6 What process must Caltrans go though to rename the 99 Freeway and construct and 
name 7th Standard Rd. as an auxiliary Interstate highway? How long does this process 
take?  

State Route 99 is part of the State Highway System. To rename State Route 99 to 
Interstate 99 would require transferring a State Highway to a Federal Highway, which 
requires Federal action and approval by the Federal Highway Administration. Renaming 
7th Standard Road as an Interstate highway would require a more extensive process 
because this proposal would not meet the Guidance Criteria for Evaluating Requests for 
Interstate System Designations under 23 United States Code 103(c)(4)(A) and (B). In 
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order for 7th Standard Road to be converted to an Interstate Highway, a connection at 
each end of the proposed route to an existing Interstate System is required. There is no 
Interstate Highway within the project area for an Interstate Highway connection to the 
east. The nearest Interstate highway to the east is Interstate 15, which would require 
roadway improvements along State Route 58 to bring this route to Interstate Highway 
standards. Roadway improvements would be required from Bakersfield to Barstow for a 
total of at least 130 miles; this process would take considerable time and involve 
considerable reconstruction of State Route 58 in areas that do not currently meet 
interstate system standards.  

EO-2-7 Please evaluate the traffic patterns for State Route 46, Lerdo Hwy, 7th Standard Rd and 
State Route 58 to the traffic on Stockdale Hwy. Show how the current traffic warrants the 
construction of the Project in this EIR? If you chose to use projections, then project the 
traffic patterns that would apply to what I have proposed and its impact on environmental 
impacts (air quality and economic impact)? 

The traffic patterns for State Route 46, Lerdo Highway, and 7th Standard Road were 
previously evaluated to the extent data was available as part of the Traffic Study technical 
report (November 2012). The traffic patterns for State Route 46, Lerdo Highway, and 7th 
Standard Road have little impact on Stockdale Highway. These roadways are all currently 
available for motorist choice and are used for regional travel, along with Rosedale 
Highway, Truxtun Avenue Extension, Westside Parkway, and Stockdale Highway. No 
additional traffic analysis is warranted for the named facilities, as the potential impact of 
the project has been considered in Chapter 3 of the Traffic Study technical report.  

Please see Response to Comment EO-2-5 for information about air quality projections for 
the commenter’s proposed alternative. Additionally, economic impacts for the 
commenter’s proposed project are not required to be evaluated due to the project being 
infeasible. 

EO-2-8 What are the comparative right-of-way expenses and number of businesses and homes 
affected by the Project in this EIR and this proposal?  

The cost estimate for a proposed 7th Standard Road/new Interstate would cost $4 billion 
to construct compared to the cost estimate for the Centennial Corridor Project (Preferred 
Alternative B), which is estimated at $570 million. Farms are considered businesses as 
well and would be greatly impacted by this proposal. Per the 2015 Federal Transportation 
Improvement Program the Alternative B alignment right-of-way cost is anticipated to be 
$165 million. The number or businesses and homes affected by the Preferred Alternative 
B alignment through property acquisition would be 121 businesses and 310 residential 
units.  Because the proposed 7th Standard Road/new interstate was not carried forward 
for further evaluation due to the cost to construct the project, a detailed right-of-way cost 
estimate was not developed. 

EO-2-9 There are two designs for a regional transportation plan and does not require any 
exceptions and the other requires 5 exceptions and deviations from mandatory standards 
in the Highway Design Manual. How is a decision made under those conditions?  

As discussed in Section 2.1.4, Preliminary Identification of a Preferred Alternative, 
determining the Preferred Alternative involves a comparison focusing on those areas 
where the impacts are different or one alternative has greater impacts than the other 
alternatives. For the Centennial Corridor Project, the distinguishing areas are the number 
of displacements and parcel acquisitions; impacts to community cohesion, parks, cultural 
resources, and Section 4(f) property; and cost. Initial Design Exceptions are identified for 
each alternative and documented in the Project Report. Any design exception that cannot 
be justified is removed from the design. Additionally, efforts continue through final design 
to eliminate or reduce nonstandard design features. 
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EO-2-10 If there is a lower Environmental Impact with this proposal when compared to the Project, 
does it become impossible to claim that this EIR had NO environmental impact?  

The draft and this final environmental document do not claim that there are no 
environmental impacts, but does report what impacts are anticipated to be for each 
alternative, how great impacts may potentially be, and also includes avoidance, 
minimization and mitigation measures to reduce or eliminate potential impacts from the 
project. 

Because the alternative similar to yours (Alternative 15) was withdrawn from 
consideration (see Response to Comment EO-2-4), environmental impact analysis for 
Alternative 15 was not required because it was deemed infeasible.  

EO-2-11 I would like to know how the calculation was made to determine this population number of 
848,487. Has there ever been a 26 year period where population growth in the City of 
Bakersfield has been 3.5% annually or a period of 22 years where the growth has been 
4.0%? In what industries will we see growth to drive and sustain 848,487 citizens and 
what will the median income be for this population? 

The population number 848,487 was derived from the Kern Council of Government’s 
2011 Final Regional Transportation Plan as cited in Table 3.1, Kern County and City of 
Bakersfield Growth Trends in both the draft environmental document and this final 
environmental document, which was based on estimates provided by the California 
Department of Finance. The estimate of 848,487 for Year 2035 relates to Metropolitan 
Bakersfield which includes unincorporated areas surrounding Bakersfield. The population 
estimate for Bakersfield itself in 2035 is 609,600 (California Department of Finance). The 
use of historic trend analysis to forecast future population levels is a widely accepted 
method. Information regarding population in the Community Impact Assessment, draft 
environmental document, and final environmental document was also from the California 
Department of Finance and was updated in the Final Community Impact Assessment and 
the final environmental document. 

Population growth can vary quite a bit from year to year. Using Department of Finance 
historical data for the decade of 1990 to 2000 and the decade of 2000 to 2010, growth 
has ranged from 1.09 percent up to 5.42 percent. These are the two decades in which 
population grew by 40 to 41 percent as discussed in Response EO-2-4. The average 
annual growth rate for these twenty years is 3.4 percent. While the seven years (2007 to 
2013) included in the comment letter show much slower growth, future years may be 
higher.  
A discussion of future job growth and median income level is highly speculative. While a 
discussion of future job growth and projected median income level is outside the scope of 
the Centennial Project, according to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (April 2013), the construction and energy production sectors, especially 
associated with the oil and natural gas extraction industries, have been the fastest 
growing job areas in the local regional economy since the year 2000. In Chapter 3 of 
Volume 1, Section 3.1.2, Growth, of the final environmental document, growth is forecast 
to primarily occur in the service sector.  

EO-2-12 In a study from 1986 the population growth for Bakersfield was forecasted for geographic 
areas of the city. The accuracy of the total growth seems to be accurate, although I have 
not researched the numbers to certify they are correct. The geographic forecasts were 
very inaccurate. Forecasts for growth in the northwest were substantially low, in the 
northeast too high, and in all sectors projections were off by a large enough amount that 
the standard deviation would in the double digits. From the journal called Transportation 
(Appendix I) there was a recent article on the inaccuracy of traffic modeling in general. If 
the population estimates have been inflated as it appears they have, the modeling was 
based on those numbers, and the modeling is at best only 40% accurate, isn’t the 
conclusions you have based this EIR on completely unreliable? The article I have 
referenced focuses on the underestimation of costs and the overzealous projections on 
traffic. Please comment as to how this EIR is not subject to those errors. Please include 
the accuracy of population estimates from this EIR in that analysis.  

The Kern Council of Governments population and employment forecasts are regularly 
updated approximately every 4 years. Population information used in the project also 
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used data from the most current U.S. Census and the California Department of Finance 
population estimates. This data was updated for the Final Community Impact 
Assessment and this final environmental document. As a result, the conclusions reflected 
in the final environmental document are as accurate as possible based on the current 
data available. The geographic distribution of growth assumed for the project is displayed 
in Figures 3-2 and 3-3 of the Traffic Study technical report and in Volume 1 of the final 
environmental document.  

The Kern Council of Governments is the federally-designated Metropolitan Planning 
Organization for Kern County, responsible for developing and updating a variety of 
transportation plans for the County. Predicting modeling assumptions long range are 
subject to factors outside the control of a Metropolitan Planning Organization. Trend 
bifurcation and other unforeseen events make assumptions and forecasts beyond 5 years 
imprecise. Factors such as cost of living, interregional travel, and overall uncertainty of 
the future are problematic and could be described as uncertainty error. Robert Bain 
(international expert on forecast uncertainty) has researched uncertainty from multiple 
perspectives and sources and determined that the uncertainty for a 2035 regional 
forecast can be up to +/- 25 percent. To control for this, it is important to revisit long range 
forecasts and assumptions on a regular basis. Using the best available information, the 
Kern Council of Governments Regional Transportation Plan and associated model 
inputs/assumptions are revised every 4 years. 

Was the addition of GPS self-drive cars taken into account for this EIR? Please keep in 
mind that the generation life cycle for 95% of all cars is 8 years. This generation life cycle 
would imply that 16 years from today 95% of all cars will “drive themselves”, reducing the 
number of accidents and increasing road capacity (these cars will drive closer to each 
other due to the communication capability of one car to the other and because the reason 
we drive so far apart from each other and have so much gridlock is because people have 
much slower response time compared to a computer and we tend to brake when it isn’t 
necessary). 

The replacement of human drivers with global positioning system computer-guided 
mechanical drivers was not taken into account because this technology is not currently 
available and is too speculative to suggest that it would be available 20 years from now. 

EO-2-13 Has the EIR looked at the sustainability and environmental impacts this population would 
have on the water supply? Can this area with its limited availability of water sustain this 
large of a population? How often does the State of California experience severe 
droughts?  

The results of the growth analysis indicate that the project would not induce population 
growth within Bakersfield. Most of the projected growth is a result of factors such as 
future development. Please refer to Chapter 3 of the Community Impact Assessment 
Study (May 2015).  

If this Project is completed and it drives the increase of population to 848,487 will it have 
a negative effect on the environment when it comes to water resources? If water is 
diverted to the population away from farming will this have a negative effect on the 
economic environment locally and worldwide? Kern County is essential to the food supply 
and helps to feed the world. 

Cities and counties determine local development and would need to determine 
sustainability and impacts to a given area based in their population. Water supply for a 
growing population is not within the authority of Caltrans. This project would not induce 
growth, but is to accommodate growth that has already occurred over 25 years or more 
and to accommodate future growth the city and/or county may approve. For further 
information on growth, please refer to Chapter 3 of the Community Impact Assessment 
(May 2015). 
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EO-2-14 The greatest amount of growth for Bakersfield is and will remain to the south. Please 
comment whether the growth to the south was included in the EIR.  

The set of development projects identified in Section 3.1.1, Land Use, were deemed 
reasonably foreseeable to be considered as part of the baseline for analysis. On a macro-
scale, a Growth Inducement Analysis prepared for the Thomas Roads Improvement 
Program considered the influence of the entire program of proposed transportation 
projects, including the Centennial Corridor. The analysis concluded that the Thomas 
Roads Improvement Program projects as a group (including the Centennial Corridor) 
would have the effect of moderately influencing growth pressures in the northwest and 
west Bakersfield metropolitan areas, and marginally influencing growth pressures in the 
west central and northeast areas. 

The geographical distribution of growth is graphically displayed in Figures 3-2 and 3-3 of 
the Traffic Study technical report. Growth to the south was reflected in the travel demand 
forecasts prepared for the project, the overall Thomas Roads Improvement Program 
collection of projects, and the Kern Council of Governments Regional Transportation 
Plan.  

EO-2-15 What were the reasons for abandoning the Masterplan of 2000/2002? It was endorsed 
and approved by all effected parties. Up until the federal government directing what the 
project has to look like and how the federal money has to be spent, the beltway system 
delineated in the 2000/2002 Masterplan supported many growth possibilities as well as 
solve the existing shortcomings with the local transportation system. How does this 
Project help to form the Beltway system in the Bakersfield area? Wouldn’t a beltway 
system similar to the 2000/2002 Masterplan have a much more positive environmental 
impact all the way around? If I am not mistaken, it seems like the Project is taking one of 
the minor, future and almost last components, of the earlier plan and making it the 
foundation of the transportation needs of this area. Doesn’t this Project delay and fracture 
the true needs in Bakersfield for a Beltway system? The northern portion, which would 
have turned 7th Standard Rd into a freeway, can’t be completed and so the endpoints for 
the crosstown and western sections for the beltway will have an endpoint instead of a 
circular pattern. 

The Master Plan of 2000/2002 referenced in the comment is presumed to be the 
recommendation of the 2002 “Bakersfield System Study.” The plan included six major 
improvement elements:  

• The Westside Parkway from Heath Road to State Route 99. This project is nearly 
completed, extending from Heath Road to Truxtun Avenue. Construction of the 
proposed Centennial Corridor will complete the project to State Route 99. 

• Centennial Corridor. New freeway connecting State Route 99 with State Route 58 east 
of downtown Bakersfield.  

• Hageman Road Flyover. This project is in final design. 

• 24th Street Widening. This project is in the final design phase, right-of-way acquisition 
phase, nearing construction. 

• 24th Street/Oak Street Intersection Improvements. This project is in the final design 
phase, right-of-way acquisition phase, and nearing construction. 

• State Route 58 Realignment. This project was intended to connect State Route 58 
(East) to Interstate 5 on a new alignment to avoid double loading of State Route 99 
between the current connections of State Route 58 (East) and State Route (West). It 
included an east-west element and a north-south element. The east-west element was 
constructed as the 7th Standard Road four-lane expressway in lieu of a parallel 
freeway on a new alignment. Insofar as the north-south element, proposed as a 
freeway running parallel to Golden State Highway, it was not needed by virtue of the 
Centennial Corridor project. Connection from State Route 99 to the Westside Parkway 
is in the Project Approval/Environmental Document phase. Alignment selection was 
subject to further study by Caltrans, which selected Alternative B of the Centennial 
Corridor, combined with Elements 1 and 2.  

Several of the transportation projects in the 2002 Bakersfield System Study (as noted 
above) are included in the overall Thomas Roads Improvement Program of projects that 
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are currently in construction or nearing completion. Caltrans is the lead agency under 
both the National Environmental Policy Act and the California Environmental Quality Act 
for the Centennial Corridor, Hageman Road Flyover and State Route 58 Realignment 
projects. The city of Bakersfield is the lead agency under the California Environmental 
Quality Act for the 24th Street Widening and the 24th Street/Oak Street Intersection 
Improvements projects, while Caltrans was the lead agency under the National 
Environmental Policy Act. 

On the Westside Parkway, the Federal Highway Administration was the lead agency for 
the National Environmental Policy Act and the city of Bakersfield was the lead agency for 
the California Environmental Quality Act. Caltrans provided technical support and 
oversight of the environmental document. 

The currently proposed Bakersfield Beltway system (including the Centennial Corridor 
Project) has undergone extensive operational analysis, local/state agency coordination 
and public review since 2002.  Several of the beltway transportation projects have been 
refined to address the circulation needs of the city of Bakersfield through the public 
participation process. The resulting Beltway system in Bakersfield is a result of numerous 
iterations from all stakeholders in the city of Bakersfield, including residents, businesses, 
local/state agencies, and elected officials. 

Knowing the elements of the 2000/2002 Masterplan, why was the new overpass on 
Golden State Highway over Garces Circle not made into six lanes? This mistake will be 
more obvious with the approval and the building of the Hageman Flyover.  

The newly constructed overcrossing of Golden State Highway with Chester Avenue has 
been designed to accommodate the addition of two lanes in the future, to provide six 
lanes in total, via lane restriping and conversion of the median and shoulders to mainline 
travel lanes. 

EO-2-16 What is the current level of service on I-5 between the junction of 99 and the junction of I-
580? How will the ultimate goal of the extension of I-40 to I-5 affect the level of service of 
I-5? Does it fit within the criterion where an improvement to any part of the highway 
system must be sustainable for a minimum of 20 years, especially when federal, money 
is being used? 

As explained above (Response to Comment EO-2-6), it is not possible to create 
Interstate 40 from Bakersfield to Interstate 5 as described in the suggested alternative. As 
noted above, the reconstruction of highways to Interstate standards would have to be 
accomplished from Barstow to Interstate 5 to qualify for Interstate consideration. The 
current level of service on Interstate 5 between the junction of State Route 99 and 
Interstate 580 is generally level of service A, indicating that motorists are traveling at or 
above the speed limit. Traffic slows in the vicinity of both named routes, thereby reducing 
the level of service at these junctions.  

Neither Caltrans system planning nor Kern Council of Governments regional planning 
anticipates construction of a freeway to Interstate 5 within the planning horizon of the 
Regional Transportation Plan (2038) because it is not needed to accommodate projected 
traffic. 

The design year performance of the interim connection to Interstate 5 via the service 
interchange with Stockdale Highway meets the 20-year design life criteria. 

Questions regarding traffic use of State Route 99 and east-west roadways are addressed 
in the Traffic Study technical report. Section 2.6, for example, specifically reports truck 
movement patterns based on origin-destination studies conducted for the Kern Council of 
Governments and Caltrans on State Route 99, State Route 58, State Route 223, State 
Route 166, State Route 119, State Route 46, and State Route 65. 

EO-2-17 On page it is stated that the close spacing of the interchanges at Ming Ave and California 
Ave in relation to the connection of 99 Freeway and State Route 58 causes congestion. 
Part of the Project that has been approved and is moving forward is the improvements to 
Ming Ave separated from this EIR. Not considered are the improvements to the 58 
interchange and 7th Standard Rd which is the route that a significant amount of the future 
traffic, especially truck traffic, will use due to the large industrial area in Shafter that is 
expanding tremendously is not considered in this EIR. Why? Why is the EIR not 
advocating the closure of either the Ming Ave or California Ave off ramps? The California 
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Ave exit in either direction would have to be considered very dangerous. What is the 
environmental impact to not close this exit since the opportunity has been presented? 

Please refer to Response to Comment EO-2-1 regarding the interchange spacing. The 
proposed designs do not advocate closure of the Ming Avenue or California Avenue 
interchanges because it would disrupt local circulation, including access to the Valley 
Plaza Mall and to the Kern County Fairgrounds. Closure would also require extensive 
upgrades to the adjacent interchanges. The proposed designs will close the Wible Road 
ramps, which would reroute traffic to the California Avenue or Ming Avenue interchanges.  

The Traffic Study Report for the Centennial Corridor Project assumes the implementation 
of street improvements that are funded by the Regional Transportation Improvement 
Program and the Metropolitan Bakersfield Transportation Impact Fee Program that are 
expected to be built between 2013 and 2038. These programs include a wide range of 
transportation improvements, including the Rosedale Widening Project, 24th Street 
Widening, and the North Beltway project. Even with these projects, given the projected 
population and employment growth trends, traffic congestion would occur along Rosedale 
Highway, 24th Street, the Truxtun Avenue extension west of Oak Street, portions of 
Stockdale Highway, State Route 99, portions of State Route 178, Coffee Road, Mohawk 
Street, and Union Avenue. 

Where will the liability lay if there is a significant increase in traffic accidents for these 
exits as more people sue (as is forecasted) this corridor? 

Please refer to Response to Comment EO-2-2 regarding liability. 

EO-2-18 On page 5 there s a discussion of the Tier 1 and Tier 2 environmental Impact statements. 
It is stated that KERNCOG evaluated previous transportation studies. Where is the 
2000/2002 County of Kern Masterplan which was adopted and endorsed by the County of 
Kern, the City of Bakersfield and KERNCOG? The 2001 Route 58 Adoption Project Tier 1 
Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report is not part of the 
Masterplan that was certifies in 2002. When was the public given notice and an 
opportunity to comment on the obvious difference between the two plans? 

While the Thomas Roads Improvement Program collection of projects is very similar to 
the recommended transportation elements reflected in the Bakersfield Systems Study, 
there are differences. These include widening of the 23rd and 24th Street couplet through 
downtown Bakersfield from three lanes each to four lanes; removal of the interchange at 
24th Street and Oak Street and the bridge extending Oak Street over the Kern River; 
replacement of the 7th Standard Road corridor freeway with widening to a four-lane 
expressway along the existing alignment; and selection of the Alternative B alignment for 
the Centennial Corridor connection of State Route 58 East with the Westside Parkway, to 
be rebadged as State Route 58 (West). These changes are reflected in a series of Kern 
Council of Governments Regional Transportation Plan updates and addendums, all of 
which included programmatic environmental documents and opportunities for public 
comment before certification. These include public circulation of the: 2007 Regional 
Transportation Plan Draft environmental document (March 1, 2007); 2007 Regional 
Transportation Plan Amendment No. 1 Addendum environmental document (January 15, 
2009): 2007 Regional Transportation Plan Amendment No. 2 Addendum EIR (September 
17, 2009); 2011 Regional Transportation Plan Draft Subsequent environmental document 
(April 30, 2010); and Final Subsequent EIR Addendum (May 2011).   

Though the Bakersfield Systems Study did not require a formal environmental impact 
document, community involvement played a key role in its development. Early in the 
study, the Project Development Team decided to create an extensive community 
involvement program that enabled local residents, property owners, business 
representatives, transportation-related organizations, and other special interest groups to 
actively participate in the Bakersfield Systems Study.  

During the course of the study, extensive outreach to the broader community was 
achieved through a series of successful public workshops and focus group meetings, as 
detailed in the Study’s Summary Report (December 2002) available online at: 
http://www.bakersfieldfreeways.us/documents/Report_Bakersfield_System_Study_Summ
ary_2002_12.pdf. Three public workshops were held as forums for the Bakersfield 
community to provide their input and voice their support or concerns. The workshops 
were designed as open house forums. In total, approximately 450 local residents, elected 
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officials, public agency staff, and other interested parties attended the 3 workshops, and 
more than 400 community members provided comments. Also, 15 focus group meetings 
were held with a variety of special interest groups, including homeowners, business 
groups, environmental groups, and transportation-related organizations. 

In addition to these workshops and focus group meetings, bilingual newsletters, 
newspaper articles, and radio and television interviews all helped to disseminate project 
information throughout the broader community. The city of Bakersfield also maintained a 
web page posting the latest Bakersfield System Study information. 

EO-2-19 On page 6 in the purpose section there is no mention about the congestion on 99 
Freeway and that the Project is a regional transportation project. Why? The purpose also 
documents a desire to consider continuity and traffic relief along State Route 58 in 
Metropolitan Bakersfield. The studies for the traffic that continues through Metropolitan 
Bakersfield on State Route 58 (Rosedale Highway) to I-5 indicate that this through traffic 
is minimal. Most of the traffic is either local, moves up and down the 99 Freeway, and 
continuing traffic currently uses 7th Standard Rd, Lerdo Highway, and State Route 46. 

In Volume 1, Section 1.2.2, Need, there is a subsection Traffic Congestion on the Shared 
Portion of State Routes 58 and 99, which discusses congestion on State Route 99 and 
other highway projects that affect this shared roadway. Providing continuity for regional 
traffic traveling through Bakersfield on State Route 58 is an important purpose of the 
project. By providing continuity, and thereby reducing traffic demand loading of State 
Route 99 from State Route 58 (East) to Rosedale Highway (currently State Route 58 
West), traffic congestion along State Route 99 will be reduced. 

Bakersfield has as its major industries oil and agriculture. Both of these industries require 
many trucks. The EIR states several times about the high number of trucks in the area. 
Most of the trucks using and needing access to Rosedale Highway are destination bound. 
Just one of the Pipe companies on Rosedale highway had 200 trucks going in and out of 
it daily. The connection on Rosedale Highway to the 99 freeway will remain the primary 
route for this company. Part of the reason for Rosedale continuing to be their primary 
route for many companies is due to the absence of a northbound connection between the 
eastbound 58 and northbound 99. 

Origins and destinations of local truck travel are not expected to change significantly as a 
result of the project. Some travel route choices, particularly between industries located 
along State Route 58 (East) and both industries and end users located along the 
Rosedale Highway corridor west of Coffee Road, are expected to shift as a result of the 
project. 

Please explain if Air quality improvements for this Projects EIR were based on 
improvement in the ability for trucks to connect to I-5 through the bypassing of 
Bakersfield? Would those assumptions be incorrect if the local truck traffic does not 
change significantly? If the local truck traffic does not improve but more regional trucks 
travel through Bakersfield would that have a negative environmental impact on Air 
Quality? 

Truck volumes and shifting travel route choices, as detailed in Sections 2.6 and 3.7 of the 
Traffic Study technical report, have been reflected in the air quality analysis. For more 
information on air quality, see Section 3.2.6 in Volume 1 of this final environmental 
document.  

EO-2-20 Pages 8-14 discuss the level of service (level of service) for the project area. The area 
truck traffic is referred to but not expanded upon. Where is the current truck traffic headed 
if in this area “Truck traffic accounts for 27 percent of the total traffic in Kern County? This 
is three times the state average of 9 percent.” (Page 8). It further states that “At a regional 
scale, the project would promote economic growth and interregional/intraregional trade by 
improving linkages between existing segments of the State Highway system through 
Bakersfield.” Do you have any proof of this statement? The greatest growth for truck 
traffic will be on 7th Standard Rd because of the vision of Shafter. This project only 
improves State Route 58’s continuity. It has nothing that states it will improve linkages, If 
improving linkages to the Highway system to promote interregional/intraregional 
economic growth were the purpose and goal, wouldn’t you have to know where the truck 
traffic is, where its destination is and how the project will or will not change it? This would 
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traffic is, where its destination is and how the project will or will not change it? This would 
be an important environmental consideration for its impact. 

The technical studies that were summarized in the draft environmental document were 
available to the public upon request. These available studies include the Traffic Study 
technical report. Truck traffic patterns are addressed in the Traffic Study technical report, 
in Section 2.6 for existing conditions and Section 3.7 for future conditions. Eighteen (18) 
pages of text, tables, and graphics describe truck travel patterns and volumes in Section 
2.6 of the Traffic Study technical report under existing conditions. This section quantifies 
truck origins and destinations based on surveys conducted for the Kern Council of 
Governments and Caltrans on state routes leading to Kern County. A portion of the trucks 
pass through Kern County without stopping, while another portion has origins or 
destinations within the county. Truck travel occurring solely within Kern County is not 
specifically reported other than findings obtained from the San Joaquin Valley Regional 
Goods Movement Action Plan (2007). According to this document, 27 percent of total 
traffic in Kern County is comprised of medium- and heavy-duty trucks (defined as 
vehicles with four or more axles). 

Truck use of 7th Standard Road and the potential increase in truck volumes resulting from 
buildout of the Paramount Logistics Park have been taken into account as part of the 
overall Kern Council of Governments travel demand modeling effort. Thomas Roads 
Improvement Program projects, which directly benefit the logistics park, include widening 
7th Standard Road to four lanes and upgrading the facility to expressway design 
standards; constructing a grade separation over the BNSF tracks; and reconstructing and 
improving the interchange at State Route 99, which includes a grade separation with the 
adjacent Union Pacific Railroad rail line.  

Regarding linkage between the promotion of economic growth and improved 
transportation, this question is referred to the Federal Highway Administration’s website 
“Freight Transportation – Improvements and the Economy: Understanding the Links Between 
Transportation and the Economy.” See: 
http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_analysis/improve_econ/#under.  

EO-2-21 I do not understand how in Table 1.1 the Coffee Rd/Rosedale Highway continues to 
deteriorate while all other intersections along Rosedale Highway improve. What effect will 
widening of Rosedale Highway have on traffic? By the year 2038 the “No-Build 
Alternative” it is stated that the number of Intersections with a worse than D level of 
service in the Project Area increases to 22. This section is also where the population 
increase is discussed. The population is to grow 250% from baseline in 2009, but the 
number of intersections with a worse than D level of service increases to only 142% of 
baseline. That seems very consistent. I have discussed the possibility inaccuracy of the 
population forecast and I would like to know what effect a lower population forecast does 
to these numbers. 

Between 2008 and 2018, several roadway improvements are expected to be in place, 
including widening of 24th Street, widening of Rosedale Highway, construction of Mohawk 
Street between Truxtun Avenue and Rosedale Highway, and construction of the 
Westside Parkway from Truxtun Avenue to Heath Road. These improvements cause 
traffic to shift from one facility to another. The improved level of service results are 
forecast to occur along Rosedale Highway, Coffee Road, 24th Street, Oak Street, and 
Ming Avenue. 

The effect of the Rosedale Highway Widening Project was assumed as a baseline 
condition for both the No Build and build alternatives. No forecasts or analysis were 
conducted for a lower forecast of population other than the 2018 opening year and the 
2038 design year. The population forecasts developed by the Kern Council of 
Governments and used for the Thomas Roads Improvement Program project traffic 
forecasts are lower than the county-level forecasts prepared for Caltrans by Dr. Mark 
Schniepp, California Economic Forecasts, Inc., or the California Department of Finance 
Demographic Research Unit.  

With respect to the intersection of Coffee Road with Rosedale Highway, while the traffic 
volumes are generally lower along Rosedale Highway as a result of the build project, 
traffic volumes on Coffee Road between the Westside Parkway and Rosedale Highway 
are higher. Comparing year 2018 and 2038 No Build versus build conditions, the net 
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result is an improvement in traffic level of service and delay during the AM peak hour, but 
a worsening of delay during the PM peak hour at this individual intersection. Please refer 
to the Centennial Corridor Traffic Study, Table 4-14 and Table 4-28.   

EO-2-22 Due to the documented inaccuracies seen in traffic modeling and forecasting of traffic 
moving northbound on 99 Freeway from westbound 58 is a concern seems by this report 
to be unfounded. 

The commenter asserts that inaccuracies in traffic modeling and forecasting are 
documented, with such documentation presumed to be provided by the commenter via 
the comment letter. The response to comments provided herein indicates that the 
presumed “facts” provided by the commenter are incorrect. 

The level of service for this off/on ramp is never worse than D level of service. Most of the 
“Critically Poor” level of service existing at Ming Ave. The interchange at Ming Ave and 
the 99 Freeway are in violation for the Mandatory interchange buffer zones in California 
Highway Design Manual if the Centennial Corridor id built. Please explain how such a 
“problem intersection already” was not an impediment in the approval of the Design for 
this Project? 

The “project” proposes to rectify the interchange spacing proximity design exception by 
braiding the on-/off-ramps to and from Ming Avenue with the on-/off-ramps to and from 
State Route 58; therefore, the weaving/merging/diverging condition will be improved as a 
result of the project, effectively extending the operational interchange spacing to 
acceptable distances. 
 
Is this creating an unnecessary safety hazard? The EIR states that the Ming Ave and the 
California Ave off ramps are less that 1 mile from the 99 freeway and State Route 58 
interchange. 
Safety will be improved as a result of the ramp braiding.  

Could you also explain why for the westbound 58 off ramp to the southbound 99 is a “B” 
or “C” level of service in 2008, 20018, and in the AM for the 2038 but is at “E” for the PM 
in 2038? This is also true to the section between the “H St” on-ramp and the northbound 
Freeway 99 when traveling west on State Route 58. How would widening the 99 Freeway 
to six lanes from the State Route 58 northbound to past 7th Standard Rd improve the 
level of service? This table states that the level of service for the Eastbound State Route 
58 from the 99 freeway is presently a “C” and will remain a “C” through 2038. How does 
this justify the expense and environmental impact for the Centennial Corridor Project? 
Some of the level of service worse than D exists due to the Real Rd juncture, is it 
possible to eliminate that part of the State Route 58? 

These projected traffic volumes that the commenter mentions are based on recorded 
traffic counts from the base year, 2008, and anticipated growth rates for future years. The 
Level of Service was worse in the recorded counts in the afternoons than in the mornings. 
Thus, the anticipated Level of Service at these locations would also be worse in the PM 
than in the AM. 

The deterioration of traffic conditions for westbound State Route 58 to southbound State 
Route 99 is due to heavy on-ramp volume from Ming Avenue, heavy off-ramp volume to 
White Lane, and Ming Avenue on-ramp to White Lane off-ramp weave conflicts. These 
conflicts slow traffic traveling in the right-hand lanes of the freeway, and this congestion 
spills back toward State Route 58. The points of congestion noted by the commenter 
would not be affected by widening State Route 99 between State Route 58 East and 7th 
Standard Road. This widening would, however, diminish congestion forecast to occur in 
the southbound direction between Rosedale Highway and California Avenue. 

The build project assumes that widening of State Route 58 east of State Route 99 will 
occur, thereby allowing for level of service C or better conditions. 

The Centennial Corridor Project primarily affects traffic conditions to the west of State 
Route 99 and along State Route 99 north and south of the freeway-to-freeway system 
interchange. Improvements to State Route 58 to the east of State Route 99 are included 
to address changes to interchange ramp connections. 
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EO-2-23 The stated purpose of this Project is to provide route continuity for State Route 58. It is 
now well known that State Route 58 is going to be changed to I-40. I-40 is a major 
interstate and it implies that the purpose for this Project would change to specifically a 
regional interstate system and not a local community problem to be solved. If the purpose 
has changed, doesn’t that imply that this EIR is not point and because it did not study the 
true impacts of the Project, by law, must be redone? 

Since the current lack of route continuity contributes to traffic congestion and reduced 
levels of service on adjoining highways and streets, it follows that improving route 
continuity, and thereby reducing congestion on these roadways and highways, would also 
improve interregional travel as well as local by reducing congestion in the region and 
allowing for interregional travelers to continue through at a higher Level of Service.   

The commenter states, “It is well known that State Route 58 is going to be changed to I-
40”, as the basis of this comment. However, as explained above (Response to Comment 
EO-2-6), it is not possible to create Interstate 40 from Bakersfield to Interstate 5 as 
described in the suggested alternative. As noted above, the reconstruction of highways to 
Interstate standards would have to be accomplished from Barstow to Interstate 5 to 
qualify for Interstate consideration.   

EO-2-24 The projected expense to the Federal Government and the City of Bakersfield is in the 
Hundreds of Millions of dollars. Bakersfield will need to borrow over $250,000,000 if the 
estimates are accurate. The payback amount over 30 years will total close to 
$600,000,000 based on current favorable lending rates. Those figures are a “best 
scenario” and may be much higher in the long run. How can that be “reasonable”? With at 
least one other alternative which is less expensive and had a potentially smaller impact 
environmentally, Independent Utility cannot be asserted.  

The purpose of the Centennial Corridor Project is to provide route continuity and 
associated traffic congestion relief along State Route 58 within metropolitan Bakersfield 
and Kern County from the existing State Route 58/ State Route 99 freeway interchange 
to Interstate 5.  

The Centennial Corridor Project proposes to construct a new alignment for State Route 
58 from Interstate 5 via the Westside Parkway to the Cottonwood Road interchange (on 
existing State Route 58), east of State Route 99. The proposed Centennial Corridor 
Project is part of a larger Thomas Roads Improvement Project that has been divided into 
three segments. The Centennial Corridor Project is the easternmost segment and is 
segment 1 of the overall larger project. Segment 1, with the Preferred Alternative, 
Alternative B, proposes to construct a freeway to connect State Route 58 from its current 
“T” interchange at State Route 99 to the Westside Parkway, an existing local freeway. 
Segment 2 is identified as the Westside Parkway, and Segment 3 is the westernmost 
segment that would connect the Westside Parkway to Interstate 5, with an east-west 
alignment parallel to the Cross Valley Canal.  

The timing for construction of Segment 3 is unknown, but it would not occur until there is 
sufficient funding and greater traffic demand. Until Segment 3 improvements are made, 
traffic would use Stockdale Highway as the interim connection to Interstate 5. There are 
improvements proposed at the Stockdale Highway and State Route 43 (Enos Lane) 
intersection, to coincide with the Segment 1 build alternative. With the proposed 
improvements, Segment 1 of the Centennial Corridor Project is considered to have 
independent utility and logical termini. 

Since the inception of the Centennial Corridor Project, there has been consistent and 
ongoing financial reporting to the Federal Highway Administration. Construction of a new 
freeway is a costly endeavor; however, the proposed alternative (Alternative B) is the 
least costly of all the alternatives studied in this environmental document.  Based on 
escalated 2016/17 fiscal year costs, Alternative A and Alternative C would be $221 million 
and $95.5 million more expensive than Alternative B, respectively.  If the commenter is 
alluding to a proposed freeway connection along 7th Standard Corridor as a less 
expensive alternative, the preliminary cost estimate for such a project, as discussed in 
Table 2.3 (Volume 1) of the final environmental document, is $2.23 billion. This is 
substantially more expensive than the Preferred Alternative B.  In addition, Preferred 
Alternative B would result in $794 million in travel time savings over the 20-year (2018-
2038) study period, surpassing current favorable lending rates payback cost in 10 less 
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years. In this sense, the net benefit of Alternative B outweighs the estimated payback 
amount. 

The commenter asserts that $250 million will need to be borrowed to construct the 
Centennial Corridor Project. Based on preliminary engineering plans, the estimated loan 
amount through the Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) to 
construct the project is $200 million. This estimate for the loan is subject to change 
because of limited engineering plans. Payback terms and interest are not available at this 
time until Centennial Corridor Project moves to the final design phase of the project 
development process. As mentioned previously, the cost of implementing Alternatives A, 
C and/or the widening of the 7th Standard Corridor (Alternative 15) cost significantly more 
than Preferred Alternative B ($571 million). Therefore, Preferred Alternative B is the most 
financially reasonable alternative compared to the aforementioned alternatives.     

EO-2-25 In conclusion, it does not appear that this Draft EIR has adequately addressed impacts to 
the community or relevant and reasonable alternatives. I ask for it to be redone with many 
of the recommendations provided it this communication. 

Caltrans is confident in the adequacy of the final environmental document. A range of 
alternatives were examined over the years (see Section 2.1.5, Alternatives Considered 
but Eliminated from Further Discussion, and Response to Comment EO-2-4). For the 
three build alternatives carried forward in this environmental document, all required 
technical studies were compiled according to state and Federal standards, including 
community impacts, growth, air quality, noise impacts, and water quality.  

 Community impacts were extensively presented in Section 3.1.4; the document also 
discussed local fiscal and economic impacts (Section 3.1.4.2), visual/aesthetics and 
noise impacts (Sections 3.17 and 3.2.7), and future growth (Section 3.1.2). The character 
of Bakersfield was addressed under Section 3.1.1.2 in the discussion of the project’s 
consistency with local and regional plans and policies. There has also been a reasonable 
opportunity for public involvement during the planning and development of this project, as 
detailed in Section 5.4, including extensive refinement of the project design as a result of 
listening to community members concerns. Our coordination with local partners is 
continuing and will remain an important component of the project through construction, 
mitigation, monitoring, and maintenance of the facility. 
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